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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND TECHNICAL COMMITTEE FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS 
In compliance with the provisions of the Convenzione1, the Technical Committee conducted the first 
two-stage public consultation aimed at identifying the priorities of the Italian scientific community in 
terms of research infrastructures, within the Human Technopole scientific focus. The consultation 
was performed in two phases: the first engaging stakeholders representing Universities, IRCCSs, 
Public Research Institutions, Industry, Regions, social partners, and Third Sector entities that 
conduct or fund research in the life sciences, the second addressed to the entire scientific 
community. 
Taking into consideration as main criteria the overlap with national and EU facilities, the public 
funding already available and planned for RIs, and the size of the potential pool of users of proposed 
National Facilities to be established at HT, the contribution of the invited stakeholders led to the 
identification of three main core areas in which there was a high demand for National Facilities: 1. 
the OMICS domain - including Genomics, Single Cell Multiomics, Genome engineering, Proteomics, 
Metabolomics (Nutrition); 2. the IMAGING domain - which will bridge across scales to include 
Cellular Imaging and Structural Biology; 3. the DATA HANDLING AND ANALYSIS core - which will 
support the two domains above. 
The Second Level Consultation, open to the entire national scientific community, confirmed that the 
access to the identified technologies/services was considered very important by a high proportion 
of the participating researchers. In fact, of the 1624 participants, 91%, 87% and 88%, respectively, 
indicated that the implementation of these three areas is a very high or high priority, confirming the 
strong demand for these services. In particular, 65% of the participants deems the offer of OMICS 
services a very high priority, followed by DATA HANDLING AND ANALYSIS and IMAGING with 
56% and 53% of the contributors identifying them as very high priority, respectively.  

On the basis of the outcome of the consultation, described in detail in this report, the Technical 
Committee proposes the following recommendations to the HT Supervisory Board and to the 
Ministries. 
The National Facilities (NFs) provided for by the Convenzione will be an integral part of Human 
Technopole and contribute to fulfil its mission. Through the consultation, the Technical Committee 
surveyed the current needs of the Italian scientific community in terms of research infrastructures 
and defined how HT might support Italian scientists with regard to access to cutting-edge 
technologies within the HT scientific focus. 
The Human Technopole National Facilities will grant access to innovative technologies to external 
research laboratories with original biological questions that cannot afford the instrumentation or 
other costs and/or lack the expertise to complete the experimental workflows required for their 
projects.  The NFs will gain added value by working in an integrated manner as established under 
the Convenzione. In addition to this, the interactions at national and international level with 
established infrastructures are expected to be mutually beneficial, establishing a framework for 
sharing knowledge and tools for technology development. 
A brief description of technologies and services that should be considered in the implementation 
plan is available at Annex 1 (p. 21). 
A regular evaluation should be carried out in order to avoid duplication with structures / 
infrastructures that will be implemented with publicly funded programs.  A structured programme of 
collaboration with these national and international structures / infrastructures should be developed. 
Because the NFs will be built over a period of time as new building construction at HT proceeds, 
integration with existing facilities will be very useful to avoid duplication.  

 
1 https://www.mur.gov.it/sites/default/files/2021-07/Convenzione MEF_MUR_Min Salute_HT.pdf 

https://www.mur.gov.it/sites/default/files/2021-07/Convenzione%20MEF_MUR_Min%20Salute_HT.pdf
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A detailed plan of the space necessary both for the installation of the equipment and for the support 
laboratories must be carried out, taking into account the need to: a) define pathways based on the 
work to be carried out (also considering biosecurity levels), b) assess requirements for air 
conditioning, electricity, technical gases, load bearing, etc.; c) plan adequate space for the studies 
to be carried out by visiting users of NFs. 
The rapid evolution of technologies implies a requirement for regular upgrades of, and better 
integration between, the NFs to be realised in the coming years. This will go in parallel with the 
incorporation of new specialized analytical tools. Together, these dynamic changes make it difficult 
for individual laboratories and/or Institutions to keep up with technological innovation. Users of the 
NFs and the national community should be periodically consulted about new requirements. Only 
cutting-edge equipment should be considered for the NFs. 
For the purchase of equipment, contracts for co-development with the manufacturing companies 
should be pursued. This can facilitate advanced access to new technical and structural requirements 
necessary to maintain the facilities at state of the art. 
A cost forecast, and an allocation of resources, for the maintenance of the equipment (also through 
full risk maintenance contracts), must be performed to ensure a constant instrumentation update 
and investment in the most promising and innovative techniques bringing benefits to the whole 
scientific community. The cost to stipulate full risk maintenance contracts on all instruments are 
expected to be a significant percentage of purchase prices but are an essential component of the 
running costs of National Facilities. As stated in the Convenzione, access to the NFs at HT will be 
granted on the basis of scientific merit and available resources. As a complement to the procedure 
foreseen by the Convenzione, external experts in the relevant fields can be involved to assist 
selecting and prioritising the requests submitted for access. These experts will be remunerated 
according to internal rules. 
To achieve their mission, all NFs should be organized as a set of integrated units, with an adequate 
number of dedicated and technically proficient personnel. The companies supplying the equipment 
should be asked to guarantee the initial supply of and, if appropriate, periodic training for the NFs 
personnel at each update of the equipment. 
A comprehensive implementation plan for the NF, covering business plan, human resources, data 
management, access management plan and related cost book, is strongly recommended.  
Considering that, for the most part, the new National Facilities provided for by the Convenzione will 
be implemented in the South Building (available after 2026) and in order to allow the access of the 
scientific community to the facilities that are already under construction at HT and that will be 
available starting in 2023, the TC agreed on this statement: The Technical Committee, informed by 
its technical and scientific analysis of the proposals for National Facilities, is of the opinion that the 
relevant parties should agree on a way that technical facilities already activated or in construction 
by Human Technopole, as per Art. 3.4 of the Convenzione, are made available by different 
mechanisms to internal and external users. 
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1. Introduction 
Human Technopole (HT) is a life science research institute established by national Law 11 
December 2016, nr. 232 and supported by core funding from the Ministries of University and 
Research (MUR), of Health (MoH), and of Economy and Finance (MEF). Human Technopole aims 
to become a centre of excellence and an internationally competitive research institute. Envisioned 
as a large-scale national research structure, once fully developed it will employ around 1,000 
scientists and a total of roughly 1300 staff, positioning itself as one of the largest institutes for life 
science research in Europe.  

Human Technopole’s overarching mission is to contribute to human health and well-being by 
carrying out frontier research in the biomedical sciences, with a particular focus on biological 
problems relevant to human health, ultimately aimed at developing novel approaches for 
personalised and preventive medicine.  The research activities at HT pursue a comprehensive and 
interdisciplinary approach to the study of human biology – with scientists in diverse fields, including 
biology, bioinformatics, chemistry, engineering, physics, mathematics, computational and health 
data science, working together on research topics of biomedical relevance. By combining the most 
advanced experimental and computational technologies – including, prominently, high-throughput -
omics and advanced imaging methods – HT’s science investigates the basic mechanisms regulating 
biological systems across all scales of organisation – from single molecules and complexes over 
organisms, to communities and populations. Currently, HT’s research activities, which span a broad 
range of topics, are mainly focused around the areas of genomics, neuroscience, computational 
biology, integrative structural biology and health data science. 

The Convenzione signed on December 30, 2020 between the Ministries of Economy and Finance 
(MEF), of Health (MoH), and of University and Research (MUR), and the Human Technopole 
Foundation governs the realisation at Human Technopole of National Facilities, which must meet 
the definition of research infrastructure adopted by the European Strategy Forum on Research 
Infrastructures (ESFRI) , i.e., facilities, resources and related services used by the scientific 
community to conduct high-quality research in their respective fields, independent of institutional or 
national affiliation. 

In compliance with the provisions of Law 160 of 2019 (art. 1, paragraphs 275, 276 and 277), the 
Convenzione also provides that such NFs be identified following a public consultation in two phases: 
the first engaging stakeholders representing Universities, IRCCSs, Public Research Institutions, 
Industry, Regions, social partners, and Third Sector entities that conduct or fund research in the life 
sciences, the second addressed to the entire scientific community. 

Between July 2021 and July 2022, the Technical Committee, composed of the Director of Human 
Technopole (Chair), Professor Iain W. Mattaj, the Director General of Internationalization and 
Communication, MUR, Doctor Gianluigi Consoli, the Director General for Research and Innovation 
in Healthcare, MoH, Professor Giuseppe Ippolito, (Vice-Chairs), one of the Italian representatives 
in the European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures (ESFRI),  Doctor Gelsomina 
Pappalardo, and the Chair of the Scientific Committee of Human Technopole, Professor Walter 
Ricciardi, conducted the first two-stage consultation. The results are summarised in this report, with 
a description and the prioritisation of the services, activities and technologies in high demand by the 
national scientific community. 
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2. First Level Consultation 
The First Level Consultation involved hundred and sixty-seven (167) stakeholders (Annex 2) 
identified by the Technical Committee and representing the main actors in the national research 
system, who were invited to contribute to the identification of the priorities of the national life science 
community in terms of research infrastructures. The interested stakeholders were requested to 
submit their proposals, adequately motivated, regarding possible NFs to be implemented at HT, 
through an online questionnaire (Annex 3) that was made available from July 23rd, 2021, to 
September 30th, 2021. The questionnaire was prepared by the Technical Committee and was 
inspired by the form that ESFRI uses to collect proposals for the construction of research 
infrastructures to be included in the European roadmap. The proposers were requested to explain 
why the facility is required, who will use it and what it should include in terms of both equipment and 
technical expertise. 

Through the questionnaire, the TC aimed to identify the national life science community’s priorities 
with regard to research infrastructures relevant for life science research, in particular in the fields of 
health, genomics, data and decision science, nutrition, structural and cellular biology and additional 
areas of research aimed at illness prevention and health, which represent the wide domain of HT’s 
research interests as defined by Law 11 December 2016, nr. 232. The questionnaire was not, 
therefore, aimed at collecting the desires of individual researchers or small groups, but rather at 
collecting aggregate indications that reflect the common vision of a large part of the research 
community. 

To increase the visibility of the ongoing consultation, several stakeholders representing scientific 
societies, professional associations and networks (Annex 4) were informed of the launch of the 
consultation and asked for their support to increase participation by the scientific community, by 
encouraging their members in participating in the consultation by forwarding their proposals to the 
heads of the respective institutions. 

 

2.1. Proposed National Facilities 
As a result of the First Level Consultation, a total of 60 questionnaires were submitted, 48 derived 
from initiatives supported by several institutions and 12 from single institutions. Several of the 
questionnaires described different infrastructural units of the same facility. Overall, the stakeholders 
invited to participate in the consultation proposed 29 different National Facilities in various fields, 
including imaging, omics technologies, health and drug discovery, among others.  

Below is the full list of the proposed National Facilities.  

• ID 1. Cellular imaging: platform for the validation and the translational application 
development of nanobodies. Animal imaging: fmri platform for small laboratory animals and 
plaftorm for cellular imaging (multiphoton, miniscope) 

• ID 2. National platform for genomics (NP-GENOMICS)  
• ID 5. National platform for vector and cell engineering (VERDI)  
• ID 6. National platform for integrated single cell multiomics (INsCELL) 
• ID 10. Peptide platform as an useful tool for the fight against infectious diseases (PePdis) 
• ID 11. National platform of advanced services for precision nutrition of the 4p's (prediction, 

prevention; personalization, participation) (NUTRI4PSERVICE) 
• ID 12. Nursing science network "NURSINGNET“ 
• ID 13. National platform for animal imaging (ANIMA)  
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• ID 21. National platform for molecular & cellular imaging integrated multimodal and 
multiscale biophysical analysis (NP – IMBI)  

• ID 25. National platform for drug discovery and development acronym of the np: drug 
discovery platform (DDP)   

• ID 29. National platform for proteomics & metabolomics integrated proteomics and 
metabolomics (IPROMET)  

• ID 33. National platform for structural biology (SBIP)  
• ID 38. National platform for bioinformatics and biological data (Bioinfo)  
• ID 43. National platform for human imaging (PHI)  
• ID 48. Nanomedicine (Nano-2-Bed) 
• ID 49. Ecotron facility for experimental ecosystem studies (EF4EES) 
• ID 50. High-throughput and high-content screening (HTHC_S) 
• ID 51. National infrastructure for human health for space exploration (NI2HSE) 
• ID 52. National platform for nanomedicine (PN-NANOMED) 
• ID 53. Personalised and sustainable nutrition (PERSUSNUT) 
• ID 54. National platform for access promotion and staff training (NP4PT)  
• ID 55. Nutrition and health (NUTH-RI) 
• ID 56. Cloud for the human technopole (IC4HT) 
• ID 57. Quantum computing for life sciences (QCLS) 
• ID 58. Three dimensional approaches and knowledges to drive the dialogue between cells 

and (bio)materials (3D BIOTALK) 
• ID 59. Rehabilomics and advanced biomedical technologies for basic and translational 

research on health & life sciences enabling wellbeing and active ageing (RENEW) 
• ID 60. Mediterranean inflammasome drug discovery platform (MINERVA) 
• ID 61. Intelligent real world data analytics platform, a national platform for the extraction and 

the intelligent analysis of clinical real world data (IRWAP) 
• ID 62. National centre for biological resources (CNRB) 

Copy of the submitted proposals are available in Appendix 1. 

 

2.2. Evaluation procedure 
The questionnaires received were evaluated with the aim of defining priorities in terms of research 
infrastructures in high demand by the national scientific community, to be submitted to the second 
level consultation. 

The evaluation was performed in three consecutive steps: 

i. Eligibility check 

ii. Opinions expressed by external experts 

iii. Opinions and evaluation by the Technical Committee 

A detailed description of and the results of the three steps are provided in the following sections. 

 

2.2.1. Eligibility check 
A first eligibility check was performed by the Technical Committee to identify the proposals compliant 
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with the requirements set out in the Convenzione and the guidelines provided. Each questionnaire 
was in principle aimed at collecting one suggestion for a NF of interest for the national community, 
with a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural Units, IU), including the 
technologies and personnel required, with a maximum character limit for some of the questions. Out 
of the 60 questionnaires submitted, 41 did not describe independent facilities but instead a set of 
10 facilities with the component infrastructural units. In this group, only the questionnaires entitled 
“Summary” were compliant in format with the guidelines. Nevertheless, the Technical Committee 
agreed to include in the further process all questionnaires related to a single NF, which were 
grouped under a single ID (e.g. ID2 includes ID 2a, 2b, 2c). The proposals deriving from 
questionnaires that were not compliant with the guidelines but that were nonetheless included in the 
further process were: ID2, ID5, ID6, ID13, ID21, ID 25, ID29, ID38, ID33, ID43. 

 A total of 18 proposals were considered eligible and moved forward in the process. 

Below, the list of proposals that were considered unsuitable, including a brief description of the 
reasons for ineligibility.  

• ID 1. Cellular imaging: platform for the validation and the translational application 
development of nanobodies. Animal imaging: fmri platform for small laboratory animals and 
platform for cellular imaging (multiphoton, miniscope) 

The proposal was very poorly described, and no technical details were provided, therefore 
it was not possible to define the mission and the services provided by the proposed platform. 
 

• ID 10. Peptide platform as a useful tool for the fight against infectious diseases (PEPDIS) 

The proposal did not describe a National Facility offering services but instead a facility to 
mainly carry out research in the field of epitope-specific based vaccines formulated with 
synthetic peptides. 
 

• ID 11. National platform of advanced services for precision nutrition of the 4p's (prediction, 
prevention; personalization, participation) (NUTRI4PSERVICE) 

The proposal did not describe a facility to be implemented at HT, rather it aimed at 
establishing a network of infrastructures where each partner University represented one IU. 
The goal of the proposal was to request funding for the universities involved. 
 

• ID 12. Nursing science network "NURSINGNET“ 

The proposal was not aimed at implementing a National Facility but rather at creating a 
network of public health and nursing researchers. 
 

• ID 51. National infrastructure for human health for space exploration (NI2HSE) 

The proposal did not describe a National Facility offering services but a facility to mainly 
carry out research on its own in the field of space science, a research area not foreseen by 
the law 232/2016. 
 

• ID 54. National platform for access promotion and staff training (NP4PT)  

The proposal did not describe a National Facility offering services, rather it offered support 
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for managing access and staff training. The proposal was not considered further, but the TC 
recommended to consider “training” as a fundamental aspect and goal of the National 
Facilities. 
 

• ID 56. Cloud for the human technopole (IC4HT) 

The proposal did not describe a National Facility offering services but instead offered 
resources and IT solutions to be used by HT and other users on a fee for service basis. 
 

• ID 58. Three dimensional approaches and knowledges to drive the dialogue between cells 
and (bio)materials (3D BIOTALK) 

The proposal did not describe a National Facility offering services but a facility to mainly 
carry out research on its own in the field of biomaterials. 
 

• ID 59. Rehabilomics and advanced biomedical technologies for basic and translational 
research on health & life sciences enabling wellbeing and active ageing (RENEW) 

The proposal did not describe a National Facility offering services but a facility to mainly 
carry out research on its own in the field of rehabilitation. 
 

• ID 60. Mediterranean inflammasome drug discovery platform (MINERVA) 

The proposal did not describe a National Facility but a research hub on diseases related to 
chronic inflammation with a particular focus on the role of inflammasomes. 
 

• ID 61. Intelligent real world data analytics platform, a national platform for the extraction and 
the intelligent analysis of clinical real world data (IRWAP) 

The proposal did not describe a National Facility but was a request for funding to perform 
research. 

 

2.2.2. Opinions provided by external experts 
Considering the wide range of technologies described in the proposals and the lack of sufficiently 
broad expertise among the Members of the Technical Committee, the involvement of external 
experts in the scientific and technological fields focus of the proposals was agreed. Expertise in the 
field and experience in managing research infrastructures or technological facilities were the main 
criteria for the selection of the external advisors. The absence of conflicts of interest with the 
proposing institutions was also confirmed. 

Guidelines for the external experts were prepared to describe the aim of the ongoing consultation 
and the subsequent procedure (Annex 5). Emphasis was given to the fact that the proposals’ main 
goal was the implementation of research infrastructures (National Facilities) supporting the access 
of external users as opposed to setting up a facility to mainly carry out research on its own.  

The experts were invited to express their opinion on specific aspects of the facilities as described 
by the respondents, with a particular focus on the scientific relevance as well as feasibility and 
functionality of the facilities as proposed (is the choice of equipment reasonable, is the facility 
functional as a stand-alone entity or does it require other technical support infrastructure, is the 
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number of staff proposed reasonable in terms of the projected number of users and type of 
equipment, etc.). To synthesise the experts’ opinion, the system provided for the use of four scores, 
“Low”, “Medium”, “High”, “Very High”. Experts were also asked to explain the basis for their assigned 
scores, using the “Comment” sections included in the form (Annex 6). Each proposal was submitted 
to three independent experts and each expert was asked to express her/his opinion on different 
proposals in related scientific fields. (Note: ID 13, ID 21 and ID 43 were reviewed by two experts 
only since the third expert did not provide the requested feedback despite several reminders. 
Considering that the two submitted opinions were in agreement, it was decided to take no further 
action).  

The feedback of the external experts was generally positive. They expressed their appreciation for 
the initiative and they recognised the clear impact the planned investments would be likely to have 
on the Italian research system.  

A few proposals (IDs 21, 48, 53, 62) received a feedback of limited enthusiasm (scores “medium” 
or “low”). The main criticisms were related to the lack of a clear planning of the activities described, 
a lack of infrastructural units needed to fulfil the mission as stated, an incorrect estimation of the 
costs, space and/or personnel required for facility implementation and management, or insufficient 
information to understand the overall facility mission and offered services.  

The complete set of forms submitted by the external experts are available upon request. 

2.2.3. Evaluation by the Technical Committee  
The advice of the external experts contributed to the evaluation performed by the Technical 
Committee. The most important criteria considered for defining the technologies to be included in 
the second level consultation were: 

1. whether substantial overlap existed with National and/or European RIs,  

2. whether substantial overlap existed with current or planned National public investments in 
RIs, 

3. the magnitude of the proportion of the national scientific community potentially interested in 
utilising the proposed facilities.  

The list of all criteria considered by the Technical Committee for finalising the evaluation of the 
proposals is available in Annex 7. 

Here we report the evaluation and recommendation for each submitted proposal. The complete 
evaluation is available in Appendix 2 that includes the TC’s full evaluation forms for each proposal. 

• ID 2. National platform for genomics (NP-GENOMICS)  
There is a high demand in the Italian community for genomic services and there is no overlap 
with any large national or ESFRI infrastructure. Moreover, the feedback provided by the 
external experts is positive.  
Currently there is a lack of national coordination for omics science in Italy, therefore a 
reference facility would be very useful, also for coordinating national efforts in this field. The 
governance and the coordination with other Italian facilities offering similar services should 
be defined in accordance with the interests of the players involved.  
Genomic services should be included among those presented to the national 
community for the Second Level Consultation. 
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• ID 5. National platform for vector and cell engineering (VERDI)  
Considering the importance of these technologies, a cell/genome engineering facility is 
important for the Italian scientific community. The feedback provided by the external experts 
is positive and there is no overlap with other national or European facilities.  
These technologies require a lot of cell handling, and the capacity is expected to be 
significantly lower compared to the genomics unit as it is hard to automate procedures using 
different cell types with diverse requirements. 
At this stage, the facility should focus on cellular engineering but without the generation of 
organisms from the cells produced. It is not considered feasible for a single facility to carry 
out such work on the variety of organisms used in the scientific community. Instead, the 
individual labs working on the organism have the expertise and can implement this part of 
the process. 
Since cell engineering services are part of the offer planned by the Automatic Stem Cell and 
Organoid Facility at HT, some level of integration among the facilities is warmly 
recommended. 
Vector and cell engineering services should be included among those presented to 
the national community for the Second Level Consultation. 
 

• ID 6. National platform for integrated single cell multiomics (INSCELL) 
The proposal received a positive feedback from the external experts.  
Single cell multiomics analysis is complementary to both the genomics as well as the 
proteomics and metabolomics proposals, these services should be included among those 
presented to the national community for the Second Level Consultation. Both this 
facility and the more standard nucleic acids-based genomics facility are in implementation 
at Human Technopole and the TC warmly recommends to integrate the HT existing facilities 
into the future NFs to serve external users as well. 
 

• ID 13. National platform for animal imaging (ANIMA)  
The proposed facility partially overlaps with services offered by Italian RIs that are 
recognised as being of high priority for the National Plan for Research Infrastructures (Piano 
Nazionale per le Infrastrutture di Ricerca – PNIR) and are widely supported by both MUR 
and the MoH. Considering the importance of avoiding duplication and redundancy among 
infrastructures supported by public funding, the priority of implementing this facility is low 
and the proposal cannot be considered further. 
 

• ID 21. National platform for molecular & cellular imaging integrated multimodal and 
multiscale biophysical analysis (NP – IMBI)  
Even if the proposal is very broad and partially overlaps with the services offered by 
EuroBioimaging, as highlighted in the concerns expressed by two of the external experts, 
some of the services described are of clear interest for the community. 
Considering the strong and clear overlap with EuroBioimaging, an RI that has been also 
recognised as high priority by the PNIR, the development of targeted services should be 
coordinated with EuroBioimaging and its Italian nodes, as emphasized by one of the external 
experts. 
Since HT is implementing a Light Imaging Facility, for the sake of efficiency and effectiveness 
of the investment, the TC recommends creating a single Light Imaging Facility that has 
enough capacity to serve internal and external users. 
Molecular and cellular imaging services should be included among those presented 
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to the national community for the Second Level Consultation. 
 

• ID 25. National platform for drug discovery and development (DDP)   
Some of the services described in this proposal such as imaging, genome engineering and 
structural biology, overlap with those foreseen in other proposed facilities. 
The most important criticism, highlighted also by the external experts, is that the proposal 
does not envisage plans for medicinal chemistry services, and this strongly limits the 
potential impact of the facility on drug discovery.  
Considering that Italy is not part of the European RI EU-OPENSCREEN and that the CNCCS 
consortium (Collezione Nazionale di Composti Chimici e Centro Screening) has been 
recognised as having only medium priority by the PNIR, there is clearly limited national 
interest in such services. The proposal should not be considered further. 
 

• ID 29. National platform for proteomics & metabolomics (IPROMET - integrated proteomics 
and metabolomics)  
The external experts highlighted how critical it would be for the national scientific community 
to have access to such a facility. Moreover, the HT strategic plan envisages the 
implementation of a facility focusing on proteomics and metabolomic analysis.  
Proteomics & Metabolomics services are complementary to and should complete the 
other omics-related services included among those presented to the national 
community.  

 
• ID 33. National platform for structural biology (SBIP)  

Despite the very positive feedback of the external experts who highlighted the importance of 
such a facility for the national and the European scientific community, this proposal overlaps 
with the services offered by INSTRUCT and several of the technologies described are 
already available at the ESFRI Italian nodes. 
However, since a gap exists in protein production testing services and in Cryo-EM analysis, 
these two aspects of the proposal should be considered further. 
The HT CryoEM facility is already planning to offer its services to external users and, for this 
function, can be supported by the Convenzione. 
Regarding the protein production, a facility that focuses on pilot-scale protocol optimisation 
for the production of specific proteins submitted by external uses is considered very useful. 
Cryo-EM services should be included among those presented to the national 
community for the Second Level Consultation. 
 

• ID 38. National platform for bioinformatics and biological data (BIOINFO)  
Even if the external experts confirmed the very good quality of the proposal, considering that 
bioinformatic analysis is too varied and too specialist to be offered as a service to the entire 
research community, this facility should not be focused on detailed analysis support but 
instead should represent the data handling and storage core for the National Facilities, 
including first-line data analysis (but not in-depth analysis). This DATA HANDLING AND 
ANALYSIS CORE should collect the data produced by the omics units as well as by the 
imaging facilities, harmonise them and deliver them to the researchers and the community. 
It should be submitted to the Second Level Consultation 
To avoid duplicating skills that are already rare, the TC recommends connecting the data 
handling core area to the HT Data Centre, thus increasing the capacity of HT in terms of 
data storage and data handling and provision to external users. Connections to other 
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national HPC sites should be developed. 
 

• ID 43. National platform for human imaging (PHI)  
External experts considered this proposal positively. However, the proposed facility partially 
overlaps with services offered by Italian RIs (in particular EuroBioimaging) that are 
recognised as being of high priority by the PNIR and are widely supported by both MUR and 
the Ministry of Health. Considering the importance of avoiding duplication and redundancy 
in the infrastructures supported by public funding, the priority of implementing this facility is 
low and the proposal should not be considered further. 
 

• ID 48. Nanomedicine (NANO-2-BED) 
The external experts identified several weaknesses in the proposal. Among others was the 
lack of the infrastructure needed for in vivo evaluation of the nanomedicines produced that 
greatly reduces the translational impact of the facility. 
Some of the services described in these proposals such as imaging, proteomics and 
metabolomics are already part of other NFs that have been defined as core areas. 
Since the remaining services would support the demand of a small community and 
considerable investments are planned by the Ministries for the implementation of national 
centres for RNA research (Padua and Siena) that partly overlap, this proposal should not 
be considered further. 

 
• ID 49. Ecotron facility for experimental ecosystem studies (EF4EES) 

Although related to a priority issue and positively evaluated by the external experts, this 
proposal seem to be relatively ‘tangential’ to the coherent domains the identified ‘core areas’ 
refer to. 
Moreover, there is a clear overlap with AnaEE ERIC and LifeWatch ERIC. In fact, Italy has 
several ecotrons and simulation centres for agriculture supported by the Ministries, and other 
larger facilities to which Italian scientists have access exist in Europe.  
It is also worth noting that there would be no synergy with the main HT focus. The proposal 
should not be considered further. 
 

• ID 50. High-throughput and high-content screening (HTHC_S) 
As highlighted by the reviewers, the most important criticism in this proposal is that it does 
not envisage plans for medicinal chemistry services, and this strongly limits the potential 
impact of the facility on drug discovery.  
Considering that Italy is not part of the European RI EU-OPENSCREEN and that the CNCCS 
consortium (Collezione Nazionale di Composti Chimici e Centro Screening) has been 
recognized as having only medium priority by the National plan for RIs, there is clearly limited 
national interest in such services. The proposal should not be considered further. 
 

• ID 52. National platform for nanomedicine (PN-NANOMED) 
The external experts identified several weaknesses in the proposal. Among others, the lack 
of the infrastructure needed for in vivo evaluation of the nanomedicines that would greatly 
reduce the translational impact of the facility and the breadth of the technologies offered that 
undermines the feasibility of the proposal. 
Some of the services described in the proposal such as imaging, proteomics and 
metabolomics are already part of other facilities that have been defined as core areas. 
Since the remaining services would support the demand of a small community and 
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considerable investments are planned by the Ministries for the implementation of national 
centres for RNA research (Padua and Siena) that partly overlap, this proposal should not 
be considered further. 
 

• ID 53. Personalised and sustainable nutrition (PERSUSNUT) 
The external experts highlighted several weaknesses in the proposal from the broad list of 
technologies offered to the lack of clear link between personalised and sustainable nutrition, 
providing a negative overall score.  
Important investments in the field of nutrition have been made by the two ministries (MUR, 
MoH) and are also planned in the PNRR. The request of technologies highlighted by this 
proposal as wells as by ID55 are mainly covered by the Genomics, Proteomics and 
Metabolomics services that will be part of the OMICS domain core area that is expected to 
support the research in this field. The facility as described should not be considered 
further. 
 

• ID 55. Nutrition and health (NUTH-RI) 
Although the proposal is of high quality and addresses an important field of nutrition as 
reported by the external experts, important investments in the field of nutrition have been 
made by the two ministries (MUR, MoH) and are also planned in the PNRR. The request of 
technologies highlighted by this proposal as well as by ID 53 are mainly covered by the 
Genomics, Proteomics and Metabolomics services that will be part of the OMICS domain 
core area that is expected to support the research in this field. The facility as described 
should not be considered further. 
 

• ID 57. Quantum computing for life sciences (QCLS) 
The main criticism highlighted by the external experts is the fact that quantum computing is 
still under development and not mature enough to be efficiently used in life sciences (and 
other disciplines). This approach is still experimental and not ready to be offered as a service. 
In addition, the proposal offers facilities that can be accessed by Human Technopole for a 
fee, not the creation of a new facility. Important is also the fact that national investments 
through the PNNR are already planned in this field. This proposal should not be 
considered further. 
 

• ID 62. National centre for biological resources (CNRB) 
The external experts agreed on the fact that the proposal lacks important details to allow a 
correct understanding of the services offered by and the technologies available in this facility. 
Moreover, this proposal fully overlaps with European and national biobanks. There are huge 
public investments in biobanks, therefore further investments in this field cannot be 
considered. The proposal should not be evaluated further. 

 

2.3. Summary and results of the First Level Consultation 
During the First Level Consultation, carried out between July 23rd 2021 and September 30th 2021, 
stakeholders representing the main actors of the Italian research system submitted their proposals 
regarding possible National Facilities to be implemented at Human Technopole. Their contribution 
allowed the identification of the priorities of the national scientific community in terms of research 
infrastructures in the field of life sciences. 
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Eighteen (18) out of the 29 proposals submitted were defined eligible and evaluated by the Technical 
Committee with the advice of external experts in the fields of focus of the proposals.  

Taking into consideration the overlap with national and EU facilities, the public funding already 
available and/or planned for RIs, and the size of the potential pool of users of proposed National 
Facilities to be established at HT, the Technical Committee identified three main core areas 
with high demand for National Facilities offering access in the respective fields:  

1. the OMICS domain - including Genomics, Single Cell Multiomics, Genome engineering, 
Proteomics, Metabolomics (Nutrition) services described in proposals ID 2, 5, 6 and 29 

2. the IMAGING domain - which will bridge across scales to include Cellular Imaging and Structural 
Biology, encompassing services described in proposals ID 21 and 33 

3. the DATA HANDLING AND ANALYSIS core - which will support the two domains above as 
partially described in proposal ID 38 
 

2.3.1. OMICS domain 
The OMICS domain area includes a wide range of multi-omics technologies applied to different 
organisms and model systems, comprising: 

a. the analysis of genomes and transcriptomes with a wide range of methods and 
applications (DNA, RNA, epigenetics, epitranscriptomics) in every area of the life sciences; 
among others, cutting-edge genomic technologies for structural and functional 
characterisation of genomes, the latest sequencing tools and liquid handlers for library 
preparation, established technologies for low-cost array-based high-throughput genotyping, 
copy number variation (CNV), and DNA methylation analysis; 

b. single cell studies with state-of-the-art technologies for scRNAseq and single nucleotide 
variant detection, fluorescent cell sorters, single molecule fluorescent in situ hybridisation 
instruments, mass cytometry, full-length transcript detection, laser-equipped cell sorter 
capable of physically separating single cells from different cell populations; 

c. quantitative and qualitative identification and analysis of proteins and metabolites using 
state-of-the-art mass spectrometry technologies (LC-MS/MS), possibly supplemented by 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) technologies if required; studies will cover a wide range 
of life science disciplines (cell biology, precision medicine, biomarker discovery, human 
exposure, nutrition science, metabolic profiling of diseases and of drug response, analysis 
of post-translational modifications at the level of cells, tissues and organisms) will be 
considered, with applications in diverse fields driven by technology and data;  

d. construction of various types of vectors (including viral) for in vitro and in vivo gene transfer 
and cell engineering, including the production of CRISPR/Cas9 libraries for genome-wide 
functional screening for unbiased gene discovery. The facility may also include the design 
and production of high-quality pseudo-viral particles for the transfer of nucleic acids. 

 

2.3.2. IMAGING domain 
The IMAGING domain aims to implement technologies that are instrumental for research in cellular 
and molecular imaging as well as structural biology. The domain includes: 

a. advanced optical microscopy including confocal and super-resolution microscopy (e.g., 
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STED or STORM);  

b. classical electron microscopy, which allows three-dimensional reconstruction 
(tomography) of observed samples, super-resolution microscopy in combination with 3D 
electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy, allowing to investigate biological 
processes at nano and atomic resolution; 

c. cryoelectron microscopy for structural biology studies, including single particle analysis 
and in vitro and in situ tomography, 3D visualisation of macromolecular assemblies, high-
throughput crystallisation methods; the possibility of implementing a facility that focuses on 
pilot-scale protocol optimization for in vitro recombinant protein production will be 
considered.  

 

2.3.3. DATA HANDLING AND ANALYSIS core 
The DATA HANDLING AND ANALYSIS core for the National Facilities will be essential to collect 
the large amount of data produced by the other NFs and to support its first pass analysis and transfer 
to the researchers for their further use and detailed analysis. Instrumentation with high memory and 
computational capacity will be integrated, and future software and hardware developments will be 
considered as they become robust enough to support service activities. Main components: a HPC 
cluster with High-Memory GPU and CPU nodes; a cloud-oriented data centre for deploying basic 
and bioinformatics services and applications in isolated and secure environments; multi-tier storage 
capabilities; cybersecurity solutions at the hardware, procedure and policy levels.  

 

3. Second Level Consultation 
The initial phase of consultation allowed the identification of areas with high demand for National 
Facilities offering access in the respective fields. These facilities should allow Italian researchers to 
access a broad range of services from omics technologies to imaging and structural analysis. 
The first core area was represented by the OMICS DOMAIN, that includes a broad spectrum of 
technologies, from nucleic acids to proteins and metabolites analysed either from tissues or from 
single cells. This domain should support researchers working in different areas of life sciences. 
The second core area was the IMAGING DOMAIN that includes several imaging technologies at 
multiple scales, from atoms over molecules to cells, tissues and organs, again applicable to many 
different biomedical fields. 
These domains should produce large quantities of data and need the support of a DATA HANDLING 
AND ANALYSIS CORE for the National Facilities, that is essential to collect the data generated by 
the omics units as well as by the imaging facilities, harmonise them, carry out first level analysis and 
deliver them to researchers for in-depth analysis.  
 
The results of the First Level Consultation were submitted to the Italian scientific community for 
comments. Researchers were invited to express their opinion on the identified core areas in terms 
of priority for the national research system and to propose any motivated additions and/or deletions 
through an online questionnaire drafted by the Technical Committee (Annex 8). A slide deck with 
detailed information regarding the results of the First Level Consultation was prepared and 
published (CONVENZIONE_Ministeri-HT-consultazione_secondo_livello_versione-
22_05_02.pptx). 

To disseminate information about the initiative and how to participate, a communication campaign 

https://view.officeapps.live.com/op/view.aspx?src=https%3A%2F%2Fhumantechnopole.it%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2022%2F05%2FCONVENZIONE_Ministeri-HT-consultazione_secondo_livello_versione-22_05_02.pptx&wdOrigin=BROWSELINK
https://view.officeapps.live.com/op/view.aspx?src=https%3A%2F%2Fhumantechnopole.it%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2022%2F05%2FCONVENZIONE_Ministeri-HT-consultazione_secondo_livello_versione-22_05_02.pptx&wdOrigin=BROWSELINK
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was launched through the webpage of Human Technopole 
https://humantechnopole.it/en/news/convenzione-ministries-human-technopole-second-level-
consultation-open/), MUR (https://www.mur.gov.it/it/news/mercoledi-04052022/ricerca-iniziata-
consultazione-di-secondo-livello-prevista-da-convenzione) and MoH 
(https://www.salute.gov.it/portale/news/p3_2_1_1_1.jsp?lingua=italiano&menu=notizie&p=dalmini
stero&id=5882) as well as through social network channels. 

 

3.1. Results of the Second Level Consultation 
The Second Level Consultation questionnaire was aimed at collecting the opinion of the national 
research community on three main aspects: 1. the priority of implementing facilities offering services 
in the three domains identified by the Technical Committee, 2. the lack of any technology/service 
considered essential and currently missing at the national level, and not included in the identified 
domains, 3. the presence in the three domains of technologies/services already available to the 
Italian research community (i.e. redundant and/or unnecessary). Moreover, to assess the level of 
participation of the Italian research community, the participants were requested to indicate which 
type of institute they were affiliated to, their job title and their scientific area of expertise.  

Copy of the submitted questionnaires are available in Appendix 3. 

 

3.1.1. Response of the national scientific community 
The Second Level Consultation, open to the Italian scientific community for 42 days, from April 19th, 
2022, to May 31st, 2022, was characterised by a broad participation, with 1624 questionnaires 
submitted.  

Most of the participants (83%) were affiliated to academic institutions and they were primarily 
researchers/scientists or professors (associate or full professors) with main expertise in molecular 
biology, metabolomics and genomics (Figure 1). The contribution of stakeholders from industry was 
limited, with only 1% of the participants working in the private sector. 

 
Figure 1: Graphical representation of participants’ profiles 

https://humantechnopole.it/en/news/convenzione-ministries-human-technopole-second-level-consultation-open/
https://humantechnopole.it/en/news/convenzione-ministries-human-technopole-second-level-consultation-open/
https://www.mur.gov.it/it/news/mercoledi-04052022/ricerca-iniziata-consultazione-di-secondo-livello-prevista-da-convenzione
https://www.mur.gov.it/it/news/mercoledi-04052022/ricerca-iniziata-consultazione-di-secondo-livello-prevista-da-convenzione
https://www.salute.gov.it/portale/news/p3_2_1_1_1.jsp?lingua=italiano&menu=notizie&p=dalministero&id=5882
https://www.salute.gov.it/portale/news/p3_2_1_1_1.jsp?lingua=italiano&menu=notizie&p=dalministero&id=5882
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3.1.2. Priority of the identified domains for the scientific community 
For each domain, Italian researchers were asked to select the level of priority, choosing among very 
high, high, medium and low, of realising NFs in these fields at HT. The overall results of the Second 
Level Consultation confirmed that the access to OMICS, IMAGING and DATA HANLDING AND 
ANALYSIS technologies/services is considered important by a wide part of the scientific community 
(Figure 2). In fact, of the 1624 participants, 91%, 87% and 88%, respectively, indicated that the 
implementation of these three areas has a very high or high priority, confirming the strong demand 
for these services. In particular, 65% of the participants deems the offer of OMICS services a very 
high priority, followed by DATA HANDLING AND ANALYSIS and IMAGING with 56% and 53% of 
the contributors identifying them as very high priority, respectively.  

Interestingly, for all the domains, when the implementation of the related technologies was 
considered a medium or low priority, this was not justified by identifying the presence of unnecessary 
technologies, thus suggesting other reasons for this opinion. 

 
Figure 2: Graphs showing the level of priority (very high, high, medium, low) of implementing the 
identified domains as expressed by the participants 

 

 

3.1.3. Missing technologies 
The second important goal of the questionnaire was to collect the opinion of Italian researchers on 
the lack of specific technologies of fundamental importance for the scientific community that were 
not included in the three domains identified by the analysis of the First Level Consultation results. 

More than half of the participants (53%) evaluated the proposed domains as comprehensive of all 
the technologies and services in demand by the scientific community. Those who considered that 
the technological areas as described were not complete (47%), were invited to indicate any missing 
technologies within the mission areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, 
Nutrition, Structural Biology, and additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health) by 
using 5 keywords. 631 participants specified one or more fields that were missing or not clearly 
described in the domains covered by the consultation. The first general analysis of the opinions 
provided was performed with the support of a Word Cloud text data visualisation tool. This 
preliminary analysis clearly highlighted the high demand in the national scientific community for 
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technological facilities with a focus on genomics and structural biology services, including high-
throughput protein production.    

From the following qualitative, in-depth analysis of all submitted answers, it was possible to group 
them in four main classes: 1. Answers that suggested the implementation of technologies already 
considered for implementation in one of the three domains; 2. Answers that referred to research 
fields that should be strengthened at national level; 3. Answers that indicated technologies that had 
already been submitted to the First Level Consultation but that were not included in the Second 
Level Consultation; 4. Answers that suggested further technologies not proposed by the 
stakeholders in the First Level Consultation.  

In summary: 

1. Several technologies requested by the participants are planned as part of the areas for 
implementation. In particular, the lack of facilities offering genomics services such as short- 
& long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, microRNA, 
miRNA profiling, genome mapping as well as genome editing was highlighted. These 
services, applied to cells, plants and animals, should be offered by the facilities part of the 
OMICS domain, that will be also equipped with instruments for single cell analysis. This 
group of facilities will also offer the requested services in the field of library preparation and 
genome editing. Not only genomics analysis, but also technologies for proteomics, 
metabolomics and lipidomics analysis will form part of the OMICS facilities. Spatial 
proteomics and single cell analysis will also be explored. 

The second technological field characterised by high demand is the one covering services 
for structural biology analysis such as CryoEM and protein production. These services will 
be offered by the structural biology facility included in the IMAGING domain that will mainly 
focus on CryoEM analysis and protein production. Importantly, as discussed during the 
analysis of the First Level Consultation contributions, protein production will encompass 
support in the optimisation of protein production protocols, but not large-scale production. 

2. In total, the facilities proposed for implementation will support Italian researchers performing 
studies in a wide range of scientific fields such as biomarker discovery, personalised 
medicine, nutrition and prevention, food security, etc. It is important to note, in fact, that 
several participants did not specify lacking technologies, rather they suggested specific 
research areas that should be strengthened at national level. Examples are the request of 
support for studies in the field of orphan diseases, extracellular vesicles, metabolic diseases, 
neuroscience, immunology, among others. This information may be useful to the Ministries 
that support research in Italy. The implemented facilities and the services offered will also 
positively impact national research in the fields above, being widely applicable to different 
research areas. 

3. A small number of submitted opinions highlighted the lack of technologies, such as those 
covering the different stages of drug discovery and development, animal and human imaging 
and digital pathology, which were already reported during the First Level Consultation, but 
that were not included in the Second Level Consultation for different reasons, such as 
consistent ongoing public investment and/or planned investments in the field through other 
funding programmes. 

Several participants highlighted the need for further support in the data and decision science 
field, requesting computational modelling services, AI approaches, a national bioinformatic 
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service provider and data repository. During the First Level Consultation, similar suggestions 
were submitted. Considering the national involvement in European initiatives such as 
ELIXIR, that among other things, is aimed at creating a central data repository, as well as 
the fact that bioinformatic analysis must be performed by researchers with a deep knowledge 
and understanding of the scientific background that brought to the creation of specific data, 
it was agreed that HT will focus on the implementation of a facility mainly aimed at collecting 
the data produced by the omics units as well as by the imaging facilities, harmonising them 
and delivering them, after a first-pass analysis, to the researchers and the community for 
more in-depth study, that requires specialist knowledge and expertise in the field of study.  

4. The last group of submitted answers included technologies that were not specifically part of 
the three domains and that will be considered for future developments. Among those, 3D 
models, stem cell and organoids will be considered as future implementation of HT facilities 
in terms of services for the analysis (OMICS and IMAGING) of such experimental models. 

 

3.1.4. Unnecessary technologies  
As provided for by the Convenzione, the participants were also requested to indicate any 
technologies that they felt were redundant or unnecessary among those included in the three 
domains identified by the Technical Committee, and to explain the reasons for their opinion. Except 
for very few contributors who highlighted the current availability of several highly skilled omics 
facilities as well as low-cost genomic analysis services, almost all participants (97-98%) identified 
the technologies included as necessary services to be offered to the Italian scientific community. 
This shared opinion clearly demonstrated that making these technologies and services available to 
the Italian community will positively impact the national research system.  
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Annex 1 Description of technologies that should be considered in the 
implementation of the National Facilities 
 

Please note that this list is indicative and by no means exhaustive. Decisions should be taken on 
the basis of real future demand. 
 
 
 
A) OMICS 
 

The OMICS National Facility should include the following Infrastructural Units: 
1) Genomics 
2) Single cell technologies 
3) Proteomics and metabolomics 
4) Genome engineering  

 
1) Genomics 
Genomics should address the following points: 

i. Provide state-of-the-art genomic technologies to the research community. Genomics will 
implement state-of-the-art DNA and RNA sequencing technologies for the structural and 
functional characterization of genomes, transcriptomes, epigenomes, etc.  

ii. Structured training in all genomic technologies, disseminating existing knowledge and 
know-how through the creation of appropriate training programs. 

iii. Provide scientific advice to research groups or institutions on the implementation of local 
infrastructural investments in the area of Genomics. 

 
Nucleic acid sequencing technologies will include both short read sequencing (SRS), often 
referred to as second generation sequencing and long read sequencing (LRS or third generation 
sequencing) technologies. The latter method offers single molecule resolution in real time with 
read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases in a single run, thus permitting the resolution of entire 
genomes, overcoming some of the problems encountered with SRS. LRS technologies are 
currently developing rapidly and can be used for the characterization of DNA and RNA 
modifications. 
 
2) Single cell technologies 
Single-Cell (SC) technologies offer unprecedented opportunities to unveil the molecular bases 
underlying complex physiological processes and disease pathogenesis through a detailed 
mapping of cell types/states, differentiation and evolution trajectories, cell-to-cell interactions, as 
well as providing a novel spatial context to the analyses but are expensive and technically 
demanding, making them, in the view of the TC, a good choice for integration into the National 
Facilities.  
Single cell technologies can be used to address the following research problems, among others: 

i. Spatial omics, to decipher the degree of molecular heterogeneity within healthy and 
pathological tissues, as is obvious from their application to date in cancer biology, where it 
reveals spatially resolved intra-tumoral molecular diversity. Similarly, this approach may 
unravel the complexity of cell-cell interaction in other physiological and pathological 
processes. 

ii. Spatial Transcriptomics (ST) can, for example, be employed with tissue sections to study 
the consequences of interactions between cell types and can be used with other 
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technologies such as flow cytometric cell fractionation to better characterize tissue 
heterogeneity.  

iii. Studies of the immune response are another example of the insight gained when carrying 
out analysis at the single cell level. 

 
3) Proteomics and metabolomics 
This IU should be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization, up to a spatial and 
single cell resolution, in a technology- and data-driven manner.  
The following main research subjects should be addressed: 

i. Metabolomics: the added value should be the integration of different aspects of the 
metabolomics realm. The complexity of the whole metabolome is exemplified by 
metabolomics subfields such as lipidomics, glycomics and others. The metabolic 
processes involved in metabolite production and degradation are dynamic and their 
functional operation can be investigated by studying metabolic fluxes (Metabolomic Flux 
Analysis). 

ii. Proteomics: this section should be able to carry out global quantitative proteomics and 
post-translational modification (PTM) analysis to define the dynamic description of the 
proteome in a specific cellular context. Proteomics can be applied to cells, organoids, 
tissues or whole organisms. The Proteomics component should also develop specific 
methods for the analysis of post-translational modifications (PTMs) and protein-protein 
interaction (Interactomics) which are of central importance to depict the molecular 
machines governing pathophysiological processes. Access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) 
pipelines, which have recently been developed, is desirable. CL-MS will be able to provide 
expertise and support not only to structural biologists but also to others focusing on 
macromolecular complexes. 

iii. Data analysis: the component on data analysis should be integrated into the data handling 
and analysis core. 

 
4) Genome engineering 
Genome Engineering should offer leading-edge technologies for targeted genetic and epigenetic 
genome modification. The most advanced methods for efficient and rapid epi/genome editing in a 
variety of selected cell types should be implemented. Given the growing diversity of molecular 
tools for genome engineering and their related intrinsic caveats, this facility could accelerate the 
availability of high quality genetically modified cells produced with CRISPR/Cas9 or other state-of-
the-art procedures within the Italian research community.  
There are a variety of viral or CRISPR-based technologies for genome engineering and the facility 
should establish expertise in their use and application in order to support the needs of the 
community. 
 
 
 
B) IMAGING 
 
The National Facility for IMAGING should be composed of distinct but highly integrated units, 
equipped with state-of-the-art technologies combining multimodal analysis capabilities, and thus 
offering excellent technological support for biomedical research. 
 
The potential Infrastructural Units are: 
1) Molecular, cellular, and tissue imaging 
This is an area composed of an integrated set of Light and Electron Microscopy technologies that 
enables multiscale investigation of biological samples from the tissue, through the cell to 
molecular and atomic resolution. For cell and tissue imaging there are a wide variety of possible 
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imaging modalities that are adapted for use with both fixed and living specimens. There are an 
enormous variety of existing technology and currently many new developments in this area. The 
facility will continue to grow and adapt on the basis of the needs of the user community, as 
expressed via successful project proposals. 
 
2) Structural biology  
This should be equipped with state-of-art instruments to cover the whole workflow from cloning to 
protein production, purification and characterization. A facility that focuses on pilot-scale protocol 
optimisation for the production of specific proteins and protein complexes submitted by external 
users is considered very useful. It should offer services for the expression in different pro- and 
eukaryotic systems.  
 
3) Cryo-electron microscopy techniques 
This should support selected requests for access in fields related to structural biology as well as, 
at lower resolution, to molecular and cellular biology. It should provide expertise in Cryo-electron 
Tomography (CryoET), which allows cellular structures to be visualized within their natural 
physiological environment at a low-medium resolution. The CryoET technology is one of the 
technologies that helps bridge between in vivo light microscopy and in vitro atomic resolution 
structural methods.  
 
4) Structural mass spectrometry (MS) 
As described above in the Proteomics section, this will offer equipment and expertise to support 
not only structural biologists or others focusing on macromolecular complexes. Access to cross-
linking MS (CL-MS) pipelines, which have recently been developed is desirable. 
 
 
 
C) DATA HANDLING AND ANALYSIS  
 
The DATA HANDLING AND ANALYSIS National Facility will be essential to collect the large 
amount of data produced by the other NFs and to support its first pass analysis and transfer to the 
users/researchers for their further detailed analyses. Instrumentation with high memory and 
computational capacity will be integrated, and future software and hardware developments will be 
considered as they become robust enough to support service activities. Technical specialists in 
data storage, data compression and analysis, including tool development, will be essential. 
 
The Infrastructural Units should include: 
1) Data pipeline design 
This section will collaborate with the other National Facilities to design for each technological 
service offered specific data pipelines that meet the requirements of the subsequent bioinformatic 
analysis. 
 
2) First line data analysis 
This unit should analyze the data collected from the OMICS and IMAGING National Facilities and 
ensure that data reach quality standards for further analysis.  
 
3) Data storage and data sharing with the project owner 
Data should be stored for a defined period and shared with the project owner for detailed, project-
specific analysis by bioinformaticians within the research group. 
 
The main components should be:  

i. an HPC cluster with High-Memory GPU and CPU nodes;  
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ii. a cloud-oriented data centre for deploying basic and bioinformatics services and 
applications in isolated and secure environments;  

iii. multi-tier storage capabilities;  
iv. cybersecurity solutions at the hardware, procedural and policy levels; 
v. occasional development and provision of data resources for the community. 
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Annex 2 List of stakeholders invited to contribute to the First Level 
Consultation 
Istituti di Ricovero e Cura a Carattere Scientifico (IRCCS) 

• Bambino Gesù Ospedale Pediatrico 
• Casa di Cura Multimedica 
• Casa di cura San Raffaele Pisana 
• Centro Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 
• Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 
• Centro di riferimento oncologico della Basilicata  
• Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 
• Centro San Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 
• Ente Ospedaliero specializzato in gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 
• Fondazione Ca'Granda – Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 
• Fondazione del Piemonte per l’oncologia (Candiolo) 
• Fondazione Don Carlo Gnocchi 
• Fondazione G.B. Bietti per lo studio e la ricerca in oftalmologia 
• Fondazione Istituto Nazionale per lo studio e la cura dei tumori 
• Fondazione Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 
• Fondazione Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 
• Fondazione Policlinico San Matteo 
• Fondazione Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 
• Fondazione Salvatore Maugeri 
• Fondazione Santa Lucia 
• Fondazione SDN per la ricerca e l'alta formazione in diagnostica nucleare 
• Fondazione Stella Maris 
• IRCCS Policlinico di Sant'Orsola di Bologna 
• ISMETT Istituto Mediterraneo per I Trapianti 
• Istituti fisioterapici ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 
• Istituti fisioterapici ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 
• Istituto Auxologico Italiano 
• Istituto Clinico Humanitas 
• Istituto delle Scienze Neurologiche 
• Istituto Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 
• Istituto Eugenio Medea 
• Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 
• Istituto Farmacologico Mario Negri 
• Istituto Giannina Gaslini 
• Istituto in tecnologie avanzate e modelli assistenziali in oncologia 
• Istituto Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani  
• Istituto nazionale tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale  
• Istituto Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 
• Istituto Oncologico Veneto 
• Istituto Ortopedico Galeazzi 
• Istituto Ortopedico Rizzoli  
• Istituto per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 
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• Istituto scientifico romagnolo per lo studio e la cura dei tumori (IRST) 
• Istituto tumori Giovanni Paolo II 
• Oasi di Maria Santissima 
• Ospedale Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza 
• Ospedale infantile Burlo Garofolo 
• Ospedale policlinico San Martino 
• Ospedale Sacro Cuore don Calabria 
• Ospedale San Camillo 
• Ospedale San Raffaele 
• Policlinico San Donato 

 
Universities 

• University of Bari 
• University of Basilicata 
• University of Bergamo 
• University of Bologna 
• University of Bolzano 
• University of Brescia 
• University of Cagliari 
• University of Camerino 
• University of Campania 
• University of Cassino 
• University of Catania 
• University of Catanzaro 
• University of Chieti e Pescara 
• University of Ferrara 
• University of Firenze 
• University of Foggia 
• University of Genova 
• Humanitas University 
• University of Insubria 
• University of L'Aquila 
• University of Macerata 
• University of Marche 
• University of Messina 
• University of Milano 
• University of Milano Bicocca 
• University of Modena e Reggio Emilia 
• University of Molise 
• University of Napoli Federico II 
• University of Napoli Parthenope 
• University of Padova 
• University of Palermo 
• University of Parma 
• University of Pavia 
• University of Perugia 
• University of Piemonte orientale  
• University of Pisa 
• Politecnico Bari 
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• Politecnico Milano 
• Politecnico Torino 
• University of Reggio Calabria 
• University of Roma La Sapienza 
• University of Roma Tor Vergata 
• University of Roma Tre 
• University of Salento 
• University of Salerno 
• University of Sannio 
• University of Sassari 
• University of Siena 
• University of Teramo 
• University of Torino 
• University of Trento 
• University of Trieste 
• University of Tuscia 
• University of Udine 
• Università Campus Biomedico 
• Università Cattolica Sacro Cuore 
• Università Vita-Salute San Raffaele 
• University of Verona 
• Scuola Internazionale superiore di studi avanzati di Trieste 
• Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa 
• Gran Sasso Science Institute 
• Scuola Superiore Sant'Anna Pisa 

 
Public Research Institutions 

• Agenzia Spaziale Italiana (ASI) 
• Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche (CNR)  
• Consiglio per la Ricerca in Agricoltura e l'Analisi dell'Economia Agraria (CREA) 
• Agenzia nazionale per le nuove tecnologie, l'energia e lo sviluppo economico sostenibile 

(ENEA) 
• Istituto Superiore per la protezione e la Ricerca Ambientale (ISPRA) 
• Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (INFN) 
• Istituto Superiore Sanità (ISS) 
• Stazione Zoologica Anton Dohrn 

 
 
Research Institutes 

• Biogem 
• CEINGE - Biotecnologie avanzate 
• Fondazione EBRI - European Brain Research Institute Rita Levi-Montalcini 
• Fondazione Edmund Mach 
• Fondazione RiMed 
• Italian Institute for Genomic Medicine (IIGM) 
• Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia (IIT) 
• Fondazione Bruno Kessler 
• Istituto Nazionale Genetica Molecolare (INGM) 
• Area Science Park 
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Third sector 

• Fondazione Telethon 
• Fondazione AIRC per la ricerca sul cancro 
• Fondazione Piemontese per la Ricerca sul Cancro 
• Fondazione Grigioni per il morbo di Parkinson 
• Fondazione Italiana Sclerosi Multipla 
• Fondazione Umberto Veronesi 
• Fondazione Banca degli Occhi del Veneto 
• Fondazione Italiana di Ricerca per la SLA 
• Fondazione CNAO 
• Fondazione PTV Policlinico Tor Vergata 
• Fondazione Istituto Firc di Oncologia Molecolare (IFOM) 
• Fondazione per il tuo cuore onlus - Heart Care Foundation 
• Fondazione Regionale per la Ricerca Biomedica (FRRB) 
• Fondazione Cariplo 
• Fondazione Compagnia di San Paolo 
• ACRI 
• Assifero (associazione fondazioni ed enti filantropici) 

 
Industry associations 

• Assobiotec 
• Assolombarda 
• Confindustria   
• Confindustria Dispositivi Medici 
• Egualia 
• Farmindustria 

 
Regions 

• Conferenza delle Regioni 
 
ESFRI Italian Nodes and European Research Centres 

• BBMRI.it Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure of Italy 
• ELIXIR - Infrastruttura Italiana di Bioinformatica 
• ECRIN - Italian Clinical Research Infrastructure Network ITACRIN 
• EuroBioImaging - Multi Modal Molecular Imaging Italian Node 
• European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in medicine 
• INSTRUCT - Integrated Structural Biology CERM 
• E-BRAINS 
• EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in Europe   
• ISBE - SYSBIO Centre for System Biology 
• Federazione Italiana Scienze della Vita (FISV) 
• European Laboratory for Non-Lineary Spectroscopy (LENS) 
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Annex 3 First Level Consultation questionnaire 
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Annex 4 List of stakeholders informed of the ongoing First Level 
Consultation 
 

IRCCS networks 
• Alleanza Contro il Cancro (ACC) 
• Rete delle Neuroscienze e della Riabilitazione (RIN) 
• Rete Cardiologica - Associazione per lo Studio delle Malattie Cardiovascolari 
• Rete Italiana salute Dell’Età evolutivA (IDEA) 
• Associazione Rete Aging 
• Rete Apparato Muscolo Scheletrico (RAMS) 

 
Universities 

• Conferenza dei Rettori delle Università Italiane (CRUI) 
 
Public research institutions 

• Consulta dei Presidenti degli Enti Pubblici di Ricerca 
• CNR - Dipartimento Scienze bio-agroalimentari 
• CNR - Dipartimento Scienze biomediche 
• CNR - Dipartimento Scienze chimiche e tecnologie dei materiali 
• CNR - Dipartimento Scienze fisiche e tecnologie della materia 

 
Social Partners 

• Confederazione Italiana Sindacati Lavoratori (CISL) Scuola 
• Federazione Lavoratori della Conoscenza (FLC CGIL) 
• Unione Italiana del Lavoro (UIL) Scuola RUA 
• Unione Sindacale di Base (USB) 

 
Professional associations 

• Federazione Nazionale degli Ordini dei Fisici e dei Chimici 
• Federazione nazionale Ordini dei Tecnici sanitari radiologia medica e delle professioni 

sanitarie tecniche, della riabilitazione e della prevenzione 
• Federazione Nazionale degli Ordini dei Medici Chirurghi e degli Odontoiatri (FNOMCeO) 
• Federazione Nazionale Ordini Professioni Infermieristiche (FNOPI) 
• Ordine Nazionale dei Biologi 

 
Scientific societies 

• Società Italiana Brevetti (SIB)  
• Società Italiana di Biofisica e Biologia Molecolare (SIBBM) 
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Annex 5 First Level Consultation evaluation guidelines for external 
experts 
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Annex 6 First Level Consultation proposal evaluation form for 
external experts 
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Annex 7 First Level Consultation proposal evaluation form 
(Technical Committee) 
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Annex 8 Second Level Consultation questionnaire 
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Appendix 1 First Level Consultation: submitted questionnaires (full 
proposals) 
 
See Attachment “Appendix 1” (to see the Attachments open the file with Acrobat Adobe Reader) 
 

Appendix 2 Evaluation forms by Technical Committee 
 

See Attachment “Appendix 2” (to see the Attachments open the file with Acrobat Adobe Reader) 
 

Appendix 3 Second Level Consultation: submitted questionnaires 
 

See Attachment “Appendix 3” (to see the Attachments open the file with Acrobat Adobe Reader) 
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Intervistato


1 Anonimo 
48.54


Tempo per il completamento


Imaging a livello cellulare: piattaforma per la validazione e per lo sviluppo applicativo
traslazionale di nanobodies Imaging a livello animale: piattaforma fMRI per piccoli animali
da laboratorio e piattaforma di imaging cellulare (multiphoton, miniscope)


Denominazione della PN proposta (per esteso e acronimo) * 1.


European Brain Research Institute (EBRI)


Istituzione/Consorzio proponente  * 2.


Il titolare del trattamento dei dati personali costituiti dall’identità e dai recapiti della persona di riferimento 
dell’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente è Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi – Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milano, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail: gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (il cui Responsabile della 
Protezione Dati può essere contattato all’indirizzo e-mail: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Tali dati saranno trattati per le successive comunicazioni finalizzate al raggiungimento degli obiettivi della 
consultazione e per il tempo a tale scopo adeguato. La base giuridica del trattamento è costituita (i) 
dall’esecuzione del rapporto instaurato con l’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente attraverso la partecipazione 
alla consultazione e (ii) dallo svolgimento dei compiti che la normativa richiamata in premessa ha affidato 
al Titolare del trattamento. 
Il conferimento dei dati in parola è facoltativo e il mancato conferimento non comporterò alcun 
pregiudizio. In caso di conferimento, l’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente mette le presenti informazioni a 
disposizione dell’interessato. 
Gli interessati possono richiedere al Titolare, nei casi previsti, l'accesso, la rettifica, la cancellazione o la 
portabilità dei propri dati; i medesimi possono inoltre opporsi al o domandare la limitazione del 
trattamento o, ancora, proporre un reclamo all’Autorità di controllo (Garante per la protezione dei dati 
personali).


Indirizzo e-mail della persona di riferimento * 3.



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Premesso che le Piattaforme Nazionali (PN) si configurano come ‘infrastrutture 
di ricerca’ (IR) secondo la definizione ESFRI, cioè “strutture, risorse e servizi 
collegati, utilizzati dalla comunità scientifica per condurre ricerche di alta qualità 
nei rispettivi campi, senza vincolo di appartenenza istituzionale o nazionale” qual 
è l’ambito scientifico-tecnologico che la PN proposta dovrebbe presidiare? * 


4.


salute


genomica


scienza dei dati e delle decisioni


alimentazione


biologia strutturale e cellulare


ulteriori settori di ricerca finalizzata alla prevenzione e alla salute


L’ambito scientifico-tecnologico presidiato dalla PN proposta rientra fra quelli 
già sotto l’egida di IR europee o nazionali esistenti? 


A titolo di esempio e riferimento, si fornisce la lista di IR che presidiano ambiti 
inclusi nel perimetro definito dalla norma per HT - salute, genomica, 
alimentazione, scienza dei dati e delle decisioni, ulteriori settori della ricerca 
finalizzata alla prevenzione e alla salute: 
IR europee (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE -Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRIERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRISERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS- European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRINERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENERI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR -A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRCERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS- European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA -European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
−EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
−EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
−Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
i Bi l i l d Bi di l S i


5.
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in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
−INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCTERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE -Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
−METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and Nutrition 
− MIRRI -Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
IR nazionali (PNIR) 
− 2HE(PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM (Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
−Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF(Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA (Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS (CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
−D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI(CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
−FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo)  
− MIRACLE (Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA(ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


sì


no


Permette di sviluppare in sinergia con le finalità di Human Technopole misure su scale
diverse rafforzando ulteriormente a livello preclinico le tecniche di imaging sull'animale


Max 1000 caratteri


Se la risposta è affermativa, fornire una breve motivazione a sostegno della 
proposta di realizzare, presso HT, una PN in un ambito già presidiato 


6.


Max 2000 caratteri


Fornire una breve descrizione della mission della PN proposta * 7.
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la proposta per la realizzazione di una piattaforma fMRI per piccoli animali renderebbe
possibile una maggiore traslazione dei risultati preclinici, molti dei quali finora sono stati
solo parzialmente sfruttati nell’ uomo. Questa piattaforma sarà a disposizione dei centri di
ricerca inclusi quelli del Centro-Sud.


L'imaging a livello animale prevede due UI: UI 1: macroimaging con fMRI su picoli animali UI
2: cellular imaging con multiphoton e miniscope


Max 4000 caratteri, se il numero di caratteri non fosse sufficiente a rispondere in modo 
esauriente, Vi preghiamo di utilizzare lo spazio disponibile al successivo numero 9


Fornire una descrizione della piattaforma, delle sue sottodivisioni funzionali 
(Unità Infrastrutturali, UI), comprensivo delle tecnologie e del personale 
necessario * 


8.


Max 3000 caratteri


Aggiungiamo qui ulteriore spazio per una più esaustiva risposta alla domanda 
precedente


9.


Fornire una stima approssimativa dei costi di realizzazione della PN proposta * 10.


fino a 10 milioni di euro


fino a 20 milioni di euro


La somma indicata comprende l'acquisto di un apparecchio fMRI per piccoli animali e
diverse unità di multiphoton e miniscope


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


11.
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Fornire una stima dei costi di funzionamento della PN proposta, considerando 
anche i costi necessari per assistenza/formazione dei ricercatori esterni che 
frequenteranno la PN e per la loro ospitalità * 


12.


fino a 5 milioni di euro/anno


fino a 10 milioni di euro/anno


costi indispensabili per la manutenzione degli apparecchi e per il reclutamento di tecnici
specializzati che ne assicurino il funzionamento


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


13.


Fornire, possibilmente, una stima dei tempi di realizzazione della PN proposta14.


meno di 1 anno


meno di 2 anni


meno di 3 anni


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente


15.


si prevede una superficie di diverse centinaia di metri quadri


Max 1000 caratteri


Fornire, possibilmente, una stima della superficie necessaria per la PN proposta16.
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Ipotizzare, possibilmente, il tempo di obsolescenza dell’ambito scientifico-
tecnologico della PN proposta


17.


meno di 5 anni


meno di 10 anni


più di 10 anni


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente


18.


Indicare la modalità di utilizzo prevalente della PN, unità infrastrutturali e dei 
servizi forniti * 


19.


accesso semplice alla piattaforma, all’unità infrastrutturale o al singolo strumento


accesso ai servizi della piattaforma: strumentazione, tecnologie e competenze


accesso ai servizi comprensivo di formazione


Fornire una stima del numero di ricercatori che, ogni anno, potrebbe chiedere 
di avere accesso alla PN proposta * 


20.


alcune unità


alcune decine


alcune centinaia


alcune migliaia


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


21.
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diversi gruppi in Italia potrebbero usufruire della piattaforma. I modi e tempi di utilizzo
andranno poi regolamentati da un comitato ad hoc che esaminerà anche i progetti di ricerca
proposti


A livello nazionale questo aiuterà a creare sinergie tra diversi gruppi di ricerca inclusi IRCS e
strutture ospedaliere coinvolte non in reti IRCCS. A livello Europeo sopratutto con eBRAINS.


Max 3000 caratteri


Fornire una stima dell’impatto della piattaforma sul sistema della ricerca del 
Paese * 


22.


La piattaforma di Imaging con fMRI per piccoli animali, consentirebbe di traslare i risultati
preclinici in applicazioni cliniche. Un upgrade infrastrutturale sarà essenziale per potere
avere un centro tecnologicamente avanzato e all'avanguardia europea per migliorare ed
implementare i metodi di prevenzione, diagnosi e terapia delle patologie umane.


Max 1000 caratteri


Descrivere l'eventuale interazione con altre infrastrutture di ricerca, anche su 
ambiti tematici diversi * 


23.
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Intervistato


2 Anonimo 
103.15


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR GENOMICS (NP-GENOMICS)


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


Università degli Studi di Verona This NP is equally supported by the following 124
stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here https://tiny.one/Genomics-
Stakeholders). UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5)
Bolzano 6) Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di
Catanzaro 12) "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15)
Firenze 16) Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle
Marche 22) Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise
27) Napoli Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli
Luigi Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37)
"Mediterranea" di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40)
Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45)
Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine
54) Urbino 55) Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico 59)
Scuola Normale Superiore 60) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 61) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS:
62) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 63) Centro
Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 64) Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 65) Centro San
Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 66) CRO - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 67) CROB -
Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 68) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in
Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 69) Fond. Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 70)
Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 71) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 72) Fond. G.B.
Bietti per lo studio e la ricerca in oftalmologia 73) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 74)
Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 75) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 76)
Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 77) Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 78) Fond.
Santa Lucia 79) Fond. Stella Maris 80) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 81) Ist. Clinici
Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 82) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa
Maria e San Gallicano 83) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 84) Ist.
Auxologico Italiano 85) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 86) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna
87) Ist. Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 88) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri
89) Ist. Eugenio Medea 90) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 91) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli
Assistenziali in Oncologia 92) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta
Specializzazione (ISMETT) 93) Ist. Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 94) Ist. Nazionale
Tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale 95) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 96) Ist.


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Oncologico Veneto 97) Ist. Ortopedico Galeazzi 98) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 99) Ist. per le
Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 100) Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura
dei Tumori 101) Ist. Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 102) Multimedica 103) Oasi di Maria Santissima
104) Osp. Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza 105) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 106) Osp.
Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 107) Osp. Policlinico San Martino 108) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don
Calabria 109) Osp. San Raffaele 110) Policlinico San Donato 111) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 112)
San Raffaele Pisana 113) SDN Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli OTHER
RESEARCH ENTITIES, FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 114) CNR 115) ISS 116) CREA
117) LENS 118) EBRI 119) INGM 120) IIGM 121) IFOM 122) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 123) ACRI 124)
FISV


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


The field of Italian Genomics, in particular regarding the capacity to perform large genomic
screens, has been lagging behind that of other leading countries. The presence of
internationally recognized groups of excellence in biosciences is exacerbating the severity of
this disparity. Two main reasons for this lag are a hopelessly fragmented infrastructure and
the minimal contribution by Italy to the international consortia of genomics (see reference
for the European initiative "One Million Genome"). These factors create a significant
negative impact on patient access to Medical Genomics and also to the field of
agrigenomics in the perspective of sustainable primary food production. The importance of
creating a national platform dedicated to medical, microbial, nutri- and agri-genomics,
according to the “one health” concept, represents an outstanding opportunity to overcome
these shortcomings and restore the standing of Italian Genomics in the international
scientific community


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


To achieve its mission, NP-Genomics requires 4 integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) that are
aggregated in two modules. IU1 “Sample and library preparation” + IU2 “Short reads
massive sequencing” submitted by one stakeholder. IU3 “Long reads sequencing” + IU4
“Other technologies and platform evolution” submitted by a different stakeholder. The
overall mission of NP-Genomics is threefold: 1) Providing state-of-the-art genomic
technologies to the Italian research community. NP-Genomics will implement state-of-the-
art DNA and RNA sequencing technologies for the structural and functional characterization
of genomes in all life sciences. 2) Providing structured training in all genomic technologies,


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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disseminating the existing knowledge and know-how. NP-Genomics will create training
programs with the specific objective of enabling a diffuse, countrywide dissemination of
expertise in genomics technologies. 3) Exploring and implementing novel genomic
technologies. NP-Genomics will develop, set-up and disseminate innovative approaches for
maintaining and increasing the competitiveness of the Italian research community. NP-
Genomics will also provide scientific advice to research groups, on the implementation of
infrastructural investments or of genomic applications. The platform represents an
extraordinary opportunity to provide the knowledge and know-how of the existing
excellences in Genomics. Their close collaboration and integration in the activities of NP-
Genomics will permit acceleration of the set-up phase as well as optimization/development
of cutting-edge novel technologies


IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION This IU will develop and optimize sample and
library preparation protocols for Short Read Sequencing and Long Read Sequencing
technologies. An automated workflow will be implemented to perform library preparation
protocols with high reproducibility. The main advantages will be i) low (and standardized)
error rates ii) reduced risk of sample contamination iii) reduced costs per sample iv) high
processing capacity. We foresee the infrastructure to be equipped with both i) liquid-
handling pipetting workstations and ii) microfluidic systems for nanodispensing.
Microfluidics and nanodispensing systems are relatively new, but offer the advantage of
further reducing volumes, saving time and reagents and lowering the costs. Personnel: A
Unit Manager with a senior and five junior technologists at plateau (Year 3), with skills in
nucleic acids, NGS library preparation and automation; 1 system manager; 1 Data Manager
and 1 person dedicated to the logistics of accessing scientific projects. IU2 - SHORT READ
SEQUENCING Short reads sequencing (SRS) technologies, often referred to as second
generation sequencing, shifted the paradigm of genomics to address biological questions at
a genome-wide scale. Considering the fast evolution of the sequencing platforms we
foresee a maximum obsolescence time of individual instruments of approximately 5 years. A
three yearly investment plan in novel platforms, combined with a trade-in of the previously
purchased instruments would be a cost-effective approach to maintain the competitiveness
of the platform over the next decade. To provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest
quality standards, this IU will be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq 6000
Sequencing Systems, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently
available, and an Illumina MiSeq System that produces longer reads (up to 2X300bp) for
applications that require this length. The wide range of available flowcells guarantees
flexibility in terms of throughput and read lengths. Personnel: A Unit Manager with a senior
and five junior technologists at plateau (Year 3), with skills in SRS applications. 1 system
manager; 1 Data Manager and 1 person dedicated to the logistics of the accessing scientific
projects IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING Long reads sequencing (LRS) technologies offer
single molecule resolution in real time with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases.
Despite their lower throughput and accuracy compared to SRS, they offer remarkable
advantages for a variety of genome and transcriptome analyses: DNA structural alterations,
characterization of repetitive regions, de novo assembly, pan genome reconstruction,


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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haplotype phasing, metagenomics, RNA isoforms discovery and reconstruction, polyA tail
length measurement and characterization of new transcripts. Furthermore, available LRS
technologies directly target single DNA and RNA molecules without the need for PCR
amplification and allow the direct characterization of DNA and RNA modifications. The
infrastructure of this unit is envisioned to be equipped with two distinct LRS technologies
provided by Pacific Biosciences (Sequel II) and Oxford Nanopore Technologies (GridION and
promethION), which have complementary characteristics. The Sequel II platform adopts
single-molecule real-time technology using the circular consensus sequencing mode to
provide base-level resolution with >99% read accuracy, while GridION and promethION still
have a higher error rate but their ultralong sequencing application facilitates the
achievement of complete genomes - telomere to telomere - by resolving long and complex
repetitive regions. Personnel: A Unit Manager with two senior and two junior technologists
at plateau (Year 3), with skills in long reads sequencing and, possibly, other genomic
technologies. 1 system manager; 1 Data Manager and 1 person dedicated to the logistics of
the accessing scientific projects


IU4 – OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION To maintain and increase the
competitiveness of the Italian research community in this area, NP-GEN will continue
evaluating alternative and emerging technologies, performing comparison analyses and
developing new or improved protocols. For SRS thecnologies, this IU will consider the MGI
DNBSeq 400 for its highly accurate sequencing chemistry; the GenapSys sequencer that
relies on a novel electrical-based platform; the Illumina NextSeq 2000 that is equipped with
a novel super resolution optics system. Regarding technologies under development
Omniome is particularly interesting as its reads Phred scores are claimed to be at least an
order of magnitude higher than for Illumina. Since SRS provides accurate base level
sequence but struggles to provide long range information, this IU will implement linked-
read sequencing technologies provided by Universal Sequencing and Hi-C technologies
such as those provided by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics to improve de novo
assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and for the characterization of 3-D Chromosome and
Genome Structures. For LRS technologies, this IU will closely follow ongoing improvements
to the nanopore-based technology. Examples are: i) Stratos genomics, based on a novel
chemistry called Sequencing by eXpansion where Xpandomers transit through a nanopore;
or ii) Quantum Biosystems, which measures the tunneling current on a gating-nanopore
method promising ultra-high-speed and ultra-sensitive direct analysis of DNA and RNA
molecules. Other technologies such as those provided by Bionano Genomics and NABsys
are important complementary methods for genomic studies that can quickly reveal genomic
structural information not captured by SRS or LRS. With the ability to map long molecule
lengths at low cost, optical mapping has facilitated genome assembly, identification of large
structural variants and strain typing. The Bionano Saphyr fluorescently labels DNA molecules
to convert images into optical maps. The NABsys HD-Mapping directly detects sequence-
specific tags using an electronic nanodetector to produce electronic maps. HD-Mapping
resolution is claimed to be much greater than that of Bionano and capable of resolving
physical distances between tags of fewer than 300 bp. Finally, the still large base of users
justifies the acquisition of the Illumina iScan System for low-cost array-based high-
throughput genotyping, copy number variation (CNV) analysis, and DNA methylation.


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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Personnel: A Unit Manager with two senior and three junior technologists/scientists at
plateau (Year 3). 1 system manager; 1 Data Manager and 1 person dedicated to the logistics
of accessing scientific projects. In consideration of the heterogeneity and complexity of the
planned technology development activities, two senior scientists at post-doc level are also
foreseen The management and coordination of the activities of the NP will be provided by
the HT organization within the NP budget


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The total cost for implementing this NP is 11,558 M€. This covers a set of equipment for a
fast and reliable workflow of sample isolation and sequencing library preparation, including
automation and semi-automation, low volume pipetting and quality control systems. The
Units will be equipped with a full repertoire of state-of-the-art sequencing platforms for
short-read (Illumina) and long-read (e.g., ONT + PacBio) sequencing enabling different
throughput and read length. Instruments for protocol miniaturization are also required to
minimize sample use and costs. Basic laboratory equipment and structures (for sample
isolation, pre and post PCR sample management and sequencing) are also required for
granting high standards of operation. Novel sequencing platforms for either SRS and LRS
are also required here to update or upgrade current applications in genomics. For more
information about estimated costs and equipment, see: https://tiny.one/Genomic-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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The total operating cost of NP-Genomics when fully operational is 10,017 M€/year. This
includes: - Personnel, 37 units of personnel with expertise described at Points 8 and 9, plus
Maintenance & upgrading = 2,430 M€/year To guarantee 100% functionality it will be
necessary to stipulate full risk maintenance contracts on all instruments (~ 10%% of the
purchase price) = 0,817 M€/year - Running cost for access grants = 6.0 M€/year We foresee
the NP to become fully operational within 3 years. For more information about estimated
costs and equipment, see: https://tiny.one/Genomic-Budget


Max 1000  characters


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


Implementation of the proposed Platform implies realization of all those numerous
operations that are necessary for the set-up of laboratories capable of performing state-of-
the-art genomic applications at high throughput and efficiency, including commissioning of
the necessary equipment, optimization of experimental protocols and quality control.
Considering the large heterogeneity of protocols and procedures that will be delivered by
the Platform, this task is highly demanding and requires multiple specific-expertise in
different areas of genomics. A number of Genomics experts of international stature are
present in Italy. The functioning of this NP could benefit from the interaction with these
experts which will guarantee a jump-start of all operations, making platform set-up feasible
within the first year, as well as starting technology-development activities in the following
two years. For further details see Gantt: https://tiny.one/Genomics-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


We describe here the space requirements for the entire National Platform for Genomics. NP-
Genomics will require 420 sqm divided as follows: A total of approximately 100 sqm of
temperature-controlled rooms for instrumentations equipped with weight resistance


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.
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flooring and benches. A total of 70 sqm of temperature-controlled rooms for automation
activities. These rooms must be equipped with specific benches for semi-automation and
automation as well as Ultraviolet Germicidal irradiation systems for air and surfaces. A 60
sqm pre-PCR Area equipped with a Ultraviolet Germicidal irradiation systems for air and
surfaces A 60 sqm post-PCR Area equipped with Ultraviolet Germicidal irradiation systems
for air and surfaces A total of 80 sqm temperature-controlled rooms as Storage Area A total
of 50 sqm of office spaces Spaces dedicated to equipment are calculated on operational
standards. Spaces for personnel are estimated taking into account the "Testo Unico sulla
sicurezza DLgs 81/2008"


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


The speed at which genomic technologies have developed over the last 20 years has been
impressive and has no equal in other fields of bioscience. The present planning of
instrument purchases foresees a progressive period of three to five years, thus making a
plausible duration technological update over a decade. Furthermore, we are very far from
reaching the end of the genomics era. It’s still a period of explosive technological growth,
the vision for the next phase of genomics is bolder than ever and although some of the
previous predictions about genomic advances are still to be fully realized, this field
continues to embrace many of the original promises of the Human Genome Project


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training
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Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


Nucleic acid sequencing covers essentially any area of life science research. Although high-
throughput sequencers are diffused throughout Italian public and private research centers,
their productivity remains too low due to funding constraints and to the low rate at which
genomic tests are transferred into the clinical setting and diagnostic routine. In addition, too
many laboratories still lack direct access and knowhow related to NGS technologies forcing
them to “hunt for collaborators” around the world for their experimental work related to
these applications, limiting knowhow and scientific output. Considering both the state-of-art
sequencing power and the development of new sequencing technologies and applications,
we envision that the platform will attract many laboratories (or consortiums of laboratories)
for both small and large size projects that, based on the size of the Italian Life Science
community, can be envisioned within a size of few hundred requests per year


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


The main objectives of NP-Genomics are to operate at all times the most up-dated available
genomic technologies and to develop and implement new genomic applications. Its three
main organizational features are: i) the possibility of accessing the platform by the scientific
community; ii) the availability of funds dedicated to the projects of the scientists who will
join; and iii) the strong integration of Italian excellence in all areas of Genomics with the
activities of the platform itself. This configuration will have enormous repercussions on the
national scientific community: i) the access to cutting-edge technologies and new research
funds in Genomics will determine an increase in its research potential in general, and in the
execution of genomic screening in particular; ii) the integration of the Italian excellence in
NP-Genomics activities will allow the development of novel advanced genomic applications,
which will increase the international competitiveness of the Italian research system in all the
areas of Life Sciences (structural and functional genomics of prokaryotes and eukaryotes,
molecular diagnostics and medicine, evolutionary genomics, plant and animal breeding,


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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environmental and biodiversity genomics, paleogenomics, etc.); iii) the fund-raising potential
of Italian research groups applying to EU and/or international competitive calls will be
strongly improved. NP-Genomics research activities will also promote the development of
technologies and methods of data analysis that will significantly advance the state of art of
Genomic approaches applied to biological problems. Moreover, the integration of Italian
excellence in medicine and in genomics will significantly accelerate the transition towards
precision medicine based on gene mapping of the Italian population and by rapid transfer
of genomic knowledge, techniques and analyses into clinical use. The availability of results
to the Italian research system and Italian health structures will allow to differentiate, within
the population, individuals and groups most susceptible to the development of pathologies,
as well to identify the therapies with the highest probability of response and the least
impact in terms of adverse reactions, on the basis of the individual genetic profile. It is
expected that the tight integration within the NP of dedicated technologists, Genomics
experts and Genomics users will create a virtuous spiral for the benefit of the whole
community, promote the development of nation-wide genomic programs, and foster
participation in international initiatives. The NP-Genomics system will also be able to create
conditions for the rationalization in the use of genomic resources available in the country
(for example other genomic equipment) by optimizing both performance and usage. In this
respect, it will be critical to network all the genomic capabilities distributed in the Country


NP-Genomics will establish close interactions with numerous other infrastructures within
and outside HT. The large amount of data produced by this Platform will require both data
storage and HPCs for data analysis, which will be provided by NP for Bioinformatics and
Biological Data. In addition, a seamless integration with the Elixir Italian node will be built. It
is also envisaged a tight integration with the NP for Integrated Single Cell Omics in terms of
sharing both equipment and protocols/strategies. Finally, NP-Genomics will provide the
characterization through genomic approaches of mutant engineered cells generated by the
NP of Vector and Cell Engineering. NP-Genomics will also establish partnerships with
companies to achieve early access to new sequencing technologies. We acknowledge the
numerous colleagues from research institutions, academia, hospitals listed at this link, who
contributed to write this proposal: https://tiny.one/Genomic-Contributors


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


3 Anonimo 
108.21


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR GENOMICS (NP-GENOMICS) - IU1+IU2 (OF 4) “SAMPLE AND
LIBRARY PREPARATION, SHORT READS MASSIVE SEQUENCING”


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


Università degli Studi di Verona This NP is equally supported by the following 124
stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here https://tiny.one/Genomics-
Stakeholders). UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5)
Bolzano 6) Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di
Catanzaro 12) "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15)
Firenze 16) Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle
Marche 22) Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise
27) Napoli Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli
Luigi Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37)
"Mediterranea" di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40)
Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45)
Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine
54) Urbino 55) Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico 59)
Scuola Normale Superiore 60) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 61) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS:
62) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 63) Centro
Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 64) Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 65) Centro San
Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 66) CRO - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 67) CROB -
Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 68) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in
Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 69) Fond. Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 70)
Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 71) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 72) Fond. G.B.
Bietti per lo studio e la ricerca in oftalmologia 73) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 74)
Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 75) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 76)
Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 77) Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 78) Fond.
Santa Lucia 79) Fond. Stella Maris 80) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 81) Ist. Clinici
Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 82) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa
Maria e San Gallicano 83) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 84) Ist.
Auxologico Italiano 85) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 86) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna
87) Ist. Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 88) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri
89) Ist. Eugenio Medea 90) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 91) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli
Assistenziali in Oncologia 92) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta
Specializzazione (ISMETT) 93) Ist. Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 94) Ist. Nazionale


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale 95) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 96) Ist.
Oncologico Veneto 97) Ist. Ortopedico Galeazzi 98) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 99) Ist. per le
Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 100) Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura
dei Tumori 101) Ist. Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 102) Multimedica 103) Oasi di Maria Santissima
104) Osp. Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza 105) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 106) Osp.
Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 107) Osp. Policlinico San Martino 108) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don
Calabria 109) Osp. San Raffaele 110) Policlinico San Donato 111) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 112)
San Raffaele Pisana 113) SDN Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli OTHER
RESEARCH ENTITIES, FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 114) CNR 115) ISS 116) CREA
117) LENS 118) EBRI 119) INGM 120) IIGM 121) IFOM 122) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 123) ACRI 124)
FISV


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Structural and cellular biology


Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 


CeTrA(Venezia Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis


5.
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− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


The field of Italian Genomics, in particular regarding the capacity to perform large genomic
screens, has been lagging behind that of other leading countries. The presence of
internationally recognized groups of excellence in biosciences is exacerbating the severity of
this disparity. Two main reasons for this lag are a hopelessly fragmented infrastructure and
the minimal contribution by Italy to the international consortia of genomics (see reference
for the European initiative "One Million Genome"). These factors create a significant
negative impact on patient access to Medical Genomics and also to the field of
agrigenomics in the perspective of sustainable primary food production. The importance of
creating a national platform dedicated to medical, microbial, nutri- and agri-genomics,
according to the “one health” concept, represents an outstanding opportunity to overcome
these shortcomings and restore the standing of Italian Genomics in the international
scientific community


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


To achieve its mission, NP-Genomics requires 4 integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) that are
aggregated in two modules and represent the vision of different stakeholders. IU1 “Sample
and library preparation” + IU2 “Short reads massive sequencing” are described in detail
here. IU3 “Long reads sequencing” + IU4 “Other technologies and platform evolution” are
described in a single form and submitted by a different stakeholder. The overall mission of
NP-Genomics is threefold: 1) Providing state-of-the-art genomic technologies to the Italian


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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research community. NP-Genomics will implement state-of-the-art DNA and RNA
sequencing technologies for the structural and functional characterization of genomes in all
life sciences. 2) Providing structured training in all genomic technologies, disseminating the
existing knowledge and know-how. NP-Genomics will create training programs with the
specific objective of enabling a diffuse, countrywide dissemination of expertise in genomics
technologies. 3) Exploring and implementing novel genomic technologies. NP-Genomics will
develop, set-up and disseminate innovative approaches for maintaining and increasing the
competitiveness of the Italian research community. NP-Genomics will also provide scientific
advice to research groups, on the implementation of infrastructural investments or of
genomic applications. The platform represents an extraordinary opportunity to provide the
knowledge and know-how of the existing excellences in Genomics. Their close collaboration
and integration in the activities of NP-Genomics will permit acceleration of the set-up phase
as well as optimization/development of cutting-edge novel technologies


IU1 - “SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION” Library preparation is critical in high-
throughput sequencing as it determines the cost and the outcome of the analyses. This IU
will develop and optimize sample and library preparation protocols for Short Read
Sequencing and Long Read Sequencing technologies. Automated workflow will be
implemented and standardized to achieve traceability and high reproducibility to guarantee:
i) low (and standardized) error rate; ii) reduced risk of sample contamination; iii) low costs
per sample; iv) high processing capacity. Instrumentation and development details of IU1:
Nucleic acid extraction: i) The QIAcube and QIAsymphony SP are automated systems for the
purification of nucleic acids in a streamlined workflow. The QIAcube station includes a
centrifuge, heated shaker, pipetting system and robotic gripper simplifying purification by
automating spin-column kits. The QIAsymphony allows automation of 1 to 96 samples per
run, with flexible sample input volumes of up to 1 ml; ii) The SageHLS HMW library system
provides high molecular weight DNA, up to 1MB, directly from cells lysed under
electrophoretic conditions, then automated DNA size selection collects the DNA in 6 size
bins. Automated liquid handling: i) The Biomek i7 Hybrid NGS Workstation is a platform for
medium to high-throughput laboratories to fully optimize the NGS library prep workflow.
Standard on-deck process controls elements such as shakers, peltiers and optional
thermocyclers, enabling significant reductions in hands-on time while also increasing
throughput, productivity and efficiency; ii) The Echo 525 Liquid Handler affords high
precision and low volume transfers for assay miniaturization and is 50–100 times faster than
traditional liquid handlers. iii) The Mosquito HV combines low volume automated pipetting
in the 500 nL to 5 µL range and high accuracy with an average of less than 3% error
throughout the volume range; iiii) The Dragonfly discovery is a no contact low volume
dispensing that is compatible with a wide range of applications. Microfluidics and
nanodispensing systems are relatively new, but offer the advantage of further reducing
volumes, saving time and amount of reagents together with samples used, possibly lowering
the costs to a minimum. Quality control (QC): i) The Agilent 5400 Fragment Analyzer and the
Agilent 4200 TapeStation systems for QC measurement of nucleic acids by using automated
parallel capillary electrophoresis at high throughput; ii) The Qubit for fluorometric


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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quantification of DNA, RNA, Protein with high accuracy and sensitivity iii) The GloMax
Discover for plate reading with high-performance luminescence, fluorescence, UV-Visible
absorbance, BRET and FRET, two-color filtered luminescence and kinetic measurement
capabilities; iv) The Agilent Femto Pulse system for quick assess of genomic DNA integrity
and for conducting final QC before preparing libraries for long reads sequencing; v) the Bio-
Rad CHEF Mapper XA pulsed-field gel electrophoresis for resolution in the range of 100 bp
to 10 Mb to assess the quality of HMW of DNA extractions. Type of samples: Prokaryotic and
eukaryotic nucleic acids (DNA, RNA) will derive from fresh/modern, degraded/ancient and
environmental samples, including blood, saliva, tissues/biopsies (both frozen and FFPE)
cultured cells and extracellular vesicles. Storage for the incoming biological materials,
libraries and reagents for sample and library preparations, will include freezers (-80C, -20C)
and cold rooms/fridges (+4). All samples will be barcoded and stored (1 year). Personnel: A
Unit Manager with a senior and five junior technologists at plateau (Year 3), with skills in
nucleic acids, NGS library preparation and automation; 1 system manager; 1 Data Manager
and 1 person dedicated to the logistics of the accessing scientific projects


IU2 - “SHORT READ SEQUENCING” Short reads sequencing (SRS), often referred to as
second generation sequencing, shifted the paradigm of genomics to address biological
questions at a genome-wide scale. A large number of techniques and experimental
protocols for studying genomes and transcriptomes are currently available. This IU will
provide massive and cost-efficient services at the highest quality for: DNA sequencing, e.g.,
whole and partial genome sequencing/re-sequencing. Bulk DNA sequencing, including
metagenomics RNA sequencing, e.g., bulk RNA sequencing, targeted RNA sequencing
(including non-coding genome), RNA immunoprecipitation (RIP) sequencing, sequencing for
mRNA translation efficiency and subcellular localization measurements. Epigenetic and
epitranscriptomics analyses, e.g., Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) sequencing, DNA
accessibility assays, chromatin conformation assays, assays for RNA modification detection.
Instrumentation and development details of IU2: Considering the fast evolution of the
sequencing platforms we foresee a maximum obsolescence time of individual instruments of
approximately 5 years. A three yearly investment plan in novel platforms, combined with a
trade-in of the previously purchased instruments would be a cost-effective approach to
maintain the competitiveness of the platform over the next decade. To provide cost-efficient
sequencing at the highest quality standards, this IU will be equipped with the following
instruments: Illumina NovaSeq 6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer
currently available. The System processes several flow cell types, choosing between multiple
read lengths with an output of up to 6 Tb and 20 billion reads up to 2 x 250 bases long in <
2 days. Illumina MiSeq, a low throughput sequencer used for various analyses focused on
targeted gene sequencing (amplicon sequencing and target enrichment), metagenomics,
and gene expression studies. MiSeq supports a range of length up to 600bp (2X300bp) and
is necessary for applications that require this length. Personnel: A Unit Manager with a
senior and five junior technologists at plateau (Year 3), with skills in SRS applications. 1
system manager; 1 Data Manager and 1 person dedicated to the logistics of the accessing
scientific projects The management and coordination of the activities of the NP will be
provided by the HT organization within the NP budget


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The total cost for implementing this NP is 11,558 M€. This covers all the required high-end
equipment of each of the 4 IU. The cost for implementing IU1 + IU2 is 6,01 M€. This covers a
set of equipment for a fast and reliable workflow of sample isolation and sequencing library
preparation, including automation and semi-automation, low volume pipetting and quality
control systems. The Units will be equipped with a full repertoire of state-of-the-art
sequencing platforms for short-read (Illumina) sequencing, enabling different throughput
and thus flexibility in the use. Instruments for protocol miniaturization are also required to
minimize sample use and costs. Basic laboratory equipment and structures (e.g., different
rooms for sample isolation, pre and post PCR sample management and sequencing) are also
required for granting high standards of operation. For more information about estimated
costs and equipment, see: https://tiny.one/Genomic-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


The total operating cost of NP-Genomics when fully operational is 10,017 M€/year. This
includes: - Personnel, 37 units of personnel, plus Maintenance & upgrading = 2,430 M€/year
To guarantee 100% functionality it will be necessary to stipulate full risk maintenance
contracts on all instruments (~ 10%% of the purchase price) = 0,817 M€/year - Running cost
for access grants = 6.0 M€/year We foresee the NP to become fully operational within 3


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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years. IU1 + IU2, described here, total operating costs when fully operational is 4,803 M€.
This includes: 20 units of personnel with expertise described at Point 8 and 9, defined on the
basis of the type and level of expertise in sample and library preparation and sequencing
applications; Maintenance & upgrading of high-end equipment; and running costs for
access grants. For more information about estimated costs and equipment, see:
https://tiny.one/Genomic-Budget


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


Implementation of the proposed Platform implies realization of all those numerous
operations that are necessary for the set-up of laboratories capable of performing state-of-
the-art genomic applications at high throughput and efficiency, including commissioning of
the necessary equipment, optimization of experimental protocols and quality control.
Considering the large heterogeneity of protocols and procedures that will be delivered by
the Platform, this task is highly demanding and requires multiple specific-expertise in
different areas of genomics. A number of Genomics experts of international stature are
present in Italy. The functioning of this NP could benefit from the interaction with these
experts which will guarantee a jump-start of all operations, making platform set-up feasible
within the first year, as well as starting technology-development activities in the following
two years. For further details see Gantt: https://tiny.one/Genomics-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


We describe here the space requirements for the entire National Platform for Genomics
composed of IU1+IU2 presented here and IU3+IU4 presented in a separate form. NP-
Genomics will require 420 sqm divided as follows: A total of approximately 100 sqm of
temperature-controlled rooms for instrumentations equipped with weight resistance
flooring and benches. A total of 70 sqm of temperature-controlled rooms for automation
activities. These rooms must be equipped with specific benches for semi-automation and
automation as well as Ultraviolet Germicidal irradiation systems for air and surfaces. A 60


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.
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sqm pre-PCR Area equipped with a Ultraviolet Germicidal irradiation systems A 60 sqm
post-PCR Area equipped with Ultraviolet Germicidal irradiation systems A total of 80 sqm
temperature-controlled rooms as Storage Area A total of 50 sqm of office spaces Spaces for
equipment are calculated on operational standards. Spaces for personnel are estimated
taking into account the DLgs 81/2008


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


The speed at which genomic technologies have developed over the last 20 years has been
impressive and has no equal in other fields of bioscience. The present planning of
instrument purchases foresees a progressive period of three to five years, thus making a
plausible duration technological update over a decade. Furthermore, we are very far from
reaching the end of the genomics era. It’s still a period of explosive technological growth,
the vision for the next phase of genomics is bolder than ever and although some of the
previous predictions about genomic advances are still to be fully realized, this field
continues to embrace many of the original promises of the Human Genome Project


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.
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few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


Nucleic acid sequencing covers essentially any area of life science research. Although high-
throughput sequencers are diffused throughout Italian public and private research centers,
their productivity remains too low due to funding constraints and to the low rate at which
genomic tests are transferred into the clinical setting and diagnostic routine. In addition, too
many laboratories still lack direct access and knowhow related to NGS technologies forcing
them to “hunt for collaborators” around the world for their experimental work related to
these applications, limiting knowhow and scientific output. Considering both the state-of-art
sequencing power and the development of new sequencing technologies and applications,
we envision that the platform will attract many laboratories (or consortiums of laboratories)
for both small and large size projects that, based on the size of the Italian Life Science
community, can be envisioned within a size of few hundred requests per year


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


The main objectives of NP-Genomics are to operate at all times the most up-dated available
genomic technologies and to develop and implement new genomic applications. Its three
main organizational features are: i) the possibility of accessing the platform by the scientific
community; ii) the availability of funds dedicated to the projects of the scientists who will
join; and iii) the strong integration of Italian excellence in all areas of Genomics with the
activities of the platform itself. This configuration will have enormous repercussions on the
national scientific community: i) the access to cutting-edge technologies and new research
funds in Genomics will determine an increase in its research potential in general, and in the
execution of genomic screening in particular; ii) the integration of the Italian excellence in
NP-Genomics activities will allow the development of novel advanced genomic applications,
which will increase the international competitiveness of the Italian research system in all the
areas of Life Sciences (structural and functional genomics of prokaryotes and eukaryotes,
molecular diagnostics and medicine, evolutionary genomics, plant and animal breeding,
environmental and biodiversity genomics, paleogenomics, etc.); iii) the fund-raising potential
of Italian research groups applying to EU and/or international competitive calls will be
strongly improved. NP-Genomics research activities will also promote the development of
technologies and methods of data analysis that will significantly advance the state of art of
Genomic approaches applied to biological problems. Moreover, the integration of Italian


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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excellence in medicine and in genomics will significantly accelerate the transition towards
precision medicine based on gene mapping of the Italian population and by rapid transfer
of genomic knowledge, techniques and analyses into clinical use. The availability of results
to the Italian research system and Italian health structures will allow to differentiate, within
the population, individuals and groups most susceptible to the development of pathologies,
as well to identify the therapies with the highest probability of response and the least
impact in terms of adverse reactions, on the basis of the individual genetic profile. It is
expected that the tight integration within the NP of dedicated technologists, Genomics
experts and Genomics users will create a virtuous spiral for the benefit of the whole
community, promote the development of nation-wide genomic programs, and foster
participation in international initiatives. The NP-Genomics system will also be able to create
conditions for the rationalization in the use of genomic resources available in the country
(for example other genomic equipment) by optimizing both performance and usage. In this
respect, it will be critical to network all the genomic capabilities distributed in the Country


NP-Genomics will establish close interactions with numerous other infrastructures within
and outside HT. The large amount of data produced by this Platform will require both data
storage and HPCs for data analysis, which will be provided by NP for Bioinformatics and
Biological Data. In addition, a seamless integration with the Elixir Italian node will be built. It
is also envisaged a tight integration with the NP for Integrated Single Cell Omics in terms of
sharing both equipment and protocols/strategies. Finally, NP-Genomics will provide the
characterization through genomic approaches of mutant engineered cells generated by the
NP of Vector and Cell Engineering. NP-Genomics will also establish partnerships with
companies to achieve early access to new sequencing technologies. We acknowledge the
numerous colleagues from research institutions, academia, hospitals listed at this link, who
contributed to write this proposal: https://tiny.one/Genomic-Contributors


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


4 Anonimo 
117.42


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR GENOMICS (NP-GENOMICS) - IU3+IU4 (OF 4) “LONG READS
SEQUENCING AND OTHER GENOMIC TECHNOLOGIES”


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


Istituto Europeo di Oncologia This NP is equally supported by the following 124
stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here https://tiny.one/Genomics-
Stakeholders). UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5)
Bolzano 6) Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di
Catanzaro 12) "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15)
Firenze 16) Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle
Marche 22) Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise
27) Napoli Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli
Luigi Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37)
"Mediterranea" di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40)
Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45)
Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine
54) Urbino 55) Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico 59)
Scuola Normale Superiore 60) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 61) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS:
62) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 63) Centro
Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 64) Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 65) Centro San
Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 66) CRO - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 67) CROB -
Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 68) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in
Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 69) Fond. Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 70)
Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 71) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 72) Fond. G.B.
Bietti per lo studio e la ricerca in oftalmologia 73) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 74)
Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 75) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 76)
Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 77) Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 78) Fond.
Santa Lucia 79) Fond. Stella Maris 80) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 81) Ist. Clinici
Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 82) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa
Maria e San Gallicano 83) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 84) Ist.
Auxologico Italiano 85) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 86) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna
87) Ist. Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 88) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri
89) Ist. Eugenio Medea 90) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 91) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli
Assistenziali in Oncologia 92) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta
Specializzazione (ISMETT) 93) Ist. Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 94) Ist. Nazionale


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale 95) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 96) Ist.
Oncologico Veneto 97) Ist. Ortopedico Galeazzi 98) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 99) Ist. per le
Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 100) Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura
dei Tumori 101) Ist. Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 102) Multimedica 103) Oasi di Maria Santissima
104) Osp. Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza 105) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 106) Osp.
Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 107) Osp. Policlinico San Martino 108) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don
Calabria 109) Osp. San Raffaele 110) Policlinico San Donato 111) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 112)
San Raffaele Pisana 113) SDN Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli OTHER
RESEARCH ENTITIES, FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 114) CNR 115) ISS 116) CREA
117) LENS 118) EBRI 119) INGM 120) IIGM 121) IFOM 122) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 123) ACRI 124)
FISV


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Structural and cellular biology


Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 


CeTrA(Venezia Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis


5.
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− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


The field of Italian Genomics, in particular regarding the capacity to perform large genomic
screens, has been lagging behind that of other leading countries. The presence of
internationally recognized groups of excellence in biosciences is exacerbating the severity of
this disparity. Two main reasons for this lag are a hopelessly fragmented infrastructure and
the minimal contribution by Italy to the international consortia of genomics (see reference
for the European initiative "One Million Genome"). These factors create a significant
negative impact on patient access to Medical Genomics and also to the field of
agrigenomics in the perspective of sustainable primary food production. The importance of
creating a national platform dedicated to medical, microbial, nutri- and agri-genomics,
according to the “one health” concept, represents an outstanding opportunity to overcome
these shortcomings and restore the standing of Italian Genomics in the international
scientific community


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


To achieve its mission, NP-Genomics requires 4 integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) that are
aggregated in two modules. IU1 “Sample and library preparation” + IU2 “Short reads
massive sequencing” are described in a single form and submitted by a different
stakeholder. IU3 “Long reads sequencing” + IU4 “Other technologies and platform
evolution” are described in detail here. The overall mission of NP-Genomics is threefold: 1)
Providing state-of-the-art genomic technologies to the Italian research community. NP-


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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Genomics will implement state-of-the-art DNA and RNA sequencing technologies for the
structural and functional characterization of genomes in all life sciences. 2) Providing
structured training in all genomic technologies, disseminating the existing knowledge and
know-how. NP-Genomics will create training programs with the specific objective of
enabling a diffuse, countrywide dissemination of expertise in genomics technologies. 3)
Exploring and implementing novel genomic technologies. NP-Genomics will develop, set-up
and disseminate innovative approaches for maintaining and increasing the competitiveness
of the Italian research community. NP-Genomics will also provide scientific advice to
research groups, on the implementation of infrastructural investments or of genomic
applications. The platform represents an extraordinary opportunity to provide the
knowledge and know-how of the existing excellences in Genomics. Their close collaboration
and integration in the activities of NP-Genomics will permit acceleration of the set-up phase
as well as optimization/development of cutting-edge novel technologies


IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING Long reads sequencing (LRS or third generation
sequencing) platforms offer single molecule resolution in real time with read lengths up to
hundreds of kilobases. Despite their lower throughput and lower accuracy compared to SRS,
they offer remarkable advantages for a variety of genome and transcriptome analyses: DNA
structural alterations, characterization of repetitive regions, de novo assembly, pan genome
reconstruction, haplotype phasing, metagenomics, time sensitive sequencing applications.
LRS also offers remarkable advantages for transcriptome analyses, allowing isoform
detection and quantification, isoform phasing, discovery and characterization of new
transcripts (in particular ncRNAs), alternative polyadenylation and polyA tail length
measurement. Another remarkable advantage of LRS is the direct sequencing of single DNA
and RNA molecules without the need for amplification steps, allowing the characterization
of DNA and RNA modifications. Instrumentation and development details of IU3: The
infrastructure of this unit is envisioned to be equipped with two distinct LRS technologies
from Oxford Nanopore Technology (ONT) and Pacific Biosciences. Two ONT sequencers with
different throughputs will be implemented: The GridION, which allows parallel sequencing of
up to 5 flowcells and is suitable for small to medium throughput applications (typical output
5-20 Gb per flow cell). The PromethION 48, which allows parallel sequencing of up to 48
high-throughput flow cells and is suitable for large scale applications such as whole genome
sequencing of medium/large genomes (typical output 50-150 Gb per flow cell). The PacBio
Sequel II offers long read sequencing with higher accuracy compared to ONT (>99%) but
has lower throughput and higher cost per Gb. The high single nucleotide accuracy of PacBio
sequencing offers a remarkable advantage for several applications, including Single
Nucleotide and (short) Structural Variants detection, full length transcripts reconstruction
and de novo assembly of small/medium genomes. Personnel: A Unit Manager with two
senior and two junior technologists at plateau (Year 3), with skills in long reads sequencing
and, possibly, other genomic technologies. 1 system manager; 1 Data Manager and 1 person
dedicated to the logistics of the accessing scientific projects. IU4 – OTHER TECHNOLOGIES
AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION NP-GEN will be monitoring the evolution of genomic
technologies with the specific mandate of maintaining and increasing the competitiveness


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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of the Italian research community in this field. It will evaluate alternative and emerging
technologies, testing and benchmarking genomic applications by performing comparison
analyses and developing new or improved protocols, thus providing updated state-of-the-
art applications in the fields of Genomics. Instrumentation and development details of IU4:
Alternative SRS sequencing technologies will be implemented, including the following: The
MGI CoolMPS is a new sequencing chemistry with 3-times higher accuracy than in standard
sequencing. The MGI platform covers all the needs in terms of throughput with MGI
DNBSeq 400 supporting a range of read lengths up to 400 bases. The Illumina NextSeq 2000
is equipped with the novel super resolution optics system. This miniaturization provides
scalability for a variety of output quantities while maintaining the same high standards of
data quality. The GenapSys sequencer offers a novel electrical-based platform capable of
accurately detecting single base incorporations that allows for a fast and affordable quality
control of the sequencing samples as well as for small projects. Regarding technologies
under development, Omniome is particularly interesting as it tends to give lower errors for
the interrogation step producing Phred scores (claimed to be at least an order of magnitude
higher than for Illumina).


Since SRS provides accurate base level sequence but struggles to provide long range
information, this IU will explore linked-read sequencing technologies providing long-range
information missing from standard approaches. Pure linked reads by Universal Sequencing
and Hi-C technologies such as those provided by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, will
improve de novo assembly and phasing, metagenomic sequencing and characterization of
3-D Chromosome and Genome Structures. For LRS technologies, this IU will closely follow
ongoing improvements to the nanopore-based technology. Examples are: i) Stratos
genomics, based on a novel chemistry called Sequencing by eXpansion that copies the
sequence of DNA into a surrogate molecule called an Xpandomer that transits through a
nanopore; or ii) Quantum Biosystems, which measures the tunneling current on a gating-
nanopore method promising ultra-high-speed and ultra-sensitive direct analysis of DNA and
RNA molecules. Other technologies such as those provided by Bionano Genomics and
NABsys are important complementary methods for genomic studies that can quickly reveal
genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS. With the ability to map long
molecule lengths at low cost, optical mapping has facilitated genome assembly,
identification of large structural variants and strain typing. The Bionano Saphyr uses selected
enzymes to fluorescently label DNA molecules to convert images of the fluorescent signal
patterns into optical maps. The NABsys HD-Mapping directly detects sequence-specific tags
using an electronic nanodetector and uses the resulting data to produce electronic maps.
HD-Mapping has just been launched and its resolution is claimed to be much greater than
that of Bionano and capable of resolving physical distances between tags of fewer than 300
bp. Finally, the still large base of users justifies the acquisition of the Illumina iScan System
for low-cost array-based high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation (CNV)
analysis, and DNA methylation. Personnel: A Unit Manager with two senior and three junior
technologists/scientists at plateau (Year 3). 1 system manager; 1 Data Manager and 1 person
dedicated to the logistics of accessing scientific projects. In consideration of the
heterogeneity and complexity of the planned technology development activities, two senior


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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scientists at post-docs level are also foreseen. The management and coordination of the
activities of the NP will be provided by the HT organization within the NP budget


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The total cost for implementing this NP is 11,558 M€. This covers all the required high-end
equipment of each of the 4 IU. The cost for implementing IU3 + IU4 is 5,548 M€. This covers
a set of state-of-the-art long-read sequencers (e.g., ONT + PacBio), enabling different
throughput and thus flexibility in the use. Novel sequencing platforms for either SRS and
LRS are also required here to update or upgrade current applications in genomics. Small
laboratory equipment necessary for operativity are also required here. For more information
about estimated costs and equipment, see: https://tiny.one/Genomic-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


The total operating cost of NP-Genomics when fully operational is 10,017 M€/year. This
includes: - Personnel, 37 units of personnel, plus Maintenance & upgrading = 2,430 M€/year
To guarantee 100% functionality it will be necessary to stipulate full risk maintenance
contracts on all instruments (~ 10%% of the purchase price) = 0,817 M€/year - Running cost
for access grants = 6.0 M€/year We foresee the NP to become fully operational within 3
years. IU3 + IU4 total operating costs when fully operational is 5,214 M€. This includes: 17


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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units of personnel with expertise described at Point 8 and 9, defined on the basis of the type
and level of expertise in development of genomic application and novel technologies;
Maintenance & upgrading of high-end equipment; and running costs for access grants. For
more information about estimated costs and equipment, see: https://tiny.one/Genomic-
Budget


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


Implementation of the proposed Platform implies realization of all those numerous
operations that are necessary for the set-up of laboratories capable of performing state-of-
the-art genomic applications at high throughput and efficiency, including commissioning of
the necessary equipment, optimization of experimental protocols and quality control.
Considering the large heterogeneity of protocols and procedures that will be delivered by
the Platform, this task is highly demanding and requires multiple specific-expertise in
different areas of genomics. A number of Genomics experts of international stature are
present in Italy. The functioning of this NP could benefit from the interaction with these
experts which will guarantee a jump-start of all operations, making platform set-up feasible
within the first year, as well as starting technology-development activities in the following
two years. For further details see Gantt: https://tiny.one/Genomics-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


We describe here the space requirements for the entire National Platform for Genomics
composed of IU3+IU4 presented here and IU1+IU2 presented in a separate form. NP-
Genomics will require 420 sqm divided as follows: A total of approximately 100 sqm of
temperature-controlled rooms for instrumentations equipped with weight resistance
flooring and benches. A total of 70 sqm of temperature-controlled rooms for automation
activities. These rooms must be equipped with specific benches for semi-automation and
automation as well as Ultraviolet Germicidal irradiation systems for air and surfaces. A 60
sqm pre-PCR Area equipped with a Ultraviolet Germicidal irradiation systems A 60 sqm


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.
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post-PCR Area equipped with Ultraviolet Germicidal irradiation systems A total of 80 sqm
temperature-controlled rooms as Storage Area A total of 50 sqm of office spaces Spaces for
equipment are calculated on operational standards. Spaces for personnel are estimated
taking into account the DLgs 81/2008


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


The speed at which genomic technologies have developed over the last 20 years has been
impressive and has no equal in other fields of bioscience. The present planning of
instrument purchases foresees a progressive period of three to five years, thus making a
plausible duration technological update over a decade. Furthermore, we are very far from
reaching the end of the genomics era. It’s still a period of explosive technological growth,
the vision for the next phase of genomics is bolder than ever and although some of the
previous predictions about genomic advances are still to be fully realized, this field
continues to embrace many of the original promises of the Human Genome Project.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.
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few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


Nucleic acid sequencing covers essentially any area of life science research. Although high-
throughput sequencers are diffused throughout Italian public and private research centers,
their productivity remains too low due to funding constraints and to the low rate at which
genomic tests are transferred into the clinical setting and diagnostic routine. In addition, too
many laboratories still lack direct access and knowhow related to NGS technologies forcing
them to “hunt for collaborators” around the world for their experimental work related to
these applications, limiting knowhow and scientific output. Considering both the state-of-art
sequencing power and the development of new sequencing technologies and applications,
we envision that the platform will attract many laboratories (or consortiums of laboratories)
for both small and large size projects that, based on the size of the Italian Life Science
community, can be envisioned within a size of few hundred requests per year


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


The main objectives of NP-Genomics are to operate at all times the most up-dated available
genomic technologies and to develop and implement new genomic applications. Its three
main organizational features are: i) the possibility of accessing the platform by the scientific
community; ii) the availability of funds dedicated to the projects of the scientists who will
join; and iii) the strong integration of Italian excellence in all areas of Genomics with the
activities of the platform itself. This configuration will have enormous repercussions on the
national scientific community: i) the access to cutting-edge technologies and new research
funds in Genomics will determine an increase in its research potential in general, and in the
execution of genomic screening in particular; ii) the integration of the Italian excellence in
NP-Genomics activities will allow the development of novel advanced genomic applications,
which will increase the international competitiveness of the Italian research system in all the
areas of Life Sciences (structural and functional genomics of prokaryotes and eukaryotes,
molecular diagnostics and medicine, evolutionary genomics, plant and animal breeding,
environmental and biodiversity genomics, paleogenomics, etc.); iii) the fund-raising potential
of Italian research groups applying to EU and/or international competitive calls will be
strongly improved. NP-Genomics research activities will also promote the development of
technologies and methods of data analysis that will significantly advance the state of art of
Genomic approaches applied to biological problems. Moreover, the integration of Italian


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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excellence in medicine and in genomics will significantly accelerate the transition towards
precision medicine based on gene mapping of the Italian population and by rapid transfer
of genomic knowledge, techniques and analyses into clinical use. The availability of results
to the Italian research system and Italian health structures will allow to differentiate, within
the population, individuals and groups most susceptible to the development of pathologies,
as well to identify the therapies with the highest probability of response and the least
impact in terms of adverse reactions, on the basis of the individual genetic profile. It is
expected that the tight integration within the NP of dedicated technologists, Genomics
experts and Genomics users will create a virtuous spiral for the benefit of the whole
community, promote the development of nation-wide genomic programs, and foster
participation in international initiatives. The NP-Genomics system will also be able to create
conditions for the rationalization in the use of genomic resources available in the country
(for example other genomic equipment) by optimizing both performance and usage. In this
respect, it will be critical to network all the genomic capabilities distributed in the Country


NP-Genomics will establish close interactions with numerous other infrastructures within
and outside HT. The large amount of data produced by this Platform will require both data
storage and HPCs for data analysis, which will be provided by NP for Bioinformatics and
Biological Data. In addition, a seamless integration with the Elixir Italian node will be built. It
is also envisaged a tight integration with the NP for Integrated Single Cell Omics in terms of
sharing both equipment and protocols/strategies. Finally, NP-Genomics will provide the
characterization through genomic approaches of mutant engineered cells generated by the
NP of Vector and Cell Engineering. NP-Genomics will also establish partnerships with
companies to achieve early access to new sequencing technologies. We acknowledge the
numerous colleagues from research institutions, academia, hospitals listed at this link, who
contributed to write this proposal: https://tiny.one/Genomic-Contributors


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


5 Anonimo 
64.08


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR "VECTOR AND CELL ENGINEERING" (VERDI)


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche (CNR) This NP is equally supported by the following 124
stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here: https://tinyurl.com/VERDI-
Stakeholders) UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5)
Bolzano 6) Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di
Catanzaro 12) "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15)
Firenze 16) Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle
Marche 22) Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise
27) Napoli Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli
Luigi Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37)
"Mediterranea" di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40)
Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45)
Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine
54) Urbino 55) Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico 59)
Scuola Normale Superiore 60) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 61) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS:
62) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 63) Centro
Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 64) Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 65) Centro San
Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 66) CRO - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 67) CROB -
Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 68) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in
Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 69) Fond. Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 70)
Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 71) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 72) Fond. G.B.
Bietti per lo studio e la ricerca in oftalmologia 73) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 74)
Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 75) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 76)
Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 77) Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 78) Fond.
Santa Lucia 79) Fond. Stella Maris 80) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 81) Ist. Clinici
Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 82) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa
Maria e San Gallicano 83) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 84) Ist.
Auxologico Italiano 85) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 86) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna
87) Ist. Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 88) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri
89) Ist. Eugenio Medea 90) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 91) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli
Assistenziali in Oncologia 92) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta
Specializzazione (ISMETT) 93) Ist. Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 94) Ist. Nazionale
Tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale 95) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 96) Ist.


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Oncologico Veneto 97) Ist. Ortopedico Galeazzi 98) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 99) Ist. per le
Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 100) Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura
dei Tumori 101) Ist. Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 102) Multimedica 103) Oasi di Maria Santissima
104) Osp. Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza 105) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 106) Osp.
Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 107) Osp. Policlinico San Martino 108) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don
Calabria 109) Osp. San Raffaele 110) Policlinico San Donato 111) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 112)
San Raffaele Pisana 113) SDN Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli OTHER
RESEARCH ENTITIES, FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 114) CNR 115) ISS 116) CREA
117) LENS 118) EBRI 119) INGM 120) IIGM 121) IFOM 122) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 123) ACRI 124)
FISV


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


The National Platform of “Vector and Cell Engineering” (VERDI) will supervise the operative
activities and technological development for implementing precise and validated genetic
modifications in cells, plants and mice. CRISPR/Cas9-based technology is an extremely
flexible technology providing an expanding molecular toolbox for high-fidelity genomic and
epigenetic modifications in cells and tissues. This technology offers the opportunity for the
straightforward tailored-made generation of genetically modified cells and organisms.
VERDI will implement the most advanced methods optimized for efficient and rapid
epi/genome editing in cell lines, stem cells, plants and mice. Given the growing diversity of
these molecular tools and their related intrinsic caveats (e.g. off-target effects, delivery
needs, target sequence requirements), relatively few labs have the necessary know-how,
expertise and resources. Thus, VERDI will accelerate the availability in the Italian research
community of high-quality genetically modified cells, plants and mice produced with
CRISPR/Cas9 best-practice and state-of-the-art procedures. Genetically modified cells,
plants and mice will be validated for the desired genome editing and the absence of off-
target mutations by employing state-of-the-art genome-wide assays. A major need for gene
functional studies is the development of delivery systems for gene transfer. VERDI will
implement a Unit for the design and manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-
associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. Finally, VERDI
will produce CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral libraries and execute genome-wide functional screenings


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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for unbiased gene discovery. To achieve its mission the “Vector and Cell Engineering”
National Platform requires 3 integrated Infrastructural Units (IU). The 3 IUs will be: IU1: Gene
Vector Technology (VecTeq) IU2: Cell Engineering and Screening (CRISS), IU3: Animal
Genome Engineering (GEN).


CRISPR genome editing provides the unique opportunity to generate precise genetic
modifications in cells and organisms for functional studies, therapeutic applications and
crop breeding. Programmable nucleases generate a DNA double-strand break that
undergoes repair by the cellular DNA damage response pathways. The broken double-
stranded DNA can be corrected through nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ) or homology-
directed repair (HDR). The first process will result in gene insertions/deletions (indels) which
might be exploited for gene inactivation. Alternatively, HDR requires donor DNA templates
to promote error-free gene editing. Moreover, the last generation of prime- and base-
editing allow modifying the genome in the absence of DNA double strand breaks which is
particularly favorable in non-dividing cells resistant to HDR substitutions. Additionally,
CRISPR tools have been rapidly expanding to modulate gene expression by interference,
transcription activation and epigenetic regulation. CRISPR technologies can be universally
applied to cell lines, stem cells, primary cell types and a variety of organisms to specifically
change, insert or remove a genomic sequence of interest. Given the rapid advance of the
genome editing field a large variety of protocols are now available, thus requesting a deep
technological knowledge for their applications. Indeed, no gene-editing platform is
appropriate for all contexts, and successful genome editing requires a very stringent and
rigorous evaluation. Thus, it is necessary to define an adequate engineering strategy, an
efficient delivery approach, a reliable quantification of gene edits and assessment of off-
target rates. VERDI will master any of these aspects implementing the most updated
methodologies and best-practice activities to ensure the generation of high-quality
engineered cells, plants and mice. Moreover, CRISPR/Cas9 libraries have been developed for
high-throughput functional genomic screens in mammalian cell cultures and mouse models.
CRISPR screenings are based on pooled DNA oligos (expressing the sgRNAs) designed and
cloned in lentiviral vectors (LVs) to transduce cells and target a massive number of genes
both for knock-outs and regulation of gene expression. Thus, pooled and arrayed
CRISPR/Cas9 screens enable parallel interrogation of thousands to tens of thousands of
genes for involvement in biological processes of interest, such as: cancer cell survival,
proliferation, migration, resistance to drug treatment and many others. Multiple
observations indicated that CRISPR/Cas9 library screenings outperform RNAi screening with
lower noise, minimal off-target rates and higher data reproducibility. In addition, the same
strategy can be leveraged to achieve individual cell identification through Cas9-based
barcoding approaches. This allows the labelling of individual cells with unique DNA
signatures that can be identified post-hoc through sequencing technologies. Therefore, the
cells can be traced long-term over space and time allowing lineage identification and the
profiling of individual cells’ phenotypes. In addition, CRISPR can be used to target the
genome of virtually all plant species, also those that are propagated vegetatively and those
with complex duplicated genomes. It is an essential tool for functional genomic studies in


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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plants and it has the potential to change the world’s food production. The CRISPR toolbox
offers an increasing number of engineered enzymes for powerful, flexible and rapid targeted
genetic and epigenetic modifications in cells and tissues. VERDI will act as a center of
technological development to offer for each project the best, rapid and tailored-made
strategy for targeted epi/genetic engineering in cells, plants and mice. Customized design of
the genetic strategy will be implemented for each application with the optimal genome
engineering strategy for each project, with an emphasis on easy downstream screening for
correctly edited cell clones.


Services: IU1-Vec-Teq will offer three different types of services. First, Vec-Teq will produce
an off-the-shelf catalog of LVs, AAVs and RABVs for expression of common genes and
reporters that will be stocked to be readily available. Second, Vec-Teq will offer production,
purification and quality control of viral stocks using vector backbones provided by the user.
Finally, a comprehensive service will be offered for selected projects starting from custom
vector design to final production. Moreover, VecTeq will develop advanced expertise in
designing and manufacturing LV pooled or arrayed CRISPR-based libraries for gene
discovery studies. IU2-CRISS will implement state-of-the-art CRISPR technologies to offer
the generation of cell lines, primary cells, pluripotent and somatic stem cells and plant cell
lines with either desired gene knock-outs created by NHEJ-induced indel mutations or
precise knock-ins, point mutations or tailored small deletions or insertions induced by HDR-
based mechanisms or base editors or prime-editors. Genome-wide analysis of the edits of
interest and nuclease off-target mutations by high-throughput sequencing assays will be
performed for a full characterization of the engineered cells and organisms. Finally, CRISS
will carry out high-throughput pooled and arrayed CRISPR/Cas9 screens also with single-cell
read-outs. IU3-GEN will implement customized mouse ESC screening for gene targeting,
blastocyst ESC injection and breeding of chimeras for germline transmission of gene
mutation, implementation and optimization of CRISPR tools for best-in-class genome
editing in mouse embryos, microinjection, electroporation of CRISPR tools in mouse
embryos, confirmation of gene mutation and off-target analysis embryo and sperm freezing
of mutant lines. Key Infrastructures and equipment VERDI will be structured with 6 cell
cultures rooms dedicated to 1) Lentiviral vector production, 2) AAVs and Rabies virus
production, 3-5) Gene editing in cell lines and primary cell types (3), stem cells (4), in plant
cells (5), gene targeting in mouse ESC cultures (6) and common spaces for the molecular
biology wet lab, plant incubators, bacteria hot room, cryogenic cell storage and cold room
equipped with standard instruments for cell cultures and molecular biology. Required
human resources Vec-Teq personnel will include the Unit Head, 3 scientists and 6
technologists with experience in virus production, viral vector design and LV/AAV library
design and production. CRISS personnel will be composed of the Unit Head, 6 scientists and
6 technologists for genome editing in animal cells and 2 scientists and 3 technologists for
plant cell engineering. GEN personnel will include the Unit Head, 2 scientists and 9
technologists with expertise in ESC cultures, CRISPR tools, mouse embryo manipulations and
sperm/embryo freezing. The management and coordination of the activities of the NP will
be provided by the HT organization within the NP budget.


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The cost for the full implementation of the National Platform for “Vector and Cell
Engineering” with its three integrated UIs is estimated in 3,55 MEuro and is based on the list
of equipment and infrastructures briefly described in point 9. For more information about
estimated costs and equipment, see: https://tiny.one/VERDI-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


The operative costs of the National Platform for Vector and Cell Engineering with its three
integrated UIs is estimated in 15.08 MEuro for the first 3 years. These costs include
personnel salaries, maintenance/replacement of instruments, running costs (i.e. biomedical
gases) and reagents and material for executing the user’s projects. Moreover, this forecast
includes the expenses for personnel training, stewardship and technological transfer to
users, and up-to-date technological development of the platform. VecTeq is expected to
manufacture 100 viral stocks per year for the next three years and to produce and maintain
at least 12 pool and 2 arrayed LV CRISPR libraries and 3 AAV engineered capsid libraries.
CRISS is foreseen to complete 40 projects of edited cell types, 40 of edited plants and 15
CRISPR screens in cells per year. GEN is expected to produce 40 engineered mouse lines of
which 10 with standard genome editing in mouse ES cells and the remaining by CRISPR
genome editing. For more information about estimated costs and equipment, see:
https://tiny.one/VERDI-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


VecTeq, CRISS and GEN require rather standard infrastructures with cell culture rooms, and
equipment for cell cultures and molecular biology readily accessible on the market. Thus,
the implementation of the infrastructure will be completed in a few months from starting.
Most of the molecular tools and methodologies are already in use in the labs of some of the
applicants who agreed to actively contribute to the technological implementation and
personnel training. GEN activities will require a mouse husbandry which at least initially will
operate in a conventional environment. A number of experts on Vector and Cell Engineering
of international stature are present in Italy. The functioning of VERDI will benefit from the
interaction with these experts which will ensure a jump-start of all operations, making
platform set-up feasible in a short time, as well as starting technology-development
activities in the following two years. For details, see GANTT: https://tiny.one/VERDI-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


We describe here the space requirements for the entire National Platform for Vector and Cell
Engineering composed by three IUs presented in separate forms. The platform will require
585 sqm net of walls and corridors, divided as follows: -IU1-VecTeq - 60 sqm -IU2-CRISS –
90 sqm -IU3-GEN – 30 sqm - Common infrastructures 295 + 110 in mouse husbandry
Spaces dedicated to specific equipment are calculated on operational standards applied in
other international centres hosting similar equipment. Offices and common spaces for
personnel, including hosted researchers and participants, are estimated taking into account
the "Testo Unico sulla sicurezza DLgs 81/2008", with 10 m3 for each worker and a surface of
at least 2sqm. Details about the space estimated for each IU composing VERDI are reported
in separate forms dedicated to the description of the individual IUs and represent the vision
and proposition of the different stakeholders.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.
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Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


CRISPR/Cas9 technology will remain a cornerstone of the future biomedical research for the
next decades. The flexibility and high-efficiency of gene editing provided by this
methodology is of invaluable importance to achieve rapid and precise edits in cells and
organisms. As the CRISPR technology will further improve its efficiency and accuracy, VERDI
and its personnel will be kept up to date to be able to implement and offer to the user the
best and most updated strategies for genetic engineering. CRISPR/Cas9 tools and its
derivatives will remain the gold-standard to modify the genome with high precision and
increasing safety. VERDI will continue to guarantee the technical development and prompt
access to these methodologies over the years, in particular for specific applications like the
generation of engineered cells, plants and mice and the production of LV CRISPR libraries
for genome-wide functional studies and gene discovery.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens
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few hundreds


few thousands


CRISPR technologies offer the unique possibility to generate cells and organisms with
precise genome edits which are of invaluable help for functional and therapeutic
applications. Although some of these methodologies can be established in single labs with
prior experience in molecular engineering, the growing diversity of genome editors, their
methods of delivery and intrinsic off-target effects require the establishment of a national
reference center which can offer strategic support and deliver best-in-class engineered
products. Thus, it is predictable that multiple requests will be received for support in
designing and implementing these methodologies and delivering edited cells and
organisms. To meet these requests, stewardship will be provided for a few dozens of users
to acquire the competence, technical skills and hands-on practice to be able to transfer
these methodologies or specific technologies to their own labs or Institutions.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


The advent of CRISPR technologies is revolutionizing biomedical research and therapeutic
applications. Specifically, in the field of genomic medicine, CRISPR technologies offer
invaluable help for functional studies and for the identification of specific therapeutic
targets. However, the increasing complexity and diversity of the molecular tools and their
intrinsic advantages and relative caveats require the establishment of a technological
infrastructure which can offer support to single labs and deliver high-quality products using
state-of-the-art technologies. The American National Institutes of Health (NIH) has launched
the Somatic Cell Genome Editing (SCGE) Consortium with the aim to accelerate the
development of safer and more-effective methods to edit the genomes of disease-relevant
somatic cells and organisms allocating a budget of 190 million US$ for 45 different projects
(Saha et al., Nature 2021. PMID: 33828315). This initiative will further accelerate the
optimization of CRISPR technologies and expand their applications in the next coming years.
On this view, it is of critical relevance that the Italian research system will sustain a
technological unit able to implement the new developments and make them available to the
national research community in due course. Moreover, targeted genome editing in crop
species is transforming basic studies in plant genetics and is an essential tool to improve
crop productivity in the future. As CRISPR breeding can be applied to various species and
local/traditional varieties, it can improve the Italian food system in terms of sustainability,
resilience and quality. Differently to transgenesis, CRISPR and other genome editing
techniques currently benefit from permissive regulations in many countries, where CRISPR
products are already reaching the market. In Europe, CRISPR plant breeding is currently
strictly regulated but, as it is considered important to reach the goals of the European Green


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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Deal and the Farm to Fork and Biodiversity strategies, a revision of the European legislation
is expected as suggested by the recent report of the European Commission SWD (2021) 92.
Because of the importance of CRISPR in plant genetics studies and in plant breeding to
develop the crops of the future and due to the technical difficulty to implement
decentralized CRISPR pipelines, the national scientific community would strongly benefit
from a state-of-the-art centralized infrastructure for plant genome editing.


Locally, VERDI will be closely integrated with the NPs of Genomics, Bioinformatics and
Integrated Single Cell Omics for implementing genome-wide analyses of the desired edits,
off-target mutations and CRISPR functional screens. At national level, VERDI will operate as a
centralized learning center to train scientists and institutional facilities to gold-standard
CRISPR/Cas9 technologies. Moreover, VERDI will facilitate development and transfer of
advanced know-how to boost the competitive potential of the national research community
for taking full advantage of the new opportunities offered by precise genome editing. The
integrated ecosystem offered by the three Units with complementary high-quality tools and
procedures will maximize the outcome and significance of the single projects developed by
VERDI. We acknowledge the numerous colleagues from the research institutions, academia,
hospitals listed at this link who contributed to these proposals https://tiny.one/VERDI-
Contributors


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


13 Anonimo 
47.49


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR VECTOR AND CELL ENGINEERING (VERDI) – IU1 (OF 3) “GENE
VECTOR TECHNOLOGY” (VecTeq)


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche (CNR) This NP is equally supported by the following 124
stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here: https://tinyurl.com/VERDI-
Stakeholders) UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5)
Bolzano 6) Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di
Catanzaro 12) "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15)
Firenze 16) Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle
Marche 22) Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise
27) Napoli Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli
Luigi Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37)
"Mediterranea" di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40)
Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45)
Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine
54) Urbino 55) Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico 59)
Scuola Normale Superiore 60) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 61) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS:
62) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 63) Centro
Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 64) Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 65) Centro San
Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 66) CRO - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 67) CROB -
Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 68) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in
Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 69) Fond. Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 70)
Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 71) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 72) Fond. G.B.
Bietti per lo studio e la ricerca in oftalmologia 73) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 74)
Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 75) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 76)
Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 77) Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 78) Fond.
Santa Lucia 79) Fond. Stella Maris 80) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 81) Ist. Clinici
Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 82) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa
Maria e San Gallicano 83) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 84) Ist.
Auxologico Italiano 85) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 86) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna
87) Ist. Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 88) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri
89) Ist. Eugenio Medea 90) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 91) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli
Assistenziali in Oncologia 92) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta
Specializzazione (ISMETT) 93) Ist. Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 94) Ist. Nazionale


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale 95) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 96) Ist.
Oncologico Veneto 97) Ist. Ortopedico Galeazzi 98) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 99) Ist. per le
Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 100) Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura
dei Tumori 101) Ist. Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 102) Multimedica 103) Oasi di Maria Santissima
104) Osp. Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza 105) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 106) Osp.
Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 107) Osp. Policlinico San Martino 108) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don
Calabria 109) Osp. San Raffaele 110) Policlinico San Donato 111) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 112)
San Raffaele Pisana 113) SDN Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli OTHER
RESEARCH ENTITIES, FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 114) CNR 115) ISS 116) CREA
117) LENS 118) EBRI 119) INGM 120) IIGM 121) IFOM 122) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 123) ACRI 124)
FISV


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Structural and cellular biology


Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 


CeTrA(Venezia Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis


5.
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− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


To achieve its mission the “Vector and Cell Engineering” National Platform requires 3
integrated Infrastructural Units (IU). The 3 IUs will be: IU1: Gene Vector Technology, IU2: Cell
Engineering and Screening, IU3: Animal Genome Engineering. This document describes the
IU1 of “Gene Vector Technology” (VecTeq) while the other two units are described in related
documents, thus providing the vision and proposal of different stakeholders. VecTeq will be
responsible for the manufacturing and distribution of viral gene transfer vectors as well as of
vector-based CRISPR libraries for functional screenings. The supported gene transfer
platforms will comprise recombinant replication-defective Lentiviruses (LVs), Adeno-
Associated Viruses (AAVs) and Rabies Viruses (RABVs). Production will be offered at different
scales matching the requirements of in vitro studies, genomic screens and more challenging
in vivo applications. Vector batches will be qualified for identity, potency, purity and absence
of contaminants according to a panel of tests and specifications tuned to each intended
type of use. Moreover, it will be implemented a service to produce and validate high-quality
LV pooled and arrayed libraries for genome-scale or focused activation and inhibition
screenings with CRISPR/Cas9. Furthermore, LV barcoding libraries for lineage tracing will be
developed. AAV2- and AAV9-based peptide display libraries will also be produced for in
vitro and in vivo screening and selection of new engineered capsids with enhanced tropism


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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patterns. Custom vector design and manufacturing for transduction of transgenes of interest
will also be offered for selected investigator-driven projects. Expert knowledge and advice
will be available to guide the choice of the users of the most suitable platforms and formats
for the intended experimental, biotechnological or proof-of-principal therapeutic
application. Importantly, we also envisage that VecTeq will keep pace with emerging
technology advances and research into platform and libraries’ optimization.


Technologies to produce high-quality viral stocks with high transduction titers and limited
contamination from producer cells and empty viral particles, can hardly be implemented in
standard research laboratories which must rely on external supplies most of the time. In fact,
several biotech companies provide some viral vector production services, but their offers are
often limited to few basic choices and the costs are hardly affordable for a standard lab.
Alternatively, a handful of academic facilities worldwide offer these services to external users
with more accessible prices, but with a waiting list of months barely compatible with the
development of any project in due time. Most importantly, none of them offer a qualified
know-how for tailored design and choice of vector platform and format (e.g. choice of the
viral envelope pseudo/serotype, promoter and other regulatory sequences,
transgene/marker/selector combinations), and a complete technological infrastructure for
both vector stock manufacturing and library production with best-in-class quality standards
providing the proper safety and containment measures to protect the operators and
environment. It is, thus, highly strategic to set up a national platform which can assure the
implementation of these research and services. VecTeq will manufacture LVs and AAVs which
together enable efficient gene transfer in the majority of cell lines, primary cell types and
tissues in vivo, thus supporting a broad range of experimental strategies and applications.
Moreover, RABVs will be also produced given their fast-growing use in neuroscience to map
brain circuits and in cell and cancer biology to trace cell-to-cell contacts and cell progenies.
Main technological resources & services provided Vec-Teq will offer three different types of
services. First, Vec-Teq will produce an off-the-shelf catalog of LVs, AAVs and RABVS of
common use for constitutive, conditional and inducible expression of common genes and
reporters that will be stocked to be readily available for distribution. Second, Vec-Teq will
offer production, purification and quality assessment of viral stocks using vector constructs
provided by the user. Finally, a comprehensive service will be offered for selected projects
starting from custom tailored vector design and cloning to production and quality control,
all provided with a detailed study report. LVs will be generated using the 3rd generation
packaging system with self-inactivating (SIN) transfer vectors. AAVs will be manufactured
using transient triple transfections of the RepCap, Helper and transfer plasmids in HEK293T
cells, followed by iodixanol gradient purification and subsequent concentration and final
titration. G-deleted RABVs will be pseudotyped with the envelope proteins EnvA/EnvB of
Avian Sarcoma and Leukosis Virus (ASLV) and, therefore, their infectivity will be restricted to
cells carrying a non-human TVA or TVB receptor. These procedures are already up-and-
running in the labs of some of the applicants and will be steadily implemented within
VecTeq. Both small (for in vitro use) and large scale (for in vivo use) productions will be
offered for each viral prep. Moreover, VecTeq will develop advanced expertise in designing,


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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manufacturing and validating LV pooled or arrayed CRISPR-based libraries for high-
throughput, high-content or focused gene discovery studies (screens performed in CRISS). A
comprehensive set of LV pooled libraries such as CRISPR-KnockOut, CRISPR interference
(CRISPRi) and CRISPR activation (CRISPRa), will be acquired and manufactured for
complementary applications.


Finally, VecTeq will also act as an AAV engineering technical development infrastructure. In
fact, VecTeq will generate highly diverse and ready-to-use AAV9- and AAV2-based peptide
display libraries for the in vitro and in vivo selection of new engineered capsids with
enhanced tropism for a selected tissue or cell type. For the screening platforms, VecTeq will
also offer assistance to researchers for implementing screening procedures in their own labs.
VecTeq will provide the following services: advanced and constantly updated knowledge of
viral vector biology; standardized manufacturing of LV and RABV infectious particles with
high potency, purity and yield in a suitably contained and safety ensuring working
environment; standardized manufacturing of natural and engineered AAV serotypes
including AAV-1,-2,-5, -8, -9, -PHP.eB, -PHP.S, -DJ, -2-retro; characterization and
quantification of viral stocks with study report; design and production of LV pooled or
focused CRISPR libraries; design and production of AAV2- and AAV9-based display peptide
libraries. Applications Gene delivery in cell lines, primary cell types, stem cells and organoids
for bulk and clonal cell marking, lineage tracing, functional studies and gene discovery. In
vivo gene transfer for fundamental and translational studies. Functional high-throughput
and custom screens for gene and molecular pathway discovery of a given biological process
of interest. High-content imaging screens and custom assays for functional gene discovery.
Selection and identification of new engineered AAV capsids with superior transduction and
specificity for desired cell types or tissue. Key Infrastructures and equipment BSL-1 level cell
culture room with 4 sterile cabinets, 6 CO2 incubators and 2 inverted microscopes. BSL-2
biosafety level cell culture room with 4 sterile cabinets, 6 CO2 incubators and 2 inverted
microscopes. Liquid nitrogen freezing system infrastructure. BSL-2 room for in vivo study,
animal treatment. Hot room to grow bacteria. Room to produce the LV CRISPR libraries. 2
robotic liquid handling systems for microplates. 4 Ultra-speed centrifuges. Anion-exchange
and size-exclusion chromatography system. Required human resources Head of the VecTeq
Platform, 1 scientist with strong experience in viral vector biology, design and gene cloning,
1 scientist with strong background in virus manufacturing and quality control analysis, 1
scientist with previous experience with LV and/or AAV libraries design and production, 2
technicians with previous experience in viral production, 2 technicians with previous
experience in LV library preparation, 1 technician with consolidated background in cell
culture manipulations in BSL-2 environment, 1 technician with previous experience in
molecular biology. The management and coordination of the activities of the NP will be
provided by the HT organization within the NP budget.


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.
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up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The cost for the full implementation of the “Vector and Cell Engineering” national platform
with its three integrated UIs is estimated in 3,55 MEuro and is based on the list of
equipment and infrastructures briefly described in point 9. The cost for implementing
VecTeq is 1,25 MEuro. This covers the full equipment for the two cell culture rooms
(cabinets, incubators, microscopes), 4 ultra-centrifuges, 2 DD-PCR systems, robotic liquid
handling robotics, chromatography system and molecular biology and cell culture standard
equipment. For more information about estimated costs and equipment, see:
https://tiny.one/VERDI-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


The operative costs of the Vector and Cell Engineering National platform with its three
integrated UIs is estimated in 15.08 MEuro for the first 3 years. These costs include
personnel salaries, maintenance/replacement of instruments, running costs (i.e. biomedical
gases) and reagents and material for executing the user’s projects. Moreover, this forecast
includes the expenses for personnel training, stewardship and technological transfer to
users, and up-to-date technological development of the platform. VecTeq total operating
costs when fully operational is 1.5 MEuro including 10 units of personnel with expertise
described at Point 8 and running costs. Specifically, VecTeq is expected to manufacture 100
viral stocks per year for the next three years and to produce and maintain at least 12 pool
and 2 arrayed LV CRISPR libraries and 3 AAV engineered capsid libraries. For more
information about estimated costs and equipment, see: https://tiny.one/VERDI-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


VecTeq requires rather standard infrastructures with BSL-1 and BSL-2 sterile culture rooms,
and equipment for cell cultures and molecular biology readily accessible on the market.
Thus, the implementation of the working infrastructure will be completed in few months
after the access to the working space. Most of the molecular tools and methodologies are
already in use in the labs of some of the applicants who agreed to share and actively
contribute to the technological implementation of the services and personnel training.
Manufacture and quality control of viral stocks will be fully implemented in 12 months. LV
pooled and arrayed libraries will start to be available at months 13 and 16, respectively. For
further details, see GANTT: https://tiny.one/VERDI-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


We describe here the space requirements for the entire National Platform for Vector and Cell
Engineering composed by three IUs presented in separate forms. The platform will require
585 sqm divided as follows: 6 cell cultures rooms of 30 sqm each dedicated to 1) Lentiviral
vector production, 2) AAVs and Rabies virus production, 3-5) Gene editing in cell lines and
primary cell types (3), stem cells (4), in plants (5), homologous-recombination in mouse ES
cultures (6) and common spaces for the molecular biology wet lab (100 sqm), plant
incubators (50 sqm), bacteria hot room (15 sqm), cryogenic cell storage (30 sqm), cold room
(10 sqm), rooms for instruments (50 sqm) and freezers (40 sqm). Mouse production will
require 60 sqm for cleaning, changing and lodging 336 cages (4 racks) and 50 sqm for 2
rooms dedicated to mice and embryos manipulation.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.
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less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


Recombinant viral gene transfer vectors are essential enabling tools for gene transfer in
many cell types and tissues that remain refracting to other delivery systems. They often
provide the only feasible strategy for experimental projects aiming at gene discovery or cell
and tissue functional studies. Moreover, the rapid development of gene-based therapies for
treating human disease has accelerated the need for producing or accessing high-quality
viral stocks. It is easy to foresee that these tools will become indispensable to a growing
number of scientists in the years to come. In fact, new genome editing technologies will
continue to emerge as well as new variants of AAV capsids and other viral vectors with
enhanced potency or more specific tropism ideal for multiple applications. VecTeq will
remain up to date with the technological development and set up the production of new
emerging viral vectors with high impact for the research community in the years to come.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands
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Viral vectors for gene transfer delivery are currently standing as ubiquitous tools in
biomedical and biotech research. Very few standard labs have the know-how, resources and
manpower to develop the methodologies necessary to produce viral stocks with high-purity
and high-yield in a standardized fashion. Thus, given the multiple applications in the fields
of biomedical research, biotechnology and therapeutic applications in which viral gene
delivery is a necessary step, it is predictable that multiple requests per year will be received
for producing vector stocks. We envisage 30-60 requests per year of CRISPR LV libraries and
10-20 applications for the engineered AAV2/9 peptide display libraries per year.
Additionally, stewardship will be provided for a few dozens of users to acquire the
competence, technical skills and hands-on practice to be able to transfer these
methodologies or specific technologies to their own labs or Institutions.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


Recombinant viral vectors include an array of tools for the straightforward and efficient gene
delivery in cells and tissues. However, the production of high-quality viral stocks requires the
setting of a rather cumbersome and laborious set of methodologies difficult to establish in a
standard lab. Currently, single labs rely on the access to academic facilities or companies
outside Italy that, however, require high expenses and/or disappointingly long waiting times.
Major international research institutions have established their own viral core facility as for
instance: Universities and research centers in the USA (Penn, Harvard, Boston Children’s
Hospital, UCSF, Salk Institute, Scripps and many others) and in Europe (UCL London, Charitè
Berlin, Uni. Barcelona, Imagine Inst. Paris, and others). However, Italy is currently without a
centralized technological platform accessible to any of the national labs. Moreover, a
handful of Institutions in the country runs their own facility for production of only one type
of viral vector (either LV or AAV) with extremely limited access by external users. This major
lack in accessibility of these services is certainly compromising the overall performance and
implementation of new research initiatives in the national research community. It is easily
predictable that new natural or engineered recombinant viruses with improved transduction
efficiency, reduced off-target expression will continue to be implemented in the years to
come. Thus, it is of critical importance that the Italian research system will sustain a
technological infrastructure able to implement current and future viral vectors together with
a critical assessment of their tropism patterns and potential adverse effects and make them
available to the national research community in due course.


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Viral gene delivery is a necessity in multiple applications in biomedical and biotech research.
Viral gene transfer is necessary for functional studies in stem cells and animals, epigenetic
discovery studies, and gene-based therapeutic applications. Thus, this technological
platform will have strong links with research infrastructures in such disciplines acting as an
indispensable platform for gene delivery applications and proof-of-principle gene-based
therapeutic approaches. To date, this will represent the first IU in Italy providing a service for
production and distribution of viral vectors of multiple types and will act as a national
reference point for the establishment of local facilities serving specific Institutions and
initiatives for technological transfer and personnel training. We acknowledge the numerous
colleagues from the research institutions, academia, hospitals listed at this link who
contributed to these proposals: https://tiny.one/VERDI-Contributors


Max 1000  characters
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Intervistato


14 Anonimo 
50.58


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR VECTOR AND CELL ENGINEERING (VERDI) – IU2 (OF 3) “CELL
ENGINEERING AND SCREENING” (CRISS)


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche (CNR) This NP is equally supported by the following 124
stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here: https://tinyurl.com/VERDI-
Stakeholders) UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5)
Bolzano 6) Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di
Catanzaro 12) "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15)
Firenze 16) Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle
Marche 22) Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise
27) Napoli Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli
Luigi Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37)
"Mediterranea" di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40)
Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45)
Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine
54) Urbino 55) Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico 59)
Scuola Normale Superiore 60) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 61) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS:
62) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 63) Centro
Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 64) Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 65) Centro San
Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 66) CRO - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 67) CROB -
Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 68) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in
Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 69) Fond. Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 70)
Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 71) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 72) Fond. G.B.
Bietti per lo studio e la ricerca in oftalmologia 73) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 74)
Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 75) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 76)
Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 77) Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 78) Fond.
Santa Lucia 79) Fond. Stella Maris 80) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 81) Ist. Clinici
Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 82) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa
Maria e San Gallicano 83) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 84) Ist.
Auxologico Italiano 85) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 86) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna
87) Ist. Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 88) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri
89) Ist. Eugenio Medea 90) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 91) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli
Assistenziali in Oncologia 92) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta
Specializzazione (ISMETT) 93) Ist. Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 94) Ist. Nazionale


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale 95) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 96) Ist.
Oncologico Veneto 97) Ist. Ortopedico Galeazzi 98) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 99) Ist. per le
Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 100) Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura
dei Tumori 101) Ist. Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 102) Multimedica 103) Oasi di Maria Santissima
104) Osp. Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza 105) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 106) Osp.
Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 107) Osp. Policlinico San Martino 108) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don
Calabria 109) Osp. San Raffaele 110) Policlinico San Donato 111) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 112)
San Raffaele Pisana 113) SDN Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli OTHER
RESEARCH ENTITIES, FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 114) CNR 115) ISS 116) CREA
117) LENS 118) EBRI 119) INGM 120) IIGM 121) IFOM 122) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 123) ACRI 124)
FISV


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Structural and cellular biology


Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 


CeTrA(Venezia Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis


5.
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− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


To achieve its mission the “Vector and Cell Engineering” National Platform requires 3
integrated Infrastructural Units (IU). The 3 IUs will be: IU1: Gene Vector Technology, IU2: Cell
Engineering and Screening, IU3: Animal Genome Engineering. This document describes IU2
of Cell Engineering and Screening (CRISS) while the other two units are described in related
documents, thus providing the vision and proposal of different stakeholders. CRISS will
coordinate the operative activities and technological development for implementing precise
and validated genetic modifications and genome-wide screenings in any given cell (both
from animals and plants), in any physiological or pathological state for any scientific
purpose, also in combination with single cell read-outs. CRISPR-based technology is an
extremely flexible technology providing an expanding molecular toolbox for high-fidelity
genomic and epigenetic modifications in cells and tissues. This technology offers the
opportunity for the straightforward tailored-made generation of genetically modified cell
lines, stem cells and organisms. However, given the growing diversity of these molecular
tools and their related intrinsic caveats (e.g. off-target effects, delivery needs, target
sequence requirements), relatively few labs have the necessary know-how, expertise and
resources. Thus, a dedicated and centralized infrastructural unit will accelerate the


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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availability of high-quality genetically modified cells and organisms produced with best-
practice and state-of-the-art procedures.


CRISPR genome editing provides the unique opportunity to generate precise genetic
modifications in cells and organisms for functional studies, therapeutic applications and
crop breeding. Programmable nucleases generate a DNA double-strand break that
undergoes repair by the cellular DNA damage response pathways. The broken double-
stranded DNA can be corrected through nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ) or homology-
directed repair (HDR). The first process will result in gene insertions/deletions (indels) which
might be exploited for gene inactivation. Alternatively, HDR requires donor DNA templates
to promote error-free gene editing. Moreover, the last generation of prime- and base-
editing allow modifying the genome in the absence of DNA double strand breaks which is
particularly favorable in non-dividing cells resistant to HDR substitutions. Additionally,
CRISPR tools have been rapidly expanding to modulate gene expression by interference,
transcription activation and epigenetic regulation. CRISPR technologies can be universally
applied to cell lines, stem cells, primary cell types and a variety of organisms to specifically
change, insert or remove a genomic sequence of interest. Given the accelerated
advancement of the genome editing field a very large variety of protocols are now available,
thus requesting a deep technological knowledge for their applications. Indeed, no gene-
editing platform is appropriate for all contexts, and successful genome editing requires a
very stringent and rigorous evaluation. Thus, it is necessary to define an adequate
engineering strategy, an efficient delivery approach, a reliable quantification of gene edits
and assessment of off-target rates. CRISS will master any of these aspects implementing the
most updated methodologies and best-practice activities to ensure the generation of high-
quality engineered products. Moreover, CRISPR/Cas9 libraries have been developed for
high-throughput functional genomic screens in mammalian cell cultures and mouse models.
CRISPR screenings are based on pooled DNA oligos (expressing the sgRNAs) designed and
cloned in lentiviral vectors to transduce cells and target a massive number of genes both for
knock-outs and regulation of gene expression. Thus, pooled and arrayed CRISPR/Cas9
screening enables parallel interrogation of thousands to tens of thousands of genes for
involvement in biological processes of interest, such as: cancer cell survival, proliferation,
migration, resistance to drug treatment and many others. Multiple observations indicated
that CRISPR/Cas9 library screenings outperform RNAi screening with lower noise, minimal
off-target rates and higher data reproducibility. In addition, the same strategy can be
leveraged to achieve individual cell identification through Cas9-based barcoding
approaches. This allows the labelling of individual cells with unique DNA signatures that can
be identified post-hoc through sequencing technologies. Therefore, the cells can be traced
long-term over space and time allowing lineage identification and the profiling of individual
cells’ phenotypes. In addition, CRISPR can be used to target the genome of virtually all plant
species, also those that are propagated vegetatively and those with complex duplicated
genomes. It is an essential tool for functional genomic studies in plants and it has the
potential to change the world’s food production. The CRISPR toolbox offers an increasing
number of engineered enzymes for powerful, flexible and rapid targeted genetic and


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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epigenetic modifications in cells, bacteria and tissues. CRISS will act as a center of
technological development to offer for each project the best, rapid and tailored-made
strategy for targeted epi/genetic engineering in cells and plants. Customized design of the
genetic strategy will be implemented for each application with the optimal genome
engineering strategy for each project, with an emphasis on easy downstream screening for
correctly edited cell clones.


CRISS will implement and master the most advanced and state-of-the-art CRISPR
technologies to offer the following services: generation of cell lines, primary cells,
pluripotent and somatic stem cells with 1) desired gene knock-outs created by NHEJ-
induced indel mutations or 2) precise knock-ins, point mutations or tailored small deletions
or insertions induced by HDR-based mechanisms or base editors or prime-editors; 3) gene
tagging by HDR or HITI; 4) generation of isogenic control patient cell lines by correcting the
disease gene mutation; 5) development of plant cell lines and plants with targeted knock-
outs by CRISPR/NHEJ or by the insertion of specific allelic variants by CRISPR/HDR, base
editing or prime editing; 6) targeted and unbiased genome-wide analysis of the edits of
interest and nuclease off-target mutations by high-throughput sequencing methodologies
(e.g. GUIDE-seq, CIRCLE-seq, DISCOVER-seq) and long-reads fourth generation sequencing
for detecting genomic-rearrangements; 7) validation and comparative analysis of
epigenome editors (dCas9 activators and repressors) for targeted gene expression
modulation and chromatin modifications; 8) implementation of novel CRISPR approaches
for emerging biotechnological applications (e.g. genome imaging, biosensor-based
detection of bacteria and virus); 9) high-throughput pooled and arrayed CRISPR screens
providing experienced support for screen design and execution with lentiviral CRISPR guide
genome-wide or custom libraries (library preparation, data analysis and hit list generation
will be generated through the close integration with the NPs of Genomics and
Bioinformatics); 10) development and delivery of rationally-designed and purpose-specific
Cas9-based systems for cell barcoding to allow highly-parallel post-hoc cell identification
through single-cell sequencing technologies for lineage tracing, clonal dynamics and
phenotyping profiling (in synergy with the NP of Integrated Single Cell Omics). Key
infrastructures and equipment BSL-2 cell culture room with 8 biosafety sterile cabinets, 10
CO2 incubators, 2 stereomicroscopes and 3 inverted microscopes. BSL-2 plant cell culture
room with 3 sterile cabinets and 3 stereomicroscopes. 6 reach-in phytotrons for plant in
vitro culture and regeneration. Cryogenic cell facility. 2 Droplet Digital PCR systems. 2 Ultra-
centrifuges. Required human resources Head of the CRISS platform. 2 scientists with
previous background in CRISPR tools/methods. 1 scientist with a strong experience in
epigenetics and gene expression profiling. 2 scientists with background in genetic and/or
phenotypic screenings and cell sorting. 1 scientist with a background in cell biology. 3
technicians with consolidated background in gene cloning. 3 technicians with previous
experience in cell cultures. 2 scientists with experience in CRISPR plant cell engineering. 3
technicians with experience in plant cell culture and regeneration.


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The cost for the full implementation of the “Vector and Cell Engineering” National platform
with its three integrated UIs is estimated in 3,55 MEuro and is based on the list of
equipment and infrastructures briefly described in point 9. The cost for implementing CRISS
is 1,2 MEuro. This covers the full equipment for the three cell culture rooms (cabinets,
incubators, microscopes), 2 ultra-centrifuges, 6 phytotrons, N2 tanks, -80°C freezers, PCRs,
qPCRs machines and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture. For more
information about estimated costs and equipment, see: https://tiny.one/VERDI-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


The operative costs of the Vector and Cell Engineering National platform is estimated in
15.08 MEuro for the first 3 years. Initial cost for the first year is 3.75 MEuro, that will increase
after full personnel employment to 6.195 MEuro in the third year. These costs include
personnel salaries, maintenance/replacement of instruments, running costs (i.e. biomedical
gases) and reagents and material for executing the user’s projects. Moreover, this forecast
includes the expenses for personnel training, stewardship and technological transfer to
users, and up-to-date technological development of the platform. CRISS total operating
costs when fully operational is 2,35 MEuro including 17 units of personnel with expertise
described at Point 8 and running costs. Specifically, CRISS is expected to complete 40


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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projects of edited cell types, 40 of edited plants and 15 CRISPR screens in cells per year. For
more information about estimated costs and equipment, see: https://tiny.one/VERDI-Budget


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


CRISS requires rather standard infrastructures with BSL-2 sterile culture rooms, and
equipment for cell cultures and molecular biology readily accessible on the market. Thus,
the implementation of the working infrastructure will be completed in a few months after
the access to the working space. Most of the molecular tools and methodologies are already
in use in the applicants’ labs ensuring a straightforward implementation in CRISS of the
most advanced CRISPR methodologies. For details, see GANTT: https://tiny.one/VERDI-
GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


We describe here the space requirements for the entire National Platform for Vector and Cell
Engineering composed by three IUs presented in separate forms. The platform will require
585 sqm divided as follows: 6 cell cultures rooms of 30 sqm each dedicated to 1) Lentiviral
vector production, 2) AAVs and Rabies virus production, 3-5) Gene editing in cell lines and
primary cell types (3), stem cells (4), in plants (5), homologous-recombination in mouse ES
cultures (6) and common spaces for the molecular biology wet lab (100 sqm), plant
incubators (50 sqm), bacteria hot room (15 sqm), cryogenic cell storage (30 sqm), cold room
(10 sqm), rooms for instruments (50 sqm) and freezers (40 sqm). Mouse production will
require 60 sqm for cleaning, changing and lodging of 4 racks with 336 cages and 50 sqm for
2 rooms dedicated to mice and embryos manipulation.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.
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Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


CRISPR technologies will remain a cornerstone of fundamental and translational research for
several years to come. The flexibility and high-efficiency of gene edits offered by these
methods is of invaluable importance for multiple applications in any biomedical and biotech
discipline. As the CRISPR technology will keep on advancing CRISS and its personnel will be
kept up to date so that they will always be able to implement and offer to users the best and
most updated strategies for maximizing the efficacy and safety of genome editing.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands
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CRISPR technologies offer the unique possibility to generate cells and organisms with
precise genome edits which are of invaluable help for functional and therapeutic
applications. Although some of these methodologies can be established in single labs with
prior experience in molecular engineering, the growing diversity of genome editors, their
methods of delivery and intrinsic off-target effects require the establishment of a national
reference center which can offer strategic support and deliver best-in-class engineered
products. Thus, it is predictable that multiple requests will be received for support in
designing and implementing these methodologies and delivering edited cells and
organisms. To meet these requests, stewardship will be provided for a few dozens of users
to acquire the competence, technical skills and hands-on practice to be able to transfer
these methodologies or specific technologies to their own labs or Institutions.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


The advent of CRISPR technologies is revolutionizing biomedical research and therapeutic
applications. Specifically, in the field of genomic medicine, CRISPR technologies offer
invaluable help for functional studies and for the identification of specific therapeutic
targets. However, the increasing complexity and diversity of the molecular tools and their
intrinsic advantages and relative caveats require the establishment of a technological
infrastructure which can offer support to single labs and deliver high-quality products using
state-of-the-art technologies. The American National Institutes of Health (NIH) has launched
the Somatic Cell Genome Editing (SCGE) Consortium with the aim to accelerate the
development of safer and more-effective methods to edit the genomes of disease-relevant
somatic cells and organisms allocating a budget of 190 million US$ for 45 different projects
(Saha et al., Nature 2021. PMID: 33828315). This initiative will further accelerate the
optimization of CRISPR technologies and expand their applications in the next coming years.
On this view, it is of critical relevance that the Italian research system will sustain a
technological unit able to implement the new developments and make them available to the
national research community in due course. Moreover, targeted genome editing in crop
species is transforming basic studies in plant genetics and is an essential tool to improve
crop productivity in the future. As CRISPR breeding can be applied to various species and
local/traditional varieties, it can improve the Italian food system in terms of sustainability,
resilience and quality. Differently to transgenesis, CRISPR and other genome editing
techniques currently benefit from permissive regulations in many countries, where CRISPR
products are already reaching the market. In Europe, CRISPR plant breeding is currently
strictly regulated but, as it is considered important to reach the goals of the European Green
Deal and the Farm to Fork and Biodiversity strategies, a revision of the European legislation
is expected as suggested by the recent report of the European Commission SWD (2021) 92.
Because of the importance of CRISPR in plant genetics studies and in plant breeding to
develop the crops of the future and due to the technical difficulty to implement


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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decentralized CRISPR pipelines, the national scientific community would strongly benefit
from a state-of-the-art centralized infrastructure for plant genome editing.


Genomic editing includes a transversal set of methodologies with multiple applications in
advanced biomedical research. CRISS will be closely integrated with the NPs of Genomics,
Bioinformatics and Single Cell Omics for implementing a comprehensive genome-wide
analysis of the desired genomic modification, off-target mutations, single-cell CRISPR
functional screenings and cell lineage analyses. Moreover, CRISS will take advantage of the
instrumentation of the NP of Drug Discovery and Development to perform high-content
screenings with LV arrayed CRISPR libraries. At national level, CRISS will actively operate as a
centralized learning center to train interested scientists and local institutional facilities to the
most advanced CRISPR technologies and their applications in research and product
development. We acknowledge the numerous colleagues from the research institutions,
academia, hospitals listed at this link who contributed to these proposals:
https://tiny.one/VERDI-Contributors


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


15 Anonimo 
54.06


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR VECTOR AND CELL ENGINEERING (VERDI) – IU3 (OF 3) “ANIMAL
GENOME ENGINEERING” (GEN)


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche (CNR) This NP is equally supported by the following 124
stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here: https://tinyurl.com/VERDI-
Stakeholders). UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5)
Bolzano 6) Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di
Catanzaro 12) "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15)
Firenze 16) Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle
Marche 22) Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise
27) Napoli Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli
Luigi Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37)
"Mediterranea" di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40)
Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45)
Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine
54) Urbino 55) Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico 59)
Scuola Normale Superiore 60) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 61) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS:
62) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 63) Centro
Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 64) Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 65) Centro San
Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 66) CRO - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 67) CROB -
Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 68) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in
Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 69) Fond. Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 70)
Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 71) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 72) Fond. G.B.
Bietti per lo studio e la ricerca in oftalmologia 73) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 74)
Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 75) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 76)
Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 77) Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 78) Fond.
Santa Lucia 79) Fond. Stella Maris 80) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 81) Ist. Clinici
Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 82) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa
Maria e San Gallicano 83) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 84) Ist.
Auxologico Italiano 85) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 86) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna
87) Ist. Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 88) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri
89) Ist. Eugenio Medea 90) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 91) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli
Assistenziali in Oncologia 92) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta
Specializzazione (ISMETT) 93) Ist. Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 94) Ist. Nazionale


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale 95) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 96) Ist.
Oncologico Veneto 97) Ist. Ortopedico Galeazzi 98) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 99) Ist. per le
Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 100) Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura
dei Tumori 101) Ist. Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 102) Multimedica 103) Oasi di Maria Santissima
104) Osp. Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza 105) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 106) Osp.
Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 107) Osp. Policlinico San Martino 108) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don
Calabria 109) Osp. San Raffaele 110) Policlinico San Donato 111) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 112)
San Raffaele Pisana 113) SDN Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli OTHER
RESEARCH ENTITIES, FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 114) CNR 115) ISS 116) CREA
117) LENS 118) EBRI 119) INGM 120) IIGM 121) IFOM 122) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 123) ACRI 124)
FISV


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Structural and cellular biology


Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 


CeTrA(Venezia Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis


5.
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− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


To achieve its mission the “Vector and Cell Engineering” National Platform requires 3
integrated Infrastructural Units (IU). The 3 IUs will be: IU1: Gene Vector Technology, IU2: Cell
Engineering and Screening, IU3: Animal Genome Engineering. This document describes IU3
of Animal Genome Engineering (GEN) while the other two units are described in related
documents, thus providing the vision and proposal of different stakeholders. In the last 25
years, the mouse has become a premier model system for fundamental and translation
research. Performing studies in animals with close genetic and physiological relationship to
humans has significantly contributed to our understanding of virtually any aspect of modern
biology. Thus, the pressing need to produce mice with custom genetic modifications is
shared by many research labs in the country. Unfortunately, the national resources are
extremely limited with the result that these models are unattainable for many groups. GEN
has the ambition to become a structure that will serve the community by implementing
methodological workflows for best-in-class production, characterization and distribution of
genetically modified mice. GEN will optimize and further develop CRISPR technologies for
fast and direct generation of mice with gene knock-outs, point mutations and small
insertion/deletions ideal for gene-tagging and DNA element manipulation. The same tools
might be exploited for genomic manipulation of other emerging animal models. Moreover,


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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GEN will make available a well-established pipeline for gene targeting in mouse embryonic
stem cells (ESCs) and production of germline competent chimeras, which is the preferred
approach for generating conditional mutant alleles. The long-standing experience of the
proponents stands as a solid foundation for the successful implementation of these
ambitious objectives. We anticipate GEN will have a transformative impact on the Italian
research system, making available technologies to facilitate discovery in basic and
translational biomedicine.


All major research institutes worldwide dispose of a dedicated core facility for producing
genetically modified mice. To date, in Italy very few transgenic units are operative (i.e. San
Raffaele Hospital, IFOM, IGB-CNR) which are largely insufficient for the needs of the Italian
research community. This represents a critical obstacle for most research groups, which are
unable to gain access to genetic mouse mutants due to lack of resources and expertise.
Although international consortia have developed biorepositories with off-the-shelf gene
targeted ESC lines (e.g. EUCOMM), there is increasing need for custom modifications to
generate point mutants, gene tagging and mutagenesis of other DNA elements (e.g.
microRNAs, gene regulatory regions). The recent application of CRISPR technology to the
field of mouse transgenesis has dramatically accelerated the establishment of genetically
engineered mouse lines, allowing the introduction with unprecedented efficiency and
simplicity of point mutations and insertions/deletions into the mouse germline. The
continuous improvement of CRISPR editing protocols applied to mouse genetics is
increasing the efficiency of precise gene engineering while reducing off-target activity. Thus,
a limited number of founder mice is sufficient to establish a mouse mutant line with correct
targeting and absence of off-target mutations. The flexibility of CRISPR tools can be
exploited for gene editing in species traditionally considered genetically-intractable (e.g.
ferret, rat) of increasing interest for their advantages in specific fields of study. In the long
run, GEN will exploit the possibility to establish gene targeting in these emerging animal
models whenever feasible and through the synergies with husbandry facilities for these
species. Main technological resources, organization & services provided GEN will implement
two state-of-the-art operative structures: the first for CRISPR genome editing in mouse
embryos and the second based on gene manipulation in mouse ESCs. GEN will optimize the
use of genome editors (i.e. programmable nucleases, base-editors) and donor DNA
templates for efficient HDR-mediated editing (short and long ssDNAs). CRISPR elements will
be transiently expressed in the form of mRNAs or ribonucleoparticles to minimize off-target
mutagenesis. Microinjection in zygotes will be the technique of choice for CRISPR reagent
delivery. Zygote electroporation and AAV infection of CRISPR tools will be pursued to
generate knock-in lines with large DNA insertions. CRISPR genome editing will be prioritized
for NHEJ-mediated knock-outs, point-mutations, small insertions and tailored deletions. F0
founder animals will be analyzed for the desired gene modification and bred to obtain F1
animals to confirm germline transmission. Two independent mutant mouse lines will be
initially screened for unbiased genome-wide off-target analysis in synergy with the NPs of
Genomics and Bioinformatics. Off-target mapping is beyond the current-state-of-the-art for
this field since it has been implemented in relatively few studies but represents a critical step


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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to validate the produced animals. For the second set of activities, the proponents have long-
standing, internationally recognized expertise in mouse ESC gene targeting/mouse
production and will provide their invaluable contribution to rapidly implement vector
design, ESC manipulation and production of mouse chimeras for germline transmission. This
approach will be prioritized for the generation of conditional mutant alleles, to overcome
the reported low efficiency of CRISPR technology to obtain such mutations.


ESC gene targeting will be implemented also when CRISPR editing results inefficient or
leading to high off-target rates. In its definitive setting GEN will operate in a mouse SPF
facility. Two of such facilities are in construction within the EXPO area (HT and UniMI) and
future agreements will define its final collocation. Given the urgency to provide a service for
the community and the current uncertainty on when this structure will be available, we plan
a temporary solution which can be rapidly implemented. We will synergize with the other
NPs requiring mouse manipulation (Animal Imaging and Drug Discovery & Development) to
establish a conventional mouse facility organized in barrier units with individually ventilated
cages and biosafety changing stations that maximize animal welfare and disease-free
conditions. Exclusively animals from certified vendors will enter the structure and an active
health surveillance will be conducted on the mice to ensure the absence of critical
pathogens (Helicobacter spp, Pasteurella p., hepatitis virus, pinworms,…). Genetically
modified mice will be sent to the user’s Institution along with a health-certificate. We expect
acceptance of the lines by most Italian institutions as a recent survey indicated only few
Italian Institutions accepting exclusively SPF-graded animals. For the latter institutes, GEN
will provide frozen sperm/embryos of the genetically modified mouse line for rederivation at
the end-user’s Institution. The technologies and services implemented by GEM will be the
following: customized design and construction of ES gene targeting vectors, mouse ESC
screening for correct gene editing, blastocyst ESC injection and breeding of chimeras for
germline transmission of gene mutation, implementation and optimization of CRISPR tools
for best-in-class genome editing, microinjection, electroporation and AAV infection of
CRISPR tools in mouse embryos, confirmation of gene mutation and off-target analysis in
synergy with NPs for Genomics and Bioinformatics, embryo and sperm freezing of mutant
lines. Key Infrastructures and equipment BSL-2 cell culture room with 3 sterile cabinets, 3
CO2 incubators, 2 stereomicroscopes, 2 inverted microscopes, 1 electroporator, 2 stations
for mouse embryo injections, 2 pullers, 1 microforge, Digital barrier units for 336 cages (4
racks) individually ventilated cages, 2 rooms dedicated to mouse and embryo manipulations.
Required human resources Head of the GEN Unit, 2 scientists with previous background in
CRISPR technologies and/or gene targeting, 2 technicians for molecular cloning and genetic
analyses, 2 technicians for genome targeting in ESCs, 3 technicians for mouse embryo
manipulations and embryo freezing, 2 technicians for mouse breeding. The management
and coordination of the activities of the NP will be provided by the HT organization within
the NP budget.


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.
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up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The cost for the full implementation of the “Vector and Cell Engineering” national platform
with its three integrated UIs is estimated in 3,55 MEuro and is based on the list of
equipment and infrastructures briefly described in point 9. The cost for implementing GEN is
1,1 MEuro. This covers the full equipment for 1 cell culture room (cabinets, incubators,
microscopes), 2 stations for embryo microinjections, racks and cages for mice,
pullers/microforge, stereomicrocopes and standard equipment for molecular biology and
cell culture. For more information about estimated costs and equipment, see:
https://tiny.one/VERDI-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


The operative costs of the Vector and Cell Engineering National platform with its three
integrated UIs is estimated in 15.08 MEuro for the first 3 years. Initial cost for the first year is
3.75 MEuro that will increase after full personnel employment to 6.195 MEuro in the third
year. These costs include personnel salaries, maintenance/replacement of instruments,
running costs (i.e. biomedical gases) and reagents and material for executing the user’s
projects. Moreover, this forecast includes the expenses for personnel training, stewardship
and technological transfer to users, and up-to-date technological development of the
platform. CRISS total operating costs when fully operational is 2,345 MEuro including 12
units of personnel with expertise described at Point 8 and running costs. Specifically, GEN is
expected to produce 40 engineered mouse lines of which 10 with standard genome editing
in mouse ES cells and the remaining by CRISPR genome editing. For more information about
estimated costs and equipment, see: https://tiny.one/VERDI-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


Molecular tools and methodologies are well established and up-and-running in the
proponent’s labs ensuring their relatively fast implementation to enable GEN to start its
operations. Proper establishment of a functional conventional mouse husbandry is assured
by the long-standing experience of some of the proponents who are scientific responsible
for mouse facilities of major national institutions. Two SPF mouse facilities are in
construction in the EXPO area and will represent the best option for a definitive location of
GEN activities. For further details, see GANTT: https://tiny.one/VERDI-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


We describe here the space requirements for the entire National Platform for Vector and Cell
Engineering composed by three IUs presented in separate forms. The platform will require
585 sqm divided as follows: 6 cell cultures rooms of 30 sqm each dedicated to 1) Lentiviral
vector production, 2) AAVs and Rabies virus production, 3-5) Gene editing in cell lines and
primary cell types (3), stem cells (4), in plant cells (5), gene targeting in mouse ESC cultures
(6) and common spaces for the molecular biology wet lab (100 sqm), plant incubators (50
sqm), bacteria hot room (15 sqm), cryogenic cell storage (30 sqm), cold room (10 sqm),
rooms for instruments (50 sqm) and freezers (40 sqm). Mouse production will require 60
sqm for cleaning, changing and lodging of 4 racks with 336 cages and 50 sqm for 2 rooms
dedicated to mice and embryos manipulation.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years
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less than 10 years


more than 10 years


CRISPR technology will remain a cornerstone of the future biomedical research for the next
decades. The flexibility and high-efficiency of gene editing provided by this methodology is
of invaluable importance to achieve rapid and precise edits in the mouse genome. As the
CRISPR technology will progressively improve its efficiency and accuracy, GEN and its
personnel will be kept up to date to be able to implement and offer to the user the best and
most updated strategies for mouse genetic engineering. Homologous recombination-driven
gene targeting in mouse ESC remains the gold-standard to modify the mouse genome with
high precision and safety. GEN will continue to guarantee such methodology over the years,
in particular for specific applications like the generation of conditional knock-in/out alleles
and the introduction in a site-directed fashion of large DNA segments, which are still
unfeasible using the current CRISPR methods.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands
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Given the experience of the proponents, GEN soon after the infrastructure setting and the
personnel training will be able to produce engineered mice with both CRISPR and ESC gene
targeting technology. GEN aims to produce approximately 40 engineered mouse lines per
year. About 75% of the mouse lines will be generated by CRISPR genome editing assuming
that most requests will consist of the generation of animals carrying point-mutations, knock-
out or gene-tagged alleles. The remaining 25% will be produced through ESC gene
targeting mostly for the creation of conditional mutant strains. This activity might be
accelerated taking advantage of the vast repository of targeted conditional ES lines
established through international consortia such as EUCOMM. Additionally, dedicated
training will be offered to a few dozens of users who wish to acquire the competence,
technical skills and hands-on practice to be able to transfer these methodologies or specific
technologies to their own Institutions.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


The generation of new animal models is essential for the progress of biomedical research.
While complex cell-based systems (e.g., organoids) represent a valuable alternative, animal
models are irreplaceable in many areas of basic and clinical research. The Italian research
system currently lacks a centralized infrastructure for the generation of new engineered
mouse models and we expect that the implementation of a national platform that provides
this service ensuring the highest standard and accessibility will have a significant impact on
research output and excellence. Only a minority of institutes across the country have
dedicated facilities for mouse transgenesis that typically grant preferential access to internal
researchers and are available to external customers at high fees. Companies such as Cyagen
or Taconic provide these services at costs that are unaffordable for most labs and involve
international mouse transfer that is pricey and sometimes logistically complicated. By
removing some of the practical barriers that prevent scientists from embarking in in vivo
studies –including lack of resources and know-how in mouse genetic engineering– GEN will
significantly expand the potential of Italian research. The Italian research system has a
traditional strength in medical genetics that leads to the identification of rare genomic
variants associated with human disorders. Often these studies remain somewhat descriptive
or address the underlying mechanisms in cellular assays that might be inadequate to clarify
the complex biological effect of gene mutations at organismal level. Because mouse
mutants can be obtained efficiently using innovative gene editing approaches, Italy-based
biologists and medical researchers will rely on GEN to generate a plethora of new disease
models informed by genetic mapping of patients. Importantly, GEN will stock frozen sperms
of all the engineered mouse lines, thus ensuring a backup in case mice are lost or
discontinued at the user’s facility. In time, these storage activities could be coordinated with
existing trans-national repositories (e.g., EMMA). In addition, GEN‘s ambition is that the
CRISPR methods developed for mouse genome manipulation can be repurposed in the
future for targeted mutagenesis in other mammalian species (e.g., ferret), thus promoting
research areas underrepresented in Italy at this moment. In conclusion, we anticipate that


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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the Italian scientific community will greatly benefit from a cost-effective service committed
to applying cutting-edge technologies for the swift production of new animal models. It will
foster collaborations, provide access to resources that are not equally distributed across the
country and ultimately will represent a leading example in the international landscape.


GEN will integrate with the PNs of Genomics and Bioinformatics for a comprehensive
analysis of the engineered mouse lines for the analysis of the desired edit and off-target
mutations. Engineered animals by GEN might be then utilized by the NP of Animal Imaging
for analyzing specific phenotypes or functions. At national level, GEN will become a
reference point to assist and facilitate the technological development of the local
Institutional facilities and support their continuous updating on advanced CRISPR
technologies. GEN will develop synergies with the EMMA repository (Monterotondo) for
mouse and embryos archiving. GEN’s future goal is to extend CRISPR genome editing to
other animal species of increasing interest for research seeking synergies with specialized
breeding centers for these animals. We acknowledge the numerous colleagues from the
research institutions, academia, hospitals listed at this link who contributed to these
proposals: https://tiny.one/VERDI-Contributors


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


6 Anonimo 
279.34


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL MULTIOMICS (INsCELL)


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


IFOM - the FIRC Institute of Molecular Oncology This NP is equally supported by the
following 123 stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here:
https://tinyurl.com/SC-Omics-Stakeholders). UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3)
Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6) Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10)
Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12) "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania
"Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16) Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20)
Macerata 21) Politecnica delle Marche 22) Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25)
Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma
31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte
Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea" di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza
39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44)
Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51)
Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55) Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University
58) Campus Bio-Medico 59) Scuola Normale Superiore 60) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 61)
Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 62) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-
Malpighi 63) Centro Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 64) Centro Neurolesi Bonino
Pulejo 65) Centro San Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 66) CRO - Centro di Riferimento
Oncologico 67) CROB - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 68) Ente
Ospedaliero Specializzato in Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 69) Fond. Ca'Granda -
Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 70) Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 71) Fond.
Don Carlo Gnocchi 72) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 73) Fond. Istituto Neurologico
Carlo Besta 74) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 75) Fond. Policlinico San
Matteo 76) Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 77) Fond. Santa Lucia 78) Fond.
Stella Maris 79) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 80) Ist. Clinici Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A.
SB 81) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 82)
Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 83) Ist. Auxologico Italiano 84) Ist. Clinico
Humanitas 85) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 86) Ist. Dermopatico
dell'Immacolata (IDI) 87) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 88) Ist. Eugenio Medea
89) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 90) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia
91) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 92) Ist.
Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 93) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni
Pascale 94) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 95) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 96) Ist.


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Ortopedico Galeazzi 97) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 98) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro
Spallanzani 99) Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori 100) Ist. Tumori
Giovanni Paolo II 101) Multimedica 102) Oasi di Maria Santissima 103) Osp. Casa Sollievo
della Sofferenza 104) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 105) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 106)
Osp. Policlinico San Martino 107) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 108) Osp. San Raffaele 109)
Policlinico San Donato 110) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 111) San Raffaele Pisana 112) SDN
Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli OTHER RESEARCH ENTITIES,
FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 113) CNR 114) ISS 115) CREA 116) LENS 117) EBRI
118) INGM 119) IIGM 120) IFOM 121) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 122) ACRI 123) FISV


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


The National Platform INsCELL will provide technology and advanced know-how to create
an integrated Single-Cell (SC) multi-omics view of cellular complexity and diversity. The
recent development of SC technologies has offered unprecedented opportunities to unveil
the molecular bases underlying complex physiological processes and disease pathogenesis
through a detailed mapping of cell types/states, differentiation and evolution trajectories,
cell-to-cell interactions, as well as providing a novel spatial context to the analyses. The
frontiers of the SC omic revolution extend beyond the individual modalities, and integration
of SC multi-omic technologies is needed to comprehensively dissect tissue structural and
functional heterogeneity. SC omic approaches offer increased resolution but remain
expensive technologies. Therefore, an integrated SC omic National Platform will grant access
to these innovative technologies to laboratories with original biological questions that
cannot afford the instrumentation, sustain costs to complete the experimental workflow,
and/or that lack the expertise. Moreover, SC omics rapid evolution implies more advanced
and better integrated platforms to be released in the coming years paired with new
specialized analysis tools, making it difficult for individual laboratories and/or Institutions to
keep up with technological innovation. INsCELL can ensure a constant instrumentation
update and invest on the most promising and innovative techniques bringing benefits to the
whole scientific community. To achieve its mission the National Platform for Integrated
Single Cell Multiomics requires 3 integrated Infrastructural Units (IU): IU1-Single Cell Multi


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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Omics; IU2-Spatially Resolved Single cell Multi Omics; IU3-High Dimensional Flow
Cytometry. This document describes the overall rationale, structures and aims of the
National Platform for Integrated Single Cell Multiomics while each IU is detailed in separate
documents from different stakeholders.


The ambition of SC omics technologies is the identification of the cellular principles that
govern tissue physiology and pathology, revealing the nuances of existing cellular states and
even predicting which molecular targets should be engineered for innovative therapeutic
approaches. INsCELL aims to guide the Italian scientific community toward an innovative
"science of the omics" with state-of-the-art technologies complemented by analyses over
very high-dimensional spaces. Indeed, in the past decade, the evolution of single cell omics
has drastically changed the way complex biological systems are investigated, providing a
more comprehensive understanding of the molecular details that define cell types and
functional states, both in physiological and pathological conditions. Single-cell RNA
sequencing has become the technique of choice for the definition of the molecular
blueprints, differentiation and developmental trajectories of cells. scRNA-seq also provides a
powerful tool for the comprehensive dissection of the phenotypic effects of specific
mutations in genome wide CRISPR/Cas9 genetic screens and for the assessment of cellular
responses and molecular mechanisms of drug resistance. Concomitantly, SC epigenomic
technologies enable to uncover genome regulation and dynamics at unprecedented
resolution. Furthermore, our ability to simultaneously detect the expression of target
proteins on individual cells has been substantially broadened by recent advances in high
dimensional (HD) flow cytometry, reaching up to 40 markers displayed by any cell that can
be isolated from the blood, body fluids or tissues. Single-cell technologies, though, rely on
the physical dissociation of individual cells from the tissue. Thus, valuable topological
information of expressed genes/proteins, as well as spatial reconstruction of molecular
signals arising from cell-to-cell/matrix interfaces are lost through the manipulation of the
sample, losing a large body of relevant information. To address these limitations, spatially
resolved omics technologies have been developed offering new insights on the molecular
heterogeneity within tissues, while preserving morphological clues. Spatial Transcriptomics
(ST) has recently emerged as a key technology based on barcoded surfaces to capture and
positionally track transcript expression in whole tissue sections. In parallel, multiplexed tissue
imaging methods based on single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization allow
transcript mapping at subcellular resolution, although for a lower number of pre-selected
targeted transcripts. Other methods have been developed that make use of antibody
staining, DNA barcoded antibodies or ion beams. The combination of these technologies,
and of the ones that will become available in the next few years, will allow to systematically
achieve single-cell or even subcellular resolution mapping and to chart recurrent
combination of cell states, and neighborhood arrangements, also defined as “tissue motifs”,
that are likely linked to specific functional or dysfunctional states. To apply SC-technologies
to a specific biological question it is necessary to define an adequate experimental workflow
that takes into consideration sample type and preparation, material availability, most suited
SC platform, and accurate first-level analysis of bioinformatics data. To this aim INsCELL will


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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provide support assisting the investigator from optimization of the experimental design to
the delivery of the first-level data. The platform will be equipped with state-of-the art
instruments and will implement the most updated protocols for each individual SC
technology employing best-practices to guarantee the production of reproducible results.
The successful application of SC-technologies to highly divergent cellular models and
experimental systems will require an extensive exchange of information and technical
expertise between investigators approaching the platform and Unit experts.


MAIN SERVICES PROVIDED 1. Definition of the experiment design 2. Standardization of cell
sorting strategies and tissue preparation 3. Set up of reproducible protocols for all the
platforms 4. Collection, storage and first-level analysis of SC and ST data (with the NP-
Genomics and Bioinformatics) 5. Implementation of new platforms 6. Development of single
molecule applications for long reads sequencing approaches (with the NP-Genomics)
REQUIRED INSTRUMENTS FOR IU 1-SINGLE CELL MULTI OMICS 1. CHROMIUM 10X
GENOMICS market leader in the sc-sequencing field with RNA (scRNAseq), DNA (scATAC)
and protein (scCITEseq) solutions. It exploits droplet-based technology and allows molecular
barcoding of up to millions of cells. 2. TAPESTRI PLATFORM -MISSION BIO- allows targeted
single-nucleotide variant detection enabling collection of genotype and phenotype data
simultaneously from single cells. 3. ICELL8 CX -TAKARABIO allows full-length transcript
detection for thousands of single cells simultaneously. REQUIRED INSTRUMENTS FOR IU 2-
SPATIALLY RESOLVED SINGLE CELL MULTI OMICS INsCELL will initially invest on ST platforms
at an advanced stage of development: 1. VISIUM, 10X GENOMICS employs cell capture
slides with barcoded oligonucleotides. It enables both gene expression panels and whole
transcriptome data. The technology should reach single-cell level resolution in the next 1-2
years (VisiumHD). 2. GEOMX DSP-NANOSTRING, enables spatially resolved, digital
measurements of candidate proteins or transcripts (up to the whole transcriptome) in pre-
defined regions of interest with high sensitivity. 3. REBUS ESPER-REBUS BIOSYSTEM is based
on automated multiplexed (up to 30 genes) single-molecule fluorescent in situ hybridization
4. HYPERION IMAGING SYSTEM-FLUIDIGM is based on mass cytometry, uses metal-tagged
antibodies and analyzes up to dozens of protein markers at subcellular resolution in fixed
tissue sections. 5. CODEX SYSTEM-AKOYA BIOSCIENCES enables measurements of more
than 40 protein markers in tissue samples at single cell resolution. REQUIRED INSTRUMENTS
FOR IU 3-HIGH DIMENSIONAL FLOW CYTOMETRY Acquisition of instruments suitable to
satisfy the analytical needs of several groups simultaneously is envisaged: 1. AURORA
CYTEK, can already detect 40-45 available dyes (up to 64 in the optimal 5 lasers
configuration) 2. BD FACSYMPHONY A5, a flow cytometer equipped with 5 lasers and
capable of measuring up to 30 parameters (expandable to 50 parameters.) 3. BD
FACSYMPHONY S6, a cell sorter equipped with 5 lasers and capable of physically separating
single cells of up to 6 cell populations simultaneously. REQUIRED HUMAN RESOURCES FOR
THE 3 IUs 1 Platform manager, 3-unit coordinators 2 senior scientists with background in SC
multiomics analysis and ST applications respectively, 1 pathologist with expertise in human
and experimental-model pathology, 1 cell sorting specialist, 1 flow cytometry specialist, 7
technicians with specific expertise for the 3 units and 5 bioinformaticians.


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The TOTAL COST for implementing this NP for Integrated Single Cell Multi Omics is 8.8 M€,
this covers all the required high-end equipment of each of the 3 IUs. The cost for
implementing IU 1: Single cell multi omics is 1.6 M€. First year costs are estimated at 1.2M €
for instruments listed in Section 9: Additional costs of 0.4M € in the first 3 years are
expected for updates and new acquisitions. The cost for implementing the IU 2 Spatially
resolved multi omics is 3.9 M€ First year costs are approximately 2.1M € for instruments
listed in Section 9: Additional costs of 1.8M € in the first 3 years are expected for updates
and new acquisitions The cost for implementing the IU 3 High dimensional Flow Cytometry
is 3.3 M First year costs are approximately 2.9M € for instruments listed in Section 9:
Additional costs of 0.4M € in the first 3 years are expected for updates and new acquisitions.
For more information about estimated costs and equipment, see: https://tiny.one/SC-Omics-
Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


The TOTAL COSTS of the National Platform INsCELL when fully operational are 7.2 M€/year
and will cover reagents, maintenance and personnel. The NP will cover the experiment costs
and grant training to external researchers. Detailed costs for the three Units are indicated
below. The operating costs to run IU 1 “Single cell multi omics” are estimated at ∼3.15 M€
per year. We estimate 2.5 M€/year for ∼200 projects ∼1000 single-cell sequencing samples


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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plus ∼0.6 M€/year for personnel based on the current gross cost in Italy. The operating costs
to run IU 2 “Spatially Resolved Single cell multi omics” are ∼2.5 M€/year. We estimate ∼1.9
M€/year per ∼100 projects ∼400 samples plus ∼0.6 M€/year for personnel. The total
operating costs to run IU 3 “High Dimensional Flow Cytometry” are ∼1.35 M€/year. We
estimate about 1M €/year for 15,000 analyzed and 1200 sorted samples plus ∼0.35 M €/year
for personnel. For more information about estimated costs and equipment, see:
https://tiny.one/SC-Omics-Budget


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


We expect the NP to be fully operational within 3 years. This period includes: -Year 1-2:
acquisition of all instrumentations and setup to make them fully accessible to users either
after training or under guidance. -year 1-2: selection of the various units of personnel, which
include scientists and technologists with a diverse multidisciplinary background. -year 1-3:
setting up of standardized procedures for the access to high-end instruments and for
protocol, methodologies. A number of internationally recognized experts in the field of
single cell multiomics are present in Italy. If implemented, the functioning of this NP could
benefit from the interaction with these experts which will guarantee a jump-start of all
operations, making platform set-up feasible within the first year, as well as starting the
platform activities in the following two years. Technological advances will be evaluated and
implemented over the years. For further details see Gantt: https://tiny.one/SC-Omics-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


The National Platform for Integrated Single Cell Omics, composed by the IU1 IU2 and IU3,
will require 350 sqm divided as follows: - IU1 will require two 50sqm areas for fully equipped
molecular biology labs (each 50sqm). One wet lab for sample preparation will be shared with
the IU2. Two 25sqm BL2 cell culture room will be shared among the three units. - IU2 will
also require one wet lab (100 sqm) to allocate all the instruments. - IU3 will require one
100sqm wet lab to allocate all the instruments for cell sorting and data analysis. Spaces are


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.
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calculated on standards applied in other international centres. Offices and common spaces
for personnel are estimated taking into account the "Testo Unico sulla sicurezza DLgs
81/2008", with 10 m3 for each worker and a surface of at least 2sqm. Details about the
space estimated for each IU are reported in separate forms dedicated to the description of
the individual IUs and represent the vision and proposition of the different stakeholders.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


Single-cell applications are spreading to a wide range of biological questions applied to
several organisms and model systems, large international consortia (e.g. Human Cell Atlas,
Single-Cell Accelerator Program, the Berlin Single Cell Research Focus, the European driven
initiative LifeTime) are heavily relying on these technologies and contributed to their
development and improvement. Based on the impressive change of perspective that single-
cell technologies brought about in a relatively short time frame we envisage that the field is
bound to further expand in the upcoming years. The continuous release of instruments with
higher throughput, competitive cost per cell and heightened integration renders SC
technologies a highly dynamic experimental field.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training
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Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


SC-omics are rapidly becoming an essential component of studies aiming to uncover cellular
and/or molecular heterogeneity in complex biological systems in the frame of healthy or
pathological settings. INsCELL will represent from the very beginning a technological
reference center for a growing community of scientists focusing their studies on the
dissection of molecular blueprints and spatial interactions in the most diverse contexts
Based on the proposed instrumentation and unit of personnel IU1 can guarantee access to
~ 200 experiments/year for ~1000 single-cell sequencing samples. IU2 can guarantee access
to ~ 100 experiments/year for a total of ~ 400 analyzed samples. IU3 can guarantee 15,000
analyzed samples per year and 1200 sorted samples per year.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


INsCELL will strongly impact the Italian research landscape making it more competitive and
aligned with the top EU research centers and international core facilities. Emerging single
cell-based technologies will facilitate the untangling of both basic science challenges and
unmet medical needs. We aim for scientific pre-eminence through innovative tools and
methods in single cell omics coupled with imaging technologies, machine-learning driven
image analysis, computational biology, embedded interdisciplinarity and strong
coordination and method harmonization across the different national platforms. This
National Platform brings together complementary technological approaches maximizing the
chances of success of the projects that will access the platform, boosting the quality of the
research across several biomedical fields. The interdisciplinary approach provides benefits at
many levels, and will exploit/generate novel, specialized technologies that will drive
innovation and strongly improve the international competitiveness of the national scientific
community for many years to come.


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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INsCELL will foster interactions at national and international level with established programs
that align with the platform vision. Among these initiatives the Human Cell Atlas includes
more than 1,000 institutes, whose objective is to create reference maps of all human cells.
Other initiatives include the Single-Cell Accelerator Program at the VIB in Belgium, the Berlin
Single Cell Research Focus in Germany, the European driven initiative LifeTime that aims to
track human cells during the onset and progression of diseases, and the EuroFlow
consortium that pursues the development and standardization of diagnostic flow cytometric
tests. Close links between INsCELL and these programs are expected to be mutually
beneficial, establishing a framework for sharing knowledge and tools for technology
development. We acknowledge the numerous colleagues from the research institutions,
academia, hospitals listed here who contributed to these proposals:
https://tinyurl.com/InCELL-Contributors


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


7 Anonimo 
30.29


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL MULTIOMICS (INsCELL) – IU1 (OF 3)
SINGLE CELL MULTI OMICS


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


IFOM - the FIRC Institute of Molecular Oncology This NP is equally supported by the
following 123 stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here:
https://tinyurl.com/SC-Omics-Stakeholders). UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3)
Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6) Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10)
Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12) "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania
"Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16) Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20)
Macerata 21) Politecnica delle Marche 22) Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25)
Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma
31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte
Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea" di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza
39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44)
Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51)
Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55) Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University
58) Campus Bio-Medico 59) Scuola Normale Superiore 60) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 61)
Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 62) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-
Malpighi 63) Centro Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 64) Centro Neurolesi Bonino
Pulejo 65) Centro San Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 66) CRO - Centro di Riferimento
Oncologico 67) CROB - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 68) Ente
Ospedaliero Specializzato in Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 69) Fond. Ca'Granda -
Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 70) Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 71) Fond.
Don Carlo Gnocchi 72) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 73) Fond. Istituto Neurologico
Carlo Besta 74) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 75) Fond. Policlinico San
Matteo 76) Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 77) Fond. Santa Lucia 78) Fond.
Stella Maris 79) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 80) Ist. Clinici Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A.
SB 81) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 82)
Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 83) Ist. Auxologico Italiano 84) Ist. Clinico
Humanitas 85) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 86) Ist. Dermopatico
dell'Immacolata (IDI) 87) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 88) Ist. Eugenio Medea
89) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 90) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia
91) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 92) Ist.
Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 93) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Pascale 94) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 95) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 96) Ist.
Ortopedico Galeazzi 97) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 98) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro
Spallanzani 99) Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori 100) Ist. Tumori
Giovanni Paolo II 101) Multimedica 102) Oasi di Maria Santissima 103) Osp. Casa Sollievo
della Sofferenza 104) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 105) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 106)
Osp. Policlinico San Martino 107) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 108) Osp. San Raffaele 109)
Policlinico San Donato 110) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 111) San Raffaele Pisana 112) SDN
Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli OTHER RESEARCH ENTITIES,
FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 113) CNR 114) ISS 115) CREA 116) LENS 117) EBRI
118) INGM 119) IIGM 120) IFOM 121) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 122) ACRI 123) FISV


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


The National Platform INsCELL will provide technology and advanced know-how to create
an integrated Single-Cell (SC) multi-omics view of cellular complexity and diversity. The
recent development of SC technologies has offered unprecedented opportunities to unveil
the molecular bases underlying complex physiological processes and disease pathogenesis
through a detailed mapping of cell types/states, differentiation and evolution trajectories,
cell-to-cell interactions, as well as providing a novel spatial context to the analyses. The
frontiers of the SC omic revolution extend beyond the individual modalities, and integration
of SC multi-omic technologies is needed to comprehensively dissect tissue structural and
functional heterogeneity. SC omic approaches offer increased resolution but remain
expensive technologies. Therefore, an integrated SC omic National Platform will grant access
to these innovative technologies to laboratories with original biological questions that
cannot afford the instrumentation, sustain costs to complete the experimental workflow,
and/or that lack the expertise. Moreover, SC omics rapid evolution implies more advanced
and better integrated platforms to be released in the coming years paired with new
specialized analysis tools, making it difficult for individual laboratories and/or Institutions to
keep up with technological innovation. INsCELL can ensure a constant instrumentation
update and invest on the most promising and innovative techniques bringing benefits to the
whole scientific community. To achieve its mission the National Platform for Integrated
Single Cell Multiomics requires 3 integrated Infrastructural Units (IU): IU1-Single Cell Multi


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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Omics; IU2-Spatially Resolved Single cell Multi Omics; IU3-High Dimensional Flow
Cytometry. This document describes the IU1 while the other units are described in separated
documents and represent the vision of different stakeholders.


IU1: SINGLE CELL MULTI OMICS The ambition of SC-omics technologies is the identification
of the cellular principles that govern tissue physiology and pathology, reveling the nuances
of existing cellular states and even predicting which molecular targets should be engineered
for innovative therapeutic approaches. INsCELL will lead the scientific community toward a
"science of the omics" where current tools will be complemented by analyses over very
high-dimensional spaces. Indeed, in recent years, technologies based on SC-omics have
significantly accelerated our comprehension of the functioning of complex biological
systems. The identification and molecular characterization of rare and novel cellular subsets
involved in the physiology of embryonic and adult tissues has represented a major
contribution of SC-omics to the field of development. SC genomics has provided molecular
proof for genetic intra-tumoral heterogeneity, while cancer SC-transcriptomics and
epigenomics is becoming a precious tool to longitudinally track the phenotypic response of
individual malignant and immune cells to pharmacological interventions. The reconstruction
of transcriptional and protein networks active in individual tissue-resident cells, as well as in
single immune cells recruited at inflamed sites has helped to appreciate the importance of
the fine equilibrium between pro- and anti-inflammatory mechanisms for tissue
homeostasis, and to elucidate dysregulated mechanisms promoting chronic inflammation
and autoimmune disorders. In this context, clonogenic T-cell and B-cell tracking, through
the use of sc specific antibodies and T-cell or B-cell receptor repertoire profiling, offers the
unprecedented opportunity to monitor transient/persistent local and systemic expansion of
adaptive immune cells with putative pathogenic and/or regulatory roles. In addition, SC-
omics are allowing a better and precise comprehension to determine the composition and
function of complex cellular systems like the human brain, while laying the ground to
address the molecular bases of devastating neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders.
Moreover, SC-omics is becoming an attractive technology to deconvolute at single-cell level
host-microbe interactions and thereby help to unveil the contribution of dysbiosis to the
pathogenesis of human inflammatory disorders and cancer. Finally, SC-omics is becoming
the tool of choice for a comprehensive understanding of the phenotypic effects of specific
mutations and/or drugs to the biology of the cells of interest in genome wide CRISPR/Cas9
genetic screens. Single-cell technologies allow the individual or concomitant measurement
of different types of molecules including DNA, RNA, protein or metabolites from both
animal and plant cells. This technology can be universally applied to suspensions of stem
and somatic animal cells, immortalized and transformed cell lines before and after genetic
and/or pharmacological manipulation. To apply SC-technologies to the biological sample of
interest, it is necessary to define an adequate experimental workflow that takes into
consideration sample preparation, material availability, most suited SC platform, adequate
coverage of single cell sequencing and accurate first-level analysis of bioinformatics data.
INsCELL will provide support assisting the investigator, from optimization of the
experimental design until the delivery of the first-level data. The platform will implement the


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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most updated protocols related to each individual SC technology and employ best-practices
to guarantee the production of reproducible SC-sequencing results. The successful
application of SC-technologies to highly divergent cellular models and experimental systems
will require an extensive exchange of information and technical expertise between
investigators approaching the platform and Unit experts.


MAIN SERVICES PROVIDED The unit will be composed of personnel trained to: 1 Help the
researcher define the best SC experiment design 2 Generate high-quality SC suspensions
from primary tissues, organs and in vitro cultures 3 Set laboratory standards to ensure the
generation of reproducible, high-quality SC data 4 Standardize cell sorting strategies for the
production of high-quality biological material for SC analyses 5 Standardize laser
microdissection procedures to isolate SC nuclei or cells from tissue sections. 6 Generation of
cDNA and barcoded libraries for NGS sequencing 7 Collect, store and first-level analysis of
NGS data (with the NP-Genomics and Bioinformatics) 8 Implement new protocols and
standardize operations on new platforms 9 Establish custom procedures for SC analyses by
multiplex barcoding 10 Develop single molecule applications applying SC isolation
technologies to direct long reads sequencing approaches (with the NP-Genomics)
REQUIRED INSTRUMENTS 1 CHROMIUM-10X GENOMICS- is the market leader in the SC
sequencing field with RNA (scRNAseq), DNA (scATAC) and protein (scCITEseq) solutions.
Chromium exploits droplet-based scRNA-seq technology, combining microfluidics with
molecular barcoding of up to millions of cells. Applications include, among others, the
following lines of investigations: -Cell type characterization in heterogeneous biological
samples from different species -Clonotypic tracking of B and T lymphocytes -Cancer
immune surveillance, via transcriptomic and proteomic profiling of neoplastic, circulating
and tumor infiltrating immune cells -Chromatin accessibility analyses -Reconstruction of
disease-relevant transcriptional networks -Identification of biomarkers associated to onset,
establishment and disease progression -Reconstruction of transcriptional modulations
associated to genome wide CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing screenings 10X GENOMICS just
released CHROMIUM X that allows to scale-up single-cell analyses to hundreds of
thousands of cells per each individual sample with reduced costs. 2. TAPESTRI PLATFORM -
MISSION BIO- The platform allows targeted and accurate single-nucleotide variant detection
enabling collection of genotype and phenotype data simultaneously from single cells.
Tapestri technology is ideally suited to detect rare populations (down to 0.1% frequency). 3.
ICELL8 CX -TAKARABIO-The platform allows the preparation of full-length scRNA-seq
libraries allowing the simultaneous processing of thousands of single cells. REQUIRED
HUMAN RESOURCES (AND THEIR COMPETENCE) 1 Platform manager (common to the three
units), 1 scientist (unit coordinator) and 1 senior scientist with previous background in SC
multiomics analysis, 3 technicians with background in molecular biology and cell culture
applications and 3 bioinformaticians. The management and coordination of the activities of
the NP will be provided by the HT organization within the NP budget.


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.
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up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The total cost for implementing this NP for Integrated Single Cell Multi Omics is 8.8 M€, this
covers all the required high-end equipment of each of the 3 IU. The cost for implementing
IU1: Single cell multi omics is 1.6 M€. The total cost for the first year of implementation is
estimated around 1.2M € for the following key instruments: Chromium 10x Genomics (2);
Chromium Connect 10x Genomics (1); ChromiumX 10x Genomics (2) Tapestri -Mission Bio-
(1); ICELL8 cx –TakaraBio (1) Moreover, additional costs of 400,000 € in the first 3 years are
expected for updates and new acquisition (e.g. new platforms that are currently in
development). For more information about estimated costs and equipment, see:
https://tiny.one/SC-Omics-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


The TOTAL OPERATING COSTS of the National platform INsCELL when fully operational are
7.2 M€/year. The costs to run the IU1 “Single Cell Multi Omics” is 3.15 M€/year and will
cover reagents for tissue collection and cell handling, capture of individual cells, generation
of sc cDNA libraries. The operating cost will also cover the purchase of NGS reagents (flow
cells and reagents for library sequencing). When required, the NP will grant training to
external researchers and cover the cost for the optimization of sample preparation. We
estimated about 2.56 million € per year for reagents and maintenance (with an estimate of
200 projects per year ∼1000 single-cell sequencing samples) plus ∼600,000 € per year for
personnel based on the current gross cost in Italy, defined based on the type and level of
expertise. We foresee the NP to become fully operational within 3 years. For more
information about estimated costs and equipment, see: https://tiny.one/SC-Omics-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


We expect the NP to be fully operational within 3 years. This period includes: -Year 1-2:
acquisition of all instrumentations and setup to make them fully accessible to users either
after training or under guidance. -year 1-2: selection of the various units of personnel, which
include scientists and technologists with a diverse multidisciplinary background. -year 1-3:
setting up of standardized procedures for the access to high-end instruments and for
protocol, methodologies. A number of internationally recognized experts in the field of
single cell multiomics are present in Italy. If implemented, the functioning of this NP could
benefit from the interaction with these experts which will guarantee a jump-start of all
operations, making platform set-up feasible within the first year, as well as starting the
platform activities in the following two years. Technological advances will be evaluated and
implemented over the years. For further details see Gantt: https://tiny.one/SC-Omics-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


The National Platform for Integrated Single Cell Omics, composed by the IU1 IU2 and IU3,
will require 350 sqm divided as follows: - IU1 will require two 50sqm areas for fully equipped
molecular biology labs (each 50sqm). One wet lab for sample preparation will be shared with
the IU2. Two 25sqm BL2 cell culture room will be shared among the three units. - IU2 will
also require one wet lab (100 sqm) to allocate all the instruments. - IU3 will require one
100sqm wet lab to allocate all the instruments for cell sorting and data analysis. Spaces are
calculated on standards applied in other international centres. Offices and common spaces
for personnel are estimated taking into account the "Testo Unico sulla sicurezza DLgs
81/2008", with 10 m3 for each worker and a surface of at least 2sqm. Details about the
space estimated for each IU are reported in separate forms.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.
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Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


Single-cell applications are spreading to a wide range of biological questions applied to
several organisms and model systems, large international consortia (e.g. Human Cell Atlas,
Single-Cell Accelerator Programme, the Berlin Single Cell Research Focus, the European
driven initiative LifeTime) are heavily relying on these technologies and contributed to their
development and improvement. Based on the impressive change of perspective that single-
cell technologies brought about in a relatively short time frame we envisage that the field is
bound to further expand in the upcoming years. The continuous release of instruments with
higher throughput, competitive cost per cell and heightened integration renders SC
technology a highly dynamic experimental field.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds
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few thousands


Sc-omics is rapidly becoming an essential component of studies aiming to uncover cellular
and/or molecular heterogeneity in complex biological systems in the frame of healthy or
pathological settings. INsCELL will represent from the very beginning a technological
reference center for groups focusing their studies on the dissection of cellular heterogeneity
in the context of cancer, inflammation, immunity and autoimmune disorders, development,
neurobiology, and for a growing community of scientists. Based on the proposed
instrumentation and personnel, IU1 can guarantee access to ~200 experiments/year for a
total of ~1000 analyzed samples.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


INsCELL will strongly impact the Italian research landscape making it more competitive and
aligned with the top EU research centers and international core facilities. Emerging single
cell-based technologies will facilitate the untangling of both basic science challenges and
unmet medical needs. We aim for scientific pre-eminence through innovative tools and
methods in single cell ‘omics coupled with imaging technologies, machine-learning driven
image analysis, computational biology, embedded interdisciplinarity and strong
coordination and method harmonization across the different national platforms. Our
platform brings together complementary technological approaches maximizing the chances
of success of the projects that will access the platform, boosting the quality of the research
across several biomedical fields. The interdisciplinary approach provides benefits at many
levels, and will exploit/generate novel, specialized technologies that will drive innovation
and strongly improve the international competitiveness of the national scientific community
for many years to come.


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.


This platform aims to become a vehicle for excellence and innovation by fostering
interactions at both national and international level with established programs that align
with the INsCELL vision. Among these international initiatives the Human Cell Atlas includes
more than 1,000 institutes, whose objective is to create comprehensive reference maps of all
human cells. Other initiatives include the Single-Cell Accelerator Program at the VIB in


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Belgium, the Berlin Single Cell Research Focus in Germany and the European driven initiative
LifeTime that aims to track human cells during the onset and progression of complex
diseases. Close links between INsCELL and these programs are expected to be mutually
beneficial, establishing a framework for sharing knowledge and tools as well as for
technology development. We acknowledge the numerous colleagues from the research
institutions, academia, hospitals listed here who contributed to these proposals:
https://tinyurl.com/InCELL-Contributors
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Intervistato


8 Anonimo 
19.01


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL MULTIOMICS (INsCELL) – IU2 (OF 3)
SPATIALLY RESOLVED SINGLE CELL MULTI OMICS


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


IFOM - the FIRC Institute of Molecular Oncology This NP is equally supported by the
following 123 stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here:
https://tinyurl.com/SC-Omics-Stakeholders). UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3)
Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6) Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10)
Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12) "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania
"Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16) Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20)
Macerata 21) Politecnica delle Marche 22) Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25)
Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma
31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte
Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea" di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza
39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44)
Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51)
Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55) Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University
58) Campus Bio-Medico 59) Scuola Normale Superiore 60) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 61)
Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 62) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-
Malpighi 63) Centro Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 64) Centro Neurolesi Bonino
Pulejo 65) Centro San Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 66) CRO - Centro di Riferimento
Oncologico 67) CROB - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 68) Ente
Ospedaliero Specializzato in Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 69) Fond. Ca'Granda -
Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 70) Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 71) Fond.
Don Carlo Gnocchi 72) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 73) Fond. Istituto Neurologico
Carlo Besta 74) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 75) Fond. Policlinico San
Matteo 76) Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 77) Fond. Santa Lucia 78) Fond.
Stella Maris 79) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 80) Ist. Clinici Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A.
SB 81) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 82)
Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 83) Ist. Auxologico Italiano 84) Ist. Clinico
Humanitas 85) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 86) Ist. Dermopatico
dell'Immacolata (IDI) 87) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 88) Ist. Eugenio Medea
89) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 90) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia
91) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 92) Ist.
Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 93) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Pascale 94) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 95) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 96) Ist.
Ortopedico Galeazzi 97) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 98) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro
Spallanzani 99) Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori 100) Ist. Tumori
Giovanni Paolo II 101) Multimedica 102) Oasi di Maria Santissima 103) Osp. Casa Sollievo
della Sofferenza 104) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 105) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 106)
Osp. Policlinico San Martino 107) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 108) Osp. San Raffaele 109)
Policlinico San Donato 110) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 111) San Raffaele Pisana 112) SDN
Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli OTHER RESEARCH ENTITIES,
FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 113) CNR 114) ISS 115) CREA 116) LENS 117) EBRI
118) INGM 119) IIGM 120) IFOM 121) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 122) ACRI 123) FISV


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


The National Platform INsCELL will provide technology and advanced know-how to create
an integrated Single-Cell (SC) multi-omics view of cellular complexity and diversity. The
recent development of SC technologies has offered unprecedented opportunities to unveil
the molecular bases underlying complex physiological processes and disease pathogenesis
through a detailed mapping of cell types/states, differentiation and evolution trajectories,
cell-to-cell interactions, as well as providing a novel spatial context to the analyses. The
frontiers of the SC omic revolution extend beyond the individual modalities, and integration
of SC multi-omic technologies is needed to comprehensively dissect tissue structural and
functional heterogeneity. SC omic approaches offer increased resolution but remain
expensive technologies. Therefore, an integrated SC omic National Platform will grant access
to these innovative technologies to laboratories with original biological questions that
cannot afford the instrumentation, sustain costs to complete the experimental workflow,
and/or that lack the expertise. Moreover, SC omics rapid evolution implies more advanced
and better integrated platforms to be released in the coming years paired with new
specialized analysis tools, making it difficult for individual laboratories and/or Institutions to
keep up with technological innovation. INsCELL can ensure a constant instrumentation
update and invest on the most promising and innovative techniques bringing benefits to the
whole scientific community. To achieve its mission the National Platform for Integrated
Single Cell Multiomics requires 3 integrated Infrastructural Units (IU): IU1-Single Cell Multi


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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Omics; IU2-Spatially Resolved Single cell Multi Omics; IU3-High Dimensional Flow
Cytometry. This document describes the overall rationale, structures and aims of the IU2
while the other units are described in separated documents and represent the vision and
proposition of the different stakeholders.


IU2: SPATIAL OMICS In the past decade, the evolution of single cell omics has drastically
changed the way complex multicellular biological systems are investigated, providing a
more comprehensive understanding of the molecular details that define cell types and
functional states, both in physiological and pathological conditions at an unprecedented
resolution. Single-cell RNA sequencing technologies commonly rely on the physical
dissociation of individual cells from the tissue. Thus, valuable topological information of
expressed genes, as well as spatial reconstruction of molecular signals arising from cell-to-
cell/matrix interfaces are lost through the manipulation of the sample, losing a large body of
relevant information, which encompasses the bases of histopathological diagnosis. To
address these limitations, spatially resolved omics technologies have emerged during the
last years, offering new molecular insights into the spatial organization of complex
multicellular biological systems. Spatial omics promises to become a leading technology to
decipher the degree of molecular heterogeneity within healthy and pathological tissues,
preserving morphological clues. In cancer biology spatial omics has been instrumental to
unravel spatially resolved intra-tumoral molecular diversity, as well as to witness the
heterogeneous nature of the cross-talk between immune infiltrating cells and cancer cells
residing in distinct topological areas. In the field of neurobiology, spatial omics has recently
allowed tracing the spatial organization of diversified developmental trajectories in cellular
elements phenotypically and morphologically indistinguishable. Spatial Transcriptomics (ST)
has recently emerged as a key technology based on barcoded surfaces to capture and
positionally track transcript expression in whole tissue sections allowing to decode the
dynamic interactions between cell types. The current resolution of ST platforms ranges
between 50 µm and 100 μm in diameter allowing the transcriptional profiling of an average
of 3-to-30 neighboring cells. In parallel, multiplexed tissue imaging methods are being
employed to reconstruct tissue structure. One of the most powerful approaches so far is
based on multiplexing of single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization (e.g. smRNA-
FISH; osm-FISH) that allows transcript mapping at subcellular resolution, although for a
lower number of pre-selected targeted transcripts. Other methods have been developed
that make use of antibody staining/stripping or DNA barcoded antibodies or ion beams. The
combination of these technologies, and of the improved ones that will be available in the
next few years, will allow to systematically achieve single-cell or even subcellular resolution
mapping and to chart recurrent combination of cell states, interactions and neighborhood
arrangements, also defined as “tissue motifs'', that are likely linked to specific functional or
dysfunctional states. The UNIT OF SPATIAL TRANSCRIPTOMICS in the INsCELL NP will offer
access to technologies for spatially resolved RNA, protein and small molecule analyses of
histological tissue sections, whose applications span from basic research to tissue-based
prognostication and therapeutic target discovery. The unit will host external researchers
allowing them to prepare the samples accordingly with defined SOPs. The ST unit will be


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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equipped with dedicated instruments for sample preparation (i.e., cryostats, microtomes
etc.). Primary bioinformatic analyses will be carried out in close collaboration with the NP-
Genomics and Bioinformatics. Samples and analytical steps will be tracked and recorded by
LIMS (Laboratory information Management System). Moreover, the unit will be equipped
with state-of-the art platforms for DNA and mRNA in situ hybridization and multiplexed
immunostaining, which will be required for the preparatory analyses and quality check steps.


INsCELL will initially invest on platforms that are already at an advanced stage of
development: 1. VISIUM -10X GENOMICS- The technology employs cell capture slides with
barcoded capture oligonucleotides binding to the RNA upon tissue lysis. It enables both
gene expression panels as well as whole transcriptome data and it also allows protein co-
detection by combining spatial analysis with immunofluorescent signal on serial sections.
The technology should reach single-cell level resolution in the next 1-2 years (VisiumHD).
This technology does not require a dedicated proprietary instrument. 2. GEOMX DSP -
NANOSTRING- enables spatially resolved, digital measurements of candidate proteins
and/or transcripts (up to the whole transcriptome) analyzing pre-defined regions of interest
in a highly multiplexed assay. It is suitable for fresh frozen and paraffin embedded samples.
By providing gene expression panels and whole transcriptome analysis, this platform offers
the main advantage of high sensitivity in the detection of rare transcripts and the associated
multiplexed immunofluorescence analysis. 3. REBUS ESPER -REBUS BIOSYSTEM- This
instrument is designed to deliver high-throughput spatial data at subcellular resolution. The
technology is based on automated multiplexed single-molecule fluorescent in situ
hybridization. It is based on a proprietary instrument, providing the full workflow of the
analysis, including primary bioinformatic analysis. The platform allows, at present, the
analysis of a custom set of 30 genes. 4. HYPERION IMAGING SYSTEM -FLUIDIGM - based on
mass cytometry, this platform is capable of analyzing up to dozens of protein markers at
subcellular resolution in fixed tissue sections from both fresh frozen and FFPE samples. This
platform uses metal-tagged antibodies whose signal, upon tissue laser ablation, is detected
by mass-spec. The technology requires a proprietary instrument and related software. 5.
CODEX SYSTEM -AKOYA BIOSCIENCES- enables imaging of more than 40 protein markers in
tissue samples at single cell resolution. The CODEX instrument seamlessly integrates with
the ZEISS Axio Observer and Keyence BZ-X 700/800 inverted epi-fluorescent microscopes.
Single-cell and spatial omics technologies are constantly evolving and INsCELL NP will
implement upcoming releases. The most promising incoming technologies are listed below:
1. SPATIAL MOLECULAR IMAGER -NANOSTRING- 2. CARTANA+ READCOOR PLATFORM
-10X GENOMICS- 3. VIZGEN -MERSCOPE- 4. MIBI -IONPATH- REQUIRED HUMAN
RESOURCES (AND THEIR COMPETENCE) 1 scientist (unit coordinator) and 1 senior scientist
with previous background in spatial transcriptomics applications, 3 technicians with
consolidated background in molecular biology and histology, 1 pathologist with expertise in
human and experimental-model pathology and 2 bioinformaticians. The management and
coordination of the activities of the NP will be provided by the HT organization within the
NP budget.


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The TOTAL COST for implementing this NP for Integrated Single Cell Multi Omics is 8.8 M€,
and covers all the required high-end equipment of each of the 3 IU. The cost for
implementing IU2 “Spatially Resolved Single Cell Multi Omics” is 3.9 M€ The cost estimate
for the first year of implementation is approximately 2.1M € for the following key
instruments: GeoMx DSP-NANOSTRING (1); REBUS ESPER-Rebus Biosystems (1); HYPERION
Imaging System-Fluidigm (1); CODEX System-Akoya Biosciences (1) Moreover, additional
costs of 1.8M € in the first 3 years are expected for updates and new acquisition (e.g. new
platforms that are in development). For more information about estimated costs and
equipment, see https://tiny.one/SC-Omics-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


The TOTAL OPERATING COSTS of the National platform INsCELL when fully operational are
7.2 M€/year. The operating costs to run IU2 “Spatially Resolved Single Cell Multi Omics” are
2.5 M€/year and will cover kits and reagents for tissue and cell handling. The operating cost
will also cover the purchase of NGS reagents required for some technologies. When needed,
the NP will grant training to external researchers for optimization of sample preparation. We
estimated about 1.9 million € per year for reagents and maintenance (with an estimate of
100 projects per year ∼400 samples) plus ∼600,000 € per year for personnel based on the
current gross cost in Italy, with expertise described in Section 9. We foresee the NP to


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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become fully operational within 3 years. For more information about estimated costs and
equipment, see https://tiny.one/SC-Omics-Budget


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


We expect the NP to be fully operational within 3 years. This period includes: -Year 1-2:
acquisition of all instrumentations and setup to make them fully accessible to users either
after training or under guidance. -year 1-2: selection of the various units of personnel, which
include scientists and technologists with a diverse multidisciplinary background. -year 1-3:
setting up of standardized procedures for the access to high-end instruments and for
protocol, methodologies. A number of internationally recognized experts in the field of
single cell multiomics are present in Italy. If implemented, the functioning of this NP could
benefit from the interaction with these experts which will guarantee a jump-start of all
operations, making platform set-up feasible within the first year, as well as starting the
platform activities in the following two years. Technological advances will be evaluated and
implemented over the years. For further details see Gantt: https://tiny.one/SC-Omics-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


The National Platform for Integrated Single Cell Omics, composed by the IU1 IU2 and IU3,
will require 350 sqm divided as follows: - IU1 will require two 50sqm areas for fully equipped
molecular biology labs (each 50sqm). One wet lab for sample preparation will be shared with
the IU2. Two 25sqm BL2 cell culture rooms will be shared among the three units. - IU2 will
also require one wet lab (100 sqm) to allocate all the instruments. - IU3 will require one
100sqm wet lab to allocate all the instruments for cell sorting and data analysis. Spaces are
calculated on standards applied in other international centres. Offices and common spaces
for personnel are estimated taking into account the "Testo Unico sulla sicurezza DLgs
81/2008", with 10 m3 for each worker and a surface of at least 2sqm. Details about the
space estimated for each IU are reported in separate forms dedicated to the description of
the individual IUs.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.
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Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


Spatial multi omics applications are spreading to a wide range of biological questions and
developing at a fast rate. Based on the impressive change of perspective that spatially
resolved single-cell technologies brought about in a relatively short time frame, we envisage
that the field is bound to further expand in the upcoming years enhancing resolution power
down to single molecule detection. The continuous release of instruments with higher
throughput, competitive cost per sample and heightened integration renders spatial multi
omics technology a highly dynamic experimental field.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds
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few thousands


Spatially resolved SC-omics is rapidly becoming an essential component of studies aiming at
uncovering cellular and/or molecular heterogeneity and their relationships in complex
biological systems in the frame of healthy or pathological settings. INsCELL will represent
from the very beginning a technological reference center for groups focusing their studies
on the dissection of cellular heterogeneity in the context of cancer, inflammation, immunity
and autoimmune disorders, development, neurobiology, and for a growing community of
scientists. Based on the proposed instrumentation and unit of personnel Unit 2 can
guarantee access to ~ 100 experiments/year for a total of ~ 400 analyzed samples.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


INsCELL will strongly impact the Italian research landscape making it more competitive and
leveled with the best EU research centers and international core facilities. Emerging single
cell-based technologies will facilitate the untangling of both basic science challenges and
unmet medical needs. We aim for scientific pre-eminence through innovative tools and
methods in single cell ‘omics coupled with imaging technologies, machine-learning driven
image analysis, computational biology, embedded interdisciplinarity and strong
coordination and method harmonization across the different national platforms. Our
platform brings together complementary technological approaches maximizing the chances
of success of the projects that will access the platform, boosting the quality of the research
across every biomedical field. The interdisciplinary approach provides benefits at many
levels, and will exploit/generate novel, specialized technologies that will drive innovation
and strongly improve the international competitiveness of the national scientific community
for many years to come.


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.


This platform aims to become a vehicle for excellence and innovation by fostering
interactions at both national and international level with established programs that align
with the INsCELL vision. Among these international initiatives the Human Cell Atlas includes
more than 1,000 institutes, whose objective is to create comprehensive reference maps of all
human cells. Other initiatives include the Single-Cell Accelerator Program at the VIB in


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Belgium, the Berlin Single Cell Research Focus in Germany and the European driven initiative
LifeTime that aims to track human cells during the onset and progression of complex
diseases. Close links between INsCELL and these programs are expected to be mutually
beneficial, establishing a framework for sharing knowledge and tools as well as for
technology development. We acknowledge the numerous colleagues from the research
institutions, academia, hospitals listed here who contributed to these proposals:
https://tinyurl.com/InCELL-Contributors
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Intervistato


9 Anonimo 
12.27


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL MULTIOMICS (INsCELL) – IU3 (OF 3)
HIGH DIMENSIONAL FLOW CYTOMETRY


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


Humanitas University (HUNIMED) This NP is equally supported by the following 123
stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here: https://tinyurl.com/SC-Omics-
Stakeholders). UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5)
Bolzano 6) Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di
Catanzaro 12) "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15)
Firenze 16) Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle
Marche 22) Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise
27) Napoli Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli
Luigi Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37)
"Mediterranea" di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40)
Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45)
Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine
54) Urbino 55) Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico 59)
Scuola Normale Superiore 60) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 61) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS:
62) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 63) Centro
Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 64) Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 65) Centro San
Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 66) CRO - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 67) CROB -
Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 68) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in
Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 69) Fond. Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 70)
Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 71) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 72) Fond. Istituto
Nazionale dei Tumori 73) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 74) Fond. Istituto
Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 75) Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 76) Fond. Policlinico
Universitario Agostino Gemelli 77) Fond. Santa Lucia 78) Fond. Stella Maris 79) IEO - Istituto
Europeo di Oncologia 80) Ist. Clinici Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 81) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 82) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 83) Ist. Auxologico Italiano 84) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 85)
Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 86) Ist. Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 87) Ist.
di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 88) Ist. Eugenio Medea 89) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 90)
Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia 91) Ist. Mediterraneo per i
Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 92) Ist. Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per
Anziani 93) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale 94) Ist. Neurologico


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Mediterraneo Neuromed 95) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 96) Ist. Ortopedico Galeazzi 97) Ist.
Ortopedico Rizzoli 98) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 99) Ist. Scientifico
Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori 100) Ist. Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 101)
Multimedica 102) Oasi di Maria Santissima 103) Osp. Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza 104)
Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 105) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 106) Osp. Policlinico San
Martino 107) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 108) Osp. San Raffaele 109) Policlinico San
Donato 110) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 111) San Raffaele Pisana 112) SDN Istituto di Ricerca
Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli OTHER RESEARCH ENTITIES, FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC
SOCIETIES: 113) CNR 114) ISS 115) CREA 116) LENS 117) EBRI 118) INGM 119) IIGM 120)
IFOM 121) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 122) ACRI 123) FISV


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


The National Platform INsCELL will provide technology and advanced know-how to create
an integrated Single-Cell (SC) multi-omics view of cellular complexity and diversity. The
recent development of SC technologies has offered unprecedented opportunities to unveil
the molecular bases underlying complex physiological processes and disease pathogenesis
through a detailed mapping of cell types/states, differentiation and evolution trajectories,
cell-to-cell interactions, as well as providing a novel spatial context to the analyses. The
frontiers of the SC omic revolution extend beyond the individual modalities, and integration
of SC multi-omic technologies is needed to comprehensively dissect tissue structural and
functional heterogeneity. SC omic approaches offer increased resolution but remain
expensive technologies. Therefore, an integrated SC omic National Platform will grant access
to these innovative technologies to laboratories with original biological questions that
cannot afford the instrumentation, sustain costs to complete the experimental workflow,
and/or that lack the expertise. Moreover, SC omics rapid evolution implies more advanced
and better integrated platforms to be released in the coming years paired with new
specialized analysis tools, making it difficult for individual laboratories and/or Institutions to
keep up with technological innovation. INsCELL can ensure a constant instrumentation
update and invest on the most promising and innovative techniques bringing benefits to the
whole scientific community. To achieve its mission the National Platform for Integrated
Single Cell Multiomics requires 3 integrated Infrastructural Units (IU): IU1-Single Cell Multi


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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Omics; IU2-Spatially Resolved Single cell Multi Omics; IU3-High Dimensional Flow
Cytometry. This document describes the "IU3-High Dimensional Flow Cytometry” while the
other units are described in separated documents, and describe the vision of different
stakeholders.


IU 3: HIGH DIMENSIONAL FLOW CYTOMETRY High dimensional (HD) flow cytometry stems
from recent advancement both in the hardware for the detection of fluorochromes or heavy
metal ions conjugated to monoclonal antibodies, and in the production of new
fluorochromes. Collectively, both approaches have substantially broadened our ability to
simultaneously detect the expression of target proteins on individual cells, reaching up to
40+ markers displayed by any given cell that can be isolated from the blood, body fluids or
tissues. HD flow cytometry thus represents a fundamental tool for single cell analysis, easily
applicable as a powerful discovery approach to any study that can provide a single cell
suspension. Indeed, a wealth of publications in recent time have utilized HD flow cytometry
to decipher cell complexity relative to many different aspects of biology. Considering the
necessity to provide the technology at “high volume” (i.e., hundreds of samples that can be
analyzed per single day), to a wide and diverse profile of “users”, fluorescence-based HD
flow HD cytometry approach appear more cost-effective, compared to mass approaches
detecting heavy metal ions, in terms of cost for instrumentation, cost and availability of
reagents, instrument handling and speed of sample acquisition. MAIN SERVICES PROVIDED
The unit personnel will: 1. setup and calibrate flow cytometry machines to ensure
measurements of protein expression at high-sensitivity 2. daily calibrate instruments to
ensure reproducible measurements over time 3.assist users in technical and scientific
troubleshooting 4. train users in designing and implementing complex (40+) antibody
panels 5. perform high-parameter cell sorting of complex populations, including single-cell
sorting (relevant for downstream single-cell genomics measurements) 6. assist users in basic
and advanced analysis of complex data 7. optimization of novel protocols for the analysis of
cellular parameters 8. upgrade instruments on novel developments in the field


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.


REQUIRED INSTRUMENTS Within fluorescence-based HD flow HD cytometry, three
instruments exploiting different, though complementary technologies can be envisaged:
1.AURORA CYTEK, which exploits the spectral analysis of wavelengths emitted by
conventional dyes in the 365-829 nm range (i.e., fluorochromes whose emission is
overlapping can be discriminated by this technology). In the optimal 5 lasers configuration,
Aurora allows a theoretical detection of 64 fluorescence dyes, and can already detect 40-45
available dyes, reaching the capacity of mass cytometry. There exists already a number of
antibody panels validated to efficiently characterize immune cells from humans and mice.


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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2.BD FACSYMPHONY A5, a conventional flow cytometer equipped with 5 lasers and capable
of measuring up to 30 parameters. Several publications and established panels are available
in the literature. The system is already capable of hosting additional lasers, such as deep UV
or infrared, and thus possibly expand its measurement capability to 50 parameters. 3. BD
FACSYMPHONY S6, a modified cell sorter equipped with 5 lasers and capable of physically
separating (sorting) single cells or up to 6 cell populations simultaneously, on the basis of
up to 30 fluorescent parameters. The presence of a biosafety level 2 (BSL-2) cabinet further
enables the isolation of infectious material with no risk for the operator. Instruments 1 and
2, enabling the rapid analysis of dozens of parameters at the single cell level with a
throughput of 1-200 samples per day, depending on the number of cells that are being
analyzed, are particularly suitable to satisfy the analytical needs of several groups
simultaneously or for those studies involving samples from large cohorts of individuals,
especially those related to the analysis of the immune or hematological system. Instrument
3, enabling the physical isolation of up to 6 complex phenotypes in suspension
simultaneously, is suitable for additional downstream analysis at the functional or genomic
level. In particular, the single-cell mode of isolation is suitable for cell cloning or further
genomic analysis at the single-cell level described in IU1. REQUIRED HUMAN RESOURCES
(AND THEIR COMPETENCE) 1 scientist (unit coordinator), 1 cell sorting specialist, with
previous experience in cell sorting operations, 1 flow cytometry specialist, with previous
experience in flow cytometry machine operation, setup and troubleshooting and 1
technician. The management and coordination of the activities of the NP will be provided by
the HT organization within the NP budget.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The TOTAL COST for implementing this NP for Integrated Single Cell Multi Omics is 8.8 M€,
and covers all the required high-end equipment of each of the 3 IU. The cost for
implementing the IU3 High Dimensional Flow Cytometry is 3.3 M€ The cost estimate for the
first year of implementation is approximately 2.9M € for the following key instruments:
Aurora Cytek (1); BD FACSymphony A5 (2); BD FACSymphony S6 (1) and other general lab
equipment. Moreover, additional costs of 0.4M € in the first 3 years are expected for
updates and new acquisition (1 Aurora Cytek). For more information about estimated costs
and equipment, see: https://tiny.one/SC-Omics-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.
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Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


The TOTAL OPERATING COST of the National platform INsCELL when fully operational is 7.2
M€/year. The total operating cost to run UI 3 “High Dimensional Flow Cytometry” is 1.35
M€/year and will cover reagents for tissue collection and dissociation, cell handling and
staining. When required, the NP will grant training to external researchers for optimization
of sample preparation. We estimated about 1M € per year for reagents and maintenance
(with an estimate of 15,000 samples analyzed per year and 1200 samples sorted per year)
plus ∼350,000 € per year for personnel based on the current gross cost in Italy, with
expertise described in Section 9. For more information about estimated costs and
equipment, see: https://tiny.one/SC-Omics-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


We expect the NP to be fully operational within 3 years. This period includes: -Year 1-2:
acquisition of all instrumentations and setup to make them fully accessible to users either
after training or under guidance. -year 1-2: selection of the various units of personnel, which
include scientists and technologists with a diverse multidisciplinary background. -year 1-3:
setting up of standardized procedures for the access to high-end instruments and for


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.
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protocol, methodologies. A number of internationally recognized experts in the field of
single cell multiomics are present in Italy. If implemented, the functioning of this NP could
benefit from the interaction with these experts which will guarantee a jump-start of all
operations, making platform set-up feasible within the first year, as well as starting the
platform activities in the following two years. Technological advances will be evaluated and
implemented over the years. For further details see Gantt: https://tinyurl.com/SC-Omics-
GANTT


The National Platform for Integrated Single Cell Omics, composed by the IU1 IU2 and IU3,
will require 350 sqm divided as follows: - IU1 will require two 50sqm areas for fully equipped
molecular biology labs (each 50sqm). One wet lab for sample preparation will be shared with
the IU2. Two 25sqm BL2 cell culture room will be shared among the three units. - IU2 will
also require one wet lab (100 sqm) to allocate all the instruments. - IU3 will require one
100sqm wet lab to allocate all the instruments for cell sorting and data analysis. Spaces are
calculated on standards applied in other international centres. Offices and common spaces
for personnel are estimated taking into account the "Testo Unico sulla sicurezza DLgs
81/2008", with 10 m3 for each worker and a surface of at least 2sqm. Details about the
space estimated for each IU are reported in separate forms.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


Single-cell applications are spreading to a wide range of biological questions applied to
several organisms and model systems, large international consortia (e.g. Human Cell Atlas,
Single-Cell Accelerator Programme, the Berlin Single Cell Research Focus, the European
driven initiative LifeTime) are heavily relying on these technologies and contributed to their
development and improvement. Based on the impressive change of perspective that single-
cell technologies brought about in a relatively short time frame we envisage that the field is
bound to further expand in the upcoming years. The continuous release of instruments with


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.
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higher throughput, competitive cost per cell and heightened integration renders sc
technology a highly dynamic experimental field.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


SC-omics is rapidly becoming an essential component of studies aiming to uncover cellular
and/or molecular heterogeneity in complex biological systems in the frame of healthy or
pathological settings. INsCELL will represent from the very beginning a technological
reference center for groups focusing their studies on the dissection of cellular heterogeneity
in the context of cancer, inflammation, immunity and autoimmune disorders, development,
neurobiology, and for a growing community of scientists. Based on the proposed
instrumentation and unit of personnel Unit 3 can guarantee ~15,000 samples analyzed per
year and ~1200 samples sorted per year.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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INsCELL will impact Italian research making it stronger and leveled with the best EU research
centers and core facilities. Emerging single cell-based technologies will facilitate the
untangling of both basic science challenges and unmet medical needs. We aim for scientific
pre-eminence through innovative tools and methods in single cell ‘omics coupled with
imaging technologies, machine-learning driven image analysis, computational biology,
embedded interdisciplinarity and strong coordination and method harmonization across the
different national platforms. Our platform brings together complementary technological
approaches maximizing the chances of success of the projects that will access the platform.
The interdisciplinary approach provides benefits at many levels, and will exploit/generate
novel, specialised technologies that will drive innovation and strongly improve the
international competitiveness of the national scientific community for many years to come.


This platform will foster interactions at both national and international level with established
programs that align with the INsCELL vision. An example of these international initiatives
relevant for IU3 is the EuroFlow consortium for the development and standardization of flow
cytometric tests for diagnosis and follow-up of patients with hematological and immune-
related diseases. Moreover, collaborative initiatives on aspects related to technological
advancement, basic science and data analysis are already in place, and will be strengthened
with members of the International Society for the Advancement of Cytometry. Close links
between the INsCELL platform and these programs are expected to be mutually beneficial,
establishing a framework for sharing knowledge and tools as well as for technology
development. We acknowledge the numerous colleagues from the research institutions,
academia, hospitals listed here who contributed to these proposals:
https://tinyurl.com/InCELL-Contributors


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


4 Anonimo 
05.48


Tempo per il completamento


Peptide Platform as an Useful Tool for the Fight Against Infectious Diseases (PePdis)


Denominazione della PN proposta (per esteso e acronimo) * 1.


1- Medical Genetics Unit, Department of Biomedicine and Prevention, Tor Vergata University,
via Montpellier1, 00133 Rome, Italy. 2. In Silico Unit (Dipartimento di Scienze della Salute
and Net4Science Academic Spin-Off, Università ‘Magna Grӕcia’ di Catanzaro, Campus “S.
Venuta”, viale Europa, 88100, Catanzaro, Italy)


Istituzione/Consorzio proponente  * 2.


Il titolare del trattamento dei dati personali costituiti dall’identità e dai recapiti della persona di riferimento 
dell’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente è Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi – Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milano, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail: gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (il cui Responsabile della 
Protezione Dati può essere contattato all’indirizzo e-mail: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Tali dati saranno trattati per le successive comunicazioni finalizzate al raggiungimento degli obiettivi della 
consultazione e per il tempo a tale scopo adeguato. La base giuridica del trattamento è costituita (i) 
dall’esecuzione del rapporto instaurato con l’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente attraverso la partecipazione 
alla consultazione e (ii) dallo svolgimento dei compiti che la normativa richiamata in premessa ha affidato al 
Titolare del trattamento. 
Il conferimento dei dati in parola è facoltativo e il mancato conferimento non comporterò alcun 
pregiudizio. In caso di conferimento, l’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente mette le presenti informazioni a 
disposizione dell’interessato. 
Gli interessati possono richiedere al Titolare, nei casi previsti, l'accesso, la rettifica, la cancellazione o la 
portabilità dei propri dati; i medesimi possono inoltre opporsi al o domandare la limitazione del 
trattamento o, ancora, proporre un reclamo all’Autorità di controllo (Garante per la protezione dei dati 
personali).


Indirizzo e-mail della persona di riferimento * 3.



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Premesso che le Piattaforme Nazionali (PN) si configurano come ‘infrastrutture 
di ricerca’ (IR) secondo la definizione ESFRI, cioè “strutture, risorse e servizi 
collegati, utilizzati dalla comunità scientifica per condurre ricerche di alta qualità 
nei rispettivi campi, senza vincolo di appartenenza istituzionale o nazionale” qual 
è l’ambito scientifico-tecnologico che la PN proposta dovrebbe presidiare? * 


4.


salute


genomica


scienza dei dati e delle decisioni


alimentazione


biologia strutturale e cellulare


ulteriori settori di ricerca finalizzata alla prevenzione e alla salute


L’ambito scientifico-tecnologico presidiato dalla PN proposta rientra fra quelli 
già sotto l’egida di IR europee o nazionali esistenti? 


A titolo di esempio e riferimento, si fornisce la lista di IR che presidiano ambiti 
inclusi nel perimetro definito dalla norma per HT - salute, genomica, 
alimentazione, scienza dei dati e delle decisioni, ulteriori settori della ricerca 
finalizzata alla prevenzione e alla salute: 
IR europee (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE -Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRIERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRISERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS- European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRINERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENERI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR -A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRCERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS- European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA -European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
−EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
−EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
−Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
i Bi l i l d Bi di l S i


5.
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in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
−INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCTERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE -Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
−METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and Nutrition 
− MIRRI -Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
IR nazionali (PNIR) 
− 2HE(PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM (Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
−Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF(Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA (Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS (CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
−D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI(CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
−FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo)  
− MIRACLE (Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA(ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


sì


no


Peptides can offer the versatility needed for a successful approach to drug and vaccine
discovery against infectious and complex diseases. Peptides as drugs represent an emerging
targeted therapy that exhibits greater affinity and selectivity towards infectious agents and
their receptors (Murdocca et a. 2021). However, there are still limitations to their large-scale
use in practice. PePdis studies and implements problems with new approaches to improve
the stability of peptides and their constructs thanks to the skills of molecular geetics and
applied pharmacology. Accordingly, it integrates and amplifies the skills already available on
the platform EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for
Chemical Biology.


Max 1000 caratteri


Se la risposta è affermativa, fornire una breve motivazione a sostegno della 
proposta di realizzare, presso HT, una PN in un ambito già presidiato 


6.
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To date, (as ex.) has been demonstrated that a number of mutations in the spike
glycoprotein (S protein) of SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern abrogate or reduce the
neutralization potency of several therapeutic antibodies and vaccine-elicited antibodies.
Therefore, the development of additional vaccine platforms with improved supply and
logistic profile remains a pressing need. One chance is represented by the use of epitope-
specific based vaccines formulated with synthetic peptides, which allow focusing of the
response on the selected epitope (and not on the whole protein) that stimulates neutralizing
antibodies. Peptides and peptidomimetics indeed represent a unique class of
pharmaceutical compounds attributed to their distinct biochemical and therapeutic
characteristics. Peptides and peptidomimetics with balanced conformational flexibility and
binding affinity that are up to five times larger than small molecule drugs have attracted
enormous attention. Peptide–protein interactions are ubiquitous in living cells and represent
up to 40% of the entire protein–protein interaction network. Based on these assumptions,
we have recently developed and validated the applicability of a peptide-based strategy,
focused to a preventive as well as to a therapeutic purpose for SARS-CoV-2. The peptide
platform can be used for the production of small peptides able to inhibit early virus entry
into host cells and in the same time for producing specific antibodies against the S-protein
of SARS-CoV-2. In particular, using peptides focused on conserved RBD region, the antibody
produced will be effective for preventing current and future variants that ineluctably will
arise during pandemy. Finally, this strategy also makes it possible to deal with the potential
novel pandemic emergence in the future. Indeed, after the identification of the crypto
sequences of the antigenic proteins the system will allow to quickly produce vaccines useful
for every potential genetic viral variants.


Max 2000 caratteri


Fornire una breve descrizione della mission della PN proposta * 7.


The platform consists on a biomolecular unit and an in silico one. Exploiting evolutionary
principles in the laboratory by constructing and screening large peptide libraries can yield
new lead compounds with desired traits. The discovery of novel binders is a multifaceted
process involving scanning of thousands or even millions of potential candidates from
combinatorial libraries using in silico and in vitro screening analysis, commonly used in
target-based drug discovery. With the molecular target in hand, discovery of novel binders
can be facilitated by utilizing molecular modelling, binding kinetics, and mutational analysis
to gain insight into how the target and the ligand interact and thus enable efficient
structure-activity (SAR) analysis and the development of future generations of binders. The
bioinformatics unit will be focused to study peptide-mediated interaction for the rational
peptide design. Therefore, a structural database of peptide–protein interactions is valuable


Max 4000 caratteri, se il numero di caratteri non fosse sufficiente a rispondere in modo 
esauriente, Vi preghiamo di utilizzare lo spazio disponibile al successivo numero 9


Fornire una descrizione della piattaforma, delle sue sottodivisioni funzionali 
(Unità Infrastrutturali, UI), comprensivo delle tecnologie e del personale 
necessario * 


8.
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for not only the understanding of existing peptide–protein interplay, but also the
development of new docking algorithms for peptide drug discovery. The analysis that
guides in the creation of new peptides can be designed to favour specific interactions, such
as between DPP4 and the S-protein, or other signalling pathways inducing in vivo humoral
response. The peptide library generation tool can provide a large numbers of screening
peptides that involves epitope mapping, sequence optimization and sequence stabilization.
Epitope mapping requires the construction of the peptide libraries, which can be customized
by adjusting the fragment length and additional modifications to improve the specificity on
the druggable portion of the target. Still, low-molecular-weight leads are generally preferred
over peptides in drug discovery, owing to peptides’ inadequate properties. Libraries of
natural peptides are limited to the 20 proteinogenic amino acids and are normally restricted
to linear peptides that have high flexibility and poor pharmacokinetic properties. The natural
amino acid limit makes it difficult to introduce predefined pharmacophores into peptide
libraries. Moreover, the exploration of “chemical space” is limited by the restricted set of
residues, many of which share the same or similar side-chain chemical groups. Marked
flexibility of the peptide backbone imposes high entropic cost upon peptide ligand binding
to the target molecule, resulting in low affinity interactions. Linear peptides can also fall prey
to enzymatic cleavage by exoproteases. Potent and proteolytically stable binders can be
designed by introducing modifications into peptides, such as incorporation of non-
proteinogenic residues, cyclization, or the inclusion of stabilizing moieties (e.g., the parallel
β-sheet scaffolds). Another option is the introduction of chemical post-translational
modifications (cPTM) that can vastly expand the diversity of peptide libraries, for example,
by phosphorylation, conjugation to glycans which is a key element in the recognition of the
spike glycoprotein, attachment of a fluorescent reporter, or ligation to a synthetic peptide
fragment. By introducing constrained topologies, cyclic or bicyclic variants can be generated.
However, cPTMs are not quantitative. These moieties are also not genetically encoded, and
thus cannot be identified via sequencing, although this problem can be overcome with the
construction of chemically identical peptide libraries using different codons (“silent
barcodes”), signifying a specific cPTM. All these options configure the design and
development of peptidomimimetics. Thus, the computational approach can help to speed-
up this process. The library generation can be performed either through focused or random
mutagenesis. The latter is usually used in the absence of structure–function relationship
knowledge.


In focused mutagenesis, residues previously found to be essential for peptide activity are
retained (or favoured over the rest of the building block set), while the others are (fully or
partially) randomized. In the case of the focused mutagenesis, the protein-mediated
interactions play a pivotal role to understand how many receptors can be computationally
manipulate to evaluate their binding affinity towards SARS-CoV-2 targets. After the
generation of the peptides, the geometric and energetic optimization of the obtained
structures will be performed by means of Molecular Dynamics simulations (MDs), carried out
by using Desmond software and GROMACS 5.1.4 package. A clustering algorithm will be
adopted within the obtained trajectories in order to select the most representative
structures to be used as starting point for the following molecular recognition studies. Glide,


Max 3000 caratteri


Aggiungiamo qui ulteriore spazio per una più esaustiva risposta alla domanda 
precedente


9.
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AutoDock docking software will be used to carry out the molecular docking studies, coupled
with free binding energy calculations. In particular, a flexible protein-protein docking tool
such as HADDOCK 2.4 combines Coulomb electrostatic energies, non-bonded
intermolecular Van der Waals, and empirically derived desolvation energies and buried
surface area. The ADMET studies will be carried out by using QikProp Schrodinger
application, able to accurately predict pharmaceutically relevant properties prior to
expensive experimental procedures and to focus lead optimization efforts enhancing the
desired profiles of the identified compounds. Another implementation of the peptide
platform is the possibility to investigate the spike peptides sequences, with different lengths,
in terms of MHCI-binding prediction by using the IEDB analysis resource CombLib tool
applying Scoring Matrices derived from the Combinatorial Peptide Libraries
(Comblib_Sidney2008) method. Beyond the in silico activity, the biomolecular unit will test
selected peptides and peptidomimeticsin vitro on human lung organoids (hLORGs) hiPSCs-
derived to verify their ability in protecting against virus entry by performing biochemical,
molecular and immunoistochemical analyses. In parallel, an animal facility will be
implemented to test also the capacity of the peptides in inducing the generation of specific
antibodies (polyclonal and monoclonal) against the phylogenetic conserved crypto
sequences of spike antigen of Sars-cov-2. To reach this aim almost 12 personell will be
employed including molecular biologists, geneticists, biochemists, immunologists,
bioinformaticians.


Fornire una stima approssimativa dei costi di realizzazione della PN proposta * 10.


fino a 10 milioni di euro


fino a 20 milioni di euro


instrumentation for in silico analyses cell culture facility animal house molecular biology and
biochemical equipment


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


11.


Fornire una stima dei costi di funzionamento della PN proposta, considerando 
anche i costi necessari per assistenza/formazione dei ricercatori esterni che 
frequenteranno la PN e per la loro ospitalità * 


12.


fino a 5 milioni di euro/anno


fino a 10 milioni di euro/anno
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mice housing transgenic mice personnel molecular biology and biochemical cell culture
media, plasticware and differentiation factors high processing computers peptide synthesis


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


13.


Fornire, possibilmente, una stima dei tempi di realizzazione della PN proposta14.


meno di 1 anno


meno di 2 anni


meno di 3 anni


During first year all the settings will be implemented, peptide will be synthesized and the
whole system optimized Successively several peptides (or monoclonal antibodies) will be
tested and successively their validation in vitro and in vivo will be performed.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente


15.


200 square meters: 4 separate rooms (P2 safety room, molecular biology room, cell cloture
room, a room for immunoistochemical analysis)


Max 1000 caratteri


Fornire, possibilmente, una stima della superficie necessaria per la PN proposta16.


Ipotizzare, possibilmente, il tempo di obsolescenza dell’ambito scientifico-
tecnologico della PN proposta


17.


meno di 5 anni


meno di 10 anni
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più di 10 anni


Our platform developed by the biomolecular and in silico units provides new chemical
entities, optimized existing peptides and peptidomimetics for the treatment or prevention of
new infectious disease, such as COVID-19. With the same concept, our platform could be
useful to treat other emerging diseases also in other application fields different from the
antiviral topic. For this reason, we estimated more than 10 years as time of obsolescence of
the scientific and technological field of our platform.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente


18.


Indicare la modalità di utilizzo prevalente della PN, unità infrastrutturali e dei 
servizi forniti * 


19.


accesso semplice alla piattaforma, all’unità infrastrutturale o al singolo strumento


accesso ai servizi della piattaforma: strumentazione, tecnologie e competenze


accesso ai servizi comprensivo di formazione


Fornire una stima del numero di ricercatori che, ogni anno, potrebbe chiedere 
di avere accesso alla PN proposta * 


20.


alcune unità


alcune decine


alcune centinaia


alcune migliaia


several professional roles: virologists, immunologists, bioinformaticians, molecular biologists
and biochemists.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


21.
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Open source programming packages for cheminformatics and structural bioinformatics are
powerful tools to build modular, reproducible, and reusable pipelines for computer-aided
drug design. Only few fUsing a platform based on the use of cryptic specific synthetic
peptides to identify epitope-specific vaccine will allow us to make the immunizing activity of
vaccines independent from the appearance of S-protein variants. Our data demonstrate that
they are able to induce potent anti-SARS-CoV-2 neutralizing antibody responses (including
the most common variants of concern) and confer significant protection upon SARS-CoV-2
challenge, as indicated by the in vitro assay regarding the percentage of infection and thus
inhibition of virus host cell entry. At last, the use of oligopeptides allows the possibility of
producing large quantities of vaccine at relatively low cost and easy handling in the
transport and storage chain and methods of administration. Moreover, this strategy allows
us to obtain a polyclonal anti-serum where it is monoclonal for FABs and polyclonal for FC
on which all the reactions for the T-cell-mediated response then depends. To generate
specific antisera against peptide, antibodies are produced by repeated immunization of
Inbred animals. The use of simple antigenic formulations compared to whole virus-based
vaccine need carriers or adjuvants to enhance vaccine immunogenicity. We believe that the
peptide vaccination platform described here offers unique advantages over other candidate
vaccines, such as: 1- rapid manufacturing in response to sequence mutations 2- greater
stability at room temperature . The amino acid sequences of the oligopeptides reflect the
epitopes belonging to the cryptic zone of S-protein which cannot be mutated under penalty
of non-functionality of the protein itself, to counteract future functional variants. Another
strategy, highly regarded by us, could be the use of peptide to prevent virus entry into host
cells. It was shown that DPP4 acts as a SARS CoV co-receptor, thus suggesting a potential
similar mechanism of entry for SARS-CoV-2. Recent data clearly indicated that the
aggressive impact of CoVs on tissues and organs is preferentially modulated, or least co-
modulated, by DPP4 and that DPP4 inhibition could antagonize this mechanism. Thus, the
use of DPP4 peptide may represent an innovative approach to be employed for the
pharmacologic treatment of COVID-19. Our peptide DPP4270-295 acts in order to mask
virus to intercept DPP4 receptor and other known receptors on target cells, inhibiting the
virus entry. The efficacy revealed using two peptides in combination was higher than those
obtained with a single peptide alone induced by increased greed in the binding reaction.
Thus the platform can be focused to a preventive as well as to a therapeutic purpose. These
findings unveil a key antigenic site targeted by broadly neutralizing antibodies and pave the
way to the design of pan-coronavirus vaccines.


Max 3000 caratteri


Fornire una stima dell’impatto della piattaforma sul sistema della ricerca del 
Paese * 


22.


Max 1000 caratteri


Descrivere l'eventuale interazione con altre infrastrutture di ricerca, anche su 
ambiti tematici diversi * 


23.
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A scientific collaboration have been already established with Toronto Recombinant Antibody
Centre -TRAC (https://ccbr.utoronto.ca/toronto-recombinant-antibody-centre) and
specifically with the Sidhu lab at the Donnelly Centre of the University of Toronto
(http://sites.utoronto.ca/sidhulab/TRAC.html). The Toronto Recombinant Antibody Centre
(TRAC) is an integrated laboratory with high throughput antibody research platform that has
been applied to the generation of therapeutic-grade antibodies against hundreds of
antigens. thousands of therapeutic-grade antibodies against hundreds of distinct human
antigens. Selections against well-folded antigens have a >90% success rate. The TRAC has
also established a rapid affinity maturation strategy that can be applied to pools of binders
to generate antibodies with subnanomolar affinities. Anyway several collaborations with
Genomic and Epigenomic platforms or antibody plaforms can be surely established.
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Intervistato


5 Anonimo 
12.39


Tempo per il completamento


Piattaforma Nazionale di Servizi Avanzati per la Nutrizione di precisione delle 4P (Predizione,
Prevenzione; Personalizzazione, Partecipazione). Acronimo: NUTRI4PSERVICE


Denominazione della PN proposta (per esteso e acronimo) * 1.


Università degli Studi di Roma Tor Vergata (UO-UniTorV), Via Cracovia, 50, 00133 Roma RM
(Dipartimento di Biomedicina e Prevenzione, Sezione di Nutrizione clinica e nutrigenomca,
Università degli studi di Roma Tor Vergata Prof. Antonino De Lorenzo, Prof.ssa Laura Di
Renzo, Dott.ssa Paola Gualtieri, Dott. Giuseppe Merra)


Istituzione/Consorzio proponente  * 2.


Il titolare del trattamento dei dati personali costituiti dall’identità e dai recapiti della persona di riferimento 
dell’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente è Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi – Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milano, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail: gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (il cui Responsabile della 
Protezione Dati può essere contattato all’indirizzo e-mail: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Tali dati saranno trattati per le successive comunicazioni finalizzate al raggiungimento degli obiettivi della 
consultazione e per il tempo a tale scopo adeguato. La base giuridica del trattamento è costituita (i) 
dall’esecuzione del rapporto instaurato con l’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente attraverso la partecipazione 
alla consultazione e (ii) dallo svolgimento dei compiti che la normativa richiamata in premessa ha affidato al 
Titolare del trattamento. 
Il conferimento dei dati in parola è facoltativo e il mancato conferimento non comporterò alcun 
pregiudizio. In caso di conferimento, l’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente mette le presenti informazioni a 
disposizione dell’interessato. 
Gli interessati possono richiedere al Titolare, nei casi previsti, l'accesso, la rettifica, la cancellazione o la 
portabilità dei propri dati; i medesimi possono inoltre opporsi al o domandare la limitazione del 
trattamento o, ancora, proporre un reclamo all’Autorità di controllo (Garante per la protezione dei dati 
personali).


Indirizzo e-mail della persona di riferimento * 3.



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Premesso che le Piattaforme Nazionali (PN) si configurano come ‘infrastrutture 
di ricerca’ (IR) secondo la definizione ESFRI, cioè “strutture, risorse e servizi 
collegati, utilizzati dalla comunità scientifica per condurre ricerche di alta qualità 
nei rispettivi campi, senza vincolo di appartenenza istituzionale o nazionale” qual 
è l’ambito scientifico-tecnologico che la PN proposta dovrebbe presidiare? * 


4.


salute


genomica


scienza dei dati e delle decisioni


alimentazione


biologia strutturale e cellulare


ulteriori settori di ricerca finalizzata alla prevenzione e alla salute


L’ambito scientifico-tecnologico presidiato dalla PN proposta rientra fra quelli 
già sotto l’egida di IR europee o nazionali esistenti? 


A titolo di esempio e riferimento, si fornisce la lista di IR che presidiano ambiti 
inclusi nel perimetro definito dalla norma per HT - salute, genomica, 
alimentazione, scienza dei dati e delle decisioni, ulteriori settori della ricerca 
finalizzata alla prevenzione e alla salute: 
IR europee (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE -Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRIERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRISERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS- European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRINERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENERI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR -A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRCERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS- European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA -European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
−EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
−EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
−Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
−INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation


5.
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−INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCTERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE -Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
−METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and Nutrition 
− MIRRI -Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
IR nazionali (PNIR) 
− 2HE(PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM (Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
−Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF(Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA (Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS (CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
−D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI(CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
−FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo)  
− MIRACLE (Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA(ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


sì


no


Le malattie croniche non trasmissibili (MNT) legate ad una non corretta alimentazione sono
le principali cause di morte, disabilità e oneri sociali ed economici. Emerge con forza
l’importanza di azioni coordinate di prevenzione delle stesse, al fine di garantire la futura
sostenibilità e universalità del SSN. E’ necessario quindi aumentare il livello di priorità
assegnato alla prevenzione e controllo delle MNT nell’ambito della programmazione
regionale e nazionale; ridurre i fattori di rischio modificabili delle malattie non trasmissibili e
dei determinanti sociali sottostanti attraverso la creazione di ambienti favorevoli alla salute.
La loro prevenzione rappresenta uno degli Obiettivi dei Piano Nazionale di Prevenzione
2020-25. Ad oggi non esiste alcuna Piattaforma che applichi un approccio nutrizionale in


Max 1000 caratteri


Se la risposta è affermativa, fornire una breve motivazione a sostegno della 
proposta di realizzare, presso HT, una PN in un ambito già presidiato 


6.
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ambito di ricerca, clinico e terapeutico definito delle 4P, dove la nutrizione di precisione si
pone in maniera Predittiva, Preventiva, Personalizzata e Partecipata (4P).


Allo stato attuale la prevenzione delle patologie trasmissibili non può prescindere dalla
trasformazione della Medicina reattiva in Medicina proattiva anche attuando una Nutrizione
di precisione 4 P (predittiva, preventiva, personalizzata e partecipativa). L’utilizzo di discipline
innovative quali la Nutrigenetica (effetti dei polimorfismi genetici sulla risposta alla dieta e
suscettibilità alle patologie) e la Nutrigenomica e l'Immunonutrizione (modalità attraverso
cui i nutrienti ed i componenti bioattivi influenzano le funzioni genetiche e immunitarie)
offre l’opportunità di un approccio personalizzato attuando la Nutrizione di precisione 4P,
con un trattamento nutrizionale mirato alle esigenze del singolo paziente sulla base delle
sue caratteristiche genetiche. NUTRI4PSERVICE nasce con la finalità di mettere a
disposizione know-how, competenze scientifiche, infrastrutture e dotazioni strumentali per
Servizi Avanzati per la Nutrizione umana di precisione. E’ necessaria la costituzione di un
sistema che metta in rete le infrastrutture e la capacità informatiche per una biobanca di
materiale e dati di varia origine, ovvero un cruscotto di valutazione innovativo science-
based, finalizzato alla realizzazione di piani di intervento nutrizionali, applicabili a livello
nazionale, per la lotta alla malnutrizione in ogni sua forma. NUTRI4PSERVICE si propone di:
valorizzare i know-how acquisiti attraverso l’offerta di servizi avanzati di grande interesse per
il settore della nutrizione e alimentazione umana; porsi come facilitatore tra Ricerca, Imprese
e Territorio agendo come intermediario per favorire l’innovazione e il trasferimento
tecnologico; promuovere un servizio di riconoscimento dei prodotti di qualità, sancire la
qualità del prodotto a garanzia di efficacia dei suoi valori nutrizionali; promuovere piani
dietetici personalizzati.


Max 2000 caratteri


Fornire una breve descrizione della mission della PN proposta * 7.


NUTRI4PSERVICE intende supportare la ricerca di base e clinica per disegnare terapie
personalizzate (personalized medicine) per patologie multifattoriali complesse, attraverso la
realizzazione di un percorso diagnostico preventivo integrato basato sulla prevenzione,
predizione, personalizzazione e formazione dell’utente consapevole, monitoraggio di
indicatori. Le UI partecipanti sono: 1. Università degli Studi di Roma Tor Vergata (UI-UniTorV),
(Sezione di Nutrizione clinica e nutrigenomica, Università degli studi di Roma Tor Vergata) 2.
Università degli Studi di Sassari (UI-UniSS) 3. Università degli Studi di Pavia (UI-UniPV)
(Centro Ricerca di Nutrizione Umana) 4. Università degli Studi di Teramo (UI-UniTE) 5.
Università degli Studi G. D'Annunzio di Chieti-Pescara (UI-UniCH) (Proff Liborio Stuppia,
Ester Vitacolonna, Angelo Cichelli, Adriano Mollica, Luigi Brunetti, Tiziana Pietrangelo) 6:
Università degli studi di Messina, Dipartimento di Scienze Chimiche, Biologiche,


Max 4000 caratteri, se il numero di caratteri non fosse sufficiente a rispondere in modo 
esauriente, Vi preghiamo di utilizzare lo spazio disponibile al successivo numero 9


Fornire una descrizione della piattaforma, delle sue sottodivisioni funzionali 
(Unità Infrastrutturali, UI), comprensivo delle tecnologie e del personale 
necessario * 


8.
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Farmaceutiche ed Ambientali (ChiBioFarAm), (Prof. Domenico Trombetta, Dott.ssa Antonella
Smeriglio (UI-UniME) 7. CNIT (Consorzio Nazionale Interuniversitario per le
Telecomunicazioni), (Prof. Blefari Melazzi, Prof. Stefano Salsano) 9. Consiglio Nazionale delle
Ricerche: Istituto di Ricerca sugli Ecosistemi Terrestri (IRET), Sede di Napoli (Dott. Gianfranco
Peluso) Le UI possiedono competenze specificatamente ricondotte alle tematiche di ricerca
legate allo studio della composizione corporea, alla valutazione del ruolo dei nutrienti sulla
regolazione dell’espressione genica, alla nutrigenetica e, quindi, alla valutazione
dell’interazione tra varianti genetiche, modifiche epigenetiche e intervento nutrizionale; alla
qualità nutrizionale degli alimenti e sul loro effetto sullo stato di salute e sul benessere
umano; alla ricerca di indicatori di stato nutrizionale basati sulla valutazione della
composizione corporea abbinata a indagini diagnostiche; allo studio del microbiota;
all’analisi di molecole bioattive negli alimenti; all'analisi della biodisponibilità e delle
caratteristiche farmacocinetiche (assorbimento, distribuzione, metabolismo ed escrezione)
delle molecole bioattive; sulla comprensione del ruolo degli alimenti funzionali, dei pattern
nutrizionali e dei singoli composti bioattivi nel mantenimento del benessere e nella
prevenzione dalle malattie degenerative con specifiche competenze sulle popolazioni di
ultracentenari. Il tutto avverrà anche con l'integrazione dcon la piattaforma “MOdello di
prOgettazione della rete dei sistemi di sicurezza alimentare, qualità nutrizionale e
nutrigenomica della Dieta Mediterranea per la difesa della salute in Italia: applicazione del
processo Nutrient Analysis of Critical Control Point” - MOOD. L’obiettivo di NUTRI4PSERVICE
è avere a disposizione uno sistema che il ricercatore e il clinico possa utilizzare nelle fasi di
predizione di un rischio di patologia, diagnostica e definizione di un trattamento terapeutico
mirato e personalizzato che sia vantaggioso per affrontare il problema della gestione della
patologia da un punto di vista clinico, sanitario e economico. Si intende realizzare una serie
di attività di ricerca e di sviluppo per un “sistema” (insieme di informazioni, protocolli,
strumenti di elaborazione e di monitoraggio) che, avvalendosi di dati e di informazioni
acquisite da diversi canali o dimensioni informative del fenomeno patologico (dati clinici,
genetici, genomici, composizione corporea, biochimico-clinici, microbiota, abitudini
alimentari e stile di vita), possa costituire un valido strumento di supporto clinico alla
diagnostica e al trattamento della malnutrizione, nelle sue forme correlate alla patologie
trasmissibili e non.


NUTRI4PSERVICE si caratterizza come una struttura dinamica in cui la ricerca di base, la
ricerca clinica e l’attività di servizio possano costantemente dialogare e integrarsi.
NUTRI4PSERVICE offre un Servizio di Nutrizione clinica e Genomica nutrizionale per la
raccolta dati, la valutazione del rischio di patologie e la realizzazione di piani dietetici
personalizzati, basati sulle necessità fisiologiche, metaboliche, immunitarie e genomiche
dell’utente, con particolare riferimento alla prevenzione di malattie croniche degenerative
non trasmissibili e trasmissibili quali COVID-19. NUTRI4PSERVICE permette di utilizzare
banche dati e servizi digitali intelligenti in parte presenti in forma frammentata e realizzati
ad hoc per migliorare la condivisione dei dati, dei percorsi terapeutici e dei piani dietetici
(UI-Uniroma Torv). NUTRI4PSERVICE prevede la realizzazione di un network fisico e virtuale,
composto dalle UI partecipanti per la valutazione dello stato nutrizionale, della
composizione corporea ed ematica, del profilo genetico, genomico, immunologico e


Max 3000 caratteri


Aggiungiamo qui ulteriore spazio per una più esaustiva risposta alla domanda 
precedente


9.
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metabolico di un campione rappresentativo della popolazione italiana, al fine di individuare
indicatori precoci di rischio e provvedere ad un determinate piano nutrizionale corretto e
personalizzato. Tale attività prevede l’elaborazione dei dati analitici, l’uso di modelli
matematici di classificazione e la loro validazione, la formulazione di equazioni predittive per
la gestione del soggetto preso in carico e in ultima analisi la formulazione di una dieta
personalizzata. NUTRI4PSERVICE offre specifici know-how finalizzati all’offerta di servizi
avanzati attraverso 8 tipi di valutazioni: 1) Valutazione dello stato nutrizionale: analisi della
composizione corporea e determinazione del dispendio energetico (UI-UniromaTorv,
UniChieti); 2) Biochimica clinica e studi di biodisponibilità e farmacocinetica volti
all'individuazione di molecole bioattive presenti negli alimenti che possano mostrare una
razionale attività salutistica (UI-UniMessina); 3) Analisi del microbiota per una terapia
personalizzata (UI-UniPavia); 4) Nutrigenetica: studio polimorfismi genetici associati alle
malattie croniche, rispondenti al trattamento dietetico personalizzato (UI-UniRomaTorv, UI-
UniChieti, UI-UniSassari); 5) Nutrigenomica: studio della regolazione dell’espressione genica
(inflammosoma, risposta agli xenobiotici, stress ossidativo) dieto-dipendente (UI-
UniromaTorv, UniChieti); 6) Valutazione delle abitudini alimentari e stile di vita (UI-
UniTeramo, UniChieti); 7) Valutazione dello stress ossidativo e profilo infiammatorio (UI-
UniTeramo); 8) servizio di monitoraggio interattivo di terapia dietetica personalizzata
(interfaccia web di analisi della dieta in corso) (UI-UniPavia).


Fornire una stima approssimativa dei costi di realizzazione della PN proposta * 10.


fino a 10 milioni di euro


fino a 20 milioni di euro


La previsione dei costi è sulla base degli investimenti in attività di ricerca e sviluppo
effettuati dalle UI sulla base dei dati di bilancio nell’ultimo triennio e le proiezioni per i
prossimi 10 anni. Il valore tiene conto anche dei costi relativi al personale, rapportando
questi costi in base al numero del personale coinvolto. Sono incluse le spese relative al
costo/ gestione/utilizzo strumenti; spese forfettarie relative gestione /usura beni immobili.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


11.


Fornire una stima dei costi di funzionamento della PN proposta, considerando 
anche i costi necessari per assistenza/formazione dei ricercatori esterni che 
frequenteranno la PN e per la loro ospitalità * 


12.


fino a 5 milioni di euro/anno
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fino a 10 milioni di euro/anno


La PN NUTRI4PSERVICE provvederà alla formazione dei ricercatori esterni, attraverso Master
ad hoc (Diagnosi e Trattamento dei disturbi del Comportamento Alimentare e del Peso;
Nutrizione di Precisione e Telemedicina) e fornendo assistenza ai ricercatori che presteranno
servizio presso la PN e che vorranno frequentare corsi di perfezionamento. Verranno, inoltre,
attivati assegni di ricerca e contratti per Ricercatori a Tempo Determinato di tipo A e B. Sono
incluse le spese relative al compenso annuale security manager: il materiale per la ricerca
scientifica, clinica e il materiale di cancelleria: le spese per la gestione dei servi di
telemedicina; i costi per la diaria dei singoli ricercatori in mobilità; i costi del tutoraggio e i
costi del personale docente dei Master e Corsi di formazione erogati.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


13.


Fornire, possibilmente, una stima dei tempi di realizzazione della PN proposta14.


meno di 1 anno


meno di 2 anni


meno di 3 anni


La PN proponente intende applicare un approccio organizzativo strutturato e affidabile, da
tempo collaudato dai diversi partecipanti in progetti a elevata complessità in ambito
sanitario e che ha già dimostrato di supportare al meglio efficacia, efficienza e flessibilità
nell’erogazione delle attività progettuali. La rete proponente è composta da risorse esperte
con un bagaglio di conoscenze ed esperienze uniche e totalmente dedicate al governo e alla
gestione delle attività previste.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente


15.


Max 1000 caratteri


Fornire, possibilmente, una stima della superficie necessaria per la PN proposta16.
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Per una struttura organizzata in modo da ottimizzare e rendere efficiente il flusso lavorativo,
si prevedono i seguenti spazi e laboratori: 1) Ambulatorio di Nutrizione clinica: circa 500 mq
adibito alla accoglienza dei pazienti e sala d’attesa, alla valutazione dello stato nutrizionale,
composizione corporea, dispendio energetico. Parte degli spazi saranno destinati all’area
accettazione campioni e referaggio. 2) Laboratori di Nutrigenetica, Nutrigenomica,
Metagenomica e Immunonutrizione; circa 500 mq per area dedicata a analisi genetiche di
routine e area protetta per le colture cellulari in vitro, un’area per alloggiamento di due
stazioni robotiche automatizzate per estrazioni di DNA/RNA e allestimento reazioni; un
analizzatore di frammenti a 16 capillar; n. 5 Real-Time PCR per analisi genetiche quantitative;
un sequenziatore NGS (Next Generation Sequencing) ILLUMINA Miseq, per le analisi
genomiche, Citofluorimetro, attrezzatura per analisi Immunologiche e biologia molecolare.


Ipotizzare, possibilmente, il tempo di obsolescenza dell’ambito scientifico-
tecnologico della PN proposta


17.


meno di 5 anni


meno di 10 anni


più di 10 anni


Le malattie cronico degenerative non trasmissibili (CNCD) in Italia sono in crescita: nel 2017
il 39,1% dei residenti in Italia ha da almeno una malattia o condizione cronica. Le patologie
CNCD sono più frequenti nelle fasce di età più adulte: già nella classe 55-59 anni ne soffre il
53,0%, e tra le persone ultrasettantacinquenni la quota raggiunge l’85,3%. Ai decessi per
CNCD vanno aggiunte le morti per patologie trasmissibili. La proiezione al 2060 vede il
mantenimento di questo trend: 7.805.122 morti per malattie infettive, 52.461.236 morti per
malattie non trasmissibili. L’utilizzo di discipline innovative quali la Nutrigenetica (effetti dei
polimorfismi genetici sulla risposta alla dieta e suscettibilità alle patologie) e la
Nutrigenomica (modalità attraverso cui i nutrienti ed i componenti bioattivi influenzano le
funzioni genetiche) offre l’opportunità di un approccio personalizzato, attuando la
Nutrizione di precisione 4P, da implementare anche tramite telemedicina.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente


18.


Indicare la modalità di utilizzo prevalente della PN, unità infrastrutturali e dei 
servizi forniti * 


19.


accesso semplice alla piattaforma, all’unità infrastrutturale o al singolo strumento
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accesso ai servizi della piattaforma: strumentazione, tecnologie e competenze


accesso ai servizi comprensivo di formazione


Fornire una stima del numero di ricercatori che, ogni anno, potrebbe chiedere 
di avere accesso alla PN proposta * 


20.


alcune unità


alcune decine


alcune centinaia


alcune migliaia


Ogni UI potrebbe fare partecipare alla PN circa n 10 unità di personale tra ricercatori tipo A,
tipo B e assegnisti di ricerca.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


21.


Uno studio OCSE ha evidenziato come in alcune Nazioni un progressivo incremento della
spesa in prevenzione è risultata associata ad una progressiva e significativa riduzione della
spesa per prestazioni curative e di riabilitazione; in particolar modo, un incremento dell’1%
del rapporto spesa in prevenzione su spesa sanitaria pubblica è stato associato ad una
riduzione del 3% nella spesa destinata alle prestazioni terapeutiche; mutuando tale trend ad
esempio in Italia, entro il 2050, si potrebbe ottenere un risparmio di 17,1 miliardi di euro,
pari a una riduzione dello 0,6% nel rapporto spesa sanitaria pubblica su PIL. Negli ultimi
decenni, in Italia la spesa in prevenzione ha assorbito una quota marginale della spesa
sanitaria pubblica, per cui risulta indiscussa la necessità di modificare l’atteggiamento nei
confronti delle patologie croniche, spesso correlate alla malnutrizione e ad erronei stili di
vita, in particolar modo attraverso la promozione di corretti stili alimentari.


Max 3000 caratteri


Fornire una stima dell’impatto della piattaforma sul sistema della ricerca del 
Paese * 


22.
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A) Per l’ambito Food: 1) FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research
Infrastructure − Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) B) Per le
analisi -omiche: 1) PN GENOMICA Referente: Massimo Delledonne, UniVr 2) PN
METABOLOMICA e PROTEOMICA Referente: Mario Salmona, Mario Negri IRCCS Referente:
Andrea Isidori, UniRoma1 C) Per l’analisi dei dati: PN BIOINFORMATICA Referente: Graziano
Pesole, UniBari e CNR


Max 1000 caratteri


Descrivere l'eventuale interazione con altre infrastrutture di ricerca, anche su 
ambiti tematici diversi * 


23.
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Intervistato


6 Anonimo 
100.42


Tempo per il completamento


NURSING SCIENCE NETWORK "NURSINGNET"


Denominazione della PN proposta (per esteso e acronimo) * 1.


Sezione Scienze Infermieristiche, Dipartimento di Biomedicina e Prevenzione, Università
degli Studi di Roma Tor Vergata


Istituzione/Consorzio proponente  * 2.


Prof. Orazio Schillaci, Magnifico Rettore Università degli Studi di Roma Tor Vergata, email
rettore@uniroma2.it


Il titolare del trattamento dei dati personali costituiti dall’identità e dai recapiti della persona di riferimento 
dell’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente è Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi – Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milano, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail: gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (il cui Responsabile della 
Protezione Dati può essere contattato all’indirizzo e-mail: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Tali dati saranno trattati per le successive comunicazioni finalizzate al raggiungimento degli obiettivi della 
consultazione e per il tempo a tale scopo adeguato. La base giuridica del trattamento è costituita (i) 
dall’esecuzione del rapporto instaurato con l’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente attraverso la partecipazione 
alla consultazione e (ii) dallo svolgimento dei compiti che la normativa richiamata in premessa ha affidato al 
Titolare del trattamento. 
Il conferimento dei dati in parola è facoltativo e il mancato conferimento non comporterò alcun 
pregiudizio. In caso di conferimento, l’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente mette le presenti informazioni a 
disposizione dell’interessato. 
Gli interessati possono richiedere al Titolare, nei casi previsti, l'accesso, la rettifica, la cancellazione o la 
portabilità dei propri dati; i medesimi possono inoltre opporsi al o domandare la limitazione del 
trattamento o, ancora, proporre un reclamo all’Autorità di controllo (Garante per la protezione dei dati 
personali).


Indirizzo e-mail della persona di riferimento * 3.



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Premesso che le Piattaforme Nazionali (PN) si configurano come ‘infrastrutture 
di ricerca’ (IR) secondo la definizione ESFRI, cioè “strutture, risorse e servizi 
collegati, utilizzati dalla comunità scientifica per condurre ricerche di alta qualità 
nei rispettivi campi, senza vincolo di appartenenza istituzionale o nazionale” qual 
è l’ambito scientifico-tecnologico che la PN proposta dovrebbe presidiare? * 


4.


salute


genomica


scienza dei dati e delle decisioni


alimentazione


biologia strutturale e cellulare


ulteriori settori di ricerca finalizzata alla prevenzione e alla salute


L’ambito scientifico-tecnologico presidiato dalla PN proposta rientra fra quelli 
già sotto l’egida di IR europee o nazionali esistenti? 


A titolo di esempio e riferimento, si fornisce la lista di IR che presidiano ambiti 
inclusi nel perimetro definito dalla norma per HT - salute, genomica, 
alimentazione, scienza dei dati e delle decisioni, ulteriori settori della ricerca 
finalizzata alla prevenzione e alla salute: 
IR europee (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE -Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRIERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRISERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS- European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRINERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENERI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR -A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRCERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS- European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA -European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
−EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
−EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
−Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
i Bi l i l d Bi di l S i


5.
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in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
−INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCTERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE -Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
−METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and Nutrition 
− MIRRI -Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
IR nazionali (PNIR) 
− 2HE(PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM (Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
−Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF(Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA (Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS (CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
−D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI(CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
−FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo)  
− MIRACLE (Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA(ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


sì


no


Max 1000 caratteri


Se la risposta è affermativa, fornire una breve motivazione a sostegno della 
proposta di realizzare, presso HT, una PN in un ambito già presidiato 


6.


Max 2000 caratteri


Fornire una breve descrizione della mission della PN proposta * 7.
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Le modifiche socioculturali accompagnate alla transizione demografica ed epidemiologica
hanno portato ad un nuovo panorama sanitario, caratterizzato da una importante
espansione demografica, una crescita dell'attesa di vita e, come conseguenza della
contrazione delle nascite, un aumento della popolazione anziana. Parallelamente c'è stata
una costante razionalizzazione delle risorse economiche nel settore sanitario, che ha portato
ad identificare gli ospedali come esclusivo luogo di cura delle acuzie. I sistemi sanitari di
tutto il mondo sono dunque chiamati ad rispondere ai bisogni delle personei fragili e a
seguirli in maniera continuativa lungo tutto il percorso assistenziale, attraverso una sanità
multiculturale, multidisciplinare,di iniziativa e integrata con i servizi sociali. La pandemia da
Covid-19 ha prepotentemente mostrato l'esigenza di investire in modo innovativo sulla
presa in carico assistenziale nel territorio, per essere in grado di raggiungere in maniera
efficace ed efficiente i destinatari, indipendentemente dalla loro locazione geografica o
provenienza. La PN proposta si basa sulla visione di Sanità e dell'assistenza infermieristica
diffusa sul territorio, centrata sulla persona sana o malata in tutte le fasi della vita, sulle
famiglie e sulle comunità, in un ottica multidisciplinare ed attenta agli aspetti preventivi,
curativi, riabilitativi e organizzativi. Scopo di questa PN è quindi quello coordinare i
ricercatori di sanità pubblica e scienze infermieristiche per poter collaborare tra loro al fine
di individuare ed indirizzare specifici interventi rivolti al benessere del singolo e della
collettività. La sfida ambiziosa della PN è quella di orientare, trasformare ed adeguare la
risposta ai bisogni di salute alla domanda degli individui fragili e/o affetti da patologie
croniche. Per questo è indispensabile formarsi ad un nuovo modello di presa in carico e di
cura ripensando il modello organizzativo dei servizi rivolti al cittadino.


Le Scienze Infermieristiche sono trasversali a diversi ambiti per cui si propone
un'organizzazione della PN in diverse Unità Infrastrutturali (UI) al fine di rispondere meglio
alle necessità della ricerca e della relativa applicazione dei risultati nella pratica. Si
propongono le seguenti UI: UI salute organizzative e organizzazione dell' Assistenza
Infermieristica. Questa UI si dovrà occupare di studiare i modelli organizzativi dell'assistenza
infermieristica territoriale ed ospedaliera, in un'ottica di integrazione delle due realtà
assistenziali. Inoltre, si dovrà occupare dello studio dei carichi di lavoro del personale
sanitario, della salute organizzativa, di analizzare i fattori organizzativi che si ripercuotono
sulle procedure assistenziali, del rischio clinico e della salute degli operatori. Questa UI si
dovrà occupare di valutare i sistemi informativi per la raccolta di dati clinici assistenziali volti
al miglioramento organizzativo e per la valutazione dell'efficacia di programmi strategici per
la riduzione del rischio clinico. UI Ricerca infermieristica sulle cronicità. Le malattie croniche
sono in continuo aumento ed i pazienti che ne sono affetti e le loro famiglie non sempre
hanno le necessarie conoscenze e competenze per la gestione autonoma delle malattie
croniche. Questa UI si dovrà occupare di studiare il self-care nelle malattie croniche al fine di
potenziale l'empowerment del paziente e della sua famiglia nei comportamenti di aderenza,
monitoraggio di segni e sintomi e risposta a segni e sintomi di riacutizzazione. La UI avrà un
approccio a questo tipo di ricerca incentrato sulla diade paziente-caregiver in quanto la
letteratura dimostra che gli outcome del paziente (es. mortalità, riospedalizzazioni, qualità di


Max 4000 caratteri, se il numero di caratteri non fosse sufficiente a rispondere in modo 
esauriente, Vi preghiamo di utilizzare lo spazio disponibile al successivo numero 9


Fornire una descrizione della piattaforma, delle sue sottodivisioni funzionali 
(Unità Infrastrutturali, UI), comprensivo delle tecnologie e del personale 
necessario * 


8.
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vita) sono fortemente influenzati dalle condizioni del caregiver. UI Formazione degli
infermieri. Ogni anno si assiste ad una costante e crescente bisogno di un maggior numero
di infermieri. Inoltre, i cambiamenti sociodemografici accompagnati all'aumento delle
malattie croniche e disabilità rendono necessari anche infermieri adeguatamente formati
che abbiano conoscenze e competenze focalizzate sull'assistenza infermieristica territoriale.
Parallelamente risulta elevato l'insuccesso accademico (studenti che non si laureano o non si
laureano nei tempi previsti) nei corsi di laurea in infermieristica con un numero di laureati
che non aumenta parallelamente alle necessità del SSN. Si rende necessario sviluppare delle
linee di ricerca che, da un lato cerchino di sviluppare un “infermiere” sempre più competente
sui bisogni emergenti della popolazione e dall’altro cerchino di aumentare l’attrattività alla
professione infermieristica e a diminuire l’insuccesso accademico.


Max 3000 caratteri


Aggiungiamo qui ulteriore spazio per una più esaustiva risposta alla domanda 
precedente


9.


Fornire una stima approssimativa dei costi di realizzazione della PN proposta * 10.


fino a 10 milioni di euro


fino a 20 milioni di euro


Fitto locali idonei secondo quanto dichiarato nei successivi punti :190.000 euro/anno beni
immobili tecnologici (personal computer, cablaggio rete internet, stampanti) :80.000 euro
spese allaccio utenze:3000 euro beni immobili arredo:90.000 euro acquisto software
gestionali/sicurezza/strumenti di indagine: 80.000 euro contratto acquisto security manager
: 60.000 euro acquisto primo materiale di cancelleria :60.000 euro


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


11.


Fornire una stima dei costi di funzionamento della PN proposta, considerando 
anche i costi necessari per assistenza/formazione dei ricercatori esterni che 
frequenteranno la PN e per la loro ospitalità * 


12.


fino a 5 milioni di euro/anno
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fino a 10 milioni di euro/anno


Fitto locali idonei secondo quanto dichiarato nei successivi punti :190.000 euro/anno
retribuzione media personale segreteria 40.000 euro/anno imposte relative ai locali (utenze,
TaRi, spese condominiali e relative a forfettaria usura dell'immobile):100.000 euro/anno
spese relative alla gestione/manutenzione sicurezza rete cablata:40.000 euro/anno spese
relative alla gestione/utilizzo strumenti: 40.000 euro/anno spese forfettarie relative gestione
/usura bene immobile: 40.000 euro/anno compenso annuale security manager: 40.000
euro/anno compenso annuale ricercatore : 600.000 euro/anno [60.000 auuni singolo
ricercatorex 10 ricercatori] materiale di cancelleria :50.000 euro/anno


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


13.


Fornire, possibilmente, una stima dei tempi di realizzazione della PN proposta14.


meno di 1 anno


meno di 2 anni


meno di 3 anni


Una volta che è stata creata la PN, la messa in rete dei ricercatori e la creazione dei gruppi di
ricerca risulterebbe agevole. Gli attuali docenti accademici di Scienze infermieristiche sono
ben organizzati all'interno del Collegio dei Docenti e della Società Italiana di Scienze
Infermieristiche. Inoltre tutti i ricercatori infermieri sono anche iscritti agli Ordini
Professionali coordinati e supervisionati dalla Federazione Nazionale degli Ordini
Professionali Infermieristici. Queste organizzazioni già esistenti faciliterebbero la creazione
della PN in meno di 2 anni.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente


15.


Max 1000 caratteri


Fornire, possibilmente, una stima della superficie necessaria per la PN proposta16.
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Spazi di circa 250mq totali, con singole unità/stanze non inferiori ai 30 mq


Ipotizzare, possibilmente, il tempo di obsolescenza dell’ambito scientifico-
tecnologico della PN proposta


17.


meno di 5 anni


meno di 10 anni


più di 10 anni


Le scienze infermieristiche, appartenendo alle scienze biomediche caratterizzate da un
rapido sviluppo del sapere, hanno una obsolescenza dei prodotti di ricerca di circa 5-7 anni.
Questo richiede che l'attività di ricerca della PN deve essere continua e costante.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente


18.


Indicare la modalità di utilizzo prevalente della PN, unità infrastrutturali e dei 
servizi forniti * 


19.


accesso semplice alla piattaforma, all’unità infrastrutturale o al singolo strumento


accesso ai servizi della piattaforma: strumentazione, tecnologie e competenze


accesso ai servizi comprensivo di formazione


Fornire una stima del numero di ricercatori che, ogni anno, potrebbe chiedere 
di avere accesso alla PN proposta * 


20.


alcune unità


alcune decine


alcune centinaia


alcune migliaia
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La continua crescita dello specifico SSD, il riconoscimento accademico e sociale del ruolo del
professionista infermiere porta con crescita costante ed esponenziale la continua ricerca
dell'Evidence quale base e sostegno del proprio operato presente e futuro.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


21.


Sinora la ricerca infermieristica è stata molto attiva in Italia anche grazie allo sviluppo del
Dottorato di Ricerca in Scienze infermieristiche. Il numero degli infermieri inseriti
nell’accademia italiana è ancora molto contenuto (43 docenti tra ricercatori e professori) ma
l’attività di ricerca è molto attiva. Si sono sviluppate anche delle infrastrutture di ricerca (ad
esempio, il Centro di Eccellenza per la Cultura e la Ricerca Infermieristica) ma una
piattaforma per la ricerca infermieristica è assente. Questo determina una mancanza di
coordinamento nei vari filoni di ricerca con una dispersione delle energie che ogni Ateneo
mette sul campo. Una PN specifica sulle scienze infermieristiche permetterebbe un
coordinamento efficace tra i vari ricercatori ed uno sviluppo di una ricerca multicentrica su
tutto il territorio italiano. Inoltre, la PN potrebbe fungere da struttura di riferimento per i
servizi infermieristici del SSN, gli Ordini e le Associazioni professionali.


Max 3000 caratteri


Fornire una stima dell’impatto della piattaforma sul sistema della ricerca del 
Paese * 


22.


Tramite le varie UUII, la PN avrebbe molteplici interazioni con altre infrastrutture di ricerca
quali atenei e centri di ricerca infermieristica. In particolar modo, la PN avrebbe
un'importante interazione con il CENTRO di ECCELLENZA per la CULTURA e la RICERCA
INFERMIERISTICA che gia da diversi anni svolge un ruolo di infrastruttura di ricerca ma
circoscritta al territorio laziale. Inoltre, la PN avrebbe importanti interazioni con l'Istituto
Superiore di Sanità dove è stato istituito un nucleo di ricerca infermieristica focalizzata in
particolar modo sullo sviluppo di linee guida per la pratica infermieristica.


Max 1000 caratteri


Descrivere l'eventuale interazione con altre infrastrutture di ricerca, anche su 
ambiti tematici diversi * 


23.
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Intervistato


7 Anonimo 
61.17


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR ANIMAL IMAGING (ANIMA)


Denominazione della PN proposta (per esteso e acronimo) * 1.


Scuola Normale Superiore This NP is equally supported by the following 124 stakeholders
(full names and subscriptions are listed here: https://tiny.one/ANIMA-List-Stakeholders)
UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6)
Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12)
"G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16)
Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle Marche 22)
Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli
Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi
Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea"
di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4
“Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47)
Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55)
Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico 59) Scuola Normale
Superiore 60) SISSA 61) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 62) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 63)
Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 64) Centro Cardiologico
S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 65) Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 66) Centro San Giovanni di
Dio Fatebenefratelli 67) CRO - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 68) CROB - Centro di
Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 69) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in
Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 70) Fond. Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 71)
Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 72) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 73) Fond. Istituto
Nazionale dei Tumori 74) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 75) Fond. Istituto
Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 76) Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 77) Fond. Policlinico
Universitario Agostino Gemelli 78) Fond. Santa Lucia 79) Fond. Stella Maris 80) IEO - Istituto
Europeo di Oncologia 81) Ist. Clinici Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 82) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 83) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 84) Ist. Auxologico Italiano 85) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 86)
Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 87) Ist. Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 88) Ist.
di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 89) Ist. Eugenio Medea 90) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 91)
Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia 92) Ist. Mediterraneo per i
Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 93) Ist. Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per
Anziani 94) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale 95) Ist. Neurologico
Mediterraneo Neuromed 96) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 97) Ist. Ortopedico Galeazzi 98) Ist.


Istituzione/Consorzio proponente  * 2.
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Ortopedico Rizzoli 99) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 100)Ist. Scientifico
Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori 101) Ist. Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 102)
Multimedica 103) Oasi di Maria Santissima 104) Osp. Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza 105)
Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 106) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 107) Osp. Policlinico San
Martino 108) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 109) Osp. San Raffaele 110) Policlinico San
Donato 111) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 112) San Raffaele Pisana 113) SDN Istituto di Ricerca
Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli RESEARCH ENTITIES, FOUNDATIONS, AND SCIENTIFIC
SOCIETIES: 114) CNR 115) ISS 116) CREA 117) LENS 118) EBRI 119) INGM 120) IIGM 121)
IFOM 122) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 123) ACRI 124) FISV


Prof. Luigi Ambrosio (Direttore) direzione@sns.it


Il titolare del trattamento dei dati personali costituiti dall’identità e dai recapiti della persona di riferimento 
dell’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente è Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi – Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milano, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail: gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (il cui Responsabile della 
Protezione Dati può essere contattato all’indirizzo e-mail: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Tali dati saranno trattati per le successive comunicazioni finalizzate al raggiungimento degli obiettivi della 
consultazione e per il tempo a tale scopo adeguato. La base giuridica del trattamento è costituita (i) 
dall’esecuzione del rapporto instaurato con l’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente attraverso la partecipazione 
alla consultazione e (ii) dallo svolgimento dei compiti che la normativa richiamata in premessa ha affidato 
al Titolare del trattamento. 
Il conferimento dei dati in parola è facoltativo e il mancato conferimento non comporterò alcun 
pregiudizio. In caso di conferimento, l’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente mette le presenti informazioni a 
disposizione dell’interessato. 
Gli interessati possono richiedere al Titolare, nei casi previsti, l'accesso, la rettifica, la cancellazione o la 
portabilità dei propri dati; i medesimi possono inoltre opporsi al o domandare la limitazione del 
trattamento o, ancora, proporre un reclamo all’Autorità di controllo (Garante per la protezione dei dati 
personali).


Indirizzo e-mail della persona di riferimento * 3.


Premesso che le Piattaforme Nazionali (PN) si configurano come ‘infrastrutture 
di ricerca’ (IR) secondo la definizione ESFRI, cioè “strutture, risorse e servizi 
collegati, utilizzati dalla comunità scientifica per condurre ricerche di alta qualità 
nei rispettivi campi, senza vincolo di appartenenza istituzionale o nazionale” qual 
è l’ambito scientifico-tecnologico che la PN proposta dovrebbe presidiare? * 


4.


salute


genomica


scienza dei dati e delle decisioni


alimentazione


biologia strutturale e cellulare



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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ulteriori settori di ricerca finalizzata alla prevenzione e alla salute


L’ambito scientifico-tecnologico presidiato dalla PN proposta rientra fra quelli 
già sotto l’egida di IR europee o nazionali esistenti? 


A titolo di esempio e riferimento, si fornisce la lista di IR che presidiano ambiti 
inclusi nel perimetro definito dalla norma per HT - salute, genomica, 
alimentazione, scienza dei dati e delle decisioni, ulteriori settori della ricerca 
finalizzata alla prevenzione e alla salute: 
IR europee (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE -Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRIERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRISERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS- European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRINERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENERI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR -A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRCERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS- European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA -European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
−EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
−EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
−Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
−INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCTERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE -Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
−METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and Nutrition 
− MIRRI -Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
IR nazionali (PNIR) 
− 2HE(PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM (Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
−Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF(Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA (Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS (CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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−D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI(CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
−FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo)  
− MIRACLE (Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA(ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


sì


no


The Euro-BioImaging Italian nodes of The European Strategy Forum on Research
Infrastructures initiative are accessible to external researchers and include facilities featuring
imaging techniques present in ANIMA. However, ANIMA represents a dramatic
advancement for both its innovative instruments, and the level of multiscale integration. IU1
provides unique systems not existing in Italy such as a 15T MRI scanner, a highly automated
advanced light sheet microscope, and a MR compatible Focused Ultrasound System (FUS).
IU2 implements novel optical technologies that allow researchers to integrate in the same
structure completely new research paradigms (e.g. high resolution optogenetics in vivo,
imaging in freely behaving animals at subcellular resolution, deep in vivo imaging, imaging
at cellular resolution across mm-wide 3D volumes). The systems currently available in other
similar initiatives are only partially or even no longer sufficient to support highly competitive
research.


Max 1000 caratteri


Se la risposta è affermativa, fornire una breve motivazione a sostegno della 
proposta di realizzare, presso HT, una PN in un ambito già presidiato 


6.


The ANIMA National Platform requires 2 integrated Infrastructural units (IU) resulting from
the vision and proposal of different stakeholders: IU1 “ADVANCED TRANSLATIONAL
IMAGING AND THERAPY” IU2 “IN VIVO PRECLINICAL MICROIMAGING” This document
describes the overall rationale, structures and aims of the National Platform for Animal
Imaging while each IU is detailed in separate documents. The mission of the ANIMA NP is to
fill a gap in the Italian research landscape providing advanced imaging systems for
integrated analysis of morphology and activity in awake animals at multiple scales, from
whole body to subcellular structures. In IU1 we will provide a unique and synergic


Max 2000 caratteri


Fornire una breve descrizione della mission della PN proposta * 7.
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combination of state-of-the-art methods for in vivo imaging, neuromodulation, ablation,
and drug delivery in preclinical models. IU1 will leverage the best sensitivity, spatial and
spectral resolution afforded by the first ultra-high-field 15T MR scanner in Italy to
investigate models of human disease, and to guide development of novel therapeutic
strategies by MR guided ultrasound stimulation. Combination with hyperpolarization
methods will enable true molecular imaging with unprecedented sensitivity and resolution.
Optical imaging and light-sheet microscopy will generate ex-vivo complementary data down
to microscopic scale providing connectomic and cellular information. Light-based
approaches to study cellular biological mechanisms in their native environment will be
studied by IU2. For this purpose, we intend to make available 2- and 3-photon microscopes
of unprecedented imaging flexibility, holographic light stimulation, and a stimulated Raman
spectroscopy (SRS) microscope enabling in vivo label-free microscopy. For applications
requiring correlating cellular imaging with fine control of behavioral variables we will
provide implantable endoscopes equipped with GRIN lenses as well as fiber optics-based
technologies to optically access any structure in behaving animals.


IU1.1 Magnetic resonance This unit will include the most advanced 15T MR scanner currently
available for routine studies in mice, providing a cutting edge instrument with state of the
art spatial and spectral resolution in vivo, and the best available sensitivity to functional MR
read-outs. In addition, this unit will benefit from a 7 T MRI scanner to precisely guide FUS to
deliver new drugs to the brain, with direct applications in neuro oncology and
neurodegenerative diseases. The unit will also boost hyperpolarized MRI. The use of
hyperpolarized substrates is the route to access to in vivo metabolic information in real time
by MRI/MRS. Hyperpolarization (HP) is pursued through different approaches, namely d-
DNP (dissolution-Dynamic Nuclear Polarization, SEOP (Spin Exchange Optical Pumping,
limited to gases such as Xe-129) and PHIP (Para-Hydrogen Induced Polarization) being the
d-DNP modality already available to clinical investigations. HP MRI using [1-13C]pyruvate
has been used to image metabolic alterations down the glycolytic pathway at both
preclinical and clinical levels. This offers a unique tool to study in vivo metabolic rewiring in
animal models particularly if associated with ultra field 1H or 31P-MRS. Four scientists and
two technicians (one shared with the ultrasound lab) are required for the MRI lab. IU1.2
Ultrasound imaging and therapy Ultrasounds are increasingly important in clinical and
preclinical studies focussing on the nervous system as the vanguard target. This non-
invasive technology allows to gain access deep within the brain without harming healthy
tissue; ablate targeted tissue without exposing the brain to the effects of ionizing radiation;
enable the reversible opening of the blood-brain barrier to deliver therapeutic agents to
targeted diseased areas; noninvasively dissolve blood clots that cause stroke; and
noninvasively and reversibly modulate neural activity. We will implement High Resolution
Multi-modal Ultrasound in vivo Imaging (MR compatible in sharing with the MRI lab);
functional real-time ultrasound; and transcranial focused ultrasound neuromodulation
systems. A scientist and a technician are needed to manage the ultrasound lab. IU1.3
Advanced Light Microscopy To bridge macroscopic MR imaging with ex-vivo anatomical


Max 4000 caratteri, se il numero di caratteri non fosse sufficiente a rispondere in modo 
esauriente, Vi preghiamo di utilizzare lo spazio disponibile al successivo numero 9


Fornire una descrizione della piattaforma, delle sue sottodivisioni funzionali 
(Unità Infrastrutturali, UI), comprensivo delle tecnologie e del personale 
necessario * 


8.
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volumetric information at cellular resolution from small whole animals to large tissue sample
we propose three advanced imaging approaches: Light sheet fluorescence microscopy
(LSFM) offers high volumetric imaging speed and high 3D spatial resolution minimizing
photobleaching. Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) provides high-resolution cross-
sectional imaging and 3D reconstruction up to several hundred micrometers in-depth (no
staining required). Polarized Light Imaging (3D-PLI), is a neuroimaging technique based on
the detection of the birefringence of the myelin sheaths surrounding axons. Considering its
applications to humans, this lab will be shared with the NP for human imaging. IU1.3 will
require 4 scientists and 2 technicians. IU2.1 Light-based approaches for the interrogation of
cellular and sub-cellular processes in living organisms: from systems down to molecules - 3D
2-photon microscopy allows in vivo imaging of thick tissues in three dimensions with
subcellular resolution in head fixed awake animals. Real time fluorescence assessment allows
the measurement of dynamic morphology of cell or organelles; sensors of signaling
molecules like Calcium allow to monitor cell responses. By combining different
configurations of laser sources and scanner heads, we will set up a palette of systems
tailored for different research requirements, for maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio, the
frame rate, the acquisition bandwidth, or the imaging area. Dual output laser sources to
allow for the simultaneous imaging of different fluorophores and an extended tunability
range will make these systems unique with respect to the configurations currently present in
Italy


- Three-photon microscopy: this technique implements similar principles of two-photon
microscopy using higher wavelengths to excite fluorescent molecules enabling the imaging
of deeper tissue (cm range). - SRS microscopy. Label-free techniques based on Raman
scattering are becoming fundamental tools for the characterization of the organization and
interaction of molecules within a tissue ex-vivo but also in living organisms. - 3D
Holographic optical stimulation: Optical modulation of light sensitive proteins
(optogenetics) allows to manipulate in vivo protein localization, activity and stability, gene-
expression and organelle motility. Moreover, the development of genetically encoded light
sensitive ionic channels and transporters makes it possible to control neuronal firing rate at
cellular resolution using light. Our platform will implement this technique by employing
active optical devices for illuminating the sample with complex light distribution to control
the activity of arbitrary populations of cells in three dimensions at high frequency. -
Miniscopes: to meet the need of imaging freely behaving animals, we will also offer the
possibility to use miniscopes. These devices can be implanted in any region of interest,
typically in the brain, and allow in vivo one-photon or two-photon imaging with single cell
resolution. The miniscope technology uses GRIN lenses with focus adjustment and are more
commonly used with Calcium fluorescent reporters. Despite the more limited imaging
resolution, these devices enable recording in freely moving animals, thus allowing for more
complex behaviours. - Integrated system for real-time recording and manipulation of
neuronal activity in freely moving animals: For some applications there is the necessity of
state-of-the-art technologies for simultaneous optogenetics manipulations,
electrophysiological and optical recordings and high-dimensional behavioral measurements
enabling closed-loop causal interrogation of neural circuits function in relation to the


Max 3000 caratteri


Aggiungiamo qui ulteriore spazio per una più esaustiva risposta alla domanda 
precedente


9.
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behavioral and activity states. To this end we will offer fiber photometry, and physiological
an behavioral control. IU2.2 Animal hosting. Animal models will be hosted for the time
necessary for the experiments in approved racks with individually ventilated mouse cages
capable of hosting up to 200 cages, and biosafety changing stations that maximize animal
welfare and disease-free conditions. A surgery room, a hood for animal cleaning, a
microinjector for animal treatments, and a P2 hood to manipulate viral vectors for in vivo
imaging will also be available. IU2 will be managed by 3 scientists responsible for
maintaining and innovating the instruments and 3 technicians for data collection and animal
care. A data manager will provide support with data processing in tight interaction with the
NP for bioinformatics. The management and coordination of the activities of the NP will be
provided by the HT organization within the NP budget.


Fornire una stima approssimativa dei costi di realizzazione della PN proposta * 10.


fino a 10 milioni di euro


fino a 20 milioni di euro


The total cost for implementing the National Platform for Animal Imaging is 15.4 M€. This
covers all the required high-end equipment of the two IUs described in sections 8-9. The
cost of the instruments for implementing IU1: ADVANCED TRANSLATIONAL IMAGING AND
THERAPY is 9.9 M€. The instruments cost for implementing the IU2 IN VIVO PRECLINICAL
MICROIMAGING is 5.5 M€. Maintenance and innovation costs are described at point 13. For
a detailed lists of the costs of each piece of equipment, see https://tiny.one/ANIMA-Budget


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


11.


Fornire una stima dei costi di funzionamento della PN proposta, considerando 
anche i costi necessari per assistenza/formazione dei ricercatori esterni che 
frequenteranno la PN e per la loro ospitalità * 


12.


fino a 5 milioni di euro/anno


fino a 10 milioni di euro/anno


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


13.
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The total operating cost of the NP for Animal Imaging when fully operational is 4.9 M€/year
(2.86 M€ for IU1 and 2.04 M€ for IU2). Operational costs: - Personnel, 21 personnel units
(coordinator, 1 data manager, 7 junior technologists, 8 junior scientists and 4 senior
scientists) = 1.6 M€/year - Maintenance: To guarantee 100% functionality it will be necessary
when possible to stipulate full risk maintenance contracts on all instruments (~ 5-7% of the
purchase price) or to foresee maintenance costs: 1.1 M€/year. - Materials: when fully
operational the platform will need 0.4 M€/year - Updating: For the quickly evolving fields of
this NP we plan 1 M€/year for updating when NP will be fully operational Access grants: We
expect to run 250/300 experiments/year for about 40/60 projects/year (around 2600-3200
euro/experiments considering lab costs, animal shipment and hosting) = 0.8 M€/year For a
detailed lists of the costs of each piece of equipment, see https://tiny.one/ANIMA-Budget


Max 1000 caratteri


Fornire, possibilmente, una stima dei tempi di realizzazione della PN proposta14.


meno di 1 anno


meno di 2 anni


meno di 3 anni


We indicate the time necessary for the implementation of the entire National Platform for
Animal Imaging including only the completion of instrument acquisition, their installation
plus personnel recruitment and formation. Variable optimization times should be added.
Time estimate is performed considering that laboratories are available and adequate for
animal handling and maintenance are present. Delivery and commissioning of the UHF MRI
scanner typically requires 1 year from the closing of tender. Animal housing facilities and MR
lab, after building, require ministerial approval, typically 6 months. Delivery and
commissioning of the other commercial systems typically requires less than 6 months,
however setup of complex instruments and building of customized instruments like light
sheet microscope for large samples, and more complex configuration of multiphoton
microscopy will require additional time. A GANTT diagram can be found here:
https://tiny.one/ANIMA-GANTT


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente


15.


Max 1000 caratteri


Fornire, possibilmente, una stima della superficie necessaria per la PN proposta16.
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We describe here the space requirements (in sqm) for the entire NP for Animal Imaging,
composed by 2 IU. The platform will require approximately 595 sqm, net of walls and
corridors, divided as follows: -IU1 (360) -IU2 (235) Spaces dedicated to specific equipment
are calculated on operational standards applied in other international centres hosting similar
equipment. Offices and common spaces for personnel, including hosted researchers and
participants, are estimated taking into account the "Testo Unico sulla sicurezza DLgs
81/2008", with 10 m3 for each worker and a surface of at least 2sqm. Details about the
space estimated for each IU composing the NP are reported in separate forms dedicated to
the description of the individual IUs and represent the vision and proposition of the
different stakeholders


Ipotizzare, possibilmente, il tempo di obsolescenza dell’ambito scientifico-
tecnologico della PN proposta


17.


meno di 5 anni


meno di 10 anni


più di 10 anni


The scientific needs met by the ANIMA NP are central and durable for all biomedical studies.
In these fields new technologies emerge as continuous ameliorations of the existing imaging
techniques. Thus, we are confident that the scientific fields covered by ANIMA will not
become obsolete in less than 10 years. From the technological point of view, field strength
in MRI has increased dramatically, but the benefits of increased field strength have increased
less than linearly, and the potential of hyperpolarized MRI is still to be fully exploited
ensuring that the facility will not become obsolete before 5 years. The microscopy part of
this NP is highly modular so we expect that it will be possible to continuously update the
technology thanks to the expert personnel hired. Thus, also based on the experience in the
field of facilities in Turin, Padoa and Pisa we expect that these technologies, if appropriately
updated, should not become obsolete in less than ten years from now.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente


18.


Indicare la modalità di utilizzo prevalente della PN, unità infrastrutturali e dei 
servizi forniti * 


19.


accesso semplice alla piattaforma, all’unità infrastrutturale o al singolo strumento


accesso ai servizi della piattaforma: strumentazione, tecnologie e competenze
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accesso ai servizi comprensivo di formazione


Fornire una stima del numero di ricercatori che, ogni anno, potrebbe chiedere 
di avere accesso alla PN proposta * 


20.


alcune unità


alcune decine


alcune centinaia


alcune migliaia


The answer concerns the whole National Platform for Animal Imaging working at steady
state. The activation of a NP offering access to cutting-edge facilities will respond to the
research needs of many groups in the country. The uniqueness of the offered technologies
will gather the interests of many researchers whose scientific projects cannot be sufficiently
tackled with the current available tools. For example, UHF MRI will allow enormously
improved anatomical resolution (up 20 micron) and the ultrasound unit will benefit research
teams focusing on neurostimulation, and development of new drugs and theranostic
nanoparticles for cancer and neurological diseases. The highly flexible multiphoton
microscopy present here will interest neuroscientists but also researchers in immunology,
ophthalmology and vascular experts. In addition, we envisage that many researchers will be
interested in training in advanced techniques for which knowledge is not well distributed in
the country.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


21.


The NP for Animal Imaging will be highly beneficial for the Italian research system, boosting
the competitiveness of Italian researchers both in publications and grant applications.
ANIMA will enable established and young researchers to access technologies capable of
advanced quantitative and integrated analysis of various preclinical models from the
molecular to the system scale. A first unique characteristic generating added value is ANIMA
capability to integrate highly translational assessments such as MRI, hyperpolarization MR,
and ultrasound imaging with in depth analysis at tissue level using multiphoton microscopy,
endoscopes, and ex-vivo advanced light microscopy. Such an integrated approach is at the


Max 3000 caratteri


Fornire una stima dell’impatto della piattaforma sul sistema della ricerca del 
Paese * 


22.



alessandra.silvestri

Evidenziato
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moment impossible for individual laboratories, and it is crucial to develop novel treatments
and biomarkers of high translational potential. The other major contribution of the NP to
Italian research is the technological uniqueness offered by the NP. In the country there is a
good number of 7T MRI scanners (6 of which are available for user access in the MMMI
Node of Euro-BioImaging + the 9.4T available at the IBB center of the same Node), but no
UHF-MRI is currently available. Analogously, technologies for Hyperpolarization MRI/MRS
are very limited in Italy and MRI-guided FUS systems for ultrasound-based therapy are
missing. Ex-vivo light-sheet microscopy will implement a novel commercial system enabling
for the first time unprecedented image quality from overview to subcellular details in a
single user-friendly instrument. 3-photon microscopes are also not currently available to
Italian scientists. Thus, this NP will place Italy at the leading edge of preclinical research,
further fostering the developments of technologies, groups, and scientists that use
quantitative approaches to investigate processes of cell and system biology at the basis of
neuroscience, oncology, immunology and vascular sciences. Moreover, the possibility of
performing chronic in vivo imaging allows to reduce the number of animals used in Italian
research in line with 3R recommendations. We estimate that the NP for Animal Imaging will
be able to complete about 50 projects per year based on the experience of the proponents
in the field of facilities in Turin, Florence, Padua, Rome and Pisa in local Universities or in
Euro-BioImaging nodes. This estimate has some variability due to the variegated complexity
of the services offered, ranging from the simple analysis of samples prepared by the users to
multiple services and a training program. It is easy to appreciate that while a hundred simple
services could be done in one year, much more comprehensive projects including MRI, two
photon imaging and ex-vivo analysis can be done in lower numbers. Thus, our estimate of
the yearly number of processed projects could be associated with a 25% variability.


The NP ANIMA can interact with the Center of Advanced Magnetic Resonance (CARiSMa),
the Centro Interdipartimentale per lo Sviluppo dell’Imaging Molecolare (CISPIM), and the
Research Image and Signal Analysis (RISA), for technical and sequence harmonization
among clinical and preclinical MRI scanners and standardized quantitative imaging
techniques and analysis tools. Both UHF MRI/MRS, Hyperpolarization MRI, ex-vivo advanced
light microscopy, and multiphoton microscopy can be integrated with the service provisions
currently offered by the EU-ESFRI RI EuroBioIaging Italian Nodes, and ESFRI - EBRAINS and
the Human Brain Project. MRI-guided FUS platform can interact with the NeuroFUS unit at
the University of Rome “Tor Vergata”, experienced with both MR- guided and standalone
FUS-based therapies in small animal models. We acknowledge the numerous colleagues
from research institutions, academia, hospitals listed here who contributed to write this
proposal https://tiny.one/ANIMA-Contributors


Max 1000 caratteri


Descrivere l'eventuale interazione con altre infrastrutture di ricerca, anche su 
ambiti tematici diversi * 


23.
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Intervistato


10 Anonimo 
68.21


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR ANIMAL IMAGING (Acronym: ANIMA) - IU1 (OF 2) “ADVANCED
TRANSLATIONAL IMAGING AND THERAPY”


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


Scuola Normale Superiore This NP is equally supported by the following 124 stakeholders
(full names and subscriptions are listed here: https://tiny.one/ANIMA-List-Stakeholders)
UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6)
Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12)
"G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16)
Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle Marche 22)
Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli
Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi
Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea"
di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4
“Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47)
Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55)
Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico 59) Scuola Normale
Superiore 60) SISSA 61) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 62) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 63)
Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 64) Centro Cardiologico
S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 65) Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 66) Centro San Giovanni di
Dio Fatebenefratelli 67) CRO - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 68) CROB - Centro di
Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 69) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in
Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 70) Fond. Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 71)
Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 72) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 73) Fond. Istituto
Nazionale dei Tumori 74) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 75) Fond. Istituto
Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 76) Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 77) Fond. Policlinico
Universitario Agostino Gemelli 78) Fond. Santa Lucia 79) Fond. Stella Maris 80) IEO - Istituto
Europeo di Oncologia 81) Ist. Clinici Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 82) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 83) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 84) Ist. Auxologico Italiano 85) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 86)
Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 87) Ist. Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 88) Ist.
di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 89) Ist. Eugenio Medea 90) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 91)
Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia 92) Ist. Mediterraneo per i
Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 93) Ist. Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per
Anziani 94) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale 95) Ist. Neurologico


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Mediterraneo Neuromed 96) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 97) Ist. Ortopedico Galeazzi 98) Ist.
Ortopedico Rizzoli 99) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 100)Ist. Scientifico
Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori 101) Ist. Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 102)
Multimedica 103) Oasi di Maria Santissima 104) Osp. Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza 105)
Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 106) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 107) Osp. Policlinico San
Martino 108) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 109) Osp. San Raffaele 110) Policlinico San
Donato 111) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 112) San Raffaele Pisana 113) SDN Istituto di Ricerca
Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli RESEARCH ENTITIES AND FOUNDATIONS: 114) CNR 115)
ISS 116) CREA 117) LENS 118) EBRI 119) INGM 120) IIGM 121) IFOM 122) EATRIS (A_IATRIS)
123) ACRI 124) FISV


Prof. Lugi Ambrosio (Direttore) direzione@sns.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


The Euro-BioImaging Italian nodes of The European Strategy Forum on Research
Infrastructures initiative are accessible to external researchers and include facilities featuring
imaging techniques present in ANIMA. However, ANIMA represents a dramatic
advancement for both its innovative instruments, and the level of multiscale integration. IU1
provides unique systems not existing in Italy such as a 15T MRI scanner, a highly automated
advanced light sheet microscope, and a MR compatible Focused Ultrasound System (FUS).
Although preclinical 7T (6 in the Euro-BioImaging nodes) and 9.4T MRI scanners are
available, Ultra High field MRI (>9.4T) scanners are not present, while ongoing preclinical
Hyperpolarized MRI/MRS activities need upgrades. Preclinical FUS systems available are not
MRI compatible. Since FUS systems are compatible with 7T MRI systems, the 7T MR-guided
FUS platform will benefit from MRI acquisition paradigms developed by the 6 nodes of the
Euro-BioImaging network.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


The ANIMA National Platform requires 2 integrated IUs resulting from the vision and
proposals of different stakeholders. The 2 IUs will be: IU1 “ADVANCED TRANSLATIONAL
IMAGING AND THERAPY”, IU2 “IN VIVO PRECLINICAL MICROIMAGING” This document
describes “IU1-ADVANCED TRANSLATIONAL IMAGING AND THERAPY” while IU2 is
described in separate documents. The mission of ANIMA is to fill a gap in the Italian
technological landscape providing advanced imaging systems for integrated analysis of
morphology and activity in awake preclinical models at multiple scales, from whole body to
subcellular structures. IU1 will comprise a unique and synergic combination of state-of-the-


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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art methods for in vivo imaging, neuromodulation, ablation, and drug delivery in preclinical
models. This approach will allow an integration of multiscale information, and the use of
cross-species translational methods that are critically important in the context of precision
medicine. Specifically, IU1 will leverage the best sensitivity, spatial and spectral resolution
afforded by the first ultra-high-field 15T MR scanner in Italy to investigate rodent models of
human disease, and to guide development of novel therapeutic strategies. Combination
with hyperpolarization methods will enable true molecular imaging with unprecedented
sensitivity and resolution. Optical imaging and light-sheet microscopy will generate
complementary data down to microscopic scale providing connectomic and cellular
information. Focused ultrasound will provide a means to modulate blood brain barrier,
induce neuromodulation and to investigate the effects of novel therapeutic approaches and
intracellular drug delivery strategies. Moreover, it will offer the possibility to image freely
moving animals. This NP will closely parallel the Human Imaging platform for the seamless
transfer of information and findings between species in order to improve and implement
methods of prevention, diagnosis and therapy of human diseases.


IU1.1 Magnetic resonance This unit will include the most advanced 15T MR scanner currently
available for routine studies in mice, providing a cutting edge instrument with state of the
art spatial and spectral resolution in vivo, and the best available sensitivity to functional MR
read-outs. In addition, this unit will benefit from a 7 T MRI scanner to precisely guide FUS to
deliver new drugs to the brain, with direct applications in neuro oncology and
neurodegenerative diseases. The FUS-based drugs delivery and neurostimulation platform
will be essential to safely deliver high concentrations of new therapeutics, and evaluate FUS
effects imaging probes in the brain, in a controlled and targeted manner. The application of
neurostimulation protocols will be used to mechanically stimulate brain areas in a precise
and controlled manner. In addition, all these procedures will benefit from real-time
temperature mapping through MRI, which ensures safety of all procedures. The unit will also
boost hyperpolarized MRI. The use of hyperpolarized substrates is the route to access to in
vivo metabolic information in real time by MRI/MRS. Hyperpolarization (HP) is pursued
through different approaches, namely d-DNP (dissolution-Dynamic Nuclear Polarization,
SEOP (Spin Exchange Optical Pumping, limited to gases such as Xe-129) and PHIP (Para-
Hydrogen Induced Polarization) being the d-DNP modality already available to clinical
investigations. HP MRI using [1-13C]pyruvate has been used to image metabolic alterations
down the glycolytic pathway at both preclinical and clinical levels. This offers a unique tool
to study in vivo metabolic rewiring in animal models particularly if associated with ultra field
1H or 31P-MRS. The set-up of a HP laboratory requires personnel expert in the technology
for instruments installation, procedure set up, data processing and to discuss with users the
best strategy and protocol for a specific scientific need. Four scientists and two technicians
(one shared with the ultrasound lab) are required for the MRI lab. IU1.2 Ultrasound imaging
and therapy Ultrasounds are increasingly important in clinical and preclinical studies
focussing on the nervous system as the vanguard target. This non-invasive technology has
the potential to revolutionize the diagnosis and treatment of many brain disorders because
of its ability to noninvasively evaluate structural and functional changes in the neural tissue


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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in real-time; transform treatment by gaining access deep within the brain without harming
healthy tissue; ablate targeted tissue without exposing the brain to the effects of ionizing
radiation; enable the reversible opening of the blood-brain barrier to deliver therapeutic
agents to targeted diseased areas; noninvasively dissolve blood clots that cause stroke; and
noninvasively and reversibly modulate neural activity. We will implement: High Resolution
Multi-modal Ultrasound in vivo Imaging. This technique will use a customizable ultrasound
imaging platform combining ultra-high frequency ultrasound and photoacoustics. This
technique is used for oncology (tumor detection and sizing in 2D and 3D; vascularity and
perfusion; tumor model characterization; response to therapy; hypoxia evaluation) and
neuroscience (Functional imaging with oxygen saturation, total hemoglobin and blood flow
velocity; molecular imaging & cell tracking with dyes, nanoparticles; glioma research, stroke
assessment, image-guided injection; on-board n reference) studies. Multimodal FUS: we will
use a benchtop platform with motorized positioning of the applicator and motorized
rotation of the imaging transducer for 3D Ultrasound-guided FUS (USgFUS) on small
subjects with HIFUPlex 01, 02, 03 transducers. The system will be MR compatible and it will
be shared with the MRI lab. (continues at point 9)


Functional real-time ultrasound: This technique enables whole-brain imaging (spatial
resolution: 100 × 100 × 400 μm at 15 MHz, temporal resolution: 10 ms) in awake, active
animals to study cerebral blood volume variation or neurovascular coupling.
Neuromodulation: transcranial focused ultrasound neuromodulation systems allow
unprecedented high spatial resolution neuromodulation of sites beneath the cortical
surface. A scientist and a technician are needed to manage the ultrasound lab. IU1.3
Advanced Light Microscopy To bridge macroscopic MR imaging with anatomical volumetric
information at cellular resolution from small whole animals to large tissue sample we
propose three advanced imaging approaches: Light sheet fluorescence microscopy (LSFM)
offers high volumetric imaging speed and high 3D spatial resolution minimizing
photobleaching and phototoxic effects. LSFM is the technique of choice to address cellular
questions in large, fixed specimens such as an entire rodent organ, a rodent tumor, a
developing embryo or a biopsy from a larger animal including humans complementing large
scale studies employing MRI or ultrasounds. We will use two advanced light sheet systems
to enable the analysis of small (rodent) samples to large and extra-large samples from
animals and humans, from overview to subcellular details: the UltraBlaze Microscope
(Miltenyi), and a custom dual-view inverted confocal light sheet fluorescence microscope
specifically developed for fast volumetric imaging (8 mm3/min) of extra-large centimeter-
sized samples. Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT), provides high-resolution cross-
sectional imaging and 3D reconstruction up to several hundred micrometers in-depth in
biological tissues non-invasively (no staining required). OCT measures the backscattered
light of the sample and is sensitive to differences in the index of refraction of scattering in
tissue. Imaging in the block face, before sectioning, preserves the spatial information and
eventually allows easy registration to MRI images as no deformations are introduced.
Polarized Light Imaging (3D-PLI), is a neuroimaging technique based on the detection of the
birefringence of the myelin sheaths surrounding axons. 3D-PLI allows the reconstruction of
the 3D organization of the whole brain fiber’s architecture in thin slices without using
exogenous labeling. The label-free characteristic makes it possible to characterize the brain


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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connectome with a mesoscopic resolution ( ≈ 1x 1 x 60 µm3). Considering its applications to
humans, this lab will be shared with the NP for human imaging that has a IU dedicated to
ex-vivo optical imaging. The development and maintenance of these systems and sample
preparation will require 4 scientists and 2 technicians. A data manager will provide support
with data processing in tight interaction with the NP for bioinformatics. The management
and coordination of the activities of the NP will be provided by the HT organization within
the NP budget.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The total cost for implementing this NP is 15.4 M€. This covers all the required high-end
equipment of the 2 IUs. The cost for implementing IU1 is 9.9 M€. This covers 15T and 7T MRI
stations, dynamic Nuclear Polarization System (DNP), helium xenon polarization system,
parahydrogen induced polarization, anesthesia and gas monitoring for the MRI lab. MR
compatible FUS plus transducer, a high resolution multi-modal ultrasound in vivo imaging
platform, acquisition system for pre-clinical functional ultrasound (fUS) and a transcranial
focused ultrasound neuromodulation system for the ultrasound lab, light sheet microscopes
for 3D imaging of large or multiple samples, lab equipment and material for tissue
processing, custom 3D Polarization Light Imaging, optical Coherence Tomography and
stereology devices. We also included dedicated informatic systems for data storage and
analysis.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year
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The total operating cost of the NP for Animal Imaging when fully operational is 4.9 M€/year
(2.86 M€ for IU1 and 2.04 M€ for IU2). Operational costs: - Personnel, 21 personnel units
(coordinator, 1 data manager, 7 junior technologists, 8 junior scientists and 4 senior
scientists) = 1.6 M€/year - Maintenance: To guarantee 100% functionality it will be necessary
when possible to stipulate full risk maintenance contracts on all instruments (~ 5-7% of the
purchase price) or to foresee maintenance costs: 1.1 M€/year. - Materials: when fully
operational the platform will need 0.4 M€/year - Updating: For the quickly evolving fields of
this NP we plan 1 M€/year for updating when NP will be fully operational Access grants: We
expect to run 250/300 experiments/year for about 40/60 projects/year (around 2600-3200
euro/experiments considering lab costs, animal shipment and hosting) = 0.8 M€/year For a
detailed lists of the costs of each piece of equipment, see https://tiny.one/ANIMA-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


We indicate the time necessary for the implementation of the entire National Platform for
Animal Imaging including only the completion of instrument acquisition, their installation
plus personnel recruitment and formation. Variable optimization times should be added.
Time estimate is performed considering that laboratories are available and adequate for
animal handling and maintenance are present. Delivery and commissioning of the UHF MRI
scanner typically requires 1 year from the closing of tender. Animal housing facilities and MR
lab, after building, require ministerial approval, typically 6 months. Delivery and
commissioning of the other commercial systems typically requires less than 6 months,
however setup of complex instruments and building of customized instruments like light
sheet microscope for large samples, and more complex configuration of multiphoton
microscopy will require additional time. A GANTT diagram can be found here:
https://tiny.one/ANIMA-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.
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We describe here the space requirements for the entire National Platform for Animal
Imaging composed by the IU1 and IU2 presented in separate forms. The platform will
require 595 sqm divided as follows: IU1) the ultra-high field MR facility will require 110 sqm
for the scanner, technical room and operating console, and a HP lab requiring 160 sqm
necessary to locate the HP instrumentation (three main HP modalities) and a medium-field
MRI (3T). The ultrasound imaging and therapy, and the advanced light microscopy cores will
require 40 and 50 sqm, respectively. IU2) Each multiphoton and the SRS microscopes will
require 18 sqm (total 90 sqm), wide field imaging 14 sqm, and imaging in freely moving
animals 30 sqm. Common rooms will be a data room (30 sqm), surgery room (20 sqm), p2
viral injection room (6 sqm), and animal hosting rooms (25 sqm for racks and 20 sqm for
cleaning and changing).


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


The scientific needs met by the ANIMA NP are central and durable for all biomedical studies.
In these fields new technologies emerge as continuous ameliorations of the existing imaging
techniques. Thus, we are confident that the scientific fields covered by ANIMA will not
become obsolete in less than 10 years. From the technological point of view, field strength
in MRI has increased dramatically, but the benefits of increased field strength have increased
less than linearly, and the potential of hyperpolarized MRI is still to be fully exploited
ensuring that the facility will not become obsolete before 5 years. The microscopy
instrumentations of this NP are highly modular so we expect that it will be possible to
continuously update the technology thanks to the expert personnel hired. Thus, also based
on the experience in the field of facilities in Turin, Padoa and Pisa we expect that these
technologies, if appropriately updated, should not become obsolete in ten years from now.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.
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Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


The answer concerns the whole ANIMA NP at steady state. The activation of a NP offering
access to cutting-edge technologies will respond to the needs of many groups in the
country. The uniqueness of proposed facilities will gather the interests of numerous
researchers that are unable to tackle their scientific projects with current available tools at
their institutions or at ESFRI. For example, UHF MRI will allow enormously improved
anatomical resolution in the rodents’ brain, while the ultrasound unit will support scientists
focusing on neurostimulation or on the development of new drugs and theranostic
nanoparticles for cancer or neuropsychiatric disease. The highly flexible multiphoton
microscopy will benefit researchers in basic and preclinical research in fields like
neuroscience, ophthalmology, vascular science, immunology and more. We envision that
many researchers will be interested in training in advanced techniques for which knowledge
is not well distributed in Italy.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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The NP for Animal Imaging will be highly beneficial for the Italian research system, boosting
the competitiveness of Italian researchers both in publications and grant applications.
ANIMA will enable established and young researchers to access technologies capable of
advanced quantitative and integrated analysis of various preclinical models from the
molecular to the system scale. A first unique characteristic generating added value is ANIMA
capability to integrate highly translational assessments such as MRI, hyperpolarization MR,
and ultrasound imaging with in depth analysis at tissue level using multiphoton microscopy,
endoscopes, and ex-vivo advanced light microscopy. Such an integrated approach is at the
moment impossible for individual laboratories, and it is crucial to develop novel treatments
and biomarkers of high translational potential. The other major contribution of the NP to
Italian research is the technological uniqueness offered by the NP. In the country there is a
good number of 7T MRI scanners (6 of which are available for user access in the MMMI
Node of EuroBioImaging + the 9.4T available at the IBB center of the same Node), but no
UHF-MRI is currently available. Analogously, technologies for Hyperpolarization MRI/MRS
are very limited in Italy and MRI-guided FUS systems for ultrasound-based therapy are
missing. Ex-vivo light-sheet microscopy will implement a novel commercial system enabling
for the first time unprecedented image quality from overview to subcellular details in a
single user-friendly instrument. 3-photon microscopes are also not offered to Italian
scientists. Thus, this NP will place Italy at the leading edge of preclinical research, further
fostering the developments of technologies, groups, and scientists that use quantitative
approaches to investigate processes of cell and system biology at the basis of neuroscience,
oncology, immunology and vascular sciences. Moreover, the possibility of performing
chronic in vivo imaging allows to reduce the number of animals used in Italian research in
line with 3R recommendations. We estimate that the NP for Animal Imaging will be able to
complete about 50 projects per year based on the experience of the proponents in the field
of facilities in Turin, Florence Padoa, Rome and Pisa in local Universities or in
EuroBioimaging nodes. This estimate has some variability due to the variegated complexity
of the services offered, ranging from the simple analysis of samples prepared by the users to
multiple services and a training program. It is easy to appreciate that while a hundred simple
services could be done in one year, much more comprehensive projects including MRI, two
photon imaging and ex-vivo analysis can be done in lower numbers. Thus, our estimate of
the yearly number of processed projects could be associated with a 25% variability.


The NP ANIMA can interact with the Center of Advanced Magnetic Resonance (CARiSMa),
the Centro Interdipartimentale per lo Sviluppo dell’Imaging Molecolare (CISPIM), and the
Research Image and Signal Analysis (RISA), for technical and sequence harmonization
among clinical and preclinical MRI scanners and standardized quantitative imaging
techniques and analysis tools. Both UHF MRI/MRS, Hyperpolarization MRI, ex-vivo advanced
light microscopy, and multiphoton microscopy can be integrated with the service provisions
currently offered by the EU-ESFRI RI EuroBioIaging Italian Nodes, and ESFRI - EBRAINS and
the Human Brain Project. MRI-guided FUS platform can interact with the NeuroFUS unit at
the University of Rome “Tor Vergata”, experienced with both MR- guided and standalone
FUS-based therapies in small animal models. We acknowledge the numerous colleagues


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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from research institutions, academia, hospitals listed here who contributed to write this
proposal https://tiny.one/ANIMA-Contributors
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Intervistato


11 Anonimo 
74.23


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR ANIMAL IMAGING (ANIMA) - IU2 (OF 2) “IN VIVO PRECLINICAL
MICROIMAGING”


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


Scuola Normale Superiore This NP is equally supported by the following 124 stakeholders
(full names and subscriptions are listed here: https://tiny.one/ANIMA-List-Stakeholders)
UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6)
Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12)
"G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16)
Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle Marche 22)
Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli
Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi
Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea"
di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4
“Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47)
Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55)
Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico 59) Scuola Normale
Superiore 60) SISSA 61) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 62) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 63)
Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 64) Centro Cardiologico
S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 65) Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 66) Centro San Giovanni di
Dio Fatebenefratelli 67) CRO - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 68) CROB - Centro di
Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 69) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in
Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 70) Fond. Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 71)
Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 72) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 73) Fond. Istituto
Nazionale dei Tumori 74) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 75) Fond. Istituto
Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 76) Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 77) Fond. Policlinico
Universitario Agostino Gemelli 78) Fond. Santa Lucia 79) Fond. Stella Maris 80) IEO - Istituto
Europeo di Oncologia 81) Ist. Clinici Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 82) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 83) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 84) Ist. Auxologico Italiano 85) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 86)
Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 87) Ist. Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 88) Ist.
di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 89) Ist. Eugenio Medea 90) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 91)
Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia 92) Ist. Mediterraneo per i
Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 93) Ist. Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per
Anziani 94) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale 95) Ist. Neurologico


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Mediterraneo Neuromed 96) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 97) Ist. Ortopedico Galeazzi 98) Ist.
Ortopedico Rizzoli 99) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 100)Ist. Scientifico
Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori 101) Ist. Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 102)
Multimedica 103) Oasi di Maria Santissima 104) Osp. Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza 105)
Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 106) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 107) Osp. Policlinico San
Martino 108) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 109) Osp. San Raffaele 110) Policlinico San
Donato 111) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 112) San Raffaele Pisana 113) SDN Istituto di Ricerca
Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli RESEARCH ENTITIES AND FOUNDATIONS: 114) CNR 115)
ISS 116) CREA 117) LENS 118) EBRI 119) INGM 120) IIGM 121) IFOM 122) EATRIS (A_IATRIS)
123) ACRI 124) FISV


Prof. Luigi Ambrosio (Direttore) direzione@sns.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


The Euro-BioImaging Italian nodes of The European Strategy Forum on Research
Infrastructures initiative are accessible to external researchers and include facilities featuring
imaging techniques present in ANIMA. However, ANIMA represents a dramatic
advancement for both its innovative instruments, and the level of multiscale integration.
Specifically, IU2 implements novel optical technologies that allow researchers to integrate in
the same structure completely new research paradigms (e.g. high resolution optogenetics in
vivo, imaging in freely behaving animals at subcellular resolution, deep in vivo imaging,
imaging at cellular resolution across mm-wide 3D volumes). The systems currently available
in other similar initiatives are only partially or even no longer sufficient to support research
in a highly competitive scientific scenario. Thus IU2, in synergy with the IU1 of NP ANIMA,
will represent a unique opportunity for Italian scientists.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


The ANIMA National Platform requires 2 integrated IUs, resulting from the vision and
proposals of different stakeholders. The 2 IUs will be: IU1 “ADVANCED TRANSLATIONAL
IMAGING AND THERAPY”, IU2 “IN VIVO PRECLINICAL MICROIMAGING” This document
describes IU2 “IN VIVO PRECLINICAL MICROIMAGING” while IU1 is described in separate
documents. The mission of the ANIMA NP is to fill a gap in the Italian research landscape
providing advanced imaging systems for integrated analysis of morphology and activity in
awake animals at multiple scales, from whole body to subcellular structures. This IU is
dedicated to in vivo light-based approaches. Biological mechanisms should be studied in
their native environment, this is particularly important in neurobiology where there are the


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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additional needs of measuring fast neural signals and manipulating neural activity in
behaving animals. These demands can be met using genetically encoded sensors to image
signaling in neuronal and non neuronal cells, and optogenetic systems enabling the
dynamic control of neuronal activity and a wide range of intracellular processes in different
cell types. However, the use of these tools in vivo requires the sophisticated imaging
systems provided by this IU. Indeed, we intend to make available 2- and 3-photon
microscopes of unprecedented flexibility useful for applications requiring very large imaging
fields, extremely fast acquisition rates for fast signals, detection of weak signals, and deep
imaging. Furthermore, we will provide a stimulated Raman spectroscopy (SRS) microscope
enabling in vivo label-free microscopy. Highly precise in vivo light stimulation of selected
cells will be achieved by holographic stimulation. Finally, for applications requiring
correlating cellular imaging with fine control of behavioral variables we will provide
implantable endoscopes equipped with GRIN lenses as well as fiber optics-based
technologies to optically access any structure in behaving animals.


IU2.1 Light-based approaches for the interrogation of cellular and sub-cellular processes in
living organisms: from systems down to molecules To cover the in vivo imaging
technological needs of Italian researchers, we plan to implement the following techniques. -
3D Two-photon microscopy: by using focused laser beams of near infrared wavelengths, this
imaging system allows in vivo imaging of thick tissues in three dimensions with cellular and
subcellular resolution in head fixed awake animals. This technique can visualize in real time
fluorescence emitted by genetic markers allowing the measurement of cell or organelle
maturation or morphological rearrangement as a function of external stimuli; furthermore by
using sensors of signaling molecules like Calcium it allows to monitor cell responses. This
use is particularly important in neurobiology where voltage or calcium sensors are used to
reveal neuronal activity. For these reasons, our systems will allow imaging on head-fixed
anaesthetized or awake animals during behavioural tests thanks to rolling platforms and
virtual reality setups. By combining different configurations of laser sources and scanner
heads, we will set up a palette of systems tailored for different research requirements, for
maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio, the frame rate, the acquisition bandwidth, or the
imaging area. The latter approach will be also offered without cellular resolution using
widefield mesoscopes. The two-photon systems will be equipped with dual output laser
sources to allow for the simultaneous imaging of fluorophores with different spectral
properties and for an extended tunability range with respect to the configurations currently
present in Italy. - Three-photon microscopy: this technique implements similar principles of
two-photon microscopy using higher wavelengths to excite fluorescent molecules enabling
the imaging of deeper tissue (cm range). Specifically designed laser sources with a reduced
repetition rate (<5MHz instead of traditional 80MHz) and high energy pulse (uJ instead of
the traditional nJ), typically composed of a main seeding oscillator coupled with an optical
parametric amplifier are used for this purpose. This configuration is currently missing within
Euro-BioImaging and in general in the Italian Scenario. - SRS microscopy. Label-free
techniques based on Raman scattering are becoming fundamental tools for the
characterization of the organization and interaction of molecules within a tissue ex-vivo but


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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also in living organisms. These approaches rely on imaging the characteristic vibrational
transitions of a molecule and, compared to traditional Raman spectroscopy, can provide
signals with a Signal-to-Noise ratio orders of magnitude higher. The outcome is a 3D map
highlighting regions of the sample with an energy resonance for a specific energy band of
the spectrum. This configuration is currently missing within Euro-BioImaging and in general
in the Italian Scenario of biomedical research. - 3D Holographic optical stimulation: Optical
modulation of light sensitive proteins (optogenetics) allows to manipulate in vivo protein
localization, activity and stability, gene-expression and organelle motility. Moreover, the
development of genetically encoded light sensitive ionic channels and transporters makes it
possible to control neuronal firing rate at cellular resolution using light. Our platform will
implement this technique by employing active optical devices for illuminating the sample
with complex light distribution to control the activity of arbitrary populations of cells in
three dimensions at high frequency. This is achieved in combination with powerful light
sources. This research approach is at an extremely important research frontier lacking
satisfactory commercial implementation, and it is not covered by laboratories open to the
community like Euro-BioImaging. (continues at point 9)


- Miniscopes: to meet the need of imaging freely behaving animals, we will also offer the
possibility to use miniscopes. These devices can be implanted in any region of interest,
typically in the brain, and allow in vivo one-photon or two-photon imaging with single cell
resolution. The miniscope technology uses GRIN lenses with focus adjustment and are more
commonly used with Calcium fluorescent reporters. Despite the more limited imaging
resolution, these devices enable recording in freely moving animals, thus allowing for more
complex behaviours. We will adopt recent commercial systems allowing dual-colour imaging
and optogenetic stimulation. - Integrated system for real-time recording and manipulation
of neuronal activity in freely moving animals: For some applications there is the necessity of
state-of-the-art technologies for simultaneous optogenetics manipulations,
electrophysiological and optical recordings and high-dimensional behavioral measurements
enabling closed-loop causal interrogation of neural circuits function in relation to the
behavioral and activity states. To this end we will offer fiber photometry, a method to
optically record the activation of fluorescent sensors in a genetically-defined population by
means of a chronically implanted optic fiber in awake, freely-moving animals. This technique
can also be used for optogenetics thus enabling the temporal matching of neuronal activity
with behavioral measures. IU2.2 Animal hosting. The ANIMA NP requires hosting the animal
models for the time necessary for the experiments (from few weeks to few months
depending on the experimental design). While possible solutions could come from vivariums
present within HT or at the University of Milano, we propose to acquire approved racks with
individually ventilated mouse cages capable of hosting up to 200 cages, and biosafety
changing stations that maximize animal welfare and disease-free conditions. These racks
would require a 25 sqm room with controlled humidity and temperature. Many instruments
present in the platform are not specific for one species; therefore, we propose to initially
focus on mice and envision to possibly host other preclinical models such as rats, zebra fish
or flies or study with level 3 pathogens as a possible future development. We will also have a
surgery room and a hood for animal cleaning and a microinjector for animal treatments and
a P2 hood to manipulate viral vectors to introduce genetic probes for in vivo imaging. An


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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autoclave will be shared with the NP “Vector and cell engineering”. The IU will be managed
by 3 scientists responsible for maintaining and innovating the instruments and 3 technicians
for data collection and animal care. A data manager will provide support with data
processing in tight interaction with the NP for bioinformatics. The management and
coordination of the activities of the NP will be provided by the HT organization within the
NP budget.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The total cost for implementing this NP is 15.4 M€. This covers all the required high-end
equipment of the 2 IUs. The cost for implementing IU2 is 5.5 M€. This covers three 2-photon
and one 3-photon microscopes, one 3D Large Field of view 2-photon mIcroscope, 3D
optogenetic stimulation, stimulated Raman spectroscopy and SRS microscope,laser sources,
Single and multiphoton miniscopes, widefield imaging, fiber photometry, physiological and
behavioral monitoring, racks and hood for hosting and cleaning, microinjector, P2 hood and
cage washing machine. We also included dedicated informatic systems for data storage and
analysis. For a detailed lists of the costs of each piece of equipment, see
https://tiny.one/ANIMA-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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The total operating cost of the NP for Animal Imaging when fully operational is 4.9 M€/year
(2.86 M€ for IU1 and 2.04 M€ for IU2). Operational costs: - Personnel, 21 personnel units
(coordinator, 1 data manager, 7 junior technologists, 8 junior scientists and 4 senior
scientists) = 1.6 M€/year - Maintenance: To guarantee 100% functionality it will be necessary
when possible to stipulate full risk maintenance contracts on all instruments (~ 5-7% of the
purchase price) or to foresee maintenance costs: 1.1 M€/year. - Materials: when fully
operational the platform will need 0.4 M€/year - Updating: For the quickly evolving fields of
this NP we plan 1 M€/year for updating when NP will be fully operational Access grants: We
expect to run 250/300 experiments/year for about 40/60 projects/year (around 2600-3200
euro/experiments considering lab costs, animal shipment and hosting) = 0.8 M€/year For a
detailed lists of the costs of each piece of equipment, see https://tiny.one/ANIMA-Budget


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


We indicate the time necessary for the implementation of the entire National Platform for
Animal Imaging including only the completion of instrument acquisition, their installation
plus personnel recruitment and formation. Variable optimization times should be added.
Time estimate is performed considering that laboratories are available and adequate for
animal handling and maintenance are present. Delivery and commissioning of the UHF MRI
scanner typically requires 1 year from the closing of tender. Animal housing facilities and MR
lab, after building, require ministerial approval, typically 6 months. Delivery and
commissioning of the other commercial systems typically requires less than 6 months,
however setup of complex instruments and building of customized instruments like light
sheet microscope for large samples, and more complex configuration of multiphoton
microscopy will require additional time. A GANTT diagram can be found here:
https://tiny.one/ANIMA-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.
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We describe here the space requirements for the entire National Platform for Animal
Imaging composed by the IU1 and IU2 presented in separate forms. The platform will
require 595 sqm divided as follows: IU1) the ultra-high field MR facility will require 110 sqm
for the scanner, technical room and operating console, and a HP lab requiring 160 sqm
necessary to locate the HP instrumentation (three main HP modalities) and a medium-field
MRI (3T). The ultrasound imaging and therapy, and the advanced light microscopy cores will
require 40 and 50 sqm, respectively. IU2) Each multiphoton and the SRS microscopes will
require 18 sqm (total 90 sqm), wide field imaging 14 sqm, and imaging in freely moving
animals 30 sqm. Common rooms will be a data room (30 sqm), surgery room (20 sqm), p2
viral injection room (6 sqm), and animal hosting rooms (25 sqm for racks and 20 sqm for
cleaning and changing).


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


The scientific needs met by the ANIMA NP are central and durable for all biomedical studies.
In these fields new technologies emerge as continuous ameliorations of the existing imaging
techniques. Thus, we are confident that the scientific fields covered by ANIMA will not
become obsolete in less than 10 years. From the technological point of view, field strength
in MRI has increased dramatically, but the benefits of increased field strength have increased
less than linearly, and the potential of hyperpolarized MRI is still to be fully exploited
ensuring that the facility will not become obsolete before 5 years. The microscopy part of
this NP is highly modular so we expect that it will be possible to continuously update the
technology thanks to the expert personnel hired. Thus, also based on the experience in the
field of facilities in Turin, Padoa and Pisa we expect that these technologies, if appropriately
updated, should not become obsolete in less than ten years from now.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument
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access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


The answer concerns the whole National Platform for Animal Imaging working at steady
state. The activation of a NP offering access to cutting-edge facilities will respond to the
research needs of many groups in the country. The uniqueness of the offered technologies
will gather the interests of many researchers whose scientific projects cannot be sufficiently
tackled with the current available tools. For example, UHF MRI will allow enormously
improved anatomical resolution (up 20 micron) and the ultrasound unit will benefit research
teams focusing on neurostimulation, and development of new drugs and theranostic
nanoparticles for cancer and neurological diseases. The highly flexible multiphoton
microscopy present here will interest neuroscientists but also researchers in immunology,
ophthalmology and vascular experts. In addition, we envisage that many researchers will be
interested in training in advanced techniques for which knowledge is not well distributed in
the country.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


The NP for Animal Imaging will be highly beneficial for the Italian research system, boosting
the competitiveness of Italian researchers both in publications and grant applications.
ANIMA will enable established and young researchers to access technologies capable of
advanced quantitative and integrated analysis of various preclinical models from the
molecular to the system scale. A first unique characteristic generating added value is ANIMA
capability to integrate highly translational assessments such as MRI, hyperpolarization MR,
and ultrasound imaging with in depth analysis at tissue level using multiphoton microscopy,


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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endoscopes, and ex-vivo advanced light microscopy. Such an integrated approach is at the
moment impossible for individual laboratories, and it is crucial to develop novel treatments
and biomarkers of high translational potential. The other major contribution of the NP to
Italian research is the technological uniqueness offered by the NP. In the country there is a
good number of 7T MRI scanners (6 of which are available for user access in the MMMI
Node of Euro-BioImaging + the 9.4T available at the IBB center of the same Node), but no
UHF-MRI is currently available. Analogously, technologies for Hyperpolarization MRI/MRS
are very limited in Italy and MRI-guided FUS systems for ultrasound-based therapy are
missing. Ex-vivo light-sheet microscopy will implement a novel commercial system enabling
for the first time unprecedented image quality from overview to subcellular details in a
single user-friendly instrument. 3-photon microscopes are also not currently available to
Italian scientists. Thus, this NP will place Italy at the leading edge of preclinical research,
further fostering the developments of technologies, groups, and scientists that use
quantitative approaches to investigate processes of cell and system biology at the basis of
neuroscience, oncology, immunology and vascular sciences. Moreover, the possibility of
performing chronic in vivo imaging allows to reduce the number of animals used in Italian
research in line with 3R recommendations. We estimate that the NP for Animal Imaging will
be able to complete about 50 projects per year based on the experience of the proponents
in the field of facilities in Turin, Florence, Padua, Rome and Pisa in local Universities or in
Euro-BioImaging nodes. This estimate has some variability due to the variegated complexity
of the services offered, ranging from the simple analysis of samples prepared by the users to
multiple services and a training program. It is easy to appreciate that while a hundred simple
services could be done in one year, much more comprehensive projects including MRI, two
photon imaging and ex-vivo analysis can be done in lower numbers. Thus, our estimate of
the yearly number of processed projects could be associated with a 25% variability.


The NP ANIMA can interact with the Center of Advanced Magnetic Resonance (CARiSMa),
the Centro Interdipartimentale per lo Sviluppo dell’Imaging Molecolare (CISPIM), and the
Research Image and Signal Analysis (RISA), for technical and sequence harmonization
among clinical and preclinical MRI scanners and standardized quantitative imaging
techniques and analysis tools. Both UHF MRI/MRS, Hyperpolarization MRI, ex-vivo advanced
light microscopy, and multiphoton microscopy can be integrated with the service provisions
currently offered by the EU-ESFRI RI EuroBioIaging Italian Nodes, and ESFRI - EBRAINS and
the Human Brain Project. MRI-guided FUS platform can interact with the NeuroFUS unit at
the University of Rome “Tor Vergata”, experienced with both MR- guided and standalone
FUS-based therapies in small animal models. We acknowledge the numerous colleagues
from research institutions, academia, hospitals listed here who contributed to write this
proposal https://tiny.one/ANIMA-Contributors


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


17 Anonimo 
313.07


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR MOLECULAR & CELLULAR IMAGING ACRONYM OF THE NP:
Integrated multimodal and multiscale biophysical analysis (NP – IMBI)


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


IFOM - THE FIRC INSTITUTE OF MOLECULAR ONCOLOGY This NP is equally supported by
the following 125 stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here
https://tiny.one/IMBI-Stakeholders) UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4)
Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6) Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11)
«Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12) "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi
Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16) Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata
21) Politecnica delle Marche 22) Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e
Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli
Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale
Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea" di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2
“Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S.
Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52)
Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55) Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus
Bio-Medico 59) Scuola Normale Superiore 60) SISSA 61) Politecnico di Bari 62) Scuola
Superiore Sant’Anna 63) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 64) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria
Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 65) Centro Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 66)
Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 67) Centro San Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 68) CRO -
Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 69) CROB - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della
Basilicata 70) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 71) Fond.
Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 72) Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia,
Candiolo 73) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 74) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 75) Fond.
Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 76) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 77) Fond.
Policlinico San Matteo 78) Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 79) Fond. Santa
Lucia 80) Fond. Stella Maris 81) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 82) Ist. Clinici Scientifici
Maugeri S.p.A. SB 83) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San
Gallicano 84) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 85) Ist. Auxologico Italiano
86) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 87) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 88) Ist. Dermopatico
dell'Immacolata (IDI) 89) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 90) Ist. Eugenio Medea
91) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 92) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia
93) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 94) Ist.
Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 95) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Pascale 96) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 97) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 98) Ist.
Ortopedico Galeazzi 99) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 100) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro
Spallanzani 101) Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori 102) Ist.
Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 103) Multimedica 104) Oasi di Maria Santissima 105) Osp. Casa
Sollievo della Sofferenza 106) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 107) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino
Gesù 108) Osp. Policlinico San Martino 109) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 110) Osp. San
Raffaele 111) Policlinico San Donato 112) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 113) San Raffaele Pisana
114) SDN Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli OTHER RESEARCH ENTITIES,
FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 115) CNR 116) ISS 117) CREA 118) LENS 119) EBRI
120) INGM 121) IIGM 122) IFOM 123) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 124) ACRI 125) FISV


IFOM - THE FIRC INSTITUTE OF MOLECULAR ONCOLOGY email: ifomfondazione@pec.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


National Universities and Research Centers have developed core facilities that, however, are
mostly at the service of the researchers in the local institution. An exception is the European
Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures (ESFRI) initiative, which has fostered the creation
of supra institutional centers. These initiatives remain limited and function optimally for
“omics”, bioinformatics, and ultrastructural molecular analysis. More challenging has been
the integration of experimentally rooted technologies (imaging, and specifically live-cell and
animal imaging or neuroimaging). In addition, we have recently witnessed an increasing
tendency to combine advanced biological investigations with biophysical and physical
technologies (e.g., mechanobiology). This requires generating new technological and
integrated biophysical infrastructures that are not yet available either at any individual
institution or in the current set of supra-institutional centers.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


Life is both “chemical and physical”. Molecules, cells, and tissues are governed not only by
the chemical and biochemical reactions but also by the physical interactions they
established among themselves and with their environments. These interactions are
intimately linked, integrated, and span multiple dimensional scales from nanometer to
millimeters. To unravel this complexity, multiscale and multimodal analytical approaches are
required. This National Platform aims at creating research infrastructures where technically
diverse, orthogonal methodologies (ranging from molecular, cell and tissue imaging in real-
time to biophysical measurements that probe single-molecule forces, molecular
diffusion/binding properties, cell and tissue tensile state) are combined to capture structural,


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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biochemical and physical properties of living matters at multimodal and multiscale levels.
These technologies are instrumental for basic fundamental research, but also biomedical
research. In this framework, this National Platform aims at defining a set of personalized and
integrated biophysical holistic parameters that can feed machine learning approaches,
ultimately aiding the bench-to-bedside translation of findings in fundamental research into
medical practice and meaningful health outcomes. This National Platform will be composed
of distinct but highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU), equipped with state-of-the-art
technologies that combine the chemical-physical, biochemical, and physiological
multimodality analysis that this platform aims at offering. To achieve this, this national
platform requires 4 integrated IU: IU1 Mol&Cell Imaging, IU2 Biomechanics, IU3 Digital
pathology, IU4 Data Management&Image Analysis. This document describes the rationale,
structures and aims of the NP for Molecular & Cellular Imaging, while each of the IU is
described in separate documents, thus providing the vision and proposal of different
stakeholders.


Overall Rationale: Seeing is believing. The entire life science has been driven by the ability to
directly observe biological processes in real-time. The advent of a super-resolution light
microscope pushed our limit of investigation to levels that only a few years ago were not
even imaginable. Simultaneously, “seeing” is insufficient to account for the complexity of life
science in the absence of quantitative measurements of phenomena under scrutiny (e.g.,
molecules that stretch, unfold, oligomerize or simply change structure or interaction to
transduce signals or analysis of subcellular organelles that constantly interact establishing
transient contacts, or that must maintain their integrity despite the biochemical and
mechanical stress cell are constantly exposed). In addition, cells are not isolated entities.
They interact with each other and with their environment to develop tissues and organs. As
collective systems, tissues dynamically adapt to fulfill their functions. In this context, the
physical determination of fundamental living matter properties, such as tensile state, rigidity,
or viscoelasticity has highlighted a dimension largely neglected with an impact on cell fate,
tissue organization, and disease development that we are only beginning to appreciate.
Finally, to better understand the complex pathological processes there is the necessity of a
paradigm shift from a single-marker analysis towards multiplexed detection of biomarkers
together with analysis of geometric/physical features that must be integrated to generate
diagnostic, prognostic scoring systems through machine learning approaches. The NP-IMBI
aims at combining multimodal and multiscale systems of image analysis in one single
integrated platform capable of capturing high-resolution molecular cellular and tissue-level
processes. To achieve these goals, the NP-IMBI will be structured in the 4 distinct IU. - IU1
“Live single molecule, cell, and tissue imaging” The advent of super-resolution microscopy
(SRM) pushed our limit of investigation to unprecedented levels. The combination of SRM
with 3D Electron Microscopy (EM) and Atomic force microscopy (AFM) enables investigating
biological processes at the nano and even atomic resolution. In addition, cells are not
isolated entities but interact with each other and the environment to generate tissues and
organs. The combination of quantitative real-time methods with SRM (e.g. STED-FCS/STICS
and SMT-PALM), including correlative nanoscopy (SRM+AFM), is a unique feature of this


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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unit, and it enables measuring the nanoscale dynamics of biomolecules in a multiplex
fashion to dissect the complexity of biological processes. To achieve these goals, the IU1
integrates two structures: a) From nanoscale to single-cell functional imaging module
encompasses SRM, combined with the use of technologies leveraging the sensitivity of
fluorescent light to study in real-time molecular and cellular events. B) From single-cell to
tissues (from animals to plants) module includes Lattice light-sheet and 3D-scanning EM
technologies that: i) capture biological processes at a high rate so that there are no gaps in
the knowledge of the target phenomenon; and ii) investigate the 3D-ultrastructure of tissues
in combination with functional imaging, respectively. - IU2 “Biomechanics of tissues and
biomedical specimen & microfabrication/microfluidic device generation” The unit aims at
providing a platform for integrating and complementing biochemical and biological
imaging analysis with biomechanical perspectives. Biomechanics impacts physiology,
including cell motion and division, stem cell and tissue development, morphogenesis and
repair, bone and cartilage adaptation, cardiac and arterial remodeling, brain neurobiology,
but also bacterial biology and biofilm formation and plants, which have evolved to grow and
sense, withstand and adapt to the mechanical challenges.


In pathology, tissue stiffness, forces, and the viscoelastic properties of the micro-
environments influence cancer progression, fibrosis, and neurodegeneration. Yet, no
platform is equipped with instruments and expertise to measure mechano-physical
parameters of living matters. To achieve this goal, the IU integrates 2 segments: 1
Biomechanics of tissues and biomedical specimens include a set of technologies that
provide a measurement of biomechanical properties (e.g. tissue elasticity, viscoelasticity and
plasticity) and that can be integrated with a light imaging-based determination of geometric
features (cell shape, nuclear shape, tissues form) 2 A flexible and agile
microfabrication/microfluid bioengineering unit that will develop methods, tools, and
devices to probe cell and tissue mechano-responses. - IU3 “Functional multiplexing digital
and quantitative pathology” This IU will enable the exploitation and collection in an array
format of tissues from different sources (from plants to humans) that can be analyzed with
multiple biomarkers and physical and geometric parameters for the development of
multiparametric models for machine learning and AI analysis explicitly described in IU4
toward the creation of unprecedented and integrated scoring systems for the modern
histopathological classification. - IU4 “Data Management & Image Analysis” The entire NP
and the above-described IUs will require a system for safe data storage (a single time-lapse
4D experiment may generate 10GB and we expect to generate 120 Tb/year), and
subsequent analysis software and expertise that range from image enhancement techniques,
deconvolution, automated segmentation of regions of interest and validation to Deep
Learning algorithms trained on 2D and 3D images and AI frameworks. Types of equipment
This NP will be equipped with a set of high ends light (e.g., Super Resolution Microscopes
combined with the use of microscopes leveraging the sensitivity of fluorescence light) and
3D scanning electron microscopy (EM) imaging instruments and devices to image single
molecules, subcellular compartments, cells, and tissues in real-time at various modalities and
multiscale levels, instruments to measure mechanobiological properties (such as Atomic
Force Microscopes) of living matters, Microfabrication unit and entire set up for bright and
fluorescence light-based multiplexing digital pathology. These instruments and their


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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practical applications are described in detail in separate documents and at the following
LINK Required human resources and their competence A total of 34 FTE, including 1 head of
the NP and 3 coordinators of each of biophysical imaging IUs (IU1, 2 and 3.); 18 FTE holding
either a Ph.D. or that are expert technologists and 12 junior technologists with expertise in
biology, biophysics, bioengineering, mathematics, and bioinformatics. The management and
coordination of the activities of the NP will be provided by the HT organization within the
NP budget.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The total cost for implementing this NP is 13.6 M€. This covers all high-end equipment of
each of the 4 IU, including: a set of advanced light and electron microscopy imaging
instruments to image single molecules, subcellular compartments, cells, and tissues in real-
time at various modalities; equipment to probe biomechanical properties (e.g.,
Nanoindenters, Brillouin and Sheer Force Microscopy setup, Physical Cytometers): a
bioengineering infrastructure (grey room) to build high-throughput devices to impose and
measure mechanical stresses at various scales. high-end scanners for pathological slices, a
tissue microarrayer, and two platforms for Brightfield-based and Fluorescence-based
Multiplex-IHC/IF; automated and semi-automated custom analysis tools and AI-based
approaches. Basic laboratory equipment and structures are being shared among the other
NPs (e.g., Vector and Cell Engineering NP). For more information about estimated costs and
equipment, see: https://tiny.one/IMBI-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year
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The total operating cost of this NP when fully operational is 4.2 M€. This includes: -
Personnel, 34 units of personnel, plus maintenance&upgrading = 3.9 M€/year. To guarantee
100% functionality it will be necessary to stipulate full risk maintenance contracts on all
instruments (~ 5-7% of purchase prices) -Running cost for access grants: we expect to run
250/300 experiments/year for about 40/50 projects/year (600-1000 euro/experiments for
microscopy and histology reagents, micro-printing/microfabrication) = 0.3 M€/year We
foresee the NP becoming fully operational within 3 years. The number of units of personnel
with expertise described at Point 9 is defined based on the necessity to handle high-end
imaging and biophysical instruments, bioengineering technologies that require trained
personnel and sophisticated sample preparation, maintenance&upgrading of high-end
equipment, and running costs for access grants. For more information about estimated costs
and equipment, see https://tiny.one/IMBI-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


We expect all IUs to be fully operational within 3 years. This period includes: -Year 1-2: the
acquisition of all instrumentations and their setup to make them fully accessible to the users
either after training or under guidance from the NP personnel -Year 1-2: the selection of the
units of personnel, which includes scientists and technologists with a diverse
multidisciplinary background (biologists, physicists, bioengineers, bioinformaticians) -Year 1-
3: the setting up of standardized procedures for the access to high-end instruments (e.g.,
super-resolution microscopes, 3D Electron tomographic microscopes, lattice light-sheet
microscopy, multiplexing apparatus for digital pathology) and for protocol, methodologies
(e.g., sample preparation of 3D light and EM microscopy, Brillouin force Microscopy, Atomic
Force Microscopy, ad hoc development of imaging analysis pipeline that will become part of
the NP knowhow). For further details, see https://tiny.one/IMBI-GANTT to Gantt


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.
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We describe here the space requirements (in sqm) for the entire National Platform for
Molecular & Cellular Imaging composed by the IUs delineated below. The platform will
require approximately 480 sqm, net of walls and corridors, divided as follows: IU1 (220) IU2
(130) IU3 (100) IU4 (30) Spaces dedicated to specific equipment are calculated on
operational standards applied in other international centers hosting similar equipment.
Offices and common spaces for personnel, including hosted researchers and participants,
are estimated taking into account the "Testo Unico sulla sicurezza DLgs 81/2008", with a
surface of at least 2sqm. Details about the space estimated for each IU composing the NP
are reported in separate forms that describe each individual IUs.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


This applies to all IUs of this NP and is based on more than 20 years of experience in various
core imaging and biochemical facilities and a large survey on centralized units (Ferrando-
May, E. et al. Microsc Res Tech 79, 463-479, 2016; Sanchez, C. et al. Curr Protoc Cytom
Chapter 12, Unit 12 22 (2011). Concisely, the lifetime of advanced imaging instruments is
about 5-10 years, yet nearly every other year new or improved imaging technologies
broaden the limits of our real-time biophysical investigations frequently requiring
updating/upgrading of modules within the existing microscope set up. Hence funding is
requested to meet these demands.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument
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access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


This National Platform is composed of 22 FTE holding either a PhD or that are expert
technologists and 12 junior technologists that must handle more than 20 high-end
instruments (e.g., TIRF, Spinning disk, SuperResolution microscopes, Electron microscopes,
Microprinters, 3D bioprinters for microfabrication). These instruments and technologies
allow performing several experiments/weeks but are also sophisticated and in need of time-
consuming training, imaging processing and analysis. If 7-8 FTE can serve 40
experiments/year based on a survey on national German Core facilities (doi:
10.1002/jemt.22648) than the NP with its high-end instrumentations (which requires 3-to-4
more time than low-end routine equipment) and 30 FTE should serve few 40/50
persons/years and ~ 250-300 experiments/year as specified below.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


The creation of an advanced biophysical imaging-based facility is driven by two reasons: i)
several influential principal investigators with knowledge of and high demand for
microscopy decides to pool existing instrumentation into a core unit or ii) the management
of an institution that makes a strategic investment in central research infrastructures. The IUs
within the NP respond to both criteria, enabling conditions for the advanced quantitative
and integrated analysis of various biological samples across the nano (molecular) to
millimeters (tissues) scales of biological and biomedical research. Added value and
uniqueness of this challenging enterprise are its capability to integrate orthogonal
modalities of analysis from advanced super-resolution imaging to biophysical


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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measurements of single molecules, individual cells, cell ensembles and tissues in live mode.
Presently, such an integrated approach is unfeasible for individual laboratories, as well as for
many international facilities. This enterprise will place Italy at the forefront of biophysical
investigations in life science and biomedical research, thereby fostering the developments of
technologies (and gatherings of scientists) focused on the quantitative determinants of
living system, at the frontiers of biomedicine and spanning from basic cell biology to
neuroscience, oncology and immunology. In this respect, this center will help fostering and
disseminating a modern quantitative biophysical approach, rooted in the established
tradition of italian physics but capable of expanding its boundaries to the life science, with
specific focus on the physicochemical dynamics of cell systems and mechanobiology in
prokaryotic, eukaryotic animal and plant cells and tissues. Hence, the unit will represent a
key training hub for the multidisciplinary necessity of present and future scientists that aim
at integrating biology with mathematical and quantitative expertise, bioengineering
capability, in the context of physical modeling. The estimation of the number of studies that
the NP can carry out is based on the experience at current available institutional facilities.
For example, the imaging facility at IFOM, a center of molecular oncology, serves the
activities of 25 groups for a total of 300 research scientists at all levels. Each group has an
average of 2/3 projects/year yielding 50-75 experiments.-The facility is composed of 1 head,
4 expert biophysicists, and 2 units dedicated to image analysis and is well within the
experience of Science for Life Laboratory of advanced light microscopy, which in 2019
served 55 projects with 6 FTE and well within guidelines recently published based on a
survey of German centralized core facilities (doi: 10.1002/jemt.22648). Thus, from the above
criteria and considering the number of more than 20 high-end instruments run by
experienced 22 FTE holding a PhD, we foresee that the fully functional platform can serve
~250/300 experiments/year (40/50 projects).


A transformative element of this NP is the combination of advanced high-resolution
imaging with biophysical analysis and microfabrication. No national or international facilities
combine this multimodal analytical power, thereby filling a technological and scientific gap
that will serve as an ideal complement to initiatives, such the EuroBioimaging, as well as to
the other NP within this call. Italy has several internationally recognized experts in the
imaging field. If implemented, this NP will benefit from the interaction with these experts,
who will guarantee a jump-start of all operations, ensuring the setup of the platform within
the first year, and the implementation of the platform activities in the following two years.
Technological advances will be evaluated and implemented over the years We acknowledge
the numerous colleagues from research institutions, academia, hospitals listed here who
contributed to write this proposal: https://tiny.one/IMBI-Contributors


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


16 Anonimo 
51.35


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR MOLECULAR & CELLULAR IMAGING (IMBI) – IU1 (OF 4) “LIVE
SINGLE MOLECULE, CELL, AND TISSUE IMAGING”


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


HUMANITAS UNIVERSITY This NP is equally supported by the following 125 stakeholders
(full names and subscriptions are listed here https://tiny.one/IMBI-Stakeholders)
UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6)
Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12)
"G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16)
Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle Marche 22)
Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli
Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi
Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea"
di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4
“Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47)
Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55)
Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico 59) Scuola Normale
Superiore 60) SISSA 61) Politecnico di Bari 62) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 63) Politecnico di
Torino IRCCS: 64) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 65)
Centro Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 66) Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 67)
Centro San Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 68) CRO - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 69)
CROB - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 70) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato
in Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 71) Fond. Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico
72) Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 73) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 74) Fond.
Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 75) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 76) Fond. Istituto
Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 77) Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 78) Fond. Policlinico
Universitario Agostino Gemelli 79) Fond. Santa Lucia 80) Fond. Stella Maris 81) IEO - Istituto
Europeo di Oncologia 82) Ist. Clinici Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 83) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 84) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 85) Ist. Auxologico Italiano 86) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 87)
Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 88) Ist. Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 89) Ist.
di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 90) Ist. Eugenio Medea 91) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 92)
Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia 93) Ist. Mediterraneo per i
Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 94) Ist. Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per
Anziani 95) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale 96) Ist. Neurologico


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Mediterraneo Neuromed 97) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 98) Ist. Ortopedico Galeazzi 99) Ist.
Ortopedico Rizzoli 100) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 101) Ist. Scientifico
Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori 102) Ist. Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 103)
Multimedica 104) Oasi di Maria Santissima 105) Osp. Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza 106)
Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 107) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 108) Osp. Policlinico San
Martino 109) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 110) Osp. San Raffaele 111) Policlinico San
Donato 112) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 113) San Raffaele Pisana 114) SDN Istituto di Ricerca
Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli OTHER RESEARCH ENTITIES, FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC
SOCIETIES: 115) CNR 116) ISS 117) CREA 118) LENS 119) EBRI 120) INGM 121) IIGM 122)
IFOM 123) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 124) ACRI 125) FISV


HUMANITAS UNIVERSITY EMAIL: rettore@hunimed.eu


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


National Universities and Research Centers have developed core facilities that, however, are
mostly at the service of the researchers in the local institution. An exception is the European
Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures (ESFRI) initiative, which has fostered the creation
of supra institutional centers. These initiatives remain limited and function optimally for
“omics”, bioinformatics, and ultrastructural molecular analysis. More challenging has been
the integration of experimentally rooted technologies (imaging, and specifically live-cell and
animal imaging or neuroimaging). In addition, we have recently witnessed an increasing
tendency to combine advanced biological investigations with biophysical and physical
technologies (e.g., mechanobiology). This requires generating new technological and
integrated biophysical infrastructures that are not yet available either at any individual
institution or in the current set of supra-institutional centers.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


Life is both “chemical and physical”. Molecules, cells, and tissues are governed not only by
the chemical and biochemical reactions but also by the physical interactions they
established among themselves and with their environments. These interactions are
intimately linked, integrated, and span multiple dimensional scales from nanometers to
millimeters. To unravel this complexity, multiscale and multimodal analytical approaches are
required. The NP-IMBI aims, specifically, at creating research infrastructures where
technically diverse, orthogonal methodologies (ranging from molecular, cell and tissue
imaging in real-time to biophysical measurements that probe single-molecule forces,
molecular diffusion/binding properties, tensile cell, and tissue state and their dynamics


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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interactions) are combined to capture structural, biochemical and physical properties of
living matters at multimodal and multiscale levels. These technologies are instrumental for
basic fundamental research, but also biomedical research. In this framework, the NP-IMBI
aims at defining a novel set of personalized and integrated biophysical holistic parameters
that can feed machine learning approaches, ultimately aiding the bench-to-bedside
translation of findings in fundamental research into medical practice and meaningful health
outcomes. There is an explosion of high-end structural, imaging, transcriptomic and
proteomic infrastructures. Yet none fully recapitulates the biophysical nature of living
matters. The NP-IMBI unit will be composed of distinct but highly integrated Infrastructural
Units (IU). Some of these units will be equipped with state-of-the-art technologies that can
be found in other European research infrastructures, such as Eurobioimaging but none of
these consortia combines the chemical-physical, biochemical, and physiological
multimodality analysis that the NP-IMBI platform aims at offering. To achieve this, we
propose different IUS, as outlined below.


To achieve its mission the different stakeholders have envisioned for this NP 4 integrated
Infrastructural Units (IU): IU1 Cell & Mol Imaging IU2 Biomechanics IU3 Digital pathology
IU4 Data Management & Image Analysis This document describes IU1 while the other 3
units are submitted by different stakeholders. IU1 “Live single molecule, cell, and tissue
imaging” Rationale: the advent of super-resolution microscopy (SRM) pushed our limit of
investigation to unprecedented levels. The combination of SRM with 3D EM and AFM
enables investigating biological processes at the nano and even atomic resolution. In
addition, cells are not isolated entities but interact with each other and the environment to
generate tissues and organs. The combination of quantitative real-time methods with SRM
(e.g. STED-FCS/STICS and SMT-PALM), including correlative nanoscopy (SRM+AFM), is a
unique feature of this unit, and it enables measuring the nanoscale dynamics of
biomolecules in a multiplex fashion to dissect the complexity of biological processes. To
achieve these goals, the IU1 integrates two structures: 1 From nanoscale to single-cell
functional imaging module encompasses SRM, combined with the use of technologies
leveraging the sensitivity of fluorescence to study in real-time molecular and cellular events.
2 From single-cell to tissues (including embryos, organoids, and plants) module includes
complementary technologies that: i) capture biological processes at a high rate so that there
are no gaps in the knowledge of the target phenomenon; ii) investigate the 3D
ultrastructure of tissues in combination with functional imaging. Technologies description: to
image single molecules, subcellular compartments, cells, and tissues the unit will be
equipped with high-end complementary technologies: - Fluorescence Resonance Energy
Transfer (FRET) uses either fluorescence-intensity or lifetime (Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging
Microscopy, FLIM) approaches to provide information about protein conformation and
molecular interactions at the Å resolution, and allows the use of FRET-based biosensors of
metabolites. - Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP) monitors molecular
dynamics within cells, phases, and on cellular surfaces. - Fluorescence Correlation
Spectroscopy (FCS) and spatiotemporal image correlation spectroscopy (STICS) measure
diffusion and concentrations of particles in defined micro volumes. In combination with


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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STED, FCS determines diffusion coefficients in subcellular structures at nanometric
resolution. - Single-molecule tracking (SMT) enables the direct observation of single
molecules in living cells at high spatial and temporal resolutions (e.g. diffusion/trapping of
receptors at synapses). - SRM includes different methods to access the nanoscale in
biosystems: i) Structured Illumination Microscopy (SIM) is ideal to image living cells,
doubling the resolution of conventional light microscopy while providing fast acquisition
mode; ii) single-molecule localization-based techniques (PALM/STORM) push spatial
resolution down to 20 nm, revealing the morphology of subcellular structures. Combined
with SMT, they provide dynamical and stoichiometric information with large statistics in
defined nano-compartments; iii) STimulated Emission Depletion (STED) microscopy, based
on point scanning, enhances the resolution of standard confocal microscopes to visualize
subcellular structures in tissues. - 3D-scanning EM for cells and tissues generates high-
resolution 3D images of cells, organoids, tissues, and plants or of any biological sample that
requires high cutting speed and wide cutting area. It can be combined with fluorescent
approaches to integrate functional analysis with ultrastructural data. - Lattice light-sheet
microscopy monitors live samples at unprecedented volumetric speed with negligible
phototoxicity and a high signal-to-noise ratio. Combined with SIM or with expansion
microscopy further decreases the resolution limit.


Service Provided - Definition of the best-suited technology to address the question posed
(e.g., molecular interactions->FRET) - Protocol optimization for sample preparation tailored
to the fluorescent probes and chosen technology - Sample preparation and experimental
design for technologies that require complex protocols (e.g. lattice sheet microscopy and
3D-EM) - Standardization of image acquisition relevant to the quantitative analysis to be
carried out - Routine quality control on each system - Development of pipelines for image
analysis and quantification Required instruments - Confocal microscopes for FLIM/FRET,
FRAP, and TIRF are equipped also with a two-photon laser for photoactivation, metabolic
imaging, photo-uncaging applications, and an FCCS module. One microscope will be
equipped with a spinning disk for fast, subsecond scale acquisitions in cells/tissues - SRM
technologies: SIM microscope using different illumination modalities (wide-field and TIRF)
and implemented with single-molecule localization microscopy (STORM) - Multicolor STED
microscope also equipped with an FCS module to study the molecular dynamics of multiple
events simultaneously in defined regions at the nanoscale - 3D electron microscopes (and
related equipment for sample preparation) for very deep analysis of tissue ultrastructure and
correlative light-electron microscopy (CLEM) - Lattice light-sheet microscope integrated with
FLIM/FRET systems to investigate molecular interactions - Dedicated image analysis
workstations and software Example of Applications - Behaviors of single molecules in living
cells - Interactions, diffusion, and concentrations of target molecules in cell/tissues - Two-
photon uncaging of compounds, photoactivation, metabolic imaging, - Functional Biosensor
analysis (e.g. Cameleon, GCaMPs, pH), enzymatic reactions - Analysis of membrane-localized
events - Imaging subcellular features at high resolution and in 3D to study membrane
trafficking, the stoichiometry of complexes, organelle architecture, and cytoskeletal
organization within the cell volume, but also cell-cell or cell-matrix interactions. Required
human resources (and their competence) 1 biophysicist-unit head, 1 Senior Biologist, 4
senior technologists with expertise in bio-physic light microscopy and EM preparation, 5


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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junior technologist experts in light microscopy and EM microscopy. Notes: Mesoscale
imaging technologies (multiphoton and light-sheet microscopy) are already integrated into
the NP- preclinical imaging and will complement this IU. Similarly, AFM of IU3 will enable
correlation at the molecular level providing an important checkpoint for fluorescence
labelling. An immediate future development is the incorporation of the STED system in a
BSL3 facility to monitor cell-virus and cell-bacteria interactions and the cloning of
fluorescent molecules fused to target proteins. The management and coordination of the
activities of the NP will be provided by the HT organization within the NP budget.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The total cost for implementing this NP is 13.6 M€. This covers all the required high-end
equipment of each of the 4 IU. The cost for implementing IU1 is 8.5 M€. This covers a set of
advanced light and EM imaging instruments and devices to image single molecules,
subcellular compartments, cells, and tissues in real-time at various modalities and multiscale
levels (e.g. Super Resolution Microscopes combined with microscopes leveraging the
sensitivity of fluorescence with fast temporal acquisition modules; 3D-scanning EM for cells
and tissues to generate high-resolution 3D images of cells, organoids, tissues, and plants,
and Lattice light-sheet microscopy monitors live these samples). Basic laboratory equipment
and structures (e.g., a room for primary cell cultures Incubators, table microscopes, etc.) are
necessary and are shared among the other NPs (e.g., Vector and Cell Engineering NP). For
more information about estimated costs and equipment, see: https://tiny.one/IMBI-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year
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The total operating cost of this NP when fully operational is 4.2 M€. This includes: -
Personnel, 34 units of personnel, plus maintenance & upgrading = 3.9 M€/year. To
guarantee 100% functionality it will be necessary to stipulate full risk maintenance contracts
on all instruments (5-7% of the purchase price) - Running cost for access grants: we expect
to run 250/300 experiments/year for about 40/50 projects/year (600-1000 euro/experiments
for microscopy and histology reagents, micro-printing/microfabrication) = 0.3 M€/year We
foresee the NP to become fully operational within 3 years. IU1 total operating costs when
fully operational is 1.7 M€. This includes: 11 units of personnel with expertise described at
Point 9, defined based on the number of light (5) and EM (3) microscopes that require
trained personnel and sample preparation; Maintenance & upgrading of equipment; and
running costs for access grants. For more information about estimated costs and equipment,
see: https://tiny.one/IMBI-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


We expect all IUs to be fully operational within 3 years. This period includes: -Year 1-2: the
acquisition of all complex instrumentations and their setup to make them fully accessible to
the users either after training or under guidance from the NP personnel -Year 1-2: the
selection of the units of personnel, which includes scientists and technologists with a diverse
multidisciplinary background (biologists, physicists, bioengineers, bioinformaticians) -Year 1-
3: the setting up of standardized procedures for accessing high end instruments (e.g., super-
resolution microscopes, 3D Electron tomographic microscopes, lattice light-sheet
microscopy,) and for protocol, methodologies (e.g., sample preparation of 3D light and EM
microscopy, Brillouin and Sheer force Microscopy, Atomic force microscopy, ad hoc
development of imaging analysis pipeline that will become part of the NP knowhow). For
further details, see Gantt: https://tiny.one/IMBI-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.
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We describe here the space requirements for the entire National Platform for Mol&Cell
imaging composed by the IUs delineated below: IU1 “Live single molecule, cell and tissue
imaging” - Light microscopy space (e.g., functional fluorescent imaging, spinning disk, Super
Resolution & Lattice light-sheet Microscopes): 120 m2 - EM Microscopy Space and sample
preparation: 100 m2 IU2 “Biomechanics of tissues and biomedical specimen &
microfabrication/microfluidic devices generation” Biomechanics instruments space (AFM
Microscope, Optical Tweezer, Sheer force microscope, physical cytometer): 65 m2
Microfabrication for microfluidic devices (Grey Room included): 65 m2 IU3 “Functional
Multiplexing Digital and Quantitative Pathology” Digital scanner and multiplexing H&E
apparatus and sample preparation: 100 m2 IU4 “Data Management & Image Analysis”: 30
m2 A TOTAL of 480 m2


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


This applies to all IUs of this NP and is based on more than 20 years of experience in various
core imaging and biochemical facilities and a large survey on centralized units (Ferrando-
May, E. et al. Microsc Res Tech 79, 463-479, 2016); Sanchez, C. et al. Curr Protoc Cytom
Chapter 12, Unit 12 22, 2011). Concisely, the lifetime of advanced imaging instruments is
about 5-10 years, yet nearly every other year new or improved imaging technologies
broaden the limits of our real-time biophysical investigations frequently requiring
updating/upgrading of modules within the existing microscope set up. Hence, funding is
requested to meet these demands.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.
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"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


This unit is part of the NP composed by 22 FTE holding either a PhD or that are expert
technologists and 12 junior technologists that must handle more than 20 high-end
instruments (e.g., TIRF, Spinning disk, SuperResolution microscopes, Electron microscopes,
Microprinters, 3D bioprinters for microfabrication). These instruments and technologies
allow performing several experiments/weeks but are also sophisticated and in need of time-
consuming training, imaging processing and analysis. If 7-8 FTE can serve 40
experiments/year based on a survey on national German Core facilities (doi:
10.1002/jemt.22648) than the NP with its high-end instrumentations (which requires 3-to-4
more time than low-end routine equipment) and 30 FTE should serve few 40/50
persons/years and ~ 250-300 experiments/year as specified below.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


The creation of an advanced biophysical imaging-based facility is driven by two reasons: i)
several influential principal investigators with knowledge of and high demand for
microscopy decides to pool existing instrumentation into a core unit or ii) the management
of an institution that makes a strategic investment in central research infrastructures. The IUs
within the NP respond to both criteria, enabling conditions for the advanced quantitative
and integrated analysis of various biological samples across the nano (molecular) to
millimeters (tissues) scales of biological and biomedical research. Added value and


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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uniqueness of this challenging enterprise are its capability to integrate orthogonal
modalities of analysis from advanced super-resolution imaging to biophysical
measurements of single molecules, individual cells, cell ensembles and tissues in live mode.
Presently, such an integrated approach is unfeasible for individual laboratories, as well as for
many international facilities. This enterprise will place Italy at the forefront of biophysical
investigations in life science and biomedical research, thereby fostering the developments of
technologies (and gatherings of scientists) focused on the quantitative determinants of
living system, at the frontiers of biomedicine and spanning from basic cell biology to
neuroscience, oncology and immunology. In this respect, this center will help fostering and
disseminating a modern quantitative biophysical approach, rooted in the established
tradition of italian physics but capable of expanding its boundaries to the life science, with
specific focus on the physicochemical dynamics of cell systems and mechanobiology in
prokaryotic, eukaryotic animal and plant cells and tissues. Hence, the unit will represent a
key training hub for the multidisciplinary necessity of present and future scientists that aim
at integrating biology with mathematical and quantitative expertise, bioengineering
capability, in the context of physical modeling. The estimation of the number of studies that
the NP can carry out is based on the experience at current available institutional facilities.
For example, the imaging facility at IFOM, a center of molecular oncology, serves the
activities of 25 groups for a total of 300 research scientists at all levels. Each group has an
average of 2/3 projects/year yielding 50-75 experiments.-The facility is composed of 1 head,
4 expert biophysicists, and 2 units dedicated to image analysis and is well within the
experience of Science for Life Laboratory of advanced light microscopy, which in 2019
served 55 projects with 6 FTE and well within guidelines recently published based on a
survey of German centralized core facilities (doi: 10.1002/jemt.22648). Thus, from the above
criteria and considering the number of more than 20 high-end instruments run by
experienced 20 FTE holding a PhD, we foresee that the fully functional platform can serve
~250/300 experiments/year (40/50 projects).


This IU is part of an NP that focuses on functional biophysical imaging of single molecules,
subcellular structures, cells, and tissues. Hence, this NP is complementary to other NPs: on
Animal and human Imaging, which expands the scale of analysis to animals and human
subjects: on Structural Biology, Drug Discovery&Development, and Vector&Cell engineering,
by providing characterization of biophysical phenotypes. A transformative element of the
UNIT is the combination of advanced high-resolution imaging with biophysical analysis and
microfabrication. No national or international facilities combine this multimodal analytical
power, thus filling a technological and scientific gap that will serve as an ideal complement
to initiatives, such the EuroBioimaging and ECRIN ERIC, pushing the current state of
knowledge and EU competitiveness. We acknowledge the numerous colleagues from
research institutions, academia, hospitals listed here who contributed to write this proposal:
https://tiny.one/IMBI-Contributors


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


18 Anonimo 
322.49


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR MOLECULAR & CELLULAR IMAGING – IU2 (OF 4)
“BIOMECHANICS OF TISSUES AND BIOMEDICAL SPECIMEN & MICROFABRICATION/
MICROFLUIDIC DEVICES GENERATION”


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


IFOM - THE FIRC INSTITUTE OF MOLECULAR ONCOLOGY This NP is equally supported by
the following 125 stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here
https://tiny.one/IMBI-Stakeholders) UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4)
Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6) Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11)
«Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12) "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi
Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16) Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata
21) Politecnica delle Marche 22) Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e
Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli
Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale
Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea" di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2
“Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S.
Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52)
Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55) Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus
Bio-Medico 59) Scuola Normale Superiore 60) SISSA 61) Politecnico di Bari 62) Scuola
Superiore Sant’Anna 63) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 64) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria
Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 65) Centro Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 66)
Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 67) Centro San Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 68) CRO -
Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 69) CROB - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della
Basilicata 70) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 71) Fond.
Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 72) Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia,
Candiolo 73) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 74) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 75) Fond.
Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 76) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 77) Fond.
Policlinico San Matteo 78) Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 79) Fond. Santa
Lucia 80) Fond. Stella Maris 81) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 82) Ist. Clinici Scientifici
Maugeri S.p.A. SB 83) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San
Gallicano 84) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 85) Ist. Auxologico Italiano
86) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 87) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 88) Ist. Dermopatico
dell'Immacolata (IDI) 89) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 90) Ist. Eugenio Medea
91) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 92) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia
93) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 94) Ist.


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 95) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni
Pascale 96) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 97) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 98) Ist.
Ortopedico Galeazzi 99) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 100) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro
Spallanzani 101) Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori 102) Ist.
Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 103) Multimedica 104) Oasi di Maria Santissima 105) Osp. Casa
Sollievo della Sofferenza 106) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 107) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino
Gesù 108) Osp. Policlinico San Martino 109) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 110) Osp. San
Raffaele 111) Policlinico San Donato 112) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 113) San Raffaele Pisana
114) SDN Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli OTHER RESEARCH ENTITIES,
FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 115) CNR 116) ISS 117) CREA 118) LENS 119) EBRI
120) INGM 121) IIGM 122) IFOM 123) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 124) ACRI 125) FISV


IFOM - THE FIRC INSTITUTE OF MOLECULAR ONCOLOGY email: ifomfondazione@pec.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Structural and cellular biology


Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 


CeTrA(Venezia Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis


5.
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− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


National Universities and Research Centers have developed core facilities that, however, are
mostly at the service of the researchers in the local institution. An exception is the European
Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures (ESFRI) initiative, which has fostered the creation
of supra institutional centers. These initiatives remain limited and function optimally for
“omics”, bioinformatics, and ultrastructural molecular analysis. More challenging has been
the integration of experimentally rooted technologies (imaging, and specifically live-cell and
animal imaging or neuroimaging). In addition, we have recently witnessed an increasing
tendency to combine advanced biological investigations with biophysical and physical
technologies (e.g., mechanobiology). This requires generating new technological and
integrated biophysical infrastructures that are not yet available either at any individual
institution or in the current set of supra-institutional centers.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


Life is both “chemical and physical”. Molecules, cells, and tissues are governed not only by
the chemical and biochemical reactions but also by the physical interactions they
established among themselves and with their environments. These interactions are
intimately linked, integrated, and span multiple dimensional scales from nanometers to
millimeters. To unravel this complexity, multiscale and multimodal analytical approaches are
required. The NP-IMBI aims, specifically, at creating research infrastructures where
technically diverse, orthogonal methodologies (ranging from molecular, cell and tissue


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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imaging in real-time to biophysical measurements that probe single-molecule forces,
molecular diffusion/binding properties, tensile cell, and tissue state and their dynamics
interactions) are combined to capture structural, biochemical and physical properties of
living matters at multimodal and multiscale levels. These technologies are instrumental for
basic fundamental research, but also biomedical research. In this framework, the NP-IMBI
aims at defining a novel set of personalized and integrated biophysical holistic parameters
that can feed machine learning approaches, ultimately aiding the bench-to-bedside
translation of findings in fundamental research into medical practice and meaningful health
outcomes. There is an explosion of high-end structural, imaging, transcriptomic and
proteomic infrastructures. Yet none fully recapitulates the biophysical nature of living
matters. The NP-IMBI unit will be composed of distinct but highly integrated Infrastructural
Units (IU). Some of these units will be equipped with state-of-the-art technologies that can
be found in other European research infrastructures, such as Eurobioimaging, but none of
these consortia combines the chemical-physical, biochemical, and physiological
multimodality analysis that the NP-IMBI platform aims at offering. To achieve this, we
propose different IUS, as outlined below.


To achieve its mission the different stakeholders propose this National Platform that requires
4 integrated Infrastructural Units (IU): IU1 Cell & Mol Imaging IU2 Biomechanics IU3 Digital
pathology IU4 Data Management & Image Analysis This document describes IU2
“Biomechanics of tissues and biomedical specimen & microfabrication/ microfluidic devices
generation” while the other 3 units are described in separate documents. Rationale The unit
aims at providing a platform for integrating and complementing biochemical and biological
imaging analysis with biomechanical perspectives. Biomechanics impacts physiology,
including cell motion and division, stem cell and tissue development, morphogenesis and
repair, bone and cartilage adaptation, cardiac and arterial remodeling, brain neurobiology,
but also bacterial biology and biofilm formation and plants, which have evolved to grow and
sense, withstand, and adapt to the mechanical challenges. In pathology, tissue stiffness,
force that cells and organs withstand, the viscoelastic properties of the micro-environments
influence cancer progression, fibrosis, and neurodegeneration. Yet there is no platform
currently in the world that is equipped with instruments and expertise to measure mechano-
physical parameters of living matters. To achieve this goal, the IU encompasses 2 integrated
segments: 1 Biomechanics of tissues and biomedical specimens, Advanced instruments and
methods that provide a measurement of biomechanical properties (such as tissue elasticity,
viscosity, and plasticity) and that can be integrated with a light imaging-based
determination of geometric features (cell shape, nuclear shape, tissues form). 2
Microfabrication and microfluidic devices preparation segment complements the invasive
and non-invasive mode of analytical measurement with systems to impose confinement, a
more physiological environment and a controlled set of stresses, which can be used to
probe and determine cell and tissues responses to the typical challenges living matters
encounters. To this end, a flexible and agile microfabrication/ microfluid bioengineering unit
will develop methods, tools and devices to probe cells and tissues mechano-responses.
Technologies description To probe the biomechanical properties the unit will be equipped


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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with the following set of advance and complementary technologies: - Brillouin microscopy is
a label-free, contact-free, and non-destructive method that can be used to study the
viscoelastic properties of biological samples in 3D and with tissues indentation Atomic Force
Microscopy, which uses a nanoscale tip attached to a cantilever which forms a spring, whose
bending is detected using a laser diode and a photodetector. This bending is indicative of
the tip-sample interaction force and, thus, is used to image the topography of biological
materials in their native environments and probe the mechanical properties of cells and
extracellular matrices, including their intrinsic elastic modulus and receptor-ligand
interactions Brillouin spectrometers have been coupled with existing methods such as
Raman and fluorescence-based fluctuation imaging to correlate the probed elasticity with
morphological and structural as well as biochemical properties. - Shear Force Microscopy
will instead enable the investigation of nanoscale phenomena by measuring sub-
picoNewton forces parallel to a flat surface. - A double magnetic optical tweezer and a set of
approaches within the microfabrication and microfluidic segment for measuring the
mechanoresponse of cells and tissues to mechanical stresses. - The microfabrication/
microfluidic unit is instead a unique bioengineering infrastructure to build high-throughput
devices to impose and measure cell and nuclei deformation, compressive, stretching or
shear stresses, confined growth in 1 (like ‘mother machines’), 2 and 3 dimensions for tissue
engineering and single-cell force measurements


Service Provided - Establishing the optimal microscopy set up for probing biomechanics -
Defines standard of practice of sample preparation, bio-gels handling, culture conditions, -
Measuring of forces, pressure, deformation, elastic moduli, and interpretation of the
response of cells and tissues to stresses - Ad hoc development of microfabrication devices
to mimic the structures of micro-environment, tissue interstitial fluid pressure, biochemical
gradient (e.g., oxygen, pH), confined migration and growth, and impose mechanical
perturbation (compressive, stretching, shear stress devices). Required instruments - Double
Optical Tweezers (e.g. C-Trap LumiCks): that combines high-resolution optical tweezers,
fluorescence, and label-free microscopy - Shear Force Microscope: a sharp oscillating spike
at the end of a cantilever to scan the surface of the specimen line by line and record the
force experienced by the tip as a function of position. - Atomic Force Microscope for
Nanoindentation of tissues (Hysitron PI SEM PicoIndenter): enables precise nanoindentation
and provides nanomechanical testing of biological materials and soft matter. -
Methodologies to be coupled to a TIRF Microscope: Brillouin Microscopy: a non-destructive,
label- and contact-free optical elastography method that can probe the viscoelastic
properties of biological samples with diffraction-limited resolution in 3D. Sub-Cellular
Fluctuations Imaging (SCFI) by Total Internal Reflection Microscopy will be coupled to the
TIRF microscopy to image fluctuation in the evanescent field and obtain information of
subcellular organelle mechanics and bacteria. - Soft photolithography and 3D Bioprinters:
Primo and Laser Writer microfabrication for 2D and 3D microprinting and a set of High-end
3D Bio Printers for generating micro-to-mesostructures. Example of Application - measure
membrane elasticity and viscoelastic properties of isolated cells and biological samples in
3D (e.g. ex vivo tissues and organoids). - develop drug sensitivity and immune-oncology
assays for biomedical application -Analysis of pathological tissues rigidity - nanoscale
imaging and investigation of weak biomolecular processes - Protein interaction, folding and


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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transport Required human resources (and their competence) 1 Physicist Unit-head, 4 expert
bio-physicists, 4 bioengineers with expertise in biomechanics and microfabrication.
Competence in soft matter physics and bioengineering is a key element of this unit that
aims at interfacing with biologists. Notes: A Magnetic Resonance Elastography (MRE)
module for measuring elastic properties in normal and diseased tissues can be coupled to
the MRI systems of the NP-animal and human imaging. A “grey room” setup is sufficient for
all the micro-fabrication; if a white room were needed, a convention with Milan Politecnico
for the use of the white room will be established. The management and coordination of the
activities of the NP will be provided by the HT organization within the NP budget.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The total cost for implementing this NP is 13.6 M€. This covers all the required high-end
equipment of each of the 4 IU. The cost for implementing IU2 is 2.6 M€. This covers a set of
equipment to probe biomechanical properties (e.g., Nanoindenters, Brillouin and shear force
microscopy, Physical Cytometers) that can be integrated with a light imaging-based
determination of geometric features; a bioengineering infrastructure to build high-
throughput devices to impose and measure mechanical stresses at various scales (Soft
photolithography equipment, such as Primo and Laser Writer microfabrication for 1D- for
bacteria-, 2D and 3D microprinting and 3D Bioprinters to generate micro-to-
mesostructures). A “grey room” setup is included equipped with the basic instrumentations
for all the micro-fabrication for biological purposes that in most cases do not require a
cleanroom set-up. For more information about estimated costs and equipment, see:
https://tiny.one/IMBI-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year
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The total operating cost of this NP when fully operational is 4.2 M€. This includes: -
Personnel, 34 units of personnel, plus maintenance & upgrading = 3.9 M€/year. To
guarantee 100% functionality it will be necessary to stipulate full risk maintenance contracts
on all instruments (5-7% of purchase prices) - Running cost for access grants: we expect to
run 250/300 experiments/year for about 40/50 projects/year (600-1000 euro/experiments
for microscopy and histology reagents, micro-printing/microfabrication) = 0.3 M€/year We
foresee the NP becoming fully operational within 3 years. IU2 total operating costs when
fully operational is 1.0 M€. This includes 9 units of personnel with expertise described at
Point 9, defined based on the number of biophysical instruments (6) and technologies that
require trained personnel, sample preparation, maintenance&upgrading of equipment and
running costs for access grants. For more information about costs and equipment, see:
https://tiny.one/IMBI-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


We expect all IUs to be fully operational within 3 years. This period includes: -Year 1-2: the
acquisition of all complex instrumentations and their set ùup to make them fully accessible
to the users either after training or under guidance from the NP personnel -Year 1-2: the
selection of the units of personnel, which includes scientists and technologists with a diverse
multidisciplinary background (biologists, physicists, bioengineers, bioinformaticians) -Year 1-
3: the setting up of standardized procedures for accessing high end instruments (e.g., super-
resolution microscopes, 3D Electron tomographic microscopes, lattice light-sheet
microscopy, multiplexing apparatus for digital pathology) and for protocol, methodologies
(e.g., sample preparation of 3D light and EM microscopy, Brillouin and Sheer force
Microscopy, Atomic force microscopy, ad hoc development of imaging analysis pipeline that
will become part of the NP knowhow). For details, see Gantt: https://tiny.one/IMBI-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.
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We describe here the space requirements for the entire National Platform for Mol&Cell
imaging composed by the IUs delineated below: IU1 “Live single molecule, cell and tissue
imaging” - Light microscopy space (e.g., functional fluorescent imaging, spinning disk,
SuperResolution& Lattice light-sheet Microscopes): 120 m2 - EM Microscopy Space and
sample preparation: 100 m2 IU2 “Biomechanics of tissues and biomedical specimen &
microfabrication/microfluidic devices generation” Biomechanics instruments space (AFM
Microscope, Optical Tweezer, Sheer force microscope, physical cytometer): 65 m2
Microfabrication for microfluidic devices (Grey Room included): 65 m2 IU3 “Functional
Multiplexing Digital and Quantitative Pathology” Digital scanner and multiplexing H&E
apparatus and sample preparation: 100 m2 IU4 “Data Management & Image Analysis”: 30
m2 A TOTAL of 480 m2


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


This applies to all IUs of this NP and is based on more than 20 years of experience in various
core imaging and biochemical facilities and a large survey on centralized units (Ferrando-
May, E. et al. Microsc Res Tech 79, 463-479, 2016; Sanchez, C. et al. Curr Protoc Cytom
Chapter 12, Unit 12 22 (2011). Concisely, the lifetime of advanced imaging instruments is
about 5-10 years, yet nearly every other year new or improved imaging technologies
broaden the limits of our real-time biophysical investigations frequently requiring
updating/upgrading of modules within the existing microscope set up. Hence funding is
requested to meet these demands.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.
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"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


This unit is part of the NP composed by 22 FTE holding either a PhD or that are expert
technologists and 12 junior technologists that must handle more than 20 high-end
instruments (e.g., TIRF, Spinning disk, SuperResolution microscopes, Electron microscopes,
Microprinters, 3D bioprinters for microfabrication). These instruments and technologies
allow performing several experiments/weeks but are also sophisticated and in need of time-
consuming training, imaging processing and analysis. If 7-8 FTE can serve 40
experiments/year based on a survey on national German Core facilities (doi:
10.1002/jemt.22648) than the NP with its high-end instrumentations (which requires 3-to-4
more time than low-end routine equipment) and 30 FTE should serve few 40/50
persons/years and ~ 250-300 experiments/year as specified below.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


The creation of an advanced biophysical imaging-based facility is driven by two reasons: i)
several influential principal investigators with knowledge of and high demand for
microscopy decides to pool existing instrumentation into a core unit or ii) the management
of an institution that makes a strategic investment in central research infrastructures. The IUs
within the NP respond to both criteria, enabling conditions for the advanced quantitative
and integrated analysis of various biological samples across the nano (molecular) to
millimeters (tissues) scales of biological and biomedical research. Added value and


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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uniqueness of this challenging enterprise are its capability to integrate orthogonal
modalities of analysis from advanced super-resolution imaging to biophysical
measurements of single molecules, individual cells, cell ensembles and tissues in live mode.
Presently, such an integrated approach is unfeasible for individual laboratories, as well as for
many international facilities. This enterprise will place Italy at the forefront of biophysical
investigations in life science and biomedical research, thereby fostering the developments of
technologies (and gatherings of scientists) focused on the quantitative determinants of
living system, at the frontiers of biomedicine and spanning from basic cell biology to
neuroscience, oncology and immunology. In this respect, this center will help fostering and
disseminating a modern quantitative biophysical approach, rooted in the established
tradition of italian physics but capable of expanding its boundaries to the life science, with
specific focus on the physicochemical dynamics of cell systems and mechanobiology in
prokaryotic, eukaryotic animal and plant cells and tissues. Hence, the unit will represent a
key training hub for the multidisciplinary necessity of present and future scientists that aim
at integrating biology with mathematical and quantitative expertise, bioengineering
capability, in the context of physical modeling. The estimation of the number of studies that
the NP can carry out is based on the experience at current available institutional facilities.
For example, the imaging facility at IFOM, a center of molecular oncology, serves the
activities of 25 groups for a total of 300 research scientists at all levels. Each group has an
average of 2/3 projects/year yielding 50-75 experiments.-The facility is composed of 1 head,
4 expert biophysicists, and 2 units dedicated to image analysis and is well within the
experience of Science for Life Laboratory of advanced light microscopy, which in 2019
served 55 projects with 6 FTE and well within guidelines recently published based on a
survey of German centralized core facilities (doi: 10.1002/jemt.22648). Thus, from the above
criteria and considering the number of more than 20 high-end instruments run by
experienced 20 FTE holding a PhD, we foresee that the fully functional platform can serve
~250/300 experiments/year (40/50 projects).


This IU is part of an NP that focuses on functional biophysical imaging of single molecules,
subcellular structures, cells, and tissues. Hence, this NP is complementary to other NPs: on
Animal and human Imaging, which expands the scale of analysis to animals and human
subjects: on Structural Biology, Drug Discovery&Development, and Vector&Cell engineering,
by providing characterization of biophysical phenotypes. A transformative element of the
UNIT is the combination of advanced high-resolution imaging with biophysical analysis and
microfabrication. No national or international facilities combine this multimodal analytical
power, thus filling a technological and scientific gap that will serve as an ideal complement
to initiatives, such the EuroBioimaging, pushing the current state of knowledge and EU
competitiveness. We acknowledge the colleagues from research institutions, academia,
hospitals listed here who contributed to write this proposal: https://tiny.one/IMBI-
Contributors


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


19 Anonimo 
329.20


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR MOLECULAR & CELLULAR IMAGING (IMBI)– IU3 (OF 4)
“FUNCTIONAL MULTIPLEXING DIGITAL AND QUANTITATIVE PATHOLOGY”


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


IFOM - THE FIRC INSTITUTE OF MOLECULAR ONCOLOGY This NP is equally supported by
the following 125 stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here
https://tiny.one/IMBI-Stakeholders) UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4)
Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6) Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11)
«Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12) "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi
Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16) Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata
21) Politecnica delle Marche 22) Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e
Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli
Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale
Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea" di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2
“Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S.
Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52)
Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55) Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus
Bio-Medico 59) Scuola Normale Superiore 60) SISSA 61) Politecnico di Bari 62) Scuola
Superiore Sant’Anna 63) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 64) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria
Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 65) Centro Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 66)
Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 67) Centro San Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 68) CRO -
Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 69) CROB - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della
Basilicata 70) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 71) Fond.
Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 72) Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia,
Candiolo 73) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 74) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 75) Fond.
Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 76) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 77) Fond.
Policlinico San Matteo 78) Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 79) Fond. Santa
Lucia 80) Fond. Stella Maris 81) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 82) Ist. Clinici Scientifici
Maugeri S.p.A. SB 83) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San
Gallicano 84) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 85) Ist. Auxologico Italiano
86) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 87) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 88) Ist. Dermopatico
dell'Immacolata (IDI) 89) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 90) Ist. Eugenio Medea
91) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 92) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia
93) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 94) Ist.
Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 95) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Pascale 96) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 97) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 98) Ist.
Ortopedico Galeazzi 99) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 100) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro
Spallanzani 101) Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori 102) Ist.
Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 103) Multimedica 104) Oasi di Maria Santissima 105) Osp. Casa
Sollievo della Sofferenza 106) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 107) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino
Gesù 108) Osp. Policlinico San Martino 109) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 110) Osp. San
Raffaele 111) Policlinico San Donato 112) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 113) San Raffaele Pisana
114) SDN Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli OTHER RESEARCH ENTITIES,
FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 115) CNR 116) ISS 117) CREA 118) LENS 119) EBRI
120) INGM 121) IIGM 122) IFOM 123) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 124) ACRI 125) FISV


IFOM - THE FIRC INSTITUTE OF MOLECULAR ONCOLOGY ifomfondazione@pec.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


National Universities and Research Centers have developed core facilities that, however, are
mostly at the service of the researchers in the local institution. An exception is the European
Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures (ESFRI) initiative, which has fostered the creation
of supra institutional centers. These initiatives remain limited and function optimally for
“omics”, bioinformatics, and ultrastructural molecular analysis. More challenging has been
the integration of experimentally rooted technologies (imaging, and specifically live-cell and
animal imaging or neuroimaging). In addition, we have recently witnessed an increasing
tendency to combine advanced biological investigations with biophysical and physical
technologies (e.g., mechanobiology). This requires generating new technological and
integrated biophysical infrastructures that are not yet available either at any individual
institution or in the current set of supra-institutional centers.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


Life is both “chemical and physical”. Molecules, cells, and tissues are governed not only by
the chemical and biochemical reactions but also by the physical interactions they
established among themselves and with their environments. These interactions are
intimately linked, integrated, and span multiple dimensional scales from nanometers to
millimeters. To unravel this complexity, multiscale and multimodal analytical approaches are
required. The NP-IMBI aims, specifically, at creating research infrastructures where
technically diverse, orthogonal methodologies (ranging from molecular, cell and tissue
imaging in real-time to biophysical measurements that probe single-molecule forces,
molecular diffusion/binding properties, tensile cell, and tissue state and their dynamics


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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interactions) are combined to capture structural, biochemical and physical properties of
living matters at multimodal and multiscale levels. These technologies are instrumental for
basic fundamental research, but also biomedical research. In this framework, the NP-IMBI
aims at defining a novel set of personalized and integrated biophysical holistic parameters
that can feed machine learning approaches, ultimately aiding the bench-to-bedside
translation of findings in fundamental research into medical practice and meaningful health
outcomes. There is an explosion of high-end structural, imaging, transcriptomic and
proteomic infrastructures. Yet none fully recapitulates the biophysical nature of living
matters. The NP-IMBI unit will be composed of distinct but highly integrated Infrastructural
Units (IU). Some of these units will be equipped with state-of-the-art technologies that can
be found in other European research infrastructures, such as Eurobioimaging but none of
these consortia combines the chemical-physical, biochemical, and physiological
multimodality analysis that the NP-IMBI platform aims at offering. To achieve this, we
propose different IUS, as outlined below.


To achieve its mission the different stakeholders propose this National Platform that requires
4 integrated Infrastructural Units (IU): IU1 Cell & Mol Imaging IU2 Biomechanics IU3 Digital
pathology IU4 Data Management & Image Analysis This document describes IU3 while the
other 3 units are described in separate documents submitted by different stakeholders. IU3
“Functional Multiplexing Digital and Quantitative Pathology” IU3 is unique in the national
and international panorama. It will enable the exploitation and collection in an array format
of tissues from different sources (from plants to humans) that can be analyzed with multiple
biomarkers (multiplexing), and physical and geometric parameters. This multimodal analysis
will be essential to develop multiparametric models and will be ideal for machine learning
and AI analysis explicitly described in IU4 toward the creation of unprecedented and
integrated scoring systems for the modern histopathological classification. Rationale The
pathological analysis of diseased tissues has seen an explosion of techniques for
simultaneously testing the expression of multiple biomarkers, geometric/physical features,
and integrating these measurements in robust diagnostic, prognostic scoring systems that
are further amenable to sophisticated image analysis and can feed machine learning
approaches. Multiplexing-digital pathology and spatial immunophenotyping can also
provide spatially-defined information that is fast approaching the single-cell analytical levels,
while capturing the individual trajectory of cells within a tissue, and the overall tissue
heterogeneity. Thus, they are becoming enabling technologies for a more personalized and
comprehensive analysis of biological samples. In addition, there is an urgent need to
develop and optimize preclinical models for effective functional evaluations of inhibitory
compounds. Thus, the unit will be equipped with a high-end digital scanner for the
generation of transportable pathological images, and a set of multiplexing imaging
analytical instruments: Technologies description - Digital scanners: High end scanner for
pathological slices from human, animal, and plant tissues with elevated processing, high
resolution, multispectral imaging, and dedicated software for basic quantitative analysis. -
Tissue Microarrayer: an automated and sophisticated tissue microarrayer, for the precise
selection and extraction of specific regions of interest on the donor blocks and their


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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insertion in recipient blocks. - Brightfield-based Multiplex-IHC/IF: This platform overcomes
some of the problems associated with IHC by performing multiplexed analysis of multiple
biomarkers, using tyramine chemistry to combine a vast spectrum of new chromogenic
dyes. - Fluorescence-based Multiplex IHC/IF (e.g., Vectra, Akoya Bioscience): it can capture
the multiple interactions occurring between cells. This type of digital pathology slide scanner
features multiplexing 7-color whole-slide at multispectral scanning that can accurately
detect and measure weakly expressed and overlapping biomarkers within a single H&E. -
Real-Time cell morphological and functional analysis systems in multi-wells plates:
automated digital widefield microscopy and with conventional multi-mode microplate
detection, and multi-electrode array (MEA) for Functional, physiological, and immunological
characterization Service Provided - Automated scanning and imaging biobanking of
specimen - Generation of TMA from multiple normal and pathological tissues in arrays
format for biomarkers assessment. - Defining the standard of practice histopathological
protocols for automated staining and analysis of biomolecules - Development of
multiplexing scoring systems to feed AI and machine-learning-based approaches Required
instruments - High end and high throughput fluorescent processing digital scanners (e.g.,
NanoZoomer S360, Hamamatsu; 3DHISTECH-PANNORAMIC 250 Flash III) - Tissue
Macroarrayer.


- DISCOVERY ULTRA, Roche; a Brightfield-based Multiplex-IHC/IF platform - Uniquely
integrated, configurable for multi-mode microplate detection. (e.g., Cytation 5 BioteK) -
Multi-electrode array (MEA), for non-invasive evaluation of cells in in vitro assays (e.g., Axion
Maestro PRO) - An AI-based Image analysis integrated platform is described in IU4. Example
of Applications - Select biospecimens with specific characteristics, e.g., metastatic,
morphologic distinction, etc. - Determine the best commercially available primary antibodies
for targets of interest - Identify novel antibodies and screen clones from internal antibody
campaigns - Development of fully automated staining protocol for mIHC/IF for
multiparametric immune profiling to stratifying patients - Refine the diagnostic criteria in a
variety of pathological tissues, and assess the predictive value of biomarkers in specific cell
types, such as oncological malignancy, lymphoid tissue - Collect tissue macro-arrays from
different disease states from human patients for systemic statistically meaningful analysis in
the field of neurobiology, oncology, and immunology - Real-time kinetic measurements of
cells, providing information on active biological - Evaluation of the efficacy of a potential
therapeutic agent in the preclinical setting - Evaluation of kinetics of cell-cell interactions
and cell-drug responses Required human resources (and their competence) 1 Registered
Pathologists (Unit Head), 1 Registered Pathology for tissue selection morphological analysis
and specimen classification, 1 clinical oncologist to interact with the provider hospitals and
ensure tissue processing flow (Data Manager), 1 expert senior technologist, 3 junior
technologists Notes: two major technologies will complement the brightfield and
fluorescence multiplexing analysis and further widen the spectrum of digital spatial
analytical processing. a) DNA barcoding-based mIHC/IF, which are based on antibodies-
conjugated to DNA used as barcode, such as CODEX, that uses high-throughput technology
to detect > 50 biomarkers simultaneously in a single tissue sample. It also provides
information about the relative abundance and expression of these biomarkers at a spatial
level. A similar methodology is DSP, a digital spatial profiler that enables high-plex spatial


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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profiling of proteins and RNA using oligonucleotide detection technologies (Included in the
NP-Single cell Omic). Similarly, Metal Based, Metal-Based Multiplex IHC/IF (e.g., CytOF),
which combines high-resolution laser ablation with mass cytometry and in situ spatial
staining for the simultaneous evaluation of more than 100 biomarkers from tissue is not
included as it is part of the proteomic and metabolomic NP. The management and
coordination of the activities of the NP will be provided by the HT organization within the
NP budget.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The total cost for implementing this NP is 13.6 M€. This covers all the required high-end
equipment of each of the 4 IU. The cost for implementing IU3 is 2.1 M€. This covers high-
end scanners for pathological slices from human, animal, and plant tissues, an automated
and sophisticated tissue microarrayer, two platforms Brightfield-based and Fluorescence-
based Multiplex-IHC/IF, and Real-Time cell morphological and functional analysis systems in
multi-mode microplate detection, and multi-electrode array (MEA). A basic setup for
histopathology and tissue processing is integral to the IU that requires the expertise of
registered pathologists and tight interaction with the IU4 for imaging processing and
developments of deep learning image analysis approaches For more information about
estimated costs and equipment, see: https://tiny.one/IMBI-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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The total operating cost of this NP when fully operational is 4.2 M€. This includes: -
Personnel, 34 units of personnel, plus maintenance & upgrading = 3.9 M€/year. To
guarantee 100% functionality it will be necessary to stipulate full risk maintenance contracts
on all instruments (5-7% of the purchase price) - Running cost for access grants: we expect
to run 250/300 experiments/year for about 40/50 projects/year (600-1000 euro/experiments
for microscopy and histology reagents, micro-printing/microfabrication) = 0.3 M€/year We
foresee the NP becoming fully operational within 3 years. IU3 total operating costs when
fully operational is 0.8 M€. This includes 7 units of personnel with expertise described at
Point 9, defined based on the number and type of instruments. IU3 requires specific
histopathological expertise and trained personnel, equipment maintenance & upgrading,
running costs for access grants For more information about costs and equipment, see:
https://tiny.one/IMBI-Budget


Max 1000  characters


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


We expect all IUs to be fully operational within 3 years. This period includes: -Year 1-2: the
acquisition of all complex instrumentations and their setup to make them fully accessible to
the users either after training or under guidance from the NP personnel -Year 1-2: the
selection of the units of personnel, which includes scientists and technologists with a diverse
multidisciplinary background (biologists, physicists, bioengineers, bioinformaticians) -Year 1-
3: the setting up of standardized procedures for accessing high end instruments (e.g., super-
resolution microscopes, 3D Electron tomographic microscopes, lattice light-sheet
microscopy,) and for protocol, methodologies (e.g., sample preparation of 3D light and EM
microscopy, Brillouin and Sheer force Microscopy, Atomic force microscopy, ad hoc
development of imaging analysis pipeline that will become part of the NP knowhow). For
further details, see Gantt: https://tiny.one/IMBI-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.
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We describe here the space requirements for the entire National Platform for Mol&Cell
imaging composed by the IUs delineated below: IU1 “Live single molecule, cell and tissue
imaging” - Light microscopy space (e.g., functional fluorescent imaging, spinning disk,
SuperResolution& Lattice light sheet Microscopes): 120 m2 - EM Microscopy Space and
sample preparation: 100 m2 IU2 “Biomechanics of tissues and biomedical specimen &
microfabrication/microfluidic devices generation” Biomechanics instruments space (AFM
Microscope, Optical Tweezer, Sheer force microscope, physical cytometer): 65 m2
Microfabrication for microfluidic devices (Grey Room included): 65 m2 IU3 “Functional
Multiplexing Digital and Quantitative Pathology” Digital scanner and multiplexing H&E
apparatus and sample preparation: 100 m2 IU4 “Data Management & Image Analysis”: 30
m2 A TOTAL of 480 m2


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


This applies to all IUs of this NP and is based on more than 20 years of experience in various
core imaging and biochemical facilities and a large survey on centralized units (Ferrando-
May, E. et al. Microsc Res Tech 79, 463-479, 2016; Sanchez, C. et al. Curr Protoc Cytom
Chapter 12, Unit 12 22, 2011). Concisely, the lifetime of advanced imaging instruments is
about 5-10 years, yet nearly every other year new or improved imaging technologies
broaden the limits of our real-time biophysical investigations frequently requiring
updating/upgrading of modules within the existing microscope set up. Hence funding is
requested to meet these demands.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training
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Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


This unit is part of the NP composed of 22 FTE holding either a PhD or that are expert
technologists and 12 junior technologists that must handle more than 20 high-end
instruments (e.g., TIRF, Spinning disk, SuperResolution microscopes, Electron microscopes,
Microprinters, 3D bioprinters for microfabrication). These instruments and technologies
allow performing several experiments/weeks but are also sophisticated and in need of time-
consuming training, imaging processing and analysis. If 7-8 FTE can serve 40
experiments/year based on a survey on national German Core facilities (doi:
10.1002/jemt.22648) than the NP with its high-end instrumentations (which requires 3-to-4
more time than low-end routine equipment) and 30 FTE should serve few 40/50
persons/years and ~ 250-300 experiments/year as specified below.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


The creation of an advanced biophysical imaging-based facility is driven by two reasons: i)
several influential principal investigators with knowledge of and high demand for
microscopy decides to pool existing instrumentation into a core unit or ii) the management
of an institution that makes a strategic investment in central research infrastructures. The IUs
within the NP respond to both criteria, enabling conditions for the advanced quantitative
and integrated analysis of various biological samples across the nano (molecular) to
millimeters (tissues) scales of biological and biomedical research. Added value and
uniqueness of this challenging enterprise are its capability to integrate orthogonal
modalities of analysis from advanced super-resolution imaging to biophysical
measurements of single molecules, individual cells, cell ensembles and tissues in live mode.
Presently, such an integrated approach is unfeasible for individual laboratories, as well as for
many international facilities. This enterprise will place Italy at the forefront of biophysical


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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investigations in life science and biomedical research, thereby fostering the developments of
technologies (and gatherings of scientists) focused on the quantitative determinants of
living system, at the frontiers of biomedicine and spanning from basic cell biology to
neuroscience, oncology and immunology. In this respect, this center will help fostering and
disseminating a modern quantitative biophysical approach, rooted in the established
tradition of italian physics but capable of expanding its boundaries to the life science, with
specific focus on the physicochemical dynamics of cell systems and mechanobiology in
prokaryotic, eukaryotic animal and plant cells and tissues. Hence, the unit will represent a
key training hub for the multidisciplinary necessity of present and future scientists that aim
at integrating biology with mathematical and quantitative expertise, bioengineering
capability, in the context of physical modeling. The estimation of the number of studies that
the NP can carry out is based on the experience at current available institutional facilities.
For example, the imaging facility at IFOM, a center of molecular oncology, serves the
activities of 25 groups for a total of 300 research scientists at all levels. Each group has an
average of 2/3 projects/year yielding 50-75 experiments.-The facility is composed of 1 head,
4 expert biophysicists, and 2 units dedicated to image analysis and is well within the
experience of Science for Life Laboratory of advanced light microscopy, which in 2019
served 55 projects with 6 FTE and well within guidelines recently published based on a
survey of German centralized core facilities (doi: 10.1002/jemt.22648). Thus, from the above
criteria and considering the number of more than 20 high-end instruments run by
experienced 20 FTE holding a PhD, we foresee that the fully functional platform can serve
~250/300 experiments/year (40/50 projects).


This IU is part of an NP that focuses on functional biophysical imaging of single molecules,
subcellular structures, cells, and tissues. Hence, this NP is complementary to other NPs: on
Animal and human Imaging, which expands the scale of analysis to animals and human
subjects: on Structural Biology, Drug Discovery&Development, and Vector&Cell engineering,
by providing characterization of biophysical phenotypes. A transformative element of the
UNIT is the combination of advanced high-resolution imaging with biophysical analysis and
microfabrication. No national or international facilities combine this multimodal analytical
power, thereby filling a technological and scientific gap that will serve as an ideal
complement to initiatives, such the EuroBioimaging, pushing the current state of knowledge
and EU competitiveness. We acknowledge the colleagues from research institutions,
academia, hospitals listed here who contributed to write this proposal: https://tiny.one/IMBI-
Contributors


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


20 Anonimo 
712.03


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR MOLECULAR & CELLULAR IMAGING (IMBI) – IU4 (OF 4) “DATA
MANAGEMENT & IMAGE ANALYSIS”


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


IFOM - THE FIRC INSTITUTE OF MOLECULAR ONCOLOGY This NP is equally supported by
the following 125 stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here
https://tiny.one/IMBI-Stakeholders) UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4)
Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6) Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11)
«Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12) "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi
Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16) Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata
21) Politecnica delle Marche 22) Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e
Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli
Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale
Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea" di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2
“Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S.
Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52)
Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55) Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus
Bio-Medico 59) Scuola Normale Superiore 60) SISSA 61) Politecnico di Bari 62) Scuola
Superiore Sant’Anna 63) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 64) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria
Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 65) Centro Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 66)
Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 67) Centro San Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 68) CRO -
Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 69) CROB - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della
Basilicata 70) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 71) Fond.
Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 72) Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia,
Candiolo 73) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 74) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 75) Fond.
Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 76) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 77) Fond.
Policlinico San Matteo 78) Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 79) Fond. Santa
Lucia 80) Fond. Stella Maris 81) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 82) Ist. Clinici Scientifici
Maugeri S.p.A. SB 83) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San
Gallicano 84) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 85) Ist. Auxologico Italiano
86) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 87) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 88) Ist. Dermopatico
dell'Immacolata (IDI) 89) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 90) Ist. Eugenio Medea
91) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 92) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia
93) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 94) Ist.
Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 95) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Pascale 96) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 97) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 98) Ist.
Ortopedico Galeazzi 99) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 100) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro
Spallanzani 101) Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori 102) Ist.
Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 103) Multimedica 104) Oasi di Maria Santissima 105) Osp. Casa
Sollievo della Sofferenza 106) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 107) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino
Gesù 108) Osp. Policlinico San Martino 109) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 110) Osp. San
Raffaele 111) Policlinico San Donato 112) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 113) San Raffaele Pisana
114) SDN Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli OTHER RESEARCH ENTITIES,
FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 115) CNR 116) ISS 117) CREA 118) LENS 119) EBRI
120) INGM 121) IIGM 122) IFOM 123) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 124) ACRI 125) FISV


IFOM - THE FIRC INSTITUTE OF MOLECULAR ONCOLOGY ifomfondazione@pec.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


National Universities and Research Centers have developed core facilities that, however, are
mostly at the service of the researchers in the local institution. An exception is the European
Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures (ESFRI) initiative, which has fostered the creation
of supra institutional centers. These initiatives remain limited and function optimally for
“omics”, bioinformatics, and ultrastructural molecular analysis. More challenging has been
the integration of experimentally rooted technologies (imaging, and specifically live-cell and
animal imaging or neuroimaging). In addition, we have recently witnessed an increasing
tendency to combine advanced biological investigations with biophysical and physical
technologies (e.g., mechanobiology). This requires generating new technological and
integrated biophysical infrastructures that are not yet available either at any individual
institution or in the current set of supra-institutional centers.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


Life is both “chemical and physical”. Molecules, cells, and tissues are governed not only by
the chemical and biochemical reactions but also by the physical interactions they
established among themselves and with their environments. These interactions are
intimately linked, integrated, and span multiple dimensional scales from nanometers to
millimeters. To unravel this complexity, multiscale and multimodal analytical approaches are
required. The NP-IMBI aims, specifically, at creating research infrastructures where
technically diverse, orthogonal methodologies (ranging from molecular, cell and tissue
imaging in real-time to biophysical measurements that probe single-molecule forces,
molecular diffusion/binding properties, tensile cell, and tissue state and their dynamics


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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interactions) are combined to capture structural, biochemical and physical properties of
living matters at multimodal and multiscale levels. These technologies are instrumental for
basic fundamental research, but also biomedical research. In this framework, the NP-IMBI
aims at defining a novel set of personalized and integrated biophysical holistic parameters
that can feed machine learning approaches, ultimately aiding the bench-to-bedside
translation of findings in fundamental research into medical practice and meaningful health
outcomes. There is an explosion of high-end structural, imaging, transcriptomic and
proteomic infrastructures. Yet none fully recapitulates the biophysical nature of living
matters. The NP-IMBI unit will be composed of distinct but highly integrated Infrastructural
Units (IU). Some of these units will be equipped with state-of-the-art technologies that can
be found in other European research infrastructures, such as Eurobioimaging, but none of
these consortia combines the chemical-physical, biochemical, and physiological
multimodality analysis that the NP-IMBI platform aims at offering. To achieve this, we
propose different IUS, as outlined below.


This National Platform aims at combining multimodal and multiscale systems of image
analysis in one single integrated platform capable of capturing at high-resolution molecular
cellular and tissue-level processes. To achieve its mission the different stakeholder propose
this NP that requires 4 integrated Infrastructural Units (IU): IU1 “Live single molecule, cell,
and tissue imaging” IU2 “Biomechanics of tissues and biomedical specimen &
microfabrication/microfluidic devices generation” IU3 “Functional Multiplexing, Digital and
Quantitative Pathology” IU4 “Data Management & Image Analysis” This part includes a
rationale that inspires the whole NP and IU4 Data Management & Image Analysis while the
other 3 units are described in separate documents. IU4 is absolutely essential for the
execution of all the others and for the analysis of the large imaging data set the unit will
generate, while data handling and storage will be done through the NP on Bioinformatics.
Overall Rationale Seeing is believing. The entire life-science has been driven by the ability to
directly observe biological processes unfold as they occur in real-time. The advent of a
super-resolution light microscope has pushed our limit of investigation to levels that only a
few years ago were not even imaginable. The combination of these technologies with
advanced 3D EM, further, promises to extend the capability of directly investigating
biological processes at the nano and even atomic resolution. Simultaneously, “seeing” is
insufficient to account for the complexity of life science in the absence of quantitative
measurements of phenomena under scrutiny (e.g., molecules that stretch, unfold,
oligomerize or simply change structure or interaction to transduce signals or analysis of
subcellular organelles that constantly interact establishing transient contacts, or that must
maintain their integrity despite the biochemical and mechanical stress cell are constantly
exposed). In addition, cells are not isolated entities. They interact with each other and with
their environment to develop tissues and organs. As collective systems, tissues dynamically
adapt to fulfill their functions. In this context, the physical determination of fundamental
living matter properties, such as tensile state, rigidity, or viscoelasticity has highlighted a
dimension largely neglected with an impact on cell fate, tissue organization, and disease
development that we are only beginning to appreciate. Finally, to better understand the


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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complex pathological processes there is the necessity of a paradigm shift from a single-
marker analysis towards multiplexed detection of biomarkers together with analysis of,
geometric/physical features is that must be integrated to generate diagnostic, prognostic
scoring systems through the definition of specific and tailored image analysis pipeline and
more relevantly and specifically of AI and machine learning approaches. IU4 Data
Management Distribution and Image Analysis The facilities will require a system for safe
data storage and subsequent analysis (a single time-lapse 4D experiment may generate 5-10
GB and we expect to generate 120 TB/year), composed of Data storage (in excess of 120
TB)/ Redundant data (including RAID array technology and routine backup procedures)/
Digital data to physical media (CD, DVD, Blu-ray, HDD)/ DICOM database management/
SharePoint work sites/ Thin provisioning of resources (so clients pay for only what they
need); Data distribution services: Multi-layered security and privacy-preserving framework
for the multisite secure transmission of data with granular consent management fully
compliant with GDPR and ethical guidelines. Publication and presentation content based on
analyzed image data/ Renderings (2D images of 3D data sets)/ Virtual and physical 3D
models.


Image analysis services - Image pre-processing techniques, such as image recording
techniques, image enhancement techniques (noise reduction, filter, etc.), deconvolution,
automated segmentation of regions of interest and validation, volumetric reconstruction
and generation of synthetic images. - Deep Learning (DL) algorithms trained on 2D and 3D
images also through a preformate learning approach. Supervised and unsupervised machine
learning techniques will be applied to analyze and classify high-dimensional multimodal
data and develop personalized decisional support tools. The supervised approach will be the
starting point linked to the definition of reproducible protocols specifically designed for
training the machine. - Explainable artificial intelligence frameworks to generate reports
about how the developed models work and the role of each specific factor. - Multiple time
points comparison statistical models. Required instruments and Applications - Data Storage
system: the EMC2 or NetUP, and Infinidat are the commonly used system for storage array
and fast data delivery, high availability, and multi-petabyte capacity for mixed application
workloads. They have reduced-impact snapshots, synchronous replication, asynchronous
replication, and data-at-rest encryption that assure reliability and data security. The
management and handling of the data storage system will be performed within the NP on
Bioinformatics. Applications: a storage area network (SAN) provides a pool of storage
resources that can be centrally managed and allocated as needed. A SAN is a dedicated,
high-speed network that provides access to block-level storage. Network Attached Storage
(NAS) is, instead, a device for storing data over the network - Image Data Analysis: OMERO-
like system operating on licensing-based Open software. Applications: Analysis of 2D and
3D images (including area, volume, and other measures)/ Multiple time points comparisons/
Workflow and worklist management/ Tools and support for analysis performed directly by
investigators/ Automated and semiautomated tools for custom analysis Required human
resources (and their competence) A total of 6 FTE, including 4 experts imaging analyzers
(biophysicists, engineers, mathematicians, bioinformaticians) and 2 technologists with
experience in machine learning and artificial intelligence to manage quantitative high-
dimensional data and develop personalized models and support tools that will be fully


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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interacting with the NP-bioinformatics. Notes: The core storage units will be coordinated
and implemented with the NP-Bioinformatic., whereas the image analysis will be
independently operating and will work in close conjunction with experimentalists, imaging
units, and pathologists The management and coordination of the activities of the NP will be
provided by the HT organization within the NP budget.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The total cost for implementing this NP is 13.6 M€. This covers all the required high-end
equipment of each of the 4 IU. The cost for implementing IU4 is 0.5 M€. This covers an ad
hoc data storage apparatus. Each of the live imaging experiments that will be performed
within this NP can generate GB of materials that must be kept accessible for data
documentation and analysis for years. In addition, this NP requires a complex analysis
pipeline of 2D and 3D images (including area, volume, and other measures), multiple time
points comparisons, workflow and worklist management, tools and support for analysis
performed directly by investigators, and automated and semi-automated tools for custom
analysis and AI-based approaches. For more information about estimated costs and
equipment, see: https://tiny.one/IMBI-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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The total operating cost of this NP when fully operational is 4.2 M€. This includes: -
Personnel, 34 units of personnel, plus maintenance & upgrading = 3.9 M€/year. To
guarantee 100% functionality it will be necessary to stipulate full risk maintenance contracts
on all instruments (5-7% of purchase prices) - Running cost for access grants: we expect to
run 250/300 experiments/year for about 40/50 projects/year (600-1000€/experiment for
microscopy and histopathology reagents, micro-printing/microfabrication) = 0.3 M€/year
We foresee the NP becoming fully operational within 3 years. IU4 total operating costs when
fully operational is 0.3 M€. This includes 6 units of personnel with expertise described at
Point 9, defined based on the necessity to have support from scientists trained in biophysical
modelling, quantitative analysis and processing of images, AI and machine learning. For
more information about estimated costs and equipment, see: https://tiny.one/IMBI-Budget


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


We expect all IUs to be fully operational within 3 years. This period includes: -Year 1-2: the
acquisition of all complex instrumentations and their set up to make them fully accessible to
the users either after training or under guidance from the NP personnel -Year 1-2: the
selection of the units of personnel, which includes scientists and technologists with a diverse
multidisciplinary background (biologists, physicists, bioengineers, bioinformaticians) -Year 1-
3: the setting up of standardized procedures for accessing high-end instruments (e.g., super-
resolution microscopes, 3D Electron tomographic microscopes, lattice light-sheet
microscopy,) and for protocol, methodologies (e.g., sample preparation of 3D light and EM
microscopy, Brillouin and Sheer force Microscopy, Atomic force microscopy, ad hoc
development of imaging analysis pipeline that will become part of the NP knowhow). For
further details, see Gantt: https://tiny.one/IMBI-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.
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We describe here the space requirements for the entire National Platform for Mol&Cell
imaging composed by the IUs delineated below: IU1 “Live single molecule, cell and tissue
imaging” - Light microscopy space (e.g., functional fluorescent imaging, spinning disk,
SuperResolution& Lattice light-sheet Microscopes): 120 m2 - EM Microscopy Space and
sample preparation: 100 m2 IU2 “Biomechanics of tissues and biomedical specimen &
microfabrication/microfluidic devices generation” Biomechanics instruments space (AFM
Microscope, Optical Tweezer, Sheer force microscope, physical cytometer): 65 m2
Microfabrication for microfluidic devices (Grey Room included): 65 m2 IU3 “Functional
Multiplexing Digital and Quantitative Pathology” Digital scanner and multiplexing H&E
apparatus and sample preparation: 100 m2 IU4 “Data Management & Image Analysis”: 30
m2 A TOTAL of 480 m2


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


This applies to all IUs of this NP and is based on more than 20 years of experience in various
core imaging and biochemical facilities and a large survey on centralized units (Ferrando-
May, E. et al. Microsc Res Tech 79, 463-479, 2016; Sanchez, C. et al. Curr Protoc Cytom
Chapter 12, Unit 12 22, 2011). Concisely, the lifetime of advanced imaging instruments is
about 5-10 years, yet nearly every other year new or improved imaging technologies
broaden the limits of our real-time biophysical investigations frequently requiring
updating/upgrading of modules within the existing microscope set up. Hence funding is
requested to meet these demands.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training
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Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


This unit is part of the NP composed of 22 FTE holding either a PhD or that are expert
technologists and 12 junior technologists that must handle more than 20 high-end
instruments (e.g., TIRF, Spinning disk, SuperResolution microscopes, Electron microscopes,
Microprinters, 3D bioprinters for microfabrication). These instruments and technologies
allow performing several experiments/weeks but are also sophisticated and in need of time-
consuming training, imaging processing and analysis. If 7-8 FTE can serve 40
experiments/year based on a survey on national German Core facilities (doi:
10.1002/jemt.22648) than the NP with its high-end instrumentations (which requires 3-to-4
more time than low-end routine equipment) and 30 FTE should serve few 40/50
persons/years and ~ 250-300 experiments/year as specified below.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


The creation of an advanced biophysical imaging-based facility is driven by two reasons: i)
several influential principal investigators with knowledge of and high demand for
microscopy decides to pool existing instrumentation into a core unit or ii) the management
of an institution that makes a strategic investment in central research infrastructures. The IUs
within the NP respond to both criteria, enabling conditions for the advanced quantitative
and integrated analysis of various biological samples across the nano (molecular) to
millimeters (tissues) scales of biological and biomedical research. Added value and
uniqueness of this challenging enterprise are its capability to integrate orthogonal
modalities of analysis from advanced super-resolution imaging to biophysical
measurements of single molecules, individual cells, cell ensembles and tissues in live mode.
Presently, such an integrated approach is unfeasible for individual laboratories, as well as for
many international facilities. This enterprise will place Italy at the forefront of biophysical


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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investigations in life science and biomedical research, thereby fostering the developments of
technologies (and gatherings of scientists) focused on the quantitative determinants of
living system, at the frontiers of biomedicine and spanning from basic cell biology to
neuroscience, oncology and immunology. In this respect, this center will help fostering and
disseminating a modern quantitative biophysical approach, rooted in the established
tradition of italian physics but capable of expanding its boundaries to the life science, with
specific focus on the physicochemical dynamics of cell systems and mechanobiology in
prokaryotic, eukaryotic animal and plant cells and tissues. Hence, the unit will represent a
key training hub for the multidisciplinary necessity of present and future scientists that aim
at integrating biology with mathematical and quantitative expertise, bioengineering
capability, in the context of physical modeling. The estimation of the number of studies that
the NP can carry out is based on the experience at current available institutional facilities.
For example, the imaging facility at IFOM, a center of molecular oncology, serves the
activities of 25 groups for a total of 300 research scientists at all levels. Each group has an
average of 2/3 projects/year yielding 50-75 experiments.-The facility is composed of 1 head,
4 expert biophysicists, and 2 units dedicated to image analysis and is well within the
experience of Science for Life Laboratory of advanced light microscopy, which in 2019
served 55 projects with 6 FTE and well within guidelines recently published based on a
survey of German centralized core facilities (doi: 10.1002/jemt.22648). Thus, from the above
criteria and considering the number of more than 20 high-end instruments run by
experienced 20 FTE holding a PhD, we foresee that the fully functional platform can serve
~250/300 experiments/year (40/50 projects).


This IU is part of an NP that focuses on functional biophysical imaging of single molecules,
subcellular structures, cells, and tissues. Hence, this NP is complementary to other NPs: on
Animal and human Imaging, which expands the scale of analysis to animals and human
subjects: on Structural Biology, Drug Discovery & Development, and Vector & Cell
engineering, by providing characterization of biophysical phenotypes. A transformative
element of the UNIT is the combination of advanced high-resolution imaging with
biophysical analysis and microfabrication. No national or international facilities combine this
multimodal analytical power, thereby filling a technological and scientific gap that will serve
as an ideal complement to initiatives, such the EuroBioimaging, pushing the current state of
knowledge and EU competitiveness. We acknowledge the colleagues from research
institutions, academia, hospitals listed here who contributed to write this proposal:
https://tiny.one/IMBI-Contributors


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


24 Anonimo 
144.44


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR DRUG DISCOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT Acronym of the NP: DD-
P (Drug Discovery Platform)


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


Istituto Europeo di Oncologia (IEO) This NP is equally supported by the following 123
stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here https://tinyurl.com/DDandD-
Stakeholders). UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5)
Bolzano 6) Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di
Catanzaro 12) "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15)
Firenze 16) Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle
Marche 22) Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise
27) Napoli Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli
Luigi Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37)
"Mediterranea" di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40)
Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45)
Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine
54) Urbino 55) Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico 59)
Scuola Normale Superiore 60) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 61) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS:
62) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 63) Centro
Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 64) Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 65) Centro San
Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 66) CRO - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 67) CROB -
Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 68) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in
Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 69) Fond. Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 70)
Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 71) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 72) Fond. Istituto
Nazionale dei Tumori 73) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 74) Fond. Istituto
Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 75) Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 76) Fond. Policlinico
Universitario Agostino Gemelli 77) Fond. Santa Lucia 78) Fond. Stella Maris 79) IEO - Istituto
Europeo di Oncologia 80) Ist. Clinici Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 81) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 82) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 83) Ist. Auxologico Italiano 84) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 85)
Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 86) Ist. Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 87) Ist.
di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 88) Ist. Eugenio Medea 89) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 90)
Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia 91) Ist. Mediterraneo per i
Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 92) Ist. Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per
Anziani 93) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale 94) Ist. Neurologico


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Mediterraneo Neuromed 95) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 96) Ist. Ortopedico Galeazzi 97) Ist.
Ortopedico Rizzoli 98) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 99) Ist. Scientifico
Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori 100) Ist. Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 101)
Multimedica 102) Oasi di Maria Santissima 103) Osp. Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza 104)
Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 105) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 106) Osp. Policlinico San
Martino 107) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 108) Osp. San Raffaele 109) Policlinico San
Donato 110) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 111) San Raffaele Pisana 112) SDN Istituto di Ricerca
Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli RESEARCH ENTITIES, FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC
SOCIETIES: 113) CNR 114) ISS 115) CREA 116) LENS 117) EBRI 118) INGM 119) IIGM 120)
IFOM 121) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 122) ACRI 123) FISV


Istituto Europeo di Oncologia (IEO) roberto.orecchia@ieo.it
direzione.amministrativaieo@legalmail.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Structural and cellular biology


Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 


CeTrA(Venezia Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis


5.
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− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


Although the DD-P marginally overlaps with two European initiatives (EATRIS-ERIC and EU-
OPENSCREEN), it is based on an entirely different concept and structure. EU-OPENSCREEN
(to which Italy does not adhere) is based on a “diffused” model of the drug discovery
process, while DD-P will implement a drug discovery hub at HT, which will be open to the
national academics. This will render available key facilities and know-how, which are too
costly for single academic Institutions. The EATRIS-ERIC initiative offers a range of research
services for the Drug Discovery process, but is not covering the areas which will be provided
by DD-P. Thus, DD-P will be the spine of the entire national academic drug discovery and
development process. Leveraging a potential which exists nationwide but is largely
unrealized, it will implement a full pipeline of excellence and assist academic researchers in
the exploitation of their results.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


The national academic research in drug discovery is excellent (i.e. the scientific productivity
of our medicinal chemistry is first in Europe), but it lacks (at least in part) the possibility to
perform specific activities of the drug discovery process (in both Discovery and
Development). This limits its innovation potential, with only a few anecdotal examples of
drugs, successfully developed by national academic entities. The same concepts apply to the
development of new safe agrochemicals, which are urgently needed to meet the Green Deal
policy and face national phytosanitary emergencies. The mission and vision of the DD-P: -


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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Provide key technologies and facilities to perform the whole Drug Discovery process in an
academic environment, up to the identification of preclinical candidates (small molecules
and biological drugs). The same NP will allow the identification and validation of new
molecules for plant protection and growth control; -Provide theoretical and practical
training to form new Personnel, skilled in all aspects of the Drug Discovery process. The DD-
P will start educational programs and host researchers (particularly young scientists), as a
complement to academic studies, contributing to the dissemination of a drug discovery
culture and to the growth of the next generation of drug discovery scientists. Achieving
these goals will accelerate the introduction of new drugs into the clinics and reduce the use
of chemical pesticides in agriculture. This will increase both the social and the economic
value of our academic research and will start a virtuous circle involving other players (agro
and bio-pharmaceutical companies) for a net increase in the competitiveness of our
“Sistema Paese”. To achieve its mission, the different stakeholders have envisioned that DD-P
requires 2 Infrastructural Units (IU): IU1-Discovery IU2-Development. Here we summarise the
entire platform, while the two IUs have also been submitted as separate documents by
different stakeholders.


Italian research groups have outstanding ability of identifying innovative targets and
phenotypes, but fail to translate this knowledge into candidate drugs and agrochemicals,
even if they possess excellent know-how in drug discovery. Failure is frequently due to the
lack of available key technologies. For small molecules, innovative targets require high
throughput screening (HTS) assays, followed by detailed characterization of the ligand-
target interaction, and of the metabolic and pharmaco-kinetic properties of the drug. For
larger molecules (antibodies, peptides and RNA therapeutics), a main bottleneck is present
at later stages, when production in a GMP-like environment is essential for toxicology and
early stage clinical studies. In all cases: -phenotypic cellular screenings require dedicated
instrumentation; -access to in vivo pharmaco-kinetic and pharmaco-dynamic (PK-PD) and
toxicological studies, is unavailable to most research groups. DD-P requires 2 integrated
Infrastructural Units (IU): IU1-Discovery; IU2-Development. The IU1-Discovery will support
the initial steps of the drug discovery process, with two components: --Screening will
integrate the following activities: -Compound collection. A robotic platform to manage the
following libraries: i) small molecules and chemical fragments (up to 250,000); ii) clinically
available drugs (5,000 for drug-repurposing); iii) antibody libraries; iv) peptide and RNA
molecules. -Virtual screening. Set-up for ligand- and/or structure-based in silico screening,
to discover and prioritize compounds from chemical libraries. Screen, through crystal
structures, the binding of chemical fragments to ‘receptor’, for rational drug design. -Assay
optimization. To help researchers in optimizing biochemical and cellular assays for HTS. -
High throughput and High Content screening. Dedicated stations will run biochemical
(target based, up to >100,000 compounds) and cell-based assays (phenotypic drug
discovery: simple phenotype, >25,000; complex phenotype, <10,000), using a high capacity
integrated robotic worktable (configurable and reconfigurable). --Profiling will support the
activity towards the optimization of the hits: -Target identification and validation. Phenotypic
approaches identify bioactive molecules whose target needs to be elucidated and validated.


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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Target identification will be based on nano-LC-mass spectrometers, to include chemo-
proteomic and OMIC strategies, and additional approaches. -Biophysical profiling. It will
include instruments to elucidate the interaction ligand/target to reach the following
information: structural features, affinity constant, stoichiometry of interaction, site of
engagement, thermodynamic properties, kinetic aspects. It will be completed with target
production and computational ability. -DMPK-ADMET profiling. DMPK-ADMET studies
required for lead optimization will be performed, based on state-of-the-art MS equipment
(q-ORBITRAP and q-TOF coupled to nano-ESI and APCI-sources integrated with ion mobility
devices). The facility will provide qualitative and quantitative data, in particular for 1)
absolute quantification of analytes in biological fluids and tissues; 2) metabolite
identification; 3) characterization of analytes and 4) data mining technologies. The unit
should include non-labelled (MS-IMAGING) techniques to provide spatial information of
analytes within tissues. The IU2-Development will provide support at a later stage of the
drug discovery process, prior to the regulatory studies required to enter clinical stage. It will
include two components: --Production for Early Development To help researchers working
with molecules such as antibodies, peptides and RNA therapeutics, who need to develop
small/medium scale manufacturing process in a controlled environment, as well as quality
controls for the release of the product to be applicable in humans, or suitable for human
consumption. It will integrate the following activities:


-Optimization of the product. Antibody and peptide sequences will be optimized to reduce
manufacturing challenges at a later stage. -Production. To develop, stabilize and maintain
cell lines for the small-scale production of antibodies and RNAs, and study the quality of the
products (identity, purity, stability, potency, safety). More in detail, Production will be in
charge of developing processes related to: 1) Transfer of technology (scale up) &
Optimization; 2) Manufacturing; 3) Process Development; 4) Purification; 5) Formulation
(pre-formulation activities); 6) Fill & Finish; 7) Stability studies. Technologies: small scale
manufacturing chain covering master and working cell banking (including DNA/RNA and
peptide synthesizers able to produce short - IVT mRNA synthesis - and long molecules),
expansion (Bioreactors of a scale from 10 to 50L), purification (HPLC), formulation chain. --
High quality PK-PD and GLP-like early toxicology Academic research stops when a
promising new drug shows signs of efficacy in animal models of disease. Here, it is proposed
that the platform will carry out in vivo studies to further advance an academic preclinical
candidate drug. The studies will be conducted in a GLP-like environment (following strict
procedures, but without regulatory constrains). GLP may represent a future expansion of the
activities, requiring minor adjustments in the set-up. Pharmacological (PK-PD) and early
toxicological studies will be carried out in healthy rodents, and in animal models of disease
(samples prepared by the research group, and analysed at the platform). The equipment will
be characterized by high automation capacity for the study of toxicology and biodistribution
of small molecules, antibodies, peptides and RNA therapeutics. The activities include: -In
vivo studies on small animal models (PK-PD), which will correlate drug levels with its target
modulatory activity, leading to predictions of exposure levels in humans; -Preliminary safety
pharmacology (in silico, in vitro, in vivo). This will be an accurate evaluation of acute and
chronic (weeks) toxicity in all tissues, and will include behavioral studies and in vitro
electrophysiological tests (i.e. ERG interference), to identify unwanted toxicity; -Biochemistry


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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and Pathology evaluation of the tissues and blood, and molecular biology analyses. It will
provide information useful also to derive/validate candidate biomarkers. Globally, these
activities will contribute greatly to reduce the risks associated with further development of
candidate drugs, and therefore greatly increase their value. For the entire DD-P,
computational activities will be connected to the National Platform on Bioinformatics, with a
core team (1 computational chemist, 1 structural biologist), who will handle data storage
and analysis (200core, 10GPU, 500Tb local buffer and 2PB permanent storage space), based
on the use of dedicated hardware, and of computing and storage resources.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The cost for implementing this NP is 13.4 M€. This covers all the required high-end
equipment of the IUs. The cost for IU1 (9.1M) will cover advanced instruments for library
handling, a complete high throughput workstation which includes all the necessary
equipment for performing biochemical and high content assays, and instrumentation for
profiling. Hardware/software for the computational studies will be partly in-house. Basic
laboratory equipment (cell culture, table microscopes) are necessary and will be mainly
shared among the other NPs. The cost for IU2 (4.3M) will include equipment for synthesis of
small peptides and RNA molecules, while antibodies will be provided as producing cell lines,
or as cDNA sequences for high yield expression in cell systems (including phage libraries).
For high quality PK-PD and GLP-like early toxicology, a state-of-the art setting is planned. A
detailed list of equipment is at: https://tiny.one/DDandD-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year
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The total operating cost of this NP when fully operational is 7.1 M€/year: - Personnel, 31
units (2M/yr); reagents, dissemination, hospitality (0.5M/yr); full risk maintenance of high-
end equipment (0.8 M/yr). - Access grants: We assume to perform at plateau: up to 25
screenings/yr (depending on complexity); 5 target IDs; dozens of PK and hundreds of ADME
profiling studies; production of up to 5 large scale therapeutics and 5 complete PK/PD
toxicology studies/yr, or up to a dozen each small-scale projects (total costs, 3.7M/yr). In
particular: -IU1 total operating costs is 4.3 M€. This includes: 17 units of personnel (including
a technologist-engineer); maintenance; and running costs for access grants (2.2M/yr). -IU2
total operating costs is 2.8 M€. This includes: 14 units of personnel (including a
pathologist/veterinarian); maintenance; and running costs for access grants (1,5M/yr). A
detailed list of these costs is at: https://tiny.one/DDandD-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


We envision a three-year timeframe for the set-up of the IUs of the DD-P, with all of the
instruments installed and tested by the end of yr2. This temporal window is felt to be
essential for the complex set of operations required, and the set-up of the space for some
activities must be considered (see section 16). Of course, at least part of the activities can
jump-start from year 1-2, since they require a more conventional setting (computational and
high content screenings, profiling, and development activities). The commissioning of part
of the equipment will require more time than conventional acquisition of (even large)
equipment. In fact, the set-up of the screening facility will require an accurate design of the
robotics infrastructure and of the architecture of the different instrumental operations, to be
performed in collaboration with the commercial vendors. For a detailed explanation, see
Gantt chart: https://tiny.one/DDandD-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.
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We describe here the space requirements (in sqm) for the entire National Platform for Drug
Discovery and Development, composed by 2 IU. The platform will require 440 sqm, net of
walls and corridors, divided as follows: -IU1 (235 sqm of laboratory space) -IU2 (115 sqm of
laboratory space, and 90 sqm for the animal facility) Spaces dedicated to specific equipment
are calculated on operational standards applied in other international centers, hosting
similar equipment. Offices and common spaces for personnel, including hosted researchers
and participants, are estimated considering the "Testo Unico sulla sicurezza DLgs 81/2008".
Details about the space estimated for each IU composing the NP are reported in separate
forms dedicated to the description of the individual IUs.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


Overall, most of the concepts in the field of the entire DD-P have shown incremental, rather
than revolutionary innovation over the past two decades. As such, we do not foresee
breakthroughs which will lead to sudden obsolescence of our setting (both conceptual and
technological). For IU1, advances in artificial intelligence (see the recent proposal of an AI
algorithm for protein structure), miniaturization and automation processes will likely lead to
the entrance of new instrumentation into the market, but we anticipate that this will happen
to a significant extent only for parts of our equipment. IU2 is even less prone to
obsolescence for most equipment. At present, we envision a partial upgrade of the initial
set-up after five years, with new instruments becoming complementary to the old ones,
which could still be used for some consolidated applications. Therefore, the whole
technological upgrade cycle is expected to last more than one decade.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.
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"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


The drug discovery process covers fundamental, translational and clinical research. It
involves researchers with diversified expertise (biochemists, structural and computational
biologists, cellular biologists, pharmacologists, medicinal and analytical chemists), and from
different areas, including fields such as the agro-biotechnological sector. We envision
therefore that the number of potential researchers interested in applying for access to the
DD-P will be high. Most projects, however, require from the beginning the close partnership
of research groups with different expertise. So, while we foresee that the number of
researchers (i.e. PI with independent research groups) involved in the application process
can reach the hundred scale, we expect that the number of presented projects will be less
than that. This is a range which fits well with the initial size of the Platform, and
accommodates a large number of requests, maintaining a strong competitive selection.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


The idea for a DD-P arises from the discussion with a large number of colleagues. Together,
we have defined the technological steps missing, in Italy, to lead the academic drug
discovery from a high-quality process, which however continues almost unavoidably to fail
to reach patients, to a successful operation culminating in the identification of novel
therapeutics. In our view, the DD-P will be a key opportunity for the progress of the national
research community, and of the entire “Sistema Paese”. For the research community, the


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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DD-P will contribute to: -Increase of basic knowledge, due to the faster, better quality and
more efficient generation of novel tools for academic research -Training of scientists who
will become acquainted with the process of drug discovery, and will increase the national
critical mass in a strategic area -Increase the competitiveness at an international level,
considering that drug discovery is a sector where several countries have already started
investments in academic research. The DD-P will represent for the Human Technopole itself
a challenging endeavor to expand its area of expertise. A number of internationally
recognized experts in the field of drug discovery are present in Italy. If implemented, the set-
up and the activities of the DD-P could benefit from the interaction with these experts. In
this context, a future expansion of the DD-P should be its direct involvement in
technological development in the drug discovery process. For the entire country, the DD-P
will contribute to: -Fast translation to patients: thanks to some activities (drug repurposing,
production of clinical-grade large molecules), DD-P will help to reach faster the clinical
stage; -Opportunities for different communities of scientists, in addition to those working on
human diseases. In our proposal, there is already room for close collaboration with modern
agrochemical research. The widespread application of pesticides has major environmental
consequences, as well as unintended effects on human health. In DD-P, RNA or peptide
based new drugs (in both discovery and development stages) can also be offered to agro-
biotechnological research to increase food availability and quality. Ultimately, the DD-P will
lead to the creation of value. The national pharmaceutical industry is leading in some
aspects of drug development (manufacturing of API), but the discovery phase is less
competitive. This creates an opportunity for the DD-P to act as the “glue” to bring together
the academic research in drug discovery and the industry, helping to generate products with
the quality and the advancement which can be of interest for development by the industry,
with an important return on the investment of academic research (through milestone
payments and royalties). The DD-P can represent the “ultimate” platform of the Human
Technopole effort, where innovation generated by the other platforms can find its space
towards new cures.


The DD-P will establish close interactions with numerous other research or technology
infrastructures, in primis with those from the other proposed platforms. Equipment partially
overlapping with those of other platforms (imaging, structural biology, proteomics)
represent an opportunity for cost-saving. Additionally, there are opportunities of interaction
with essentially all other platforms proposed. The DD-P will also look closely at drug
discovery centers present in Europe (both as European Research infrastructures -Eatris,
OPENSCREEN already cited above-, or local academic centers) to find potential for sharing
of know-how, networking and training. We acknowledge the numerous colleagues from the
research institutions, academia, hospitals listed here who contributed to these proposals:
https://tiny.one/DDandD-Contributors


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


25 Anonimo 
153.54


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR DRUG DISCOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT – IU1 (OF 2) DISCOVERY
Acronym of the NP: DD-P (Drug Discovery Platform)


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


Istituto Europeo di Oncologia (IEO), Milano This NP is equally supported by the following
123 stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here https://tinyurl.com/DDandD-
Stakeholders). UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5)
Bolzano 6) Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di
Catanzaro 12) "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15)
Firenze 16) Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle
Marche 22) Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise
27) Napoli Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli
Luigi Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37)
"Mediterranea" di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40)
Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45)
Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine
54) Urbino 55) Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico 59)
Scuola Normale Superiore 60) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 61) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS:
62) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 63) Centro
Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 64) Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 65) Centro San
Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 66) CRO - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 67) CROB -
Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 68) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in
Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 69) Fond. Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 70)
Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 71) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 72) Fond. Istituto
Nazionale dei Tumori 73) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 74) Fond. Istituto
Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 75) Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 76) Fond. Policlinico
Universitario Agostino Gemelli 77) Fond. Santa Lucia 78) Fond. Stella Maris 79) IEO - Istituto
Europeo di Oncologia 80) Ist. Clinici Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 81) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 82) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 83) Ist. Auxologico Italiano 84) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 85)
Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 86) Ist. Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 87) Ist.
di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 88) Ist. Eugenio Medea 89) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 90)
Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia 91) Ist. Mediterraneo per i
Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 92) Ist. Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per
Anziani 93) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale 94) Ist. Neurologico


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Mediterraneo Neuromed 95) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 96) Ist. Ortopedico Galeazzi 97) Ist.
Ortopedico Rizzoli 98) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 99) Ist. Scientifico
Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori 100) Ist. Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 101)
Multimedica 102) Oasi di Maria Santissima 103) Osp. Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza 104)
Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 105) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 106) Osp. Policlinico San
Martino 107) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 108) Osp. San Raffaele 109) Policlinico San
Donato 110) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 111) San Raffaele Pisana 112) SDN Istituto di Ricerca
Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli RESEARCH ENTITIES, FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC
SOCIETIES: 113) CNR 114) ISS 115) CREA 116) LENS 117) EBRI 118) INGM 119) IIGM 120)
IFOM 121) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 122) ACRI 123) FISV


Istituto Europeo di Oncologia (IEO) roberto.orecchia@ieo.it
direzione.amministrativaieo@legalmail.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Structural and cellular biology


Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 


CeTrA(Venezia Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis


5.
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− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


Although in its entirety the DD-P marginally overlaps with two European initiatives (EATRIS-
ERIC and EU-OPENSCREEN), it is based on an entirely different concept and structure.
Considering IU1 (DISCOVERY), EU-OPENSCREEN (to which Italy does not adhere) is based on
a “diffused” model of the drug discovery process, while DD-P will implement a drug
discovery hub at HT, which will be open to the national academic community. This will
render available key facilities and know-how, which are too costly for single academic
Institutions, and represent an opportunity for training of young academic researchers. Thus,
DD-P will be the spine of the entire national academic drug discovery and development
process. Leveraging a potential which exists nationwide but is largely unrealized, it will
implement a full pipeline of excellence and assist academic researchers in the exploitation of
their results, thus contributing to Italian Research and Innovation.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


To achieve its mission, the different stakeholders have conceptualized DD-P as consisting of
2 Infrastructural Units (IU): IU1-Discovery; IU2-Development. This document describes IU1
while the other IU is submitted by a different stakeholder. The national academic research in
drug discovery is excellent (i.e. the scientific productivity of our medicinal chemistry is first in
Europe), but it lacks (at least in part) the possibility to perform specific activities of the drug
discovery process (in both Discovery and Development). This limits its innovation potential,
with only a few anecdotal examples of drugs, successfully developed by national academic


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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entities. The same concepts apply to the development of new safe agrochemicals, which are
urgently needed to meet the Green Deal policy and face national phytosanitary
emergencies. The mission and vision of the DD-P are: -Provide key technologies and
facilities to perform the whole Drug Discovery process in an academic environment, up to
the identification of preclinical candidates (small molecules and biological drugs). The same
facilities will allow the identification and validation of new molecules for plant protection
and growth control. -Provide theoretical and practical training to form new Personnel, highly
skilled in all aspects of the Drug Discovery process. The DD-P will start educational programs
and host researchers (particularly young scientists), as a complement to existing studies,
contributing to the dissemination of a drug discovery culture and to the growth of the next
generation of drug discovery scientists. Achieving these goals will accelerate the
introduction of new drugs into the clinics and reduce the use of chemical pesticides in
agriculture. In turn, this will increase both the social and the economic value of our academic
research and will start a virtuous circle involving other players (agro and bio-pharmaceutical
companies) for a net increase in the competitiveness of our “Sistema Paese”.


Italian research groups have outstanding ability of identifying innovative targets and
phenotypes, but often fail to translate this knowledge into candidate drugs and
agrochemicals, even if they possess excellent know-how in drug discovery. Failure is often
due to the lack of available key technologies. For small molecules, innovative targets require
high throughput screening assays, followed by detailed characterization of ligand-target
interaction, and of the metabolic and pharmaco-kinetic properties of the drug. For larger
molecules (antibodies, peptides and RNA therapeutics), a main bottleneck exists at later
stages, when production in a GMP-like environment is essential for toxicology and early
stage clinical studies. In all cases: -phenotypic cellular screenings require dedicated
instrumentation (high content assays); -access to in vivo pharmaco-kinetic and pharmaco-
dynamic (PK-PD) studies, as well as to high quality toxicological studies, is unavailable to
most research groups. The DD-P entails 2 IUs which will implement these missing steps of
the drug discovery process. The IU1-Discovery will support the initial steps of the drug
discovery process, with two main functional components: --Screening. Screening will set-up
state-of-the-art high throughput and high content screening facilities to identify hit
compounds, and will integrate the following activities: -Compound collection. A robotic
platform to assemble, store and retrieve multiple libraries: i) small molecules and chemical
fragments (up to 250,000, in modules) will be obtained from commercial vendors, and
collecting from academic groups compounds with structural and molecular properties
suitable for hit discovery and hit-to-lead programs, avoiding unwanted reactive chemical
groups, frequent hitters, toxicophores, aggregators and other undesirable molecules; ii)
clinically available drugs (5,000 compounds) for drug-repurposing screenings; iii) high
complexity antibody phage libraries; iv) peptide and RNA molecules (up to 400nt), with the
final goal of generating a hybrid commercial/in-house database of small and large
molecules. -Virtual screening. Set-up for ligand- and/or structure-based in silico screening,
to discover and prioritize compounds from chemical libraries (thus including drug
repurposing). Screen, through crystal structures, the binding of chemical fragments to


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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‘receptors’, to be merged into hit molecules. This will include hardware and software for
ligand- and/or structure-based virtual screening, in order to filter large initial libraries and to
focus the following experimental analyses on the most promising compounds. -Assay
optimization. A dedicated laboratory will help researchers in optimizing biochemical and
cellular assays suitable for high throughput. A panel of ready-to-use assays, investigating
common cellular functions (cell viability, toxicity, proliferation, apoptosis, migration,
metabolic activity, etc.) will be made available to users, while additional assays could be co-
developed with users, who will have transient access to the facility. -High throughput
Screening and High Content assays. Dedicated stations will run biochemical (target based,
up to >100,000 compounds screened) and cell-based assays (phenotypic drug discovery:
simple phenotype, >25,000 compounds; complex phenotype, <10,000 compounds), using a
high capacity robotic worktable (easily configurable and reconfigurable) integrated for liquid
dispensing, sample and plate management, and a variety of state-of-the-art detection
technologies including luminescence. (AlphaScreen®), fluorescence (including fluorescence
intensity, TR-FRET, fluorescence polarization). Both stations will be able to handle 2D
cultured cells, 3D organoids, and could be upgraded to more complex systems (such as
small animals -i.e. zebrafish).


--Profiling. Profiling will support the activity towards the optimization of the hits (hit to lead
and lead optimization phases), and will integrate the following activities: -Target
identification and validation. Phenotypic approaches identify bioactive molecules whose
target needs to be elucidated and validated by genetic and biochemical methods. Target
identification will provide state-of-the-art instrumentations (based on nano-LC-mass
spectrometers to run direct and indirect strategies for target identification and molecular
mechanism elucidation, including chemo-proteomic and OMIC studies, thermal proteome
profiling, drug affinity responsive target stability, limited proteolysis coupled to machine
learning studies, cellular thermal shift assay). Validation studies will be mainly performed by
each research group. -Biophysical profiling. It will elucidate the interaction ligand/target
required for the hit to lead process. Biophysical profiling will generate the following
information: molecular structure features for targets, hits-leads, drug/target complexes,
affinity constant, stoichiometry of interaction, site of engagement (Hydroxyl radical protein
footprinting (HRPF) based on LC/ESI-HR-MS and Photochemical Oxidation Protein device),
thermodynamic properties (isothermal calorimetry), kinetic aspects (bilayer
interferometry/surface plasmon resonance to be acquired in an expansion stage). It will also
include target production and computational ability. -DMPK-ADMET profiling. DMPK-
ADMET studies required for lead optimization and to eliminate compounds that produce
potentially reactive metabolites will be performed, based on state-of the art MS equipment
(q-ORBITRAP and q-TOF coupled with nano-ESI and APCI-sources, integrated with ion
mobility devices). The facility will provide qualitative and quantitative data for: 1)
identification and characterization of phase I and II metabolites in both in vitro and in vivo
systems through targeted (mass defect, isotope pattern, inclusion list) and untargeted
approaches (MSE, swath) ; 2) relative and absolute (in vivo PK studies) quantification of
parent compounds and metabolites in biological fluids and tissues by using high sensitive
and selective LC-coupled to triple quadrupoles or to quadrupole-HRMS MS analyzers. The
unit will also include labelled (Positron emission tomographic imaging, whole-body


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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autoradiography: planned in an expansion stage) and non-labelled (MS-IMAGING)
techniques to provide spatial information of analytes (drug/metabolites) within tissues.
Models of blood-brain-barrier permeability will also be available. The computational
activities will be in connection with the National Platform on Bioinformatics, with a core
“computational team” (1 computational chemist, 1 structural biologist), who will handle data
storage and analysis (200core, 10GPU, 500Tb local buffer and 2PB permanent storage
space), based on the use of dedicated hardware, and of computing and storage resources.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The total cost for implementing this NP is 13.4 M€. This covers all the required high-end
equipment of each of the 2 IU. The cost for implementing IU1 is 9.1M. This covers advanced
instruments for library handling, a complete high throughput screening workstation which
includes all the necessary equipment for performing biochemical and high content assays, in
a scalable format from low/medium (96/384 wells) up to high throughput (1,536 wells),
complete with a back-up high content unit. For profiling studies, main needs in terms of
equipment are illustrated in the sections 8-9. Hardware/software for the computational
studies (virtual screening, modeling ligand/target interaction, image analysis) will be partly
in-house. Basic laboratory equipment and structures (cell culture, table microscopes) are
necessary and will be mainly shared among multiple NPs. A detailed list of equipment is at:
https://tiny.one/DDandD-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year
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The total operating cost of this NP when fully operational is 7.1 M€/year: - Personnel, 31
units (2M/yr), reagents, dissemination, hospitality (0.5M/yr). Full risk maintenance of high-
end equipment = 0.8 M€/year. - Access grants: We assume to perform at plateau: up to 25
screenings/year (depending on complexity); 5 target IDs; dozens of PK and hundreds of
ADME profiling studies; production of up to 5 large scale therapeutics and 5 complete
PK/PD toxicology studies/yr, or up to a dozen each small-scale projects (total costs,
3.7M/yr). In particular: -IU1 total operating costs is 4.3 M€. This includes: 17 units of
personnel (including a technologist-engineer); maintenance; and running costs for access
grants (2.2M/yr). A detailed list of these costs is at: https://tiny.one/DDandD-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


We envision a three-year timeframe for the set-up of the IUs of the DD-P, with all of the
instruments installed and tested by the end of yr2. This temporal window is felt to be
essential for the complex set of operations required, and the set-up of the space for some
activities must be considered (see section 16). Of course, at least part of the activities can
jump-start from year 1-2, since they require a more conventional setting (computational and
high content screenings, profiling, and development activities). The commissioning of part
of the equipment will also require more time than conventional acquisition of (even large)
equipment. In fact, the set-up of the screening facility will require an accurate design of the
robotics infrastructure and of the architecture of the different instrumental operations, to be
performed in collaboration with the commercial vendors. For a detailed explanation, see
Gantt chart: https://tiny.one/DDandD-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.
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We describe here the space requirements (in sqm) for the entire National Platform for Drug
Discovery and Development, composed by 2 IU. The platform will require 440 sqm, net of
walls and corridors, divided as follows: -IU1 (235 sqm) -IU2 (205 sqm, of which 90 sqm for
the animal facility) Spaces dedicated to specific equipment are calculated on operational
standards applied in other international centers, hosting similar equipment. Offices and
common spaces for personnel, including hosted researchers and participants, are estimated
considering the "Testo Unico sulla sicurezza DLgs 81/2008". For IU1, space will be subdivided
into two main areas: -150 sqm for Screening. The space must be temperature-controlled,
ventilated (for compound collection space) and must be equipped according to the
manufacturer’s guidelines (weight resistance floor and benches). -85 sqm for Profiling.
Equipment-space of Profiling will be also used for IU2 (High quality PK-PD and GLP-like
early toxicology).


Max 1000 characters


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


Overall, most of the concepts in the field of the entire DD-P have shown incremental, rather
than revolutionary innovation over the past two decades. As such, we do not foresee
breakthroughs which will lead to sudden obsolescence of our setting (both conceptual and
technological). For IU1-Discovery, advances in artificial intelligence (see the recent proposal
of an AI algorithm for protein structure), miniaturization and automation processes will likely
lead to the entrance of new instrumentation into the market, but we anticipate that this will
happen to a significant extent only for parts of our equipment (Profiling activities). At
present, we envision a partial upgrade of the initial set-up after five years, with new
instruments becoming complementary to the old ones, which could still be used for some
consolidated applications. Therefore, the whole technological upgrade cycle is expected to
last more than one decade.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.
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"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


The drug discovery process covers fundamental, translational and clinical research. It
involves researchers with diversified expertise (biochemists, structural and computational
biologists, cellular biologists, pharmacologists, medicinal and analytical chemists), and from
different areas, including fields such as the agro-biotechnological sector. We envision
therefore that the number of potential researchers interested in applying for access to the
DD-P will be high. Most projects, however, require from the beginning the close partnership
of research groups with different expertise. So, while we foresee that the number of
researchers (i.e. PI with independent research groups) involved in the application process
can reach the hundred scale, we expect that the number of presented projects will be less
than that. This is a range which fits well with the initial size of the Platform, and
accommodates a large number of requests, maintaining a strong competitive selection.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


The idea for a DD-P (IU1-Discovery, and IU2-Development) arises from the discussion with
several colleagues. We have defined the technological steps missing, in Italy, to lead the
academic drug discovery from a high-quality process, which however almost unavoidably
fails to reach patients, to a successful operation culminating in the identification of novel
therapeutics. The DD-P will be a key opportunity both for the progress of the national
research community, and of the entire “Sistema Paese”. For the research community, the


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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DD-P will contribute to: -Increase of basic knowledge, due to the faster, better quality and
more efficient generation of novel tools for the academic research -Training of scientists
who will become acquainted with the process of drug discovery, and will increase the
national critical mass in a strategic area -Increase the competitiveness at an international
level, considering that drug discovery is a sector where several countries have already
started investments in academic research. The DD-P will represent for the Human
Technopole itself a challenging endeavor to expand its area of expertise, and to become a
reference for the national academic community in drug discovery. In this context, a potential
future expansion of the DD-P will be its direct involvement in technological development in
the drug discovery process. For the entire country, the DD-P will contribute to: -Fast
translation to patients: thanks to some activities (drug repurposing, production of clinical-
grade large molecules), DD-P will help to reach faster the clinical stage; -Opportunities for
different communities of scientists, in addition to those working on human diseases. In our
proposal, there is already room for close collaboration with modern agrochemical research.
The widespread application of pesticides has major environmental consequences, as well as
unintended effects on human health. In DD-P, RNA or peptide based new drugs (in both
discovery and development stages) can also be offered to agro-biotechnological research to
increase food availability and quality. Ultimately, the DD-P will lead to the creation of value.
The national pharmaceutical industry is leading internationally in some aspects of drug
development (manufacturing of API), but the discovery phase is less competitive. This
creates an opportunity for the DD-P to act as the “glue” to bring together academic research
in drug discovery and the industry, helping to generate products with the quality and the
advancement which can be of interest for development by the industry, with an important
return on the investment of academic research (through milestone payments and royalties).
The DD-P can represent ideally the “ultimate” platform of the Human Technopole effort,
where the scientific innovation generated by the other platforms can find its space towards
new cures.


The DD-P will establish close interactions with numerous other research or technology
infrastructures, in primis with those from the other proposed platforms. Equipment partially
overlapping with those of other platforms (imaging, structural biology, proteomics)
represent an opportunity for cost-saving. Additionally, there are opportunities of interaction
with essentially all other platforms proposed. The DD-P will also look closely at drug
discovery centers present in Europe (both as European Research infrastructures -Eatris,
OPENSCREEN already cited above-, or local academic centers) to find potential for sharing
of know-how, networking and training. We acknowledge the numerous colleagues from the
research institutions, academia, hospitals listed here who contributed to these proposals
https://tiny.one/DDandD-Contributors


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


26 Anonimo 
56.51


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR DRUG DISCOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT – IU2 (OF 2)
DEVELOPMENT Acronym of the NP: DD-P (Drug Discovery Platform)


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


Ospedale Pediatrico Bambino Gesù, Roma This NP is equally supported by the following 123
stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here https://tinyurl.com/DDandD-
Stakeholders). UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5)
Bolzano 6) Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di
Catanzaro 12) "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15)
Firenze 16) Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle
Marche 22) Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise
27) Napoli Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli
Luigi Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37)
"Mediterranea" di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40)
Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45)
Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine
54) Urbino 55) Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico 59)
Scuola Normale Superiore 60) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 61) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS:
62) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 63) Centro
Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 64) Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 65) Centro San
Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 66) CRO - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 67) CROB -
Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 68) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in
Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 69) Fond. Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 70)
Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 71) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 72) Fond. Istituto
Nazionale dei Tumori 73) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 74) Fond. Istituto
Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 75) Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 76) Fond. Policlinico
Universitario Agostino Gemelli 77) Fond. Santa Lucia 78) Fond. Stella Maris 79) IEO - Istituto
Europeo di Oncologia 80) Ist. Clinici Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 81) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 82) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 83) Ist. Auxologico Italiano 84) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 85)
Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 86) Ist. Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 87) Ist.
di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 88) Ist. Eugenio Medea 89) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 90)
Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia 91) Ist. Mediterraneo per i
Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 92) Ist. Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per
Anziani 93) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale 94) Ist. Neurologico


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Mediterraneo Neuromed 95) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 96) Ist. Ortopedico Galeazzi 97) Ist.
Ortopedico Rizzoli 98) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 99) Ist. Scientifico
Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori 100) Ist. Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 101)
Multimedica 102) Oasi di Maria Santissima 103) Osp. Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza 104)
Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 105) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 106) Osp. Policlinico San
Martino 107) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 108) Osp. San Raffaele 109) Policlinico San
Donato 110) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 111) San Raffaele Pisana 112) SDN Istituto di Ricerca
Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli RESEARCH ENTITIES, FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC
SOCIETIES: 113) CNR 114) ISS 115) CREA 116) LENS 117) EBRI 118) INGM 119) IIGM 120)
IFOM 121) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 122) ACRI 123) FISV


Ospedale Pediatrico Bambino Gesù, Roma. direzione.scientifica@opbg.net


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


Although in its entirety the DD-P marginally overlaps with two European initiatives (EATRIS-
ERIC and EU-OPENSCREEN), it is based on a different concept and structure. Considering
IU2 (DEVELOPMENT), The EATRIS-ERIC initiative offers a range of research services in the
Development part of the Drug Discovery process, but is not covering the areas which will be
provided by DD-P. Thus, DD-P will be the spine of the entire national academic drug
discovery and development process. Leveraging a potential which exists nationwide but is
largely unrealized, it will implement a full pipeline of excellence and assist academic
researchers in the exploitation of their results, thus contributing to Italian Research and
Innovation.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


To achieve its mission, the different stakeholders have envisioned that DD-P requires 2
Infrastructural Units (IU): IU1-Discovery IU2-Development Here we describe IU2, while the
other IU is submitted by a different stakeholder. The national academic research in drug
discovery is excellent (i.e. the scientific productivity of our medicinal chemistry is first in
Europe), but it lacks (entirely or in part) the possibility to perform specific activities of the
drug discovery process (in both Discovery and Development phases). This limits its
innovation potential, with only a few anecdotal examples of drugs, successfully developed
by national academic entities. The same concepts apply to the development of new safe
agrochemicals, which are urgently needed to meet the Green Deal policy and face national
phytosanitary emergencies. The mission and vision of the DD-P are: -Provide key
technologies and facilities to perform the whole Drug Discovery process in an academic


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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environment, up to the identification of preclinical candidates (both small molecules, larger
derivatives and biological drugs). The same facilities will allow the identification and
validation of new molecules for plant protection and growth control. -Provide theoretical
and practical training to form new Personnel, highly skilled in all aspects of the DD process.
DD-P will start educational programs and host researchers (particularly young scientists), as
a complement to existing academic studies, contributing to the dissemination of a drug
discovery culture and to the next generation of drug discovery scientists. Achieving these
goals will accelerate the introduction of new drugs into the clinics and reduce the use of
chemical pesticides in agriculture. In turn, this will increase both the social and the economic
value of our academic research and will start a virtuous circle involving other players (agro
and bio-pharmaceutical companies) for a net increase in the competitiveness of our
“Sistema Paese”.


Italian research groups have outstanding ability of identifying innovative targets and
phenotypes, but often fail to translate this knowledge into candidate drugs and
agrochemicals, even if they possess excellent know-how in drug discovery. Failure is due to
the lack of key technologies. For small molecules, innovative targets require high
throughput screening assays, followed by detailed characterization of the ligand-target
interaction, and of the metabolic and pharmaco-kinetic properties of the drug. For larger
molecules (antibodies, peptides and RNA therapeutics), a main bottleneck is present at later
stages, when production in a GMP-like environment is essential for toxicology and early
stage clinical studies. In all cases: -phenotypic cellular screenings require dedicated
instrumentation (high content screenings); -access to in vivo pharmaco-kinetic and
pharmaco-dynamic (PK-PD) studies, and to high quality toxicological studies, is unavailable
to most research groups. The DD-P entails 2 IUs which will implement these missing steps of
the drug discovery process. The IU2-Development will provide support to the research
groups at a relatively late stage of the drug discovery process, the so-called early
development phase, prior to the beginning of the regulatory studies required to enter
clinical stage. It will include two main functional components: --Production for Early
Development After the discovery phase, for the realization of pre-clinical studies or early
clinical studies of large molecules (such as antibodies or derivatives) and small
peptides/RNA therapeutics, researchers will need to develop small/medium scale
manufacturing process in a controlled environment, as well as quality controls for the
release of the product to be applicable in humans, or suitable for human consumption. This
component of the platform will help researchers, catalyzing the interest of investor and
start-up in the field of biotechnology. Production for early development will integrate the
following activities: -Optimization of the product. Antibody and peptide sequences will be
optimized to reduce any potential sequence liabilities which, if not addressed, could lead to
manufacturing challenges at a later stage. The presence of any identified liability sites can be
investigated further using extensive bioanalytical capabilities and, if needed, removed using
comprehensive protein engineering technologies. -Production. To develop, stabilize and
maintain cell lines for the small-scale production of antibodies, peptides and RNAs, and
study the quality of the products (identity, purity, stability, potency, safety). More in detail,


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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Production will be in charge of developing processes related to: 1) Transfer of the
technology (scale up) & Optimization; 2) Manufacturing preparation of the master and
working cell banks; 3) Process Development upstream and downstream; 4) Purification of
the active product; 5) Formulation (pre-formulation activities, not aimed to identify the final
formulation for the product but suitable for in vivo studies, including toxicology); 6) Fill &
Finish (freeze, drying or lyophilization); 7) Stability studies. Key Technologies: small scale
manufacturing chain covering master and working cell banking (cell culture hoods,
incubators, liquid nitrogen tanks, automated microwave peptide synthesizer, DNA/RNA and
peptide synthesizers able to produce short - IVT mRNA synthesis - and long molecules,
circular dichroism), expansion (Bioreactors of different volumes, in this initial set-up of the
platform it is envisioned a scale from 10 to 50L), purification (HPLC-analytical and
semipreparative), formulation and storage chain. --High quality PK-PD and GLP-like early
toxicology In the most advanced cases, the activity of academic research groups worldwide
stops at the stage when a promising new drug shows signs of efficacy in animal models of
disease.


Though this represents a critical step, it is not necessarily sufficient to attract the interest of
industrial partners able to carry the candidate molecule through regulatory activities and
enter clinical stage. This is because the in vivo effect of the drug has not been tightly linked
to its proposed mechanism of action, and also because undesirable and unforeseen
toxicities may stay undetected in that setting. This causes several candidate drugs to fail
immediately when they enter preclinical development. Here, it is proposed that the platform
will carry out in vivo studies to further advance an academic preclinical candidate drug. The
studies will be conducted in a GLP-like environment. This term is frequently used in the field,
to describe a setting which is robust, tightly controlled, adherent to rigorous protocols,
following strict procedures, but without the regulatory GLP constrains. Working in a fully
GLP environment would greatly increase time and costs, and may represent a future
expansion of the activities, requiring minor adjustments in the set-up, but the necessary
inspections and regulatory authorizations. The pharmacological (PK-PD) and early
toxicological studies will be carried out in healthy rodents (entirely within the platform) and
in animal models of disease (samples prepared at the research group, and analysed at the
platform). The equipment will be characterized by high automation capacity for the study of
toxicology and biodistribution of small molecules, antibodies, peptides and RNA
therapeutics. Part of the equipment is included in the IU1-DISCOVERY, Profiling section of
the DD-P (instrumentation for the analytical identification of drug/metabolites). The
activities include: -In vivo studies on small animal models (PK-PD), which will correlate drug
levels with its target modulatory activity, leading to predictions of exposure levels in humans
(which will facilitate the design of subsequent regulatory and clinical studies); -Preliminary
safety pharmacology (in silico, in vitro, in vivo). This will be an accurate evaluation of acute
and chronic (weeks) toxicity in all tissues, and will include behavioral studies and in vitro
electrophysiological tests (i.e. ERG interference), to identify unwanted toxicity and lead to an
early derisking of subsequent regulatory activities; -Biochemistry and Pathology evaluation
of the tissues and blood, and molecular biology analyses. Complementing the safety
profiling studies, will provide information useful also to derive/validate candidate
biomarkers for monitoring drug efficacy/toxicity. Globally, these activities will add PK-PD


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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and preliminary pharmacology information to the candidate preclinical drug, which will
contribute greatly to reduce the risks associated with its further development, and therefore
greatly increase its value.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The total cost for implementing this NP is 13.4 M€. This covers all the required high-end
equipment of each of the 2 IU. The cost for implementing IU2 is 4.3M€. For production in
early development, we have included equipment for synthesis of small peptides and RNA
molecules (small to large up to 400nt), while antibody therapeutics will be provided as
producing cell lines, or as cDNA sequences in need of further optimization for high yield
expression in cell systems (including sequences derived from the screening of phage
libraries). For high-quality PK-PD and GLP-like early toxicology, a state-of-the art setting is
planned, and will be in part overlapping with the equipment planned for the IU1-Discovery
of this NP (Profiling activities), and based mainly on MS instruments for identification of
analytes in blood and tissues. A detailed list of equipment is at: https://tiny.one/DDandD-
Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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The total operating cost of this NP when fully operational is 7.1 M€/year. This includes: -
Personnel, 31 units (2M/yr), plus reagents use, travels and dissemination activities,
hospitality (0.5M/yr). To guarantee 100% functionality full risk maintenance contracts will be
stipulated (0.8 M/year, ~ 5% of the purchase price). - Access grants: We assume to perform
at plateau: up to 25 screenings/year (depending on the complexity); 5 target IDs; dozens of
PK and hundreds of ADME profiling studies; production of up to 5 large scale therapeutics
and 5 complete PK/PD toxicology studies/yr, or up to a dozen each small-scale projects
(total costs, 3.7M/yr). In particular, IU2 total operating costs when fully operational is 2.8 M€.
This includes: 14 units of personnel (including a pathologist/veterinarian); Maintenance of
equipment; and running costs for access grants (1,5M/yr). A detailed list of these costs is at:
https://tiny.one/DDandD-Budget


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


We envision a three-year timeframe for the set-up of the IUs of the DD-P, with all of the
instruments installed and tested by the end of yr2. This temporal window is felt to be
essential for the complex set of operations required, and the set-up of the space for some
activities must be considered (see section 16). Of course, at least part of the activities can
jump-start from year 1-2, since they require a more conventional setting (computational and
high content screenings, profiling, and some development activities). The commissioning of
part of the equipment will also require more time than conventional acquisition of (even
large) equipment. The set-up of the high-quality PK-PD and GLP-like early toxicology
requires availability of an animal facility and dedicated space. For a detailed explanation, see
Gantt chart: https://tiny.one/DDandD-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


We describe here the space requirements (in sqm) for the entire National Platform for Drug
Discovery and Development, composed by 2 IU. The platform will require 420 sqm, net of


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.
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walls and corridors, divided as follows: -IU1 (235 sqm) -IU2 (205 sqm, of which 90 sqm for
the animal facility) Spaces dedicated to specific equipment are calculated on operational
standards applied in other international centers, hosting similar equipment. Offices and
common spaces for personnel, including hosted researchers and participants, are estimated
considering the "Testo Unico sulla sicurezza DLgs 81/2008". For IU2, most of the laboratory
space (85 sqm) will be occupied by the activities in Production in early Development
(including cell culture space in a GMP-like setting). High-quality PK-PD and GLP-like early
toxicology requires dedicated space in the animal facility (90 sqm), while laboratory space
(30 sqm) will largely benefit of the equipment-space in IU1 (Profiling).


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


Overall, most of the concepts in the field of the entire DD-P have shown incremental, rather
than revolutionary innovation over the past two decades. As such, we do not foresee
breakthroughs which will lead to sudden obsolescence of our setting (both conceptual and
technological). For IU2-Development, which aims to fulfill studies which can be considered
as prodromal to regulatory activities, this may be an even stronger case. At present, we
envision a partial upgrade of the initial set-up after five years, with new instruments
becoming complementary to the old ones, which could still be used for some consolidated
applications. Therefore, the whole technological upgrade cycle is expected to last more than
one decade.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training
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Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


The drug discovery process covers fundamental, translational and clinical research. It
involves researchers with diversified expertise (biochemists, structural and computational
biologists, cellular biologists, pharmacologists, medicinal and analytical chemists), and from
different areas, including fields such as the agro-biotechnological sector. We envision
therefore that the number of potential researchers interested in applying for access to the
DD-P will be high. Most projects, however, require from the beginning the close partnership
of research groups with different expertise. So, while we foresee that the number of
researchers (i.e. PI with independent research groups) involved in the application process
can reach the hundred scale, we expect that the number of presented projects will be less
than that. This is a range which fits well with the initial size of the Platform, and
accommodates a large number of requests, maintaining a strong competitive selection.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


The idea for a DD-P (and its IU1-Discovery, and IU2-Development) arises from the
discussion with a large number of colleagues. Together, we have defined the technological
steps missing, in Italy, to lead academic drug discovery from a high-quality process, which
however continues almost unavoidably to fail to reach patients, to a successful operation
culminating in the identification of novel therapeutics suitable to be transferred in a clinical
setting, and novel human consumables. In our view, the DD-P will be a key opportunity for
the progress of the national research community, and of the entire “Sistema Paese”. For the
research community, the DD-P will contribute to: -Increase of basic knowledge, due to the
faster, better and more efficient generation of novel tools for academic research -Training of
scientists who will become acquainted with the process of drug discovery, and will increase
critical mass in a strategic area -Increase the competitiveness at an international level. The
DD-P will represent for the Human Technopole itself a challenging endeavor to expand its


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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area of expertise, and to become a reference for the national academic community in drug
discovery and development. In this context, a potential future expansion of the DD-P will be
its direct involvement in technological development in the drug discovery process. For the
entire country, the DD-P will contribute to: -Fast translation to patients: thanks to some
activities (drug repurposing, production of clinical-grade large molecules), DD-P will help to
reach faster the clinical stage -Opportunities for different communities of research scientists,
in addition to those working on human diseases. In our proposal, there is already room for
close collaboration with modern agrochemical research. The widespread application of
pesticides has major environmental consequences, as well as unintended effects on human
health. In DD-P, RNA or peptide based new drugs (in both discovery and development
stages) can also be offered to agro-biotechnological research to increase food availability
and quality. Ultimately, the DD-P will lead to the creation of value. The national
pharmaceutical industry is leading internationally in some aspects of drug development
(manufacturing of API), but the discovery phase is much less competitive. This creates an
opportunity for the DD-P to act as the “glue” to bring together the academic research in
drug discovery and the industry, helping to generate products with the quality and the
advancement which can be of interest for development by the industry, with an important
return on the investment of academic research (through milestone payments and royalties).
The DD-P can represent ideally the “last” platform of the Human Technopole effort, where
the scientific innovation generated by all of the other platforms can find its space towards
new cures.


The DD-P will establish close interactions with numerous other research or technology
infrastructures, in primis with those from the other proposed platforms. Equipment partially
overlapping with those of other platforms (imaging, structural biology, proteomics)
represent an opportunity for cost-saving. Additionally, there are opportunities of interaction
with essentially all other platforms proposed. The DD-P will also look closely at drug
discovery centers present in Europe (both as European Research infrastructures -Eatris,
OPENSCREEN already cited above-, or local academic centers) to find potential for both
sharing of know-how, networking and training. We acknowledge the numerous colleagues
from the research institutions, academia, hospitals listed here who contributed to these
proposals https://tiny.one/DDandD-Contributors


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


27 Anonimo 
08.41


Tempo per il completamento


National Platform for Proteomics & Metabolomics (acronym of the NP: IPROMET-Integrated
Proteomics and Metabolomics).


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


IRCCS MarioNegri This NP is equally supported by the following 124 stakeholders (full
names and subscriptions are listed here https://tiny.one/PROT-MET-Stakeholder)
UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6)
Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12)
"G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16)
Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle Marche 22)
Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli
Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi
Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea"
di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4
“Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47)
Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55)
Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico 59) Scuola Normale
Superiore 60) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 61) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 62) Azienda
Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 63) Centro Cardiologico S.P.A.
Fondazione Monzino 64) Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 65) Centro San Giovanni di Dio
Fatebenefratelli 66) CRO - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 67) CROB - Centro di
Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 68) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in
Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 69) Fond. Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 70)
Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 71) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 72) Fond. G.B.
Bietti per lo studio e la ricerca in oftalmologia 73) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 74)
Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 75) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 76)
Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 77) Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 78) Fond.
Santa Lucia 79) Fond. Stella Maris 80) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 81) Ist. Clinici
Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 82) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa
Maria e San Gallicano 83) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 84) Ist.
Auxologico Italiano 85) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 86) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna
87) Ist. Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 88) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri
89) Ist. Eugenio Medea 90) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 91) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli
Assistenziali in Oncologia 92) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta
Specializzazione (ISMETT) 93) Ist. Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 94) Ist. Nazionale


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale 95) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 96) Ist.
Oncologico Veneto 97) Ist. Ortopedico Galeazzi 98) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 99) Ist. per le
Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 100)Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura
dei Tumori 101)Ist. Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 102) Multimedica 103) Oasi di Maria Santissima
104) Osp. Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza 105) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 106) Osp.
Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 107) Osp. Policlinico San Martino 108) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don
Calabria 109) Osp. San Raffaele 110) Policlinico San Donato 111) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 112)
San Raffaele Pisana 113) SDN Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli RESEARCH
ENTITIES, FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 114) CNR 115) ISS 116) CREA 117) LENS
118) EBRI 119) INGM 120) IIGM 121) IFOM 122) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 123) ACRI 124) FISV


direttore@marionegri.it giuseppe.remuzzi@marionegri.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


The functional relation between proteins and metabolites form a complex network of
interactions that drive life. In recent years, the technologies to investigate the complexity of
the proteome and metabolome have advanced rapidly, allowing the detection, accurate
identification and quantitation of thousands of proteins/metabolites in a given sample. This
holds the potential to reveal the molecular logic coupling signal transduction, cellular
metabolism and phenotype determination. Here we aim at setting up a platform for
Integrated Proteomics and Metabolomics (IPROMET), dedicated to the proteome and
metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. The PN will be
agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental to address questions in a
range of life science disciplines (e.g. cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery,
human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health,
plants biology, microbiology etc.) in a technology- and data-driven manner. Several IRCCS,
Universities and research Institutes do have instrumentations dedicated to proteomics or
metabolomics studies but seldom these technologies have been fully integrated to achieve a
comprehensive description of a biological system. Standardized protocols and analytical
pipelines have been developed mainly for the genomic field while single cell and spatial
proteomics/metabolomics are still at their infancy and are available only in few, highly
specialized laboratories making these technologies poorly accessible to the scientific
community. This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of prototypes and


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health.
The creation of the NP-IPROMET will leverage on the omics societies/networks/divisions
already active on the National territory to integrate all the vital aspects of this multisite
research community.


To achieve its mission the different stakeholders have envisioned that this NP should be
structured into four distinct but integrated units: IU1. Metabolomics, IU2. Proteomics, IU3.
Imaging and spatial proteomics & metabolomics, IU4. Omics data management that will be
open to new challenges and available to share their expertise and state-of-the-art
instrumentations to drive, support, and develop novel research directions in collaboration
with the research community. IU1 Metabolomics This unit, including MS and NMR based
technologies, integrates different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from
targeted and untargeted metabolomics (endo and exo metabolomics, lipidomics and
epilipidomics, etc), volatilome and metabolic flux analysis. APPLICATIONS. Metabolic
profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.
IU2 Proteomics Global quantitative proteomics and post-translational modifications (PTM)
analysis define the dynamic description of the proteome in a specific cellular context. Label-
free or multiplexed, isobaric tagging proteomics can be applied to cells, organoids, tissues
or whole organisms. In addition to discovery-oriented proteomics, targeted proteomics will
provide accurate quantitation. The unit will also develop specific methods for the analysis of
post-translational modifications (PTMs) (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation etc. ) at
a global level starting from cells, tissues or organisms in order to functionally define the role
of PTMs and/or identify disease-specific modifications. APPLICATIONS. The wide spectrum
of proteomics strategies herein briefly illustrated will be instrumental for elucidating the cell
process-regulating machinery, disease causative mechanisms, biomarkers and drug target
discovery and finally drug development. IU3 Imaging and spatial proteomics &
metabolomics Cellular heterogeneity presents a major challenge in understanding how cells
of a particular genotype function and respond to therapeutics. Some major causes for
cellular heterogeneity are attributed to biochemical processes that are stochastic in nature,
such as gene transcription and protein expression, metabolic state, stage in the cell cycle
and microenvironmental changes. To characterize these cell-to-cell differences and discern
cellular subpopulations, molecular analysis at the single-cell level is necessary. Thanks to the
latest technological development, it is now possible to envision that also proteomics,
glycomics, lipidomics and metabolomics studies could achieve the comprehensiveness and
sensitivity which are, up to now, more common in the genomic field. APPLICATIONS. Dissect
tissue and cellular heterogeneity in a spatially resolved manner via MS imaging (both
proteins and metabolites) and sensitive methods for single cell or pathology guided
proteomics and metabolomics. IU4 Omics data management This infrastructural unit will be
interfaced with the Bioinformatics NP Infrastructure acting in the field of systems
development, AI applied to image analysis, interactive website and data processing
pipelines. The cross-talk between different molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in
multiomics studies. This is because data integration requires input and interpretation by a
diverse range of scientists or specialists (chemists, biologists, mathematicians, physicists, and


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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engineers) to evaluate the quality and validity of the experimental design (post-processing),
as well as the quality of the data acquired from the instruments (pre-processing). This IU will
constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of proteotype and metabotype to address
unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. APPLICATIONS.
Computational methods for the integration of omics data and interpretations; create
centralized data repositories, curate or review software to enable multi-omics analysis
integration, image analysis on a molecular base.


To achieve its mission this NP requires the following expertise and instruments: Key
Instruments of the PN - Automated sample preparation systems - Ultra high-resolution
accurate mass spectrometers (MS) coupled with UHPLC and nanoLC systems - High speed
LC system - Triple quadrupoles MS with UPLC system - Gas Chromatography (GC) coupled
with ultra high resolution MS - Laser microdissector - High resolution with high speed laser
positioning TOF MS/MS with dedicated imaging software platform - Thermal Desorption for
GC/MS - Real-Time breath analysis with proton transfer of selected ion flow tube ion source
- Trapped ion-mobility coupled with high-resolution MS with nanoLC and UHPLC systems -
NMRs - Centralized server - High density computing system Required human resources (and
their competence) 30 units of personnel as specified below: - 1 Head of the NP - 3
Coordinators of IUs - 4 Senior scientists - 3 Junior scientists - 7 Senior Technologists/
Bioinformaticians - 6 Junior Technologists - 5 Data manager, analyst, mathematician, - 1
System Manager


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The total cost for implementing the Proteomics & Metabolomics platform is 13 M€ . The
costs of the Proteomics & Metabolomics platform, comprehensive of all four IUs, are
estimated on the basis of the acquisition of state-of-the-art mass spectrometers, laser micro
dissector, MS-imaging system, robotic sample preparation systems and on the development
of specific computational pipelines. For more information about estimated costs and
equipment, see https://tiny.one/PROT-MET-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.
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Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


The total operating cost of the Proteomics & Metabolomics platform, when full operational,
is estimated to be 4.8 M€. This includes: Personnel: 30 units Maintenance & upgrading: To
guarantee 100% functionality it will be necessary to stipulate full risk maintenance contracts
on all instruments (~ 7% of the purchase price). Running cost for access grants: We expect
to run 30-50 projects/year (300-3000 samples /year) that will occupy the instrumentations
full time and includes the training of external researchers (10-15/years). A strong investment
in specialized human resources is mandatory due to the complexity of the instrumentations
and the need for a proper data elaboration and interpretation based on deep understanding
of biological systems, design of proteomics/metabolomics experiments and computational
approach. For more information about estimated costs and equipment, see
https://tiny.one/PROT-MET-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


The implementation of the Proteomics & Metabolomics platform, including instruments
acquisition and recruitment of the specialized personnel should be completed within 3


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.
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years. Year 1-2: acquisition of sophisticated technology and recruitment of specialized
personnel (biologists, physicists, biochemists, mathematicians, bioinformaticians, engineers),
set up of the technology and methods development. Year 2-3: applications development,
setting up of standard procedures for the access to instruments and training of researchers
on a multidisciplinary approach. We expect the PN to be fully operational in less than 3
years. For further details see https://tiny.one/PROT-MET-GANTT


We describe here the space requirements (sqm) required for the entire National Platform for
Proteomics and Metabolomics composed by 4 IU The platform will require approximately
450 sqm, net of walls and corridors, divided as follows: -IU1, IU2, IU3 (360) to accommodate
the required technologies and wet labs - IU4 (90) Office for data analysis Spaces dedicated
to specific equipment are calculated on operational standards applied in other international
centres hosting similar equipment. Offices and common spaces for personnel, including
hosted researchers and participants, are estimated taking into account the "Testo Unico sulla
sicurezza DLgs 81/2008", with 10 m3 for each worker and a surface of at least 2 sqm. Details
about the space estimated for each IU composing the NP are reported in separate forms
dedicated to the description of the individual IUs and represent the vision and proposition
of the different stakeholders.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


Requirement for advanced proteomics and metabolomics technologies is rising in view also
of the integration with genomics data that allow monitoring the level of expression of target
proteins on the background of genomic processes to characterize the behaviour of the
organism at the molecular level. Therefore, we think that the scientific interests will last for
the next decade. However, based on our experience on mass spectrometry, technologies are
rapidly evolving and the life of a mass spectrometer, which is operated 24h 7days/7, spans
from 5-8 years.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.
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Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


The estimate is based on the technologies and specialized personnel composing the entire
NP for Proteomics & Metabolomics. We estimated that each project will require, on average,
the work of at least 2 people, 10-15 days of instrument working time and 10 days for data
analysis elaboration. Training of each researcher will require a couple of months due to the
complexity of the instrumentations and the need for a proper data elaboration and
interpretation based on deep understanding of biological systems, design of
proteomics/metabolomics experiments and computational approach. For these reasons,
when fully operational, the NP for Proteomics & Metabolomics could host the access of 20-
40 researchers.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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So far, most multi-omics studies in humans involve combined genomics and transcriptomics
studies or combined genomics and metagenomics/microbiome studies to predict
phenotypic response and changes in signalling/metabolic pathways. However, to establish
direct causal and functional associations between genotype and phenotype it is essential to
observe intermediate molecular levels linking transcripts with protein and metabolite
abundance. This is of utmost relevance particularly at a single cell level where all techniques
still have some limitations that could be overcome by using multiple approaches. The data
generated by the Proteomics & Metabolomics platform will play an important role in the
development of personalized or precision medicine to tailor the right therapeutic strategy
for the right person at the right time, and/or to determine the predisposition to disease and
to deliver timely and targeted prevention. One of the strengths of the proposed PN for
Proteomics and Metabolomics is represented by the fact that being versatile to many
applications, it can actually play a pivotal role in the one-health concept exploring the plant
to animal to human and microbiome molecular features. The advantage of an integrated
platform relies on the synergism created by sharing not only technologies (that will be then
fully exploited) but also very specialized expertise and on the possibility to meet ambitious
projects whose volume load overcomes the capabilities of non-integrated infrastructures.
Furthermore, the integrated metabolomic and proteomic approach will generate savings in
equipment while raising the quality and value of Italian research. The NP for Proteomics &
Metabolomics will foster these developments in the Italian scientific community where such
technologies are still absent and will enable dozens of projects to be performed while
training researchers on sophisticated technologies and multidisciplinary approaches.
Furthermore, Italian competitiveness in national and international large cohort clinical,
epidemiological and rare disease studies will be significantly enhanced, including its role in
ERN (European Reference Networks). Of note, the cutting-edge settings proposed for the
NP for Proteomics & Metabolomics, and its integration with other NPs, are almost unique
also at the international level (not present in ESFRI roadmap). The Proteomics &
Metabolomics platform will develop Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), build and
maintain databases to share raw data and validate protocols for quantitative/targeted
metabolomics & proteomics and strategies for data integration that will be available for the
entire scientific community.


The NP for Proteomics & Metabolomics will collaborate with the NP IMBI to establish visual
techniques to be coupled with proteomics and metabolomics as well as with the NP for
Integrated single-cell omics for untargeted proteomics & metabolomics characterization of
spatially defined cellular populations or single cells and with the Bioinformatics NP. The NP
for Proteomics & Metabolomics will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of
proteotype and metabotype collaborating with existing technological platforms in various
scientific institutions (Universities, IRCCS etc.). As IPROMET is designed not only as a
technology provider but also a site for technological development and research, interactions
with different disciplines will spontaneously grow. We acknowledge the numerous
colleagues from the research institutions, academia, hospitals listed here who contributed to
these proposals: https://tiny.one/PROT-MET-Contributors


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


28 Anonimo 
133.32


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS (IPROMET) - IU1
“METABOLOMICS”


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


Università di Roma La Sapienza This NP is equally supported by the following 124
stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here https://tiny.one/PROT-MET-
Stakeholder) UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5)
Bolzano 6) Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di
Catanzaro 12) "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15)
Firenze 16) Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle
Marche 22) Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise
27) Napoli Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli
Luigi Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37)
"Mediterranea" di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40)
Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45)
Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine
54) Urbino 55) Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico 59)
Scuola Normale Superiore 60) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 61) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS:
62) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 63) Centro
Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 64) Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 65) Centro San
Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 66) CRO - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 67) CROB -
Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 68) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in
Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 69) Fond. Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 70)
Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 71) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 72) Fond. G.B.
Bietti per lo studio e la ricerca in oftalmologia 73) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 74)
Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 75) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 76)
Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 77) Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 78) Fond.
Santa Lucia 79) Fond. Stella Maris 80) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 81) Ist. Clinici
Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 82) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa
Maria e San Gallicano 83) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 84) Ist.
Auxologico Italiano 85) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 86) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna
87) Ist. Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 88) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri
89) Ist. Eugenio Medea 90) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 91) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli
Assistenziali in Oncologia 92) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta
Specializzazione (ISMETT) 93) Ist. Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 94) Ist. Nazionale


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale 95) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 96) Ist.
Oncologico Veneto 97) Ist. Ortopedico Galeazzi 98) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 99) Ist. per le
Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 100)Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura
dei Tumori 101)Ist. Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 102) Multimedica 103) Oasi di Maria Santissima
104) Osp. Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza 105) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 106) Osp.
Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 107) Osp. Policlinico San Martino 108) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don
Calabria 109) Osp. San Raffaele 110) Policlinico San Donato 111) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 112)
San Raffaele Pisana 113) SDN Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli RESEARCH
ENTITIES, FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 114) CNR 115) ISS 116) CREA 117) LENS
118) EBRI 119) INGM 120) IIGM 121) IFOM 122) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 123) ACRI 124) FISV


rettore@uniroma1.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


The functional relation between proteins and metabolites forms a complex network of
interactions that drive life. In recent years, the technologies to investigate the complexity of
the proteome and metabolome have advanced rapidly, allowing the detection, accurate
identification and quantitation of thousands of proteins/metabolites in a given sample. This
holds the potential to reveal the molecular logic coupling signal transduction, cellular
metabolism and phenotype determination. Here we aim at setting up a platform for
Integrated Proteomics and Metabolomics (IPROMET), dedicated to the proteome and
metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single cell resolution. The PN will be
agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental to address questions in a
range of life science disciplines (e.g. cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery,
human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health,
plants biology, microbiology etc.) in a technology- and data-driven manner. Several IRCCS,
Universities and research Institutes do have instrumentations dedicated to proteomics or
metabolomics studies but seldom these technologies have been fully integrated to achieve a
comprehensive description of a biological system. Standardized protocols and analytical
pipelines have been developed mainly for the genomic field while single cell and spatial
proteomics/metabolomics are still at their infancy and are available only in few, highly
specialized laboratories making these technologies poorly accessible to the scientific
community. This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of proteotypes


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human
health. The creation of the NP-IPROMET will leverage on the omics
societies/networks/divisions already active on the National territory to integrate all the vital
aspects of this multisite research community.


To achieve its mission the NP for Proteomics & Metabolomics is structured into four distinct
but integrated units: - IU1 Metabolomics - IU2 Proteomics - IU3 Imaging and spatial
proteomics & metabolomics - IU4 Omics data management all open to new challenges and
available to share their expertise and state-of-the-art instrumentations to drive, support, and
develop novel research directions in collaboration with the research community. This
document describes IU1 and provides the vision and proposals of different stakeholders.
IU1. Metabolomics Metabolism is at the cornerstone of all cellular functions and mounting
evidence of its deregulation in different diseases emphasizes the importance of a
comprehensive understanding of metabolic regulation at the whole-organism level. This
infrastructural unit integrates different aspects of the metabolomics realm (TARGETED AND
UNTARGETED METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, EPILIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS, METABOLIC FLUX
ANALYSIS AND VOLATILOME) leveraging on the rapid improvements in mass spectrometry
(MS) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) instrumentations. Due to the variety of
metabolite classes, their different physical properties and dynamic range, a solid
metabolomics IU requires combining GC-MS, LC-MS and NMR methodologies to integrate
the best of each analytical technology. Although the choice of the technology to be used
depends on the research focus and nature of samples, these analytical approaches are
complementary to allow researchers to increase metabolites coverage and establish
biological pathways. NMR requires little sample treatment, it is quantitative, highly
reproducible, and since the method is non-destructive, the same specimen can be used for
further analysis. Some drawbacks of NMR (low sensitivity, limited number of detectable
metabolites) are well compensated by the MS technology, which strength lies in selectivity
and sensitivity, being hundreds/thousands of metabolites easily detectable at nanomolar
concentration. The complexity of the whole metabolome is exemplified by metabolomics
subfields such as lipidomics, with thousands of different lipid entities having relevant
biochemical involvement in human diseases. Lipids may undergo chemical or enzymatical
modification (epilipidomics), altering their biological function and thus contributing to a
variety of diseases. Similarly, glycomics, sharing the same chemical complexity of lipidomics,
has potential in novel biomarkers discovery and diagnostic/prognostic factors development.
The metabolic processes involved in metabolites production and degradation are dynamic
and finely regulated and interconnected, thus their functional operation can be investigated
by studying intracellular/intra-organ metabolic fluxes using stable isotope patterns of
metabolites (Metabolomic Flux Analysis). Among metabolites, the volatile metabolic organic
compounds (VOCs), secreted into the environment, can be measured in the gas phase by
high-resolution gas chromatography/mass spectrometry, allowing for minimum sample
handling protocols and noninvasive and online monitoring. Analysis of VOCs provides
information about numerous pathophysiological processes improving the
diagnosis/monitoring of several diseases. VOCs monitored in exhaled breath (breathomics)


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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have been linked to clinical conditions in COPD/asthma, arthritis, diabetes, liver dysfunctions
and cancer non-invasive approaches. Moreover, the volatilome of bacterial/viral infections is
gathering greater attention as documented by recent pilot studies on the exhaled breath in
Sars-Cov2 patients. VOCs play essential roles in plant biology, being critical in plant-plant
interactions and signalling between symbiotic organisms. APPLICATIONS.
Monitoring/diagnosis of pathophysiological processes; new therapeutic targets/clinical
biomarkers discovery, pharmacometabolomics, dieting and nutrition, doping, forensic
medicine, food quality, plant and animal metabolomics, biology of ancient populations.


The IU1 Metabolomics described above will rely on the interaction with IU4 for data analysis
and integration. To achieve its mission, IU1 Metabolomics would require the following
organization: Required Instrumentations Key Instruments - 1 Automated sample preparation
systems - Sampling devices for exhaled breath - 1 Ultra high-resolution accurate mass
spectrometer (MS) coupled with UHPLC system - 1 Triple quadrupole MS with UHPLC system
- 1 Trapped ion-mobility coupled with high-resolution MS and UHPLC system - 1 Gas
Chromatography (GC) coupled with ultra high-resolution MS - 1 Thermal Desorption for
GC/MS - 1 Real-Time breath analysis with proton transfer of selected ion flow tube ion
source - 1 NMR 600 MHz with cooled sample changers equipped with a platform for
automatic sample preparation - 1 NMR 600 MHz with a Probe HR-MAS 1H/13C for tissues,
and sample changer for hr- and solids-MAS applications The NMR segment is here
designed with two instruments to allow parallel liquid and tissue samples analysis with also
high spectral resolution and meet the Italian demand for high-throughput, large-scale
studies. Required human resources (and their competence) - 1 Scientific coordinator of the
unit - 1 Scientist with background in MS metabolomics - 1 Scientist with background in
NMR metabolomics - 1 technician expert in MS techniques - 1 technician expert in NMR
techniques - 2 technicians for sample preparations - 1 data manager with experience in
NMR and MS The management and coordination of the activities of the NP will be provided
by the HT organization within the NP budget.


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.
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The total cost for implementing the Proteomics & Metabolomics platform is 13 M€ that
covers all the required instruments for all four IUs. In particular, the cost for implementing
IU1 is 6.650K€. The implementation costs are estimated on the basis of the acquisition of
state-of-the-art and cutting edge mass spectrometers, NMR, a laser micro dissector, a MS-
imaging system including sample preparation from histological tissues, a robotic sample
preparation system and high-density computing system and data storage. Basic laboratory
equipment and structures (e.g. cell culture hood, laminar flow hood, freezer, shaker and
mixer etc.) are necessary and are shared among the other IUs. For more information about
estimated costs and equipment, see https://tiny.one/PROT-MET-Budget


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


The total operating cost of the Proteomics & Metabolomics platform, when fully
operational, is estimated to be 4.8 M€. This includes: Personnel: 30 units Maintenance &
upgrading: To guarantee 100% functionality it will be necessary to stipulate full risk
maintenance contracts on all instruments (~ 7% of the purchase price). Running cost for
access grants: We expect to run 30-50 projects/year (300-3000 samples /year) that will
occupy the instrumentations full time and includes the training of external researchers (10-
15/years). IU1 operating cost is 1.6 M€. This includes: 8 units of personnel with expertise
described at Point 9, service contracts and upgrading of equipment, running costs for access
grants For more information about estimated costs and equipment, see
https://tiny.one/PROT-MET-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years
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The implementation of the Proteomics & Metabolomics platform, including instrument
acquisition and recruitment of the specialized personnel should be completed within 3
years. Year 1-2: acquisition of sophisticated technology and recruitment of specialized
personnel (biologists, physicists, biochemists, mathematicians, bioinformaticians, engineers),
set up of the technology and methods development Year 2-3: applications development,
setting up of standard procedures for the access to instruments and training of researchers
on a multidisciplinary approach. We expect the PN to be fully operational in less than 3
years. For further details see https://tiny.one/PROT-MET-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


We describe here the space required for the National Platform for Proteomics and
Metabolomics comprehensive of the 4 IU. For IU1, IU2, IU3 the area must have technical gas,
cooling and ventilation system, UPS. - IU1 Metabolomics. Mass Spectrometers, NMRs,
automated samples preparation systems: 120 sqm - IU2 Proteomics.Mass spectrometers,
automated sample preparation systems: 120 sqm - IU3 Imaging and spatial proteomics &
metabolomics. Mass spectrometers, Laser microdissector, cryostat, automated cell
isolation/preparation for single cells experiment: 120 sqm - IU4 Data Management and
analysis: office 90 sqm. TOTAL 450 sqm


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.
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Requirement for advanced proteomics and metabolomics technologies is rising in view also
of the integration with genomics data that allow monitoring the level of expression of target
proteins on the background of genomic processes to characterize the behavior of the
organism at the molecular level. Therefore, we think that the scientific interests will last for
the next decade. However, based on our experience with mass spectrometry, technologies
are rapidly evolving and the life of a mass spectrometer, which is operated 24h 7days/7,
spans from 5-8 years.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


The estimate is based on the technologies and specialized personnel composing the entire
NP for Proteomics & Metabolomics. We estimated that each project will require, on average,
the work of at least 2 people, 10-15 days of instrument working time and 10 days for data
analysis elaboration. Training of each researcher will require a couple of months due to the
complexity of the instrumentations and the need for proper data elaboration and
interpretation based on a deep understanding of biological systems, design of
proteomics/metabolomics experiments and computational approach. For these reasons,
when fully operational, the NP for Proteomics & Metabolomics could host the access of 20-
40 researchers.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.
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So far, most multi-omics studies in humans involve combined genomics and transcriptomics
studies or combined genomics and metagenomics/microbiome studies to predict
phenotypic response and changes in signaling/metabolic pathways. However, to establish
direct causal and functional associations between genotype and phenotype it is essential to
observe intermediate molecular levels linking transcripts with protein and metabolite
abundance. This is of utmost relevance particularly at a single cell level where all techniques
still have some limitations that could be overcome by using multiple approaches. The data
generated by the Proteomics & Metabolomics platform will play an important role in the
development of personalized or precision medicine to tailor the right therapeutic strategy
for the right person at the right time, and/or to determine the predisposition to disease and
to deliver timely and targeted prevention. One of the strengths of the proposed PN for
Proteomics and Metabolomics is represented by the fact that, being versatile to many
applications, it can actually play a pivotal role in the one-health concept exploring the plant
to animal to human and microbiome molecular features. The advantage of an integrated
platform relies on the synergism created by sharing not only technologies (that will be then
fully exploited) but also very specialized expertises and on the possibility to meet ambitious
projects whose volume load overcomes the capabilities of non-integrated infrastructures.
Furthermore, the integrated metabolomic and proteomic approach will generate savings in
equipment while raising the quality and value of Italian research. The NP for Proteomics &
Metabolomics will foster these developments in the Italian scientific community where such
technologies are still absent and will enable dozens of projects to be performed while
training researchers on sophisticated technologies and multidisciplinary approaches.
Furthermore, Italian competitiveness in national and international large cohort clinical,
epidemiological and rare disease studies will be significantly enhanced, including its role in
ERN (European Reference Networks). Of note, the cutting-edge settings proposed for the
NP for Proteomics & Metabolomics, and its integration with other NPs, are almost unique
also at the international level (not present in ESFRI roadmap). The Proteomics &
Metabolomics platform will develop Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), build and
maintain databases to share raw data and validate protocols for quantitative/targeted
metabolomics & proteomics and strategies for data integration that will be available for the
entire scientific community.


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.


The NP-IPROMET will collaborate with the NP IMBI to establish visual techniques to be
coupled with proteomics and metabolomics as well as with the NP for Integrated single cell
omics for untargeted proteomics & metabolomics characterization of spatially defined
cellular populations or single cells, and with the Bioinformatics NP. The NP for Proteomics &
Metabolomics will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of proteotype and
metabotype collaborating with existing technological platforms in various scientific


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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institutions (Universities, IRCCS etc.). As IPROMET is designed not only as a technology
provider but also a site for technological development and research, interactions with
different disciplines will spontaneously grow. We acknowledge the numerous colleagues
from the research institutions, academia, hospitals listed here who contributed to these
proposals: https://tiny.one/PROT-MET-Contributors
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Intervistato


29 Anonimo 
94.39


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS (IPROMET) - IU2 “Proteomics”


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


IRCCS MarioNegri This NP is equally supported by the following 124 stakeholders (full
names and subscriptions are listed here https://tiny.one/PROT-MET-Stakeholder).
UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6)
Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12)
"G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16)
Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle Marche 22)
Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli
Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi
Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea"
di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4
“Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47)
Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55)
Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico 59) Scuola Normale
Superiore 60) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 61) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 62) Azienda
Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 63) Centro Cardiologico S.P.A.
Fondazione Monzino 64) Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 65) Centro San Giovanni di Dio
Fatebenefratelli 66) CRO - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 67) CROB - Centro di
Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 68) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in
Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 69) Fond. Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 70)
Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 71) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 72) Fond. G.B.
Bietti per lo studio e la ricerca in oftalmologia 73) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 74)
Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 75) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 76)
Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 77) Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 78) Fond.
Santa Lucia 79) Fond. Stella Maris 80) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 81) Ist. Clinici
Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 82) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa
Maria e San Gallicano 83) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 84) Ist.
Auxologico Italiano 85) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 86) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna
87) Ist. Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 88) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri
89) Ist. Eugenio Medea 90) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 91) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli
Assistenziali in Oncologia 92) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta
Specializzazione (ISMETT) 93) Ist. Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 94) Ist. Nazionale
Tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale 95) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 96) Ist.


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Oncologico Veneto 97) Ist. Ortopedico Galeazzi 98) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 99) Ist. per le
Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 100)Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura
dei Tumori 101)Ist. Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 102) Multimedica 103) Oasi di Maria Santissima
104) Osp. Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza 105) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 106) Osp.
Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 107) Osp. Policlinico San Martino 108) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don
Calabria 109) Osp. San Raffaele 110) Policlinico San Donato 111) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 112)
San Raffaele Pisana 113) SDN Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli RESEARCH
ENTITIES, FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 114) CNR 115) ISS 116) CREA 117) LENS
118) EBRI 119) INGM 120) IIGM 121) IFOM 122) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 123) ACRI 124) FISV


direttore@marionegri.it giuseppe.remuzzi@marionegri.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


The functional relation between proteins and metabolites form a complex network of
interactions that drive life. In recent years, the technologies to investigate the complexity of
the proteome and metabolome have advanced rapidly, allowing the detection, accurate
identification and quantitation of thousands of proteins/metabolites in a given sample. This
holds the potential to reveal the molecular logic coupling signal transduction, cellular
metabolism and phenotype determination. Here we aim at setting up a platform for
Integrated Proteomics and Metabolomics (IPROMET), dedicated to the proteome and
metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single cell resolution. The PN will be
agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental to address questions in a
range of life science disciplines (e.g. cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery,
human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health,
plants biology, microbiology etc.) in a technology- and data-driven manner. Several IRCCS,
Universities and research Institutes do have instrumentations dedicated to proteomics or
metabolomics studies but seldom these technologies have been fully integrated to achieve a
comprehensive description of a biological system. Standardized protocols and analytical
pipelines have been developed mainly for the genomic field while single cell and spatial
proteomics/metabolomics are still at their infancy and are available only in few, highly
specialized laboratories making these technologies poorly accessible to the scientific
community. This NP, will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of proteotypes


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human
health. The creation of the NP-IPROMET will leverage on the omics
societies/networks/divisions already active on the National territory to integrate all the vital
aspects of this multisite research community.


To achieve its mission the NP for proteomics & metabolomics is structured into four distinct
but integrated units: - IU1 Metabolomics, - IU2 Proteomics, - IU3 Imaging and spatial
proteomics & metabolomics, - IU4 Omics data management all open to new challenges and
available to share their expertise and state-of-the-art instrumentations to drive, support, and
develop novel research directions in collaboration with the research community. This
document describes IU2 and provides the vision and proposals of different stakeholders.
IU2. Proteomics Global quantitative proteomics and post-translational modifications (PTM)
analysis define the dynamic description of the proteome in a specific cellular context. Label
free or multiplexed, isobaric tagging proteomics can be applied to cells, organoids, tissues
or whole organisms. In addition to DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED
PROTEOMICS, specialized in the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of
proteins by multiplexed assays (multiple reaction monitoring MRM) is promising in bridging
the gap between biomarkers discovery and the development of clinically applicable
biomarker assays. A powerful branch of proteomics is DEGRADOMICS. Proteins are cleaved
by a specific repertoire of proteases that regulates several biological processes with different
outcomes, including protein destruction, functional activation and release of bioactive
fragments. Cleaved fragments are qualitatively and quantitatively monitored with mass
spectrometry-based approaches (such as TAILS or N- or C-terminomics) integrated with
bioinformatics. The identification and quantification of fragments in biological fluids is a
powerful investigative tool and has multiple clinical and preclinical applications, including
the elucidation of molecular mechanisms underlying physiological and pathological
processes and the identification of new biomarkers and potential therapeutic targets. This
approach could also be applied to plants that contain hundreds of proteases that have been
implicated in virtually all aspects of plant biology. The unit will also develop specific
methods for the analysis of POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONS (PTMs)
(phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc. ) at a global
level starting from cells, organoids, tissues or model organism in order to functionally define
the role of PTMs and/or identify disease specific modifications. The identification of these
events may enable the understanding of the molecular mechanisms regulating a biological
process as well as facilitate early diagnosis and enhance the ability to monitor disease
progression. We also envisage the study of protein-protein interaction (INTERACTOMICS)
which is of central importance to depict the molecular machines governing
pathophysiological processes. Versatility of up-to date high resolution accurate mass
spectrometers allows also reliable analysis by native mass spectrometry of INTACT
PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES AND PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS with applications in
discovery studies but also in the characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers and
control of biopharmaceutical products, such as mABs and antibody-drug conjugates, in
order to characterize quality attributes, including presence of variants and impurities, that


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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impact on safety and efficacy of the drug. APPLICATIONS. The wide spectrum of proteomics
strategies herein briefly illustrated will be instrumental for elucidating the cell process-
regulating machinery (global proteomics and PTMs analysis), disease causative mechanisms,
biomarkers and drug target discovery and finally drug development (native mass
spectrometry).


The IU2-Proteomics described above will rely on the interaction with IU4 for data analysis
and integration. To achieve its mission, IU2-Proteomics would require the following
organization: Required Instrumentations Key Instruments - 1 Automated sample preparation
system - 2 Ultra high-resolution accurate mass spectrometers (MS) coupled with UHPLC and
nanoLC systems - 1 LC system for native mass spectrometry - 1 Triple quadrupole MS with
UHPLC and nanoLC systems Required human resources (and their competence) - 1 Scientific
coordinator of the unit - 1 scientist with background in proteomics - 2 technicians for
sample preparation/analysis - 2 technicians with previous experience in proteomics - 1
bioinformatician The management and coordination of the activities of the NP will be
provided by the HT organization within the NP budget.


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The total cost for implementing the Proteomics & Metabolomics platform is 13 M€ that
covers all the required instruments for all four IUs. In particular, the cost for implementing
IU2 is 2350K€. The implementation costs are estimated on the basis of the acquisition of
state of the art and cutting-edge mass spectrometers, nano-LC systems and robotic sample
preparation platform. Basic laboratory equipment and structures (e.g., cell culture hood,
laminar flow hood, freezer, centrifuges etc. ) are necessary and are shared among the other
IUs. For more information about estimated costs and equipment, see https://tiny.one/PROT-
MET-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.
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Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


The total operating cost of the Proteomics & Metabolomics platform, when fully
operational, is estimated to be 4.8 M€. This includes: Personnel: 30 units Maintenance &
upgrading: To guarantee 100% functionality it will be necessary to stipulate full risk
maintenance contracts on all instruments (~ 7% of the purchase price). Running cost for
access grants: We expect to run 30-50 projects/year (300-3000 samples /year) that will
occupy the instrumentations full time and includes the training of external researchers (10-
15/years). IU2 operating cost, when fully operational, is 1.1 M€. This includes 7 units of
personnel with expertise described at Point 9, service contracts and upgrading of
equipment, running costs for access grants. For more information about estimated costs and
equipment, see https://tiny.one/PROT-MET-Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


The implementation of the Proteomics & Metabolomics platform, including instrument
acquisition and recruitment of the specialized personnel should be completed within 3
years. Year 1-2: acquisition of sophisticated technology and recruitment of specialized
personnel (biologists, physicists, biochemists, mathematicians, bioinformaticians, engineers),


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.
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set up of the technology and methods development. Year 2-3: applications development,
setting up of standard procedures for the access to instruments and training of researchers
on a multidisciplinary approach. We expect the PN to be fully operational in less than 3
years. For further details see https://tiny.one/PROT-MET-GANTT


We describe here the space required for the National Platform for Proteomics and
Metabolomics comprehensive of the 4 IU. For IU1, IU2, IU3 the area must have specific
technical gas, cooling and ventilation system, UPS. - IU1 Metabolomics. Mass Spectrometers,
NMRs, automated samples preparation systems: 120 sqm - IU2 Proteomics. Mass
spectrometers, automated sample preparation systems: 120 sqm - IU3 Imaging and spatial
proteomics & metabolomics. Mass spectrometers, Laser microdissector, cryostat, automated
cell isolation/preparation for single cells experiment: 120 sqm - IU4 Data Management and
analysis: office 90 sqm. TOTAL 450 sqm


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


Requirement for advanced proteomics and metabolomics technologies is rising in view also
of the integration with genomics data that allow monitoring the level of expression of target
proteins on the background of genomic processes to characterize the behaviour of the
organism at the molecular level. Therefore, we think that the scientific interests will last for
the next decade. However, based on our experience on mass spectrometry, technologies are
rapidly evolving and the life of a mass spectrometer, which is operated 24h 7days/7, spans
from 5-8 years


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.
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Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


The estimate is based on the technologies and specialized personnel composing the entire
NP for Proteomics & Metabolomics. We estimated that each project will require, on average,
the work of at least 2 people, 10-15 days of instrument working time and 10 days for data
analysis elaboration. Training of each researcher will require a couple of months due to the
complexity of the instrumentations and the need for a proper data elaboration and
interpretation based on deep understanding of biological systems, design of
proteomics/metabolomics experiments and computational approach. For these reasons,
when fully operational, the NP for Proteomics & Metabolomics could host the access of 20-
40 researchers.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


So far, most multi-omics studies in humans involve combined genomics and transcriptomics
studies or combined genomics and metagenomics/microbiome studies to predict
phenotypic response and changes in signaling/metabolic pathways. However, to establish


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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direct causal and functional associations between genotype and phenotype it is essential to
observe intermediate molecular levels linking transcripts with protein and metabolite
abundance. This is of utmost relevance particularly at a single cell level where all techniques
still have some limitations that could be overcome by using multiple approaches. The data
generated by the Proteomics & Metabolomics platform will play an important role in the
development of personalized or precision medicine to tailor the right therapeutic strategy
for the right person at the right time, and/or to determine the predisposition to disease and
to deliver timely and targeted prevention. One of the strengths of the proposed PN for
Proteomics and Metabolomics is represented by the fact that being versatile to many
applications, it can actually play a pivotal role in the one-health concept exploring the plant
to animal to human and microbiome molecular features. The advantage of an integrated
platform relies on the synergism created by sharing not only technologies (that will be then
fully exploited) but also very specialized expertise and on the possibility to meet ambitious
projects whose volume load overcomes the capabilities of non-integrated infrastructures.
Furthermore, the integrated metabolomic and proteomic approach will generate savings in
equipment while raising the quality and value of Italian research. The NP for Proteomics &
Metabolomics will foster these developments in the Italian scientific community where such
technologies are still absent and will enable dozens of projects to be performed while
training researchers on sophisticated technologies and multidisciplinary approaches.
Furthermore, Italian competitiveness in national and international large cohort clinical,
epidemiological and rare disease studies will be significantly enhanced, including its role in
ERN (European Reference Networks). Of note, the cutting-edge settings proposed for the
NP for Proteomics & Metabolomics, and its integration with other NPs, are almost unique
also at the international level (not present in ESFRI roadmap). The Proteomics &
Metabolomics platform will develop Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), build and
maintain databases to share raw data and validate protocols for quantitative/targeted
metabolomics & proteomics and strategies for data integration that will be available for the
entire scientific community.


The NP-IPROMET will collaborate with the NP IMBI to establish visual techniques to be
coupled with proteomics and metabolomics as well as with the NP for Integrated single cell
omics for untargeted proteomics & metabolomics characterization of spatially defined
cellular populations or single cells and with the Bioinformatics NP. The NP for Proteomics &
Metabolomics will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of proteotype and
metabotype collaborating with existing technological platforms in various scientific
institutions (Universities, IRCCS etc.). As IPROMET is designed not only as a technology
provider but also a site for technological development and research, interactions with
different disciplines will spontaneously grow. We acknowledge the numerous colleagues
from the research institutions, academia, hospitals listed here who contributed to these
proposals: https://tiny.one/PROT-MET-Contributors


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


30 Anonimo 
98.47


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS (IPROMET) - IU3 “IMAGING
AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS” AND IU4 “OMICS DATA MANAGEMENT”


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


IRCCS MarioNegri This NP is equally supported by the following 124 stakeholders (full
names and subscriptions are listed here https://tiny.one/PROT-MET-Stakeholder).
UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6)
Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12)
"G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16)
Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle Marche 22)
Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli
Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi
Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea"
di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4
“Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47)
Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55)
Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico 59) Scuola Normale
Superiore 60) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 61) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 62) Azienda
Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 63) Centro Cardiologico S.P.A.
Fondazione Monzino 64) Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 65) Centro San Giovanni di Dio
Fatebenefratelli 66) CRO - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 67) CROB - Centro di
Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 68) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in
Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 69) Fond. Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 70)
Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 71) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 72) Fond. G.B.
Bietti per lo studio e la ricerca in oftalmologia 73) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 74)
Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 75) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 76)
Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 77) Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 78) Fond.
Santa Lucia 79) Fond. Stella Maris 80) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 81) Ist. Clinici
Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 82) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa
Maria e San Gallicano 83) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 84) Ist.
Auxologico Italiano 85) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 86) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna
87) Ist. Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 88) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri
89) Ist. Eugenio Medea 90) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 91) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli
Assistenziali in Oncologia 92) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta
Specializzazione (ISMETT) 93) Ist. Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 94) Ist. Nazionale


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale 95) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 96) Ist.
Oncologico Veneto 97) Ist. Ortopedico Galeazzi 98) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 99) Ist. per le
Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 100)Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura
dei Tumori 101)Ist. Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 102) Multimedica 103) Oasi di Maria Santissima
104) Osp. Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza 105) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 106) Osp.
Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 107) Osp. Policlinico San Martino 108) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don
Calabria 109) Osp. San Raffaele 110) Policlinico San Donato 111) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 112)
San Raffaele Pisana 113) SDN Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli RESEARCH
ENTITIES, FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 114) CNR 115) ISS 116) CREA 117) LENS
118) EBRI 119) INGM 120) IIGM 121) IFOM 122) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 123) ACRI 124) FISV


direttore@marionegri.it giuseppe.remuzzi@marionegri.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


The functional relation between proteins and metabolites form a complex network of
interactions that drive life. In recent years, the technologies to investigate the complexity of
the proteome and metabolome have advanced rapidly, allowing the detection, accurate
identification and quantitation of thousands of proteins/metabolites in a given sample. This
holds the potential to reveal the molecular logic coupling signal transduction, cellular
metabolism and phenotype determination. Here we aim at setting up a platform for
Integrated Proteomics and Metabolomics (IPROMET), dedicated to the proteome and
metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. The PN will be
agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental to address questions in a
range of life science disciplines (e.g. cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery,
human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health,
plants biology, microbiology etc.) in a technology- and data-driven manner. Several IRCCS,
Universities and research Institutes do have instrumentations dedicated to proteomics or
metabolomics studies but seldom these technologies have been fully integrated to achieve a
comprehensive description of a biological system. Standardized protocols and analytical
pipelines have been developed mainly for the genomic field while single cell and spatial
proteomics/metabolomics are still at their infancy and are available only in few, highly
specialized laboratories making these technologies poorly accessible to the scientific
community. This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of proteotypes


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human
health. The creation of the NP-IPROMET will leverage on the omics
societies/networks/divisions already active on the National territory to integrate all the vital
aspects of this multisite research community.


To achieve its mission the NP for Proteomics & Metabolomics is structured into four distinct
but integrated units: IU1 Metabolomics, IU2 Proteomics, IU3 Imaging and spatial proteomics
& metabolomics IU4 Omics data management all open to new challenges and available to
share their expertise and state-of-the-art instrumentations to drive, support, and develop
novel research directions in collaboration with the research community. This document
describes IU3 and IU4 and provides the vision and proposals of different stakeholders. IU3
Imaging and spatial proteomics & metabolomics Cellular heterogeneity presents a major
challenge in understanding how cells of a particular genotype function and respond to
therapeutics. Some major causes for cellular heterogeneity are attributed to biochemical
processes that are stochastic in nature, such as gene transcription and protein expression,
metabolic state, stage in the cell cycle and microenvironmental changes. To characterize
these cell-to-cell differences and discern cellular subpopulations, molecular analysis at the
single-cell level is necessary. Thanks to the latest technological development it is now
possible to envision that also proteomics and metabolomics studies could achieve the
comprehensiveness and sensitivity which are, up to now, more common in the genomic
field. This unit will work in strict collaboration with the NP-IMBI that will develop
sophisticated imaging technologies coupled to deep learning for the recognition and
segmentation of tissues, cellular and subcellular structures that will then be phenotypically
characterized by proteomics and metabolomics. Availability of such techniques will lead to
the characterization of the molecular components of a spatially defined biological system. In
parallel, Mass Spectrometry-Imaging (MSI) providing molecular images of tissue sections,
complementary to the classical histological or immunohistological, will allow to precisely
define where alterations occur inside the complex cellular heterogeneity present in tissues.
An additional strong advantage of this technology in the field of personalized medicine is
related to its ability to provide specific molecular signature able e.g. to distinguish
responders from non-responders to therapy with a positive benefit for patients and for the
Italian National Health Service. This IU will combine cutting-edge imaging techniques (in
collaboration with NP IMBI) with artificial intelligence-based approaches for
cellular/subcellular segmentation (in collaboration with IU4 and the NP for bioinformatics),
laser microdissection and ultra-sensitive, high-resolution mass spectrometry to precisely
identify, quantify and localize proteins, glycans, metabolites, lipids within tissues or cells thus
providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially defined description of the biological
system of interest. This IU will collaborate with the NP Single Cell Omics applying
orthogonal approaches to reach a comprehensive description of the biological system under
study. Up to now, very few laboratories or even institutions have the necessary expertise,
high tech equipment, bioinformatics set up and resources needed to achieve such tasks. In
summary, this unit will implement technologies for the spatially resolved or histology guided
characterization of the proteome and metabolome. Required Instrumentations Key


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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Instruments - Automated Cell isolation and sample preparation system for single-cell
experiments - Laser microdissector - Cryostat and Sprayer for MSI sample preparation -
High resolution, high sensitive LC/MS-MS - High resolution with high-speed laser
positioning TOF MS/MS with imaging software platform Required human resources (and
their competence) - 1 scientific coordinator of the unit - 1 scientist with a strong
background in MSI - 1 scientist with strong experience in MS - 3 technologists for sample
preparation, data acquisition/analysis - 1 data manager with experience in MSI/MS


IU4 Data management and analysis This infrastructural unit will have to be interfaced with
the Bioinformatics NP acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data
processing pipelines. The NP-IPROMET allows a comprehensive survey for a particular
molecular phenotype. The cross-talk between these two molecular layers is still the key
bottleneck in multiomics studies. This is because data integration requires input and
interpretation by a diverse range of scientists or specialists (chemists, biologists,
mathematicians, physicists, and engineers) to evaluate the quality and validity of the
experimental design (post-processing), as well as the quality of the data acquired from the
instruments (pre-processing). Moreover, meaningful biological interpretation of multi-omics
data requires a constant evolution of databases and data analysis tools. Proteomics and
particularly metabolomics, especially at the single-cell level, data are inherently highly
variable and noisy. Dispersed data sets and non-interoperable tools hamper a more holistic
understanding of cells and organisms relating to their growth, adaptation, development,
and progression to disease. This IU aims at improving and developing: (i) computational
methods for the integration of omics data and interpretations with existing knowledge-
bases, assessing their significance and prioritizing according to their strength; (ii) data-
mining approaches to explore measures of association between biological and clinical
features, (iii) to create centralized data repositories, curate or review software list and
improved software/database interoperability to enable multi-omics integration, (iv) image
analysis on a molecular base, with data reduction and statistical-guided interpretation, (v)
methods to identify molecules in the complex data generated by MS and NMR and tailored
statistical analysis tools, (vi) create a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to
be exploited, via deep learning and AI strategies, to create prediction models for diseases,
drug activity, ageing. This unit will be instrumental also for a real cross-talk among the
different omics communities, often having an insular approach. This unit will support and
synergize with the other 3 IUs of the Proteomics & Metabolomics platform. Required
Instrumentations Key Instruments - Data storage system - Centralized server - High-density
computing system Required human resources - 1 Senior scientist - 2 Bioinformaticians - 1
Mathematician - 1 Front end developer - 1 Back end developer - 1 system manager The
management and coordination of the activities of the NP will be provided by the HT
organization within the NP budget.


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.
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up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The total cost for implementing the Proteomics & Metabolomics platform is 13 M€ that
covers all the required instruments for all four IUs. In particular, the cost for implementing
IU3 and IU4 is 3450K€ and 300K€ respectively. The implementation costs are estimated on
the basis of the acquisition of state of the art and cutting-edge mass spectrometers, a laser
micro dissector, a MS-imaging system including sample preparation from histological
tissues, a robotic sample preparation system and high-density computing system and data
storage. Basic laboratory equipment and structures (e.g., cell culture hood, laminar flow
hood, freezer, shaker and mixer etc. ) are necessary and are shared among the other IUs. For
more information about estimated costs and equipment, see https://tiny.one/PROT-MET-
Budget


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


The total operating cost of the Proteomics & Metabolomics platform, when fully
operational, is estimated to be 4.8 M€. This includes: Personnel: 30 units Maintenance &
upgrading: To guarantee 100% functionality it will be necessary to stipulate full risk
maintenance contracts on all instruments (~ 7% of the purchase price). Running cost for
access grants: We expect to run 30-50 projects/year (300-3000 samples /year) that will
occupy the instrumentations full time and includes the training of external researchers (10-
15/years). IU3 operating cost is 1.3 M€. This includes 7 units of personnel with expertise
described at Point 8, service contracts and upgrading of equipment, running costs for access
grants IU4 operating cost is 500K€. This includes 7 units of personnel with expertise
described at Point 9, maintenance and upgrading of equipment. Running costs for access


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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grants will be covered by the other IU of the platform. For more information about
estimated costs and equipment, see https://tiny.one/PROT-MET-Budget


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


The implementation of the Proteomics & Metabolomics platform, including instrument
acquisition and recruitment of the specialized personnel should be completed within 3
years. Year 1-2: acquisition of sophisticated technology and recruitment of specialized
personnel (biologists, physicists, biochemists, mathematicians, bioinformaticians, engineers),
set up of the technology and methods development Year 2-3: applications development,
setting up of standard procedures for the access to instruments and training of researchers
on a multidisciplinary approach. We expect the PN to be fully operational in less than 3
years. For further details see https://tiny.one/PROT-MET-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


We describe here the space required for the National Platform for proteomics and
Metabolomics comprehensive of the 4 IU. For IU1, IU2, IU3 the area must have technical gas,
cooling and ventilation system, UPS. - IU1 Metabolomics. Mass Spectrometers, NMRs,
automated samples preparation systems: 120 sqm - IU2 Proteomics. Mass spectrometers,
automated sample preparation systems: 120 sqm - IU3 Imaging and spatial proteomics &
metabolomics. Mass spectrometers, Laser microdissector, cryostat, automated cell
isolation/preparation for single cells experiment: 120 sqm - IU4 Data Management and
analysis: office 90 sqm. TOTAL 450 sqm


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.
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less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


Requirement for advanced proteomics and metabolomics technologies is rising in view also
of the integration with genomics data that allow monitoring the level of expression of target
proteins on the background of genomic processes to characterize the behaviour of the
organism at the molecular level. Therefore, we think that the scientific interests will last for
the next decade. However, based on our experience on mass spectrometry, technologies are
rapidly evolving and the life of a mass spectrometer, which is operated 24h 7days/7, spans
from 5-8 years


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands
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The estimate is based on the technologies and specialized personnel composing the entire
NP for Proteomics & Metabolomics. We estimated that each project will require, on average,
the work of at least 2 people, 10-15 days of instrument working time and 10 days for data
analysis elaboration. Training of each researcher will require a couple of months due to the
complexity of the instrumentations and the need for a proper data elaboration and
interpretation based on deep understanding of biological systems, design of
proteomics/metabolomics experiments and computational approach. For these reasons,
when fully operational, the NP for Proteomics & Metabolomics could host the access of 20-
40 researchers.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


So far, most multi-omics studies in humans involve combined genomics and transcriptomics
studies or combined genomics and metagenomics/microbiome studies to predict
phenotypic response and changes in signalling/metabolic pathways. However, to establish
direct causal and functional associations between genotype and phenotype it is essential to
observe intermediate molecular levels linking transcripts with protein and metabolite
abundance. This is of utmost relevance particularly at a single cell level where all techniques
still have some limitations that could be overcome by using multiple approaches. The data
generated by the Proteomics & Metabolomics platform will play an important role in the
development of personalized or precision medicine to tailor the right therapeutic strategy
for the right person at the right time, and/or to determine the predisposition to disease and
to deliver timely and targeted prevention. One of the strengths of the proposed PN for
Proteomics and Metabolomics is represented by the fact that being versatile to many
applications, it can actually play a pivotal role in the one-health concept exploring the plant
to animal to human and microbiome molecular features. The advantage of an integrated
platform relies on the synergism created by sharing not only technologies (that will be then
fully exploited) but also very specialized expertise and on the possibility to meet ambitious
projects whose volume load overcomes the capabilities of non-integrated infrastructures.
Furthermore, the integrated metabolomic and proteomic approach will generate savings in
equipment while raising the quality and value of Italian research. The NP for Proteomics &
Metabolomics will foster these developments in the Italian scientific community where such
technologies are still absent and will enable dozens of projects to be performed while
training researchers on sophisticated technologies and multidisciplinary approaches.
Furthermore, Italian competitiveness in national and international large cohort clinical,
epidemiological and rare disease studies will be significantly enhanced, including its role in
ERN (European Reference Networks). Of note, the cutting-edge settings proposed for the
NP for Proteomics & Metabolomics, and its integration with other NPs, are almost unique
also at the international level (not present in ESFRI roadmap). The Proteomics &
Metabolomics platform will develop Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), build and
maintain databases to share raw data and validate protocols for quantitative/targeted


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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metabolomics & proteomics and strategies for data integration that will be available for the
entire scientific community


The NP-IPROMET will collaborate with the NP IMBI to establish visual techniques to be
coupled with proteomics and metabolomics as well as with the NP for Integrated single-cell
omics for untargeted proteomics & metabolomics characterization of spatially defined
cellular populations or single cells and with the Bioinformatics NP. The NP for Proteomics &
Metabolomics will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of proteotype and
metabotype collaborating with existing technological platforms in various scientific
institutions (Universities, IRCCS etc.). As IPROMET is designed not only as a technology
provider but also a site for technological development and research, interactions with
different disciplines will spontaneously grow. We acknowledge the numerous colleagues
from the research institutions, academia, hospitals listed here who contributed to these
proposals: https://tiny.one/PROT-MET-Contributors


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


32 Anonimo 
30.25


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY (SBIP)


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


University of Florence This NP is equally supported by the following 124 stakeholders (full
names and subscriptions are listed here https://tinyurl.com/SBIP-Stakeholders).
UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6)
Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12)
"G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16)
Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle Marche 22)
Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli
Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi
Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea"
di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4
“Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47)
Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55)
Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico di Roma 59)
Politecnico di Bari 60) Scuola Normale Superiore 61) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 62)
Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 63) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-
Malpighi 64) Centro Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 65) Centro Neurolesi Bonino
Pulejo 66) Centro San Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 67) CRO - Centro di Riferimento
Oncologico 68) CROB - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 69) Ente
Ospedaliero Specializzato in Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 70) Fond. Ca'Granda -
Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 71) Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 72) Fond.
Don Carlo Gnocchi 73) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 74) Fond. Istituto Neurologico
Carlo Besta 75) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 76) Fond. Policlinico San
Matteo 77) Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 78) Fond. Santa Lucia 79) Fond.
Stella Maris 80) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 81) Ist. Clinici Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A.
SB 82) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 83)
Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 84) Ist. Auxologico Italiano 85) Ist. Clinico
Humanitas 86) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 87) Ist. Dermopatico
dell'Immacolata (IDI) 88) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 89) Ist. Eugenio Medea
90) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 91) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia
92) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 93) Ist.
Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 94) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni
Pascale 95) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 96) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 97) Ist.


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Ortopedico Galeazzi 98) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 99) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro
Spallanzani 100) Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori 101) Ist.
Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 102) Multimedica 103) Oasi di Maria Santissima 104) Osp. Casa
Sollievo della Sofferenza 105) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 106) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino
Gesù 107) Osp. Policlinico San Martino 108) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 109) Osp. San
Raffaele 110) Policlinico San Donato 111) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 112) San Raffaele Pisana
113) SDN Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli RESEARCH ENTITIES,
FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 114) CNR 115) ISS 116) CREA 117) LENS 118) EBRI
119) INGM 120) IIGM 121) IFOM 122) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 123) ACRI 124) FISV


rettore@unifi.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


A detailed Gap Analysis of the services available to the Italian scientific community made
clear that some are not currently available or not sufficiently provided. Access to X-ray and
NMR is effectively covered. The former is provided by a number of European synchrotrons
(including the Italian synchrotron facility Elettra) while access to high-end NMR is secured to
Italian scientists by Instruct-ERIC, and by the Italian Core center in Florence in particular. On
the contrary, access to European RIs providing other technologies requires optimization of
the investigated samples/systems, and thus extensive preliminary work. The lack of RIs to
carry out this fundamental step strongly hinders the quality and quantity of the Italian
applications, determining a severe bottleneck for the Italian scientists. This seriously affects
the competitiveness of Italian researchers and has a severe impact on their usage of SB RIs,
thus making the Italian funding to them not cost-effective.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


To achieve its mission the NP for SB requires 4 integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) which are
described as separate segments in 4 different forms, resulting from the collective work and
visions of a series of stakeholders and contributors: IU1 - Protein production in eukaryotic
expression systems and biophysical characterization IU2 - Cryo-electron microscopy
techniques IU3 - HT crystallization platform and HT fragment/inhibitor binding screening
IU4 - Structural Mass Spectrometry It is strategically essential that a country like Italy,
aspiring to be at the forefront of innovation in biomedical research, provides its scientific
community with the platforms necessary to be a competitive player in the SB arena. A
prerequisite for any SB technique, either provided by this NP or by National and European


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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RIs, is the availability of optimized samples. This is a major limiting step for many
researchers. IU1 will address this stringent need for the molecular characterization of
biological molecules and functional processes. The landscape analysis of the services and
platforms accessible to Italian users revealed that access to high-end cryo-electron
microscopes (cryoEM) is hampered by the lack of services for sample preparation and grid
optimization. Also, Italy is the only large European country without a national facility for the
highest-end cryoEM microscope. These services will be provided by IU2. A similar rationale
applies to the need of IU3 for HT crystallization, which will optimize crystals quality for
access to synchrotron radiation sources. IU4 will cover a major gap in the overall SB services
scenario, providing access to top-notch instrumentation for structural mass spectrometry.
The investment in this NP would open the possibility for the Life sciences scientific
community to better exploit the existing SB infrastructures in Italy and Europe and would
represent a significant revenue multiplier of the Italian past, current and future investments
in SB RIs.


IU1 – This unit will provide support, expertise, advice and access to instrumentation to
researchers for preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples from eukaryotic
cells to be employed in biochemical and structural studies for a variety of applications
including drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. As such, IU1 will
be a critical step in the pipelines of the entire structural biology platform. The proposed IU
should be equipped with state-of-art instruments to cover the whole workflow from cloning
to large-scale protein production, and provide expertise for different classes of protein and
protein-complexes, including membrane proteins, secreted proteins, nucleic acid proteins
binding, as well as large protein machineries. It will be necessary to offer an efficient service
for the expression in different expression systems, including insect cells and mammalian
cells, but considering also yeast, as well as various prokaryotic strains or plant cells-based
systems. It should also be equipped to perform critical quality control assays, using basic
biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The
protein production IU will have close links with other technological UI, being a critical step in
the pipelines of a structural biology platform. IU2 - Whereas the use of electron microscopy
techniques to study macromolecular structures at atomic resolution has long been
recognised as an essential tool in Structural Biology, Italy has been lagging due to the lack
of infrastructures. Due to the lack of national facilities which should include low-level
microscopes (120kV) and microscopes of medium level (200kV) for the high-throughput
optimization of high-quality Cryo-EM samples, the Italian scientific community is not in the
position of being able to use the European infrastructures with top-notch instrumentation,
to which Italy significantly contributes. These is also a growing request for high-end CryoEM
and the IU should be able to enlarge and increase the capacity to cater for the needs of a
rapidly growing community of users. Such IU should also include the necessary
infrastructure to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET), which allows to visualize
cellular structures within their natural physiological environment. This is another rapidly
advancing field where Italy has an even more significant gap with respect to the European
partners. IU3 - One of the bottlenecks in obtaining a macromolecular structure is


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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crystallization, a “trial and error” method that requires a lot of time and materials. To
increase the percentage of success it is necessary to use high throughput crystallization
platforms, that use automated methods (crystallization robots) to very rapidly perform
thousands of crystallization trials with only a small amount of protein sample. Once the
experiment has been set-up, each experimental condition is automatically examined using
state-of-the-art imagers, over a period of the time, to monitor the putative crystallization
process and to identify small and difficult to detect crystals, that may not be visually picked
up, or are obscured by protein precipitate. High throughput crystallization methods are
especially necessary for researchers working in the field of structure-based drug design.


IU4 - Native MS has taken a more important role in structural biology, allowing the
separation of ionized molecules based on their structural properties such as size and shape,
in addition to their mass-to-charge ratio. The establishment of high-end MS instrumentation
nowadays allows complementing any high-resolution structural study with tailored
information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, high-order
structure. It also allows taking snapshots of co-existing populations of protein-ligand
complexes thereby uncovering mechanistic details often difficult to achieve with the classical
techniques alone. This IU should also provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) pipelines.
CLMS data provide a measure of the proximity of amino acid residues and thus offer
information on the folds of proteins and the topology of their complexes and is now a
standard complementary tool to traditional structural techniques, including cryo-EM single
particle. Novel CLMS applications, such as in-cell cross-linking, probing conformational
changes and tertiary structure, will interface well with other IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is
also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes. KEY
INSTRUMENTATION - Shaking and static incubators for cell culture for protein expression in
various eukaryotic systems - Equipment for proteins purification and sample preparation -
Centrifuges, ultracentrifuges and cell rupture systems for cell harvesting, lysate clearance -
Spectrophotometers for for sample characterization - SEC-MALS for evaluation of
monodispersity and stoichiometry of purified samples - Differential scanning fluorimeter for
monitoring of sample thermal stability - Microscale thermophoresis apparatus for
biomolecules and drug interaction measurements - Bio-layer interferometry apparatus for
macromolecules interaction studies - Stopped-flow spectropolarimeter for the rapid
detection of fast Interactions between macromolecules - 120kV transmission electron
microscope (TEM) - 200kV FEG TEM for cryoEM screening and optimization of samples -
300kV FEG top-of-the-range TEM for very high-resolution CryoEM - CryoFIB/SEM system to
prepare cryo-lamellae for CryoET - Electron beam evaporator system for staining by low-
angle Pt rotary shadowing. - GPU-based server and storage for data processing and
depositions (PBytes) - High throughput crystallization robots - Crystallization imaging
systems - Automated acoustic Echo liquid handler - Semi-automated Crystal Mounting
System - High-resolution IM Q-TOF - Cross-linking MS – High-resolution LC-MS - Ion
Mobility coupled with MS (IM-MS) REQUIRED HUMAN RESOURCES 1 Director of the NP; 2
Scientific Coordinators; 6 Senior Scientists; 3 Junior Scientists; 9 Senior Technologists; 4
Junior Technologists The management and coordination of the activities of the NP will be
provided by the HT organization within the NP budget.


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The total cost for implementing this NP is 18 M€. This covers all the required high-end
equipment of each of the 4 IU. Large part of the investment (15 M€) is expected to happen
in the first year since the NP has the ambition to be operative in a relatively short time. For
more information about estimated costs and equipment, see: https://tinyurl.com/SBIP-
Budget1


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


The total operating cost of the NP for Structural Biology when fully operational is 3.6
M€/year. This includes: - Personnel, 25 units of personnel, plus maintenance and upkeep =
2.75 M€/year - Running cost for access grants, including consumables and hospitality of the
users: 0.85 M€/year The estimate of the operating costs is based on the costs to provide
access to the NP including service contracts for instrument maintenance, consumables and
salary for the required personnel. A strong investment in specialized human resources is
mandatory due to the complexity of the instrumentations and the need for proper samples
handling, data collection, elaboration and interpretation based on a deep understanding of
the biological systems to be investigated and scientific questions to be answered. For more
information about estimated costs and equipment, see: https://tinyurl.com/SBIP-Budget1


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


The implementation of the NP, including instrumentation acquisition and recruitment of the
required personnel, should be completed within 3 years. For further details see Gantt:
https://tinyurl.com/SBIP-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


The entire NP for Structural Biology, composed by 4 IUs, will require about 600 sqm, net of
walls and corridors, to accommodate all the equipment, wet labs, offices and common
spaces for data analysis and to host researchers and users, calculated according to the
"Testo Unico sulla sicurezza DLgs 81/2008". Details about the space estimated for each IU
composing the NP are reported in separate forms dedicated to the description of the
individual IUs and represent the vision and proposition of the different stakeholders.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years
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We do not foresee breakthroughs that might lead to rapid obsolescence of the IUs, neither
conceptual nor technological. At present we can envisage the need to continue up-keep of
the equipment, for example with the addition of new accessories/instruments becoming
complementary to the old ones, which could still be used for some consolidated
applications. Therefore, the whole NP cycle is expected to last more than 10 years.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


The 4 IUs composing the NP provide rather different services, with significant differences in
terms of time and effort, which can go from days for routine biophysical analysis, to weeks
for structural mass spectra characterization to months in case of particularly difficult
problems to solve, e.g. for protein expression. Overall the NP has the capacity to host few
hundred projects. Training of each researcher will be an important aspect of the access to
the NP and the personnel will devote some time also to this activity.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.
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The striking success of structural biology (SB) builds on the rapid pace of technological
developments, allowing to target high complexity problems that characterize not only single
molecules but, through an integrated approach, visualizing in 3D larger and complex
macromolecular assemblies, up to functional processes at the cellular level. The SB NP is
strategically designed to cover evident gaps in the actual SB services accessible to Italian
scientists. Optimized biomolecule production, in eukaryotic cell lines, in particular, is still a
limiting aspect. At present only a few Italian facilities offer full support to external users, with
limited resources and expertise, unable to satisfy the increasing demand. IU1 will provide the
needed expertise and access to such services. CryoEM has become a crucial component of
SB, supporting many branches of Life Sciences. Only three small size facilities were recently
established in Italy, providing very limited access to users. Conversely, the request for high-
end CryoEM activity by the community is increasing exponentially and must be met. Italy is
in urgent need for a well-equipped CryoEM National Platform, granting access to low,
medium- and high-end instruments. Notably, the investment for such an infrastructure, and
the running costs, reach levels that aren’t easily met by any Italian research institution. IU2
addresses this need, aiming at a front-runner standing for Italian biomolecular sciences. HTP
crystallization and fragments/inhibitor screening are widely used in the pharmaceutical
industry. Delegating drug development to large industries can have serious shortcomings. It
is essential that some preliminary drug development be performed independently. IU3
bridges the gap, allowing both academic researchers and small companies to carry out the
initial drug development steps. Native MS, which analyses native macromolecular
complexes, is an additional development delayed in Italy. The Italian scientific community
does not have access to high-end instrumentation suitable to study large proteins and
protein complexes. IU4 provides both instrumentation and expertise that will benefit the
structural biologists and the large cell biology community. The availability of services and
expertise covering the integrated range of SB methods is a unique and historical
opportunity for Italian research that has been lagging behind in the SB domain too long,
likely for lack of investments. The SB NP will have a fundamental impact on the Italian
research system, contributing to the competitiveness in all areas of Life Sciences, increasing
the number of top-level publications, international competitiveness, innovation, thus
ultimately fostering the technological progress of Italy.


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.


Structural Biology (SB) provides essential information for molecular-level biological research.
Front running research in a broad range of life sciences is rationally based on SB outcomes.
Thus, implementation of this NP delivers services supporting projects in areas such as drug
design, where it provides 3D structures for the discovery/optimization of hits/leads, vaccine
design, understanding of the antigen/antibody recognition processes and design of


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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synthetic antigens. SB supports and integrates research in cellular biology, as it helps to
monitor structures and dynamic shaping of cellular organelles and (macro)molecular
complexes. SB is strategic in the field of proteomics as it contributes to unravelling protein
functionality and the role/impact of mutations. SB also fosters multidisciplinary studies. We
acknowledge the numerous colleagues from research institutions, academia, hospitals listed
here who contributed to write this proposal: https://tinyurl.com/SBIP-Contributors
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Intervistato


33 Anonimo 
25.13


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY (SBIP) - IU1 (OF 4) “PROTEIN
PRODUCTION IN EUKARYOTIC EXPRESSION SYSTEMS AND BIOPHYSICAL
CHARACTERIZATION”


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


University of Florence This NP is equally supported by the following 124 stakeholders (full
names and subscriptions are listed here https://tinyurl.com/SBIP-Stakeholders).
UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6)
Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12)
"G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16)
Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle Marche 22)
Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli
Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi
Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea"
di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4
“Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47)
Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55)
Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico di Roma 59)
Politecnico di Bari 60) Scuola Normale Superiore 61) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 62)
Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 63) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-
Malpighi 64) Centro Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 65) Centro Neurolesi Bonino
Pulejo 66) Centro San Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 67) CRO - Centro di Riferimento
Oncologico 68) CROB - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 69) Ente
Ospedaliero Specializzato in Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 70) Fond. Ca'Granda -
Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 71) Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 72) Fond.
Don Carlo Gnocchi 73) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 74) Fond. Istituto Neurologico
Carlo Besta 75) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 76) Fond. Policlinico San
Matteo 77) Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 78) Fond. Santa Lucia 79) Fond.
Stella Maris 80) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 81) Ist. Clinici Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A.
SB 82) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 83)
Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 84) Ist. Auxologico Italiano 85) Ist. Clinico
Humanitas 86) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 87) Ist. Dermopatico
dell'Immacolata (IDI) 88) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 89) Ist. Eugenio Medea
90) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 91) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia
92) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 93) Ist.


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 94) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni
Pascale 95) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 96) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 97) Ist.
Ortopedico Galeazzi 98) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 99) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro
Spallanzani 100) Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori 101) Ist.
Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 102) Multimedica 103) Oasi di Maria Santissima 104) Osp. Casa
Sollievo della Sofferenza 105) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 106) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino
Gesù 107) Osp. Policlinico San Martino 108) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 109) Osp. San
Raffaele 110) Policlinico San Donato 111) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 112) San Raffaele Pisana
113) SDN Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli RESEARCH ENTITIES,
FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 114) CNR 115) ISS 116) CREA 117) LENS 118) EBRI
119) INGM 120) IIGM 121) IFOM 122) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 123) ACRI 124) FISV


rettore@unifi.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Structural and cellular biology


Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 


CeTrA(Venezia Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis


5.
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− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


A detailed Gap Analysis of the services available to the Italian scientific community made
clear that some are not currently available or not sufficiently provided. Access to X-ray and
NMR is effectively covered. The former is provided by a number of European synchrotrons
(including the Italian synchrotron facility Elettra) while access to high-end NMR is secured to
Italian scientists by Instruct-ERIC, and by the Italian Core center in Florence in particular. On
the contrary, access to European RIs providing other technologies requires optimization of
the investigated samples/systems, and thus extensive preliminary work. The lack of RIs to
carry out this fundamental step strongly hinders the quality and quantity of the Italian
applications, determining a severe bottleneck for the Italian scientists. This seriously affects
the competitiveness of Italian researchers and has a severe impact on their usage of SB RIs,
thus making the Italian funding to them not cost-effective.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


To achieve its mission the NP for SB requires 4 integrated Infrastructural Units (IU): IU1 -
Protein production in eukaryotic expression systems and biophysical characterization IU2 -
Cryo-electron microscopy techniques IU3 - HT crystallization platform and HT
fragment/inhibitor binding screening IU4 - Structural Mass Spectrometry It is strategically
essential that a country like Italy, aspiring to be at the forefront of innovation in biomedical
research, provides its scientific community with the platforms necessary to be a competitive
player in the SB arena. A prerequisite for any SB technique, either provided by this NP or by


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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National and European RIs, is the availability of optimized samples. This is a major limiting
step for many researchers. IU1 will address this stringent need for the molecular
characterization of biological molecules and functional processes. The landscape analysis of
the services and platforms accessible to Italian users revealed that access to high-end cryo-
electron microscopes (cryoEM) is hampered by the lack of services for sample preparation
and grid optimization. Also, Italy is the only large European country without a national
facility for the highest-end cryoEM microscope. These services will be provided by IU2. A
similar rationale applies to the need of IU3 for HT crystallization, which will optimize crystals
quality for access to synchrotron radiation sources. IU4 will cover a major gap in the overall
SB services scenario, providing access to top-notch instrumentation for structural mass
spectrometry. Particularly effective would be the integration of this characterization with
cryoEM studies, thus allowing a molecular level description of cellular components. The
investment in this NP would open the possibility for the Life sciences scientific community to
better exploit the existing SB infrastructures in Italy and Europe and would represent a
significant revenue multiplier of the Italian past, current and future investments in SB RIs.


This document describes IU1 while the other 3 IUs composing the NP are presented in
separate documents as they result from the vision of different stakeholders. A pre-requisite
for the success of integrated structural biology is the availability of good protein samples
that often are tricky to obtain, becoming bottlenecks for the progression of the
experimental plan. In this view, the correct reconstitution of multi-subunit macromolecular
complexes (protein-protein or protein-DNA/RNA) from recombinant sources is a mandatory
requirement and needs specific expertise and dedicated core facilities. IU1 will provide
support, expertise, advice and access to instrumentation to researchers for preparation and
characterization of macromolecular samples from eukaryotic cells to be employed in
biochemical and structural studies for a variety of applications including drug discovery,
vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc.. As such, IU1 will be a critical step in the
pipelines of the entire structural biology platform, and fully integrated with the other NPs.
The proposed IUwill be equipped with state-of-art instruments to cover the whole workflow
from cloning to large-scale protein production, purification and biochemical
characterization, and provide expertise for different classes of protein and protein-
complexes, including membrane proteins, secreted proteins and antibodies, nucleic-acid
binding proteins, as well as large multi-subunit protein machineries. It will offer an efficient
service for the expression in different eukaryotic systems, such as insect cells and
mammalian cells. It will develop and implement customized sample purification strategies,
and perform assays to assess the biochemical and biophysical properties of the samples.
SERVICES PROVIDED Development and implementation of protein expression and co-
expression strategies for single proteins and multi-subunit complexes in eukaryotic cells.
Implementation of multi-step chromatographic purification protocols and reconstitution of
large macromolecular assemblies. Characterization of the stability, monodispersity, and
stoichiometry of samples. Quantitative measurement of binding interactions between
proteins, nucleic-acids and small molecules. TECHNOLOGIES DESCRIPTION Incubators for
medium-to-large-scale eukaryotic cell culture in monolayer and suspension. Equipment


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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(FPLC and HPLC systems) for high-throughput purification of protein samples, including
multi-subunit assemblies, membrane and secreted proteins, protein/nucleotide complexes.
Size-Exclusion-Chromatography coupled to a Multi-Angle-Light-Scattering detector (SEC-
MALS) measures the light scattered by a sample eluting form a chromatographic column at
many angles and is used to determine the absolute molecular weight and gyration radius
within the chromatogram. Mass-Photometry (MP) is a novel analytical technology for
accurate label-free mass measurements of single molecules in solution in their native state.
It builds on principles of interference reflection microscopy and interferometric scattering
microscopy to deliver mass distribution and relative concentrations of all species in the
sample, using limited sample volumes. Thermal-Stability-Assay (TSA or DSF) for fast and
quantitative measurement of protein stability in solution at different purification steps under
diverse chemical conditions, ligands, and cofactors. This can be attained by monitoring of
protein unfolding in a temperature gradient.


Microscale thermophoresis (MST) is a technology for the biophysical analysis of interactions
between biomolecules, based on the detection of a temperature-induced change in
fluorescence of a target as a function of the concentration of a ligand. Isothermal Titration
Calorimetry (ITC) allows quantitative measurements of thermo-dynamical parameters
associated to binding reactions between biological components (proteins and nucleic acids)
and small molecules. Bio-layer interferometry (BLI) is a label-free technology for measuring
biomolecular interactions by analysing the interference pattern of white light reflected from
two surfaces. Any change in the number of molecules bound to a biosensor surface causes a
shift in the interference pattern that can be measured in real-time. Stopped-flow is a
technique for studying fast chemical reactions. A stopped-flow instrument coupled to a
fluorescence spectrometer is used to observe rapid molecular reactions. KEY
INSTRUMENTATION - Shaking and static incubators for cell culture for protein expression in
various eukaryotic systems - Centrifuges, ultracentrifuges and cell rupture systems for cell
harvesting, lysate clearance and sample preparation - Chromatographic FPLC and HPLC
systems for sample purification - Spectrophotometers for UV-
VIS/Fluorescence/chemiluminescence for sample characterization - Liquid handler robotics
for HT protein expression and purification tests - SEC-MALS for evaluation of
monodispersity and stoichiometry of purified samples - Mass-photometry for analytical
evaluation of molecular weight distribution within samples - Differential scanning
fluorimeter for monitoring of sample thermal stability - Microscale thermophoresis
apparatus for biomolecules and drug interaction measurements - Bio-layer interferometry
apparatus for macromolecules interaction studies - Stopped-flow spectropolarimeter for the
rapid detection of fast Interactions between macromolecules REQUIRED HUMAN
RESOURCES 1 Scientific facility manager expert in running a protein facility 1 Senior Scientist
with experience in protein expression and purification 1 Junior Scientist with experience in
protein biophysical characterization 2 Senior Technologist with experience in running
biophysical assays 2 Junior Technologists with experience in cloning, cell maintenance,
protein purification The management and coordination of the activities of the NP will be
provided by the HT organization within the NP budget.


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The total cost for implementing this NP is 18 M€. This covers all the required high-end
equipment of each of the 4 IU. The cost of implementing the Protein Production and
Characterization IU is 2.58 M€. This covers equipment for protein expression in insect and
mammalian cells and for sample purification (incubators, cell rupture and chromatographic
systems) and a set of advanced instrumentation for biochemical and biophysical
characterization (e.g. SEC-MALS, Mass Photometry, Thermal Stability Assays, Microscale
Thermophoresis, ITC, BLI, Stopped-flow). Basic laboratory equipment and structures are
necessary and are shared among the other IUs. Generation of expression vectors will be
shared with the Vector and cell Engineering NP. For more information about estimated costs
and equipment, see: https://tinyurl.com/SBIP-Budget1


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


The total operating cost of the NP for Structural Biology when fully operational is 3.6
M€/year. This includes: - Personnel, 25 units of personnel, plus maintenance and upkeep =
2.75 M€/year - Running cost for access grants, including consumables and hospitality of the
users: 0.85 M€/year The estimate of the operating costs is based on the costs to provide
access to the NP including service contracts for instrument maintenance, consumables and
salary for the required personnel. A strong investment in specialized human resources is
mandatory due to the complexity of the instrumentations and the need for a proper


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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samples handling, data collection, elaboration and interpretation based on a deep
understanding of the biological systems to be investigated and scientific questions to be
answered. For more information about estimated costs and equipment, see:
https://tinyurl.com/SBIP-Budget1


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


The implementation of the NP, including instrumentation acquisition and recruitment of the
required personnel, should be completed within 3 years. For further details see Gantt:
https://tinyurl.com/SBIP-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


The entire NP for Structural Biology, composed by 4 IUs, will require about 600 sqm, net of
walls and corridors, to accommodate all the equipment, wet labs, offices and common
spaces for data analysis and to host researchers and users. The Protein production and
Characterization IU1 will require 180 sqm to be divided as follows. A 20 sqm controlled-
temperature room will be needed to accommodate the incubators, and a dedicated 20 sqm
room for the cell culture with 4 hoods. Two 10 sqm cold rooms are required. 2 x 20 sqm
rooms will locate the chromatographic systems, plus a dedicated 5 sqm room for cell
rupture systems, and a dedicated 15 sqm room for centrifuges and ultracentrifuges.
Biochemical instrumentation will be distributed in 2 rooms 30 sqm each. Common
laboratory space equipped with benches, small instrumentation, fridges, desks for the staff
and the facility users, and offices, will be shared among the other IUs.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.
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less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


We do not foresee breakthroughs that might lead to a rapid obsolescence of the IUs, neither
conceptual or technological. At present we can envisage the need to continue up-keep of
the equipment, for example with the addition of new accessories/instruments becoming
complementary to the old ones, which could still be used for some consolidated
applications. Therefore, the whole NP cycle is expected to last more than 10 years.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.
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The 4 IUs composing the NP provide rather different services, with significant differences in
terms of time and effort, which can go from days for a routine biophysical analysis, to weeks
for a structural mass spectra characterization to months in case of particularly difficult
problems to solve, e.g. for protein expression. Overall the NP has the capacity to host few
hundreds of projects. Training of each researcher will be an important aspect of the access
to the NP and the personnel will devote some time also to this activity.


The striking success of structural biology (SB) builds on the rapid pace of technological
developments, allowing to target high complexity problems that characterize not only single
molecules but, through an integrated approach, visualizing in 3D larger and complex
macromolecular assemblies, up to functional processes at the cellular level. The SB NP is
strategically designed to cover evident gaps in the actual SB services accessible to Italian
scientists. Optimized biomolecule production, in eukaryotic cell lines, in particular, is still a
limiting aspect. At present only a few Italian facilities offer full support to external users, with
limited resources and expertise, unable to satisfy the increasing demand. IU1 will provide the
needed expertise and access to such services. CryoEM has become a crucial component of
SB, supporting many branches of Life Sciences. Only three small size facilities were recently
established in Italy, providing very limited access to users. Conversely, the request for high-
end CryoEM activity by the community is increasing exponentially and must be met. Italy is
in urgent need for a well-equipped CryoEM National Platform, granting access to low,
medium- and high-end instruments. Notably, the investment for such an infrastructure, and
the running costs, reach levels that aren’t easily met by any Italian research institution. IU2
addresses this need, aiming at a front-runner standing for Italian biomolecular sciences. HTP
crystallization and fragments/inhibitor screening are widely used in the pharmaceutical
industry. Delegating drug development to large industries can have serious shortcomings. It
is essential that some preliminary drug development be performed independently. IU3
bridges the gap, allowing both academic researchers and small companies to carry out the
initial drug development steps. Native MS, which analyses native macromolecular
complexes, is an additional development delayed in Italy. The Italian scientific community
does not have access to high-end instrumentation suitable to study large proteins and
protein complexes. IU4 provides both instrumentation and expertise that will benefit the
structural biologists and the large cell biology community. The availability of services and
expertise covering the integrated range of SB methods is a unique and historical
opportunity for Italian research that has been lagging behind in the SB domain too long,
likely for lack of investments. The SB NP will have a fundamental impact on the Italian
research system, contributing to the competitiveness in all areas of Life Sciences, increasing
the number of top-level publications, international competitiveness, innovation, thus
ultimately fostering the technological progress of Italy.


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Structural Biology (SB) provides essential information for molecular-level biological research.
Front running research in a broad range of life sciences is rationally based on SB outcomes.
Thus, implementation of this NP delivers services supporting projects in areas such as drug
design, where it provides 3D structures for the discovery/optimization of hits/leads, vaccine
design, understanding of the antigen/antibody recognition processes and design of
synthetic antigens. SB supports and integrates research in cellular biology, as it helps
monitoring structures and dynamic shaping of cellular organelles and (macro)molecular
complexes. SB is strategic in the field of proteomics as it contributes to unravelling protein
functionality and the role/impact of mutations. SB also fosters multidisciplinary studies. We
acknowledge the numerous colleagues from research institutions, academia, hospitals listed
here who contributed to write this proposal: https://tinyurl.com/SBIP-Contributors
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Intervistato


34 Anonimo 
26.01


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY (SBIP) - IU2 (OF 4) “CRYO-ELECTRON
MICROSCOPY TECHNIQUES”


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


University of Florence This NP is equally supported by the following 124 stakeholders (full
names and subscriptions are listed here https://tinyurl.com/SBIP-Stakeholders).
UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6)
Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12)
"G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16)
Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle Marche 22)
Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli
Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi
Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea"
di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4
“Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47)
Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55)
Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico di Roma 59)
Politecnico di Bari 60) Scuola Normale Superiore 61) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 62)
Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 63) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-
Malpighi 64) Centro Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 65) Centro Neurolesi Bonino
Pulejo 66) Centro San Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 67) CRO - Centro di Riferimento
Oncologico 68) CROB - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 69) Ente
Ospedaliero Specializzato in Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 70) Fond. Ca'Granda -
Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 71) Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 72) Fond.
Don Carlo Gnocchi 73) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 74) Fond. Istituto Neurologico
Carlo Besta 75) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 76) Fond. Policlinico San
Matteo 77) Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 78) Fond. Santa Lucia 79) Fond.
Stella Maris 80) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 81) Ist. Clinici Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A.
SB 82) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 83)
Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 84) Ist. Auxologico Italiano 85) Ist. Clinico
Humanitas 86) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 87) Ist. Dermopatico
dell'Immacolata (IDI) 88) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 89) Ist. Eugenio Medea
90) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 91) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia
92) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 93) Ist.
Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 94) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Pascale 95) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 96) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 97) Ist.
Ortopedico Galeazzi 98) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 99) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro
Spallanzani 100) Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori 101) Ist.
Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 102) Multimedica 103) Oasi di Maria Santissima 104) Osp. Casa
Sollievo della Sofferenza 105) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 106) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino
Gesù 107) Osp. Policlinico San Martino 108) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 109) Osp. San
Raffaele 110) Policlinico San Donato 111) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 112) San Raffaele Pisana
113) SDN Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli RESEARCH ENTITIES,
FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 114) CNR 115) ISS 116) CREA 117) LENS 118) EBRI
119) INGM 120) IIGM 121) IFOM 122) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 123) ACRI 124) FISV


rettore@unifi.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


A detailed Gap Analysis of the services available to the Italian scientific community made
clear that some are not currently available or not sufficiently provided. Access to X-ray and
NMR is effectively covered. The former is provided by a number of European synchrotrons
(including the Italian synchrotron facility Elettra) while access to high-end NMR is secured to
Italian scientists by Instruct-ERIC, and by the Italian Core center in Florence in particular. On
the contrary, access to European RIs providing other technologies requires optimization of
the investigated samples/systems, and thus extensive preliminary work. The lack of RIs to
carry out this fundamental step strongly hinders the quality and quantity of the Italian
applications, determining a severe bottleneck for the Italian scientists. This seriously affects
the competitiveness of Italian researchers and has a severe impact on their usage of SB RIs,
thus making the Italian funding to them not cost-effective.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


To achieve its mission the NP for SB requires 4 integrated Infrastructural Units (IU): IU1 -
Protein production in eukaryotic expression systems and biophysical characterization IU2 -
Cryo-electron microscopy techniques IU3 - HT crystallization platform and HT
fragment/inhibitor binding screening IU4 - Structural Mass Spectrometry It is strategically
essential that a country like Italy, aspiring to be at the forefront of innovation in biomedical
research, provides its scientific community with the platforms necessary to be a competitive
player in the SB arena. A prerequisite for any SB technique, either provided by this NP or by
National and European RIs, is the availability of optimized samples. This is a major limiting
step for many researchers. IU1 will address this stringent need for the molecular


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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characterization of biological molecules and functional processes. The landscape analysis of
the services and platforms accessible to Italian users revealed that access to high-end cryo-
electron microscopes (cryoEM) is hampered by the lack of services for sample preparation
and grid optimization. Also, Italy is the only large European country without a national
facility for the highest-end cryoEM microscope. These services will be provided by IU2. A
similar rationale applies to the need of IU3 for HT crystallization, which will optimize crystals
quality for access to synchrotron radiation sources. IU4 will cover a major gap in the overall
SB services scenario, providing access to top-notch instrumentation for structural mass
spectrometry. Particularly effective would be the integration of this characterization with
cryoEM studies, thus allowing a molecular level description of cellular components. The
investment in this NP would open the possibility for the Life sciences scientific community to
better exploit the existing SB infrastructures in Italy and Europe and would represent a
significant revenue multiplier of the Italian past, current and future investments in SB RIs.


This document describes IU2 while the other 3 IUs composing the NP are presented in
separate documents as they represent the vision of different stakeholders. Techniques based
on electron microscopy (EM) have witnessed an exponential growth over the past few years,
providing unprecedented access to innovative biological information, particularly for large
assemblies and macromolecular (protein/nucleic acids) complexes, which are the basis for
developing precision medicine and rationally designed drugs, being also instrumental for
the whole life science domain. In 2017 the Nobel Prize for Chemistry was awarded “for
developing cryo-electron microscopy for the high-resolution structure determination of
biomolecules in solution”. However, the Italian life science community did not benefit from
these developments due to the lack of suitable infrastructures; if this gap is not filled, Italy
will be unable to compete in the biotech and biomed fields. Strengthening of the national
community requires an open facility supporting state-of-the art experimental methods.
Sample preparation is the success- and rate-limiting step of structure determination by
cryoEM. After first assessment by negative staining EM (on a 120 kV instrument), biological
samples are flash-frozen on grids and the conditions to retain macromolecules integrity and
lack of aggregation are iteratively optimized, followed by data collection testing on a
medium-end instrument. These operations require regular access to a 200kV instrument for
1-2 days each time, totaling weeks of machine-time for challenging cases. CryoEM data
collection and analysis at high resolution. Single particle cryoEM provides structural data on
proteins, nucleic acids, macromolecules in general, at near-atomic resolution, by collecting
micrographs at cryogenic temperatures using very low electron doses and converting them
into 3D molecular reconstructions through intensive computational approaches. Once
suitable and optimized sample grids are available (see above), the data collection process
may require 2-4 days on a high-end instrument, which currently is a 300 kV FEG electron
microscope with robotic-cryogenic handling of the samples, equipped with Direct Electron
Detector (DED). Only one instrument of this level is present in Italy, at the Human
Technopole. On the other hand, about four dozen are present in Europe, a tiny fraction of
which is open to user access (at no charge at the EU Grenoble ESRF facility; at a charge
elsewhere), but the condition for access is the production of optimized/excellent sample


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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grids. The Italian research community has recognized an urgent need for open access to a
national cryoEM facility supporting state of the art research projects (in structural biology,
and many branches of molecular and cellular biology), and promoting formation of a new
generation of scientists (both users and cryoEM microscopists). Cryo-electron Tomography
(CryoET) is a further development, which allows to visualize cellular structures within their
natural physiological environment at a low-medium resolution. In a CryoET experiment a cell
or a tissue is flash frozen and thinned to a suitable thickness, using a specific Focused Ion
Beam/Scanning Electron Microscopy system (FIB/SEM). Multiple EM images are then
captured as the sample is tilted along an axis. The images are then aligned and merged to
reconstruct a three-dimensional picture (tomogram); possibly followed by sub-tomogram
averaging, to increase the signal/noise and thus the resolution. CryoET thus provides a
bridge between in vivo light microscopy and in vitro atomic resolution structural methods.
This is another rapidly advancing field where Italy has an even more significant gap with
respect to the European partners.


Electron microscopy imaging of nucleic acids and sub-cellular structures. A full
understanding of key cellular processes, particularly those involving nucleic acids, requires
structural insights into the formation and dynamics of metabolism intermediates, in normal
and pathological specimens. To achieve these aims, the sample is deposited on grids,
subjected or not to Pt-rotary shadowing according to needs, and imaged on an electron
microscope equipped with a fast acquisition detector, for live search at high resolution, e.g.
of sub-nanometric long DNA and chromatin fibres to visualise the effect of medically-
relevant mutations and/or genotoxic agents. KEY INSTRUMENTATION - One 120kV
transmission electron microscope (TEM), equipped with a fast detector, for electron
microscopy imaging of nucleic acid, metabolism intermediates, and negative stain screening
of recombinant molecular complexes. - One 200kV FEG TEM for cryoEM screening and
optimization of samples and for medium resolution data collection, equipped with high-end
direct electron detector, for maximum benefit. - One 300kV FEG top-of-the-range TEM for
very high resolution CryoEM single particle and Cryo-ET data collection, equipped with
energy filter and high-end detector. - One CryoFIB/SEM system to prepare cryo-lamellae for
CryoET. - One electron beam evaporator system for staining by low-angle Pt rotary
shadowing. - GPU-based server and storage for data processing and depositions (PBytes). -
Small equipment: dewars, glow discharger, small EM tools, drying cabinet, … All equipment
requires a clean and conditioned environment (temperature and humidity control, vibration
and electromagnetic radiation free) for operation. REQUIRED HUMAN RESOURCES 1
Scientific facility manager 1 scientist with experience in running a biological cryoEM (SPA)
facility 1 scientist with experience in running a biological cryoET facility 2 technologists with
experience in maint. and running of high-end EM instrum. 1 technologist for system
managing, data handling & analysis and software maint. The management and coordination
of the activities of the NP will be provided by the HT organization within the NP budget.


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.
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up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The total cost for implementing this NP is 18 M€. This covers all the required high-end
equipment of each of the 4 IU. The cost for implementing IU2 is 12.4 M€. This covers a
state-of-the-art suite of Transmission Electron Microscopes, including a entry level machine
with fast acquisition detector, for negative stained samples, and two instruments (middle-
and high-end) equipped with a cryostage, direct electron detectors and (for the high-end
instrument) an energy filter, to be used for middle to high resolution data collection, for
imaging at nanometric to atomic resolution of biological macromolecules, such as DNA,
chromatin, single proteins and protein complexes. The suite also includes a FIB/SEM
instrument to obtain cryolamellae from cells and tissues for cryo-electron tomography, and
a system for low-angle Pt rotary shadowing. A GPU-based system for data analysis and
storage is also required. For more information about estimated costs and equipment, see:
https://tinyurl.com/SBIP-Budget1


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


The total operating cost of the NP for Structural Biology when fully operational is 3.6
M€/year. This includes: - Personnel, 25 units of personnel, plus maintenance and upkeep =
2.75 M€/year - Running cost for access grants, including consumables and hospitality of the
users: 0.85 M€/year The estimate of the operating costs is based on the costs to provide
access to the NP including service contracts for instrument maintenance, consumables and
salary for the required personnel. A strong investment in specialized human resources is
mandatory due to the complexity of the instrumentations and the need for a proper
samples handling, data collection, elaboration and interpretation based on a deep
understanding of the biological systems to be investigated and scientific questions to be


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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answered. For more information about estimated costs and equipment, see:
https://tinyurl.com/SBIP-Budget1


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


The implementation of the NP, including instrumentation acquisition and recruitment of the
required personnel, should be completed within 3 years. For further details see Gantt:
https://tinyurl.com/SBIP-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


The entire NP for Structural Biology, composed by 4 IUs, will require about 600 sqm, net of
walls and corridors, to accommodate all the equipment, wet labs, offices and common
spaces for data analysis and to host researchers and users. The three electron microscopes
(two of which require liquid nitrogen supply) will be hosted in about 40 sq.m/instrument.
Such rooms require several levels of conditioning and the absence of local perturbations
(vibrations and electromagnetic fields), besides accessory service and security. An open
space hosting the three instruments could be envisaged according to safety considerations.
In addition, tender labs are needed for preparation of the EM grids (under controlled
humidity and considering also the use of uranyl-acetate for negative staining). Computing
facilities will be partly located next to the instrumentation and in the labs (small computing
resources) and in a dedicated (conditioned) room for the main servers and storage devices.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.
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less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


We do not foresee breakthroughs that might lead to a rapid obsolescence of the IUs, neither
conceptual or technological. At present we can envisage the need to continue up-keep of
the equipment, for example with the addition of new accessories/instruments becoming
complementary to the old ones, which could still be used for some consolidated
applications. Therefore, the whole NP cycle is expected to last more than 10 years.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.
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The 4 IUs composing the NP provide rather different services, with significant differences in
terms of time and effort, which can go from days for a routine biophysical analysis, to weeks
for a structural mass spectra characterization to months in case of particularly difficult
problems to solve, e.g. for protein expression. Overall the NP has the capacity to host few
hundreds of projects. Training of each researcher will be an important aspect of the access
to the NP and the personnel will devote some time also to this activity.


The striking success of structural biology (SB) builds on the rapid pace of technological
developments, allowing to target high complexity problems that characterize not only single
molecules but, through an integrated approach, visualizing in 3D larger and complex
macromolecular assemblies, up to functional processes at the cellular level. The SB NP is
strategically designed to cover evident gaps in the actual SB services accessible to Italian
scientists. Optimized biomolecule production, in eukaryotic cell lines, in particular, is still a
limiting aspect. At present only a few Italian facilities offer full support to external users, with
limited resources and expertise, unable to satisfy the increasing demand. IU1 will provide the
needed expertise and access to such services. CryoEM has become a crucial component of
SB, supporting many branches of Life Sciences. Only three small size facilities were recently
established in Italy, providing very limited access to users. Conversely, the request for high-
end CryoEM activity by the community is increasing exponentially and must be met. Italy is
in urgent need for a well-equipped CryoEM National Platform, granting access to low,
medium- and high-end instruments. Notably, the investment for such an infrastructure, and
the running costs, reach levels that aren’t easily met by any Italian research institution. IU2
addresses this need, aiming at a front-runner standing for Italian biomolecular sciences. HTP
crystallization and fragments/inhibitor screening are widely used in the pharmaceutical
industry. Delegating drug development to large industries can have serious shortcomings. It
is essential that some preliminary drug development be performed independently. IU3
bridges the gap, allowing both academic researchers and small companies to carry out the
initial drug development steps. Native MS, which analyses native macromolecular
complexes, is an additional development delayed in Italy. The Italian scientific community
does not have access to high-end instrumentation suitable to study large proteins and
protein complexes. IU4 provides both instrumentation and expertise that will benefit the
structural biologists and the large cell biology community. The availability of services and
expertise covering the integrated range of SB methods is a unique and historical
opportunity for Italian research that has been lagging behind in the SB domain too long,
likely for lack of investments. The SB NP will have a fundamental impact on the Italian
research system, contributing to the competitiveness in all areas of Life Sciences, increasing
the number of top-level publications, international competitiveness, innovation, thus
ultimately fostering the technological progress of Italy.


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Structural Biology (SB) provides essential information for molecular-level biological research.
Front running research in a broad range of life sciences is rationally based on SB outcomes.
Thus, implementation of this NP delivers services supporting projects in areas such as drug
design, where it provides 3D structures for the discovery/optimization of hits/leads, vaccine
design, understanding of the antigen/antibody recognition processes and design of
synthetic antigens. SB supports and integrates research in cellular biology, as it helps
monitoring structures and dynamic shaping of cellular organelles and (macro)molecular
complexes. SB is strategic in the field of proteomics as it contributes to unraveling protein
functionality and the role/impact of mutations. SB also fosters multidisciplinary studies. We
acknowledge the numerous colleagues from research institutions, academia, hospitals listed
here who contributed to write this proposal: https://tinyurl.com/SBIP-Contributors
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Intervistato


35 Anonimo 
24.15


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY (SBIP) - IU3 (OF 4) “HT
CRYSTALLIZATION PLATFORM AND HT FRAGMENT/INHIBITOR BINDING SCREENING”


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


University of Florence This NP is equally supported by the following 124 stakeholders (full
names and subscriptions are listed here https://tinyurl.com/SBIP-Stakeholders).
UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6)
Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12)
"G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16)
Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle Marche 22)
Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli
Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi
Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea"
di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4
“Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47)
Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55)
Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico di Roma 59)
Politecnico di Bari 60) Scuola Normale Superiore 61) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 62)
Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 63) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-
Malpighi 64) Centro Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 65) Centro Neurolesi Bonino
Pulejo 66) Centro San Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 67) CRO - Centro di Riferimento
Oncologico 68) CROB - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 69) Ente
Ospedaliero Specializzato in Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 70) Fond. Ca'Granda -
Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 71) Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 72) Fond.
Don Carlo Gnocchi 73) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 74) Fond. Istituto Neurologico
Carlo Besta 75) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 76) Fond. Policlinico San
Matteo 77) Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 78) Fond. Santa Lucia 79) Fond.
Stella Maris 80) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 81) Ist. Clinici Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A.
SB 82) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 83)
Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 84) Ist. Auxologico Italiano 85) Ist. Clinico
Humanitas 86) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 87) Ist. Dermopatico
dell'Immacolata (IDI) 88) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 89) Ist. Eugenio Medea
90) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 91) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia
92) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 93) Ist.
Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 94) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Pascale 95) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 96) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 97) Ist.
Ortopedico Galeazzi 98) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 99) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro
Spallanzani 100) Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori 101) Ist.
Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 102) Multimedica 103) Oasi di Maria Santissima 104) Osp. Casa
Sollievo della Sofferenza 105) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 106) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino
Gesù 107) Osp. Policlinico San Martino 108) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 109) Osp. San
Raffaele 110) Policlinico San Donato 111) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 112) San Raffaele Pisana
113) SDN Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli RESEARCH ENTITIES,
FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 114) CNR 115) ISS 116) CREA 117) LENS 118) EBRI
119) INGM 120) IIGM 121) IFOM 122) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 123) ACRI 124) FISV


rettore@unifi.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


A detailed Gap Analysis of the services available to the Italian scientific community made
clear that some are not currently available or not sufficiently provided. Access to X-ray and
NMR is effectively covered. The former is provided by a number of European synchrotrons
(including the Italian synchrotron facility Elettra) while access to high-end NMR is secured to
Italian scientists by Instruct-ERIC, and by the Italian Core center in Florence in particular. On
the contrary, access to European RIs providing other technologies requires optimization of
the investigated samples/systems, and thus extensive preliminary work. The lack of RIs to
carry out this fundamental step strongly hinders the quality and quantity of the Italian
applications, determining a severe bottleneck for the Italian scientists. This seriously affects
the competitiveness of Italian researchers and has a severe impact on their usage of SB RIs,
thus making the Italian funding to them not cost-effective.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


To achieve its mission the NP for SB requires 4 integrated Infrastructural Units (IU): IU1 -
Protein production in eukaryotic expression systems and biophysical characterization IU2 -
Cryo-electron microscopy techniques IU3 - HT crystallization platform and HT
fragment/inhibitor binding screening IU4 - Structural Mass Spectrometry It is strategically
essential that a country like Italy, aspiring to be at the forefront of innovation in biomedical
research, provides its scientific community with the platforms necessary to be a competitive
player in the SB arena. A prerequisite for any SB technique, either provided by this NP or by
National and European RIs, is the availability of optimized samples. This is a major limiting
step for many researchers. IU1 will address this stringent need for the molecular


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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characterization of biological molecules and functional processes. The landscape analysis of
the services and platforms accessible to Italian users revealed that access to high-end cryo-
electron microscopes (cryoEM) is hampered by the lack of services for sample preparation
and grid optimization. Also, Italy is the only large European country without a national
facility for the highest-end cryoEM microscope. These services will be provided by IU2. A
similar rationale applies to the need of IU3 for HT crystallization, which will optimize crystals
quality for access to synchrotron radiation sources. IU4 will cover a major gap in the overall
SB services scenario, providing access to top-notch instrumentation for structural mass
spectrometry. Particularly effective would be the integration of this characterization with
cryoEM studies, thus allowing a molecular level description of cellular components. The
investment in this NP would open the possibility for the Life sciences scientific community to
better exploit the existing SB infrastructures in Italy and Europe and would represent a
significant revenue multiplier of the Italian past, current and future investments in SB RIs.


This document describes IU3 while the other 3 IUs composing the NP are presented in
separate documents as they represent the vision of different stakeholders. This unit aims at
providing a platform for high throughput crystallization to support the research in structural
biology in the drug development and, more in general, in the study of the structure-activity
relationship in biological systems of different complexity. Although macromolecular
crystallography is a key and long established technology in structural biology, access to this
technology and to large international facilities is not fully exploited by the Italian scientific
community. One of the bottlenecks in obtaining a macromolecular structure is
crystallization, a “trial and error” method that requires a lot of time and materials. To
increase the percentage of success it is necessary to use high throughput crystallization
platforms that use automated methods (crystallization robots) to very rapidly perform
thousands of crystallization trials with only a small amount of protein sample. Once the
experiment has been set-up, each experimental condition is automatically examined using
state-of-the-art imagers, over a period of the time, to monitor the putative crystallization
process and to identify small and difficult to detect crystals that may not be visually picked
up, or are obscured by protein precipitate. High throughput crystallization methods are
especially necessary for researchers working in the field of structure-based drug design. As
an example, fragment-based drug discovery (FBDD), is an approach, increasingly used in the
pharmaceutical industry, for providing lead compounds for specific biological targets.,
involved in different diseases. This method consists in soaking of the target crystals in
solutions containing low-molecular-weight ligands (∼150 Da) libraries, that may bind to the
catalytic pocket of the proteins with low affinity, but provide multiple clues to be used for
the chemical assembly of fragments, to obtain an efficient inhibitor of the protein target.
This method requires the setting up of an efficient automated high throughput
crystallization protocol, providing an efficient sampling of chemical parameter space. To this
end, we propose a platform to integrates HT crystallization of new biological targets and HT
fragment/inhibitor binding screening to support both Italian academic researchers and
companies to carry out the initial drug development steps, even in the event of pandemic
health emergencies TECHNOLOGIES DESCRIPTION Sample quality control – Before


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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crystallizing the protein it is important to characterize the sample i.e. measure the protein
concentration and its state of aggregation. The HPLC Sec-Mals cab be used to understand
the state of aggregation of the protein whereas the nanodrops can be used to measure the
protein concentration by using small amounts of the protein sample. HTS – robot for protein
crystallization. High throughput crystallization robots have been developed, due to the
difficulty in obtaining large quantities (milligrams) of crystallization-grade protein. These
robots are capable of accurately dispensing crystallization trial drops that are in the order of
100 nanoliters in volume. This means that 10-fold less protein is used per experiment when
compared to crystallization trials set up by hand (in the order of 1 microliter). The
crystallization robot allows the researcher to set up hundreds of crystallization trials in few
minutes. Automated acoustic Echo liquid handler for crystal soaking: Automated liquid
handler are systems allowing the transfer from Echo Qualified sample tubes containing
compounds dissolved in DMSO to microplates containing crystals through an accurate,
precise, contact-free acoustic transfer in volumes as low as 2.5 nL. These systems allow the
researcher to soak the crystals of the target with the desired compounds of selected
libraries.


Brightfield (visual), second-order harmonic, and UV-two photon excited fluorescence
techniques in a state of the art Imager: Crystallization Imagers are a series of automated
imaging systems designed for protein crystallization screening. The ultimate imaging
technology in visualizing protein crystals, Second Order Nonlinear Imaging of Chiral Crystals
(SONICC) definitively finds crystals buried in precipitate or submicron crystals naked to the
eye. Two powerful technologies, Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) and Ultraviolet Two-
Photon Excited Fluorescence (UV-TPEF) are combined together in a completely automated
imager to quickly image your high throughput crystallization plates and positively identify
protein crystals. Semi-automated Crystal Mounting System. Crystal mounting and cooling in
liquid nitrogen is the only step in the protein-to-structure pipeline that cannot be fully
automatized, due to the lack of a reliable robotic procedure. Nonetheless, the crystal-
mounting step can be sensibly accelerated by the use of semi-automatic procedures where
the human intervention is coupled with a computer controlled robotic system that
automates routinely performed tasks. Furthermore such a system is essential also in
maintaining the bookkeeping of the experiments, which is crucial in the HTS crystallization
and soaking approach. The semi-automatic system can be easily adapted to almost any
visualizing system. That allows for the implementation of a humidity controlled mounting
crystal platform, in order to reduce the potential damage related to the crystal transfer from
mother liquor to liquid nitrogen. SERVICE PROVIDED Establishing the best strategy for the
automated High throughput crystallization screening. Control of the protein sample. High
throughput Crystallization trials using crystallization robots. Monitoring crystallization trials
(every 2 days) through automated imager. Identifying crystallization conditions. Automated
optimization of crystallization conditions. Automated crystal soaking of fragment libraries
and/or libraries of biological active compounds. dissolved in DMSO for structure-based drug
design. KEY INSTRUMENTATION - 3 HPLC Sec-Mals - 3 nanodrop spectrophotometers. - 3
High throughput crystallization robots - 3 crystallization imaging systems - 2 Automated
acoustic Echo liquid handler for crystal soaking - 1 Semi-automated Crystal Mounting
System REQUIRED HUMAN RESOURCES 2 experts in protein crystallization 1 expert in drug


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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screening 2 technicians with expertise in chemistry and biology 1 technician with expertise in
instrument maintenance and management The management and coordination of the
activities of the NP will be provided by the HT organization within the NP budget.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The total cost for implementing this NP is 18 M€. This covers all the required high-end
equipment of each of the 4 IU. The cost for implementing IU3 is 1.45 M€. This covers a set of
HTS – robots for high throughput protein crystallization to set up hundreds crystallization
trials in few minutes; Crystallization Imagers for protein crystallization screening and Second
Order Nonlinear Imaging of Chiral Crystals (SONICC); Automated acoustic Echo liquid
handler; Semi-automated Crystal Mounting System to control mounting crystals to reduce
the potential damage related to the crystal transfer from mother liquor to liquid nitrogen.
Basic laboratory equipment and structures (e.g. a lab for preparing samples, room at
controlled temperature to store the sample, a room with refrigerators (-20°C, -80°C) for
store proteins and small molecules,) are necessary and can be shared with other Lab. For
more information about estimated costs and equipment, see: https://tinyurl.com/SBIP-
Budget1


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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The total operating cost of the NP for Structural Biology when fully operational is 3.6
M€/year. This includes: - Personnel, 25 units of personnel, plus maintenance and upkeep =
2.75 M€/year - Running cost for access grants, including consumables and hospitality of the
users: 0.85 M€/year The estimate of the operating costs is based on the costs to provide
access to the NP including service contracts for instrument maintenance, consumables and
salary for the required personnel. A strong investment in specialized human resources is
mandatory due to the complexity of the instrumentations and the need for a proper
samples handling, data collection, elaboration and interpretation based on a deep
understanding of the biological systems to be investigated and scientific questions to be
answered. For more information about estimated costs and equipment, see:
https://tinyurl.com/SBIP-Budget1


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


The implementation of the NP, including instrumentation acquisition and recruitment of the
required personnel, should be completed within 3 years. For further details see Gantt:
https://tinyurl.com/SBIP-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


The entire NP for Structural Biology, composed by 4 IUs, will require about 600 sqm, net of
walls and corridors, to accommodate all the equipment, wet labs, offices and common
spaces for data analysis and to host researchers and users. IU3 will require about 140 sqm as
detailed hereafter. 3 HTS crystallization rooms, 20 sqm each. Each room will contain a
crystallization Robot and crystallization imager. Two of them will also contain Automated
acoustic Echo liquid handler for crystal soaking. One 20 sqm room to freeze the crystals,
containing a Semi-automated Crystal Mounting System. One room of 20 sqm for the sample
quality control, containing nanodrop spectrophotometers and HPLC SEC/MALS instruments.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.
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A 40 sqm thermostated room to conserve the crystal plates, containing also refrigerators to
conserve protein samples.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


We do not foresee breakthroughs that might lead to a rapid obsolescence of the IUs, neither
conceptual or technological. At present we can envisage the need to continue up-keep of
the equipment, for example with the addition of new accessories/instruments becoming
complementary to the old ones, which could still be used for some consolidated
applications. Therefore, the whole NP cycle is expected to last more than 10 years.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds
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few thousands


The 4 IUs composing the NP provide rather different services, with significant differences in
terms of time and effort, which can go from days for a routine biophysical analysis, to weeks
for a structural mass spectra characterization to months in case of particularly difficult
problems to solve, e.g. for protein expression. Overall the NP has the capacity to host few
hundreds of projects. Training of each researcher will be an important aspect of the access
to the NP and the personnel will devote some time also to this activity.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


The striking success of structural biology (SB) builds on the rapid pace of technological
developments, allowing to target high complexity problems that characterize not only single
molecules but, through an integrated approach, visualizing in 3D larger and complex
macromolecular assemblies, up to functional processes at the cellular level. The SB NP is
strategically designed to cover evident gaps in the actual SB services accessible to Italian
scientists. Optimized biomolecule production, in eukaryotic cell lines, in particular, is still a
limiting aspect. At present only a few Italian facilities offer full support to external users, with
limited resources and expertise, unable to satisfy the increasing demand. IU1 will provide the
needed expertise and access to such services. CryoEM has become a crucial component of
SB, supporting many branches of Life Sciences. Only three small size facilities were recently
established in Italy, providing very limited access to users. Conversely, the request for high-
end CryoEM activity by the community is increasing exponentially and must be met. Italy is
in urgent need for a well-equipped CryoEM National Platform, granting access to low,
medium- and high-end instruments. Notably, the investment for such an infrastructure, and
the running costs, reach levels that aren’t easily met by any Italian research institution. IU2
addresses this need, aiming at a front-runner standing for Italian biomolecular sciences. HTP
crystallization and fragments/inhibitor screening are widely used in the pharmaceutical
industry. Delegating drug development to large industries can have serious shortcomings. It
is essential that some preliminary drug development be performed independently. IU3
bridges the gap, allowing both academic researchers and small companies to carry out the
initial drug development steps. Native MS, which analyses native macromolecular
complexes, is an additional development delayed in Italy. The Italian scientific community
does not have access to high-end instrumentation suitable to study large proteins and
protein complexes. IU4 provides both instrumentation and expertise that will benefit the
structural biologists and the large cell biology community. The availability of services and
expertise covering the integrated range of SB methods is a unique and historical
opportunity for Italian research that has been lagging behind in the SB domain too long,
likely for lack of investments. The SB NP will have a fundamental impact on the Italian
research system, contributing to the competitiveness in all areas of Life Sciences, increasing


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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the number of top-level publications, international competitiveness, innovation, thus
ultimately fostering the technological progress of Italy.


Structural Biology (SB) provides essential information for molecular-level biological research.
Front running research in a broad range of life sciences is rationally based on SB outcomes.
Thus, implementation of this NP delivers services supporting projects in areas such as drug
design, where it provides 3D structures for the discovery/optimization of hits/leads, vaccine
design, understanding of the antigen/antibody recognition processes and design of
synthetic antigens. SB supports and integrates research in cellular biology, as it helps
monitoring structures and dynamic shaping of cellular organelles and (macro)molecular
complexes. SB is strategic in the field of proteomics as it contributes to unraveling protein
functionality and the role/impact of mutations. SB also fosters multidisciplinary studies. We
acknowledge the numerous colleagues from research institutions, academia, hospitals listed
here who contributed to write this proposal: https://tinyurl.com/SBIP-Contributors


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


36 Anonimo 
22.48


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY (SBIP) - IU4 (OF 4) “STRUCTURAL MASS
SPECTROMETRY”


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


University of Florence This NP is equally supported by the following 124 stakeholders (full
names and subscriptions are listed here https://tinyurl.com/SBIP-Stakeholders).
UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6)
Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12)
"G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16)
Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle Marche 22)
Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli
Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi
Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea"
di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4
“Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47)
Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55)
Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico di Roma 59)
Politecnico di Bari 60) Scuola Normale Superiore 61) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 62)
Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 63) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-
Malpighi 64) Centro Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 65) Centro Neurolesi Bonino
Pulejo 66) Centro San Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 67) CRO - Centro di Riferimento
Oncologico 68) CROB - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 69) Ente
Ospedaliero Specializzato in Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 70) Fond. Ca'Granda -
Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 71) Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 72) Fond.
Don Carlo Gnocchi 73) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 74) Fond. Istituto Neurologico
Carlo Besta 75) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 76) Fond. Policlinico San
Matteo 77) Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 78) Fond. Santa Lucia 79) Fond.
Stella Maris 80) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 81) Ist. Clinici Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A.
SB 82) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 83)
Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 84) Ist. Auxologico Italiano 85) Ist. Clinico
Humanitas 86) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 87) Ist. Dermopatico
dell'Immacolata (IDI) 88) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 89) Ist. Eugenio Medea
90) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 91) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia
92) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 93) Ist.
Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 94) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Pascale 95) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 96) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 97) Ist.
Ortopedico Galeazzi 98) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 99) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro
Spallanzani 100) Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori 101) Ist.
Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 102) Multimedica 103) Oasi di Maria Santissima 104) Osp. Casa
Sollievo della Sofferenza 105) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 106) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino
Gesù 107) Osp. Policlinico San Martino 108) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 109) Osp. San
Raffaele 110) Policlinico San Donato 111) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 112) San Raffaele Pisana
113) SDN Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli RESEARCH ENTITIES,
FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 114) CNR 115) ISS 116) CREA 117) LENS 118) EBRI
119) INGM 120) IIGM 121) IFOM 122) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 123) ACRI 124) FISV


rettore@unifi.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


A detailed Gap Analysis of the services available to the Italian scientific community made
clear that some are not currently available or not sufficiently provided. Access to X-ray and
NMR is effectively covered. The former is provided by a number of European synchrotrons
(including the Italian synchrotron facility Elettra) while access to high-end NMR is secured to
Italian scientists by Instruct-ERIC, and by the Italian Core center in Florence in particular. On
the contrary, access to European RIs providing other technologies requires optimization of
the investigated samples/systems, and thus extensive preliminary work. The lack of RIs to
carry out this fundamental step strongly hinders the quality and quantity of the Italian
applications, determining a severe bottleneck for the Italian scientists. This seriously affects
the competitiveness of Italian researchers and has a severe impact on their usage of SB RIs,
thus making the Italian funding to them not cost-effective.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


To achieve its mission the NP for SB requires 4 integrated Infrastructural Units (IU): IU1 -
Protein production in eukaryotic expression systems and biophysical characterization IU2 -
Cryo-electron microscopy techniques IU3 - HT crystallization platform and HT
fragment/inhibitor binding screening IU4 - Structural Mass Spectrometry It is strategically
essential that a country like Italy, aspiring to be at the forefront of innovation in biomedical
research, provides its scientific community with the platforms necessary to be a competitive
player in the SB arena. A prerequisite for any SB technique, either provided by this NP or by
National and European RIs, is the availability of optimized samples. This is a major limiting
step for many researchers. IU1 will address this stringent need for the molecular


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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characterization of biological molecules and functional processes. The landscape analysis of
the services and platforms accessible to Italian users revealed that access to high-end cryo-
electron microscopes (cryoEM) is hampered by the lack of services for sample preparation
and grid optimization. Also, Italy is the only large European country without a national
facility for the highest-end cryoEM microscope. These services will be provided by IU2. A
similar rationale applies to the need of IU3 for HT crystallization, which will optimize crystals
quality for access to synchrotron radiation sources. IU4 will cover a major gap in the overall
SB services scenario, providing access to top-notch instrumentation for structural mass
spectrometry. Particularly effective would be the integration of this characterization with
cryoEM studies, thus allowing a molecular level description of cellular components. The
investment in this NP would open the possibility for the Life sciences scientific community to
better exploit the existing SB infrastructures in Italy and Europe and would represent a
significant revenue multiplier of the Italian past, current and future investments in SB RIs.


This document describes IU4 while the other 3 IUs composing the NP are presented in
separated documents as they represent the vision of different stakeholders. Mass
spectrometry (MS) has long been used in biology to provide analytical information on
protein primary structure and post-translational modifications for proteins and protein
mixtures, following the so-called bottom-up approach. Electrospray ionization (ESI) coupled
to MS is nowadays an indispensable tool for the “omics” sciences and the analysis of various
biomolecules in solution. Improvements in instrumentation and technology have further
advanced the application of mass spectrometry (MS) and enabled the development of
numerous specialised techniques to probe bio-molecule structure. One such technique is
native MS, which is the transfer of intact proteins and protein complexes wherein their non-
covalent interaction are maintained, into the gas phase environment of a mass spectrometer
for analysis. These methods are also known as ‘top-down’ proteomics. In the last couple of
decades, native MS methods have taken an increasingly important role in structural biology,
allowing the separation of ionized molecules based on their structural properties such as
size and shape, in addition to their mass-to-charge ratio. The establishment of high-end MS
instrumentation nowadays allows complementing any high-resolution structural study with
tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, high-
order structure. It also allows taking snapshots of co-existing populations of protein-ligand
complexes thereby uncovering mechanistic details often difficult to achieve with the classical
techniques alone. The potential of native MS resides in the fact that noncovalent
interactions between proteins and their ligands (partner proteins, nucleotides, lipids, metal
ions, etc) are maintained. The obtained mass spectra, therefore, reveal the composition and
stoichiometry of the native complexes. Native MS further provides information on subunit
interactions as well as the heterogeneity of the assemblies. This is another field in which Italy
is lagging behind other European countries. Several universities and research institutes in
Italy do have ESI-MS equipment but none have the high-end instrumentation suitable to
work with large proteins and protein complexes, and to deliver protein structural
information with high-mass resolving power.


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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TECHNOLOGIES DESCRIPTION The establishment of a unit dedicated to structural MS within
the National Platform for Structural Biology will provide both instrumentations and expertise
which will benefit not only the structural biologists focusing on macromolecular complexes,
but also a large number of scientists working in cell biology. This IU should also provide
access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) pipelines, which have recently developed into robust and
flexible tools that provide medium-resolution structural information. CLMS data provide a
measure of the proximity of amino acid residues and thus offer information on the folds of
proteins and the topology of their complexes and is now a standard complementary tool to
traditional structural techniques, including cryo-EM single particle. Novel CLMS applications,
such as in-cell cross-linking, probing conformational changes and tertiary-structure, will
interface well with other PNs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the
characterization of multi components large complexes. It provides shape and size
information which can be compared with data obtained from other structural methods
(including theoretical MD approaches) as well as the opportunity to selectively perturb
proteins and their complexes akin to thermal denaturation assays but here with
stoichiometric and structural information. Besides the quality of the instrumentation
available, there are some prerequisites for the application of native MS for which highly
specialized personnel is required. Sample preparation often has to be customised, and an
optimal instrument setup for transmission of high-mass complexes under nondenaturing
conditions has to be achieved. In addition, data analysis is not automated and requires
experienced scientists to support the users in the interpretation of the results. It is important
also to foresee activities for the training of researchers, particularly early-stage researchers,
and to promote the application of native MS. KEY INSTRUMENTATION - High resolution
mass spectrometry for native complex structural analysis (High resolution IM Q-TOF) -
Cross-linking MS – High resolution LC-MS - Ion Mobility coupled with MS (IM-MS) -
Ancillary equipment for samples handling Part of the equipment for sample preparation will
be in common with IU1 and IU3. REQUIRED HUMAN RESOURCES 1 Scientific Coordinator 1
Senior Scientist with extensive experience with structural mass spectrometry 1 Junior
Scientist with mass spectrometry background 1 Senior Technologist with experience mass
spectrometry and other biophysical techniques 2 Junior Technologists with some experience
in running a biophysical lab The management and coordination of the activities of the NP
will be provided by the HT organization within the NP budget.


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros
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The total cost for implementing this NP is 18 M€. This covers all the required high-end
equipment of each of the 4 IU. The cost for implementing IU4 is 1.65 M€. This covers the
cost for the acquisition and installation of state of the art instrumentation for High
resolution mass spectrometry for native complex structural analysis (High resolution IM Q-
TOF) and a cross-linking MS (CL-MS) pipeline, as well as an instrument for Ion Mobility
coupled with MS (IM-MS) for routine open access use. It also includes some basic laboratory
equipment for sample handling and fine adjustments prior to proteomic analysis. Other
equipment necessary for sample preparation and characterization is shared with IU1 and
IU3. Computing facilities for proteomic data analysis will be shared with IU2. For more
information about estimated costs and equipment, see: https://tinyurl.com/SBIP-Budget1


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


The total operating cost of the NP for Structural Biology when fully operational is 3.6
M€/year. This includes: - Personnel, 25 units of personnel, plus maintenance and upkeep =
2.75 M€/year - Running cost for access grants, including consumables and hospitality of the
users: 0.85 M€/year The estimate of the operating costs is based on the costs to provide
access to the NP including service contracts for instrument maintenance, consumables and
salary for the required personnel. A strong investment in specialized human resources is
mandatory due to the complexity of the instrumentations and the need for a proper
samples handling, data collection, elaboration and interpretation based on a deep
understanding of the biological systems to be investigated and scientific questions to be
answered. For more information about estimated costs and equipment, see:
https://tinyurl.com/SBIP-Budget1


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


The implementation of the NP, including instrumentation acquisition and recruitment of the
required personnel, should be completed within 3 years. For further details see Gantt:
https://tinyurl.com/SBIP-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


The entire NP for Structural Biology, composed by 4 IUs, will require about 600 sqm, net of
walls and corridors, to accommodate all the equipment, wet labs, offices and common
spaces for data analysis and to host researchers and users. IU4 will require about dedicated
80 sqm to install the 3 mass spectrometers and the ancillary equipment necessary for
sample handling and preparation. Office space to accommodate workstations for proteomic
data analysis will be shared with the computing facilities of other computing UIs. Common
laboratory space equipped with benches, other small instrumentation, fridges, desks for the
staff and the facility users, and offices, will be shared among the other IUs.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years
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We do not foresee breakthroughs that might lead to a rapid obsolescence of the IUs, neither
conceptual or technological. At present we can envisage the need to continue up-keep of
the equipment, for example with the addition of new accessories/instruments becoming
complementary to the old ones, which could still be used for some consolidated
applications. Therefore, the whole NP cycle is expected to last more than 10 years.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


The 4 IUs composing the NP provide rather different services, with significant differences in
terms of time and effort, which can go from days for a routine biophysical analysis, to weeks
for a structural mass spectra characterization to months in case of particularly difficult
problems to solve, e.g. for protein expression. Overall the NP has the capacity to host few
hundreds of projects. Training of each researcher will be an important aspect of the access
to the NP and the personnel will devote some time also to this activity.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.
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The striking success of structural biology (SB) builds on the rapid pace of technological
developments, allowing to target high complexity problems that characterize not only single
molecules but, through an integrated approach, visualizing in 3D larger and complex
macromolecular assemblies, up to functional processes at the cellular level. The SB NP is
strategically designed to cover evident gaps in the actual SB services accessible to Italian
scientists. Optimized biomolecule production, in eukaryotic cell lines, in particular, is still a
limiting aspect. At present only a few Italian facilities offer full support to external users, with
limited resources and expertise, unable to satisfy the increasing demand. IU1 will provide the
needed expertise and access to such services. CryoEM has become a crucial component of
SB, supporting many branches of Life Sciences. Only three small size facilities were recently
established in Italy, providing very limited access to users. Conversely, the request for high-
end CryoEM activity by the community is increasing exponentially and must be met. Italy is
in urgent need for a well-equipped CryoEM National Platform, granting access to low,
medium- and high-end instruments. Notably, the investment for such an infrastructure, and
the running costs, reach levels that aren’t easily met by any Italian research institution. IU2
addresses this need, aiming at a front-runner standing for Italian biomolecular sciences. HTP
crystallization and fragments/inhibitor screening are widely used in the pharmaceutical
industry. Delegating drug development to large industries can have serious shortcomings. It
is essential that some preliminary drug development be performed independently. IU3
bridges the gap, allowing both academic researchers and small companies to carry out the
initial drug development steps. Native MS, which analyses native macromolecular
complexes, is an additional development delayed in Italy. The Italian scientific community
does not have access to high-end instrumentation suitable to study large proteins and
protein complexes. IU4 provides both instrumentation and expertise that will benefit the
structural biologists and the large cell biology community. The availability of services and
expertise covering the integrated range of SB methods is a unique and historical
opportunity for Italian research that has been lagging behind in the SB domain too long,
likely for lack of investments. The SB NP will have a fundamental impact on the Italian
research system, contributing to the competitiveness in all areas of Life Sciences, increasing
the number of top-level publications, international competitiveness, innovation, thus
ultimately fostering the technological progress of Italy.


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.


Structural Biology (SB) provides essential information for molecular-level biological research.
Front running research in a broad range of life sciences is rationally based on SB outcomes.
Thus, implementation of this NP delivers services supporting projects in areas such as drug
design, where it provides 3D structures for the discovery/optimization of hits/leads, vaccine
design, understanding of the antigen/antibody recognition processes and design of
synthetic antigens. SB supports and integrates research in cellular biology, as it helps


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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monitoring structures and dynamic shaping of cellular organelles and (macro)molecular
complexes. SB is strategic in the field of proteomics as it contributes to unraveling protein
functionality and the role/impact of mutations. SB also fosters multidisciplinary studies. We
acknowledge the numerous colleagues from research institutions, academia, hospitals listed
here who contributed to write this proposal: https://tinyurl.com/SBIP-Contributors
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Intervistato


42 Anonimo 
06.56


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR BIOINFORMATICS AND BIOLOGICAL DATA (NP_Bioinfo) -
SUMMARY


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


ELIXIR-IT This NP is equally supported by the following 124 stakeholders (full names and
subscriptions are listed here https://tinyurl.com/bioinfo-stake) UNIVERSITIES: 1) Bari 2)
Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6) Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9)
Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12) "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara
13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16) Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria
19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle Marche 22) Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano
Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli Federico II 28) Padova 29)
Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia
35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea" di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1
La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43)
Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50)
Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55) Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas
University 58) SISSA - Scuola Internazionale Superiore di Studi Avanzati di Trieste 59)
Campus Bio-Medico 60) Politecnico di Bari 61) Scuola Normale Superiore 62) Scuola
Superiore Sant’Anna 63) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 64) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria
Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 65) Centro Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 66)
Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 67) Centro San Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 68) CRO -
Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 69) CROB - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della
Basilicata 70) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 71) Fond.
Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 72) Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia,
Candiolo 73) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 74) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 75) Fond.
Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 76) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 77) Fond.
Policlinico San Matteo 78) Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 79) Fond. Santa
Lucia 80) Fond. Stella Maris 81) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 82) Ist. Clinici Scientifici
Maugeri S.p.A. SB 83) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San
Gallicano 84) Ist. Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 85) Ist. Auxologico Italiano
86) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 87) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 88) Ist. Dermopatico
dell'Immacolata (IDI) 89) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 90) Ist. Eugenio Medea
91) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 92) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia
93) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 94) Ist.
Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 95) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Pascale 96) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 97) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 98) Ist.
Ortopedico Galeazzi 99) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 100) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro
Spallanzani 101) Ist. Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 102) Multimedica 103) Oasi di Maria
Santissima 104) Osp. Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza 105) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 106)
Osp. Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 107) Osp. Policlinico San Martino 108) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don
Calabria 109) Osp. San Raffaele 110) Policlinico San Donato 111) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 112)
San Raffaele Pisana 113) SDN Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli RESEARCH
ENTITIES, FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 114) CNR 115) ISS 116) LENS 117) CREA
118) EBRI 119) INGM 120) IIGM 121) IFOM 122) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 123) ACRI 124) FISV


g.pesole@ibiom.cnr.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


ELIXIR and ELIXIR-IT cover the field at the European and national levels. However, at present,
Italy does not own a bioinformatics NP. While the ongoing CNR.BiOmics project (PON R&I)
will provide an expansion, the national capacity will remain undersized. E.g., Italy lacks a
platform for managing human genomics data, a key enabler of biomedical research and
advanced health-related applications. NP_Bioinfo, integrated into the ELIXIR-IT ecosystem,
represents a critical advancement and an asset for the country for at least three reasons: (i)
Dedicated personnel assisting researchers with domain-specific expertise for all the life cycle
of omics data produced in National Platforms (NPs). (ii) Designed to manage and safeguard
biological data and satisfy any associated legal constraint (i.e., sensitive human and clinical
data). (iii) Enabling and supporting the long-term operativity of national-level bioinformatics
services that no Italian institution can afford to provide sustainably.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


To achieve its mission, the different stakeholders have envisioned that this NP requires 4
Infrastructural Units (IUs): IU1- Hardware Layer Unit (HLU) IU2- System Layer Unit (SLU) IU3-
Bioinformatics Layer Unit (BLU) IU4- Management and Communication Layer Unit (MLU) The
first objective of NP_Bioinfo would be to serve as the bioinformatics core among the NPs,
satisfying the technological requirements for the analysis of large-scale biological data and
the need for expert-curated services. NP_Bioinfo will deliver the analytical capacity to handle
the data gathered from experimental activities in terms of computing resources, software
tools, expertise, and training. NP_Bioinfo will also provide the technological means, the
standardised procedures and assist with the expertise to ensure the availability of those data


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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to the scientific community according to FAIR principles (Art. 6 par. 4 of the Convention).
The second objective of NP_Bioinfo would be to implement and maintain national services
for omics data. Nation-wide and internationally recognised services for bioinformatics like
extensive data analysis platforms (e.g., national Galaxy instances on the model of
usegalaxy.fr, usegalaxy.be, usegalaxy.es, usegalaxy.no), integrated cloud services as those
provided by de.NBI cloud and the nordic countries, or recognised repositories such as the
European Genome-Phenome Archive (EGA) hosted in Spain or Uniprot in Switzerland, have
been nearly impossible to develop in Italy, primarily because it is impractical for public
scientific institutions to ensure their long-term survivability once the initial project funds run
out. NP_Bioinfo will fill this systemic gap by providing a strategic platform with the resources
to host biological data and support bioinformatics services indefinitely or as long as needed.


NP_Bioinfo would be a platform dedicated to the analysis and stewardship of biological
data, including sensitive ones, and the provision of national-scale bioinformatics services.
The functional subdivision will serve this objective with the IUs cooperating closely to fulfil
NP_Bioinfo’s mission. Schematically, the functional subdivision would be as follows. IU1)
Hardware Layer Unit (HLU). Manage the physical data center of the infrastructure, ensuring
the suitability of the adopted technological solutions and optimising service continuity,
performances and (cyber)security. HLU would be composed of five teams coordinated by a
Unit Chief of Operations (UCO) [Senior figure with a strong engineering or equivalent
background and experience in running a data center]. Teams are listed below: IU1.1)
Compute Core Team IU1.2) HPC Core Team IU1.3) Storage Core Team IU1.4) Network Core
Team IU1.5) Acquisition and Logistics Team HLU initial hardware provision: The IT
infrastructure will be designed to be modular and scalable. The implementation details will
be defined during the project phase due to the rapid technological advancement of the
hardware that makes impractical a detailed description in this phase. Indicatively, the initial
hardware investment can be estimated between 9M and 10M Euros during the
implementation phase, while a budget of 0,5-1M per year would be dedicated to its
maintenance and update afterwards. Main components: HPC cluster(s) with High Memory
GPU and CPU nodes to support a broad range of computationally demanding applications
(e.g., structural bioinformatics, AI, metagenomics, de novo genome assembly, population
genomics). Cloud-oriented data center for deploying basic and bioinformatics services and
applications in isolated and secure environments. Multi-tiered storage capabilities for
supporting different service levels: from high-speed and low latency SSD-based storage to
cold archives for long-term data storage and back-up with redundant and distributed
systems to ensure disaster resilience. Cybersecurity solutions at the hardware level (e.g.,
Next Generation Firewalls) and at the level of procedures and policies (e.g., ISO27001
certification) to ensure data integrity and privacy with particular regard to sensitive data
(e.g., clinical, human genomics). IU2) System Layer Unit (SLU). Take care of the logical layer of
the infrastructure, providing the IT solutions needed to operate PN_Bioinfo’s services
ensuring continuity, efficiency, data integrity, and performance. SLU would be composed of
five teams coordinated by a UCO [Senior figure with a strong IT background and experience
in running a data center]. Teams are listed below: IU2.1) Platform Operations IU2.2) Data


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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Integrity and Cybersecurity IU2.3) Service Continuity Management IU2.4) Resource
Management and Performance IU2.5) External Services and Applications


IU3) Bioinformatics Layer Unit (BLU). Develop, manage and operate PN_Bioinfo’s services for
researchers accessing the NP directly and other stakeholders of the national bioinformatics
resources (e.g., analysis platforms and workflows, data repositories, curated databases)
according to the highest scientific standards, recognised best practices, and compliance with
FAIR principles for data, analysis workflows, and software. BLU would be composed of six
teams coordinated by a UCO [Senior figure with a strong data-analysis/bioinformatics
background]. Teams are listed below: IU3.1) Data Analysis Core IU3.2) Workflows Core IU3.3)
FAIR compliance IU3.4) Public services IU3.5) Training and dissemination IU3.6) Data Law and
Policy IU4) Management and Communication Layer Unit (MLU). In charge of administrative,
policy-level, and communication management. MLU represents the front-end of the NP and
the main entry point for PN_Bioinfo’s users. MLU would be composed of four teams
coordinated by the Scientific Director of PN_Bioinfo. Teams are listed below: IU4.1) Direction
and Administration IU4.2) Access and resources management IU4.3) Support and user care
IU4.4) Communication and outreach


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The estimated cost amounts to 19,4 M€ over three years. This covers the ICT equipment and
personnel, including a total of 2 M€ for personnel providing stewardship services starting
from year 3. -First year. HLU’s personnel, SD and some administrative staff hired. Purchase of
general computing, network, and storage hardware. The estimated cost amounts to
6,375M€, including 5,2M€ for hardware and the rest for personnel and running costs. No
services provided. -Second year. SLU’s personnel hired. Purchase of HPC and storage
hardware. The estimated cost amounts to 6,175M€, including 4M€ for hardware and the rest
for personnel and running costs. No services provided. -Third year. BLU’s and the rest of
MLU’s personnel hired. The estimated cost amounts to 6,845M, including personnel,
maintenance and running costs. NP_Bioinfo will start providing services during the third year


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.
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of implementation, reaching full capability towards the year’s end. For more info, see
https://tinyurl.com/bioinfo-bud


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


The operating cost when fully operational is estimated at 7 M€/year. This includes: -
Personnel, 85 units of personnel with the following IU breakdown: --HLU (IU1):
0,735M€/year --SLU (IU2): 0,780M€/year --BLU (IU3): 3,83M€/year --MLU (IU4):
0,700M€/year --(Those figures include 2 M€ for personnel dedicated to project stewardship.)
-Running cost, maintenance, hardware upgrading, training activities (0.955 M€/year)
NP_Bioinfo does not foresee the need for resources to assist external researchers' stay at the
infrastructure since most activities and services of the platform are delivered online. In
addition, any in-person meeting with the platform's personnel that the external researchers
may require can be easily arranged while attending the other NPs. For more info, see
https://tinyurl.com/bioinfo-bud


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.
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-First year: Careful definition of NP_Bioinfo’s hardware layout and operational specifications,
followed by the acquisition and deployment of the first batch of devices. Acquired systems
put into basic working conditions by HLU. -Second year: Acquisition and deployment of the
second batch of devices. SLU, cooperating with HLU, designs and implements the logical
architecture. Follows a suitable set of stress tests to check the infrastructure’s robustness
and rectify identified weaknesses. Standard operating procedures and disaster mitigation
protocols delivered. -Third year: bioinformatics services put online gradually by BLU
prioritizing those critical for the operativity of other NPs. National services support follows
immediately after in close collaboration with external curators and stakeholders. The
sustained operative phase will be reached towards the end of the year. For further details
see the Gantt chart at https://tinyurl.com/bioinfo-gtt


We describe here the space requirements (in sqm) for NP_Bioinfo, composed by 4 IUs.
NP_Bioinfo will require approximately 1000 sqm, net of walls and corridors, consisting of: -
Data center (*) (150 sqm) - Offices for personnel in IU1-IU4 divided as follows: IU 1 (98 sqm)
IU 2 (84 sqm) IU 3 (442 sqm) IU 4 (89 sem) - meeting rooms and space for future
developments (about 150 sqm, shared by all IUs) - Spaces dedicated to offices and common
spaces for personnel are estimated taking into account the "Testo Unico sulla sicurezza DLgs
81/2008", with 10 m3 for each worker and a surface of at least 2sqm. Details about the
space estimated for each IU composing the NP are reported in the attached spreadsheet
named "Operating costs (Personnel). (*) For better efficiency and reduce costs, the
datacenter can be suitably hosted in the HT Datacenter. In this respect, we only report the
estimated additional space requested for the HW investment required for NP_Bioinfo.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.
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If an adequate share of the budget, which can initially be estimated at around 0,5~1M/y, will
be invested to maintain and update the hardware and system layers of the platform,
NP_Bioinfo will remain state-of-the-art for at least ten years, and eventually more.
Furthermore, the expertise progressively acquired by the personnel will predictably increase
the efficiency and the quality of the delivered services over time.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


NP_Bioinfo will serve three main classes of users. The first class consists of researchers
performing omics assays in the other NPs and needing NP_Bioinfo support to analyse,
manage and make FAIR their data. The numerosity of this first class can be estimated in a
few dozen/y. The second class consists of external researchers and other stakeholders
collaborating with NP_Bioinfo (particularly IUs 3 and 4) to host, develop, and implement
national services such as, e.g., data analysis and modeling platforms, data and model
repositories, curated data resources, training events, AI applications, and cloud services. The
numerosity of this second class can be estimated in a few dozen/y. The last class of users
comprises the users of the national services hosted and supported by NP_Bioinfo, as
exemplified above. The numerosity of this third class can be estimated in the hundreds or
thousands, depending on the number and type of supported national services.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.
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NP_Bioinfo will have a systemic impact on the Italian research environment by facilitating
the diffusion of data-driven and quantitative analysis approaches in most areas of the life
sciences and enabling innovative applications in fields such as medicine, nutrition, and
biotechnologies. Furthermore, the platform would provide a tangible contribution to
spreading the scientific Open Data culture in Italy, supporting it with the technological
means and the expertise that only a center of excellence in the field can deliver. Finally, the
integration of NP_Bioinfo’s services in the wider ELIXIR-IT and ELIXIR ecosystem will carve
out a leading role for the platform in shaping the future of the biological data infrastructure
in the country and beyond. In particular: - The platform represents an essential complement
to any “omics” NP that will be implemented at HT, providing the capacity and expertise to
handle, manage, and integrate data from different sources, technologies, and facilities. -
NP_Bioinfo will provide the first Italian public scientific platform dedicated to omics data and
designed from the ground up with the best technological solutions for the task, with
particular regard to the very specific and tight technical, ethical, and legal requirements
imposed by the processing and management of human genomics and health data. Apart
from clear research-related benefits, this will significantly facilitate the diffusion of
precision/personalised medicine approaches across Italy and enable large scale GWAS
studies and sequencing projects. - NP_Bioinfo will provide a solid and lasting foundation for
developing long-term bioinformatics services like data repositories (e.g., a national EGA
federated Node), curated databases, cloud services for bioinformatics, AI applications, data
analysis platforms (e.g., national Galaxy instance). - NP_Bioinfo will support researchers
throughout the whole data life cycle, from data management plans to sharing datasets in
internationally recognised repositories according to the “as open as possible, as closed as
necessary” paradigm. Furthermore, data FAIRification will be promoted and supported by
using and exchanging structured data and accurate metadata descriptors based on
appropriate semantic models and international standards. - The platform will rapidly grow
into a recognised source of bioinformatics expertise in Italy. As such, NP_Bioinfo would
become an ideal vehicle for disseminating best practices and competencies through a
training programme including activities as “Bring Your Own Data” workshops, courses,
webinars, summer schools, internships, in close collaboration with external researchers and
the ELIXIR-IT training platform. Furthermore, specific support programmes could be tailored
to address the needs of researchers accessing NP_Bioinfo.


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.


NP_Bioinfo is innately transversal to all omics and can also support several other data-heavy
areas (e.g., clinical data, imaging, AI applications). As such, one goal of this NP is to provide
analytical and data stewardship capacity for other NPs. More broadly, the most natural
interaction would be with the ecosystem of ELIXIR and ELIXIR-IT services and activities that
would amplify the platform's benefits and provide opportunities to shape the European RIs


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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landscape. In addition, synergies with national providers of IT resources for scientific
applications (e.g., GARR, CINECA, INFN, and ENEA) would be greatly facilitated since those
are already active members of ELIXIR-IT. Finally, interactions with other ESFRIs (e.g.,
EuroBioimaging, Infrafrontier, INSTRUCT, BBMRI, ECRIN, EATRIS, ISBE, EBRAINS) are within
reach of NP_Bioinfo. We acknowledge the numerous colleagues from the research
institutions, academia, hospitals listed at https://tinyurl.com/bioinfo-contr
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Intervistato


38 Anonimo 
37.32


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR BIOINFORMATICS AND BIOLOGICAL DATA (NP_Bioinfo) - IU1 (of
4) “HARDWARE LAYER UNIT”


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche This NP is equally supported by the following 124
stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here https://tinyurl.com/bioinfo-stake)
UNIVERSITIES: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6) Brescia
7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12) "G.
D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16) Foggia
17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle Marche 22) Messina
23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli Federico II
28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi Vanvitelli 33)
Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea" di Reggio
Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro
Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena
48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55) Verona 56)
Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) SISSA - Scuola Internazionale Superiore di Studi
Avanzati di Trieste 59) Campus Bio-Medico 60) Politecnico di Bari 61) Scuola Normale
Superiore 62) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 63) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 64) Azienda
Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 65) Centro Cardiologico S.P.A.
Fondazione Monzino 66) Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 67) Centro San Giovanni di Dio
Fatebenefratelli 68) CRO - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 69) CROB - Centro di
Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 70) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in
Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 71) Fond. Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 72)
Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 73) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 74) Fond. Istituto
Nazionale dei Tumori 75) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 76) Fond. Istituto
Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 77) Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 78) Fond. Policlinico
Universitario Agostino Gemelli 79) Fond. Santa Lucia 80) Fond. Stella Maris 81) IEO - Istituto
Europeo di Oncologia 82) Ist. Clinici Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 83) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 84) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 85) Ist. Auxologico Italiano 86) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 87)
Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 88) Ist. Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 89) Ist.
di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 90) Ist. Eugenio Medea 91) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 92)
Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia 93) Ist. Mediterraneo per i
Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 94) Ist. Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Anziani 95) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale 96) Ist. Neurologico
Mediterraneo Neuromed 97) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 98) Ist. Ortopedico Galeazzi 99) Ist.
Ortopedico Rizzoli 100) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 101) Ist. Tumori
Giovanni Paolo II 102) Multimedica 103) Oasi di Maria Santissima 104) Osp. Casa Sollievo
della Sofferenza 105) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 106) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 107)
Osp. Policlinico San Martino 108) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 109) Osp. San Raffaele 110)
Policlinico San Donato 111) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 112) San Raffaele Pisana 113) SDN
Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli RESEARCH ENTITIES, FOUNDATIONS,
SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 114) CNR 115) ISS 116) LENS 117) CREA 118) EBRI 119) INGM 120)
IIGM 121) IFOM 122) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 123) ACRI 124) FISV


presidenza@cnr.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


ELIXIR and ELIXIR-IT cover the field at the European and national levels. However, at present,
Italy does not own a bioinformatics NP. While the ongoing CNR.BiOmics project (PON R&I)
will provide an expansion, the national capacity will remain undersized. E.g., Italy lacks a
platform for managing human genomics data, a key enabler of biomedical research and
advanced health-related applications. NP_Bioinfo, integrated into the ELIXIR-IT ecosystem,
represents a critical advancement and an asset for the country for at least three reasons: (i)
Dedicated personnel assisting researchers with domain-specific expertise for all the life cycle
of omics data produced in National Platforms (NPs). (ii) Designed to manage and safeguard
biological data and satisfy any associated legal constraint (i.e., sensitive human and clinical
data). (iii) Enabling and supporting the long-term operativity of national-level bioinformatics
services that no Italian institution can afford to provide sustainably.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


To achieve its mission, the different stakeholders have envisioned that this NP requires 4
Infrastructural Units (IUs): IU1- Hardware Layer Unit (HLU) IU2- System Layer Unit (SLU) IU3-
Bioinformatics Layer Unit (BLU) IU4- Management and Communication Layer Unit (MLU)
This document describes IU1-HLU, while the other 3 units are described in separate forms
submitted by the same stakeholder. The first objective of NP_Bioinfo would be to serve as
the bioinformatics core among the NPs, satisfying the technological requirements for the
analysis of large-scale biological data and the need for expert-curated services. NP_Bioinfo
will deliver the analytical capacity to handle the data gathered from experimental activities
in terms of computing resources, software tools, expertise, and training. NP_Bioinfo will also


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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provide the technological means, the standardised procedures and assist with the expertise
to ensure the availability of those data to the scientific community according to FAIR
principles (Art. 6 par. 4 of the Convention). The second objective of NP_Bioinfo would be to
implement and maintain national services for omics data. Nation-wide and internationally
recognised services for bioinformatics like extensive data analysis platforms (e.g., national
Galaxy instances on the model of usegalaxy.fr, usegalaxy.be, usegalaxy.es, usegalaxy.no),
integrated cloud services as those provided by de.NBI cloud and the nordic countries, or
recognised repositories such as the European Genome-Phenome Archive (EGA) hosted in
Spain or Uniprot in Switzerland, have been nearly impossible to develop in Italy, primarily
because it is impractical for public scientific institutions to ensure their long-term
survivability once the initial project funds run out. NP_Bioinfo will fill this systemic gap by
providing a strategic platform with the resources to host biological data and support
bioinformatics services indefinitely or as long as needed.


IU1) Hardware Layer Unit (HLU). Manage the physical data center of the infrastructure,
ensuring the suitability of the adopted technological solutions and optimising service
continuity, performances and (cyber)security. HLU would be composed of five teams
coordinated by a Unit Chief of Operations (UCO) [Senior figure with a strong engineering or
equivalent background and experience in running a data center]. Teams description: IU1.1)
Compute Core Team. Deploy, manage, maintain and upgrade the computing devices,
providing the computational resources needed to operate NP_Bioinfo’s services. The team
arranges and enacts all the necessary measures to ensure the operational continuity of the
computing infrastructure. [2 units: 1 senior and 1 junior, with engineering/IT or equivalent
background] IU1.2) HPC Core Team. Deploy, manage, maintain and upgrade the High-
Performance Computing (HPC) cluster(s) needed to operate NP_Bioinfo’s services. The team
arranges and enacts all the necessary measures to ensure the operational continuity of the
HPC infrastructure. [2 units: 1 senior and 1 junior, with engineering/IT or equivalent
background]. IU1.3) Storage Core Team. Deploy, manage, maintain and upgrade the storage
resources of the facility needed to operate NP_Bioinfo’s services. The team cooperates
closely with the other teams to provide secure storage capacity and arranges all the
necessary disaster recovery measures to minimise data loss risks across the infrastructure. [2
units: 1 senior and 1 junior, with engineering/IT or equivalent background] IU1.4) Network
Core Team. Deploy, manage, maintain and upgrade the networking resources needed to
operate NP_Bioinfo’s services. The team cooperates closely with the cybersecurity team of
the System Layer Unit (IU 2.2) to arrange and enact any measure necessary to monitor and
prevent unauthorized access to the systems and data hosted at NP_Bioinfo. [2 units: 1 senior
and 1 junior, with engineering/IT or equivalent background] IU1.5) Acquisition and Logistics
Team. Collaborate with all the teams of HLU in the acquisition, physical deployment and
management of the technological devices. Provide backup personnel to other teams of HLU
when needed [3 junior units, with IT background].


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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HLU initial hardware provision: The IT infrastructure will be designed to be modular and
scalable. The implementation details will be defined during the project phase due to the
rapid technological advancement of the hardware that makes impractical a detailed
description in this phase. Indicatively, the initial hardware investment can be estimated
between 9M and 10M Euros during the implementation phase, while a budget of 0,5-1M per
year would be dedicated to its maintenance and update afterwards. Main components: -HPC
cluster(s) with High Memory GPU and CPU nodes to support a broad range of
computationally demanding applications (e.g., structural bioinformatics, AI, metagenomics,
de novo genome assembly, population genomics). -Cloud-oriented data-center for
deploying basic and bioinformatics services and applications in isolated and secure
environments. -Multi-tiered storage capabilities for supporting different service levels: from
high-speed and low latency SSD-based storage to cold archives for long-term data storage
and back-up with redundant and distributed systems to ensure disaster resilience. -
Cybersecurity solutions at the hardware level (e.g., Next Generation Firewalls) and at the
level of procedures and policies (e.g., ISO27001 certification) to ensure data integrity and
privacy with particular regard to sensitive data (e.g., clinical, human genomics).


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The estimated cost amounts to 19,4 M€ over three years. This covers the ICT equipment and
personnel, including a total of 2 M€ for personnel providing stewardship services starting
from year 3. -First year. HLU’s personnel, SD and some administrative staff hired. Purchase of
general computing, network, and storage hardware. The estimated cost amounts to
6,375M€, including 5,2M€ for hardware and the rest for personnel and running costs. No
services provided. -Second year. SLU’s personnel hired. Purchase of HPC and storage
hardware. The estimated cost amounts to 6,175M€, including 4M€ for hardware and the rest
for personnel and running costs. No services provided. -Third year. BLU’s and the rest of
MLU’s personnel hired. The estimated cost amounts to 6,845M, including personnel,
maintenance and running costs. NP_Bioinfo will start providing services during the third year
of implementation, reaching full capability towards the year’s end. For more info, see
https://tinyurl.com/bioinfo-bud


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.
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Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


The operating cost when fully operational is estimated at 7 M€/year. This includes: -
Personnel, 85 units of personnel with the following IU breakdown: --HLU (IU1):
0,735M€/year --SLU (IU2): 0,780M€/year --BLU (IU3): 3,83M€/year --MLU (IU4):
0,700M€/year --(Those figures include 2 M€ for personnel dedicated to project stewardship.)
-Running cost, maintenance, hardware upgrading, training activities (0.955 M€/year)
NP_Bioinfo does not foresee the need for resources to assist external researchers' stay at the
infrastructure since most activities and services of the platform are delivered online. In
addition, any in-person meeting with the platform's personnel that the external researchers
may require can be easily arranged while attending the other NPs. For more info, see
https://tinyurl.com/bioinfo-bud


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


-First year: Careful definition of NP_Bioinfo’s hardware layout and operational specifications,
followed by the acquisition and deployment of the first batch of devices. Acquired systems
put into basic working conditions by HLU. -Second year: Acquisition and deployment of the
second batch of devices. SLU, cooperating with HLU, designs and implements the logical
architecture. Follows a suitable set of stress tests to check the infrastructure’s robustness


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.
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and rectify identified weaknesses. Standard operating procedures and disaster mitigation
protocols delivered. -Third year: bioinformatics services put online gradually by BLU
prioritizing those critical for the operativity of other NPs. National services support follows
immediately after in close collaboration with external curators and stakeholders. The
sustained operative phase will be reached towards the end of the year. For further details
see the Gantt chart at https://tinyurl.com/bioinfo-gtt


NP_Bioinfo will require approximately 1000 sqm, net of walls and corridors, consisting of, for
IU1: Data center (*) (150 sqm) Offices for personnel in IU1 is 98 sqm meeting rooms and
space for future developments (about 150 sqm, shared by all IUs) Spaces dedicated to
offices and common spaces for personnel are estimated taking into account the "Testo
Unico sulla sicurezza DLgs 81/2008", with 10 m3 for each worker and a surface of at least
2sqm. Details about the space estimated for each IU composing the NP are reported in the
attached spreadsheet named "Operating costs (Personnel). (*) For better efficiency and
reduce costs, the datacenter can be suitably hosted in the HT Datacenter. In this respect, we
only report the estimated additional space requested for the HW investment required for
NP_Bioinfo.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


If an adequate share of the budget, which can initially be estimated at around 0,5~1M/y, will
be invested to maintain and update the hardware and system layers of the platform,
NP_Bioinfo will remain state-of-the-art for at least ten years, and eventually more.
Furthermore, the expertise progressively acquired by the personnel will predictably increase
the efficiency and the quality of the delivered services over time.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.
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Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


NP_Bioinfo will serve three main classes of users. The first class consists of researchers
performing omics assays in the other NPs and needing NP_Bioinfo support to analyse,
manage and make FAIR their data. The numerosity of this first class can be estimated in a
few dozen/y. The second class consists of external researchers and other stakeholders
collaborating with NP_Bioinfo (particularly IUs 3 and 4) to host, develop, and implement
national services such as, e.g., data analysis and modeling platforms, data and model
repositories, curated data resources, training events, AI applications, and cloud services. The
numerosity of this second class can be estimated in a few dozen/y. The last class of users
comprises the users of the national services hosted and supported by NP_Bioinfo, as
exemplified above. The numerosity of this third class can be estimated in the hundreds or
thousands, depending on the number and type of supported national services.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


NP_Bioinfo will have a systemic impact on the Italian research environment by facilitating
the diffusion of data-driven and quantitative analysis approaches in most areas of the life


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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sciences and enabling innovative applications in fields such as medicine, nutrition, and
biotechnologies. Furthermore, the platform would provide a tangible contribution to
spreading the scientific Open Data culture in Italy, supporting it with the technological
means and the expertise that only a center of excellence in the field can deliver. Finally, the
integration of NP_Bioinfo’s services in the wider ELIXIR-IT and ELIXIR ecosystem will carve
out a leading role for the platform in shaping the future of the biological data infrastructure
in the country and beyond. In particular: - The platform represents an essential complement
to any “omics” NP that will be implemented at HT, providing the capacity and expertise to
handle, manage, and integrate data from different sources, technologies, and facilities. -
NP_Bioinfo will provide the first Italian public scientific platform dedicated to omics data and
designed from the ground up with the best technological solutions for the task, with
particular regard to the very specific and tight technical, ethical, and legal requirements
imposed by the processing and management of human genomics and health data. Apart
from clear research-related benefits, this will significantly facilitate the diffusion of
precision/personalised medicine approaches across Italy and enable large scale GWAS
studies and sequencing projects. - NP_Bioinfo will provide a solid and lasting foundation for
developing long-term bioinformatics services like data repositories (e.g., a national EGA
federated Node), curated databases, cloud services for bioinformatics, AI applications, data
analysis platforms (e.g., national Galaxy instance). - NP_Bioinfo will support researchers
throughout the whole data life cycle, from data management plans to sharing datasets in
internationally recognised repositories according to the “as open as possible, as closed as
necessary” paradigm. Furthermore, data FAIRification will be promoted and supported by
using and exchanging structured data and accurate metadata descriptors based on
appropriate semantic models and international standards. - The platform will rapidly grow
into a recognised source of bioinformatics expertise in Italy. As such, NP_Bioinfo would
become an ideal vehicle for disseminating best practices and competencies through a
training programme including activities as “Bring Your Own Data” workshops, courses,
webinars, summer schools, internships, in close collaboration with external researchers and
the ELIXIR-IT training platform. Furthermore, specific support programmes could be tailored
to address the needs of researchers accessing NP_Bioinfo.


NP_Bioinfo is innately transversal to all omics and can also support several other data-heavy
areas (e.g., clinical data, imaging, AI applications). As such, one goal of this NP is to provide
analytical and data stewardship capacity for other NPs. More broadly, the most natural
interaction would be with the ecosystem of ELIXIR and ELIXIR-IT services and activities that
would amplify the platform's benefits and provide opportunities to shape the European RIs
landscape. In addition, synergies with national providers of IT resources for scientific
applications (e.g., GARR, CINECA, INFN, and ENEA) would be greatly facilitated since those
are already active members of ELIXIR-IT. Finally, interactions with other ESFRIs (e.g.,
EuroBioimaging, Infrafrontier, INSTRUCT, BBMRI, ECRIN, EATRIS, ISBE, EBRAINS) are within
reach of NP_Bioinfo. We acknowledge the numerous colleagues from the research
institutions, academia, hospitals listed at https://tinyurl.com/bioinfo-contr


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


39 Anonimo 
40.13


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR BIOINFORMATICS AND BIOLOGICAL DATA (NP_Bioinfo) - IU2 (of
4) “SYSTEM LAYER UNIT”


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche This NP is equally supported by the following 124
stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here https://tinyurl.com/bioinfo-stake)
UNIVERSITIES: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6) Brescia
7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12) "G.
D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16) Foggia
17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle Marche 22) Messina
23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli Federico II
28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi Vanvitelli 33)
Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea" di Reggio
Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro
Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena
48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55) Verona 56)
Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) SISSA - Scuola Internazionale Superiore di Studi
Avanzati di Trieste 59) Campus Bio-Medico 60) Politecnico di Bari 61) Scuola Normale
Superiore 62) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 63) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 64) Azienda
Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 65) Centro Cardiologico S.P.A.
Fondazione Monzino 66) Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 67) Centro San Giovanni di Dio
Fatebenefratelli 68) CRO - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 69) CROB - Centro di
Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 70) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in
Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 71) Fond. Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 72)
Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 73) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 74) Fond. Istituto
Nazionale dei Tumori 75) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 76) Fond. Istituto
Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 77) Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 78) Fond. Policlinico
Universitario Agostino Gemelli 79) Fond. Santa Lucia 80) Fond. Stella Maris 81) IEO - Istituto
Europeo di Oncologia 82) Ist. Clinici Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 83) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 84) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 85) Ist. Auxologico Italiano 86) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 87)
Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 88) Ist. Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 89) Ist.
di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 90) Ist. Eugenio Medea 91) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 92)
Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia 93) Ist. Mediterraneo per i
Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 94) Ist. Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Anziani 95) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale 96) Ist. Neurologico
Mediterraneo Neuromed 97) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 98) Ist. Ortopedico Galeazzi 99) Ist.
Ortopedico Rizzoli 100) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 101) Ist. Tumori
Giovanni Paolo II 102) Multimedica 103) Oasi di Maria Santissima 104) Osp. Casa Sollievo
della Sofferenza 105) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 106) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 107)
Osp. Policlinico San Martino 108) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 109) Osp. San Raffaele 110)
Policlinico San Donato 111) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 112) San Raffaele Pisana 113) SDN
Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli RESEARCH ENTITIES, FOUNDATIONS,
SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 114) CNR 115) ISS 116) LENS 117) CREA 118) EBRI 119) INGM 120)
IIGM 121) IFOM 122) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 123) ACRI 124) FISV


presidenza@cnr.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


ELIXIR and ELIXIR-IT cover the field at the European and national levels. However, at present,
Italy does not own a bioinformatics NP. While the ongoing CNR.BiOmics project (PON R&I)
will provide an expansion, the national capacity will remain undersized. E.g., Italy lacks a
platform for managing human genomics data, a key enabler of biomedical research and
advanced health-related applications. NP_Bioinfo, integrated into the ELIXIR-IT ecosystem,
represents a critical advancement and an asset for the country for at least three reasons: (i)
Dedicated personnel assisting researchers with domain-specific expertise for all the life cycle
of omics data produced in National Platforms (NPs). (ii) Designed to manage and safeguard
biological data and satisfy any associated legal constraint (i.e., sensitive human and clinical
data). (iii) Enabling and supporting the long-term operativity of national-level bioinformatics
services that no Italian institution can afford to provide sustainably.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


To achieve its mission, the different stakeholders have envisioned that this NP requires 4
Infrastructural Units (IUs): IU1- Hardware Layer Unit (HLU) IU2- System Layer Unit (SLU) IU3-
Bioinformatics Layer Unit (BLU) IU4- Management and Communication Layer Unit (MLU)
This document describes IU2-SLU, while the other 3 units are described in separate forms
submitted by the same stakeholder. The first objective of NP_Bioinfo would be to serve as
the bioinformatics core among the NPs, satisfying the technological requirements for the
analysis of large-scale biological data and the need for expert-curated services. NP_Bioinfo
will deliver the analytical capacity to handle the data gathered from experimental activities
in terms of computing resources, software tools, expertise, and training. NP_Bioinfo will also


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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provide the technological means, the standardised procedures and assist with the expertise
to ensure the availability of those data to the scientific community according to FAIR
principles (Art. 6 par. 4 of the Convention). The second objective of NP_Bioinfo would be to
implement and maintain national services for omics data. Nation-wide and internationally
recognised services for bioinformatics like extensive data analysis platforms (e.g., national
Galaxy instances on the model of usegalaxy.fr, usegalaxy.be, usegalaxy.es, usegalaxy.no),
integrated cloud services as those provided by de.NBI cloud and the nordic countries, or
recognised repositories such as the European Genome-Phenome Archive (EGA) hosted in
Spain or Uniprot in Switzerland, have been nearly impossible to develop in Italy, primarily
because it is impractical for public scientific institutions to ensure their long-term
survivability once the initial project funds run out. NP_Bioinfo will fill this systemic gap by
providing a strategic platform with the resources to host biological data and support
bioinformatics services indefinitely or as long as needed.


IU2) System Layer Unit (SLU). Take care of the logical layer of the infrastructure, providing
the IT solutions needed to operate NP_Bioinfo’s services ensuring continuity, efficiency, data
integrity, and performance. SLU would be composed of five teams coordinated by a UCO
[Senior figure with a strong IT background and experience in running a data center]. Teams
description: 2.1) Platform Operations: Deploy, manage, maintain and upgrade the core
software solutions (e.g., operative system(s), virtualization services, storage management
software, queue management system, network services) needed to run the Cloud
computing, HPC, networking, and storage infrastructure and operate NP_Bioinfo’s services.
[4 units: 2 seniors and 2 juniors, with engineering/IT background]. 2.2) Data Integrity and
Cybersecurity: Deploy, manage, maintain and upgrade the technical solutions for
safeguarding the platform from unauthorized access and data loss, ensuring data
confidentiality, integrity, and availability. Work in close cooperation with HLU personnel. In
addition, implement and manage the protocols to enable compliance to sensitive data
protection policies and laws in close collaboration with IU 3.6 [2 units: 1 senior and 1 junior,
with engineering/IT background]. 2.3) Service Continuity Management: Adopt measures and
develop protocols for incident prevention, prediction, and management to minimise
damages and maintain services availability and performance at the highest possible levels
before, during, and after incidents. [2 units: 1 senior and 1 junior, with engineering/IT
background]. 2.4) Resource Management and Performance: Manage and allocate the
available computing, networking and storage resources to NP_Bioinfo’s services tracking
their use and operational performances to maximise efficiency and minimise disservices. [2
units: 1 senior and 1 junior, with engineering/IT background]. 2.5) External Services and
Applications: Function as the technical interface between SLU and IUs 3 and 4 for the
development and operation of NP_Bioinfo’s services accessible from the outside, e.g.,
websites and web applications, cloud services, data repositories. [2 units: 1 senior and 1
junior, with engineering/IT background].


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The estimated cost amounts to 19,4 M€ over three years. This covers the ICT equipment and
personnel, including a total of 2 M€ for personnel providing stewardship services starting
from year 3. -First year. HLU’s personnel, SD and some administrative staff hired. Purchase of
general computing, network, and storage hardware. The estimated cost amounts to
6,375M€, including 5,2M€ for hardware and the rest for personnel and running costs. No
services provided. -Second year. SLU’s personnel hired. Purchase of HPC and storage
hardware. The estimated cost amounts to 6,175M€, including 4M€ for hardware and the rest
for personnel and running costs. No services provided. -Third year. BLU’s and the rest of
MLU’s personnel hired. The estimated cost amounts to 6,845M, including personnel,
maintenance and running costs. NP_Bioinfo will start providing services during the third year
of implementation, reaching full capability towards the year’s end. For more info, see
https://tinyurl.com/bioinfo-bud


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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The operating cost when fully operational is estimated at 7 M€/year. This includes: -
Personnel, 85 units of personnel with the following IU breakdown: --HLU (IU1):
0,735M€/year --SLU (IU2): 0,780M€/year --BLU (IU3): 3,83M€/year --MLU (IU4):
0,700M€/year --(Those figures include 2 M€ for personnel dedicated to project stewardship.)
-Running cost, maintenance, hardware upgrading, training activities (0.955 M€/year)
NP_Bioinfo does not foresee the need for resources to assist external researchers' stay at the
infrastructure since most activities and services of the platform are delivered online. In
addition, any in-person meeting with the platform's personnel that the external researchers
may require can be easily arranged while attending the other NPs. For more info, see
https://tinyurl.com/bioinfo-bud


Max 1000  characters


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


-First year: Careful definition of NP_Bioinfo’s hardware layout and operational specifications,
followed by the acquisition and deployment of the first batch of devices. Acquired systems
put into basic working conditions by HLU. -Second year: Acquisition and deployment of the
second batch of devices. SLU, cooperating with HLU, designs and implements the logical
architecture. Follows a suitable set of stress tests to check the infrastructure’s robustness
and rectify identified weaknesses. Standard operating procedures and disaster mitigation
protocols delivered. -Third year: bioinformatics services put online gradually by BLU
prioritizing those critical for the operativity of other NPs. National services support follows
immediately after in close collaboration with external curators and stakeholders. The
sustained operative phase will be reached towards the end of the year. For further details
see the Gantt chart at https://tinyurl.com/bioinfo-gtt


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.
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NP_Bioinfo will require approximately 1000 sqm, net of walls and corridors, consisting of, for
IU2: - Offices for personnel in IU2 is 84 sqm - meeting rooms and space for future
developments (about 150 sqm, shared by all IUs) - Spaces dedicated to offices and common
spaces for personnel are estimated taking into account the "Testo Unico sulla sicurezza DLgs
81/2008", with 10 m3 for each worker and a surface of at least 2sqm. - Details about the
space estimated for each IU composing the NP are reported in the attached spreadsheet
named "Operating costs (Personnel).


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


If an adequate share of the budget, which can initially be estimated at around 0,5~1M/y, will
be invested to maintain and update the hardware and system layers of the platform,
NP_Bioinfo will remain state-of-the-art for at least ten years, and eventually more.
Furthermore, the expertise progressively acquired by the personnel will predictably increase
the efficiency and the quality of the delivered services over time.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.
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few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


NP_Bioinfo will serve three main classes of users. The first class consists of researchers
performing omics assays in the other NPs and needing NP_Bioinfo support to analyse,
manage and make FAIR their data. The numerosity of this first class can be estimated in a
few dozen/y. The second class consists of external researchers and other stakeholders
collaborating with NP_Bioinfo (particularly IUs 3 and 4) to host, develop, and implement
national services such as, e.g., data analysis and modeling platforms, data and model
repositories, curated data resources, training events, AI applications, and cloud services. The
numerosity of this second class can be estimated in a few dozen/y. The last class of users
comprises the users of the national services hosted and supported by NP_Bioinfo, as
exemplified above. The numerosity of this third class can be estimated in the hundreds or
thousands, depending on the number and type of supported national services.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


NP_Bioinfo will have a systemic impact on the Italian research environment by facilitating
the diffusion of data-driven and quantitative analysis approaches in most areas of the life
sciences and enabling innovative applications in fields such as medicine, nutrition, and
biotechnologies. Furthermore, the platform would provide a tangible contribution to
spreading the scientific Open Data culture in Italy, supporting it with the technological
means and the expertise that only a center of excellence in the field can deliver. Finally, the
integration of NP_Bioinfo’s services in the wider ELIXIR-IT and ELIXIR ecosystem will carve
out a leading role for the platform in shaping the future of the biological data infrastructure
in the country and beyond. In particular: - The platform represents an essential complement
to any “omics” NP that will be implemented at HT, providing the capacity and expertise to
handle, manage, and integrate data from different sources, technologies, and facilities. -
NP_Bioinfo will provide the first Italian public scientific platform dedicated to omics data and
designed from the ground up with the best technological solutions for the task, with
particular regard to the very specific and tight technical, ethical, and legal requirements
imposed by the processing and management of human genomics and health data. Apart
from clear research-related benefits, this will significantly facilitate the diffusion of
precision/personalised medicine approaches across Italy and enable large scale GWAS
studies and sequencing projects. - NP_Bioinfo will provide a solid and lasting foundation for


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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developing long-term bioinformatics services like data repositories (e.g., a national EGA
federated Node), curated databases, cloud services for bioinformatics, AI applications, data
analysis platforms (e.g., national Galaxy instance). - NP_Bioinfo will support researchers
throughout the whole data life cycle, from data management plans to sharing datasets in
internationally recognised repositories according to the “as open as possible, as closed as
necessary” paradigm. Furthermore, data FAIRification will be promoted and supported by
using and exchanging structured data and accurate metadata descriptors based on
appropriate semantic models and international standards. - The platform will rapidly grow
into a recognised source of bioinformatics expertise in Italy. As such, NP_Bioinfo would
become an ideal vehicle for disseminating best practices and competencies through a
training programme including activities as “Bring Your Own Data” workshops, courses,
webinars, summer schools, internships, in close collaboration with external researchers and
the ELIXIR-IT training platform. Furthermore, specific support programmes could be tailored
to address the needs of researchers accessing NP_Bioinfo.


NP_Bioinfo is innately transversal to all omics and can also support several other data-heavy
areas (e.g., clinical data, imaging, AI applications). As such, one goal of this NP is to provide
analytical and data stewardship capacity for other NPs. More broadly, the most natural
interaction would be with the ecosystem of ELIXIR and ELIXIR-IT services and activities that
would amplify the platform's benefits and provide opportunities to shape the European RIs
landscape. In addition, synergies with national providers of IT resources for scientific
applications (e.g., GARR, CINECA, INFN, and ENEA) would be greatly facilitated since those
are already active members of ELIXIR-IT. Finally, interactions with other ESFRIs (e.g.,
EuroBioimaging, Infrafrontier, INSTRUCT, BBMRI, ECRIN, EATRIS, ISBE, EBRAINS) are within
reach of NP_Bioinfo. We acknowledge the numerous colleagues from the research
institutions, academia, hospitals listed at https://tinyurl.com/bioinfo-contr


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


40 Anonimo 
47.59


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR BIOINFORMATICS AND BIOLOGICAL DATA (NP_Bioinfo) - IU3 (of
4) “BIOINFORMATICS LAYER UNIT”


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche This NP is equally supported by the following 124
stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here https://tinyurl.com/bioinfo-stake)
UNIVERSITIES: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6) Brescia
7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12) "G.
D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16) Foggia
17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle Marche 22) Messina
23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli Federico II
28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi Vanvitelli 33)
Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea" di Reggio
Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro
Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena
48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55) Verona 56)
Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) SISSA - Scuola Internazionale Superiore di Studi
Avanzati di Trieste 59) Campus Bio-Medico 60) Politecnico di Bari 61) Scuola Normale
Superiore 62) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 63) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 64) Azienda
Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 65) Centro Cardiologico S.P.A.
Fondazione Monzino 66) Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 67) Centro San Giovanni di Dio
Fatebenefratelli 68) CRO - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 69) CROB - Centro di
Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 70) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in
Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 71) Fond. Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 72)
Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 73) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 74) Fond. Istituto
Nazionale dei Tumori 75) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 76) Fond. Istituto
Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 77) Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 78) Fond. Policlinico
Universitario Agostino Gemelli 79) Fond. Santa Lucia 80) Fond. Stella Maris 81) IEO - Istituto
Europeo di Oncologia 82) Ist. Clinici Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 83) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 84) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 85) Ist. Auxologico Italiano 86) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 87)
Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 88) Ist. Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 89) Ist.
di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 90) Ist. Eugenio Medea 91) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 92)
Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia 93) Ist. Mediterraneo per i
Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 94) Ist. Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Anziani 95) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale 96) Ist. Neurologico
Mediterraneo Neuromed 97) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 98) Ist. Ortopedico Galeazzi 99) Ist.
Ortopedico Rizzoli 100) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 101) Ist. Tumori
Giovanni Paolo II 102) Multimedica 103) Oasi di Maria Santissima 104) Osp. Casa Sollievo
della Sofferenza 105) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 106) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 107)
Osp. Policlinico San Martino 108) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 109) Osp. San Raffaele 110)
Policlinico San Donato 111) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 112) San Raffaele Pisana 113) SDN
Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli RESEARCH ENTITIES, FOUNDATIONS,
SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 114) CNR 115) ISS 116) LENS 117) CREA 118) EBRI 119) INGM 120)
IIGM 121) IFOM 122) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 123) ACRI 124) FISV


presidenza@cnr.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


ELIXIR and ELIXIR-IT cover the field at the European and national levels. However, at present,
Italy does not own a bioinformatics NP. While the ongoing CNR.BiOmics project (PON R&I)
will provide an expansion, the national capacity will remain undersized. E.g., Italy lacks a
platform for managing human genomics data, a key enabler of biomedical research and
advanced health-related applications. NP_Bioinfo, integrated into the ELIXIR-IT ecosystem,
represents a critical advancement and an asset for the country for at least three reasons: (i)
Dedicated personnel assisting researchers with domain-specific expertise for all the life cycle
of omics data produced in National Platforms (NPs). (ii) Designed to manage and safeguard
biological data and satisfy any associated legal constraint (i.e., sensitive human and clinical
data). (iii) Enabling and supporting the long-term operativity of national-level bioinformatics
services that no Italian institution can afford to provide sustainably.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


To achieve its mission, the different stakeholders have envisioned that this NP requires 4
Infrastructural Units (IUs): IU1- Hardware Layer Unit (HLU) IU2- System Layer Unit (SLU) IU3-
Bioinformatics Layer Unit (BLU) IU4- Management and Communication Layer Unit (MLU)
This document describes IU3-BLU, while the other 3 units are described in separate forms
submitted by the same stakeholder. The first objective of NP_Bioinfo would be to serve as
the bioinformatics core among the NPs, satisfying the technological requirements for the
analysis of large-scale biological data and the need for expert-curated services. NP_Bioinfo
will deliver the analytical capacity to handle the data gathered from experimental activities
in terms of computing resources, software tools, expertise, and training. NP_Bioinfo will also


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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provide the technological means, the standardised procedures and assist with the expertise
to ensure the availability of those data to the scientific community according to FAIR
principles (Art. 6 par. 4 of the Convention). The second objective of NP_Bioinfo would be to
implement and maintain national services for omics data. Nation-wide and internationally
recognised services for bioinformatics like extensive data analysis platforms (e.g., national
Galaxy instances on the model of usegalaxy.fr, usegalaxy.be, usegalaxy.es, usegalaxy.no),
integrated cloud services as those provided by de.NBI cloud and the nordic countries, or
recognised repositories such as the European Genome-Phenome Archive (EGA) hosted in
Spain or Uniprot in Switzerland, have been nearly impossible to develop in Italy, primarily
because it is impractical for public scientific institutions to ensure their long-term
survivability once the initial project funds run out. NP_Bioinfo will fill this systemic gap by
providing a strategic platform with the resources to host biological data and support
bioinformatics services indefinitely or as long as needed.


IU3) Bioinformatics Layer Unit (BLU). Develop, manage and operate PN_Bioinfo’s services for
researchers accessing the NP directly and other stakeholders of the national bioinformatics
resources (e.g., analysis platforms and workflows, data repositories, curated databases)
according to the highest scientific standards, recognised best practices, and compliance with
FAIR principles for data, analysis workflows, and software. BLU would be composed of six
teams coordinated by a UCO [Senior figure with a strong data-analysis/bioinformatics
background]. Teams description: IU3.1) Data Analysis Core: Manage and process data
produced by researchers accessing the other NPs using standardised workflows. Provide
bioinformatics assistance to researchers during experimental planning to optimise assays
output. This team represents the primary interface between PN_Bioinfo and the researchers
accessing the platform to analyse their data. [12 units: 6 seniors and 6 juniors, with
bioinformatics background]. IU3.2) Workflows Core Manage and develop the data analysis
workflows and services used in the IU, ensuring they are always up to date with current
bioinformatics methods and scientific best practices. Furthermore, the team interacts with
data producers and other NPs to develop new analysis tools, workflows and services or tailor
existing ones whenever the need arises. [10 units: 5 seniors and 5 juniors with software
engineering and bioinformatics background]. Depending on the contingent data flows and
analysis needs, IU3.1 and IU3.2 will work in close collaboration by forming mixed (i.e.,
composed of members of IU3.1 and IU3.2) subteams specialised and focused on one or
more different typologies of data, e.g., genomics, epigenomics, transcriptomics,
metagenomics, proteomics, metabolomics, structural biology, regulatory networks. IU3.3)
FAIR compliance: Provide the expertise to support researchers in the FAIRification of data
and other research products (e.g., software, workflows) and function as a national
competence center developing and promoting best practices for data stewardship, focusing
on data interoperability standards and services for the different omics data produced by
other NPs [5 units: 1 senior and 4 juniors]. IU3.4) Public services: Develop, deploy, manage
and operate long-term national bioinformatics public services in cooperation with external
researchers, as, by way of example but not limited to, Galaxy and other platforms for data
analysis, a Federated EGA Node, cloud and HPC applications, national data and model


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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repositories and curated data resources, services for IA and automated data integration, and
the envisaged Health Data Space w.r.t. human genomics data. [10 units: 3 seniors and 7
juniors with bioinformatics/IT background] IU3.5) Training and dissemination: Develop and
deliver bioinformatics training activities and dissemination events for researchers and other
stakeholders to assist them to make the best of all PN_Bioinfo’s services. Work in close
cooperation with IU 4.3 to identify and address users' needs. [5 units: 1 senior and 4 juniors
with bioinformatics/IT background] IU3.6) Data Law and Policy: Manage and address ethical,
legal and social implications (ELSI) arising from omics research and provide technical
expertise for achieving full legal compliance on all aspects of sensitive data management
and stewardship at PN_Bioinfo. Provide an advisory service for external researchers and
institutions. House the Data Protection Officer (DPO) of PN_Bioinfo [4 units: 1 senior and 3
juniors with legal/IT background]


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The estimated cost amounts to 19,4 M€ over three years. This covers the ICT equipment and
personnel, including a total of 2 M€ for personnel providing stewardship services starting
from year 3. -First year. HLU’s personnel, SD and some administrative staff hired. Purchase of
general computing, network, and storage hardware. The estimated cost amounts to
6,375M€, including 5,2M€ for hardware and the rest for personnel and running costs. No
services provided. -Second year. SLU’s personnel hired. Purchase of HPC and storage
hardware. The estimated cost amounts to 6,175M€, including 4M€ for hardware and the rest
for personnel and running costs. No services provided. -Third year. BLU’s and the rest of
MLU’s personnel hired. The estimated cost amounts to 6,845M, including personnel,
maintenance and running costs. NP_Bioinfo will start providing services during the third year
of implementation, reaching full capability towards the year’s end. For more info, see
https://tinyurl.com/bioinfo-bud


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.
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Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


The operating cost when fully operational is estimated at 7 M€/year. This includes: -
Personnel, 85 units of personnel with the following IU breakdown: --HLU (IU1):
0,735M€/year --SLU (IU2): 0,780M€/year --BLU (IU3): 3,83M€/year --MLU (IU4):
0,700M€/year --(Those figures include 2 M€ for personnel dedicated to project stewardship.)
-Running cost, maintenance, hardware upgrading, training activities (0.955 M€/year)
NP_Bioinfo does not foresee the need for resources to assist external researchers' stay at the
infrastructure since most activities and services of the platform are delivered online. In
addition, any in-person meeting with the platform's personnel that the external researchers
may require can be easily arranged while attending the other NPs. For more info, see
https://tinyurl.com/bioinfo-bud


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


-First year: Careful definition of NP_Bioinfo’s hardware layout and operational specifications,
followed by the acquisition and deployment of the first batch of devices. Acquired systems
put into basic working conditions by HLU. -Second year: Acquisition and deployment of the
second batch of devices. SLU, cooperating with HLU, designs and implements the logical


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.
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architecture. Follows a suitable set of stress tests to check the infrastructure’s robustness
and rectify identified weaknesses. Standard operating procedures and disaster mitigation
protocols delivered. -Third year: bioinformatics services put online gradually by BLU
prioritizing those critical for the operativity of other NPs. National services support follows
immediately after in close collaboration with external curators and stakeholders. The
sustained operative phase will be reached towards the end of the year. For further details
see the Gantt chart at https://tinyurl.com/bioinfo-gtt


NP_Bioinfo will require approximately 1000 sqm, net of walls and corridors, consisting of, for
IU3: - Offices for personnel in IU3 is 442 sqm - meeting rooms and space for future
developments (about 150 sqm, shared by all IUs) - Spaces dedicated to offices and common
spaces for personnel are estimated taking into account the "Testo Unico sulla sicurezza DLgs
81/2008", with 10 m3 for each worker and a surface of at least 2sqm. - Details about the
space estimated for each IU composing the NP are reported in the attached spreadsheet
named "Operating costs (Personnel).


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


If an adequate share of the budget, which can initially be estimated at around 0,5~1M/y, will
be invested to maintain and update the hardware and system layers of the platform,
NP_Bioinfo will remain state-of-the-art for at least ten years, and eventually more.
Furthermore, the expertise progressively acquired by the personnel will predictably increase
the efficiency and the quality of the delivered services over time.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.
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Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


NP_Bioinfo will serve three main classes of users. The first class consists of researchers
performing omics assays in the other NPs and needing NP_Bioinfo support to analyse,
manage and make FAIR their data. The numerosity of this first class can be estimated in a
few dozen/y. The second class consists of external researchers and other stakeholders
collaborating with NP_Bioinfo (particularly IUs 3 and 4) to host, develop, and implement
national services such as, e.g., data analysis and modeling platforms, data and model
repositories, curated data resources, training events, AI applications, and cloud services. The
numerosity of this second class can be estimated in a few dozen/y. The last class of users
comprises the users of the national services hosted and supported by NP_Bioinfo, as
exemplified above. The numerosity of this third class can be estimated in the hundreds or
thousands, depending on the number and type of supported national services.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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NP_Bioinfo will have a systemic impact on the Italian research environment by facilitating
the diffusion of data-driven and quantitative analysis approaches in most areas of the life
sciences and enabling innovative applications in fields such as medicine, nutrition, and
biotechnologies. Furthermore, the platform would provide a tangible contribution to
spreading the scientific Open Data culture in Italy, supporting it with the technological
means and the expertise that only a center of excellence in the field can deliver. Finally, the
integration of NP_Bioinfo’s services in the wider ELIXIR-IT and ELIXIR ecosystem will carve
out a leading role for the platform in shaping the future of the biological data infrastructure
in the country and beyond. In particular: - The platform represents an essential complement
to any “omics” NP that will be implemented at HT, providing the capacity and expertise to
handle, manage, and integrate data from different sources, technologies, and facilities. -
NP_Bioinfo will provide the first Italian public scientific platform dedicated to omics data and
designed from the ground up with the best technological solutions for the task, with
particular regard to the very specific and tight technical, ethical, and legal requirements
imposed by the processing and management of human genomics and health data. Apart
from clear research-related benefits, this will significantly facilitate the diffusion of
precision/personalised medicine approaches across Italy and enable large scale GWAS
studies and sequencing projects. - NP_Bioinfo will provide a solid and lasting foundation for
developing long-term bioinformatics services like data repositories (e.g., a national EGA
federated Node), curated databases, cloud services for bioinformatics, AI applications, data
analysis platforms (e.g., national Galaxy instance). - NP_Bioinfo will support researchers
throughout the whole data life cycle, from data management plans to sharing datasets in
internationally recognised repositories according to the “as open as possible, as closed as
necessary” paradigm. Furthermore, data FAIRification will be promoted and supported by
using and exchanging structured data and accurate metadata descriptors based on
appropriate semantic models and international standards. - The platform will rapidly grow
into a recognised source of bioinformatics expertise in Italy. As such, NP_Bioinfo would
become an ideal vehicle for disseminating best practices and competencies through a
training programme including activities as “Bring Your Own Data” workshops, courses,
webinars, summer schools, internships, in close collaboration with external researchers and
the ELIXIR-IT training platform. Furthermore, specific support programmes could be tailored
to address the needs of researchers accessing NP_Bioinfo.


NP_Bioinfo is innately transversal to all omics and can also support several other data-heavy
areas (e.g., clinical data, imaging, AI applications). As such, one goal of this NP is to provide
analytical and data stewardship capacity for other NPs. More broadly, the most natural
interaction would be with the ecosystem of ELIXIR and ELIXIR-IT services and activities that
would amplify the platform's benefits and provide opportunities to shape the European RIs
landscape. In addition, synergies with national providers of IT resources for scientific
applications (e.g., GARR, CINECA, INFN, and ENEA) would be greatly facilitated since those
are already active members of ELIXIR-IT. Finally, interactions with other ESFRIs (e.g.,
EuroBioimaging, Infrafrontier, INSTRUCT, BBMRI, ECRIN, EATRIS, ISBE, EBRAINS) are within
reach of NP_Bioinfo. We acknowledge the numerous colleagues from the research
institutions, academia, hospitals listed at https://tinyurl.com/bioinfo-contr


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


41 Anonimo 
51.13


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR BIOINFORMATICS AND BIOLOGICAL DATA (NP_Bioinfo) - IU4 (of
4) “MANAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATION LAYER UNIT”


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche This NP is equally supported by the following 124
stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here https://tinyurl.com/bioinfo-stake)
UNIVERSITIES: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6) Brescia
7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12) "G.
D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16) Foggia
17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle Marche 22) Messina
23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli Federico II
28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi Vanvitelli 33)
Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea" di Reggio
Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro
Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena
48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55) Verona 56)
Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) SISSA - Scuola Internazionale Superiore di Studi
Avanzati di Trieste 59) Campus Bio-Medico 60) Politecnico di Bari 61) Scuola Normale
Superiore 62) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna 63) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 64) Azienda
Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 65) Centro Cardiologico S.P.A.
Fondazione Monzino 66) Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 67) Centro San Giovanni di Dio
Fatebenefratelli 68) CRO - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 69) CROB - Centro di
Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 70) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in
Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 71) Fond. Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 72)
Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 73) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 74) Fond. Istituto
Nazionale dei Tumori 75) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 76) Fond. Istituto
Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 77) Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 78) Fond. Policlinico
Universitario Agostino Gemelli 79) Fond. Santa Lucia 80) Fond. Stella Maris 81) IEO - Istituto
Europeo di Oncologia 82) Ist. Clinici Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 83) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 84) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 85) Ist. Auxologico Italiano 86) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 87)
Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 88) Ist. Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 89) Ist.
di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 90) Ist. Eugenio Medea 91) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 92)
Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia 93) Ist. Mediterraneo per i
Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 94) Ist. Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Anziani 95) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale 96) Ist. Neurologico
Mediterraneo Neuromed 97) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 98) Ist. Ortopedico Galeazzi 99) Ist.
Ortopedico Rizzoli 100) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 101) Ist. Tumori
Giovanni Paolo II 102) Multimedica 103) Oasi di Maria Santissima 104) Osp. Casa Sollievo
della Sofferenza 105) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 106) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 107)
Osp. Policlinico San Martino 108) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 109) Osp. San Raffaele 110)
Policlinico San Donato 111) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 112) San Raffaele Pisana 113) SDN
Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli RESEARCH ENTITIES, FOUNDATIONS,
SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 114) CNR 115) ISS 116) LENS 117) CREA 118) EBRI 119) INGM 120)
IIGM 121) IFOM 122) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 123) ACRI 124) FISV


presidenza@cnr.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


ELIXIR and ELIXIR-IT cover the field at the European and national levels. However, at present,
Italy does not own a bioinformatics NP. While the ongoing CNR.BiOmics project (PON R&I)
will provide an expansion, the national capacity will remain undersized. E.g., Italy lacks a
platform for managing human genomics data, a key enabler of biomedical research and
advanced health-related applications. NP_Bioinfo, integrated into the ELIXIR-IT ecosystem,
represents a critical advancement and an asset for the country for at least three reasons: (i)
Dedicated personnel assisting researchers with domain-specific expertise for all the life cycle
of omics data produced in National Platforms (NPs). (ii) Designed to manage and safeguard
biological data and satisfy any associated legal constraint (i.e., sensitive human and clinical
data). (iii) Enabling and supporting the long-term operativity of national-level bioinformatics
services that no Italian institution can afford to provide sustainably.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


To achieve its mission, the different stakeholders have envisioned that this NP requires 4
Infrastructural Units (IUs): IU1- Hardware Layer Unit (HLU) IU2- System Layer Unit (SLU) IU3-
Bioinformatics Layer Unit (BLU) IU4- Management and Communication Layer Unit (MLU)
This document describes IU4-MLU, while the other 3 units are described in separate forms
submitted by the same stakeholder. The first objective of NP_Bioinfo would be to serve as
the bioinformatics core among the NPs, satisfying the technological requirements for the
analysis of large-scale biological data and the need for expert-curated services. NP_Bioinfo
will deliver the analytical capacity to handle the data gathered from experimental activities
in terms of computing resources, software tools, expertise, and training. NP_Bioinfo will also


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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provide the technological means, the standardised procedures and assist with the expertise
to ensure the availability of those data to the scientific community according to FAIR
principles (Art. 6 par. 4 of the Convention). The second objective of NP_Bioinfo would be to
implement and maintain national services for omics data. Nation-wide and internationally
recognised services for bioinformatics like extensive data analysis platforms (e.g., national
Galaxy instances on the model of usegalaxy.fr, usegalaxy.be, usegalaxy.es, usegalaxy.no),
integrated cloud services as those provided by de.NBI cloud and the nordic countries, or
recognised repositories such as the European Genome-Phenome Archive (EGA) hosted in
Spain or Uniprot in Switzerland, have been nearly impossible to develop in Italy, primarily
because it is impractical for public scientific institutions to ensure their long-term
survivability once the initial project funds run out. NP_Bioinfo will fill this systemic gap by
providing a strategic platform with the resources to host biological data and support
bioinformatics services indefinitely or as long as needed.


IU4) Management and Communication Layer Unit (MLU). In charge of administrative, policy-
level, and communication management. MLU represents the front-end of the NP and the
main entry point for PN_Bioinfo’s users. MLU would be composed of four teams coordinated
by the Scientific Director of PN_Bioinfo. IU4.1) Direction and Administration: PN_Bioinfo
Scientific Director (SD) and administrative personnel. SD is the head of PN_Bioinfo,
responsible for its services, policies and strategic targets in collaboration with the
coordinators of the other IUs. The administrative staff provides the administrative capability
needed to run the platform [5 units: 1 Scientific Director and 4 administrative staff] IU4.2)
Access and resources management: Triage access requests to platform’s services according
to priority policies. Assign resources to services, other PNs, and users in close coordination
with IU 2.4 to maximise efficiency. Collaborates with external Data Access Committees
(DACs) to assess sensitive data access requests. [2 units: 1 senior, 1 junior with management
background] IU4.3) Support and user care: Provide first-level support for PN_Bioinfo’s users,
develop and curate tutorials, user manuals, and manage the platform’s help desk. Take care
of users’ issues engaging the units able to provide support. [3 units: 1 senior, 2 junior with
bioinformatics/technical background] IU4.4) Communication and outreach: Create and
maintain PN_Bioinfo’s visual identity, organise and update the platform’s website content
and promote social and general outreach activities (e.g., press releases), managing the
public image of the platform [2 junior units with scientific communication background].


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The estimated cost amounts to 19,4 M€ over three years. This covers the ICT equipment and
personnel, including a total of 2 M€ for personnel providing stewardship services starting
from year 3. -First year. HLU’s personnel, SD and some administrative staff hired. Purchase of
general computing, network, and storage hardware. The estimated cost amounts to
6,375M€, including 5,2M€ for hardware and the rest for personnel and running costs. No
services provided. -Second year. SLU’s personnel hired. Purchase of HPC and storage
hardware. The estimated cost amounts to 6,175M€, including 4M€ for hardware and the rest
for personnel and running costs. No services provided. -Third year. BLU’s and the rest of
MLU’s personnel hired. The estimated cost amounts to 6,845M, including personnel,
maintenance and running costs. NP_Bioinfo will start providing services during the third year
of implementation, reaching full capability towards the year’s end. For more info, see
https://tinyurl.com/bioinfo-bud


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


The operating cost when fully operational is estimated at 7 M€/year. This includes: -
Personnel, 85 units of personnel with the following IU breakdown: --HLU (IU1):
0,735M€/year --SLU (IU2): 0,780M€/year --BLU (IU3): 3,83M€/year --MLU (IU4):
0,700M€/year --(Those figures include 2 M€ for personnel dedicated to project stewardship.)
-Running cost, maintenance, hardware upgrading, training activities (0.955 M€/year)


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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NP_Bioinfo does not foresee the need for resources to assist external researchers' stay at the
infrastructure since most activities and services of the platform are delivered online. In
addition, any in-person meeting with the platform's personnel that the external researchers
may require can be easily arranged while attending the other NPs. For more info, see
https://tinyurl.com/bioinfo-bud


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


-First year: Careful definition of NP_Bioinfo’s hardware layout and operational specifications,
followed by the acquisition and deployment of the first batch of devices. Acquired systems
put into basic working conditions by HLU. -Second year: Acquisition and deployment of the
second batch of devices. SLU, cooperating with HLU, designs and implements the logical
architecture. Follows a suitable set of stress tests to check the infrastructure’s robustness
and rectify identified weaknesses. Standard operating procedures and disaster mitigation
protocols delivered. -Third year: bioinformatics services put online gradually by BLU
prioritizing those critical for the operativity of other NPs. National services support follows
immediately after in close collaboration with external curators and stakeholders. The
sustained operative phase will be reached towards the end of the year. For further details
see the Gantt chart at https://tinyurl.com/bioinfo-gtt


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


NP_Bioinfo will require approximately 1000 sqm, net of walls and corridors, consisting of, for
IU4: - Offices for personnel in IU4 is 89 sqm - meeting rooms and space for future
developments (about 150 sqm, shared by all IUs) - Spaces dedicated to offices and common
spaces for personnel are estimated taking into account the "Testo Unico sulla sicurezza DLgs
81/2008", with 10 m3 for each worker and a surface of at least 2sqm. Details about the
space estimated for each IU composing the NP are reported in the attached spreadsheet
named "Operating costs (Personnel).


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.
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Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


If an adequate share of the budget, which can initially be estimated at around 0,5~1M/y, will
be invested to maintain and update the hardware and system layers of the platform,
NP_Bioinfo will remain state-of-the-art for at least ten years, and eventually more.
Furthermore, the expertise progressively acquired by the personnel will predictably increase
the efficiency and the quality of the delivered services over time.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands
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NP_Bioinfo will serve three main classes of users. The first class consists of researchers
performing omics assays in the other NPs and needing NP_Bioinfo support to analyse,
manage and make FAIR their data. The numerosity of this first class can be estimated in a
few dozen/y. The second class consists of external researchers and other stakeholders
collaborating with NP_Bioinfo (particularly IUs 3 and 4) to host, develop, and implement
national services such as, e.g., data analysis and modeling platforms, data and model
repositories, curated data resources, training events, AI applications, and cloud services. The
numerosity of this second class can be estimated in a few dozen/y. The last class of users
comprises the users of the national services hosted and supported by NP_Bioinfo, as
exemplified above. The numerosity of this third class can be estimated in the hundreds or
thousands, depending on the number and type of supported national services.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


NP_Bioinfo will have a systemic impact on the Italian research environment by facilitating
the diffusion of data-driven and quantitative analysis approaches in most areas of the life
sciences and enabling innovative applications in fields such as medicine, nutrition, and
biotechnologies. Furthermore, the platform would provide a tangible contribution to
spreading the scientific Open Data culture in Italy, supporting it with the technological
means and the expertise that only a center of excellence in the field can deliver. Finally, the
integration of NP_Bioinfo’s services in the wider ELIXIR-IT and ELIXIR ecosystem will carve
out a leading role for the platform in shaping the future of the biological data infrastructure
in the country and beyond. In particular: - The platform represents an essential complement
to any “omics” NP that will be implemented at HT, providing the capacity and expertise to
handle, manage, and integrate data from different sources, technologies, and facilities. -
NP_Bioinfo will provide the first Italian public scientific platform dedicated to omics data and
designed from the ground up with the best technological solutions for the task, with
particular regard to the very specific and tight technical, ethical, and legal requirements
imposed by the processing and management of human genomics and health data. Apart
from clear research-related benefits, this will significantly facilitate the diffusion of
precision/personalised medicine approaches across Italy and enable large scale GWAS
studies and sequencing projects. - NP_Bioinfo will provide a solid and lasting foundation for
developing long-term bioinformatics services like data repositories (e.g., a national EGA
federated Node), curated databases, cloud services for bioinformatics, AI applications, data
analysis platforms (e.g., national Galaxy instance). - NP_Bioinfo will support researchers
throughout the whole data life cycle, from data management plans to sharing datasets in
internationally recognised repositories according to the “as open as possible, as closed as
necessary” paradigm. Furthermore, data FAIRification will be promoted and supported by
using and exchanging structured data and accurate metadata descriptors based on
appropriate semantic models and international standards. - The platform will rapidly grow


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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into a recognised source of bioinformatics expertise in Italy. As such, NP_Bioinfo would
become an ideal vehicle for disseminating best practices and competencies through a
training programme including activities as “Bring Your Own Data” workshops, courses,
webinars, summer schools, internships, in close collaboration with external researchers and
the ELIXIR-IT training platform. Furthermore, specific support programmes could be tailored
to address the needs of researchers accessing NP_Bioinfo.


NP_Bioinfo is innately transversal to all omics and can also support several other data-heavy
areas (e.g., clinical data, imaging, AI applications). As such, one goal of this NP is to provide
analytical and data stewardship capacity for other NPs. More broadly, the most natural
interaction would be with the ecosystem of ELIXIR and ELIXIR-IT services and activities that
would amplify the platform's benefits and provide opportunities to shape the European RIs
landscape. In addition, synergies with national providers of IT resources for scientific
applications (e.g., GARR, CINECA, INFN, and ENEA) would be greatly facilitated since those
are already active members of ELIXIR-IT. Finally, interactions with other ESFRIs (e.g.,
EuroBioimaging, Infrafrontier, INSTRUCT, BBMRI, ECRIN, EATRIS, ISBE, EBRAINS) are within
reach of NP_Bioinfo. We acknowledge the numerous colleagues from the research
institutions, academia, hospitals listed at https://tinyurl.com/bioinfo-contr


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


43 Anonimo 
49.27


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR HUMAN IMAGING (PHI)


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


Università degli Studi di Torino This NP is equally supported by the following 126
stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here https://tinyurl.com/PHI-
Stakeholders). UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5)
Bolzano 6) Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di
Catanzaro 12) "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15)
Firenze 16) Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle
Marche 22) Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise
27) Napoli Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli
Luigi Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37)
"Mediterranea" di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40)
Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45)
Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine
54) Urbino 55) Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico 59)
Scuola Normale Superiore 60) SISSA 61) Politecnico di Bari 62) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna
63) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 64) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico
Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 65) Centro Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 66) Centro
Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 67) Centro San Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 68) CRO - Centro di
Riferimento Oncologico 69) CROB - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 70)
Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 71) Fond. Ca'Granda -
Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 72) Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 73) Fond.
Don Carlo Gnocchi 74) Fond. G.B. Bietti per lo studio e la ricerca in oftalmologia 75) Fond.
Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 76) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 77) Fond. Istituto
Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 78) Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 79) Fond. Policlinico
Universitario Agostino Gemelli 80) Fond. Santa Lucia 81) Fond. Stella Maris 82) IEO - Istituto
Europeo di Oncologia 83) Ist. Clinici Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 84) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 85) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 86) Ist. Auxologico Italiano 87) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 88)
Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 89) Ist. Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 90) Ist.
di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 91) Ist. Eugenio Medea 92) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 93)
Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia 94) Ist. Mediterraneo per i
Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 95) Ist. Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per
Anziani 96) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale 97) Ist. Neurologico


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Mediterraneo Neuromed 98) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 99) Ist. Ortopedico Galeazzi 100) Ist.
Ortopedico Rizzoli 101) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 102) Ist. Scientifico
Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori 103) Ist. Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 104)
Multimedica 105) Oasi di Maria Santissima 106) Osp. Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza 107)
Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 108) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 109) Osp. Policlinico San
Martino 110) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 111) Osp. San Raffaele 112) Policlinico San
Donato 113) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 114) San Raffaele Pisana 115) SDN Istituto di Ricerca
Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli RESEARCH ENTITIES, FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC
SOCIETIES: 116) CNR 117) ISS 118) CREA 119) LENS 120) EBRI 121) INGM 122) IIGM 123)
IFOM 124) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 125) ACRI 126) FISV


rettore@unito.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


This NP is unique in the Italian and European context. Some technologies proposed here are
individually present in other Research Infrastructures (RIs), pending access fees. However, no
existing RI offers a comprehensive, integrated, and on-site platform equipped with
multimodal and multiscale technologies for imaging the human brain and other living
organs. For example, there is no center in Italy able to perform studies with Hyperpolarized
(HP) Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and with integrated high and ultra-high field MRI
scanners (IU1), or with 2 different but synergic MEG/EEG systems (IU2). Moreover, the NP
focuses on ‘how’ experiments are done and analyzed (IU4), contributing to the
standardization of large imaging datasets, thereby linking imaging with omics data. As other
successful initiatives have demonstrated, a substantial benefit is achieved through
investment in an NP acting as a hub to harmonize local facilities with gold standards in data
collection and analysis.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


To achieve its mission, the different stakeholders have conceptualized NP-PHI as consisting
of 4 necessary Infrastructural Units (IU): IU1-Magnetic Resonance Imaging IU2-
Electrophysiological Imaging IU3-Optical Imaging IU4-Design, Computational Modeling &
Methods. Here we describe the overall mission of the NP-PHI, while the vision of each IU is
detailed in separate forms. The NP-PHI offers an unprecedented opportunity for the non-
invasive investigation of the brain and, potentially, other body organs. NP-PHI will
characterize in vivo and ex vivo the functional, morphological, connectional, and metabolic
properties of the human brain and its relationship with behavior and cognitive functions in


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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health and pathology. In the next decades, human brain imaging will play an essential role in
understanding the mechanisms of neuropsychiatric and neurodegenerative conditions that
represent >80% of brain diseases and 1/4 of all human diseases. NP-PHI will be integrated
with the other imaging platforms, scaling up to the human level new knowledge coming
from genetic, molecular, or single cell analysis. The NP will be equipped with flexible devices
that capture the complex organization of the brain across multiple scales, from the
microscopic level probing cellular heterogeneity and plasticity to the mesoscopic and
macroscopic scale for quantifying the distinctions in tissue activity and connectivity. Besides
data collection, brain imaging requires sophisticated signal processing and analysis through
Artificial Intelligence, multivariate approaches, and machine learning methods, developed
also in collaboration with the NP for Bioinformatics. NP-PHI is conceived as the center of a
hub-and-spoke system linked with national labs involved in human imaging. PHI will provide
outreach activities (training courses, short visits) and support through a customized service
national researchers in the execution of their experiments and research needs.


There is an increasing need to characterize and integrate at multiple spatial and temporal
scales the intermediate phenotypes that arise as emerging properties of complex systems,
like the human brain, and cannot be reduced to elemental components (e.g., genes or single
cells). This challenge can be addressed only in the context of a NP with combined
multimodal and multiscale technologies that operate synergistically with other NPs for cell
and animal imaging, genomics, and bioinformatics. Likewise, there is a lack of
standardization in the imaging field, severely limiting the aggregation of large datasets that
are necessary for population-level analyses. HP-PHI will develop state-of-the-art signal
processing and analysis for all the imaging modalities present in the platform. IU1
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (submitted by IRCCS Besta) MRI is a non-invasive tool for
investigating human and non-human organisms, thanks to its capability to provide
unmatched morphological, metabolic, and functional information in vivo. IU1 will be
equipped with: - 7T MRI. Ultra-high field scanners enable microscopic anatomical detail (up
to 100 microns) and enhanced sensitivity to changes in tissue composition that are critical
biomarkers of pathophysiological processes. Also, 7T MRI samples neural activity at the level
of different cortical layers, therefore enabling the characterization of functional
microcircuitry. - 3T MRI. High field scanners are more common in local facilities, but there is
no 3T Connectome 2.0 scanner in Italy to image specifically the wiring diagram connections
in the brain. Moreover, the combined presence of the two scanners in the same IU will
enable the translation of advances made at 7T back to 3T clinical imaging. - Hyperpolarized
MRI is a novel technology that enables dynamic metabolic imaging of HP compounds, an
indicator of energy consumption that is crucial for the development of new drugs targeting
specific metabolic pathways. This technique represents a new frontier for metabolic imaging.
IU2 ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL IMAGING (submitted by UniCH) Magnetoencephalography
(MEG) and High-Density Electroencephalography (HD-EEG) are non-invasive techniques for
the study of signals directly generated by large-scale electrophysiological activity of the
healthy and dysfunctional brain. MEG offers unsurpassed temporal resolution (<1 msec) and
provides rich information on functional states over temporal scales and frequency bands,


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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which are not available with other non-invasive techniques, such as fMRI. These devices
open new frontiers for the investigation of brain dynamics across the lifespan, also enabling
subjects to freely move during recordings. IU2 will be equipped with: - 1 MEG system with
more than 250 channels based on SQUIDs (Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices)
with a double-sized helmet to allow MEG in children and adults. - 1 MEG based on OPMs.
This system opens to the use of MEG to larger categories of patients (e.g., patients suffering
from movement disorders, severe dementia) and to ecological studies on healthy subjects
able to freely move and interact. - Two HD-EEG systems. The systems will feature up to 256
channels with EEG caps with different size and usage compatibility with MRI and Transcranial
Magnetic Stimulation (TMS). IU3 OPTICAL IMAGING (submitted by LENS) In vivo techniques
do not offer access to cytoarchitectonic information. Modern microscopy allows large area
volumetric morphological imaging, such as whole-brain stereology, Polarized Light Imaging
(3D-PLI), Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT), and Light Sheet Microscopy (LSM). Such
techniques can characterize the microscale properties of the brain throughout the whole
organ. IU3 will link the molecular and cellular properties of brain regions obtained with
optical approaches to their physiological properties and position within the large-scale
structural-functional reconstruction obtained with in vivo methods.


IU3 will be equipped with: -3D-PLI detects the birefringence of myelin sheaths surrounding
axons and allows the reconstruction of the 3D organization of the whole brain fiber’s
architecture in thin slices without using exogenous labeling. The label-free characteristic
makes it possible to first characterize the brain connectome with a mesoscopic resolution (
≈ 1x1x60 µm3). - OCT is sensitive to differences in the index of refraction of scattering in
tissue. Imaging in the block face, before sectioning, preserves the spatial information across
slices. The resolution achieved is ≈ 5 µm3 and, since OCT is performed prior to any cutting,
it is easily registered to the brain MRI, as no deformations are introduced. - LSM. After OCT
imaging, the sample can be cut and analyzed with LSM to obtain the specific cell
information. LSM provides intrinsic optical sectioning and direct fast image recording,
allowing deeply characterization of the cytoarchitecture of the brain. IU4 DESIGN,
COMPUTATIONAL MODELING & METHODS (submitted by UniPD) Outstanding human brain
imaging requires solid behavioral design to dissect specific psychological processes.
Moreover, brain imaging needs sophisticated signal processing and analysis through
multivariate and machine learning methods, and different signals must be modeled
within/across methodologies and at different spatial and temporal scales to yield a complete
description of brain activity. IU4 provides experimental design, signal processing/analysis,
computational, and outreach activities for the NP-PHI. IU4 is horizontal and transversal to
the instrumentation IUs, and it is organized around the following activities: - Manage the
interface between HP-PHI and scientists both within/outside HT, thus working to become
the hub of a hub-and-spoke system for human imaging. - Provide consultation on
experimental design, stimulation systems, and, in collaboration with the instrumentation IUs,
on acquisition parameters. For clinical trials it will consult on design, power, and sample
selection following best practices. - Develop and carry out state-of-the-art signal processing
and analysis for all imaging modalities within the platform. Pipelines of analysis will be
exported to other national centers for their own analysis. - Integrate and model brain signals
at multiple spatial and temporal scales with other datasets including genomics. IU4 will be


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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equipped with server plus storage for the whole Platform (6 GPU, 32 2.10GHz CPU, 1 PT
storage, 6-12TB RAM), licenses, and computers. REQUIRED HUMAN RESOURCES When fully
operational, HP-PHI will require: 1 Platform director, 4-unit coordinators, 7 senior scientists,
11 junior scientists, 4 senior technologists, 6 junior technologists, 2 data managers, 2 system
managers, 2 logistics/outreach managers, 1 secretary, and 1 nurse. Details about the
competences required for each post are described in the forms dedicated to each IU.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The total cost for implementing NP-PHI is 19,5 M€. This covers all the required high-end
equipment and a development strategy. Planned updates will offer a future-proofed toolkit
for multi-modal imaging at multiple spatial scales. The budget described here refers to IU1-
2-4, whereas the equipment for IU3, shared with NP for Animal Imaging, is budgeted in the
Animal Imaging platform. Implementation costs for single IUs are as follows: - IU1
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING = 14,4 M€ - IU2 ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL IMAGING =
4,2 M€ - IU 3 OPTICAL IMAGING = 3 M€ (not budgeted here) - IU 4 DESIGN,
COMPUTATIONAL MODELING & METHODS = 900 K€ This covers a full set of human
imaging instruments and a development strategy. Planned updates will offer a future-
proofed toolkit for multi-modal imaging at multiple spatial scales. Costs for maintenance
and upgrading of existing technologies are described in point 13. For more information
about estimated costs and equipment, see https://tinyurl.com/PHI-Budget-all


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year
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The total operating yearly cost of the NP-PHI, when fully operational, is 5 M€/year. This
includes: - Personnel: 39 units, 3,01 M€ - Materials: 440 k€ - Maintenance: 600 k€ -
Updating/upgrading: 300 k€ - Access grant: 650 k€ Costs for access grants are estimated
expecting 30/60 new studies/year (range 10-100 subjects per study), with an approximate
cost of 20-30.000 €/experiments. Essentially, the foreseen operating costs are
comprehensive of all the production factors necessary to guarantee the execution of the
experiments, including tailored technological developments and adaptation to individual
research needs. Access costs for external researchers consist only of expenses for travel and
logistics. For more information about estimated costs and equipment, see
https://tinyurl.com/PHI-Budget-all


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


The estimate of the timeframe for the implementation of NP-PHI is closely related to the
commissioning, purchase and delivery, installation, and optimization phases of equipment
described and hiring of personnel. The first step consists of the planning of the installation
project at HT, followed by the tender for the key equipment. Then, building activities that
will accommodate both equipment and dedicated laboratories will proceed. The equipment
will be installed followed by related testing and tuning of the optimized sequences. In
parallel, the identified key personnel will be recruited to support all technical work necessary
for the IU. For further details see Gantt https://tinyurl.com/PHI-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.
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We describe here the space requirements, in square meters (sqm), for the entire NP-PHI,
composed of 4 IUs. The platform will require approximately 1350 sqm, net of walls and
corridors, divided as follows: -IU1 (520 sqm) -IU2 (270 sqm) -IU3 (290 sqm, computed in the
NP for Animal Imaging and shared) -IU4 (150 sqm) - Common areas (260 sqm) - 2 open
bays for future developments (75 sqm each) Spaces dedicated to specific equipment are
calculated on operational standards applied in other international centers hosting similar
equipment. Offices and common spaces for personnel, including hosted researchers and
participants, are estimated taking into account the"Testo Unico sulla sicurezza DLgs
81/2008", with 10 m3 for each worker and a surface of at least 2 sqm.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


The NP-PHI will be equipped with state-of-the-art human imaging technologies. The
hardware obsolesces relatively slowly, and most of the technologies proposed are in their
infancy or were developed only in the last decade. Therefore, we believe that the different
tools can be used for 10 years or more, pending standard upgrades. Software obsolesces
faster and upgrades should be considered more frequently. The obsolescence of the
computing cloud and storage systems is rapid but can be replaced at ever lower costs in
time. Also cloud computing will be a near future solution for fighting obsolescence. Several
proponents of this NP have decades of direct experience in the direction and management
of core facilities in vivo and ex vivo human imaging worldwide. The principled estimate of
more than 10 years obsolesce is based on this substantial expertise.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training
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Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


The NP is designed to become an attractor hub for researchers who make use of multimodal
imaging to address their basic and clinical scientific questions. HP-PHI offers all-in-one
imaging technologies that are unique in the Country. The appeal of the proposal is reflected
in the impressive number of scientists who have actively contributed to prepare the present
project (listed at Point 23). This testifies that the time is ripe for the platform and that a large
part of the scientific community needs it. In this sense, the estimate provided might appear
low. However, we have also considered the average sample size of imaging experiments,
their typical length, and practical factors, like the available scanning hours, an estimated
duration and computational time (50-100 hours each experiment, sample size 10-100
subjects). This leads to an estimated capacity to run 30-60 new studies per year, excluding
training and outreach, each bringing a group of 3 to 5 researchers to the IU site.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


The NP for Human Imaging includes an ensemble of instruments, techniques and methods
based on magnetic resonance, radioactive, electro-magnetic, or optical signals. Signals are
recorded from the whole living brain or body at multiple spatial and temporal resolution.
The ability to record from the entire brain, as well as other body organs in MRI, is essential
to understand the emerging properties of complex systems that characterize the brain,
body, and their interaction, both in health and disease. The instruments to carry out such
measures are among the most expensive in life sciences and are barely affordable by local
institutions and research centers. Some laboratories focus on magnetic resonance, while
others study molecular and electrical signals, but there is no platform in Italy (and only a
handful worldwide) where the type of hardware, software and expertise proposed here is
concentrated. Moreover, the data and signals generated are among the most complex to


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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analyze given their multi-dimensionality and correlation. Undoubtedly, the national
community will benefit enormously by being able to perform experiments in the same
location with the most up-to-date neuroimaging instruments, and to compare information
across modalities. The NP will act as a national hub, promoting collaboration and cross-
fertilization between research groups by providing space and facilities to bring them
together for imaging studies. NP-PHI will also harmonize acquisition protocols and analysis
pipelines for laboratories across the country. A world-class facility will attract national and
international, including European, research funding. This will include project and program
level funding that is expected to be held by principal investigators across Italy. It will
therefore boost research capacity throughout the country via distributed components of
projects to be carried out at the HT. The NP will also attract incoming researchers from
abroad, not only helping to address the Italian ‘brain drain’ by repatriating Italian
researchers, but also encouraging non-Italian researchers into the territory. The Platform will,
therefore, catalyze the internationalization of the Italian research system, further adding to
its diversity and competitiveness. Lastly, National industrial competitiveness and capacity will
also be enhanced by the investment in the Platform. Collaboration between local and
national industries is likely to produce high technology spin-offs in neuroscience, diagnostic
medicine, and image-related software. Several world-renowned experts in human imaging
are present in Italy. The functioning of this NP would benefit from the interaction with these
experts, who would guarantee a jump-start of all operations, making platform set-up
feasible within the first 2 years, as well as starting technology-development activities in the
following year.


The HP-PHI will interact with several (inter)national infrastructures and consortia (Rete IRCCS
di Neuroimaging Avanzato, EBRAINS). In the future, neuroimaging will develop along two
lines: (1) In-depth mapping of a small number of selected subjects (2) Population studies to
map the complexity of information in health and disease across many levels (e.g., genomics,
brain), as in the UK biobank, tracking >500K individuals. For in-depth studies, this NP will
link with EBRAINS, dedicated to acquisition, storage, and analysis of large datasets. For
population studies, this NP will establish networks of excellence, for instance, with centers
hosting other 7T MRI systems (Pisa, Padova). Finally, the integration with the neighboring
health facilities of IRCCS Galeazzi, located close to HT, will enable compliance with Italian
regulations for MRI in humans. We acknowledge the numerous colleagues from the research
institutions, academia, hospitals listed here: https://tinyurl.com/PHI-Contributors


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


44 Anonimo 
50.20


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR HUMAN IMAGING (PHI) - IU1 (of 4) “MAGNETIC RESONANCE
IMAGING”


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


Fondazione IRCCS Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta This NP is equally supported by the
following 126 stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here
https://tinyurl.com/PHI-Stakeholders). UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4)
Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6) Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11)
«Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12) "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi
Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16) Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata
21) Politecnica delle Marche 22) Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e
Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli
Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale
Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea" di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2
“Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S.
Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52)
Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55) Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus
Bio-Medico 59) Scuola Normale Superiore 60) SISSA 61) Politecnico di Bari 62) Scuola
Superiore Sant’Anna 63) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 64) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria
Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 65) Centro Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 66)
Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 67) Centro San Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 68) CRO -
Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 69) CROB - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della
Basilicata 70) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 71) Fond.
Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 72) Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia,
Candiolo 73) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 74) Fond. G.B. Bietti per lo studio e la ricerca in
oftalmologia 75) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 76) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo
Besta 77) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 78) Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 79)
Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 80) Fond. Santa Lucia 81) Fond. Stella Maris
82) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 83) Ist. Clinici Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 84) Ist.
Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 85) Ist.
Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 86) Ist. Auxologico Italiano 87) Ist. Clinico
Humanitas 88) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 89) Ist. Dermopatico
dell'Immacolata (IDI) 90) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 91) Ist. Eugenio Medea
92) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 93) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia
94) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 95) Ist.


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 96) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni
Pascale 97) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 98) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 99) Ist.
Ortopedico Galeazzi 100) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 101) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro
Spallanzani 102) Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori 103) Ist.
Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 104) Multimedica 105) Oasi di Maria Santissima 106) Osp. Casa
Sollievo della Sofferenza 107) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 108) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino
Gesù 109) Osp. Policlinico San Martino 110) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 111) Osp. San
Raffaele 112) Policlinico San Donato 113) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 114) San Raffaele Pisana
115) SDN Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli RESEARCH ENTITIES,
FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 116) CNR 117) ISS 118) CREA 119) LENS 120) EBRI
121) INGM 122) IIGM 123) IFOM 124) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 125) ACRI 126) FISV


direzione.scientifica@istituto-besta.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Structural and cellular biology


Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 


CeTrA(Venezia Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis


5.
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− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


This NP is unique in the Italian and European context. Some technologies proposed here are
individually present in other National or European research infrastructures. However, no
existing infrastructure offers a comprehensive, integrated, and on-site platform equipped
with multimodal and multiscale technologies for imaging the human brain and other living
organs. Italy has no center able to perform studies with Hyperpolarized Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI). There is only one human 7T MRI scanner in Pisa at the IMAGO7 Center
(IRCCS Stella Maris), and a second one will be delivered in Padova in 2024. There are several
3T MRI scanners across the territory, but no 3T MRI equipped with the cutting-edge
gradient technology is available today. As other successful initiatives have demonstrated, a
substantial research benefit is achieved through investment in a NP also acting as a hub able
to coordinate and harmonize local facilities with gold-standards in data collection and
analysis.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


To achieve its mission, the different stakeholders have conceptualized NP-PHI as consisting
of 4 necessary Infrastructural Units (IU): IU1-Magnetic Resonance Imaging IU2-
Electrophysiological Imaging IU3-Optical Imaging IU4-Design, Computational Modeling &
Methods. Here we describe the mission of IU1, while the vision of the other IUs is detailed in
separate forms. The IU1 offers an unprecedented opportunity for the non-invasive
investigation of the brain with high, ultra-high field and hyperpolarized MRI. In synergy with


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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other MRI-compatible technologies, the IU1 will characterize the functional, morphological,
connectivity, and metabolic properties of the human brain and its relationship with behavior
and cognitive functions in health and pathology. Ultra-high field (7T MRI) and next-
generation high-field scanners (3T 2.0) are flexible devices that capture in vivo the complex
organization of the brain across multiple scales, from the microscopic level probing cellular
heterogeneity and plasticity to the mesoscopic and macroscopic scale for quantifying the
distinctions in tissue activity and connectivity. In addition to neuroscientists, the IU will
engage physicists and engineers to foster hardware and software developments, thus
liaising with the NP for animal imaging: dedicated MRI coils, also for large animal models
(e.g., non-human primates), optimized scanning sequences for specific research and clinical
needs, and combination with Artificial Intelligence approaches in collaboration with NP for
Bioinformatics. Although the proposal is primarily neuroscience-focused, 7T and 3T MRI are
whole-body scanners that can image all organs. Hence, the IU1 is pivotal for a broad range
of basic and clinical studies that will be proposed bottom-up by Italian researchers. Thanks
to this NP, our scientists will have the integrated imaging technology to sustain their
research needs, interact more actively, ask novel scientific questions, and seek new answers.


BACKGROUND MRI is a non-invasive tool universally applied for investigating human and
non-human organisms, thanks to its capability to provide unmatched morphological,
metabolic, and functional information in vivo and relate it to behavior and cognitive
functions. MRI has gained widespread use for examining the whole body, an endeavour that
this IU will take to new levels. However, MRI is particularly suited for visualizing brain
structure and function in neurophysiological studies, fundamental neuroscience, and
neurological and psychiatric conditions. There is an increasing need to characterize and
integrate at multiple spatial and temporal scales the intermediate phenotypes that arise as
emerging properties of complex systems, like the human brain, and cannot be reduced to
elemental components (e.g., genes or single cells). This challenge can be addressed only in
the context of a NP, and its integrated technologies, that operates synergistically with other
NPs for cell and animal imaging, genomics, and bioinformatics. MAIN TECHNOLOGICAL
RESOURCES & SERVICES PROVIDED - 7T MRI. Ultra-high field scanners enable microscopic
anatomical detail (up to 100 microns) and enhanced sensitivity to changes in tissue
composition that are critical biomarkers of pathophysiological processes. Also, 7T MRI
samples neural activity at the level of different cortical layers, thus enabling the
characterization of functional microcircuitry. - 3T MRI. High field scanners are more common
in local research facilities, but there is no 3T Connectome 2.0 scanner in Italy. This novel
scanner has been developed with the strongest gradients and field uniformity to image
specifically the wiring diagram connections in the brain. Moreover, the combined presence
of the two scanners in the same IU, a unique facility in the national context, will enable the
translation of advances made at 7T back to 3T clinical imaging, setting up new standards
that can be adapted and transferred to more common 3T scanners. - Hyperpolarized (HP)
MRI is a novel technology that enables dynamic metabolic imaging of hyperpolarized
compounds, an indicator of energy consumption that is crucial for the development of new
drugs targeting specific metabolic pathways. This technique is not yet present in Italy and


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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represents a new frontier for metabolic imaging. - Both scanners will be fully equipped and
integrated with MRI-compatible systems for multimodal stimulation, including VR, collection
of behavioral responses, online recording of EEG and physiological measures, integrated
tools for the design and manufacturing needed for customized experiments. APPLICATIONS
The IU1 will serve a broad range of basic and clinical research purposes including: - Design
new MRI coils for in vivo and ex vivo imaging of the brain and other organs in humans and
non-human animals. - Develop new pulse sequences that go beyond the state-of-the-art,
integrating the strongest diffusion-encoding and highest spatial resolution. - Continuously
calibrate the measurements through systematic validation of inter and intra-scanner
variability in synergy with nationwide brain imaging centers equipped with 3T scanners. -
Integration with MRI-compatible and high-density electroencephalogram (EEG) to relate
metabolic measures with bioelectrical activity in neurons and cortical oscillations sensitive to
local excitation/inhibition and inter-regional connectivity. - Develop in-vivo biochemistry
with HP MRI that allows the non-invasive measurement of tissue metabolite and
neurotransmitter concentrations. - Characterize functional changes underlying brain
stimulation applicable with TMS and tDCS. - Promote data and knowledge sharing as
inspired by UK biobank. - Advance researcher training and the development of a multi-
center hub-and-spoke system. - Work in partnership with industry performing clinical trials
at the early stages and bring new drugs to market faster.


SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL IMPACT - To act as a national hub for neuroscientists and
biologists, MRI physics, engineering expertise and radiologists, disseminating such expertise
to neuroimaging centers throughout Italy. - To integrate MRI with complementary imaging
techniques, thereby maximizing biological information and interpretability. - To increase
quality, sensitivity, and specificity of imaging signal beyond the state-of-the-art. ECONOMIC
IMPACT AND VALUE FOR MONEY - To attract international funding offering a unique and
integrated imaging platform that makes feasible on-site multimodal studies. - To produce
high technology spin-offs in neuroscience, patents, diagnostic medicine, and image-related
software, in collaboration with local and national industries. REQUIRED INSTRUMENTS - 7T
MRI system - 3T MRI system - Hyperpolarization system Additional MRI compatible
instruments for specific purposes of fMRI experiments - 2 multimodal stimulation systems
with VR - Instruments for the radiofrequency laboratory (Network analyzer, Spectrum
Analyzer, Soldering equipment and bench materials) - New radio-frequency coils for head
and body regions - Two High density EEG - Near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) - Two dual
coil transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) systems and direct current stimulation (tDCS)
REQUIRED HUMAN RESOURCES - Coordinator of IU1 - Senior Scientists: 2 MR
Physicists/Engineers for hardware and software development; 1 FTE radiologist - Junior
Scientists: 3 MR Physicists/Engineers; 1 chemist; 1 FTE radiologist - Senior Technologists: 2
radiographers/technologists - Junior Technologists: 1 technologist for radiofrequency lab
and 1 technologist - Administrative/support Team: 1 computer scientist; 1 support figure for
the management of MRI access - Other: 1 nurses SWOT ANALYSIS STRENGTH: Access to a
stand-alone IU with most advanced and integrated MRI technologies for the study of the
brain and other organs’ structure, ultrastructure, metabolism, and functions. The integration
of the two MRI scanners has an exceptional translational potential for the development of
gold-standards in 3T scanners nationwide. WEAKNESS: no Technology Readiness Level


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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differences with the technologies used in clinical settings except for the amount of
cryogenic and power consumption; specific risk analysis should be in place for
electromagnetic interaction. OPPORTUNITY: This multidisciplinary infrastructure will likely
advance knowledge and ground-breaking research applications. Moreover, it will produce
high technology diagnostic medicine and image-related software, spin-offs, and patents in
collaboration with local and national industries. THREAT: regulatory requirements may affect
the research activities. Integration with technologies planned for the NP for animal imaging
and NP for bioinformatics requires an additional effort. The management and coordination
of the activities of the NP will be provided by the HT organization within the NP budget.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The total cost for implementing this NP is 19,5 M€. This covers all the required high-end
equipment of IU1-2-4, whereas the equipment for IU3, shared with NP for Animal Imaging,
is budgeted in the Animal Imaging platform. The cost for implementing IU1 is 14,4 M€. This
covers a full set of MRI instruments and a development strategy. Planned updates will offer
a future-proofed toolkit for multi-modal imaging at multiple spatial scales. State-of-the-art
7T and 3T MRI will be purchased and made operative, with an estimated cost of
approximately 10 M€ for 7T scanner, 2,8 M€ for 3T system, plus stimulation system. The
hyperpolarization system is shared with Animal Imaging platform and budgeted here for 1,5
M€, representing 60% of its total cost (i.e., 2,5 M€). Costs for maintenance and acquisition of
related technologies as well as the upgrade of existing ones are described in point 13. For
more information about estimated costs and equipment, see https://tinyurl.com/PHI-
Budget-all


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year
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The total operating yearly cost of the NP-PHI, when fully operational, is 5 M€/year, including
personnel, materials, maintenance, updating/upgrading, and access grant. The total
operating yearly costs of IU1, when fully operational, is 2,24 M€, divided as follows: -
Personnel: 16 units; 1,2 M€. - Materials: 100 k€. - Maintenance: 0,5 M€ -
Updating/upgrading: 120 k€ - Access grant: 320 k€ The costs for access grants are estimated
expecting 20/40 new studies/year (range 10-100 subjects per study), with an approximate
cost of 20-30.000 €/experiments. Essentially, the foreseen operating costs are
comprehensive of all the production factors necessary to guarantee the execution of the
experiments, including tailored technological developments and adaptation to individual
research needs. Access costs for external researchers consist only of expenses for travel and
logistics. For more information about estimated costs and equipment, see
https://tinyurl.com/PHI-Budget-all


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


The estimate of the timeframe for the implementation of the proposed IU is closely related
to the commissioning, purchase and delivery, installation, and optimization phases of the 7T,
3T MRI scanners and HP equipment. The first step consists of the planning of the installation
project at HT, followed by the tender for the key equipment (a single supplier for both MRI
systems). Then, building activities that will accommodate both equipment and dedicated
laboratories will proceed. The scanners will be installed followed by related testing and
tuning of the optimized sequences. In parallel, the identified key personnel will be recruited
to support all technical work necessary for the IU. For further details see Gantt
https://tinyurl.com/PHI-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.
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The space requirements, in square meters (sqm), for the entire NP-PHI, composed by 4 IUs is
approximately 1350 sqm, net of walls and corridors, divided as follows: -IU1 (520 sqm) -IU2
(270 sqm) -IU3 (290 sqm, computed in the NP for Animal Imaging and shared) -IU4 (150
sqm) - Common areas (260 sqm) - 2 open bays for future developments (75 sqm each) IU1
includes (sqm): - 7T MRI room (70) - 3T MRI room (45) - Hyperpolarized technology (30) -
Technical room 1,2 (40) - Console room 1,2 (60) - Common emergency room (20) - Common
area for anesthesia (15) - Medical office for interview (15) - Space for researchers (55) -
Reporting room and other offices (50) - Hardware laboratory (50) - Other rooms (warehouse,
bathroom, etc.) (70) Common areas include (sqm): - Reception and waiting area (60) -
Behavioral and clinical testing rooms (45) - Meeting Rooms (70) - Relax area (25) - Other
rooms (bathrooms, warehouse, etc.) (60)


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


The IU1 will be equipped with state-of-the-art technologies in MRI. The hardware
obsolesces relatively slowly, whereas software obsolesces faster and upgrades should be
considered more frequently. Proponents of this IU have decades of direct experience in the
direction and management of core facilities for 7T and 3T scanners worldwide. The
principled estimate of more than 10 years obsolesce is based on this substantial expertise.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument
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access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


The NP is designed to become an attractor hub for researchers who make use of multimodal
imaging methods to address their basic and clinical scientific questions. IU 1 offers all-in-
one MRI imaging technologies that are unique in the Country. The appeal of the proposal is
reflected in the impressive number of scientists who have actively contributed to the
preparation of the present project (listed in Point 23). This testifies that the time is ripe for
the platform and that a large part of the scientific community needs it. In this sense, the
estimate provided might appear low. However, we have also considered the average sample
size of MRI experiments, their typical length, and practical factors, like the available scanning
hours (typically 60 hours per week), an estimated duration (50-100 hours each experiment,
sample size 10-100 subjects). This leads to an estimated capacity to run 20-40 new studies
per year, each bringing a group of 3 to 5 researchers to the IU site.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


The NP for Human Imaging includes an ensemble of instruments, techniques and methods
based on magnetic resonance, radioactive, electro-magnetic, or optical signals. Signals are
recorded from the whole living brain or body at multiple spatial and temporal resolutions.
The ability to record from the entire brain, as well as from other body organs in MRI is
essential to understand the emerging properties of complex systems that characterize the
brain, body, and their interaction, both in health and disease. The instruments to carry out
such measures are among the most expensive in life sciences and are barely affordable by
local institutions and research centers. Moreover, the data and signals generated are among


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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the most complex to analyze given their multi-dimensionality and correlation. Some
laboratories focus on magnetic resonance, while others study molecular and electrical
signals, but there is no platform in Italy (and only a handful worldwide) where the type of
hardware, software and expertise proposed here are concentrated. Undoubtedly, the
national community will benefit enormously by being able to perform experiments in the
same location with the most up-to-date neuroimaging instruments, and to compare
information across modalities. The NP will act as a national hub, promoting collaboration
and cross-fertilization between research groups by providing space and facilities to bring
them together for imaging studies. A world-class facility will attract national and
international, including European, research funding. This will include project and program
level funding that is expected to be held by principal investigators across Italy. It will
therefore boost research capacity throughout the country via distributed components of
projects to be carried out at the HT. The NP will also attract incoming researchers from
abroad, not only helping to address the Italian ‘brain drain’ by repatriating Italian
researchers, but also encouraging non-Italian researchers into the territory. The Platform will,
therefore, catalyze the internationalization of the Italian research system, further adding to
its diversity and competitiveness. Lastly, National industrial competitiveness and capacity will
also be enhanced by the investment in the Platform. Collaboration between local and
national industries is likely to produce high technology spin-offs in neuroscience, diagnostic
medicine, and image-related software. With respect to MRI techniques proposed in this IU,
they will render the Italian research system internationally competitive in several key areas: -
development and application of advanced MRI technology including new imaging
sequences and associated information engineering - capacity and expertise to support the
research ambitions of the strong basic and clinical neuroscience research community - the
richness of information available will provide a translational link between computational and
theoretical neuroscience to in vivo human studies.


The proposed IU will interact with national infrastructures, including the ‘Rete di
Neuroimaging Avanzato’, funded by the Ministry of Health, including 23 IRCCS equipped
with 3T MRI and the only 7T MRI in Pisa. These centers collaborated to develop shared
standard operating procedures for MRI scanners and common pipelines. A central hub at HT
will be the driving force around which to harness the next wave of progress, including
Universities and other centers involved in human imaging. The collaboration/integration
with the neighboring health facilities of IRCCS Galeazzi Hospital, close to HT, will enable
compliance with Italian regulations for MRI in humans. Galeazzi can support part of the
costs, in the form of in-kind contribution with its diagnostic and emergency units. A letter of
intent is available: https://tinyurl.com/Galeazzi-Letter We acknowledge the numerous
colleagues from the research institutions, academia, hospitals listed here:
https://tinyurl.com/PHI-Contributors


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


49 Anonimo 
17540.36


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR HUMAN IMAGING (PHI) - IU2 (OF 4) “ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL
IMAGING”


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


Università degli Studi “G. d’Annunzio” Chieti - Pescara This NP is equally supported by the
following 126 stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here
https://tinyurl.com/PHI-Stakeholders). UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4)
Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6) Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11)
«Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12) "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi
Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16) Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata
21) Politecnica delle Marche 22) Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e
Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli
Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale
Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea" di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2
“Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S.
Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52)
Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55) Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus
Bio-Medico 59) Scuola Normale Superiore 60) SISSA 61) Politecnico di Bari 62) Scuola
Superiore Sant’Anna 63) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 64) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria
Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 65) Centro Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 66)
Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 67) Centro San Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 68) CRO -
Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 69) CROB - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della
Basilicata 70) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 71) Fond.
Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 72) Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia,
Candiolo 73) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 74) Fond. G.B. Bietti per lo studio e la ricerca in
oftalmologia 75) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 76) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo
Besta 77) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 78) Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 79)
Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 80) Fond. Santa Lucia 81) Fond. Stella Maris
82) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 83) Ist. Clinici Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 84) Ist.
Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 85) Ist.
Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 86) Ist. Auxologico Italiano 87) Ist. Clinico
Humanitas 88) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 89) Ist. Dermopatico
dell'Immacolata (IDI) 90) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 91) Ist. Eugenio Medea
92) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 93) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia
94) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 95) Ist.


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 96) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni
Pascale 97) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 98) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 99) Ist.
Ortopedico Galeazzi 100) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 101) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro
Spallanzani 102) Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori 103) Ist.
Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 104) Multimedica 105) Oasi di Maria Santissima 106) Osp. Casa
Sollievo della Sofferenza 107) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 108) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino
Gesù 109) Osp. Policlinico San Martino 110) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 111) Osp. San
Raffaele 112) Policlinico San Donato 113) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 114) San Raffaele Pisana
115) SDN Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli RESEARCH ENTITIES,
FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 116) CNR 117) ISS 118) CREA 119) LENS 120) EBRI
121) INGM 122) IIGM 123) IFOM 124) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 125) ACRI 126) FISV


rettore@unich.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Structural and cellular biology


Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 


CeTrA(Venezia Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis


5.
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− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


Europe already hosts a technological platform for MEG/EEG in Finland (Eurobioimaging
Finland). However, this platform is of limited use to researchers in Italy for various reasons: -
access requires fees; - it is not easy to travel to with neurological and psychiatric patients; -
multimodal integration is more limited compared to the NP for Human Imaging at HT,
combining the most recent MEG/EEG systems (IU2), but also ultra- and high-field MRI
scanners (IU1), optical imaging (IU3), advanced experimental design, methods, analysis, and
modeling (IU4). In Italy there are 6 MEGs located in research centers/hospitals with different
interests in basic and clinical neuroscience. IU2 will act as a national hub integrating these
MEG centers, promoting educational activities, standardization of procedures, multi-modal
and multi-site experiments, forming a unique network on MEG/EEG in Europe. It will also
promote the development of clinical protocols to be exported into the National Health
System.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


The brain is a complex non-linear multi-scale organ whose activity needs to be described at
different levels of spatial and temporal resolution to be eventually modeled in a
comprehensive mathematical and physical framework. The instruments that will be installed
in IU2, part of the NP Human Imaging, include SQUID-based MEG, scalp OPM-MEG and
High-density EEG. These devices offer the unique possibility for the non-invasive
investigation of brain dynamics at high temporal resolution, across the lifespan, and also


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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using ecological paradigms, complementing the other IU in this NP. The mission of IU2 is: 1)
To support the research of basic and clinical scientists on brain rhythms and dynamics both
in healthy and pathological conditions. The integration with MRI and optical imaging is
especially promising to study brain signals at multiple spatial and temporal scales. MEG/EEG
methods are especially suitable for fragile populations like children, or patients with
psychiatric disorders or dementia that poorly tolerate close environments typical of MRI
scanners. 2) To act as a hub for national or international researchers in the field of MEG/EEG,
improving the competitiveness of national scientists in this field. We plan to organize the
networks similarly to another network of MEG centers in the UK (MEG UK). Specific aims of
IU2 -To improve the basic knowledge of physiological brain dynamics in children and adults,
both in structured and ecological tasks -To allow the identification of “dynamic biomarkers”
for the measure of alterations in several cognitive domains (learning-memory, language,
executive functions, consciousness, etc) applicable in the real clinical context and across the
lifespan. -To characterize neurostimulation-induced functional changes following brain
stimulation applicable with TMS and tDCS/tACS -To open new frontiers in MEG (integration
with other magnetic signals from the body, new procedures for real-time MEG, etc.).


To achieve its mission, the different stakeholders have conceptualized NP-PHI as consisting
of 4 necessary Infrastructural Units (IU): IU1-Magnetic Resonance Imaging IU2-
Electrophysiological Imaging IU3-Optical Imaging IU4-Design, Computational Modeling &
Methods. Here we describe the mission of IU2, while the vision of the other IUs is detailed in
separate forms. BACKGROUND MEG and EEG are non-invasive techniques for the study of
signals directly generated by the large-scale electrophysiological activity of the healthy and
dysfunctional brain. These techniques provide rich information on brain evoked and
spontaneous activity, functional connectivity and functional states (spatiotemporal patterns
with specific dynamics) over time, frequency, timescales (slow and fast), during task, rest or
sleep, which are not available with other non-invasive techniques for functional imaging,
such as fMRI. MEG/EEG can provide distinctive contribution in the study of single cerebral
regions (as in epilepsy and presurgical mapping), cerebral networks (e.g. dynamic resting
state networks, top-down or bottom-up mechanisms during cognitive processing) and
cerebral dynamics (microstates and their link to pathology). To reach these goals, MEG (EEG)
passively measures the magnetic field (the voltage) in multiple sites (a few hundreds) close
to (over) the scalp with a temporal resolution better than 1 ms and a spatial resolution of
about 5 mm (>10 mm). Given the tiny amplitude of brain magnetic fields, MEG standard
technology relies on the well assessed, ultralow noise Low Critical Temperature (Low TC)
SQUIDs (Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices) operated inside magnetically
shielded rooms. Two main limitations of standard MEG systems are i) the use of liquid He in
cryostats reducing the spatial resolution and ii) the sensitivity to subject’s head movements,
resulting in considerable noise added to the recordings, limiting the use of standard MEG to
recordings where the subject’s head remains still. To overcome these limits, novel on-scalp
MEG systems use room-temperature detection through room-temperature OPMs (Optically
Pumped Magnetometers). The data quality of LTc SQUIDs is higher than OPMs, in terms of
stability, noise level and bandwidth. However, the OPM systems complement the standard


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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ones in that it opens the use of MEG to larger categories of patients (e.g. patients suffering
from movement disorders, severe dementia, etc) and to ecological studies on healthy
subjects. MAIN TECHNOLOGICAL RESOURCES & SERVICES PROVIDED IU2 will be equipped
with the most updated and reliable MEG/EEG technologies and measurement procedures to
provide high quality electrophysiological data, customized for each specific scientific
question and the related experiments, and at different stages of the lifespan: two latest
generation MEG systems (1 ultralow noise system with double helmet for scanning children
and adults + hd-EEG, and 1 on-scalp system for studies which are not possible with the
standard system), 2 hd-EEG systems (1 compatible with fMRI/TMS, 1 standalone), and a
team of researches for optimize the system performances, implement the stimulation
protocol, identify new procedures and record the data, ensure the technological innovation
in terms of possible recording methods. ACTIVITIES -Implement new experimental
procedures for increasing the signal-to-noise ratio -Develop optimized paradigms and
recording protocols -Develop new procedures for real-time MEG (e.g. neurofeedback, BCI) -
Open new frontiers in biomagnetism integrating MEG with other magnetic signals from the
body -Translate OPM-MEG results into gold-standards for SQUID-MEG (reduce variability
and set protocols) SERVICES -Support on the experimental design -Implementation of the
stimulation/experimental paradigm -Data recording and distribution -Data quality check -
Production of real-time data for BCI and neurofeedback studies.


APPLICATIONS In healthy subjects and patients, at different stages of the lifespan: -Basic
neuroscience and clinical studies on brain dynamics (activity, oscillatory activity, connectivity,
states), during structured and ecological tasks and rest or sleep. -Identify dynamic
biomarkers of brain pathologies, relating temporal and spectral properties of cerebral
activity, connectivity and states to behavioral, cognitive and clinical phenotypes. -Novel real-
time applications in health and pathology. -Multimodal imaging to provide high temporal
and spatial resolution functional images. REQUIRED INSTRUMENTS -Magnetically shielded
room consisting of 4 mu-metal layers and 1 aluminum layer, mechanically decoupled from
the building, with a shielding factor >45 dB at 0.01 Hz and > 110 dB for frequencies > 50 Hz,
improvable using active shielding system. - Latest-generation MEG system with more than
250 channels based on LTc SQUIDs contained in a dewar allowing also supine position, with
double-sized helmet to allow MEG in children and adults, readout electronics, A/D
conversion unit with settable sampling frequency from 512 Hz to >4 kHz. - EEG channel
array compatible with MEG, comprising > 120 channels + EMG/ECG channels - Closed-cycle
helium recycler with a noise < 2fT/sqrt(Hz). - On-scalp MEG system comprising > 60 OPM-
based channels on a helmet support, readout electronics, A/D conversion unit, magnetically
shielded room with additional field control. - Two hd-EEG system featuring up to 256
channels with EEG caps with different size, number of electrodes (32, 64, 128, 256), and
usage (fMRI or TMS compatibility), 16 kHz sampling rate. - Digitizer + stereo camera for the
registration of locator coils (MEG) or electrodes (EEG) positions. - Stimulation apparatus
compatible with MEG, comprising projector+mirror/screen set, eye-tracker, acoustic
stimulation, electrical and tactile stimulation; same stimulation apparatus for EEG. REQUIRED
HUMAN RESOURCES - 1 MEG/EEG PI (physicist/engineer). - 2 scientists with background in
MEG instrumentation and recordings (physicist/engineer). - 3 technicians with background
in MEG/EEG recordings. SWOT ANALYSIS STRENGTH: This IU will act as a unique site for the


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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non-invasive collection of high-quality, high temporal resolution cerebral
electrophysiological data using cutting-edge technologies suitable to scan a wide range of
subjects during the lifespan, in the healthy and diseased conditions. WEAKNESS: MEG is not
compatible with devices generating magnetic noise (e.g. pacemakers, magnetic clips) and
with magnetic contamination (e.g. in smokers). OPPORTUNITY: The equipment in this IU will
be unique at the national level and could effectively promote local research competitiveness
at the international level. THREATS: Magnetic contamination and mechanic noise could
affect the SNR of the data. The management and coordination of the activities of the IU will
be provided by the HT organization within the NP budget.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The total cost for implementing this NP is 19,5 M€. This covers all the required high-end
equipment of IU1-2-4, whereas the equipment for IU3, shared with NP for Animal Imaging,
is budgeted in the Animal Imaging platform. The cost for implementing IU2 is 4.2 M€. This
covers all instruments for the non-invasive recording of large scale electrophysiological
signals from the brain and other organs (an ultralow noise, SQUID-based MEG system
including simultaneous hd-EEG, magnetically shielded room(about 2.6 M€); an OPM-MEG
system in a dedicated shielded room with field control (about 1.5 M€); 2 hd-EEG, fMRI/TMS
compatible (0.1 M€); MEG-compatible stimulators and response devices with dedicated
software (0.05 M€)). For more information about estimated costs and equipment, see
https://tinyurl.com/PHI-Budget-all


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year
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The total operating yearly cost of the NP-PHI, when fully operational, is 5 M€/year, including
personnel, materials, maintenance, updating/upgrading, and access grant. The total
operating yearly costs of IU1, when fully operational, is 1,01 M€, divided as follows: -
Personnel: 6 units; 430 k€. - Materials: 200 k€. - Maintenance: 60 k€ - Updating/upgrading:
110 k€ - Access grant: 210 k€ Costs for access grants are estimated expecting 20/40 new
studies/year (range 10-100 subjects per study), with an approximate cost of 20-30.000
€/experiments. Essentially, the foreseen operating costs are comprehensive of all the
production factors necessary to guarantee the execution of the experiments, including
tailored technological developments and adaptation to individual research needs. Access
costs for external researchers consist only of expenses for travel and logistics. For more
information about estimated costs and equipment, see https://tinyurl.com/PHI-Budget-all


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


The estimated timeframe for the implementation of the proposed IU is closely related to the
commissioning, purchase and delivery, installation and optimization phases of the hd-EEG
system, the SQUID-based and the OPM-based systems. The first step consists of the
planning of the installation project at HT, with the requirement of low environmental
magnetic noise and low mechanical vibrations, followed by the tender for the key
equipment. Then, for the two MEG systems, building activities that will accommodate the
magnetically shielded rooms for both equipment and dedicated laboratories, also for the
hd-EEG system, will proceed. The hd-EEG system will be the first one to be installed and
tested. Then, the installation of the MEG systems and the related testing and optimization
will take place. In parallel, the identified key personnel will be recruited to support all
technical work to support the IU. For further details see Gantt https://tinyurl.com/PHI-
GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.
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The space requirements, in square meters (sqm), for the entire NP-PHI, composed by 4 IUs is
approximately 1350 sqm, net of walls and corridors, divided as follows: -IU1 (520 sqm) -IU2
(270 sqm) -IU3 (290 sqm, computed in the NP for Animal Imaging and shared) -IU4 (150
sqm) - Common areas (260 sqm) - 2 open bays for future developments (75 sqm each) IU2
includes (sqm): SQUID-based MEG + operation area (77) OPM MEG+ operation area (50)
Technical rooms for MEG (30) EEG lab (40) Other rooms (subject preparation, storage, etc)
(50) Space for researchers (25) Common areas include: Reception and waiting area 60
Behavioral and clinical testing rooms 45 Meeting Rooms 70 Relax area 25 Other rooms
(bathrooms, warehouse, etc.) 60 Importantly, the MEG shielded rooms should be located at
least 20 m from other instruments using high (>0.5 T) applied fields, to ensure proper
operation of the shielded rooms, field control and compensation, MEG scanners.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


From a scientific point of view, the non-invasive study of cerebral electrophysiological
activity will be actual for fairly more than 10 years. Brain functioning, mechanisms and
architecture in the healthy brain is far from being completely elucidated, and novel
applications in patients, also in the frame of a personalized diagnosis, recovery prediction
and follow-up, could be promoted by IU2. Thus, the scientific field of IU2 has the same time
of obsolesce of the NP. From a technological point of view, considering that the technology
included in the IU currently represents the most advanced state of the art and that the new
OPM system is the latest trend in MEG instrumentations, we consider that it will be obsolete
in more than 10 years. Upgrade of MEG and EEG systems (included in the annual budget
explanation) will ensure that the instrumentation will be in line with the state of the art.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.
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Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


Considering the limited number of laboratories including MEG and hd-EEG (6 in Italy,
carrying out researches compliant with the local PIs interests) and the population of Italian
researchers interested in the investigations of the electro-magnetic brain dynamics, we
hypothesize that a consistent number of researchers with different background
(neurologists, psychiatrists, physicians, neuroscientist, mathematicians and informatics,
physicists, engineers, psychologists) will be motivated in propose projects to IU2. These
researchers will come from different institutions, such as universities, research centers and
hospitals. Since it will be possible to scan the same subjects with the multiple techniques
available in the Human Neuroimaging NP, with the aim at obtaining high spatial and
temporal resolution data (e.g. simultaneous fMRI-EEG and TMS-EEG, integration or fusion of
fMRI and MEG signals), it is reasonable to expect few dozens of applicants interested in
multimodal imaging.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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In the last decade exciting findings were obtained with the large-scale functional study of
the dynamics of cerebral activity in healthy humans and patients, promoting the
fundamental role of non-invasive electrophysiological imaging. As an example, the Medical
Research Council in the United Kingdom funded the MEG UK project few years ago,
investing a considerable amount of money to promote MEG, from the technical aspects up
to innovative methods for data analysis. In Italy, an IU in HT equipped with the most up-to-
date systems (e.g. SQUID-based MEG with dual helmet, or OPM-MEG) would rise up the
Italian research system to a level competitive with other countries in Europe and the world,
fostering the participation to national and international projects. Importantly, such
competitiveness will be facilitated by the possibility of performing multimodal studies within
the same NP and across the other ones, using the latest technologies (e.g., linking human-at
the large scale- and animal – at the micro scale- physiological studies or modelling the
affected brain functioning to predict recovery from the electrophysiological data). In this
new scenario totally non-invasive, highly temporal resolution techniques such as MEG and
EEG inevitably will assume a pivotal role in this NP. Many studies, spanning from sensory
and cognitive to clinical neuroscience, will be expected (>20 per year). Given the small
number of MEG systems in Italy, and their commitment to a limited number of studies which
are of interest in the hosting site, and the availability of a hospital to host patient with
different pathologies in the same site, IU2 will represent a fundamental opportunity for the
Italian Research. Notably, this IU could facilitate a network of MEG/EEG sites, connected with
HT, especially in the perspective of multicentric studies on large numbers of subjects or
patients. As an example, main fields of application in diseases with a high economic and
social burden for the national health system could be: -Identification of subgroup of
population with different prognosis (and needs) in the common neurologic and psychiatric
disorders such as dementia, movements disorders, mood disorders, schizophrenia. -
Development of robust “dynamic biomarkers” in order to evaluate and personalize
rehabilitative treatments for patients with severe acquired brain damage such as
cerebrovascular diseases, traumatic brain injury, brain tumors, disorder of consciousness. -
Identification of precise functional physiological or pathophysiological patterns of
functioning of brain in pediatric patients. -Identification of dynamics parameters of
functioning of the brain in pre-surgical mapping. -Real time neurofeedback and evaluation
of the effect on the dynamics of the brain and the real efficacy of the new non-
pharmacological alternative treatments such as robotic prostheses and neural interfaces
(brain-computer interfaces).


IU2 will interact with other MEG research centers at the national level, at the initial stage to
benefit from their experience and then to promote standardized procedures allowing
comparison of results in the frame of multicentric studies on large cohorts of
subjects/patients, especially for what concerns clinical electrophysiological imaging. At the
international level, we expect that this IU will naturally link to other consortia, such as MEG
UK, but also the infrastructure funded by the Human Connectome Project in the US. The
latter is also a valuable example of the mechanism with which this IU, embedded in the NP
for Human Imaging, could promote the application and standardization of
electrophysiological techniques in a large number of different studies involving multiple


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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research centers and hospitals. We acknowledge the numerous colleagues from the research
institutions, academia, hospitals listed here: https://tinyurl.com/PHI-Contributors
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Intervistato


47 Anonimo 
54.06


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR HUMAN NEURO IMAGING (PHI) - IU3 (of 4) OPTICAL IMAGING


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


EUROPEAN LABORATORY FOR NON-LINEAR SPECTROSCOPY (LENS) This NP is equally
supported by the following 126 stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here
https://tinyurl.com/PHI-Stakeholders). UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4)
Alma Mater Bologna 5) Bolzano 6) Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11)
«Magna Graecia» di Catanzaro 12) "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi
Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15) Firenze 16) Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata
21) Politecnica delle Marche 22) Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e
Reggio Emilia 26) Molise 27) Napoli Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli
Parthenope 32) Napoli Luigi Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale
Avogadro 36) Pisa 37) "Mediterranea" di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2
“Tor Vergata” 40) Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S.
Raffaele 45) Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52)
Tuscia 53) Udine 54) Urbino 55) Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus
Bio-Medico 59) Scuola Normale Superiore 60) SISSA 61) Politecnico di Bari 62) Scuola
Superiore Sant’Anna 63) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 64) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria
Policlinico Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 65) Centro Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 66)
Centro Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 67) Centro San Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 68) CRO -
Centro di Riferimento Oncologico 69) CROB - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della
Basilicata 70) Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 71) Fond.
Ca'Granda - Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 72) Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia,
Candiolo 73) Fond. Don Carlo Gnocchi 74) Fond. G.B. Bietti per lo studio e la ricerca in
oftalmologia 75) Fond. Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 76) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo
Besta 77) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 78) Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 79)
Fond. Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli 80) Fond. Santa Lucia 81) Fond. Stella Maris
82) IEO - Istituto Europeo di Oncologia 83) Ist. Clinici Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 84) Ist.
Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 85) Ist.
Fisioterapici Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 86) Ist. Auxologico Italiano 87) Ist. Clinico
Humanitas 88) Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 89) Ist. Dermopatico
dell'Immacolata (IDI) 90) Ist. di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 91) Ist. Eugenio Medea
92) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 93) Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia
94) Ist. Mediterraneo per i Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 95) Ist.
Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per Anziani 96) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Pascale 97) Ist. Neurologico Mediterraneo Neuromed 98) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 99) Ist.
Ortopedico Galeazzi 100) Ist. Ortopedico Rizzoli 101) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro
Spallanzani 102) Ist. Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori 103) Ist.
Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 104) Multimedica 105) Oasi di Maria Santissima 106) Osp. Casa
Sollievo della Sofferenza 107) Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 108) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino
Gesù 109) Osp. Policlinico San Martino 110) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 111) Osp. San
Raffaele 112) Policlinico San Donato 113) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 114) San Raffaele Pisana
115) SDN Istituto di Ricerca Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli RESEARCH ENTITIES,
FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES: 116) CNR 117) ISS 118) CREA 119) LENS 120) EBRI
121) INGM 122) IIGM 123) IFOM 124) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 125) ACRI 126) FISV


cerbai@lens.unifi.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 


D4S i (CNR) D4S i I ti D t I f t t ti O


5.
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− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


Some of the technologies proposed in this NP are already present in other European RIs
(EBRAINS, Euro-BioImaging and Elixir) in various labs around Europe, but don’t provide
analysis with other modalities. Building a comprehensive platform where multiple
techniques are present gives the possibility of working with a synergic and fruitful approach
that allows performing multimodal analysis on the same sample. This IU will be equipped
with advanced commercial systems that will be easy to handle and operate. Nevertheless, to
obtain specialized and cutting-edge analysis, the present NP needs to collaborate with the
already established RIs and the high-quality laboratory present in the Italian scientific
community. Custom-made apparatus built for precise and unique aims provide high
performance in terms of acquired resolution and data analysis. In-kind contribution of
academic laboratories will improve the expertise of the used techniques and will maintain
high-standard performances.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


To achieve its mission, the different stakeholders have conceptualized NP-PHI as consisting
of 4 necessary Infrastructural Units (IU): IU1-Magnetic Resonance Imaging IU2-
Electrophysiological Imaging IU3-Optical Imaging IU4-Design, Computational Modeling &
Methods. Here we describe the mission of IU3, while the vision of the other IUs is detailed in
separate forms. Since the early studies of Brodmann and Von Economo, the relationship
between the functional properties of the nervous system and the underlying structural
features has been one of the core questions of modern neuroscience. Critical importance is
to understand the relationship between the microstructure and brain functions. Until


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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recently these arguments have remained largely speculative given the lack of ways to
integrate information across different spatial and temporal scales. Advanced imaging
techniques such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have recently improved our
understanding of brain function. Nevertheless, the macroscale characterization obtained
with this technique doesn’t get access to fundamental cytoarchitectonic information. The
recent development of modern microscopy techniques allowing large area volumetric
morphological imaging, such as whole-brain stereology, Polarize Light Imaging (3D-PLI),
Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT), and Light Sheet Microscopy (LSM), allows for the
unprecedented opportunity to characterize the microscale properties of the brain
throughout the whole organ. The mission of the proposed NP is to link the molecular and
cellular properties of brain regions obtained with optical approaches to their physiological
properties and position within the large-scale structural-functional reconstruction obtained
with macroscopic techniques. The major impact of applying a multi-scale investigation of
the organization of the human brain is the possibility to understand the relationship
between brain structure and function.


BACKGROUND The unmatched complexity of the structure and function of the brain enables
the amazing richness of behavior. The nervous system is a multi-scale organ that spans from
ion channels to integrated networks encompassing the whole brain. Research over the last
120 years has allowed great progress in clarifying specific levels of structure-function
organization. Much less has been done in trying to find synthesis and connections across
levels. Little we know how the structural organization or signals at one level relate to the
level above or below. The current IU aims to understand relationships and interactions
across very different levels of analysis: from whole-brain neuroimaging to cell density and
types within a cortical region. The question we tackle is a core question in neuroscience: the
relationship of structure to function. To reach this goal a fundamental step is to set up a
collaboration between advanced tools and analyses that goes from samples of cortical tissue
analyzed at the level of the microcircuitry and cells to multi-modal atlases of the structural-
functional topology of the human brain. Despite significant advances in imaging technology
in the past decades we are still incapable of visualizing the morphological and molecular
properties of individual cells within large blocks of human brain tissue without the
distortions induced by clearing and/or cutting and mounting. These distortions prohibit
precise modeling of laminar and cytoarchitectural boundaries that should form the natural
coordinate system for a cell census of the human brain and prevent accurate registration to
whole-brain MRI that would facilitate in vivo inference and greatly expand the utility of a
cellular census. To overcome these problems, we propose to bridge between microscopic
volumetric histological imaging and macroscopic MRI using mesoscopic reconstruction
either with 3D-PLI or OCT to enable registration of the distorted histological cell typing
obtained with both standard histology and LSM to an MRI-based atlas coordinate system.
MAIN TECHNOLOGICAL RESOURCES & SERVICES PROVIDED 3D-PLI detects the
birefringence of myelin sheaths surrounding axons and allows the reconstruction of the 3D
organization of the whole brain fiber’s architecture in thin slices without using exogenous
labeling. The label-free characteristic makes it possible to first characterize the brain


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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connectome with a mesoscopic resolution (≈1x1x60 µm3) and subsequently perform
classical histological staining on the same slice to obtain marker-specific information about
the sample of interest. OCT measures the backscattered light of the sample and is sensitive
to differences in the index of refraction of scattering in tissue, with cell bodies and
myelinated fibers showing high intrinsic contrast without staining. Imaging in the block face,
before sectioning, preserves the spatial information across slices, removing the challenge of
distortions and tears that are inevitable in histologic sections of human tissue. The
resolution achieved is ≈ 5 µm3 and since OCT is performed prior to any cutting it is easily
registered to the MRI of the brain as no deformations are introduced. After OCT imaging the
sample can be cut and analyzed with LSM to obtain the specific cell information.


LSM maps large (cm-wide) structures specifically labeled with subcellular resolution (1 µm3).
By illuminating a single plane of a sample of brain tissue, LSM provides intrinsic optical
sectioning and direct fast image recording, while minimizing out-of-focus fluorescence
background and reducing sample photodamage and photobleaching. A specific sample
preparation protocol that renders the tissue transparent to light and labels specifically the
markers of interest with immunofluorescence allows to deeply characterize the
cytoarchitecture of the brain. Common features in the LSM and OCT images permit non-
linear registration of the deformed images back to the OCT and thus MRI coordinate system.
REQUIRED RESOURCES The IU3 will perform the optical characterization of the tissue
cytoarchitecture. IU3 will employ 3D-PLI, OCT, LSM, and classical stereology to analyze the
structure of the brain at the microscale. To this aim, tissue preparation (e.g., tissue clearing
and staining) and sample cutting will be performed, and different imaging will be executed.
To perform its activity the unit will need five different laboratories (four for imaging and one
biological) and four dedicated full-time people. COLLABORATION Data management is an
important aspect that needs to be considered to analyze the big amount of data generated
during the acquisitions. To perform automatic sequential acquisitions of the sample, a
cluster of high throughput machines need to be employed together with big data
management protocols to acquire, store, and share with the community the tens of TB
generated with the acquisition. This hardware will be implemented together with the various
apparatus to suit every specific application. Moreover, every microscope will produce
multiple types of files that will need to be stitched together to obtain the 3D reconstruction
of the sample. In addition, alignment algorithms need to be developed to add the different
pieces of information in the same atlas. Finally, data analysis on the images should be
performed automatically by using deep learning algorithms for cell counting, fiber
segmentation, and vessels identification that will be essential to extract the quantitative
information from the images. Some of these tools will be implemented by IU3 but others
(like data analysis and atlas alignment) from IU4. Therefore, IU3 and IU4 will work closely
together to obtain the best results in terms of scientific rigor. The management and
coordination of the activities of the NP will be provided by the HT organization within the
NP budget.


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The total cost for implementing this NP is 19,5 M€. This covers all the required high-end
equipment of IU1-2-4, whereas the equipment for IU3, shared with NP for Animal Imaging,
is budgeted in the Animal Imaging platform. Costs for implementing IU3 are as follows -
Personnel, 9 units of personnel as described in point 13 =620000€/year - Costs for access
grants: we expect to run 5 experiments/year (range 10-20 subjects per experiment) for
about 5 projects/year. - Equipment and instruments required to set up the laboratories a run
the experiments, plus Maintenance & upgrading: Custom 3D Polarization Light Imaging: 150
k€; Custom Light Sheet Microscopy: 150 k€; Optical Coherence Tomography: 100 k€;
Classical Stereology 100k€; Vibratome 40 k€; Cryostat 60 k€; Storage Servers 50 k€,
Workstations 100k€. - Biochemical and Biological Lab materials 150 k€/year; For more
information about estimated costs and equipment, see https://tinyurl.com/PHI-Budget-all


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


The total operating yearly cost of the NP-PHI, when fully operational, is 5 M€/year, including
personnel, materials, maintenance, updating/upgrading, and access grant. However, the
operating costs of this IU have been budgeted in the operating cost of the NP for Animal
Imaging (4 M€/year when fully operational), because the IU is shared between these two
platforms. To operate the IU3, it is necessary to consider the full-time personnel efforts
required for each employed imaging technique that can be estimated as the following: - 5


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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Junior scientists: 400000 x year - 2 Junior Technologists (sample preparation): 100000 x year
- 2 Data Manager : 120000 x year We foresee the NP to become fully operational within 3
years. For more information about estimated costs and equipment, see
https://tinyurl.com/PHI-Budget-all


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


The estimated timeframe accounts for the time needed to set up the location (≈ 6 months),
buy the instruments (≈ 6 months), equip the laboratories with the installation of the
apparatus (≈ 6 months), and more importantly the personal training for tissue preparation
and imaging of the samples (optimization ≈ 6 months). For further details see Gantt
https://tinyurl.com/PHI-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


The space requirements, in square meters (sqm), for the entire NP-PHI, composed by 4 IUs is
approximately 1350 sqm, net of walls and corridors, divided as follows: -IU1 (520 sqm) -IU2
(270 sqm) -IU3 (290 sqm, computed in the NP for Animal Imaging and shared) -IU4 (150
sqm) - Common areas (260 sqm) - 2 open bays for future developments (75 sqm each) To
operate IU3, it is necessary to consider 6 laboratories of 25 sqm each and host 9 persons,
corresponding approximately to 290sqm. One biological lab will perform all the tissue
preparations needed, 4 different laboratories will be necessary for image acquisition (3D-PLI,
OCT, LSM, classical stereology) and one laboratory for data processing. The spaces are
calculated in the space requirements of the NP for Animal Imaging (640 sqm), that shares
the services and equipment of this unit.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.
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Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


The technologies proposed in this IU were developed only in the last decade and are in their
beginnings. They are still in progress; therefore, we believe that the different methods
employed in IU3 will be used for fundamental research for more than 10 years. Certainly, it is
necessary to consider that upgrades to the techniques during the next years will be
introduced and need to be applied by the IU to improve the imaging apparatus and the
tissue preparation methods.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands
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The estimated numbers of accesses are calculated considering the scientific collaborations
that we currently have and on the several proposals submitted on the topic during the last
years.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


The main expected impact of IU3 is to improve the possibility of performing multiscale
analysis of the human brain. The different techniques proposed here have the potential of
connecting samples of cortical tissue analyzed at the level of the microcircuitry, cells, and
receptors, to multi-modal atlases of the structural and functional MRI analysis of the human
brain. With respect to technological advancement in optical imaging, IU3 will provide several
methodologies to enable the 3D structural investigation of the human brain at high
resolution. To perform the volumetric reconstruction of a bulk sample at multiple scales, this
project will exploit several complementary optical techniques. This approach will enable
investigating not only the organization of brain architecture at the mesoscale level but will
connect it with the microscale, adding precious information on specific markers due to the
use of labeling strategies. This will make it possible to study the relationship between
macroscopic architecture, cortical layers, neuronal networks, glial cells, and blood vessels.
Moreover, using markers for myelin staining, it will be possible to also study the
organization of the fibers for connectomics approaches. Finally, the technological
advancements achieved during the project are generally adapted to different brain tissues
and could be exploited for various studies in numerous contexts (e.g diseases). In addition
to these aspects, the routine investigation of the samples obtained using this IU will enable
future scale-up investigation that will allow even to map an entire human brain.


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.


IU3 will interact with various European infrastructures, as EBRAINS, Euro-BioImaging, and
Elixir with whom it will be possible to establish specific collaborations to set specialized data
management systems and standards to obtain the final data analysis necessary to interpret
the image produced. Finally, hopefully, this IU will facilitate the networking between Italian
and European Optical imaging laboratories, creating a virtuous environment that will
increment from one side the technological development and for the other the knowledge
on the human brain structure and function. IU3 is part of an NP that focuses on structural
and functional imaging of human brain. Hence, this NP is complementary to other NPs: on


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Animal and cell Imaging, on Structural Biology, Drug Discovery&Development, and
Vector&Cell engineering, and bioinformatics. We acknowledge the numerous colleagues
from the research institutions, academia, hospitals listed here: https://tinyurl.com/PHI-
Contributors
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Intervistato


46 Anonimo 
40.53


Tempo per il completamento


NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR HUMAN IMAGING (PHI) – IU4 (OF 4) “DESIGN,
COMPUTATIONAL MODELING & METHODS”


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


Università degli Studi di Padova This NP is equally supported by the following 126
stakeholders (full names and subscriptions are listed here https://tinyurl.com/PHI-
Stakeholders). UNIVERSITIES OF: 1) Bari 2) Basilicata 3) Bergamo 4) Alma Mater Bologna 5)
Bolzano 6) Brescia 7) Cagliari 8) Calabria 9) Camerino 10) Catania 11) «Magna Graecia» di
Catanzaro 12) "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara 13) Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli" 14) Ferrara 15)
Firenze 16) Foggia 17) Genova 18) Insubria 19) Aquila 20) Macerata 21) Politecnica delle
Marche 22) Messina 23) Milano 24) Milano Bicocca 25) Modena e Reggio Emilia 26) Molise
27) Napoli Federico II 28) Padova 29) Palermo 30) Parma 31) Napoli Parthenope 32) Napoli
Luigi Vanvitelli 33) Pavia 34) Perugia 35) Piemonte Orientale Avogadro 36) Pisa 37)
"Mediterranea" di Reggio Calabria 38) Roma1 La Sapienza 39) Roma 2 “Tor Vergata” 40)
Roma 3 41) Roma 4 “Foro Italico” 42) Salento 43) Salerno 44) Vita-Salute S. Raffaele 45)
Sannio 46) Sassari 47) Siena 48) Teramo 49) Torino 50) Trento 51) Trieste 52) Tuscia 53) Udine
54) Urbino 55) Verona 56) Cà Foscari 57) Humanitas University 58) Campus Bio-Medico 59)
Scuola Normale Superiore 60) SISSA 61) Politecnico di Bari 62) Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna
63) Politecnico di Torino IRCCS: 64) Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Policlinico
Sant’Orsola-Malpighi 65) Centro Cardiologico S.P.A. Fondazione Monzino 66) Centro
Neurolesi Bonino Pulejo 67) Centro San Giovanni di Dio Fatebenefratelli 68) CRO - Centro di
Riferimento Oncologico 69) CROB - Centro di Riferimento Oncologico della Basilicata 70)
Ente Ospedaliero Specializzato in Gastroenterologia Saverio De Bellis 71) Fond. Ca'Granda -
Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico 72) Fond. del Piemonte per l’Oncologia, Candiolo 73) Fond.
Don Carlo Gnocchi 74) Fond. G.B. Bietti per lo studio e la ricerca in oftalmologia 75) Fond.
Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori 76) Fond. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta 77) Fond. Istituto
Neurologico Casimiro Mondino 78) Fond. Policlinico San Matteo 79) Fond. Policlinico
Universitario Agostino Gemelli 80) Fond. Santa Lucia 81) Fond. Stella Maris 82) IEO - Istituto
Europeo di Oncologia 83) Ist. Clinici Scientifici Maugeri S.p.A. SB 84) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Dermatologico Santa Maria e San Gallicano 85) Ist. Fisioterapici
Ospitalieri - Istituto Regina Elena 86) Ist. Auxologico Italiano 87) Ist. Clinico Humanitas 88)
Ist. delle Scienze Neurologiche di Bologna 89) Ist. Dermopatico dell'Immacolata (IDI) 90) Ist.
di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri 91) Ist. Eugenio Medea 92) Ist. Giannina Gaslini 93)
Ist. in Tecnologie Avanzate e Modelli Assistenziali in Oncologia 94) Ist. Mediterraneo per i
Trapianti e Terapie ad Alta Specializzazione (ISMETT) 95) Ist. Nazionale di Riposo e Cura per


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.
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Anziani 96) Ist. Nazionale Tumori Fondazione Giovanni Pascale 97) Ist. Neurologico
Mediterraneo Neuromed 98) Ist. Oncologico Veneto 99) Ist. Ortopedico Galeazzi 100) Ist.
Ortopedico Rizzoli 101) Ist. per le Malattie Infettive Lazzaro Spallanzani 102) Ist. Scientifico
Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori 103) Ist. Tumori Giovanni Paolo II 104)
Multimedica 105) Oasi di Maria Santissima 106) Osp. Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza 107)
Osp. Infantile Burlo Garofolo 108) Osp. Pediatrico Bambino Gesù 109) Osp. Policlinico San
Martino 110) Osp. Sacro Cuore Don Calabria 111) Osp. San Raffaele 112) Policlinico San
Donato 113) San Camillo IRCCS S.r.l. 114) San Raffaele Pisana 115) SDN Istituto di Ricerca
Diagnostica e Nucleare – Napoli RESEARCH ENTITIES, FOUNDATIONS, SCIENTIFIC
SOCIETIES: 116) CNR 117) ISS 118) CREA 119) LENS 120) EBRI 121) INGM 122) IIGM 123)
IFOM 124) EATRIS (A_IATRIS) 125) ACRI 126) FISV


Rettore@unipd.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Structural and cellular biology


Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 


CeTrA(Venezia Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis


5.
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− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


IU4 is part of the NP-PHI. While the other IUs focus on specific neuroimaging methods (7T
and 3T MRI, MEG/EEG, hyperpolarized MRI, and optical imaging), this IU transversally
focuses on ‘how’ experiments are done and analyzed. IU4 will provide the scientific national
community and HT with state-of-the-art methods and analysis pipelines for data
exploration, statistical evaluation, and modeling. IU4 will also create realistic biological
models of brain structure-function and automated analysis systems based on data acquired
at multiple spatiotemporal scales. There is a well-known lack of standardization in the
imaging field, severely limiting the aggregation of large datasets that are necessary for
population level analyses. This IU will contribute to address this challenge, helping to link
large neuroimaging datasets with genomics or other omics data, a critical step to link
cellular and systems level analyses. IU4 is unique in the national, as well as European,
landscape.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


Human brain imaging has revolutionized neuroscience in the last 30 years, specifically our
understanding of the human brain structural and functional organization. In the next
decades, human brain imaging will play an essential role in understanding the mechanisms
of neuropsychiatric and neurodegenerative disease that represent ¼ of all human diseases.
Human brain imaging will be closely integrated with animal brain imaging to scale up new
knowledge about mechanisms of disease coming from genetic, molecular, or single cell


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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analysis. Outstanding human brain imaging requires strong behavioral design and advanced
image acquisition strategies to dissect psychological processes and tissue signal features.
Moreover, population studies require good practice rules of clinical trials. Human imaging
devices like MRI, PET, and EEG/MEG scanners generate enormous amounts of data. Data
collected simultaneously from many locations in the brain are correlated in space and time,
due to the underlying biology and limited spatial resolution. Also, imaging signals are prone
to artefacts due to subjects’ and method-specific factors. Hence brain imaging requires large
amounts of storage, sophisticated signal processing and analysis through multivariate and
machine learning methods. Finally, imaging signals cover different spatial and temporal
scales that must be modeled within/across methodologies to yield a complete description of
brain activity. The vision of the IU4 is to develop state-of-the-art experimental design,
processing, and analysis tools for the NP Human (Animal, Single Cell) Imaging. A second
goal is to develop multiscale models of brain function-structure that link with genomics and
other omics in other platforms. Thirdly, IU4 will function as the center of a hub-and-spokes
system of national laboratories for advanced analysis. Finally, IU4 will provide outreach
activities and will support national researchers in the execution of their experiments.


To achieve its mission, the different stakeholders have conceptualized NP-PHI as consisting
of 4 necessary Infrastructural Units (IU): IU1-Magnetic Resonance Imaging IU2-
Electrophysiological Imaging IU3-Optical Imaging IU4-Design, Computational Modeling &
Methods. This document describes IU4 “DESIGN, COMPUTATIONAL MODELING &
METHODS” while the description and vision of the other 3 IUs is detailed in separate forms.
IU4 is an experimental design, signal processing/analysis, computational, and outreach IU
within the NP Human and Animal Imaging at HT. IU4 is horizontal and transversal to the
instrumentation units, and it is organized around the following activities: (1) IU4 will manage
the interface between the Human Imaging platform and scientists both within/outside HT
working to become the hub of a hub-and-spoke system for human imaging. (2) IU4 will
provide consultation on experimental design, stimulation systems, and in collaboration with
the instrumentation IU on acquisition parameters. For clinical trials it will consult on design,
power, sample selection following best clinical practices. (3) IU4 will develop and carry out
state-of-the-art signal processing and analysis for all imaging modalities within the platform.
Pipelines of analysis will be exported to other national centers for their own analysis. (4) IU4
will integrate and model brain signals at multiple spatial and temporal scales with other
datasets including gen(omics). The proposed flow of interaction within the platform is as
follows: External or HT scientist –> Outreach –> Design –> Instrumentation Units –>
Methods –> Outreach –> External or HT scientist. SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL
IMPACT 1. To facilitate the performance of high-quality studies in the field of basic and
clinical neuroscience. 2. To develop new biomarkers for prognosis, progression, and drug
efficacy and, consequently, to have an impact in reducing health-care costs, supporting
quality jobs, and increasing economic activity. 3. To support best practices, technological
advancements, data sharing and methods dissemination in the field of neuroimaging at HT
and in Italy. ECONOMIC IMPACT 1. To empower the possibility of new developments in
neuroscience and technology, specifically health, digital technology, AI as applied to


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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medicine. 2. To support the collaboration between public and private research for
production of patents, high-tech innovative spin-offs, new tools for biomedical
instrumentations, drug and biomarker discovery. 3. To strengthen the cooperation between
Italian universities and industry both nationally and internationally. REQUIRED
INSTRUMENTS/FACILITIES Instruments: Server plus storage for the whole Human Imaging
Platform (6 GPU, 32 2.10GHz CPU, 1 PT storage, 6-12TB RAM), licenses, and computers.
Facilities: 150 square meters for IU4 personnel space and 260 square meters for common
areas including stewardship of outside projects and temporary housing of outside teams of
researchers. COMPETENCIES OF HUMAN RESOURCES N=1 Coordinator with expertise in
both neuroscience and neuroimaging methods; N=4 Senior scientists with expertise
respectively in fMRI/perfusion and EEG/MEG, the two most utilized methods in the platform,
and cognitive/clinical neuroscience and biostatistics for the support to clinical trials; N=4
Junior scientists with expertise respectively in PET metabolism for supporting MRI/PET
centers in the national networks (see below); bioinformatics and genomics for interaction
with other NPs; neuropharmacology to support interactions with drug companies; and,
multi-scale modeling; N=2 Senior technologists (software engineers) for pipeline
development N=1 Junior technologist for supporting stimulation equipment and other
devices N=1 Data Manager N=1 Systems Manager N=2 Administrative Assistant for
inside/outside collaborations N=2 Logistics/Outreach for customized support to outside
collaborators.


IU4 will greatly strengthen the Italian neuroscience community by becoming a hub of
coordination, harmonization, data sharing, and scientific interaction. Let’s consider, as an
example, PET/MRI technology. This is a hybrid technique that allows simultaneous collection
of MRI and PET data. Structural and diffusion MRI measure anatomical structures of the gray
and white matter, and are acquired with functional measures such as the blood oxygenation
dependent (BOLD) signal using fMRI, an indirect measure of neuronal activity, and glucose
metabolism using 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose using PET, an indicator of energy consumption.
These signals can be additionally enriched using simultaneous EEG signals that directly
measure neuronal activity from a living human brain, healthy or diseased. The dimensionality
and qualitative different signals require a host of competencies for analysis that cannot be
easily achieved within a single center. In Italy, there are now 4 PET/MRI hybrid scanners.
These systems will enter a hub-and-spoke system with HT to collect similar data on shared
experimental protocols. IU4 will support the design of these studies, develop gold standards
for protocol standardization, data acquisition, and analysis pipelines. Investigators within
each spoke and HT will work through agreements on shared datasets unleashing the
potential of the Italian science community with state-of-the-art technology, experimental
design, and software. This strategy, enhanced with virtual links and in-person short stay of
HT personnel at the spokes, will grow the PET/MRI national community toward scientific
international excellence. This growth strategy will be employed with all other imaging
modalities including MRI, MEG/EEG, and Optical imaging. Stored data will be shared
between hub and spokes to facilitate mega- and meta-analyses, and open to the
international community for open science protocols while maintaining the utmost standard
of privacy and data protection. Eventually, state-of-the-art analysis protocol for diagnosis
and care will percolate to the National Health System and be drafted into PDTAs (Percorsi


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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diagnostici terapeutici assistenziali) to optimize diagnostic and therapeutic strategies in
patients. The management and coordination of the activities of the NP will be provided by
the HT organization within the NP budget. SWOT ANALYSIS STRENGTH: Accessibility by
users to the highest standards for design, data analysis, and harmonization. Methods
innovation. Such a facility would be unique in Italy but also in Europe. WEAKNESS: The
complexity of imaging signals and data, and related methods, could limit the number of
supported projects. OPPORTUNITY: The Human Imaging Platform at HT represents a unique
research development strategy that is unique both nationally and internationally. THREATS:
lack of collaboration and logistics can weaken the project.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The total cost for implementing this NP is 19,5 M€. This covers all the required high-end
equipment of IU1-2-4, whereas the equipment for IU3, shared with NP for Animal Imaging,
is budgeted in the Animal Imaging platform. The cost for implementing IU4 is 0.9M€. This
covers the purchase of a server for analysis and storage capacity (6 GPU, 32 2.10GHz CPU, 1
PT storage, 6-12TB RAM), licenses, and computers. Costs for maintenance and acquisition of
related technologies as well as the upgrade of existing ones will be detailed at point 13. For
more information about estimated costs and equipment, see https://tinyurl.com/PHI-
Budget-all


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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The total operating yearly cost of the NP-PHI, when fully operational, is 5 M€/year, including
personnel, materials, maintenance, updating/upgrading, and access grant. The total
operating yearly costs of IU4, when fully operational, is 1,6 M€, divided as follows: -
Personnel: 16 units with expertise described in Point 8; 1,23 M€. - Materials: 140 k€. -
Maintenance: 40 k€ - Updating/upgrading: 70 k€ - Access grant: 120 k€ Outreach activities,
training courses, short visits to spoke centers are also included. For more information about
estimated costs and equipment, see https://tinyurl.com/PHI-Budget-all


Max 1000  characters


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


The time required to set up this IU can be achieved within 2-3 years and is mostly limited by
the identification of the appropriate building and hiring of personnel. The purchase of high
capacity CPU & GPU and high storage cluster can be completed within 6 months from
completion of the building. For further details see Gantt https://tinyurl.com/PHI-GANTT


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


The space requirements, in square meters (sqm), for the entire NP-PHI, composed by 4 IUs is
approximately 1350 sqm, net of walls and corridors, divided as follows: -IU1 (520 sqm) -IU2
(270 sqm) -IU3 (290 sqm, computed in the NP for Animal Imaging and shared) -IU4 (150
sqm) - Common areas (260 sqm) - 2 open bays for future developments (75 sqm each) In
details, IU4 includes: -Office space for scientists, technologists, logistics, administration
(n=16 people, 120 square meters) -Server room (15 square meters) -Machine shop (15
square meters) Common areas include: - Reception and waiting area (60 square meters) -
Behavioral and clinical testing rooms (45 square meters) - Meeting Rooms (70 square
meters) - Relax area (25 square meters) - Other rooms (bathrooms, warehouse, etc.) (60
square meters).


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.
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Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


IU4 is an analysis platform. The obsolescence of the computing cloud and storage systems is
rapid but can be replaced at ever lower costs in time. Also cloud computing will be a near
future solution for fighting obsolescence.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands
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Advances in experimental techniques and computational power require cutting-edge
methods for the acquisition and analysis of rich multimodal data using complex models to
capture the brain complexity. IU4 is designed to become an attractor hub of all the
emerging statistical and mathematical methodologies as well as a hub for the development
of advanced experimental setups. Consequently, it is predictable that about one hundred
requests in a year will be received for expert training, for designing and implementing
various steps for the use of preprocessing pipelines, state-of-the-art gold standard methods
for image analysis, machine learning approaches, univariate, and multivariate statistical
methods. This number is based on the scientific community that has contributed to this
document.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


The Human Imaging Platform will provide a national hub for neuroimaging research in
humans. Neuroimaging includes an ensemble of methods based on magnetic resonance,
radioactive, electro-magnetic, or optical signals. Their main feature is that signals are
recorded from the whole living brain or body at multiple spatial and temporal resolution.
The ability to record from the entire brain, as well as the body (the scanners proposed can
image other body organs), is essential to understand the ‘systems level rules’ that govern
the brain, body and their interaction, both in health and disease. The instruments to carry
out such measures are among the most expensive in life sciences, and the most complex to
analyze given their dimensionality and correlation. We do not know of any other center in
Europe where this kind of hardware and expertise is concentrated. Some laboratories focus
on magnetic resonance, while others study molecular and electrical signals. The national
community will therefore benefit by being able to perform under the same roof experiments
with the most up-to-date neuroimaging instruments, and to compare information across
modalities. In addition to state-of-the-art instrumentation (MRI, EEG/MEG, PET/MR, optical)
and acquisition protocols, IU4 provides a powerful platform for innovative analysis and
statistical evaluation that will help the national community by harmonizing acquisition
protocols and analysis pipelines for laboratories across the country. Finally, IU4 will be the IU
of the Human Imaging Platform that will develop the integration between human and
animal neuroimaging signals, and between systems and cellular, subcellular, and genetic
information obtained from other NPs.


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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The HP-PHI can form strong collaborations with national and international consortia.
Neuroimaging will develop along two lines: (1) In-depth mapping of a small number of
subjects from whom to record the most signals at very high signal-to-noise. (2) Population
studies to map the complexity of information in health and disease across many levels (e.g.,
genomics, brain) as in the UK biobank tracking >500K individuals. For in-depth studies this
NP will naturally link with EBRAINS (European Brain Research Infrastructures) dedicated to
the development of platforms for acquisition, storage, and analysis of large neuroscience
datasets. For population studies, this NP will establish networks of excellence. For instance,
point 9 describes a network of PET/MRI centers. A similar network includes other 7T MRI
systems (Pisa, Padova). We acknowledge the numerous colleagues from the research
institutions, academia, hospitals listed here: https://tinyurl.com/PHI-Contributors
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Intervistato


45 Anonimo 
16.54


Tempo per il completamento


NANOMEDICINE (Nano-2-Bed)


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


UNIVERSITA' DEGLI STUDI DI MILANO - PRIORITA' 1


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.


RETTORE@UNIMI.IT


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology


Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 


INFRAFRONTIER E R h I f t t f th ti


5.
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− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


Some countries have also their own facilities which demonstrate the interest toward the
field. On the other hand, the platform fNano-2-Bed at the HT will be unique since it will
benefit not only of all the necessary competence for the preparation, characterization and
testing of the nanomaterials but also because it is embedded in a domain of clinics, big data
for the simulation, assessment of the best drugs and mechanism for targeting, in the future
drug discovery and metabolomics platform. Such incredible ensemble of knowledge will
allow a complete understanding of the behavior of such diverse nanovectors, their protein
corona and the necessary lipidic/protein coverage for the uptake in the desired tissues. Also
the synergy with the clinicians will allow to suggest a tailor-made solution for the different


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.
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unmet clinical needs. In addition, the requested equipment for studying the dynamics of the
barriers’ crossing and the use of human tissues, organoids and organ on a chip solution, to
simulate in simulating the real human barriers, will provide a unique platform that can
deliver all the necessary information allowing going in vivo only with the best selected
systems


In recent years, nanotechnology has been widely exploited for the prevention, treatment
and diagnosis of several pathologies including cancer, cardiovascular, neurodegenerative,
inflammatory disorders as well as infective diseases. Indeed, the reduction of a material at a
nanoscale creates new structures with peculiar physical and chemical features, facilitating
also the interaction with biological systems. The use of nanotechnologies in medicine is
defined as nanomedicine, which can be subdivided in the following fields of application: -
diagnosis either in vitro or in vivo, - drug delivery of both small molecules and biological
drugs (proteins, peptides, polysaccharides, RNA and DNA) in specific areas of the body, -
regenerative medicine, - prevention of diseases (i.e. vaccines). Nanomaterials can be used as
nanocontainers to transport and protect the therapeutic cargo and their surface
functionalizedfunctionalization with specific moieties can be used to mimic biological
carriers avoiding undesired filtering and for the optimization of the in vivo performances (i.e.
increased biocompatibility, circulation time, and targeting). Main aim of our mission is fill the
existing gap between nanotechnology and medicine. This aim will be achieved supporting
researchers in the development of specific production and formulation methodologies, in
the chemico-physical characterization of the nanoparticle-based product to obtain a high
quality materials. The platform will provide a time and space resolved investigation of the
dynamics of the interactions of the nanomaterial with cells, tissues and organs using in vitro
solutions such as organoids, organ on a chip and living human tissues to simulate biological
barriers in order to obtain a product suitable for in vivo use that could successfully face
regulatory in vivo studies. The Nanomedicine platform can realize 3D in vitro models for
screening drugs free and in nanocarriers and the synergic effects of drugs and biomolecules
to increase thetheir efficacy. Finally a full quantification of the nanodrugs reaching the
disease will be possible with imaging and mass spectrometry techniques


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.


UI- Production This unit provides the facilities for sophisticated synthesis or isolation of
nanomaterials. In particular exosome facilities, microfluidic systems, glove box, high pressure
and vacuum facilities, automatic synthesizer, bioreactors for bio production, microwave
synthesizer and set-up for hydrothermal synthesis, spray-dryer will be present. For the
purification HPLC-Mass, ultra- and gradient centrifuges, ultrafiltration and biodeposition
including soft lithography and dip pen litography will complement the existing platform on


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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(bio)printing. UI- Physical-Chemical Properties The unit should include basic tools for
evaluate the stability of the received nanomaterial such as dynamic light scattering
nanoparticle trafficking analyzer and specific equipment for a precise definition of the
material such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, XPS, Electron microscopy coupled with
EDX, specifically cryo and high resolution EM, Small Angle X-ray Scattering, SAXS, wide-
angle X-ray diffraction, WAXD, NanoDSC, Plasmon surface resonance, microITC and
Asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation (aF4) coupled with a quadrupol detector,multi-
angle laser light scattering (MALS), thermal analysis of solid materials and a nano-indent and
a rheometer., surface and interfacial tensiometry and Contact angle for liquid
characterization. Steady.,steady state and time resolved emission spectroscopy and a helium
pycnometer. The platform will be also equipped with the first chamber for aerosolization of
nanoparticles to study the toxicity of the inhalate materials and their biodistribution in the
animals UI- Dynamics Cell Material Interactions The platform has a special mission
concerning the study of the interactions between nanomaterials and cells. The dynamic of
the internalization and the localization of the nanoparticles inside specific organelles can be
followed by high resolution confocal microscopy, STORM and PALM, and new tools such as
electrochemiluminescence in cells and chemical reactions in cells will be investigated. An
intravital microscopy, clinical cell analysis (mass cytometry, imaging mass cytometry and
Hyperion imaging system), flow cytometry and quantum micro CT for imaging. Equipment
for histological processing: Tissue processor and embedding station for paraffin samples,
Paraffin microtomes Leica Autostainer XL for high quality staining. The equipment will need
a constant upgrade and for the more sophisticated one a permanent staff member able to
perform the measurements and interpret the data. For a correct running of the platform we
envisage: 1 Platform Leader, who heads the macro-platform, with great knowledge in the
field of Nanomedicines, capable of integrating with the various areas and eventually
coordinate activities with the other complementary platforms 3 Team Leaders (one for each
unit) responsible for each unit supervising the projects and organizing the
collaborations/services 6 Researchers (PhDs), divided equally (2+2+2) in the three Units.
They will be responsible for the instruments in the platform and perform the requested
measurements. 1 Project Manager in charge of the functional running of the labs, external
relations and of the administrative-accounting issues


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros
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The equipment of the platform are rather expensive tools able to see at the molecular or
even atomic level. Some of them (EDX, SAXS, TGA, XPS…) costs several hundred eurosKeuros
and requires specific lab space, antivibration tables and fully conditioner room. The in vitro
analysis requires the acquisition and proliferation of cells and the use of human tissue
models such as the MatTek ones, produced from primary human cells, provide a
microphysiological platform to model highly-relevant and predictive human biology but are
very expensive (about 4000 euro a tissue). The cost of the personnel has been calculated on
the basis of their role and their specific knowledge


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


A. Personnel: For the personnel besides the salary costs related to courses and training are
calculated (30 KEuro per year). B) Funzionamento: Most of the equipment need a quite
expensive maintenance contract and consumables to perform the measurements (grids,
gases, special glassware, solvents, vacuum pumps…). We estimated at least 1 Meuro per year
for such costs but such amount will strongly depend on the number of users. C.
Consumables: The platform will need regular acquisition of consumable as for examples: cell
lines, solvents, glass/quartzware, gases, molecular dyes, biomolecules, LEDs, lasers for
spectroscopy, waste management… Tentatively we estimate a cost of 2 MEuro per year. D.
Visitors: The visitors and the people that need training for the use of the platform will also
contribute to the annual cost. We estimated at least 200 visitors per year (about 50 projects)
who will require lodging and personnel time (at least 400 KEuros)


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.
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less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


The development of a research infrastructure collecting such sophisticated tools required an
accurate and precise planning of spaces in order to study the optimal placement for each
instruments. Indeed, most of them have special requirements that should be fullfilled to
assure optimal working performance. Moreover, also the selection of the personnel units
should be very accurate and reasoned, since their activity is very focused on nanoparticle
and nanoparticle-biological sysytem interaction, it requires a depth knowledge of the field
of study but also interdisciplinary skills


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


The proposed project requires a total of 455 square meters divided in this way. The three UIs
will be 90 square meters each, the open space studios 70 square meters for the six
researchers, three 15 square meters studios for each UIs leader, a 15 square meter studio for
the Head of the platform, an office of 15 square meters for the project manager, and a 40
square meter meeting room


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.
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The equipmentequipments have an average lifetime that depends on the use that of course
will erode and damage some part decreasing the performance and reliability of the
instrument. In addition, some of the tools require a constant upgrade to follow the rapid
development of the nanomaterials synthesis and properties and we envisage that the
analytical tools will follow such quick change with the need of more and more precise
equipmentequipments and better analysis of the composition and morphology.
Furthermore, the time needed for the acquisition and analysis of the data is getting shorter
and shorter allowing a more accurate and faster measurement. In view of such consideration
we feel that most of the equipment must be replaced with new models or even new
technologies to keep the platform at the edge of the state of art


Max 1000  characters


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


Nanomedicine is a very attractive field of science that comprise several disciplines.
Nanoparticles are among the first nanoscale materials to be employed in different biological
applications: fluorescent and magnetic particles are commercially available for in vitro and in
vivo imaging and diagnostics. Eventually, these small particles must be made much more
useful, informative and integrated in devices for the development of more sensitive and


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.
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reliable diagnostic techniques.Indeed even the relationship between nanoparticles and
environment is a hot topic also related to the -well-known “green” topic and requires a full
understand on how such nanoparticles enter our body. In Italy, at the moment, at least 1-2
groups at each university are connected to one of the topics of nanomedicine and need
some help for the production or characterization or evaluation of the toxicity of their
materials. It is therefore not surprising that a platform that could help in formulation,
characterization and understanding of different nanomaterials and their interactions with
the environment can provide many answers and fulfill a great national need


Within the next decade, miniaturized devices based on nanotechnology, which can make
thousands of measurements very rapidly and very inexpensively, will become available.
Future trends in diagnostics will continue in miniaturization of biochip technology to the
nanoscale range. The most common clinical diagnostic application will be blood protein
analysis. Blood in systemic circulation reflects the state of health or disease of most organs.
Nanomedicine promises to play an important role in the future development of diagnostic
and therapeutic methods. Delivery of drug or biomolecules using nanoparticles, liposomes
and other nanocarriers has emerged as an essential need for overcoming pharmacokinetic
limitations associated with conventional drug formulations, lack of stability of the
biomolecules during circulation and low solubility of some therapeutic agents. Nanoparticles
have proven advantageous for the recent COVID vaccine and are essential in solubilizing
therapeutic cargos, reducing detrimental side effects due to the difficulties in reaching the
desired doses required to achieve efficacious responses, prolonging the circulation lifetimes
of drugs and, through enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect, reaching tumors.
Recently nanoparticles have also been employed to stimulate tumour microenvironments to
elicit antitumour immunity. Cancer nanomedicines is indeed an important emerging field
that is already applied in immunotherapy not only in preclinical studies but also in a number
of clinical trials. The use of natural nanoparticles such proteins, or more recently exosomes
has attracted a lot of interest for the content of such nanoparticles, a genetic coded
information, and their ability to target certain organs. The assembly and disassembly of
nanoparticles have been used for sensing but, even more interesting, to track and evaluate
the production of proteases expressed in several diseases. The combination of nanoparticles
and soft materials, such as hydrogels, is explored for non-invasive surgery applications and
in many tissue regeneration applications. Therefore nanomedicine is not only a fundamental
research area of great interest but is witness enormous progress for the numerous
applications in unmet clinical needs. The platform can be a starting point for several
researchers to investigate the properties of their nanosystems but also to be connected with
complementary expertise that could provide unpredicted applications or even testing in real
clinical set-up. Nano-2Nano2bed will therefore, everywhere in Italy, make a concerted effort
to solve clinical problems and to realize the best solution, through nanotechnology, to
diagnostic or treat a disease


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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In the near future, the use of nanodiagnostics could reduce waiting time for test results.
Patients could then be given the prescription immediately, reducing the length of time that
the patient has to wait for results, making the whole process less costly. Many of the
diagnostics detection tools are based on imaging and therefore the link with the imaging
platform is very natural and synergic. In the next decade nanomedicine will solve the
problem of personalized medicine, giving each patient the correct drug and dosage. The use
of biological molecules as therapeutic agent will immediately link this platform with the
existing genomics and with the future metabolomics and drug discovery infrastructures.. The
existing big data center will allow a fast screening of possible drugs but also on their
formulation and loading ability in nanocapsules. Because of the integration and
interrelationships of several technologies involved in nanosensing, integration of diagnostics
with therapeutics, and development of personalized medicine will benefit of all the centers
on micro-nanofabrication and printing


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


48 Anonimo 
08.57


Tempo per il completamento


Ecotron Facility for experimental ecosystem studies - EF4EES


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


UNIVERSITA' DEGLI STUDI DI MILANO - PRIORITA' 2


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.


RETTORE@UNIMI.IT


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology


Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 


INFRAFRONTIER E R h I f t t f th ti


5.
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− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


The scientific-technological field presided over by EF4EES marginally overlaps with those of
the European IR AnaEE (Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems),
MIRRI (Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure) and EMPHASIS (European Infrastructure
for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and Simulation). EF4EES could be an evolutionary element
of EMPHASIS, allowing simultaneous high-throughput monitoring for plant, organisms,
biotic and abiotic components and the ecosystem processes of an undisturbed eco-cosmos
on which are experimentally imposed several combinations of different environmental
variables. Currently, 13 ecotrons facilities are operating in Europe, 1 of which is in Italy
(EIRAC TerraXcube, Bolzano). Nevertheless, the high construction costs impose limited


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.
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numbers and sizes of ecotrons per unit, drastically limiting the overall reliability of the
experiments. The number and size of ecotrons would allow exceeding this limit, making
EF4EES highly competitive


Natural Capital erosion generates risks for human health and well-being. Thus, in the
framework of the One World - One Health concept, scientists are committed to identifying
processes underlying ecosystem functions and their irreversible changes in response to
foreseeable environmental scenarios, encouraging the development of innovative strategies
to promote ecosystems resilience and mitigate harmful and adverse environmental factors.
Both omics disciplines and innovative technologies boosted the research generating a broad
series of knowledge, theories, and predictive models, which answer the future of natural and
man-made ecosystems. Ecotrons could improve the development of this knowledge. They
consist of circumscribed and independent spaces where various environmental conditions
can be accurately simulated and their effects on several ecosystems processes can be
monitored in real time using automated sensors. Ecotrons host intact or reconstructed
ecosystem units hosting living organisms and allow to impose specific environmental
conditions (type/intensity of incident electromagnetic radiation; humidity/temperature
gradients; composition of the atmosphere and possible enrichment of its components in
VOCs or stable isotopes (i.e., 2H2,18Ov, 15N2, 18O2, among others); plant biodiversity,
micro/mesofauna and soil microbiome. The mission of EF4EES is threefold: 1) studying the
effects of global changes on natural or ecosystems; 2) evaluating the performances of
genetic (synthetic biology), agronomic and/or technological (smart agriculture) innovations
in specific agro-ecosystems considering their effects on yield, nutritional quality and safety
of the production, as well as their environmental impact (soil, water, air, soil microbiome)
according to low-input and circular-economy paradigms; 3) evaluating living organisms’
potential capacity to colonize extra-terrestrial systems, favouring the global economy
expansion and supporting long-term space operations


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.


The Platform consists of the Infrastructural Units following listed that will implement state-
of-the-art technologies. IU1 Macro-Ecotrons - This IU consists of 9 independent high-
dimensions (5 x 10 x 5 m) environments (ecotron) able to accommodate ecosystem samples
in large enclosed atmospheric volumes. Each ecotron incorporates aboveground and
belowground biological complexity and spatial heterogeneity. In each ecotron it is possible
to manage several environmental variables simultaneously (see point 9). The upper part of
the shell-shaped domes made in material transparent to photosynthetically active radiation
will be removable (allowing to use them as an open chamber) or extendable in height to
host experiments with trees. IU2 Meso-Ecotrons - This IU consists of at least nine


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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independent relatively small dimensions environments (3 x 5 x 3.5 m) for controlled
environmental simulations. IU3 Data & computational services – The IU3 acquires, processes
and stores experimental environmental data and it is integrated with the “Machine learning”
unit for real-time control of environmental variables that characterize single or groups of
ecotrons. IU3 consists of a data ingestion ETL platform based on a data lake architecture
that manages structured and unstructured data. Based on the Apache ecosystem
technologies, the Platform can capture streaming flows, batch and support the efficient
execution and scheduling of Machine Learning algorithms on the stored data. IU4 Machine
learning – This IU deals with developing predictive models aimed to study the evolution of
the environmental variables of interest. On the other hand, it will deal with the causal
networks learning, which regulates these variables’ dependencies, to simulate the Ecotron’s
behaviour depending on environmental conditions changes. For efficient and simultaneous
training of predictive models related to groups of ecotrons, distributed and multi-task
learning skills will be used. IU5 Management and administration- The PN will be managed in
an open access perspective for public and private research groups by a IU consisting in: i) 1
scientific coordinator (SC); ii) 1 platform manager; iii) 1 data scientist; iv) three specialized
technicians; v) 2 administrative staff. A steering committee headed by SC will evaluate
proposals and approve specific projects, including the expected costs. After approval, the
groups responsible for the research will take care of the data collection and management of
the specific instrumentation used for the experiments. The UI will manage the instruments
and systems of the IUs. The technical staff will handle the adaptation phase to the structure
facilities and special needs related to specific research activities.


The expected number of ecotrons guarantees an adequate number of experimental
replicates, a factor often limiting the usability of these instrumental platforms. In order to, to
ensure flexibility of the NP each ecotron, will be equipped with systems able of carrying out
specific treatments: climatic, composition and pressure of the atmosphere, pollutants
presence, soil types, biodiversity within the trophic levels, agro-systemic managements. The
single platform units will be equipped with state-of-the-art sensors for monitoring and
continuously adjusting parameters such as air temperature (0-50 ° C), atmosphere RH (20-
100%), soil T and RH gradients, Ѱw, Ѱs, Ѱm and soil water content. In order to study of
gaseous exchanges, each ecotron will be built to guarantee the possibility of carrying out
steady-state dynamic (flow-through) measurements of molecule flows between the
terrestrial and atmospheric compartments. An essential element will be using natural or
artificial (LED) lighting sources, which can be modulated in quantitative and qualitative
terms. At least 3 of the nine largest ecotrons should provide a walkable ring in the
underground area surrounding the monolith of land (lysimeter), suitable for hosting
instruments and operators. The ecotrons will be configured to host a wide range of sensors
(i.e. 3D-, IR-, hyper-, multispectral-, photonics-, fluorescence-camera, etc.) for plant high-
throughput phenotyping, as well as insect and/or mesofauna population dynamic. Specific
instruments will be made available by the research group responsible for the activity.
Scientists will have access to the platform through the application with competitive projects
that will be evaluated and selected with a transparent process by peers. The Platform will
cover all costs of the selected projects including training. We envision the possibility to


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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differentiate the type of applications to accommodate the needs of both small size projects
with the one of large size consortium with a more general national interest


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The estimation of the NP construction costs, which would not exceed 15 million euros,
derives from a comparative assessment of the construction costs declared for the 13 existing
facilities [Roy et al. (2021), Global Change Biology, 27: 1387-1407; doi 10.1111 / gbc 15471].
A costs reduction (about 10-15%) could be achieved realizing the NP in areas made
available by one of the components of the proposing Consortium (e.g UNIMI Experimental
and Didactic Farm at Cornaredo) under a contract that allows the unrestricted use of the
area for under decades. Personnel expenses (1 scientific coordinator paid about 100,000
euros/ year + 1 data scientist paid about 80,000 euros/year, 1 platform manager paid about
80,000 euros/year + 3 IU technical staff paid each one about 40,000 euros/year + per year +
2 unit of administrative staff paid each one about 35,000/year) are around 450,000 euros per
year


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


Even now, costs estimation was carried out comparing the average costs referring to the 13
existing facilities and scaling them in relation to the infrastructural specificities of the


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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proposed NP. In particular, ordinary expenses (electricity consumption (5,000 MWh),
maintenance, and structural plant improvements) are expected to be around 1,200,000
euros/year). Personal costs are around 450,000 euros per year. Maintenance/upgrade costs
for instruments are expected to be around 600,000 euros/year. Costs for assistance/training
and hospitality for external researchers are evaluated about 250,000 euros/year. Overhead
costs: about 200.000 euro/years. Total operating costs: about 2,500,000 euro/year


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


The construction times, estimated to be almost three years, include the final executive
design phase The estimated three years, based on the available data relating to the
construction of the already existing comparable facilities, include about one year for the
testing and functional development of the NP and the training times for scientific and
technical personnel assigned


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


The NP insists on four distinct but adjacent areas for a total of almost 2650 m2. The first will
house the Macro-Ecotrons UI, and it will occupy a total area of 1600 m2 (40 x 40 m). The
second will house the Meso-Ecotrons UI and will occupy a total area of 525 m2 (25 x 25 m).
The third, dedicated to a prefabricated structure of about 150 m2, will house the data
center, whereas the fourth (250 m2) will house the service laboratories and structures, as
well as engineering/technical services. Moreover, about 125 m2 are need for the personal
offices


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.
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less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


From a structural point of view, the proposed NP should be considered simple and flexible,
making it easily adaptable to subsequent implementations. The instrumental part
(environmental sensors and effectors, automated systems for sampling, and molecular,
physiological and functional analysis of the various biotic components and chemical-
physical analysis for the abiotic components) is provided in a variable configuration in the
individual ecotron units according to the type of the running case study. Therefore, in the
case of any technological evolutions, it can be replaced without significant structural
interventions, thus extending the overall obsolescence of the infrastructure


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands
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At the moment, the evaluation considers the composition of the potentially interested
research groups belonging to the proposing Body. The number of experimental replicates,
which are made possible by the number of ecotrons envisaged in the proposed NP, could
attract groups, many of which are small in size, that currently use the other European
facilities available


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


For the future of humanity, it will be critical to sustainably handle both managed and natural
ecosystems, since due to land uses changes, loss of biodiversity and climate changes, they
are under threat. Ecotron use, reproducing the complexity and diversity of risk factors
connected with human health, will boost the environmental research, allowing to plan
affordable solutions through identifying, reproducing, and monitoring the risks. EF4EES will
give the national scientists the tools to face the challenges of improving and preserving the
ecosystem services while guaranteeing the food supply chain and human health. EF4EES will
sensitively predict the ecosystems’ responses to climatic changes, identifying new
management approaches and/or potential environmental tipping points. Moreover, it will
allow understanding the dependencies between ecosystems and the surrounding
environment, assess the environmental impact, control and handle the risks, or potentially
utilize the benefits of anticipated significant changes in ecosystems, allowing climate
adaptation and greenhouse gas mitigation. EF4EES will offer support to the Italian scientist’s
research, delivering high-quality products. Moreover, the availability in Italy of such a
complex and innovative multifunctional Platform could increase the competitiveness of the
researcher in recruiting funds from international projects. It could allow training scientists to
become familiar with the study of ecosystems, analyze their outputs, and increase the
national scientific and innovative wealth in the field of human health, a strategic area of
global importance. Moreover, the Platform outputs and the dialogue between the academic
world and national industries could lead the production of last generation products and
services, generating a substantial return on research investment. It could also allow the
industries to anticipate the market requests, increasingly aimed at releasing eco-sustainable
products that respect the environmental issues or could direct the national decision towards
a 21st-century bioeconomy, giving a leading position to Italy in the international panorama.
In conclusion, EF4EES goals are to operate the most up-dated available Ecotron facility and
develop novel applications. Its main organizational features are i) the possibility of accessing
the NP by the scientific community; ii) the availability of funds dedicated to the projects of
the scientists who will join; and iii) the integration of Italian excellence in Ecology with the
activities of the NP itself. This NP configuration will have an enormous impact on the
national scientific community: i) the scientific community’s access to cutting-edge
technologies and new funds in Eco-Physiology will increase this strategic research field; ii)
the integration of Italian excellence in EF4EES activities will increase the international
competitiveness of the Italian research system for the benefit of the whole community


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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In addition to the networking of FF4EES with similar international facilities, there will be
several interactions with other European and national IRs. In particular, in addition to the
aforementioned IR-UE AnaEE, MIRRI and EMPHASIS, the following relations are foreseeable;
i) for the data sciences part, relations with IR ELIXIR (a distributed infrastructure for life-
science information); ii) for ecotoxicological research with IR EIRENERI (Research
Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in Europe); iii) for development and
use of imaging sensors with IR Euro-BioImaging (European Research Infrastructure for
Imaging Technologies in Biological and Biomedical Sciences). All the infrastructures and
research skills within the proposing Bodies can potentially interact and integrate with the
activities of EF4EES


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


50 Anonimo 
46.25


Tempo per il completamento


High-Throughput and High-Content Screening - HTHC_S


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


UNIVERSITA' DEGLI STUDI DI MILANO - PRIORITA' 3


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.


RETTORE@UNIMI.IT


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology


Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 


INFRAFRONTIER E R h I f t t f th ti


5.
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− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


HTHC_S overlaps marginally with some European research centers which include in their
mission a hit identification process through screening approaches, such as EU-OPENSCREEN
and CNCCS(CNR). EU-OPENSCREEN is based on a “diffused” model of the drug discovery
process while CNCCS(CNR) is a public-private consortium located in IRBM which collects
compounds at a national level, but it is not opened to sharing libraries/facilities with
academic projects. HTHC_S, on the other hand, is conceived on an entirely different
structural organization, since it will provide to the national academic community access to
key facilities and to expertise and know-how, which are too costly for individual academic


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.
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institutions. In addition, this NP will represent an invaluable and unprecedented opportunity
to train young academic researchers


In the framework of modern drug discovery process, the hit and target identification phases
require highly demanding technological facilities, in term of infrastructure requirement,
maintenance and management. This kind of facility is very rare if not absent in national
academic/institutional research centers, thus limiting the academic research in drug
discovery and in identifying hit compounds and resolving their target (in case of a
phenotypc approach). Moreover, the outsourcing of this activity to Contract Research
Organizations is not affordable when public/private grants are not widely available. The
mission of this facility is to provide a potent tool to the academia to initiate the drug
discovery process in a variety of therapeutic areas. Furthermore, since the hit and target
identification processes are based on a multidisciplinary approach, involving researchers
with complementary skills, HTHC_S will stimulate further collaborations among national
research groups through a competitive based access. An additional mission of the facility is
to bring together academic research in drug discovery and the pharmaceutical industry (a
European leader in the API manufacturing but not competitive in the discovery phase),
helping to generate advanced products with the quality and advancement which can be of
interest for development by the industry, and able to generate an important return on the
investment of academic research (through milestone payments and royalties). The mission
and vision of HTHC_S can be articulated as follows: 1- Provide key technologies and facilities
required to identify hit compounds or repurposed molecules, through a target or
phenotypic based approach, and drug targets. The required technologies based on
automated HTS and High-Content Screening (HCS) will be available to the national research
community, based on the presentation of project proposals which will be competitively
evaluated. 2- Provide training (theoretical and practical) to form research personnel highly
skilled in the screening process. The HTHC_S will start programs and host researchers (with a
particular emphasis on young researchers) to complement the existing academic
educational programmes and help to form a diffuse culture in drug discovery and to grow
the next generation of drug discovery scientists


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.


The facility will be organized into 4 Infrastructural units (IUs) which will implement these
missing steps of the drug discovery process. IU1: Compound collection. A national chemical
library will be generated by collecting different chemicals from Italian universities and
research centers and eventually implemented with commercially available compounds with
the final goal of generating a hybrid commercial/in-house database. This chemical library
will be managed using robotics and barcode technology to track each molecule. The use of


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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different types of sophisticated and automated instruments for sample and liquid handling
will enable library-plating adapted to different assays and eventually plates with dispensed
compounds for dose-response studies. In particular, the IU1 will include a robotic platform
to assemble, store and retrieve the following libraries: i) small molecules and fragments
obtained from commercial vendors, and a collection of compounds from academic research
groups, endowed with structural and molecular properties suitable for hit discovery and hit-
to-lead programs, avoiding unwanted reactive chemical groups, frequent hitters,
toxicophores, aggregators and other undesirables from academic groups; ii) clinically
available drugs (5,000 compounds) for drug-repurposing screenings; iii) high complexity
antibody phage libraries; iv) extracts and fermentation products; v) peptide and RNA
molecules (up to 400nt), with the final goal of generating a hybrid commercial/in-house
database of small and large molecules. IU2: Virtual screening. Set/up for ligand- and/or
structure-based virtual screening, both per se and to prioritize the most promising
compounds from the chemical libraries (also for drug repurposing studies). The unit will
include hardware and software facilities for ligand- and/or structure-based virtual screening
in order to filter the initial libraries and select the relevant derivatives to be more in-depth
investigated in the following experimental analyses rounds. IU3: High throughput and
content screening stations. These are designed to run phenotypic and target-based assays,
using high-capacity robotic worktable (easily configurable and reconfigurable) integrated for
liquid dispensing, sample and plate management, and a variety of state-of-the-art detection
technologies including luminescence (AlphaScreen®), fluorescence (including fluorescence
intensity, TR-FRET, fluorescence polarization). The facility will use high content imaging and
flow cytometry HTS systems to obtain also phenotypic data. IU4. Target identification.
Phenotypic approaches will identify bioactive molecules whose molecular targets need to be
elucidated and validated. The unit will include all the state-of-the-art instrumentation
(mainly based on nano-LC-mass spectrometers) to run direct and indirect strategies for
target identification and molecular mechanism elucidation, including chemoproteomic and
OMIC strategies, thermal proteome profiling, drug affinity responsive target stability, limited
proteolysis coupled to machine learning studies and cellular thermal shift assay). Main
Needs: Set-up in first 2 years, 8M. Maintenance/upgrade: 0,6 millioj/yr. Personnel: 12 units (1
Coordinator, 5 Staff scientists, 11 technicians), 1,15 million/yr. Coordinator, 150 k euro, staff
scientists 90 k, technician 50k= 150+90x5+50x11= 1.15 million euros/yr


Additional contribution for the IU1 Compound Collection and IU2 virtual screening:
Information about compounds, targets, phenotypes, diseases, acquired results will be
managed in repositories to support their integration, cleaning and alignment in a common
knowledge base representation. We plan to adopt both data quality approaches developed
in the context of data management, semantic web technologies, and new machine learning
techniques with the aim of obtaining a homogeneous representation of the involved entities
and thus facilitating their analysis through automated HTS, HCS and machine learning
techniques. To prioritize the most promising compounds from the chemical libraries, as well
as for drug repositioning approaches, AI-based software tools based on Graph
Representation Learning will be developed on top of the NP. More precisely the available
knowledge about drugs, ligands, targets, small chemical compounds, bio-molecular targets,
their relationships with phenotypes and diseases will be integrated and represented in


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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Knowledge Graphs. The software tools implement efficient graph embedding algorithms
based on massive random walks and on graph neural networks able to efficiently scale with
large heterogeneous graphs using parallel computation and specialized data structures.
These tools will be delivered to the scientific community to identify hit compounds, drug
targets and for drug repurposing. Required resources: The virtual compound library and the
AI-based sw tools will be hosted on a modular hardware High Performance Computing
architecture, that can be expanded according to the needs of the scientific community.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


We plan to perform the initial set-up of HTHC_S over a period of two years. The cost in
equipment will be 8 million Euros, calculated using estimates derived from preliminary
contacts with the major providers of instrumentation. The main needs in terms of equipment
are illustrated in sections 8-9, while additional requirements for the set-up of the space are
indicated in a later section (section 16)


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


The staff of the HTHC_S will rise up to 15 FTEs, with a cost of 1.15 million Euros/yr, with 1
Director, 5 seniors (Coordinators or staff scientists) and 11 technicians. Routine
maintenance/upgrade: 0.6 million/yr. Costs for dissemination, education travel and


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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hospitality: 0.2 million Euro/year. Personnel costs have been calculated on the basis of the
salary tables of UNIMI as follows: coordinator= full professor (150 k Euros), staff scientists =
associate professor (90 k Euros), technician = d7 level technician (50 K Euros). Operating
costs for reagents include routine costs and the additional costs due to the execution of
selected research projects proposed by the national research community and competitively
selected by a peer committee. The HTHC_S Platform will cover costs of the selected projects
including training and hospitality costs (0.07M/yr). Based on a ballpark estimate, we assume
to perform at plateau: up to 20-30 screenings/year; 5 target IDs. The sum for the operating
costs comes to 2 M/yr


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


We estimate a two-year timeframe for the set-up of all the units of the HTHC_S. The set-up
of the HT and HC screening facility will need an accurate design of the lab architecture and
supplies, robotics infrastructure and of the architecture of the different instrumental
operations, to be performed in collaboration with the commercial vendors. Lab space will
need to be suitably prepared to host the equipment with the required gas lines,
uninterruptible power supply and diesel generator and other hardware requirements
needed for the operation of the equipment. Some equipment for the facility is available
from more than one vendor so that a public tender at European level will be opened


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


The HTS and HCT activities need a lab space of 250 m2. The space must be temperature-
controlled, ventilated (for compound collection space) and must be equipped according to
the manufacturer’s guidelines (weight resistance floor and benches). An additional space of
50 m2 is required to stock glassware, plasticware and chemicals (chemical storage cabinets)
and for cryopreservation of biological materials. Offices (20 m2 for the coordinator, 60 m2
for the scientists and 80 m2 for the technicians) for personnel and rooms for meetings (2x20
m2)


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.
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Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


Robotic systems and detection technologies used in HTS and HC and based on
imaging/spectroscopic/mass spectrometric technologies need gradual replacement due to
technology obsolescence and equipment aging which can be estimated at between 5-10
years from the initial set-up


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands
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The hit and target identification processes involve researchers with diverse competences
(biochemists, structural and computational biologists, cellular biologists, pharmacologists,
medicinal and analytical chemists) and from different areas (human diseases, but also other
fields such as the agrifood and biotechnological sectors). Hence the research proposal which
will be applied and operated in the facility will involve a group staff of at least 5 members
per-proposal, and foreseeing the run of at least 20-30 projects per year the number of
researchers who might apply for access to the proposed platform can be easily calculated as
a few hundred. If considering the projects’ PIs, a few dozens of researchers which apply for
access to the NP should be considered


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


The academic/institutional drug discovery process at a national level is currently limited due
to the lack of modern facilities which are at present required to successfully reaching the
stage of drug clinical candidate. Among these required facilities are the platform for hit
identification and target identification which are the initial steps of modern drug discovery
but are currently absent, or very limited, at the academic and institutional levels. We believe
that this facility will make available a potent tool to our community to initiate the drug
discovery process in many therapeutic areas. Moreover, since the hit identification process is
based on a multidisciplinary process involving researchers with diverse competences
(biochemists, structural and computational biologists, cellular biologists, pharmacologists,
medicinal and analytical chemists), and from different areas (human diseases, but also other
fields such as the agrifood and biotechnological sectors). Indeed, the HTHC_S would provide
a system to stimulate/reinforce the collaboration among national research groups which
very often are focused on their own research fields thus avoiding the more finalized research
which is required for a holistic approach. The impact of this platform on academic research
will also positively affect the national pharmaceutical industry, which is an international
leader in some aspects of drug development (manufacturing of API), but is much less
competitive in the discovery phase. This project will create an opportunity for the HTHC_S to
stimulate a bridging between academia and industry, helping to generate products with the
quality and the advancement which could be relevant for an industrial development,
generating an important return on the investment of academic research (through milestone
payments and royalties). In our view, the HTHC_S will be a key opportunity both for the
progress of the national research community in the drug discovery field, and of the entire
National system. For the research community, the HTHC_S will help to: - Stimulate our
national research with regard to drug discovery; - Increase basic knowledge, due to the
faster, better quality and more efficient generation of novel tools for academic research on
human diseases; - To generate a novel generation of scientists with a deep knowledge in the
early phase of drug discovery, who will increase the national potential to foster further
innovation; - Improve our academic competiveness at an international level, several


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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countries have already started to support drug discovery research in academia. For the
entire country, the HTHC_S will contribute to: - Immediate translation to patients based on
drug repurposing which will reach immediately the clinical stage - The launch of academic
and industrial research in the drug discovery field


HTHC_S will interact with already established academic facilities for the development of
phenotypic models and for medicinal chemistry research focused on at the hit to lead and
lead optimization processes. The HTHC_S will also establish close interaction with numerous
other research or technology infrastructures, firstly with those from the other proposed
platforms. The computational activities of the HTHC_S will be fully integrated with those of
the NP on bioinformatics. Equipment partially overlapping with those of other platforms
(imaging, structural biology, proteomics) represents an opportunity for cost-saving, and will
be closely examined during the revision process of this proposal. Additionally, there are
opportunities for interactions with essentially all other platforms proposed. The HTHC_S will
also look closely at drug discovery centers present in Europe (both as European Research
infrastructures -Eatris, OPENSCREEN already cited above-, or local academic centers) to find
potential for the sharing of know-how, networking and training activities


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


8 Anonimo 
04.59


Tempo per il completamento


National Infrastructure for Human Health for Space Exploration (NI2HSE)


Denominazione della PN proposta (per esteso e acronimo) * 1.


Università di Cagliari - Università di Sassari


Istituzione/Consorzio proponente  * 2.


rettore@unica.it


Il titolare del trattamento dei dati personali costituiti dall’identità e dai recapiti della persona di riferimento 
dell’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente è Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi – Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milano, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail: gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (il cui Responsabile della 
Protezione Dati può essere contattato all’indirizzo e-mail: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Tali dati saranno trattati per le successive comunicazioni finalizzate al raggiungimento degli obiettivi della 
consultazione e per il tempo a tale scopo adeguato. La base giuridica del trattamento è costituita (i) 
dall’esecuzione del rapporto instaurato con l’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente attraverso la partecipazione 
alla consultazione e (ii) dallo svolgimento dei compiti che la normativa richiamata in premessa ha affidato al 
Titolare del trattamento. 
Il conferimento dei dati in parola è facoltativo e il mancato conferimento non comporterò alcun 
pregiudizio. In caso di conferimento, l’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente mette le presenti informazioni a 
disposizione dell’interessato. 
Gli interessati possono richiedere al Titolare, nei casi previsti, l'accesso, la rettifica, la cancellazione o la 
portabilità dei propri dati; i medesimi possono inoltre opporsi al o domandare la limitazione del 
trattamento o, ancora, proporre un reclamo all’Autorità di controllo (Garante per la protezione dei dati 
personali).


Indirizzo e-mail della persona di riferimento * 3.



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Premesso che le Piattaforme Nazionali (PN) si configurano come ‘infrastrutture 
di ricerca’ (IR) secondo la definizione ESFRI, cioè “strutture, risorse e servizi 
collegati, utilizzati dalla comunità scientifica per condurre ricerche di alta qualità 
nei rispettivi campi, senza vincolo di appartenenza istituzionale o nazionale” qual 
è l’ambito scientifico-tecnologico che la PN proposta dovrebbe presidiare? * 


4.


salute


genomica


scienza dei dati e delle decisioni


alimentazione


biologia strutturale e cellulare


ulteriori settori di ricerca finalizzata alla prevenzione e alla salute


L’ambito scientifico-tecnologico presidiato dalla PN proposta rientra fra quelli 
già sotto l’egida di IR europee o nazionali esistenti? 


A titolo di esempio e riferimento, si fornisce la lista di IR che presidiano ambiti 
inclusi nel perimetro definito dalla norma per HT - salute, genomica, 
alimentazione, scienza dei dati e delle decisioni, ulteriori settori della ricerca 
finalizzata alla prevenzione e alla salute: 
IR europee (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE -Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRIERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRISERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS- European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRINERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENERI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR -A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRCERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS- European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA -European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
−EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
−EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
−Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
i Bi l i l d Bi di l S i


5.
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in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
−INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCTERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE -Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
−METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and Nutrition 
− MIRRI -Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
IR nazionali (PNIR) 
− 2HE(PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM (Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
−Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF(Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA (Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS (CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
−D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI(CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
−FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo)  
− MIRACLE (Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA(ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


sì


no


Max 1000 caratteri


Se la risposta è affermativa, fornire una breve motivazione a sostegno della 
proposta di realizzare, presso HT, una PN in un ambito già presidiato 


6.


Max 2000 caratteri


Fornire una breve descrizione della mission della PN proposta * 7.
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In questa nuova era della New Space Economy e di esplorazioni spaziali, la proposta
rappresenta una sfida che ha come traguardo l’esplorazione umana nello spazio
coinvolgendo diversi settori e guardando alle nuove generazioni. È una sfida che mette in
campo specifiche attività sperimentali che richiedono una piattaforma tecnologica e
innovativa dedicata a trovare soluzioni per sopravvivere in ambienti extra-terrestri e che
avrebbe come grande vantaggio quello di trovare soluzioni che poi serviranno per
migliorare le condizioni di vita sulla Terra. L’Italia nel settore spaziale ha storicamente
rivestito un ruolo di grande rilievo sulla scena internazionale, in questo contesto la
piattaforma intende promuovere la competitività del settore aerospaziale nazionale con
impegno e competenze dei proponenti costruite negli anni, per creare opportunità di
sviluppo imprenditoriale ed economico in ambito scientifico e industriale. La piattaforma
intende: implementare e meglio collegarsi con altre discipline di frontiera incentrate sull’uso
e sullo sviluppo di nuove tecnologie; migliorare la salute umana e garantire un
monitoraggio sulle condizioni di salute, attraverso l’identificazione precoce di biomarcatori
specifici, predittivi di stati patologici o di severo stress fisiologico al fine di migliorare la
permanenza umana in presidi extra-terrestri mediante l’uso della medicina assistita da
remoto; studiare possibili mutazioni somatiche mediante sequenziamento ad altissima
copertura prima e dopo le missioni spaziali, sarebbe inoltre utile correlare quantitativamente
la durata di soggiorno nello spazio e il numero di mutazioni insorte; mettere a punto,
metodiche di rigenerazione tissutale mediante biomateriali nanostrutturati, studiare il
rilascio graduale di farmaci e il comportamento e differenziamento cellulare di riproduzione
di diversi organi. La proposta trova certamente importanti punti di convergenza con altre
piattaforme proposte.


La piattaforma nazionale che si intende realizzare si avvarrà di Unità Infrastrutturali costituite
da personale altamente qualificato e da strumentazione tecnologicamente avanzata con
l’obiettivo di coinvolgere diversi settori le cui competenze e sinergie consentiranno di
trovare soluzioni per sopravvivere in ambienti ostili come lo spazio extra-terrestre con il
grande vantaggio di migliorare le condizioni di vita sulla terra. Le applicazioni future della
piattaforma avranno importanti ricadute sullo sviluppo economico, sociale per il sistema
Italia, per gli istituti di ricerca e le università, per le aziende specializzate, ma anche per
l’industria non legata al settore spaziale. Saranno previste 8-UI: UI-1: Microgravità L’UI-1
metterà a disposizione un laboratorio di biologia spaziale in cui è presente, un clinostato in
3D (RPM, Fokker Space, Netherlands) in grado di imporre al sistema un moto
tridimensionale caratterizzato da un’accelerazione variabile nel tempo (in intensità e
direzione) la cui media vettoriale sulla scala dei secondi è nulla. Questa tecnologia verrà
utilizzata per ampliare i confini della scienza e della medicina verso nuove frontiere in
ambito della salute umana consentendo ai ricercatori con base a terra di condurre centinaia
di esperimenti di scienza della vita, scienza dei materiali, fisica dei fluidi e moltissime altre
discipline, tutti in assenza di peso. Saranno necessarie 3 unità di personale UI-2: Biologia
Cellulare l’UI-2 metterà a disposizione un laboratorio di colture cellulari in cui sarà possibile
svolgere tutte le attività di sviluppo sperimentale finalizzate allo sviluppo di metodiche


Max 4000 caratteri, se il numero di caratteri non fosse sufficiente a rispondere in modo 
esauriente, Vi preghiamo di utilizzare lo spazio disponibile al successivo numero 9


Fornire una descrizione della piattaforma, delle sue sottodivisioni funzionali 
(Unità Infrastrutturali, UI), comprensivo delle tecnologie e del personale 
necessario * 


8.
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specificamente progettate per essere integrate alla piattaforma. Il laboratorio disporrà di
due cappe a flusso laminare, due incubatori a CO2, un microscopio ottico a fase inversa
munito di camera fotografica. Altre attrezzature disponibili saranno: una centrifuga, un frigo-
congelatore, un bagno termostatato, un contenitore per la crioconservazione delle cellule in
azoto liquido e un’autoclave, ed altra strumentazione standard da laboratorio. Saranno
necessarie 2 unità di personale UI-3: Biologia Molecolare L’UI-3 metterà a disposizione la
strumentazione necessaria per la realizzazione di un vasto numero di metodiche
diagnostiche della biologia molecolare nel campo microbiologico, virologico e genetico utili
all’identificazione precoce di biomarcatori specifici, il più possibile predittivi di stati
patologici o di severo stress fisiologico, per lo studio di eventuali mutazioni somatiche
mediante sequenziamento ad altissima copertura prima e dopo le missioni spaziali di un
certo numero di geni coinvolti nell’ematopoiesi clonale e in altri tipi di tumori. Le tecnologie
presenti nel laboratorio di Biologia Molecolare includono macchine per PCR e RT-PCR, un
omogeneizzatore ad ultra suoni per la porazione di microrganismi, strumenti standard di
laboratorio per l'estrazione e l'analisi di DNA, RNA, strumentazione per la purificazione di
acidi nucleici, camere per elettroforesi bidimensionali e monodimensionali, tecniche per
DGGE, microscopi ottici e a fluorescenza, cappe a flusso laminare, e strumentazioni di base
quali incubatori autoclave verticale, spettofotometri UV-VIS doppio raggio ed altra piccola
strumentazione da laboratorio. Saranno necessarie 3 unità di personale UI-4: Lipidomica
L’UI-4 metterà a disposizione la strumentazione di Spetromettria di Massa Ion mobility,
indispensabile per analizzare la composizione lipidica, la struttura, le funzioni e le variazioni
che vengono a determinarsi in diverse situazioni fisiologiche e patologiche delle pareti
cellulari che costituiscono le membrane delle nostre cellule, per poter raggiungere e/o
mantenerne l’equilibrio, condizione necessaria per permettere il funzionamento efficiente di
tutto l’organismo anche in condizioni estreme ed ambienti ostili come lo spazio extra-
terrestre. Saranno necessarie 2 unità di personale


UI-5: Proteomica L’UI-5 metterà a disposizione la strumentazione utile per l’analisi
sistematica e differenziale del proteoma di un tessuto, cellula, comparto sub-cellulare,
comunità microbica complessa, dopo essere stati sottoposti ad assenza di gravità mediante
clinostato 3D. Si avvarrà di tecniche elettroforetiche, ed identificazione delle proteine
attraverso analisi di spettrometria di massa; ricerca, identificazione e caratterizzazione di
marcatori peptidici e proteici, purificazione di proteine mediante tecniche cromatografiche e
validazione della struttura primaria attraverso analisi di spettrometria di massa,
identificazione di modifiche post-traduzionali, estrazione in alta qualità di proteine da tessuti
FFPE; design, sintesi e purificazione peptidi. L’UI-5 disporrà di sistemi ad alta processività per
IEF e 2D-PAGE, di sistemi di imaging avanzati per analisi di proteomica differenziale e
collabora strettamente con centri di ricerca e diagnostica avanzata dotati di spettrometri di
massa d'avanguardia. Saranno necessarie 2 unità di personale UI-6: Sequenziamento genico
L’UI-6 attraverso la strumentazione NOVAseq 6000 mette a disposizione una nuova che
consentirà di portare a termine gli obiettivi di questa proposta in modo più veloce ed
economico rispetto al passato. Sfruttando la tecnologia comprovata del sequenziamento di
nuova generazione (Next-Generation Sequencing, NGS) Illumina, il sistema NovaSeq 6000
consentirà di ottenere una processività scalabile ed efficace, ed è adatto a praticamente ogni


Max 3000 caratteri


Aggiungiamo qui ulteriore spazio per una più esaustiva risposta alla domanda 
precedente


9.
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esigenza di studio, consentirà il sequenziamento completo del genoma, esoma e
trascrittoma, in poche ore per ottenere informazioni sullo stato alterato o normale associato
alle condizioni estreme di assenza di gravità e permanenza in ambienti extra-terrestri.
Saranno necessarie 2 unità di personale UI-7: Modellistica L’UI-7 metterà a disposizione
calcolatori per il supercalcolo e per quantum computing, fornendo certamente soluzioni utili
per risolvere problemi sia nell’ambito della ricerca fondamentale sia in quella applicata, che
vanno dalla simulazione di modelli fisici e matematici all’ottimazione di problemi, attraverso
lo sviluppo di algoritmi (come quelli per la ricerca all’interno di un database) e protocolli
(come quelli crittografici) più efficienti di quelli classici. Saranno necessarie 3 unità di
personale UI-8: Microscopia ottica ed elettronica L’osservazione e lo studio delle
caratteristiche e delle modificazioni morfologiche di microrganismi e cellule non possono
prescindere dall’analisi al microscopio sia esso ottico o elettronico, e pertanto l’unità dovrà
disporre di microscopio ottico, confocale ed elettronico Saranno necessarie 2 unità di
personale


Fornire una stima approssimativa dei costi di realizzazione della PN proposta * 10.


fino a 10 milioni di euro


fino a 20 milioni di euro


La previsione è stata effettuata sulla base della diretta conoscenza delle risorse strumentali e
della numerosità del personale necessari allo svolgimento dell’ambizioso obiettivo che è già
preso in considerazione nell’ambito di una stretta e proficua collaborazione tra gruppi di
ricerca che operano presso l’Università di Sassari, l’Università di Cagliari, il Centro di
Ricerche, Sviluppo e Studi Superiori in Sardegna (CRS4) e il Gruppo Tolo Green. La
consolidata collaborazione tra tutte le UI, le competenze multidisciplinari costituiranno un
elemento imprescindibile per orientare la ricerca verso soluzioni finalizzate ad un impiego
pratico per il miglioramento della vita sulla terra e all’esplorazione dello spazio e quindi
aventi implicazioni in ambito economico, scientifico ed industriale.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


11.


Fornire una stima dei costi di funzionamento della PN proposta, considerando 
anche i costi necessari per assistenza/formazione dei ricercatori esterni che 
frequenteranno la PN e per la loro ospitalità * 


12.


fino a 5 milioni di euro/anno


fino a 10 milioni di euro/anno
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La previsione è stata effettuata sulla base della diretta conoscenza dei costi necessari per
l’adeguato funzionamento delle risorse strumentali a disposizione e delle competenze
imprescindibili che devono essere in capo ai ricercatori anche esterni al fine di garantire il
successo della piattaforma tecnologica proposta.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


13.


Fornire, possibilmente, una stima dei tempi di realizzazione della PN proposta14.


meno di 1 anno


meno di 2 anni


meno di 3 anni


La previsione è stata effettuata in base alle risorse messe a disposizione in termini di
strumentazioni già presenti nelle strutture di ricerca e di sviluppo tecnologico, al personale
dedicato e altamente specializzato che assicurerà un corretto ed efficiente utilizzo delle
risorse, agli spazi che verranno messi a disposizione nonché all’affidabilità e incisività delle
politiche di programmazione utili al raggiungimento degli obiettivi. Verranno inoltre
introdotte soluzioni idonee a generare report di analisi relative allo stato del funzionamento
della piattaforma, delle risorse tecnologiche, dei materiali e del personale coinvolto in modo
da programmare eventualmente azioni correttive in base al funzionamento delle risorse
coinvolte nel processo di realizzazione.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente


15.


Si ritiene possa essere utile una superficie di circa 300m2, tale stima è determinata sulla base
della strumentazione, del personale e del mantenimento delle condizioni di massima
sicurezza che si prevedono necessarie alla realizzazione della piattaforma


Max 1000 caratteri


Fornire, possibilmente, una stima della superficie necessaria per la PN proposta16.
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Ipotizzare, possibilmente, il tempo di obsolescenza dell’ambito scientifico-
tecnologico della PN proposta


17.


meno di 5 anni


meno di 10 anni


più di 10 anni


In questa nuova era della New Space Economy e di esplorazioni spaziali, la proposta è una
sfida che ha come traguardo l’esplorazione umana nello spazio coinvolgendo diversi settori
e guardando alle nuove generazioni. Si inserisce in una vera e propria rivoluzione nella storia
della nostra specie che è passata negli ultimi decenni dalla curiosità che spingeva l’uomo ad
osservare e, da un certo punto in poi, studiare il firmamento ad una vera e propria
esplorazione dello spazio che potrebbe portare nel lungo periodo ad una colonizzazione di
altri pianeti. L’Italia nel settore spaziale ha storicamente rivestito un ruolo di grande rilievo
sulla scena internazionale ed è noto l'interesse di diverse aziende e istituzioni ad
intraprendere nei prossimi anni missioni con equipaggio su asteroidi, Luna e Marte, pertanto
si ipotizza un tempo di obsolescenza superiore ai 10 anni.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente


18.


Indicare la modalità di utilizzo prevalente della PN, unità infrastrutturali e dei 
servizi forniti * 


19.


accesso semplice alla piattaforma, all’unità infrastrutturale o al singolo strumento


accesso ai servizi della piattaforma: strumentazione, tecnologie e competenze


accesso ai servizi comprensivo di formazione


Fornire una stima del numero di ricercatori che, ogni anno, potrebbe chiedere 
di avere accesso alla PN proposta * 


20.


alcune unità


alcune decine
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alcune centinaia


alcune migliaia


La piattaforma viene progettata con lo scopo di creare un forte collegamento fra le aree
disciplinari scientifica, tecnologica ed applicativa ed è rivolta a tutti i soggetti interessati a
sviluppare una concreta professionalità nel campo Aerospaziale. Si propone di realizzare
anche un percorso formativo finalizzato a rispondere alle relative esigenze del settore
spaziale da parte delle agenzie preposte, di organismi pubblici, e, più in generale, del
mondo dell’impresa. Pertanto, si stima l’interesse di alcune decine di ricercatori all’anno.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


21.


È ben noto dalla letteratura e dall’informazione mediatica che il settore che ha sentito in
maniera meno pesante, o addirittura non ha risentito affatto degli effetti delle restrizioni per
le norme necessarie al contenimento della pandemia da Covid-19, è il settore aerospaziale
italiano. Le stime di dicembre, diffuse dall’Istat, parlano di un -8.9% del PIL italiano. Il settore
aerospaziale italiano è solidamente al quarto posto in Europa e al settimo nel mondo. È in
grado di generare un fatturato complessivo di 13,5 miliardi di euro, pari allo 0,65% del PIL; il
valore aggiunto complessivo è di circa 12 miliardi di euro. Fattore fondamentale è
l’innovazione e la ricerca, per la quale il settore impiega circa il 10% del fatturato,
mantenendosi nella media europea. I circa 50.000 addetti specializzati sui più di 200.000
totali nella filiera (fonte: AIAD/ICE Agenzia) sono impiegati nelle oltre 4.000 aziende che
costituiscono l’indotto. La maggior parte di esse, circa il 90%, sono PMI, ma il settore
aerospaziale italiano può vantare player di importanza strategica e reputazione
internazionale. L’Agenzia Spaziale Italiana (ASI) ha, infatti, calcolato che per ogni euro
investito nelle attività spaziali ne produce 11 di ritorno economico sul territorio, se si
considerano anche altri ambiti che beneficiano delle tecnologie ideate e sviluppate da
Aziende aerospaziali, come quelli automotive, farmaceutici, tessili e design. Si ritiene che
spazio e aerospazio siano elementi fondamentali e strategici per un paese come l’Italia, dato
il grande impulso alla ricerca scientifica, al progresso tecnologico e alle capacità di sviluppo
e produzione dell’industria nazionale che possono fornire. In Italia, l’aerospazio è tra i
principali settori per dimensione e intensità di R&S, focalizzandosi su filoni di ricerca di base
e applicata all’avanguardia, tra cui materiali avanzati e nanotecnologie. La piattaforma
proposta possiede quindi tutti gli elementi che risultano essere di profondo interesse e di
forte impatto sulle ricadute socio-economiche del nostro paese in quanto potenziali fonti di
futuri progressi volti a rafforzare la base manifatturiera nei prossimi decenni e, con essa,
l’economia nazionale.


Max 3000 caratteri


Fornire una stima dell’impatto della piattaforma sul sistema della ricerca del 
Paese * 


22.
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La piattaforma proposta si avvarrà di competenze, tecnologie, spazi e personale in grado di
coprire l’intero territorio nazionale, proiettandosi verso collaborazioni internazionali. Le unità
infrastrutturali che la costituiscono trovano numerosi punti di convergenza con altre
piattaforme e permettono di servire un’ampia comunità scientifica mettendo a disposizione
le proprie competenze e attrezzature per facilitare l’operato dei ricercatori. Si cercherà di
valorizzare gli investimenti che verranno effettuati, con l’obiettivo di implementare e meglio
collegarsi con altre discipline di frontiera incentrate sull’uso di nuove tecnologie. È una sfida
che ha come traguardo l’esplorazione umana nello spazio coinvolgendo diversi settori e
guardando alle nuove generazioni.


Max 1000 caratteri


Descrivere l'eventuale interazione con altre infrastrutture di ricerca, anche su 
ambiti tematici diversi * 


23.
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Intervistato


11 Anonimo 
25.48


Tempo per il completamento


Piattaforma di Nanomedicina (PN-NANOMED)


Denominazione della PN proposta (per esteso e acronimo) * 1.


Proponente: Università di Modena e Reggio Emilia, Rettore: Prof. Carlo Adolfo PORRO,
Referente: prof. Giovanni Tosi Consorzio proponente: 1.CNR Consiglio Nazionale delle
Ricerche, Presidente: Prof. Maria Chiara Carrozza -Rappresentante legale per NANO Dott.ssa
Lucia Sorba, Direttore, Referente per NANO-CNR Dott.ssa Giorgia Brancolini -
Rappresentante legale per IMEM Dott. Andrea Zappettini, Direttore, Referente per IMEM
Dott. Giancarlo Salviati 2.Università di Parma, Rettore: Prof. Paolo Andrei, Referente Prof.
Roberto Corradini 3.Università degli Studi di Roma, Tor Vergata, Prorettore alla ricerca: Prof.
Daniela Vuri, Referente: prof. Francesco Ricci 4.Università di Pisa, Rettore: Paolo Mancarella
Referente: Prof. Vittoria Raffa 5.Istituto Romagnolo per lo Studio dei Tumori “Dino Amadori”
(IRST) IRCCS Rappresentante Legale: Dr Giorgio Martelli. Referenti: Dr.ssa Laura Mercatali; Dr
Alessandro De Vita 6.Università di Palermo, Rettore: Prof. Fabrizio Micari, Referente Prof.
Gennara Cavallaro 7.Istituto di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri IRCCS, Direttore Prof.
Giuseppe Remuzzi, Referenti: Prof. Luisa De Cola e Dr. Paolo Bigini 8.Università di Chieti-
Pescara, Rettore: Prof. Sergio Caputi, Referente: Prof. Antonella Fontana 9.Università di
Messina, Rettore: Prof. Salvatore Cuzzocrea, Referente Prof. Sabrina Conoci 10.Politecnico
Torino, Rettore: Guido Saracco. Referente: Prof. Fabrizio Pirri In attesa di conferma di
adesione, con dimostrazione di interesse: -Università di Bologna, Rettore: Prof. Francesco
Ubertini. Referente Prof. Luca Prodi.


Istituzione/Consorzio proponente  * 2.


Il titolare del trattamento dei dati personali costituiti dall’identità e dai recapiti della persona di riferimento 
dell’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente è Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi – Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milano, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail: gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (il cui Responsabile della 
Protezione Dati può essere contattato all’indirizzo e-mail: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Tali dati saranno trattati per le successive comunicazioni finalizzate al raggiungimento degli obiettivi della 
consultazione e per il tempo a tale scopo adeguato. La base giuridica del trattamento è costituita (i) 
dall’esecuzione del rapporto instaurato con l’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente attraverso la partecipazione 
alla consultazione e (ii) dallo svolgimento dei compiti che la normativa richiamata in premessa ha affidato 
al Titolare del trattamento. 


Indirizzo e-mail della persona di riferimento * 3.



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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rettore@unimore.it Prof. Carlo Adolfo Porro Rettore Università di Modena e Reggio Emilia


Il conferimento dei dati in parola è facoltativo e il mancato conferimento non comporterò alcun 
pregiudizio. In caso di conferimento, l’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente mette le presenti informazioni a 
disposizione dell’interessato. 
Gli interessati possono richiedere al Titolare, nei casi previsti, l'accesso, la rettifica, la cancellazione o la 
portabilità dei propri dati; i medesimi possono inoltre opporsi al o domandare la limitazione del 
trattamento o, ancora, proporre un reclamo all’Autorità di controllo (Garante per la protezione dei dati 
personali).


Premesso che le Piattaforme Nazionali (PN) si configurano come ‘infrastrutture 
di ricerca’ (IR) secondo la definizione ESFRI, cioè “strutture, risorse e servizi 
collegati, utilizzati dalla comunità scientifica per condurre ricerche di alta qualità 
nei rispettivi campi, senza vincolo di appartenenza istituzionale o nazionale” qual 
è l’ambito scientifico-tecnologico che la PN proposta dovrebbe presidiare? * 


4.


salute


genomica


scienza dei dati e delle decisioni


alimentazione


biologia strutturale e cellulare


ulteriori settori di ricerca finalizzata alla prevenzione e alla salute


L’ambito scientifico-tecnologico presidiato dalla PN proposta rientra fra quelli 
già sotto l’egida di IR europee o nazionali esistenti? 


A titolo di esempio e riferimento, si fornisce la lista di IR che presidiano ambiti 
inclusi nel perimetro definito dalla norma per HT - salute, genomica, 
alimentazione, scienza dei dati e delle decisioni, ulteriori settori della ricerca 
finalizzata alla prevenzione e alla salute: 
IR europee (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE -Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRIERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRISERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS- European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRINERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENERI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 


ELIXIR A di t ib t d i f t t f lif i i f ti


5.
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− ELIXIR -A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRCERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS- European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA -European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
−EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
−EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
−Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
−INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCTERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE -Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
−METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and Nutrition 
− MIRRI -Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
IR nazionali (PNIR) 
− 2HE(PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM (Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
−Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF(Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA (Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS (CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
−D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI(CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
−FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo)  
− MIRACLE (Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA(ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


sì


no


Se la risposta è affermativa, fornire una breve motivazione a sostegno della 
proposta di realizzare, presso HT, una PN in un ambito già presidiato 


6.
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Max 1000 caratteri


Scopo principale della PN-NANOMED è quello di fornire supporto tecnico-scientifico per la
realizzazione di prodotti per la medicina avanzata e di precisione in ambito terapeutico,
diagnostico e di prevenzione, in linea con le principali piattaforme tecnologiche europee. La
necessità di una piattaforma nazionale infrastrutturale in nanomedicina è fondamentale per
mettere a sistema la sinergia tra le diverse competenze e tecnologie presenti in numerosi
istituti di ricerca, università e centri di eccellenza, e quindi promuovere la formazione di
valore aggiunto per la ricerca applicata e non. La PN-NANOMED sarà disponibile ai
ricercatori che vorranno sviluppare prodotti nanoformulati o nanostrutturati per diverse
applicazioni mediche (farmaci e sistemi di rilascio di farmaco, agenti di contrasto per
imaging, sistemi per la diagnostica in vitro, dispositivi medici e medicina rigenerativa).
Rientrano a pieno titolo declinazioni di differenti settori di ricerca, tra cui sviluppo di
prodotti farmaceutici, materiali intelligenti e neuromorfi, biosensori intracellulari ed
extracellulari, interfacce neurali intelligenti, protesica avanzata e terapie “attivabili” anche da
remoto. Contestualmente, lo sviluppo di una PN-NANOMED necessita l'inclusione di
competenze trasversali nell'ambito regolatorio, delle caratterizzazioni tecnologiche e di
sicurezza necessarie per le autorizzazioni alla produzione e all’immissione in commercio di
eventuali prodotti, nonché l'integrazione con competenze dedicate alla traslazione in setting
clinici ed industriali. Lo sviluppo di PN-NANOMED si baserà quindi sulla creazione di un
sistema trasversale di accesso a strumentazioni avanzate, che potrà determinare impatti
rilevanti in ambito di trasferimento tecnologico, di produzione industriale, in ambito clinico,
sociale e sanitario, con traiettorie verso progetti di alta formazione atti a fornire ad aziende
figure ad alta specializzazione che saranno coinvolte in un settore a rapidissimo sviluppo.


Max 2000 caratteri


Fornire una breve descrizione della mission della PN proposta * 7.


INTRODUZIONE: Il mercato della nanomedicina sta crescendo a un ritmo impressionante
con oltre 50 formulazioni sul mercato e 400 in fase di sperimentazione clinica, ma con un
divario tra ricerca in nanomedicina e lo sfruttamento clinico e commerciale dei risultati di
tale ricerca, anche a causa di mancati investimenti nel settore pubblico e privato. La PN-
NANOMED vorrebbe contribuire ad accelerare lo sviluppo di una conoscenza comune tra il
mondo accademico, l'industria, gli operatori sanitari e le autorità politiche. In linea con la
piattaforma europea (EPTN), vorrebbe promuovere una strategia di innovazione inter-
tecnologica, per portare sul mercato nuove soluzioni cliniche, da sole o in combinazione con


Max 4000 caratteri, se il numero di caratteri non fosse sufficiente a rispondere in modo 
esauriente, Vi preghiamo di utilizzare lo spazio disponibile al successivo numero 9


Fornire una descrizione della piattaforma, delle sue sottodivisioni funzionali 
(Unità Infrastrutturali, UI), comprensivo delle tecnologie e del personale 
necessario * 


8.
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altre tecnologie abilitanti. STRUTTURA: La nanomedicina richiede una forte integrazione
trasversale di discipline indispensabili per gli obiettivi strategici e la qualità dei servizi che la
PN intende sviluppare, che definiamo in UI verticali (UIv) con una chiara missione applicativa
e trasversali (UIt) che forniscono supporto/servizi per un’efficace realizzazione delle missioni
(vedi Link p.9). PN-NANOMED si integrerà con altre PN proposte (es imaging,
metabolomica, vettori / ingegneria cellulare o sviluppo del farmaco) grazie a importanti
complementarità per competenze, tematiche ed infrastrutture. UIv1.Nano4Therapy:
comprende la progettazione, produzione, caratterizzazione e sperimentazione di
nanomedicine in grado di accoppiare le proprietà tecnologiche della nanoformulazione
farmaceutica a proprietà uniche di strategie avanzate come il “targeting” selettivo, approcci
innovativi contro patologie di impatto sanitario e prive di terapia. Servizi offerti a)
fabbricazione e caratterizzazione farmaceutica, chimico-fisica e morfologico-dimensionale;
b) caratterizzazione dell’efficacia in ambienti biologici simulati, in vitro (colture cellulari,
organoidi e “organ-on-chip”) ed in vivo (in collaborazione con altre PN); c) sviluppo di
interfacce nano/bio e caratterizzazione delle biointerazioni. UIv2.Nano4Diagnosis:
comprende progettazione, produzione, caratterizzazione e sperimentazione di
nanodispositivi/vettori e nanobiosensori per una rilevazione selettiva e specifica di
biomarcatori, con particolare focus sulla prevenzione e sulla diagnosi precoce di patologie di
alto impatto, nonché lo sviluppo di agenti di contrasto e imaging, modelli di interazione e
rilevamento dei dati, “digital pathology”, chip microfluidico e simulazione dell'interazione
biomatrice/biomateriali. Servizi offerti: a) fabbricazione dei dispositivi con integrazione di
processi fino all'ingegnerizzazione per la prototipazione in scala; b) qualificazione e verifica
funzionale e testing in ambiente bio-medico. Uit1: Biomaterials. A servizio della PN saranno
le competenze trasversali relative alla progettazione, produzione e caratterizzazione di
materiali e biomateriali innovativi con caratteristiche funzionali per la realizzazione di sistemi
"tailor made" per la specifica applicazione terapeutica o diagnostica. In particolare, le
tecnologie di produzione di biopolimeri, biomateriali inorganici, ingegneria superficiale di
biofilm o biopolimeri per dispositivi medici o sistemi di somministrazione verranno messe a
disposizione delle Unità e della altre PN proposte. UIt2. In silico engineering and design.
Fornirà il supporto modellistico tramite la progettazione in silico e/o validazione di farmaci
molecolari, nano-costrutti proteici o ibridi, nanomedicine multifunzionali sia per terapia che
diagnosi. Servizi offerti: simulazioni multi-scala, tecniche di bioinformatica, “machine
learning” ed intelligenza artificiale a supporto nella progettazione di nuovi biopolimeri
multifunzionali, molecole bioattive, proteine e anticorpi monoclonali. Inoltre nuovi approcci
integrati sperimentali e computazionali saranno offerti per validare l’efficacia e la sicurezza
dei prodotti finali selezionati seguendo i protocolli standard in vitro definiti dal quadro
normativo.


Uit3. Nanomedicina e sicurezza: Verranno offerte competenze, tecnologie e strumentazioni
per la valutazione della biocompatibilità e biodegradabilità delle nanomedicine per una
sicura applicazione in clinica, con attenzione all’interazione del biofilm, interazione con
cellule viventi o batteri, degradazione dei polimeri, stabilità in ambienti simulati e non e
nanotossicologia. Servizi offerti: a) valutazione di tossicità generale e specifica; b) studio
delle differenti modalità di esposizione; c) studi di farmacodinamica/cinetica; d) interazione


Max 3000 caratteri


Aggiungiamo qui ulteriore spazio per una più esaustiva risposta alla domanda 
precedente


9.
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farmaco-bersaglio e ADMET (assorbimento, distribuzione, metabolismo, eliminazione,
tossicità) (collaborazione con strutture già presenti o in sviluppo presso HT) Uit4. Traslazione
ed interfaccia con la clinica, il mercato, aspetti regolatori ed etici. Offrirà servizi di supporto
per il concreto sviluppo dei risultati prodotti dalle altre UI in tecnologie mediche e sanitarie,
anche tramite relazioni con le principali parti interessate del settore e degli investimenti e
con le azioni già in atto a livello europeo (i.e. ETPN). Servizi: standardizzazione delle
procedure operative; servizi di produzione su media scala in GMP tramite collaborazione con
strutture già presenti o in sviluppo presso HT; supporto in indagini di mercato/business
plan; generare opportunità di partnership e visibilità; supporto nella progettazione su studi
pre-clinici/clinici ATTREZZATURA e STRUMENTAZIONE Immaginiamo una seconda fase di
ottimizzazione delle PN in cui strumentazioni che fossero presenti anche in altre PN
Nazionale (ad esempio microscopie "Imaging") potranno essere messe in condivisione o
integrate. Link per dettaglio su attrezzature e strumentazioni e struttura di PN-NANOMED
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1n_1bVmhciDNgYiG30hAZ2FDCNU4mAfdx?
usp=sharing A titolo esemplificativo: UIv1. -Produzione. i.e. Nano Spray Dryer, Microfluidic
systems. -Caratterizzazione dei nanomateriali. i.e. FTIR-Microscopes, X-ray Diffractometer,
etc… -Caratterizzazione chimico-fisica, morfologico dimensionale. i.e. SAXS, Particle Tracking,
etc… -Caratterizzazione superficiale. i.e. BET instrument, Imaging Ellipsometry; etc… UIv2. -
Modifiche di superficie, caratterizzazione e real time detection. i.e. Micro-spotter Robot for
biomolecule; SPR; etc.. UIt2. i.e. Supercalcolo ad alte prestazioni, etc… Uit3. i.e. Microplate
Reader, Modulus Microplate etc… Laboratori specifici: BLS2 cell culture room PERSONALE
RICHIESTO (da inserire nelle diverse UI) n. 4 scienziati con competenze di sviluppo,
produzione e caratterizzazione di nanomedicine, modellismo molecolare o dedicati a
specifici scopi scientifici. n. 2 scienziati con competenze sulle applicazioni, sicurezza e sulla
traslazione di nanomedicine in setting clinico e industriale. n.4 tecnici con competenze di
gestione delle strumentazioni avanzate per la caratterizzazione chimico-fisica, morfologica-
dimensionale e di superficie di nanomedicine o prodotti derivati, o di supporto per la
gestione dell'hardware e del software.


Fornire una stima approssimativa dei costi di realizzazione della PN proposta * 10.


fino a 10 milioni di euro


fino a 20 milioni di euro


Il budget prima indicato è stato abbozzato valutando i costi per acquisto strumentazioni. In
particolare: -Produzione: costo stimato circa 2 M€ -Caratterizzazione dei nano/bio materiali:
costo stimato 2 M€ -Caratterizzazione chimico-fisica, morfologico dimensionale costo
stimato 4 M€ -Caratterizzazione superficiale: costo stimato 2 M€ -Modifiche di superficie,
caratterizzazione e real time detection: costo stimato 2 M€ -Strumentazione dedicata per il
supercalcolo ad alte prestazioni: costo stimato 1 M€ -Laboratori biochimico, biologia


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


11.
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molecolare, colture cellulari, camere calda/fredda/bianca costo stimato 2 M€ -Costi
realizzazione di un Hub fisico (infrastruttura fisica, adeguamento dei laboratori, etcc): costo
stimato circa 2 M€


Fornire una stima dei costi di funzionamento della PN proposta, considerando 
anche i costi necessari per assistenza/formazione dei ricercatori esterni che 
frequenteranno la PN e per la loro ospitalità * 


12.


fino a 5 milioni di euro/anno


fino a 10 milioni di euro/anno


Il costo operativo totale di questa piattaforma a regime è stato ipotizzato di circa 5,5
M€/anno. Tali costi comprendono: - Salario del personale pari a 10 unità: costo stimato 0,5
M€/anno - Per garantire il 100% di funzionalità verranno stipulati contratti di manutenzione
full risk: costo stimato 1M€/anno (~ 5% del prezzo di acquisto). - Costi di esercizio per la
gestione dei progetti: ipotizziamo di svolgere fino a 50 progetti per anno (costi totali, 3,5
M€/anno). -Costi per pubblicità e divulgazione (circa 50 KEuro/anno) -Costi per patent e
brevetti condivisi, dopo i primi di attività (circa 200 KEuro/anno) -Costi per attività di
lobbying per bandi e fondi (circa 50 KEuro/anno) -Costi per eventi di brokerage (circa 50
KEuro/anno) -Costi per formazione (sia personale interno che esterno) (circa 50 KEuro/anno)


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


13.


Fornire, possibilmente, una stima dei tempi di realizzazione della PN proposta14.


meno di 1 anno


meno di 2 anni


meno di 3 anni


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente


15.
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La nanomedicina è una disciplina ed un campo di ricerca ad oggi molto presente in
numerosi istituti, accademie, ed enti di ricerca. Sono già presenti trasversalmente in Italia
strutture organizzate in piattaforme interne (i.e. Unimore) oltre a numerosi laboratori o
sistema di laboratori, che sviluppano progetti e prodotti, con competenze altamente
innovative e multidisciplinari. Il lavoro più gravoso sarà quindi quello di armonizzare,
coordinare ed integrare le attività e soprattutto le richieste di servizi, istituire una sorta di
governance della PN-NANOMED, che veda la massima trasparenza e rappresentanza in
termini di competenze e tipologie di azioni.


La PN richiederà approssimativamente dai 800 a 900 mq circa: -4 camere per colture cellulari
(120 mq totali) dedicate a colture batteriche, cellule eucariote, cellule staminali,
manipolazione virus -lab biochimica (25 mq) -lab biologia molecolare (100 mq) -stanza
batteri (30 mq) -camera calda (50 mq) -camera fredda (50 mq) -camera bianca (50 mq) -
stanza sintesi (50 mq) -stanza caratterizzazione fisica (50 mq) -stanza caratterizzazione
chimica (80 mq) -stanza biofilm (70 mq) -locale microscopie (50 mq) -lab nanoproduzione e
per scale up (100-200 mq). Altre infrastrutture, come stabulario e stanza GMP, si ritengono
condivise con altre PN con cui lavorare in collaborazione: - PN imaging per ulteriori analisi in
microscopia dei campioni; - PN di sviluppo del farmaco per gli studi ADME e tossicologici; -
PN di vettori e ingegnerizzazione cellulare per la sintesi di biomolecole e ingegnerizzazione
di sistemi modello - PN di “omica” per lo studio delle interazioni nanomateriali e sistemi
viventi.


Max 1000 caratteri


Fornire, possibilmente, una stima della superficie necessaria per la PN proposta16.


Ipotizzare, possibilmente, il tempo di obsolescenza dell’ambito scientifico-
tecnologico della PN proposta


17.


meno di 5 anni


meno di 10 anni


più di 10 anni


La previsione del tempo di obsolescenza è determinata dalle potenzialità della
nanomedicina in ambito terapeutico, diagnostico, preventivo, come medicina personalizzata,
avanzata e da remoto. Un esempio sono i sistemi di rilascio di farmaco, ad oggi


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente


18.
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all'avanguardia dopo l'esempio dei vaccini a mRNA veicolato tramite nanomedicine, ma non
solo. Nanotecnologie farmaceutiche per il direzionamento di farmaci di sintesi o
biotecnologici, dal rilascio controllato e locale all’attivazione stimolata internamente o
esternamente da fattori chimico-fisici o biologici saranno progressivamente integrate con
ulteriori tecnologie nel prossimo futuro, all'interno di progettualità a più ampio respiro,
come descritto negli obiettivi di Horizon Europe, come tecnologie trasversali, in un ambito
di "disruptive medicine" indirizzata verso patologie ancora oggi di difficile trattamento o di
diagnosi.


Indicare la modalità di utilizzo prevalente della PN, unità infrastrutturali e dei 
servizi forniti * 


19.


accesso semplice alla piattaforma, all’unità infrastrutturale o al singolo strumento


accesso ai servizi della piattaforma: strumentazione, tecnologie e competenze


accesso ai servizi comprensivo di formazione


Fornire una stima del numero di ricercatori che, ogni anno, potrebbe chiedere 
di avere accesso alla PN proposta * 


20.


alcune unità


alcune decine


alcune centinaia


alcune migliaia


Stante il livello multidisciplinare della PN, saranno necessarie tecnologie e strumentazione
altamente specifiche e variegate, per coprire gli aspetti più peculiari dello sviluppo della
ricerca e dei prodotti in questo campo. In tal senso, l'ampiezza dei progetti, dalla
nanotecnologia farmaceutica alla farmacologia, dalla biosensoristica ai dispositivi medici,
determina una vasta platea di potenziali utilizzatori e partecipanti, con vantaggio per
piccole, medie e realtà di ricerca che quindi vedrebbero nella PN-NANOME un punto di
incontro e coagulazione per lo sviluppo di progetti condivisi e di sicuro impatto per la
ricerca e, a valle della applicazione in ambito industriale e medico, per il benessere del
paese.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


21.
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Numerose ragioni lasciano prevedere che lo sviluppo di nanomedicine in ambito terapeutico
e diagnostico costituiranno il focus di molte aziende farmaceutiche e non, per i prossimi
anni. Fra esse sono incluse l’offerta di nuovi processi e tecnologie produttive, in grado di
ottimizzare i processi di produzione, consentendo un migliore “scaling up” di produzioni che
fino a qualche anno fa rimanevano confinati alla dimensione dei laboratori scientifici. Inoltre
le enormi potenzialità formulative delle nanomedicine offrono ulteriori possibilità di
sviluppo industriale grazie anche nell’ambito dei farmaci biologici e biotecnologici, inclusi
acidi nucleici e proteine, anche con riferimento alla produzione di biosimilari. In tale
contesto le imprese che operano in tale settore, valorizzando sinergicamente le competenze
di proprietà e l’esperienza e il capitale del sistema della ricerca universitaria, avranno la
possibilità di potenziare il loro posizionamento strategico, con effetti positivi sul sistema
socio economico nazionale. In effetti, l'impatto di uno sviluppo orientato e razionale della
PN-NANOMED è elevatissimo sotto diversi aspetti: -impatto sulla produttività e sulla
traslabilità della ricerca: piccole e grandi aziende, spin-off o start-up potranno trovare il
giusto substrato e competenze, arricchendo il loro portfolio di prodotti, tenendo in
considerazione anche l'altissima probabilità di creazione di brevetti. -impatto sulla sanità:
sistemi terapeutici innovativi o prodotti di diagnosi altamente specifici potranno
rappresentare una svolta nella cura e nella diagnosi di patologie di impatto sanitario,
rappresentando la piattaforma decisiva per lo sviluppo della cosiddetta “medicina
personalizzata”, connessa ad un chiaro avanzamento di tipo clinico a livello mondiale. -
impatto sulla ricerca applicata: il contesto in cui la nanomedicina opera è di per sé
multidisciplinare, ma fortemente orientato all'applicazione. In questa ottica, la ricerca quindi
vedrà un impulso determinante guidato dalla applicazione in clinica e in un ambiente
industriale.


Max 3000 caratteri


Fornire una stima dell’impatto della piattaforma sul sistema della ricerca del 
Paese * 


22.


La PN-NANOMED si configura come collettore di numerose applicazioni di materiali,
nanosistemi, devices, con applicazione dalla diagnosi alla terapia. PN-NANOMED
rappresenterà quindi un possibile interlocutore strategico per l’integrazione di progettualità
che varia dal farmaceutico fino ad aspetti più traslazionali. Come punto di incontro di
differenti attori della ricerca, industriali e clinici permetterà un crescente livello di
aggregazione per progetti avanzati di ricerca di base ed applicata. Interazioni potranno
essere presenti con: -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in Medicine -
European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network - European Industrial Biotechnology
Innovation and Synthetic Biology Accelerator -ENEA Technologies for Health " - European
Technology Platform for Nanomedicine -MedTech Europe - HealthTech4EU Alliance -
European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations


Max 1000 caratteri


Descrivere l'eventuale interazione con altre infrastrutture di ricerca, anche su 
ambiti tematici diversi * 


23.
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Intervistato


12 Anonimo 
33.01


Tempo per il completamento


Personalised and Sustainable Nutrition (PerSusNut)


Denominazione della PN proposta (per esteso e acronimo) * 1.


Università di Cagliari - Università di Roma "Tor Vergata" - Università di Parma


Istituzione/Consorzio proponente  * 2.


rettore@unica.it


Il titolare del trattamento dei dati personali costituiti dall’identità e dai recapiti della persona di riferimento 
dell’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente è Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi – Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milano, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail: gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (il cui Responsabile della 
Protezione Dati può essere contattato all’indirizzo e-mail: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Tali dati saranno trattati per le successive comunicazioni finalizzate al raggiungimento degli obiettivi della 
consultazione e per il tempo a tale scopo adeguato. La base giuridica del trattamento è costituita (i) 
dall’esecuzione del rapporto instaurato con l’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente attraverso la partecipazione 
alla consultazione e (ii) dallo svolgimento dei compiti che la normativa richiamata in premessa ha affidato 
al Titolare del trattamento. 
Il conferimento dei dati in parola è facoltativo e il mancato conferimento non comporterò alcun 
pregiudizio. In caso di conferimento, l’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente mette le presenti informazioni a 
disposizione dell’interessato. 
Gli interessati possono richiedere al Titolare, nei casi previsti, l'accesso, la rettifica, la cancellazione o la 
portabilità dei propri dati; i medesimi possono inoltre opporsi al o domandare la limitazione del 
trattamento o, ancora, proporre un reclamo all’Autorità di controllo (Garante per la protezione dei dati 
personali).


Indirizzo e-mail della persona di riferimento * 3.



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Premesso che le Piattaforme Nazionali (PN) si configurano come ‘infrastrutture 
di ricerca’ (IR) secondo la definizione ESFRI, cioè “strutture, risorse e servizi 
collegati, utilizzati dalla comunità scientifica per condurre ricerche di alta qualità 
nei rispettivi campi, senza vincolo di appartenenza istituzionale o nazionale” qual 
è l’ambito scientifico-tecnologico che la PN proposta dovrebbe presidiare? * 


4.


salute


genomica


scienza dei dati e delle decisioni


alimentazione


biologia strutturale e cellulare


ulteriori settori di ricerca finalizzata alla prevenzione e alla salute


L’ambito scientifico-tecnologico presidiato dalla PN proposta rientra fra quelli 
già sotto l’egida di IR europee o nazionali esistenti? 


A titolo di esempio e riferimento, si fornisce la lista di IR che presidiano ambiti 
inclusi nel perimetro definito dalla norma per HT - salute, genomica, 
alimentazione, scienza dei dati e delle decisioni, ulteriori settori della ricerca 
finalizzata alla prevenzione e alla salute: 
IR europee (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE -Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRIERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRISERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS- European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRINERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENERI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR -A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRCERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS- European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA -European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
−EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
−EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
−Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
i Bi l i l d Bi di l S i


5.
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in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
−INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCTERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE -Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
−METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and Nutrition 
− MIRRI -Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
IR nazionali (PNIR) 
− 2HE(PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM (Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
−Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF(Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA (Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS (CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
−D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI(CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
−FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo)  
− MIRACLE (Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA(ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


sì


no


Max 1000 caratteri


Se la risposta è affermativa, fornire una breve motivazione a sostegno della 
proposta di realizzare, presso HT, una PN in un ambito già presidiato 


6.


Max 2000 caratteri


Fornire una breve descrizione della mission della PN proposta * 7.
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Nel contesto della scienza della nutrizione, le innovazioni strumentali hanno portato a un
sostanziale cambiamento nella ricerca e nella pratica nutrizionale nota come nutrizione
personalizzata, che conferisce il potenziale per offrire raccomandazioni multidimensionali e
dinamiche sulla qualità e la quantità del cibo. La nutrizione personalizzata mira a
comprendere gli effetti sulla salute della complessa interazione tra genoma, microbioma,
metaboloma, biodiversità alimentare consentendo così una gestione dietetica mirata e
personalizzata con l'obiettivo di prevenire e curare i disturbi legati all'alimentazione. La
nutrizione personalizzata potrebbe quindi essere considerata un importante fattore
aggiuntivo nella prevenzione primaria e secondaria di malattie non trasmissibili come il
diabete, le malattie neurodegenerative, le malattie cardiovascolari aterotrombotiche e il
cancro, che rappresentano un enorme onere globale per i sistemi sanitari. Se gli interventi
preventivi sono mirati principalmente a quegli individui che stanno per ammalarsi, il
conseguente approccio mirato è ovviamente più efficace ed economico rispetto a un
approccio tradizionale unico per tutti. La nutrizione personalizzata è strettamente legata alla
sostenibilità poiché implica un minor spreco di e una maggiore biodiversità alimentare.
L'approccio innovativo proposto richiede la raccolta integrata di dati dalle diverse UI dove
una rete neurale artificiale dovrebbe aiutare a integrare a livello individuale i principali
indicatori biologici. L’insediamento della piattaforma in HT permetterebbe di analizzare i
campioni di uno studio attraverso le diverse UI nello stesso arco di tempo e integrare i dati
provenienti dalle stesse. Inoltre, la centralizzazione della piattaforma in HT permetterebbe
una standardizzazione delle metodiche di analisi, che consentirebbe una maggior affidabilità
del dato in studi multicentrici a livello italiano ed europeo.


Unità Infrastrutturali: 1) nutrigenomics and nutriepigenomics Laboratorio di Genomica
nutrizionale di circa 700 mq adibito all’area accettazione campioni, area per colture cellulari
in vitro, area per analisi genetiche e genomiche (piccola attrezzatura per biologia
molecolare, centrifughe refrigerate, frigorifero -80°C, -20°C, 0-8°C, n. 5 Real-Time PCR, un
sequenziatore NGS, Citofluorimetro, due stazioni robotiche automatizzate per estrazioni di
DNA/RNA). 2) nutrimetabolomics and foodomics Per la UI sarà necessario l'acquisto della
seguente strumentazione: 2 spettrometri di massa ad alta risoluzione, di cui almeno uno
accoppiato ad ion mobility ed entrambi accoppiati a sistemi di evoluti di separazione
cromatografica; due spettrometri di massa per la quantificazione accurata di composti e
metaboliti (idealmente a triplo quadrupolo) accoppiati a sistemi evoluti di separazione
cromatografica; uno spettrometro a risonanza magnetica nucleare ad elevata performance
(>700MHz); sistemi informatici ad elevata capacità di elaborazione dati e ad elevata capacità
di storage, accessibili da remoto. Il personale necessario al funzionamento della UI dovrà
contare su tecnici con esperienza in spettrometria di massa, NMR e di almeno una unità con
competenze computazionali e statistiche. 3) Nutritional Assessment and Nutrimmunomics
Sistemi DEXA (Dual-Energy X-ray Absorptiometry) e metabolimetro per la determinazione
della composizione corporea e del metabolismo in modelli sperimentali e nell’uomo.
Seahorse XF96 analyzer, high-resolution respirometry (O2K, Oroboros Instruments,
Innsbruck), microscopio elettronico, e citofluorimetro a flusso per la determinazione della


Max 4000 caratteri, se il numero di caratteri non fosse sufficiente a rispondere in modo 
esauriente, Vi preghiamo di utilizzare lo spazio disponibile al successivo numero 9


Fornire una descrizione della piattaforma, delle sue sottodivisioni funzionali 
(Unità Infrastrutturali, UI), comprensivo delle tecnologie e del personale 
necessario * 


8.
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bioenergetica e dinamica mitocondriale. 4) Food Life Cycle Assessment L'approccio
principale si basa su un LCA a più livelli del sistema alimentare costruito da un modello
nazionale di input-output esteso all'ambiente (fino al retail gate e su un modello LCA basato
sul processo per le fasi di vendita al dettaglio e di consumo. Per la valutazione si
utilizzeranno diversi database esistenti come l'archivio completo di dati ambientali e altri
che verranno implementati appositamente. 5) bioinformatics for single and integrated UI
data analysis L’unità infrastrutturale dovrà essere modulare e scalabile in base alle esigenze
specifiche della piattaforma. Sarà necessario l’acquisto: -Cluster HPC con nodi GPU e CPU ad
alta memoria per supportare una vasta gamma di applicazioni computazionalmente
impegnative (ad esempio, bioinformatica strutturale, intelligenza artificiale, metagenomica
per il microbioma, transcriptomica per la nutrigenomica. -Un centro dati su cloud per
l'implementazione di servizi e applicazioni di base e bioinformatiche con funzionalità di
storage multilivello. Sistema di Cybersecurity.


6) gut microbiome and Simulator of Human Intestinal Microbial Ecosystem (SHIME) La
metagenomica permette di studiare il microbioma, con tecniche che non si basano sulla
coltivazione, ma sul sequenziamento e l’isolamento del DNA di tutta una comunità
microbica. Viene analizzato l’RNA ribosomiale 16S, il quale ha una lunghezza di circa 1500
bp e contiene 9 regioni variabili interpose tra regioni altamente conservate. Attraverso
l’analisi computazionale con software e statistica, si effettua una classificazione filogenetica
delle diverse popolazioni microbiche, ed interpretare quindi i dati provenienti da quel
materiale genetico. Al fine di effettuare gli studi di metagenomica, sarà necessario l’utilizzo
della seguenti strumenti: ThermoMixer blocco termico per il riscaldamento dei campioni.
Termociclatore (96 pozzetti) per l’amplificazione delle librerie di DNA batterico.
Spettrofotometro/Fluorimetro serie DS-11 (DeNovix, Silverside Rd, Wilmington, USA) al fine
di misurare la concentrazione del DNA batterico estratto dai campioni oggetto di studio.
Sistema Agilent TapeStation per l’analisi quali/quantitativa dei per campioni di DNA e per
verificare le dimensioni degli ampliconi ottenuti in seguito alla formazione delle librerie di
DNA. Sistema MiSeq Illumina piattaforma per il sequenziamento dal DNA che integra in un
unico strumento generazione di cluster, amplificazione, sequenziamento e analisi dei dati.
L’analisi bioinformatica verrà effettuata attraverso l’utilizzo del pipeline di analisi
metagenomica DADA2 per la processazione dei dati, di Silva v132 utilizzato come database
per l’assegnazione dei taxa batterici, di Cumulative Sum Scaling (CSS, MetagenomeSeq R
package) e di Phyloseq R package utilizzati per la normalizzazione, filtrazione dei dati e
l’analisi dell’alfa diversità; rmcorr package verrà utilizzato per effettuare eventuali analisi di
correlazione. SHIME è un modello di simulatore dinamico in vitro del sistema di digestione
umana. Permette la coltura del complesso ecosistema microbico intestinale per un periodo
di tempo più lungo e in condizioni rappresentative per diverse regioni intestinali. Inoltre,
poiché diversi segmenti del tratto gastrointestinale e del colon vengono imitati, questi
sistemi modello possono fornire informazioni dettagliate sul profilo di fermentazione,
inclusa la localizzazione dell'effetto lungo il tratto intestinale. Inoltre, il sistema consente una
migliore valutazione realistica delle proprietà pre- o probiotiche dell'alimento o degli
ingredienti target dopo 2 o 3 settimane di somministrazione continua del prodotto.
Esperimenti con questo periodo di tempo simulano l'ingestione ripetuta di tali prodotti. Lo


Max 3000 caratteri


Aggiungiamo qui ulteriore spazio per una più esaustiva risposta alla domanda 
precedente


9.
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SHIME può essere utilizzato per simulare una serie di ambienti intestinali, compresi quelli di
neonati, adulti, anziani e condizioni subottimali specifiche (infezione da agenti patogeni).


Fornire una stima approssimativa dei costi di realizzazione della PN proposta * 10.


fino a 10 milioni di euro


fino a 20 milioni di euro


La previsione dei costi è sulla base dei costi dei singoli strumenti e degli investimenti in
attività di ricerca, dei costi relativi al personale, dei costi di realizzazione dell’infrastruttura.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


11.


Fornire una stima dei costi di funzionamento della PN proposta, considerando 
anche i costi necessari per assistenza/formazione dei ricercatori esterni che 
frequenteranno la PN e per la loro ospitalità * 


12.


fino a 5 milioni di euro/anno


fino a 10 milioni di euro/anno


Attivazione di almeno 12 contratti per personale tecnico di alta formazione, con almeno 2
tecnici per UI con possibilità di interscambio, ove possibile, in base alle necessità; spese di
formazione; spesa di viaggio/alloggio/diaria.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


13.


Fornire, possibilmente, una stima dei tempi di realizzazione della PN proposta14.


meno di 1 anno
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meno di 2 anni


meno di 3 anni


La scelta e la fase istruttiva per gli appalti per l’acquisto degli strumenti richiederà almeno
un anno, poco meno di 1 anno sarà necessario per l’installazione e la formazione del
personale sugli strumenti


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente


15.


La Piattaforma proposta necessiterà di almeno 700 m2 per l’implementazione delle diverse
UI


Max 1000 caratteri


Fornire, possibilmente, una stima della superficie necessaria per la PN proposta16.


Ipotizzare, possibilmente, il tempo di obsolescenza dell’ambito scientifico-
tecnologico della PN proposta


17.


meno di 5 anni


meno di 10 anni


più di 10 anni


La strumentazione scelta sarà il più possibile modulare e scalabile per un adattamento
continuo alle esigenze e alla possibilità di upgrade anche se parziali


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente


18.
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Indicare la modalità di utilizzo prevalente della PN, unità infrastrutturali e dei 
servizi forniti * 


19.


accesso semplice alla piattaforma, all’unità infrastrutturale o al singolo strumento


accesso ai servizi della piattaforma: strumentazione, tecnologie e competenze


accesso ai servizi comprensivo di formazione


Fornire una stima del numero di ricercatori che, ogni anno, potrebbe chiedere 
di avere accesso alla PN proposta * 


20.


alcune unità


alcune decine


alcune centinaia


alcune migliaia


La ricerca in campo nutrizionale sta crescendo notevolmente in Italia e all’estero, con un
incremento delle call per bandi competitivi e un forte interesse da parte di aziende private,
soprattutto nel settore di alimenti funzionali per una nutrizione personalizzata e sostenibile.
La possibilità di usufruire di una piattaforma che integra in maniera coerente diversi aspetti
a partire dall’alimento, incluso il suo impatto ambientale, e all’influenza sulla fisiologia
dell’individuo, potrà generare un forte interesse tra i ricercatori e le aziende private sia in
Italia che all’estero.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


21.


La ricerca nel campo nutrizionale ha avuto negli ultimi 15 anni una notevole evoluzione
grazie alle nuove tecnologie a disposizione e in particolare le omiche applicate a diversi
campi. Inoltre, l’incremento preoccupante delle patologie non-trasmissibili dove la
nutrizione sembra che giochi un ruolo rilevante ha aumentato anche l’interesse a livello


Max 3000 caratteri


Fornire una stima dell’impatto della piattaforma sul sistema della ricerca del 
Paese * 


22.
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politico e mediatico. Ormai non c’è documento di programmazione che non menzioni il
ruolo della nutrizione anche dal punto di vista della sostenibilità. Purtroppo, a questa
evoluzione repentina non ha avuto seguito un adeguamento del sistema della ricerca in
Italia in questo campo dove, a parte qualche eccellenza, non si riesce a mantenere il passo a
livello internazionale, anche per l’estremo frazionamento delle risorse e difficoltà nella
coordinazione di diversi gruppi di ricerca. La ricerca in nutrizione implica uno studio
approfondito multidisciplinare di diversi aspetti che vanno dalla composizione e modifiche
nel tempo dell’alimento, alla risposta fisiologica individuale ai nutrienti e alla loro
interazione. Lo studio di uno solo di questi aspetti non permette di ottenere risultati
sufficientemente significativi per emergere a livello scientifico mondiale. La possibilità di
usufruire della piattaforma permetterà non solo a diversi gruppi di portare avanti studi di
eccellenza scientifica ma anche di partecipare con elevate probabilità di successo a call
europee e internazionali. L’insediamento della piattaforma in Human Technopole
permetterebbe inoltre una standardizzazione delle metodiche di analisi, che consentirebbe
una maggior affidabilità del dato e un maggior coinvolgimento dei ricercatori italiani in
studi multicentrici a livello internazionale.


La piattaforma proposta ha già di per sé una alto livello di multidisciplinarietà, ma La
circolazione di ricercatori e l’implementazione di diverse piattaforme in Human Technopole
permetterebbe per ragioni logistiche una inestimabile possibilità di interazioni con le altre
piattaforme sia dal punto strumentale ma soprattutto tra ricercatori in ambiti tematici
diversi. Come esempio, una piattaforma di genomica permetterebbe di intraprendere
ricerche sul ruolo della nutrizione in malattie genetiche metaboliche in particolare quelle
rare dove spesso le risorse finanziarie non sono adeguate.


Max 1000 caratteri


Descrivere l'eventuale interazione con altre infrastrutture di ricerca, anche su 
ambiti tematici diversi * 


23.
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Intervistato


52 Anonimo 
26.16


Tempo per il completamento


National Platform for access Promotion and staff Training (NP4PT)


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


CNR-CeNCo (ESFRI RIs in Italy) CNR-CeNCo (Centro Nazionale di Coordinamento) has been
implemented at CNR (Biomedical sciences Department) with the mission of supporting the
Research Infrastructures (RIs) and increasing their use from the academic and industrial
research community in Life Sciences.


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.


presidenza@cnr.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology


Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 


INFRAFRONTIER E R h I f t t f th ti


5.
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− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


NP4PT will deal with all fields and services covered at the different RI’s, focusing on formal
training of staff and users. No formal overlap is thus really occurring, since the current
support to the national and European RI’s does not include formal training courses. We
anticipate that in the coming years the need for this type of experts will increase, in parallel
with the increasing complex technologies available at dedicated RIs. The implementation of
the NPs at HT will lead to an outstanding improvement of the facilities open to the Italian
researchers since they will fill the gaps in the currently available network of the Italian ESFRI
RI Network. 6a. The management of the NPs at HT will require personnel skilled in the
offered technologies also trained in promoting/managing user-access procedures. CNR-


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.
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CeNCo has been implemented to develop analogous services in the field of Life Sciences for
the Italian ESFRI RIs and potentially for other RIs present in the PNIR. 6b. NP4PT aims at
supporting the training and promotion needs of the UIs active at the different PNs at HT.
Therefore, it will contribute to exploit all possible synergies among the UIs.


CNR-CeNCo aims at offering its contribution to the starting and structuring of the activities
of the NPs at HT on the basis of experience of the CeNCo’s members in the
promotion/coordination and handling of the complex and different activities of the Italian
ESFRI RIs in Life Sciences. 7a) The availability of Large Scale Facilities accessible to any
researcher from the Scientific Community makes the NPs at HT key actors of the National
RIs Road Map. CNR-CeNCo proposes the following activities: a) Dissemination of activities
(information on the provided services, on the user access procedures, project evaluation -
technical and scientific-, etc.); b) Training of the staff to hire, in addition to the specific skills
for a given technology, a common background in terms of RI’s management
(costs/conditions for maintenance contracts, harmonization in the user access procedures,
evaluation of users’ satisfaction after the completion of the access, etc.). A relevant aspect
should deal with providing a common training in the field of data management to all staff
personnel. In principle, CNR-CeNCo may organize this training open to anyone interested in
the offered positions. As this training may take place before the recruitment process will
start, it might be suggested as a requisite for the persons interested to apply for the specific
positions. 7b) The implementation of NP4PT would represent the “seed” for the integration
of the initiatives aimed at providing access to the Large Scale facilities in the Life Sciences
domain in Italy and to provide the links with the corresponding ones distributed on the ERA.
At the national level NP4PT will represent a joint action carried out by CNR and HT in
training personnel essential for the full exploitation of the NP at HT, and in the RI’s present
nationwide. The success of the NP at HT requires also a right timing for the implementation
of the services, which will depend on the staff that will be recruited as the NP will be
available. Having expert personnel already trained will be an added value for the whole
operation.


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.


NP4PT will be devoted to: 1) Promotion of activities of the selected NPs at HT. Adopted
criteria, information on related Large Scale Facilities in Europe and worldwide. Collection of
ideas for improvements. Participation at scientific conferences. 2) Sharing/adaptation of the
procedures (already implemented in CNR-CeNCo) for user access (submission of the
proposals, scientific and technical evaluation, reporting, satisfaction forms, etc.) 3)
Implementation of the web-site for the NPs at HT, unique portal to access to the services. 4)
Implementation of courses on the Management of RIs in Life Sciences with specific focus on


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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Regulatory/Ethic aspects and on fundamentals of data management. 5) Organization of
dedicated stages for training on specific technologies at the Italian ESFRI RIs. On the basis of
the above reported tasks, two Units will be implemented, namely, one devoted to Promotion
activities (Unit a) and one devoted to Training activities (Unit b). Requests: 1) Office space 50
sqm /computers (50K€) 2)Permanent staff at NP4PT: - staff for the promotion activities and
management of the web portal: 2x45k= 90K€. - Staff for managing user accesses (scientific
evaluation via the collection of the reports from the selected reviewers; technical evaluation
with the Head of the involved NP; support for the logistics during the stay at HT; acquisition
of the reports after the access; etc.): 2x45K=90K€. The evaluation of the submitted projects
may require a dedicated budget for the remuneration of the reviewers (e.g. 100 euro per
project). The relative costs are not included here because they should be charged to the
involved RI. 3) One-year contracts for the staff devoted to the organization of general
trainings on the management of RIs, on fundamentals of ELSI matter and on data
management: 1 manager 80K + 1 technical staff 45K= 125K€. “Ad hoc” contracts (1-2
months) from experts for the acquisition of specific skills in the above described fields.
Estimated costs= 50K€. 4) CNR-CeNCo offers its support for the organization of training on
specific technologies at their Centers/Nodes as soon as the NP4HT will be selected by the
Technical Committee. These activities may include stages at EU centers of the involved RI.
The trainees will be supported by a one-year contract (40K each). The number of trainees
will be defined on the basis of the needs of the approved NPs. The estimated number of
these training projects is 20. The trainees will be hired via dedicated calls organized by CNR-
CeNCo. The estimated cost is 800K€. 5) Overheads to CNR-CeNCo for the implementation of
NP4PT: 100K€. TOTAL 1) + 2) + 3) + 4) + 5) = 1305K€.


Nothing to add.


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


As indicated above, the cost of NP4PT will include: 1) Office space 50 sqm /computers
2)Permanent staff at NP-PT: - staff for the promotion activities and management of the web
portal - Staff for managing user accesses 3) One-year contracts for the staff devoted to the


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.
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organization of general trainings on the management of RIs, on fundamentals of ELSI matter
and on data management “Ad hoc” contracts from experts for the acquisition of specific
skills in the above-described fields. 4) CNR-CeNCo offers its support for the organization of
training on specific technologies at their Centers/Nodes as soon as the NP4PT will be
selected by the Technical Committee. These activities may include stages at EU centers of
the involved RIs. The number of trainees will be defined on the basis of the needs of the
approved NPs. The estimated number of these training projects is 20. The trainees will be
hired via dedicated calls organized by CNR-CeNCo. 5) Overheads to CNR-CeNCo for the
implementation of NP4PT.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


Nothing to add.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


The mission of CNR-CeNCo deals with similar objectives of the NPs at HT. Indeed, CNR is
the legal representative entities of all the IR ESFRI of Italy. Many of these RIs are operative


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.
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since more than a decade. Therefore, CNR surmises that the expertise of the referent
persons from the involved RIs and the modus operandi of CNR-CeNCo itself can be useful
for a nimble starting of the activities at the NPs at HT. Moreover, the participation of CNR-
CeNCo at the initial stages of the implementation of the project could be of great and
positive relevance looking to a desirable progressive integration among all the Italian RIs in
the life science area, for the benefit of whole Italian research community. In addition, a rapid
implementation of this platform (3-6 months) will be instrumental for recruiting the trainees
that will represent the future staff of the HT NP. With this approach the coming three years
that will see the selection and construction of the future HT NP will be well spent in the
training of the future, needed personnel.


The initial operation requires an office of about 50 m2 for the NP4PT staff that could be
localized in Milano or CNR-Rome, or better both. The tutorials will require 1-2 lecture rooms
to accommodate about 20 trainees. The hands-on training will require the collaboration with
the ESFRI nodes in Italy and abroad, that will be formalized for each trainee.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


Not relevant.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument
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access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


Not relevant.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


Not relevant.


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.


The NP4PT at HT aims at being the “seed” for structuring the network of Italian RIs in Life
Sciences, i.e. those ones at the Italian ESFRI RIs, the NPs at HT and others that are part of
PNIR. On this basis, the researchers in Life Science will have access to cutting-edge
technologies and associated skills for the development of his/her project. Moreover, it is
expected that this integration of services will provide a path to recognize what is most of
need for the biomedical community and duplication of services/technologies will be
avoided. CNR aims at seeking a role in this landscape beyond the RIs that are based in the


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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CNR itself and wishes that this process of aggregation of supporting activities will be useful
to proceed with analogous coordination approaches in other scientific fields.
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Intervistato


53 Anonimo 
69.10


Tempo per il completamento


Nutrition and Health (NUTH-RI)


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


- Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche (Capofila) - Università Campus Bio-Medico di Roma
(UCBM) - Consiglio per la Ricerca in Agricoltura e l’Analisi dell’Economia Agraria (CREA) -
Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore - Fondazione don Gnocchi


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.


Prof.ssa Maria Chiara Carrozza – Presidente del Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche
presidenza@cnr.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology


Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 


INFRAFRONTIER E R h I f t t f th ti


5.
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− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


Various ESFRI initiatives within the Health and Food domain cover specific investigation
scenarios. NUTH-RI proposes to collect in single site a range of innovative technologies and
scientific approaches creating a research infrastructure dedicated to study the mechanisms
underlying the links between food, nutrition and health. In addition, the growing sector of
plant based (and in the future probably also insect-based) food and beverages does require
a research effort in order to assess the safety and the nutritional impact of these old and
new foods. NUTH-RI will provide support to innovative studies in foodomics, and nutrition
sciences at large. The focus on the link between food and health and the offer of dedicated
hardware for the simulation of in vivo digestion and functional validation of foods, will


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.
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provide the scientific community with a unique set of services that will complement those
already offered by other European and National research infrastructures.


Scientific evidence shows that the effects of foods on health can be modulated both by the
intrinsic properties of the food matrix/nutrients and by the interaction with human
metabolism, in particular during the digestive processes that affect the absorption of
nutrients and their accumulation in the target tissues. The study of the relationship between
nutrition and health will permit to identify and suggest new dietary strategies for
"personalized nutrition and medicine" as well as for food fortification, bio-fortification, or
food- reformulation, aimed to modify the nutritional profile in order to enhance health-
promoting effects. In this contest, the mission of the NUTH-RI platform is to provide the
state-of –the –art infrastructures for: • the identification and characterization of food matrix
and nutraceutical compounds by -omic approaches collectively named “foodomics”, • the
use of multi-compartment dynamic digestion systems simulating the different
compartments of the gastrointestinal tracts, including the microbiota component, to mimic
the digestive process and evaluate nutrient bioavailability, as well as the resulting microbial
metabolites, • the study of gut microbiota as promising target for clinical interventions and
to understand the complex microbiota-host-foods interactions, , including food-gut
microbial flows, • the assessment of food effectiveness in the prevention of diseases and in
maintaining well-being state, by in vitro and in vivo assays for biological validation and
functionality, the use of omic approaches to identify risk factors in foodborne
microorganisms and their impact of the gut microbiome. Finally, a metabolic laboratory, as
whole room calorimeter will allow to study how nutrition, aging, gut microbiota and several
chronic health diseases affect the human metabolism.


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.


IU1- Dynamic digestion system The Unit will be equipped with in vitro digestion systems
(robotic stomachs and guts) designed to simulate, with high reproducibility and
physiological relevance, the conditions that occur in the different compartments of the
gastrointestinal tract, accurately mimicking the digestive process, with also the possibility to
evaluate bio-accessibility and bioavailability of bioactive compounds and food nutrients. The
interaction with the analytical and metagenomic units will permit to identify the metabolites
and peptides resulting from digestion, and to investigate how the intestinal microbiota may
be modulated by bioactive compounds present in foods. The Unit will also be equipped for
carrying out in-silico dynamic mechanistic models of human gut, based on the use of model
simulation software (e.g. Vensim, Stella, R), to simulate gut response to different diets and
nutrients. IU2 - Microbiome The "Microbiome Unit" will support research in food science
and on the interaction between host-microbiota-food and food-gut microbial flows, using


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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the most modern high-throughput sequencing (HTS) technologies, as well as bioinformatics
analysis which involves the multi-omic integration of metagenomics and metabolomics data.
The Microbiome Unit, in addition to the HTS sequencing platforms and platforms for the
analysis of microbial metabolites, will comprise a computational analysis infrastructure that
will develop bioinformatic pipelines and allow for big-data analysis and investigation aimed
at understanding the gut microbiome and the complex interactions between
microorganisms-host -foods. IU3 - Analytical unit Omics techniques, such as transcriptomics,
proteomics, peptidomics, lipidomics and metabolomics, are necessary for the
characterization of foods and to identify the compounds actually involved in the interplay
with human body. This requires the application of advanced high-throughput analytical
techniques, like RNA–seq, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy (NMR, liquid and solid
state) and cutting edge Mass Spectrometry (MS) combined with LC and GC. In the last years,
both NMR and MS experienced significant technological improvements, making them very
effective in studying foods, biofluids and extracts. The Analytical unit will be equipped with
state-of-the-art instruments and provide dedicated analytical services in the area of food
science and nutrition. IU4 - Biological validation and functionality For their beneficial effects
on human health, functional foods and nutraceuticals are of great interest in modern food
science. The UI will be equipped to perform in vitro tests on ad hoc cellular systems to
validate the biological properties of foods or derived bioactive compounds. After the oral-
gastro-duodenal simulated digestion, the cell-based use of in vitro models will allow to
assess the bio-component fraction that reaches the target organs and tissues and exerts its
own bioactivity In addition, the IU will provide the necessary structures to perform in vivo
studies using animal models (rats/mice) to evaluate the protective effects of foods against
oxidative stress, inflammation and other diseases. IU5 - Calorimetry Knowledge of energy
requirements during various physiological and disease rehabilitation conditions is essential
for promoting human health and well-being. Direct calorimetry obtains a direct
measurement of the amount of heat generated by the body within a structure large enough
to permit different activities. The core of the IU will be a whole-room calorimeter as a
metabolic laboratory to study how nutrition, aging, gut microbiota and several chronic
diseases affect the human metabolism, and to advance our understanding of energy balance
as well as the pathogenesis of metabolic diseases. In addition, the structure could be used to
study healthy individuals with specific metabolic conditions (e.g., athletes) or having specific
dietary patterns (e.g., vegetarians).


Detailed description of the equipment and the staff in each unit: Infrastructure management:
Requested personnel: 1 Infrastructure Manager, 1 Administrative Officer. IU1- Dynamic
digestion system unit Equipment: Multi-compartment dynamic digestion systems equipped
with: Gas Lines (Nitrogen, CO2), Anaerobic hood, Refrigerators, Fermenter for microbial
pretreatment. Workstation. Estimated costs: 1.5M euro Personnel: 4 staff scientists, 2
technicians. IU2–Microbiome unit. Equipment: The IU will be equipped with dedicated High
Throughput Sequencing platforms for targeted and untargeted (Illumina Miseq & NovaSeq)
metagenomics analysis (Bacteria, Fungi and Virus), coupled with Thermal cyclers, centrifuges,
automated nucleic acid extractor, Real Time PCR instruments and Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer,
Freezers at -80°C and -20°C. The IU will include a computing platform coupled with a
dedicated high capacity storage unit. Estimated cost: 4M euro. Personnel: 3 staff scientists, 2


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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technicians. IU3 - Analytical unit Equipment: High field NMR spectrometer equipped with
cryoprobe and thermostatic auto-sampler, HRMAS accessory (4M euros); Mass spectrometer
(Q-Tof,Q-Orbitrap), UHPLC, GC/HRMS, LC/HRMS (2M euros); Multivariate Statistical Analysis
software/licenses: 0.3M euros. Basic laboratory equipment will be shared with the other IUs.
Personnel: 5 staff scientists, 2 technicians. IU4 - Biological validation and functionality unit
Equipment: Cell culture lab (Laminar flow hoods; Multigas-, Heated- and Cooled Incubators;
Spectrofluorometer; centrifuge; liquid nitrogen cryogenic freezer; Inverted microscope).
Animal care facility; Biochemical laboratory (Ultracentrifuge, spectrofluorimeter, HPLC, RT-
PCR, Freezer - 80C. Estimated cost: 1M euro Personnel: 4 staff scientists, 2 technicians. IU5 –
Calorimetry unit. Equipment: n. 1 whole room calorimeter. Estimated cost: The room
calorimeter comes in different configurations and can range from 500k euro to 2M euro for
each room. Personnel: 1 scientist, 1 technician.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


The approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF is based on the need of
adapting available spaces to specific technological requirements and, more importantly, of
acquiring state-of-the-art instruments as detailed and priced in the description of individual
IUs.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.
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The operating costs for the proposed NF include: i) Personnel (1 Infrastructure Manager, 17
Researchers, 9 Technicians and 1 Administrative Officer)’s salaries (1.8M euro/year); ii)
equipment maintenance contracts (5-10% of purchase cost); iii) consumables; iv) building
maintenance; v) energy, water vi) costs required for assistance/training of external
researchers who will attend the NF and for their hospitality vii) taxes and insurance.


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


NUTH-RI is based on multiple (5) complex Infrastructural Units, each consisting of various
high-cost instruments and technological devices, which must be linked and integrated in
various pipelines, whose construction require : i) acquisition in the European market (up to
8-10 months); ii) installation (1-2 months); iii) assembling in pipelines (3-4 months); iv)
connection for massive data exchange (1-2 months). The time required for the recruitment
of personnel is also considered (up to 1 year). Accordingly, it is reasonable that the different
pipelines and thus the whole infrastructure will become operative in about 1.5-2 years after
funding. Appropriate site planning is required for large-scale facilities. This timeframe
assumes that suitable buildings are already available.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.


IU1: IU- Dynamic digestion system unit: The dynamic systems require a three rooms (3
rooms) in particular: 2 Lab room, Size >30m2, 1 Technical room, Size >25m2, IU2 –
Microbiome unit. The Microbiome IU requires three rooms: - 2 Lab room, size ≥40m2, 1
Technical room, Size ≥30m2; IU3 - Analytical infrastructural unit. The total space required for
the instruments, including sample preparation lab, studios, office space for data analysis, is
of about 400 m2. IU5 - Biological validation and functionality unit. This unit requires 4
rooms/separate spaces, in particular: 2 Lab rooms, Size >30m2, 1 Technical room, Size
>40m2, 1 Animal house, Size > 80 m2. Total estimate space: 180 m2. IU5 – Calorimetry unit.
The space requirements for a double room calorimeter (2 rooms) is approximately: lab


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.
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room: >30m2; technical room: >25m2; Suitable office space for scientific, technical and
administrative staff should also be provided.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


The obsolescence of analytical instrument is typically 5 years. The NMR magnets are
estimated to become obsolete in 6-8 years. The obsolescence of instrument in the field of in
vitro digestion is typically less than 8-10 years. The obsolescence of sequencing systems is
well below 10 years. The obsolescence is related to the sequencing system in terms of
system maintenance and upgrade, to the computing platform and storage unit in terms of
CPU processing capacity and storage capability. The obsolescence of Thermal cyclers,
centrifuges, automated nucleic acid extractor, Real Time PCR instruments and Agilent 2100
Bioanalyzer is around 10 years and related to system maintenance and upgrade.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units
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few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


It can be expected that researchers active in different scientific areas, including, medicine,
pharmacy, food science, nutrition and agriculture, will apply for access to the facility. This
means that the number of potential applicants is particularly high, and is not restricted to a
narrow scientific discipline. The specific focus of NUTR-RI and the presence of personnel
with specific skills in dealing with projects at the “food” and “health” interface, will also
attract researchers with competences that are complementary, rather than overlapping the
ones present within the platform. Application can be expected from a large number of
research institutions, and from both the public and private sector.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


The food sector represents a National strategic asset, and a research infrastructure in the
area of food science would be of interest for a large number of stakeholders. These would
include research groups from the public and private sectors active in the areas of food
science and of the links between food, nutrition and health. A simple search on Web of
Science with the keywords “Food” and “Health” in the field “Topic” yields more than 2000
publications with an Italian contribution in year 2020. The role of nutrition is also recognized
in the National Research Plan (PNR), where the implementation of a “One Health” approach
is set as one of the main goals, and the need for suitable models to identify “healthy” dietary
habits is highlighted. However, it would be expected that the range of possible users will not
be limited to those directly working in the food and nutrition areas, but will also include
researchers from the medical and pharmaceutical sectors, where there is a growing interest
on the role of nutrition in the treatment of specific diseases and on the interaction of the
diet with specific medical treatments. At the same time, the high incidence of diet-related
diseases such as obesity and heart diseases calls for an increased effort in the “Food and
Health” area to provide high quality research in support of policy decisions and developing
of nutritional and public health recommendations. NUTH-RI will provide access to state-of-
the-art facilities to researchers involved in wide range of projects that require an assessment
of the characteristics of foods and/or of their interaction with the human body. It will also
have a great impact on translational researches in several biological and clinical fields. While
some of these facilities may already be present in a restricted set of institutions, the
availability of high-quality equipment and of specifically trained staff within NUTH-RI will
give access to a dedicated facility to a much wider range of stakeholders. In this respect it
should be stressed that while some of the equipment present in NUTH-RI IUs may partially


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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overlap with other National Facilities that may be established within this initiative, the
availability of a dedicated Platform for studies in the area of Food and Health would allow to
provide specialized services that may be difficult to deliver by a less focused platform. In
addition, partially overlapping equipment may be used as “buffer” across platforms in the
case of high demand for specific analyses. The added value of the NUTH-RI will also consist
in the ability to provide access to “Food and Health” research services in a coordinated
fashion and in a single site. It is therefore expected that many accesses will involve different
IU, and that coordination of the work performed by these units will be a crucial aspect of the
NUTH-RI National Facility.


Several European networks have been established to foster research in this area, among
which the Joint Programming Initiative ‘Healthy Diet for a Healthy Life’, and the ESFRI
Metrofood Research Infrastructure. Interactions with other ESFRI initiatives, such as the
bioinformatics infrastructure Elixir, are also highly relevant for the facilities and services to be
offered by NUTH-RI. Interactions are envisaged with different platforms providing services
not included in NUTH-RI. Among them imaging platforms, for the visual analysis of cells,
tissues and organs deriving from in vivo and in vitro experiments, or with specialized
platforms such as bioinformatics platforms, to share pipelines and high calculus loads when
necessary or Genomics (and other –omics) platforms, protocols and buffer workload in the
case of excess demand for specific analyses. Interactions with other platforms like the
CERM-CIRMMP European Infrastructure may be required to address specific needs in NMR
spectroscopy.


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


15 Anonimo 
11.22


Tempo per il completamento


INFN Cloud for the Human Technopole (IC4HT)


Denominazione della PN proposta (per esteso e acronimo) * 1.


Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare


Istituzione/Consorzio proponente  * 2.


presidenza@presid.infn.it


Il titolare del trattamento dei dati personali costituiti dall’identità e dai recapiti della persona di riferimento 
dell’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente è Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi – Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milano, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail: gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (il cui Responsabile della 
Protezione Dati può essere contattato all’indirizzo e-mail: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Tali dati saranno trattati per le successive comunicazioni finalizzate al raggiungimento degli obiettivi della 
consultazione e per il tempo a tale scopo adeguato. La base giuridica del trattamento è costituita (i) 
dall’esecuzione del rapporto instaurato con l’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente attraverso la partecipazione 
alla consultazione e (ii) dallo svolgimento dei compiti che la normativa richiamata in premessa ha affidato 
al Titolare del trattamento. 
Il conferimento dei dati in parola è facoltativo e il mancato conferimento non comporterò alcun 
pregiudizio. In caso di conferimento, l’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente mette le presenti informazioni a 
disposizione dell’interessato. 
Gli interessati possono richiedere al Titolare, nei casi previsti, l'accesso, la rettifica, la cancellazione o la 
portabilità dei propri dati; i medesimi possono inoltre opporsi al o domandare la limitazione del 
trattamento o, ancora, proporre un reclamo all’Autorità di controllo (Garante per la protezione dei dati 
personali).


Indirizzo e-mail della persona di riferimento * 3.



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Premesso che le Piattaforme Nazionali (PN) si configurano come ‘infrastrutture 
di ricerca’ (IR) secondo la definizione ESFRI, cioè “strutture, risorse e servizi 
collegati, utilizzati dalla comunità scientifica per condurre ricerche di alta qualità 
nei rispettivi campi, senza vincolo di appartenenza istituzionale o nazionale” qual 
è l’ambito scientifico-tecnologico che la PN proposta dovrebbe presidiare? * 


4.


salute


genomica


scienza dei dati e delle decisioni


alimentazione


biologia strutturale e cellulare


ulteriori settori di ricerca finalizzata alla prevenzione e alla salute


L’ambito scientifico-tecnologico presidiato dalla PN proposta rientra fra quelli 
già sotto l’egida di IR europee o nazionali esistenti? 


A titolo di esempio e riferimento, si fornisce la lista di IR che presidiano ambiti 
inclusi nel perimetro definito dalla norma per HT - salute, genomica, 
alimentazione, scienza dei dati e delle decisioni, ulteriori settori della ricerca 
finalizzata alla prevenzione e alla salute: 
IR europee (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE -Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRIERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRISERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS- European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRINERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENERI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR -A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRCERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS- European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA -European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
−EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
−EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
−Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
i Bi l i l d Bi di l S i


5.
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in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
−INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCTERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE -Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
−METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and Nutrition 
− MIRRI -Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
IR nazionali (PNIR) 
− 2HE(PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM (Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
−Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF(Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA (Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS (CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
−D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI(CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
−FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo)  
− MIRACLE (Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA(ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


sì


no


Nei diversi campi indirizzati dallo Human Technopole e specificamente nell’area della scienza
dei dati e delle decisioni, un punto chiave è la definizione ed implementazione di metodi di
trattamento dati basati sulla correlazione di informazioni e dati eterogenei in quanto a
tipologia e provenienza, che possano essere analizzati e modellati attraverso una serie di
processi di analisi integrati ed espandibili. L’INFN si è da molti anni dotata per i suoi scopi
scientifici di ricerca fondamentale di competenze umane, risorse e soluzioni per la gestione
di grandi moli di calcolo e dati, in modo pienamente distribuito sull’intero territorio
nazionale. Queste soluzioni costituiscono la piattaforma di Grid e Cloud computing
dell’INFN, di riconosciuto valore, stato dell’arte ed affidabilità a livello nazionale ed


Max 1000 caratteri


Se la risposta è affermativa, fornire una breve motivazione a sostegno della 
proposta di realizzare, presso HT, una PN in un ambito già presidiato 


6.
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internazionale. Negli ultimi anni, l’INFN ha identificato inoltre molte linee di sviluppo di
ricerca interdisciplinare sia con comunità scientifiche sia con iniziative di trasferimento di
tecnologia e conoscenza a beneficio di imprese e Pubbliche Amministrazioni. Nell’ambito
della consultazione per la realizzazione di infrastrutture di ricerca presso lo Human
Technopole, l’INFN propone l’adozione di una piattaforma tecnologica scalabile, aperta e
federata fondata sulle competenze, risorse e soluzioni utilizzate nelle proprie infrastrutture
INFN Grid e INFN Cloud per il calcolo e la gestione di big data a livello nazionale ed
internazionale. In Italia, l’INFN vanta la più grande infrastruttura di calcolo distribuita
esistente tra le realtà accademiche e di ricerca, con più di 200 PetaBytes (PB) di dati e più di
120.000 core di calcolo. Queste risorse sono distribuite fra dieci grandi centri elaborazione
gestiti ed operati dall’INFN, dislocati sull’intero territorio nazionale. Negli ambiti specifici
dello Human Technopole ed in particolare nell’area della scienza dei dati e delle decisioni,
l’INFN già ora partecipa attivamente come partner tecnologico chiave ad iniziative come
ELIXIR, Health Big Data (HBD), Alleanza Contro il Cancro (ACC), San Raffaele Institute for
Gene Therapy (TIGET), PON Salute, progetti internazionali come la Healthcare alliance for
resourceful medicines offensive against neoplasms in hematology (HARMONY PLUS) e altre.
In questi progetti l’INFN offre le proprie competenze e risorse attraverso la propria
piattaforma INFN Cloud, utilizzando ove necessario anche soluzioni e data center certificati
ISO/IEC 27001, 27017 e 27018 per il trattamento di dati di natura sensibile.


La piattaforma INFN Cloud for the Human Technopole (IC4HT) proposta espande quanto già
implementato con successo nei progetti menzionati nella sezione Motivazione con un focus
specifico verso gli ambiti dello Human Technopole attraverso, in particolare: • La
realizzazione di una piattaforma di produzione state of the art basata su software a sorgente
aperto che utilizza pienamente standard de jure o de facto. Essa realizza in tal modo una
fondamentale indipendenza rispetto a soluzioni di tipo commerciale implementando il
portafoglio di servizi scalabile e adattabile più sotto descritto. Questa piattaforma potrà
essere dispiegata su risorse fisiche presenti presso lo Human Technopole, presso risorse che
possono essere messe a disposizione dall’INFN come parte della sua piattaforma INFN
Cloud, o anche eventualmente presso istituzioni terze, che potranno essere facilmente
federate alla piattaforma. • L’accessibilità della piattaforma IC4HT da parte degli utenti in
modalità “as a Service”, definita a vari livelli: “Infrastruttura” o IaaS, “Piattaforma” o PaaS,
“Applicazione” o SaaS, consentendo soluzioni modulari e adattabili a diversi casi d’uso che
potranno presentarsi presso lo Human Technopole e che coinvolgano il trattamento di
grandi moli di dati, nonché le relative analisi. Questa flessibilità consentirà inoltre la
definizione di opportuni business models orientati al settore pubblico o privato. • Un
portafoglio espandibile di servizi componibili che consente la gestione di: o Risorse ibride e
scalabili di tipo High-Performance Computing (HPC), High-Throughput Computing (HTC) e
sensori di tipo IoT, con o senza hardware specializzato come GPU o FPGA. Attraverso la
piattaforma IC4HT sarà possibile definire ed applicare su queste risorse in modo semplice,
ad esempio, algoritmi di Intelligenza Artificiale (AI). o Sistemi scalabili e federati per la
memorizzazione, la replica e l’accesso di grandi moli di dati di tipo eterogeneo in modalità
FAIR. Questi sistemi possono essere collegati alle risorse software e di calcolo per realizzare
in modo semplice soluzioni per l’analisi e l’estrazione di valore dai dati stessi. o Meccanismi
federati di sicurezza per l’accesso alla piattaforma e ai dati attraverso la gestione flessibile di


Max 2000 caratteri


Fornire una breve descrizione della mission della PN proposta * 7.
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policy di autenticazione ed autorizzazione, con o senza l’utilizzo di infrastrutture certificate
ISO/IEC. o Sicurezza informatica, attraverso la realizzazione di reti ad accesso ristretto, di
processi ed aree certificate ISO/IEC e attraverso l’automatizzazione, ad esempio, di scansioni
per il rilevamento e la mitigazione di minacce informatiche. o Soluzioni composite on-
demand co-create con esperti INFN per il trattamento e l’analisi di dati attraverso la
definizione di requirement espressi ad alto livello, senza cioè la necessità da parte degli
esperti di dominio di ottenere competenze specifiche tecnologico-informatiche. o Output
riproducibili attraverso la formalizzazione ad alto livello di workflow per la gestione dati, il
loro processamento e la loro analisi algoritmica.


La piattaforma IC4HT è basata su servizi componibili rilasciati con sorgente aperto per la
gestione scalabile e federata di soluzioni di grandi moli di dati e per la loro analisi, sulla loro
gestione ed evoluzione. IC4HT è direttamente mutuata dalla piattaforma di produzione
INFN Cloud ed è basata sui seguenti componenti tecnologici principali: • Servizi di livello
“IaaS”, che comprendono l’utilizzo di risorse computazionali e di gestione dati dispiegate
presso lo Human Technopole oppure presso altre infrastrutture Cloud pubbliche o private. Il
dimensionamento di queste risorse dipende strettamente dai casi d’uso che verranno
identificati. In una prima fase di test di IC4HT, si propone di utilizzare come risorse base un
sottoinsieme di quelle appartenenti alla infrastruttura distribuita INFN Cloud. I servizi di tipo
IaaS potranno essere utilizzati direttamente attraverso l’integrazione con risorse bare metal,
con macchine virtuali, con container, con orchestratori di container come Kubernetes o con
GPU (a seconda dei casi d’uso), ma potranno anche essere utilizzati come building blocks
per la realizzazione di soluzioni ad alto valore aggiunto, come descritto nei prossimi punti. •
Servizi di livello “PaaS”, definiti attraverso l’utilizzo di un linguaggio standard ad alto livello.
Questo consentirà di creare soluzioni complesse attraverso una composizione di servizi che
non richieda competenze specializzate nell’ambito tecnologico o informatico. Tra questi
servizi, che potranno sfruttare in modo trasparente le infrastrutture IaaS sopra menzionate,
si menzionano a puro titolo di esempio cluster scalabili automaticamente per l’analisi di
grandi moli di dati attraverso diversi tipi di algoritmi, l’integrazione di servizi di storage a
oggetti oppure di tipo sync and share in modo trasparente e distribuito per analisi
interattiva, l’orchestrazione di servizi su centri distribuiti (anche per realizzazione di soluzioni
di ridondanza e disaster recovery), l’autenticazione ed autorizzazione federata a dati e
risorse di calcolo, servizi per la armonizzazione di dati eterogenei, soluzioni per lo streaming
e la raccolta di dati (anche attraverso piattaforme IoT). • Servizi di livello “SaaS”, definiti
attraverso un meccanismo di co-creazione con gli esperti di dominio dello Human
Technopole e che si focalizzino sulla realizzazione di servizi pronti all’uso e ad alto livello per
ricercatori o pubblico. I servizi SaaS potranno coprire, ad esempio, soluzioni che facciano
uso di tecniche di Machine Learning e Intelligenza Artificiale per generare meccanismi
decisionali evoluti o per la ricerca e presentazione di data set. Operativamente, si propone di
strutturare l’implementazione di IC4HT intorno alle seguenti cinque Unità Funzionali (UF), la
cui definizione di dettaglio avverrà in stretta collaborazione con lo Human Technopole: •
UF1: Architettura, Risorse e Operazioni • UF2: Supporto Utenti, Documentazione,


Max 4000 caratteri, se il numero di caratteri non fosse sufficiente a rispondere in modo 
esauriente, Vi preghiamo di utilizzare lo spazio disponibile al successivo numero 9


Fornire una descrizione della piattaforma, delle sue sottodivisioni funzionali 
(Unità Infrastrutturali, UI), comprensivo delle tecnologie e del personale 
necessario * 


8.
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Formazione e Comunicazione • UF3: Monitoraggio e Accounting • UF4: Security, Policies e
Regole d’ingaggio • UF5: Evoluzione dei servizi del portafoglio, Identificazione e analisi dei
casi d’uso, Integrazione algoritmica (per es. per analisi che utilizzino tecniche di Intelligenza
Artificiale) Le risorse hardware, gestite primariamente dalla UF1, possono essere dispiegate
direttamente presso lo Human Technopole oppure, a seconda dei casi d’uso e dei
requirement, possono anche essere reperite da altre infrastrutture Cloud pubbliche o
private, federate con IC4HT. Parte integrante di IC4HT è infatti un sistema di orchestrazione
di risorse dati e calcolo in grado di interfacciarsi e federarsi trasparentemente con tutte le
più note infrastrutture Cloud.


Il controllo della sicurezza dei dati, fondamentale in molte applicazioni oggetto dello Human
Technopole, sarà gestito in IC4HT sia da soluzioni software dedicate che gestiscono in
maniera flessibile l’accesso alle risorse sia, ove richiesto, da un Sistema di Gestione della
Sicurezza delle Informazioni (SGSI) certificato ISO/IEC 27001, 27017 e 27018, che potrà
essere creato sulle risorse installate presso lo Human Technopole, oppure sulle soluzioni
Cloud certificate ISO parte di INFN Cloud. Questo avverrà grazie all’esperienza che INFN ha
già da anni maturato in collaborazione con comunità che richiedono particolare attenzione
nel trattamento di dati soggetti a GDPR e a normative specificate dal Garante della Privacy.


Max 3000 caratteri


Aggiungiamo qui ulteriore spazio per una più esaustiva risposta alla domanda 
precedente


9.


Fornire una stima approssimativa dei costi di realizzazione della PN proposta * 10.


fino a 10 milioni di euro


fino a 20 milioni di euro


La stima è basata sull’esperienza operativa sviluppata in INFN Cloud, dalla quale la
piattaforma IC4HT deriva. Questi costi comprendono la messa a disposizione della
piattaforma IC4HT e l’organizzazione operativa della piattaforma secondo le Unità
Funzionali specificate. L’ammontare delle risorse hardware e l’eventuale utilizzo di
infrastrutture Cloud certificate ISO/IEC presso lo Human Technopole o presso l’INFN dovrà
in particolare essere oggetto di approfondimento.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


11.
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Fornire una stima dei costi di funzionamento della PN proposta, considerando 
anche i costi necessari per assistenza/formazione dei ricercatori esterni che 
frequenteranno la PN e per la loro ospitalità * 


12.


fino a 5 milioni di euro/anno


fino a 10 milioni di euro/anno


La stima è basata sull’esperienza operativa sviluppata in INFN Cloud, dalla quale la
piattaforma IC4HT deriva. Questi costi comprendono la messa a disposizione della
piattaforma IC4HT e l’organizzazione operativa della piattaforma secondo le Unità
Funzionali specificate. L’ammontare delle risorse hardware e l’eventuale utilizzo di
infrastrutture Cloud certificate ISO/IEC presso lo Human Technopole o presso l’INFN dovrà
in particolare essere oggetto di approfondimento.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


13.


Fornire, possibilmente, una stima dei tempi di realizzazione della PN proposta14.


meno di 1 anno


meno di 2 anni


meno di 3 anni


La stima è basata sull’esperienza operativa sviluppata in INFN Cloud, dalla quale la
piattaforma IC4HT deriva. A fronte del finanziamento concordato per la realizzazione di
IC4HT, si stima l’operatività della piattaforma in meno di 1 anno qualora non sia in essa
compresa l’acquisizione di risorse hardware, ovvero in meno di 2 anni qualora si renda
necessario l’acquisizione di dette risorse (vedere nota sui costi).


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente


15.


Fornire, possibilmente, una stima della superficie necessaria per la PN proposta16.
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Sulla base dell'esperienza INFN si stima una superficie di circa 1000 mq.


Max 1000 caratteri


Ipotizzare, possibilmente, il tempo di obsolescenza dell’ambito scientifico-
tecnologico della PN proposta


17.


meno di 5 anni


meno di 10 anni


più di 10 anni


Sulla base dell'esperienza INFN si stima che il tempo di obsolescenza dell'infrastruttura
proposta sia inferiore a 10 anni, fermo restando la necessità di periodica manutenzione e
rinnovamento delle principali componenti hardware.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente


18.


Indicare la modalità di utilizzo prevalente della PN, unità infrastrutturali e dei 
servizi forniti * 


19.


accesso semplice alla piattaforma, all’unità infrastrutturale o al singolo strumento


accesso ai servizi della piattaforma: strumentazione, tecnologie e competenze


accesso ai servizi comprensivo di formazione


Fornire una stima del numero di ricercatori che, ogni anno, potrebbe chiedere 
di avere accesso alla PN proposta * 


20.


alcune unità


alcune decine


alcune centinaia
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alcune migliaia


La stima precedente si basa sull'esperienza INFN nella gestione di grandi infrastrutture di
calcolo. Il numero di ricercatori che ogni anno potrebbe chiedere di avere accesso a IC4HT è
stimato inizialmente in alcune centinaia. Tuttavia questo numero, che dovrà essere
comunque validato attraverso l’analisi dei requisiti specifici dei casi d’uso supportati, può
facilmente espandersi a migliaia di ricercatori, in modo consistente con la forte
multidisciplinarietà supportata da IC4HT, con il fatto che tutte le soluzioni presenti sono
intrinsecamente scalabili e con l’esperienza maturata dall’INFN nella progettazione,
implementazione e gestione di infrastrutture internazionali per grandi moli di dati.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


21.


IC4HT può avere un impatto fondamentale all’interno del sistema ricerca italiano,
stimolando iniziative collegate, un’accelerazione dei risultati scientifici e lo sviluppo della
ricerca e dell’impresa in Italia, in quanto risulta perfettamente consistente con: • Aree
collegate allo Human Technopole all’interno del PNR 2021-2027, in particolare l’area Salute.
• Sviluppi di estensione in ambito pubblico e privato collegati all’iniziativa GAIA-X e in
particolare a GAIA-X Italia, dove l’INFN è uno dei tre soci fondatori. • Programmi di ricerca e
sviluppo a livello europeo. Molte delle soluzioni all’origine di INFN Cloud e dunque di IC4HT
hanno infatti origine da iniziative di ricerca sviluppate in Horizon 2020 (INDIGO-DataCloud,
eXtreme-DataCloud, DEEP Hybrid DataCloud, EOSCPilot, EOSC-Hub), sono inseriti nel
portafoglio delle soluzioni offerte dalla European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) e sono
presenti in numerosi progetti legati a Horizon Europe e Digital Europe.


Max 3000 caratteri


Fornire una stima dell’impatto della piattaforma sul sistema della ricerca del 
Paese * 


22.


La piattaforma IC4HT è facilmente federabile con altre infrastrutture e può interfacciarsi con
data set distribuiti. Operativamente, IC4HT può direttamente interagire con infrastrutture di
ricerca come: • INFN Cloud • ELIXIR • Health Big Data (HBD) • Alleanza Contro il Cancro
(ACC) • ICDI (Italian Computing and Data Infrastructure) • Centri HPC (ad esempio, il
CINECA) • European Open Science Cloud (EOSC)


Max 1000 caratteri


Descrivere l'eventuale interazione con altre infrastrutture di ricerca, anche su 
ambiti tematici diversi * 


23.
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Intervistato


16 Anonimo 
21.29


Tempo per il completamento


Quantum Computing for Life Sciences (QCLS)


Denominazione della PN proposta (per esteso e acronimo) * 1.


Istituto Superiore di Sanità Istituti di ricerca ed università italiani contattati ed interessati
all'iniziativa come esperti di Quantum Technologies (QT) - Dipartimento di Fisica
dell’Università di Napoli “Federico II”; - Quantum Technologies Research Center
dell’Università di Padova. Istituti di ricerca ed università italiani che potrebbero essere
interessati come interlocutori naturali per il loro contributo di eccellenza nel settore delle
QT: - Istituto Nazionale di Ottica - CNR e Università di Firenze; - Dipartimento di Fisica
dell’Università di Roma “Sapienza”; - Italian Quantum Backbone (IQB) dell’Istituto Nazionale
di Ricerca Metrologica di Torino.


Istituzione/Consorzio proponente  * 2.


direzione.cori@iss.it


Il titolare del trattamento dei dati personali costituiti dall’identità e dai recapiti della persona di riferimento 
dell’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente è Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi – Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milano, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail: gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (il cui Responsabile della 
Protezione Dati può essere contattato all’indirizzo e-mail: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Tali dati saranno trattati per le successive comunicazioni finalizzate al raggiungimento degli obiettivi della 
consultazione e per il tempo a tale scopo adeguato. La base giuridica del trattamento è costituita (i) 
dall’esecuzione del rapporto instaurato con l’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente attraverso la partecipazione 
alla consultazione e (ii) dallo svolgimento dei compiti che la normativa richiamata in premessa ha affidato 
al Titolare del trattamento. 
Il conferimento dei dati in parola è facoltativo e il mancato conferimento non comporterò alcun 
pregiudizio. In caso di conferimento, l’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente mette le presenti informazioni a 
disposizione dell’interessato. 
Gli interessati possono richiedere al Titolare, nei casi previsti, l'accesso, la rettifica, la cancellazione o la 
portabilità dei propri dati; i medesimi possono inoltre opporsi al o domandare la limitazione del 
trattamento o, ancora, proporre un reclamo all’Autorità di controllo (Garante per la protezione dei dati 
personali).


Indirizzo e-mail della persona di riferimento * 3.



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Premesso che le Piattaforme Nazionali (PN) si configurano come ‘infrastrutture 
di ricerca’ (IR) secondo la definizione ESFRI, cioè “strutture, risorse e servizi 
collegati, utilizzati dalla comunità scientifica per condurre ricerche di alta qualità 
nei rispettivi campi, senza vincolo di appartenenza istituzionale o nazionale” qual 
è l’ambito scientifico-tecnologico che la PN proposta dovrebbe presidiare? * 


4.


salute


genomica


scienza dei dati e delle decisioni


alimentazione


biologia strutturale e cellulare


ulteriori settori di ricerca finalizzata alla prevenzione e alla salute


L’ambito scientifico-tecnologico presidiato dalla PN proposta rientra fra quelli 
già sotto l’egida di IR europee o nazionali esistenti? 


A titolo di esempio e riferimento, si fornisce la lista di IR che presidiano ambiti 
inclusi nel perimetro definito dalla norma per HT - salute, genomica, 
alimentazione, scienza dei dati e delle decisioni, ulteriori settori della ricerca 
finalizzata alla prevenzione e alla salute: 
IR europee (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE -Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRIERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRISERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS- European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRINERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENERI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR -A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRCERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS- European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA -European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
−EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
−EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
−Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies


5.
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Euro BioImaging  European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
−INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCTERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE -Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
−METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and Nutrition 
− MIRRI -Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
IR nazionali (PNIR) 
− 2HE(PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM (Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
−Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF(Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA (Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS (CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
−D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI(CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
−FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo)  
− MIRACLE (Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA(ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


sì


no


Nonostante allo stato attuale non esistano Infrastrutture di Ricerca nazionali o europee
rivolte al Quantum Computing, e più in generale alle QT, la commissione europea nel 2018
ha lanciato la Quantum Flagship seguita poi da analoghe iniziative negli USA (la National
Quantum Initiative) e in Cina (riferimento al 14° piano quinquennale del CPPCC – Chinese
People's Political Consultative Conference – che fissa gli obiettivi e strategie dello sviluppo
economico del paese fino al 2025), . Il progetto include un ampio consorzio in cui l’Italia ha
un ruolo determinante, e verrà finanziato per 10 anni con più di 1 miliardo di euro. La
Quantum Flagship ha l‘ambizione di guidare in Europa la cosiddetta "Second Quantum


Max 1000 caratteri


Se la risposta è affermativa, fornire una breve motivazione a sostegno della 
proposta di realizzare, presso HT, una PN in un ambito già presidiato 


6.
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Revolution” ed ha l’obiettivo di creare Infrastrutture Europee quali la “European Quantum
Communication Infrastructure (EQCI)”. Nel Piano Nazionale per la Ricerca (PNR) 2021-2027
sono chiaramente delineati lo stato delle Quantum Technologies, le prospettive
rivoluzionarie che prevedibilmente offriranno nei vari settori applicativi e le strategie per
usufruirne nel breve-medio termine. In Italia l'attuale bozza del PNRR (piano nazionale di
ripresa e resilienza) prevede un investimento di 1,6 miliardi per diverse nuove strutture che
includeranno un "Polo per la Simulazione e la Computazione Quantistica".che includeranno
un "Polo per la Simulazione e la Computazione Quantistica". In Italia è stato recentemente
avviato dal CINECA un servizio di QC (https://www.quantumcomputinglab.cineca.it), che
rappresenta un punto di riferimento per la realizzazione della PN proposta. Altre iniziative
sono in fase di avvio: si citano ad esempio il computer quantistico finanziato dall'Università
di Padova, con coinvolgimento di INFN, Q@TN (Quantum at Trento) TQT (Trieste Quantum
Center), CINECA e la stessa Università. L’università di Napoli Federico II che vanta una
consolidata tradizione di sviluppo di Quantum Technologies basate su sistemi
superconduttori ha recentemente avviato presso il Complesso di San Giovanni, il “Quantum
Technologies Innovation Hub" (https:(https://www.unina.it/-/25784341-qtih-quantum-
technologies-innovation-hub) che punta a trasferire le QT dalla ricerca all’'impresa. La PN
proposta intende caratterizzarsi per una focalizzazione dell’uso del Quantum Computing su
tematiche legate alle Scienze della Vita (Life Sciences) e diventare un incubatore e punto di
riferimento in questo ambito, sviluppando fin da subito un contatto diretto con le eccellenze
presenti sul territorio nazionale ed europeo responsabili della maturazione di una tecnologia
dalle promesse (e non solo) rivoluzionarie. L’acquisizione di competenze sul QC nell’ambito
delle Life Science richiede fin da subito una sinergistica contaminazione tra i due settori per
arrivare ad essere pronti a raccogliere i frutti della citata rivoluzione in tempo per garantire
la competitività della ricerca italiana e non solo in un settore strategico come questo.
Sebbene l’applicazione del QC alle scienze della vita sia allo stato embrionale, disporre di
una piattaforma di sviluppo e applicazione proietterebbe lo HT oltre la dimensione presente,
in quella futura. L’Italia si porrebbe in condizione di precorrere i tempi, piuttosto che di
inseguire gli avanzamenti tecnologici sviluppati altrove.


La PN si propone di: realizzare un servizio di quantum computing, integrato con sistemi
cloud e High Performance Computing (HPC) convenzionali; rendere accessibile alla comunità
di ricerca in Scienze della Vita una infrastruttura di quantum computing competitiva per
ricerca e sviluppo di nuovi approcci algoritmici in problemi complessi in cui lo spazio delle
configurazioni è così ampio da rendere impossibile a sistemi di elaborazione convenzionali
l’individuazione di soluzioni a problemi che possono spaziare dalla genetica alla genomica
funzionale. promuovere lo sviluppo e diffusione di competenze avanzate nel quantum
computing applicabile allo studio delle Scienze della Vita (e oltre), per permettere di essere
all'avanguardia in questo campo e non trovarsi impreparati alla rivoluzione computazionale
che il quantum computing promette di essere; agevolare l'integrazione con tecniche di
intelligenza artificiale (AI) e “machine learning” (ML), prevedibilmente indispensabile per una
efficace ed ottimale analisi dei dati disponibili e in continua produzione, che in prospettiva ci
si aspetta possano dar luogo allo sviluppo di algoritmi di quantum ML con applicazioni in
genomica e neuroscienze (Emani et al., Nat Methods 2021). La PN avrà diversi ambiti di
azioni che a solo titolo esemplificativo riguarderanno: La caratterizzazione dei minimi di


Max 2000 caratteri


Fornire una breve descrizione della mission della PN proposta * 7.
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energia libera tra tutte le possibili configurazioni proteiche, che data l’attesa “supremazia”
del Quantum Computing nell’esplorare efficientemente ampi spazi delle configurazioni ci si
aspetta possa dare un contributo oggi inimmaginabile nello sviluppo di nuovi prodotti
biologici (proteine o altre macromolecole). Lo sviluppo di nuovi farmaci (drug discovery) che
migliorino l’efficacia del risultato sui singoli pazienti attraverso la progettazione di nuove
molecole che soddisfino simultaneamente un numero molto elevati di condizioni quali la
massimizzazione dell'attività contro i bersagli responsabili della malattia e la minimizzazione
della loro attività nei confronti delle migliaia di altri bersagli nel corpo associati a possibili
effetti collaterali. Azione questa che determinerà una nuova era della medicina
personalizzata. La ricerca di associazioni tra aspetti specifici di una malattia e singole
mutazioni nel DNA, per ampliare le attuali conoscenze su come le sequenze genomiche si
traducono in funzione. Tutto questo attraverso la potenzialità che il Quantum Computing
può offrire nel predire la struttura di molecole di RNA, proteine, complessi DNA-proteina ed
altro. L'ottimizzazione delle procedure cliniche diagnostico-terapeutiche, che tenga conto
delle peculiarità del singolo paziente; un esempio paradigmatico può essere rappresentato
dalla massimizzazione dell’'efficacia terapeutica dei campi di radiazione in radioterapia
(Cavinato et al., arXiv 2020).


La piattaforma, coerentemente alla strategia proposta nel PNR2021-2027 per Computer e
Simulatori Quantistici, deve prevedere un sistema scalabile, di risorse di quantum computing
eterogenee e interfacciabili a sistemi di HPC. Inizialmente si intendono utilizzare servizi
commerciali già esistenti (IBM, Google, Rigetti, D-WAVE, Amazon) ovvero messi a
disposizione da istituti di ricerca, possibilmente migrando nel tempo verso soluzioni custom
dedicate. L’infrastruttura dovrà integrarsi con le iniziative già in corso richiamate
precedentemente, mantenendo primariamente la specificità verso applicazioni di Scienze
della Vita e Bioinformatica. Lo staff deve includere competenze specifiche a supporto degli
utilizzatori, prevendo corsi di formazione e di promozione nella comunità delle Scienze della
Vita. Si dovranno prevedere le seguenti UI: 1) QC hardware R&D: responsabile di mantenere
aggiornato il parco hardware disponibile, e nel tempo migrare, ove opportuno e fattibile,
verso soluzioni custom, on-site; sviluppare in collaborazione con produttori e ricercatori del
settore soluzioni custom rilevanti per applicazioni life-science. 2) QC software interface R&D:
responsabile di sviluppare e mantenere aggiornate le interfacce software per favorire e
agevolare lo sviluppo di applicazioni su Quantum Computing. 3) QC application R&D:
dedicato alla promozione e sviluppo di applicazioni QC per Scienze della Vita; si coordina
con UI1 e 2. 4) QC service: responsabile dell’operatività del servizio di Quantum Computing
offerto dalla PN agli utilizzatori Le unità infrastrutturali dovranno prevedere eventi di
formazione e disseminazione rivolti alla comunità di riferimento, tendendo conto della
multidisciplinarietà, al fine di promuovere l’interesse dei ricercatori verso questa tecnologia
innovativa.


Max 4000 caratteri, se il numero di caratteri non fosse sufficiente a rispondere in modo 
esauriente, Vi preghiamo di utilizzare lo spazio disponibile al successivo numero 9


Fornire una descrizione della piattaforma, delle sue sottodivisioni funzionali 
(Unità Infrastrutturali, UI), comprensivo delle tecnologie e del personale 
necessario * 


8.
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Max 3000 caratteri


Aggiungiamo qui ulteriore spazio per una più esaustiva risposta alla domanda 
precedente


9.


Fornire una stima approssimativa dei costi di realizzazione della PN proposta * 10.


fino a 10 milioni di euro


fino a 20 milioni di euro


Tenuto conto dell’attuale rapido stato di sviluppo delle “Quantum Technologies”, la PN
dovrebbe implementarsi su almeno due fasi: una prima fase rivolta al consolidamento delle
competenze e l’offerta di un servizio di QC per la comunità scientifica basato su sistemi
esterni/commerciali, e all’avvio di ricerche avanzate su hardware e software specifico per
l’ambito Scienze della Vita. Nella seconda fase si dovrebbe prevedere l'installazione e
operazione on-site di hardware dedicato di QC, che è in corso di sviluppo avanzato anche in
Italia (vedi ad esempio il “Quantum Technologies Innovation Hub" dell'Università degli Studi
di Napoli "Federico II"). Il PN richiede inizialmente la disponibilità di uffici e laboratori per il
team coinvolto a tempo pieno nella PN che dovrebbe consistere in ricercatori esperti
dell'hardware su cui possono basarsi i sistemi di Quantum Computing, dell’interfaccia
software con i sistemi computazioni classici e il cloud, ed esperti per lo sviluppo di
applicazioni orientate al Life Science affiancati da tecnici che mantengono il servizio di QC
per la comunità coinvolta, per un totale di almeno 6+2 unità iniziali (circa 1 Meuro/anno).
Possibilità di coinvolgimento di esperti esterni per periodi temporanei (250 keuro/anno).
Borse di dottorato e post doc (250 keuro/anno). Contratto di affitto ore x qubit su sistemi
ibridi e dedicati incluso HPC per simulazioni (300 keuro/anno). Attrezzature iniziali per uffici
e laboratori (200 keuro), Si assume che gli ambienti per uffici e laboratori siano già
disponibili. Costi di funzionamento generale (200 keuro/anno).


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


11.


Fornire una stima dei costi di funzionamento della PN proposta, considerando 
anche i costi necessari per assistenza/formazione dei ricercatori esterni che 
frequenteranno la PN e per la loro ospitalità * 


12.


fino a 5 milioni di euro/anno
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fino a 10 milioni di euro/anno


I costi di funzionamento ricalcano i costi iniziali annui, con tendenza ad aumentare se si va
nella direzione di ospitare sistemi di Quantum Computing dedicati. Prevedibile un aumento
di circa 1 Meuro/anno dopo la prima fase, per i successivi 5 anni, quando la piattaforma
inizierà ad ospitare hardware dedicato, possibilmente sviluppato in Italia ed Europa, con la
necessità di maggiore personale.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


13.


Fornire, possibilmente, una stima dei tempi di realizzazione della PN proposta14.


meno di 1 anno


meno di 2 anni


meno di 3 anni


Reclutamento personale in 1 anno; predisposizione dei locali e reclutamento personale 1-1.5
anni; avvio del servizio di QC entro 2o anno. Entrata a regime delle attività di ricerca e di
servizio entro il 3o anno.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente


15.


Max 1000 caratteri


Fornire, possibilmente, una stima della superficie necessaria per la PN proposta16.


Ipotizzare, possibilmente, il tempo di obsolescenza dell’ambito scientifico-
tecnologico della PN proposta


17.
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meno di 5 anni


meno di 10 anni


più di 10 anni


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente


18.


Indicare la modalità di utilizzo prevalente della PN, unità infrastrutturali e dei 
servizi forniti * 


19.


accesso semplice alla piattaforma, all’unità infrastrutturale o al singolo strumento


accesso ai servizi della piattaforma: strumentazione, tecnologie e competenze


accesso ai servizi comprensivo di formazione


Fornire una stima del numero di ricercatori che, ogni anno, potrebbe chiedere 
di avere accesso alla PN proposta * 


20.


alcune unità


alcune decine


alcune centinaia


alcune migliaia


L’attuale comunità di esperti in Quantum Technology è prevalentemente confinata
nell’ambito fisico-ingegneristico-informatico; i ricercatori coinvolti nell’applicare il QC al Life
Science ad oggi è stimabile in qualche decina in Italia. L’'impulso che la piattaforma


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


21.
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proposta potrà dare per una maggiore consapevolezza delle potenzialità offerte nel Life
Science, il trasferimento di competenze e l’avvio di nuovi filoni di ricerca, largamente
multidisciplinari, dovrebbe portare, parallelamente agli sviluppi e consolidamento
tecnologico dell'hardware, nel giro dei primi 5 anni ad una potenziale comunità di ricerca di
almeno qualche centinaio di ricercatori, destinata a crescere negli anni successivi.


Le prospettive (potenzialmente rivoluzionarie) del quantum computing sono di estremo
interesse in molti campi applicativi incluso il vasto mondo, multidisciplinare, delle Scienze
della Vita (Emani et al., Nat Methods 2021): scoperta più rapida di nuovi farmaci,
modellizzazione delle dinamiche molecolari, ottimizzazione nelle diagnosi e terapia, ed altro
ancora. La disponibilità di una quantità sempre più elevata di dati e la possibilità del loro
efficace utilizzo richiede una enorme potenza computazionale che il quantum computing
potrebbe offrire, oltre a permettere la soluzione in tempi accettabili di problemi
estremamente complessi o addirittura impossibili se affrontati con i classici sistemi
computazioni. La tecnologia basata su Quantum Computing, si prevede possa avere un
impatto determinante da qui a 10-15 anni; per sfruttarlo al meglio, è importante estende la
ricerca su di esso e sulle sue possibili applicazioni. Non va trascurato il prevedibile rilevante
risparmio energetico dei sistemi Quantum Computing rispetto agli attuali super-calcolatori,
grazie alla superiore efficienza computazionale.


Max 3000 caratteri


Fornire una stima dell’impatto della piattaforma sul sistema della ricerca del 
Paese * 


22.


Come già richiamato, vista la rilevanza delle Quantum Technologies, l'Europa ha avviato una
importante iniziativa sul Quantum Computing e tecnologie associate (https://digital-
strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/high-performance-computing-joint-undertaking) e in
Italia la comunità coinvolta sta definendo una strategia di sviluppo collaborativa e
strutturata. La PN, che potrà beneficiare di quanto già in essere e/o pianificato, dovrà
interfacciarsi e collaborare sinergicamente, con le diverse realtà coinvolte nello sviluppo di
queste tecnologie e relative applicazioni.


Max 1000 caratteri


Descrivere l'eventuale interazione con altre infrastrutture di ricerca, anche su 
ambiti tematici diversi * 


23.
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Intervistato


13 Anonimo 
291.48


Tempo per il completamento


Three dimensional approaches and knowledges to drive the dialogue between cells and
(bio)materials - 3D BIOTALK


Denominazione della PN proposta (per esteso e acronimo) * 1.


Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche - DSCTM-CNR - Partners: IPCB, ISMN, ISOF, ISTEC, SCITEC


Istituzione/Consorzio proponente  * 2.


presidenza@cnr.it


Il titolare del trattamento dei dati personali costituiti dall’identità e dai recapiti della persona di riferimento 
dell’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente è Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi – Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milano, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail: gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (il cui Responsabile della 
Protezione Dati può essere contattato all’indirizzo e-mail: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Tali dati saranno trattati per le successive comunicazioni finalizzate al raggiungimento degli obiettivi della 
consultazione e per il tempo a tale scopo adeguato. La base giuridica del trattamento è costituita (i) 
dall’esecuzione del rapporto instaurato con l’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente attraverso la partecipazione 
alla consultazione e (ii) dallo svolgimento dei compiti che la normativa richiamata in premessa ha affidato 
al Titolare del trattamento. 
Il conferimento dei dati in parola è facoltativo e il mancato conferimento non comporterò alcun 
pregiudizio. In caso di conferimento, l’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente mette le presenti informazioni a 
disposizione dell’interessato. 
Gli interessati possono richiedere al Titolare, nei casi previsti, l'accesso, la rettifica, la cancellazione o la 
portabilità dei propri dati; i medesimi possono inoltre opporsi al o domandare la limitazione del 
trattamento o, ancora, proporre un reclamo all’Autorità di controllo (Garante per la protezione dei dati 
personali).


Indirizzo e-mail della persona di riferimento * 3.



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Premesso che le Piattaforme Nazionali (PN) si configurano come ‘infrastrutture 
di ricerca’ (IR) secondo la definizione ESFRI, cioè “strutture, risorse e servizi 
collegati, utilizzati dalla comunità scientifica per condurre ricerche di alta qualità 
nei rispettivi campi, senza vincolo di appartenenza istituzionale o nazionale” qual 
è l’ambito scientifico-tecnologico che la PN proposta dovrebbe presidiare? * 


4.


salute


genomica


scienza dei dati e delle decisioni


alimentazione


biologia strutturale e cellulare


ulteriori settori di ricerca finalizzata alla prevenzione e alla salute


L’ambito scientifico-tecnologico presidiato dalla PN proposta rientra fra quelli 
già sotto l’egida di IR europee o nazionali esistenti? 


A titolo di esempio e riferimento, si fornisce la lista di IR che presidiano ambiti 
inclusi nel perimetro definito dalla norma per HT - salute, genomica, 
alimentazione, scienza dei dati e delle decisioni, ulteriori settori della ricerca 
finalizzata alla prevenzione e alla salute: 
IR europee (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE -Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRIERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRISERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS- European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRINERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENERI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR -A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRCERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS- European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA -European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
−EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
−EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
−Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
i Bi l i l d Bi di l S i


5.
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in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
−INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCTERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE -Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
−METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and Nutrition 
− MIRRI -Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
IR nazionali (PNIR) 
− 2HE(PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM (Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
−Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF(Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA (Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS (CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
−D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI(CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
−FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo)  
− MIRACLE (Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA(ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


sì


no


Max 1000 caratteri


Se la risposta è affermativa, fornire una breve motivazione a sostegno della 
proposta di realizzare, presso HT, una PN in un ambito già presidiato 


6.


Max 2000 caratteri


Fornire una breve descrizione della mission della PN proposta * 7.
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3D BIOTALK è una Piattaforma Nazionale (PN) che si propone di sviluppare nuovi prodotti
biotecnologici, nuovi biomateriali e nuove strumentazioni per la comprensione, la diagnosi e
la cura di patologie ad alto impatto sociale, quali malattie oncologiche e neurologiche e per
il recupero strutturale e funzionale di organi e tessuti degenerati. Una parte significativa
delle più recenti tecnologie biomediche richiede la creazione di un'interfaccia tra le cellule
del paziente e i componenti del dispositivo tecnologico. Il dialogo cellula-substrato ed il
controllo di questa interazione è determinante per il successo del sistema e per consentire la
definizione di diagnosi e di trattamenti di alterazioni della fisiologia cellulare che siano
specifici, selettivi e personalizzati. La missione di 3D Biotalk va incontro alla necessità di
generare conoscenza e metodologie per comprendere e guidare il dialogo cellula-substrato.
3D BIOTALK sarà una PN tecnologica innovativa che, con un approccio multidimensionale,
svilupperà e validerà: 1) substrati 3D e matrici biomimetiche, mediante tecniche di additive
manufacturing, che permettano di processare matrici polimeriche e/o ibride funzionalizzate
con componenti terapeutici e/o di bio-sensing, 2) dispositivi elettronici, optoelettronici, a
radiofrequenza e/o magnetici, che sfruttino la proprietà intrinseche o disegnate ad hoc di
materiali avanzati multifunzionali (grafenici, organici, ibridi) per il Biosensing &
Biomodulation delle proprietà funzionali cellulari, 3) vescicole extracellulari come fisiologici
mediatori della comunicazione intercellulare che rilascino molecole e/o modulino il
comportamento o il fenotipo cellulare, 4) approcci innovativi per la definizione di modelli in
vitro tridimensionali. L’ambizione di 3D BIOTALK è quella di costituire un punto di
riferimento non solo nazionale ma anche di livello Europeo, mettendo a sistema e
potenziando in maniera significativa le migliori eccellenze esistenti nel CNR nel campo della
scienza dei materiali, della fisiologia, della biologia, della chimica.


3D BIOTALK si articolerà nelle seguenti UI: 1) 3D Bioprinting and cell-material interaction
(3D-BCMI) • Le attività di ricerca e sviluppo andranno dalla sintesi di polimeri multifunzionali
alla progettazione e lo sviluppo di substrati 3D, mediante tecniche di additive
manufacturing; • Processing di matrici polimeriche e/o ibride funzionalizzate con
componenti terapeutici e/o di bio-sensing; 2) Biosensing & Biomodulation (B&B) Le attività
riguarderanno: • Sviluppo, fabbricazione, bio-funzionalizzazione e caratterizzazione chimico
fisica di dispositivi multifunzionali per il biosensing e la modulazione delle proprietà
elettrofisiologiche delle cellule, che sfruttino le proprietà
bioelettroniche/optoelettroniche/elettromagnetiche di materiali bidimensionali (grafene,
derivati e compositi), polimeri naturali/sintetici, semiconduttori organici/ibridi. • Validazione
di dispositivi per il biosensing e la biomodulazione di parametri funzionali e biochimici di
cellule nervose, del tessuto osseo o della pelle, tramite tecniche di imaging dinamico e
statico e di elettrofisiologia, in modelli in vitro (2D e 3D), • Valutazione dell’effetto dei
dispositivi sul recupero della funzione del tessuto compromesso (nervoso, osseo, pelle), ex
vivo e in vivo. 3) Extracellular Vesicles production and profiling (EVPP) Le Vescicole
Extracellulari (EVs) sono nano-particelle (30–1000 nm) originate dalle cellule per svolgere un
ruolo fondamentale nella comunicazione intercellulare a seguito del loro rilascio dalle cellule
donatrici e successiva internalizzazione nelle cellule riceventi, circostanti o distanti. Questo


Max 4000 caratteri, se il numero di caratteri non fosse sufficiente a rispondere in modo 
esauriente, Vi preghiamo di utilizzare lo spazio disponibile al successivo numero 9


Fornire una descrizione della piattaforma, delle sue sottodivisioni funzionali 
(Unità Infrastrutturali, UI), comprensivo delle tecnologie e del personale 
necessario * 


8.
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processo si traduce nel trasferimento del loro carico di proteine, lipidi e RNA, provocando
così una risposta specifica nelle cellule riceventi. Nel contesto della medicina rigenerativa le
EVs si distinguono per le straordinarie capacità di precisione, personalizzazione e
sostenibilità. Le attività riguarderanno: • Produzione ed isolamento di EV di diversa origine •
Manipolazione, ingegnerizzazione e caratterizzazione biofisica e molecolare avanzata di EV •
Caratterizzazione delle proprietà delle EV di modulare il fenotipo cellulare in colture 4) 3D
predictive models for personalized diagnostic and therapy (3D-PMDT) Le attività
riguarderanno: • Progettazione e sviluppo di costrutti 3D biomimetici e multifunzionali per
mezzo di avanzate tecniche di biofabbricazione. Sintesi di biomateriali e bio-inchiostri
polimerici ed ibridi comprendenti additivi funzionali quali: biomolecole, polimeri
elettroconduttivi, fasi bioceramiche biomimetiche, bioattive, magnetiche ed antimicrobiche.
• Definizione di modelli predittivi in vitro 3D utili alla comprensione dei meccanismi biologici
alla base delle patologie ed all’identificazione di nuovi approcci terapeutici. •
Caratterizzazione chimico-fisica, superficiale, strutturale, funzionale dei materiali e
validazione dei modelli in vitro abbinati alle cellule, attraverso la definizione del fenotipo
cellulare indotto dagli stimoli applicati e la sperimentazione di terapie farmacologiche
mirate. Il personale a supporto dello sviluppo della PN: • 6 Ricercatori senior coordineranno
ii)attività di sviluppo di biomateriali innovativi e realizzazione di scaffold 3D personalizzati e
dispositivi multifunzionali (4 UdP), ii) lo studio del dell’effetto di tali substrati sulla fisiologia
e biologia cellulare (2 UdP). Costo UdP: 76.189,30 €/anno; Costo totale: 457.135,8 €/anno •
12 ricercatori junior. 6 UdP per la sintesi dei biomateriali e realizzazione degli scaffold
multifunzionali. 5 UdP dedicati allo studio delle interazioni cellula substrato, 1 Udp preposto
all’attività di purificazione e modifica di EV. Costo UdP: 59.147,50 €/anno; Costo totale:
709.770 €/anno • 6 tecnici di laboratorio per utilizzo e manutenzione ordinaria della
strumentazione. Costo UdP: 51.217,02 €/anno; Costo totale: 307.302,12 €/anno


Le tecnologie innovative a supporto dello sviluppo della PN saranno: • 3D bioprinter:
Stampante 3D multifunzione. Costo acquisto: ≈400.000 € Costo funzionamento: ≈5.000
€/anno • Stereolitografia DLP (Digital light projection): per processare e realizzare sostituti di
tessuti che presentano geometrie complesse. Costo acquisto: ≈80.000 € Costo
funzionamento: ≈4.000 €/anno • Stereolitografia a 2 fotoni: per fabbricare strutture 2D e 3D
con risoluzione di 200 nm per la fabbricazione su nano, micro e mesoscala. Costo acquisto:
≈250.000 € Costo funzionamento: ≈5.000 €/anno • Camera Bianca ISO8: con standard ISO 8
per colture cellulari, con sistema di sterilizzazione e ventilazione con filtri HEPA, e di Security
Airlock System, Costo acquisto: ≈450.000 € Costo funzionamento: ≈10.000 €/anno • Flow-
Cytometry: fenotipizzazione molecolare cellulare, rilevamento di microrganismi e proteine
ingegnerizzate. Costo acquisto: ≈150.000 € Costo funzionamento: ≈7.500 €/anno. •
Nanoflow Cytometry: fenotipizzazione a livello di singola vescicola. Costo acquisto: ≈
180.000 € Costo funzionamento: ≈3.000 €/anno • Microscopio a forza atomica: per l'analisi
topografica a scala subnanometrica con JPK e microscopio invertito per l’analisi in soluzione
di campioni biologici. Costo acquisto: ≈250.000 € Costo funzionamento: ≈6.000€/anno •
Microscopio Confocale con tecnologia STED: Imaging delle interazioni cellula/substrato su
scala nanometrica. Costo acquisto: ≈1.850.000 € Costo funzionamento: ≈6.000 €/anno •
Microscopio Confocale con tecnologia CARS (Coherent anti-Stokes Raman Scattering e


Max 3000 caratteri


Aggiungiamo qui ulteriore spazio per una più esaustiva risposta alla domanda 
precedente


9.
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Stimulated emission depletion microscopy): imaging label free dinamico e statico su
campioni biologici e su materiali 3D. Costo acquisto: ≈2.100.000 € Costo funzionamento:
≈6.000 €/anno • Microscopio Confocale Time lapse integrato con patch-clamp e software
per processing di imaging dinamico prolungato ed analisi elettrofisiologiche su singola
cellula o tessuto. Costo acquisto: ≈385.000 € Costo funzionamento: ≈4.000 €/anno •
Laboratorio di colture cellulari: 2 cappe Bio-hazard, 1 ultracentrifuga refrigerata, 1
microscopio ottico/fluorescente, 1 microplate reader Costo acquisto: ≈150.000 € Costo
funzionamento: ≈8.000 €/anno • Tangential flow filtration (TFF): per purificazione di EV
Costo acquisto: ≈50.000 € Costo funzionamento: ≈4.000 €/anno • FFF (Field Flow
Fractionation) per separazione di EV, biomolecole, macromolecole Costo acquisto: ≈250.000
€ Costo funzionamento: ≈3.000 €/anno • Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis (NTA). analisi
dinamiche di EV nei liquidi. Costo acquisto: ≈120.000 € Costo funzionamento: ≈2.000
€/anno • Laboratorio microbiologico: autoclave, pH-metro, bioluminometro, Incubatore,
frigorifero e cappa microbiologica con sicurezza classe II, microscopio ottico, congelatore
-80°. Costo acquisto: ≈400.000 €; Costo funzionamento: ≈30.000 €/anno • X-Ray
diffractometer: Diffrattometro per polveri Bruker D8 Discover. Costo acquisto: ≈380.000 €;
Costo funzionamento: ≈20.000 €/anno • ESEM: Microscopio Elettronico a Scansione
ambientale, con sonda per Microanalisi a Raggi X. Costo acquisto: ≈250.000 €; Costo
funzionamento: ≈10.000 €/anno • TG-MS: Analisi Termica abbinata a Spettrometria di Massa
dei Gas Emessi. Costo acquisto: ≈200.000 €; Costo funzionamento: ≈10.000 €/anno • Spotter
piezoelettrico per bio-funzionalizzazione sensori Costo acquisto: ≈200.000 €; Costo
funzionamento: ≈3.000 €/anno • Scanner a fluorescenza per microarray. Costo acquisto:
≈40.000 €; Costo funzionamento: ≈1.000 €/anno • SPR Imaging: studio affinità ed
interazioni. Costo acquisto: ≈200.000 €; Costo funzionamento: ≈3.000 €/anno • Facility per la
produzione di bio-macromolecole per biosensing ed ingegnerizzazione di EV: sintetizzatori
automatici di sequenze aminoacidiche, oligonucleotidi, oligosaccaridi, liquid handler, flow
reactor automatico; sistemi LC-Massa, HPLC e FPLC, cappa biologica ed incubatori,
liofilizzatore. Costo acquisto ≈ 1.000.000 €; Costo funzionamento: ≈ 80.000 €/anno


Fornire una stima approssimativa dei costi di realizzazione della PN proposta * 10.


fino a 10 milioni di euro


fino a 20 milioni di euro


Le previsioni dei costi di realizzazione si basano su quanto indicato ai precedenti punti 8 e 9.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


11.
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Fornire una stima dei costi di funzionamento della PN proposta, considerando 
anche i costi necessari per assistenza/formazione dei ricercatori esterni che 
frequenteranno la PN e per la loro ospitalità * 


12.


fino a 5 milioni di euro/anno


fino a 10 milioni di euro/anno


Le previsioni di costi si basano sui seguenti costi di funzionamento e di personale relativi alle
UI descritte al punto 8: UI1: Funzionamento 47.500 (€/anno); Personale 737.103,96 (€/anno);
UI2: Funzionamento 18.000 (€/anno); Personale 186.533,82 (€/anno); UI3: Funzionamento
105.000 (€/anno); Personale 296.917 (€/anno); UI4: Funzionamento 50.000,00 (€/anno);
Personale 194.484,30 (€/anno);


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


13.


Fornire, possibilmente, una stima dei tempi di realizzazione della PN proposta14.


meno di 1 anno


meno di 2 anni


meno di 3 anni


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente


15.


Max 1000 caratteri


Fornire, possibilmente, una stima della superficie necessaria per la PN proposta16.
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Ipotizzare, possibilmente, il tempo di obsolescenza dell’ambito scientifico-
tecnologico della PN proposta


17.


meno di 5 anni


meno di 10 anni


più di 10 anni


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente


18.


Indicare la modalità di utilizzo prevalente della PN, unità infrastrutturali e dei 
servizi forniti * 


19.


accesso semplice alla piattaforma, all’unità infrastrutturale o al singolo strumento


accesso ai servizi della piattaforma: strumentazione, tecnologie e competenze


accesso ai servizi comprensivo di formazione


Fornire una stima del numero di ricercatori che, ogni anno, potrebbe chiedere 
di avere accesso alla PN proposta * 


20.


alcune unità


alcune decine


alcune centinaia


alcune migliaia
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La stima si basa sul numero di ricercatori coinvolti annualmente nelle varie attività
scientifiche dei proponenti considerando le attività in collaborazione e la loro partecipazione
a network nazionali ed europei.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


21.


3D BIOTALK consentirà lo sviluppo di conoscenze fondamentali ed la loro integrazione, dalla
ricerca, sviluppo ed innovazione dei materiali fino alla realizzazione di modelli
multifunzionali, e prodotti attraverso l’utilizzo di tecnologie avanzate di ultima generazione.
3D BIOTALK permetterà di integrare la scienza e tecnologia dei materiali con la chimica e le
scienze biologiche e la fisiologia e consentirà di ampliare e consolidare il ruolo del CNR, e
del sistema ricerca del Paese nell’ambito del 3D bioprinting, nel biosensing & biomodulation
delle proprietà funzionali cellulari fino alla ricerca di approcci innovativi quali l'uso di
vescicole extracellulari in terapia o la definizione di modelli tridimensionali in vitro. Come
risultato 3D BIOTALK permetterà di creare nuovi tool diagnostici e terapeutici e modelli in
vitro per lo studio dei meccanismi predittivi, di formazione e diffusione delle malattie e di
definire terapie mirate innovative in risposta alle nuove e diversificate patologie ed alle
esigenze del paese. 3D BIOTALK stimolerà processi attivi di collaborazione e porterà valore
aggiunto alla ricerca scientifica italiana ed europea agendo come volano per la crescita della
competitività nell’ambito della ricerca biomedica. 3D Biotalk ambisce a diventare un punto
di riferimento non solo nazionale ma a livello Europeo e Globale, promuoverà la crescita
della nuova generazione di capitale umano che sarà stimolato all’out of the box thinking,
promuovendo il modello della messa a sistema di competenze e massa critica in termini di
capitale umano, migliorando le possibilità di emergere delle migliori eccellenze esistenti nel
campo della scienza dei materiali, della fisiologia, della biologia, della chimica nella ricerca
nazionale ed internazionale. L’utente sarà immerso in un ecosistema fertile per la genesi di
nuove idee e per la loro realizzazione in cui le competenze non hanno barriere disciplinari
ma consolidata conoscenza e strumentazione allo stato dell’arte. 3D BIOTALK rafforzarerà la
ricerca del Paese favorendo la diffusione di modelli di interazione multidisciplinare e cross-
settoriale per la ricerca di base, che tenga conto nella pianificazione delle attività di ricerca
del breve e medio termine, delle necessità applicative della tecnologia finale. 3D
BIOTALKstimolerà processi di generazione di nuova conoscenza, di competenza consolidata
e approfondita (deep knowledge e knoledge intensive platforms). Al contempo, 3D BIOTALK
promuoverà lo sviluppo dell’idea favorendo la sinergia tra ricerca ed impresa grazie
all’interazione con altre infrastrutture e con partner deputati al trasferimento tecnologico.


Max 3000 caratteri


Fornire una stima dell’impatto della piattaforma sul sistema della ricerca del 
Paese * 


22.
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Data la forte complementarietà della proposta con le infrastrutture e linee di sviluppo che
già sono caratterizzanti lo HT è prevedibile una forte interazione con esse, nessuna esclusa.
Si prevede inoltre interazione con : - CSGI (Center for colloids and surface science), -
Nanoinnovation Lab at Elettra Sincrotrone - Partnership for Soft Condensed Matter (PSCM) -
NFFS Pilot Europe - TechEA


Max 1000 caratteri


Descrivere l'eventuale interazione con altre infrastrutture di ricerca, anche su 
ambiti tematici diversi * 


23.
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Intervistato


55 Anonimo 
10.59


Tempo per il completamento


RENEW Rehabilomics and AdvancEd Biomedical TechNologies for basic and translational
resEarch on health & life sciences enabling Wellbeing and active ageing


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche Hanno inviato adesione le seguenti Istituzioni Università
Campus Bio-Medico di Roma IRCCS Fondazione Don Gnocchi- ONLUS Scuola Superiore
Sant’Anna di Pisa Istituto Superiore di Sanità Università degli Studi di Pavia - Dipartimento di
Ingegneria Industriale e dell'Informazione Università degli Studi di Napoli Federico II Scuola
Universitaria Superiore IUSS Pavia Fondazione Santa Lucia IRCCS Politecnico di Bari
Università degli Studi di Catania Università degli Studi di Milano - Dipartimento di
Fisiopatologia Medico-Chirurgica e Trapianti Università degli Studi di Catanzaro “Magna
Grecia” - Dipartimento di Medicina Sperimentale e Clinica Università degli Studi Roma Tre -
Dipartimento di Ingegneria Industriale, Elettronica e Meccanica Gruppo Nazionale di
Bioingegneria LENS - Laboratorio Europeo di Spettroscopie Non-Lineari Società Italiana di
Medicina Fisica e Riabilitativa Società Italiana di Riabilitazione Neurologica IRCCS Bonino
Pulejo Università del Salento Università degli Studi di Firenze Università degli Studi di Udine


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 


Contact email * 3.



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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presidenza@cnr.it


cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology


Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology


5.
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 EU IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


RENEW fields are partially covered by existing infrastructures as detailed in section 23.
Nevertheless, the RENEW infrastructures proposal includes a variety of integrated, cutting-
edge technologies for effective rehabilitation and active aging. The recovery of patients


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.
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affected by disabling diseases is variable and heterogeneous and it has recently led to the
application of omics science to the rehabilitation field. Investigation of genetic/epigenetic,
neuroimmunological, nutritional, neurophysiological, neuroimaging and regenerative
markers in a translational paradigm, taking in account the impact of the environment and
the user-experience during the intervention, will allow the characterization of the patient
according to a holistic perspective. The RENEW National Facility will use advanced
biomedical technology and Artificial Intelligence algorithms to integrate the patient's
biomarkers of inter-individual variability with treatment response in the context of precision
medicine.


The RENEW facility will provide advanced biomedical technologies and know-how to
achieve an integrated approach to better understanding the mechanisms underlying
individual susceptibility to injury recovery, and influencing wellness and healthy aging.
Rehabilomics is a new research framework that proposes a translational research model for
precision rehabilitation intervention planning, focused on connecting the inter-individual
biological variability of the patient (through the study of biomarkers) with the response to
treatment. This approach could be crucial to understand not only the complexity and
heterogeneity of the clinical picture, but also the individual susceptibility, to personalize and
maximize the effect of the intervention. Rehabilomics could be applied to fragile people, as
the elderly, as a way to support healthy ageing by monitoring individual biomarkers
behavior (physical activities, cognitive functions, nutrition, good health) with advanced
biomedical technologies as well as environmental aspects. This approach is possible through
the integration of data and advanced biomedical technologies, both of which are very
expensive and are not currently available in every rehabilitation research institute. RENEW
will provide access to these innovative technologies to institutes that cannot afford to
purchase the equipment and/or individually bear the costs to complete and understand the
results of their translational researches. In fact, rehabilitation centers cannot have expertise
in every area of research, and they are unable to keep up with the potential that
technological innovation can provide in this field of study. RENEW will contribute to the
development of research programs aimed at supporting vulnerable sectors of the
population such as people with disabilities or fragile people allowing a holistic view of the
individual and environmental factors influencing recovery and healthy aging. To achieve its
mission, RENEW requires 5 Integrated IUs.


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.


1. IU Biological analysis a. Biophotonics. Nanobiophotonics equipment can be used to
identify in liquid biopsies biomarkers (extracellular vesicles, proteins, metabolites) as indexes
of degeneration, inflammation, neuromuscular and vascular regeneration, to stratify patients


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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and monitoring the rehabilitation outcome b. Genetics, epigenetics. The subject’s
neurobiological characterization by genetic and epigenetic analysis and proteomic,
metabolomics, lipidomic and miRNomic profiling can improve knowledge of cognitive
functions, neural plasticity, neuroinflammation and trophic status of the tissues; they are
strongly related to the onset and progression of many disabling neurological diseases and
the rehabilitation outcome. 2. IU Nutritional and Environmental analysis a. Nutrition is crucial
in the management of patients with disabilities or fragile elderly and in rehabilitation
outcome. The Nutrition Care Process is considered a key step of the rehabilitation program
and the nutrigenomic and advanced microbiota analysis should be included in the future
program of research in rehabilitation. b. Wellness and Healthy aging are influenced by
damage induced by environmental factors such as pollution that can be non-invasively
monitored by sampling the change in the concentration of biomarkers in biological fluids by
proton-transfer-reaction mass spectrometer or developing biosensing devices (e.g. organic
green transistors) used in real time on site. 3. IU Experimental models for Translational
Research Animal model of TBI can be useful to investigate molecular mechanisms involved
in brain damage, and optogenetics represents a molecular tool for neuromodulation and
monitoring cellular activity in chronic and progressive neurological upon TBI. This IU will
explore novel therapeutic options to prevent the secondary brain injury. 4. IU Advanced
Biomedical Technologies for Neuroengineering a. Connectomics. Functional and structural
connectivity can be studied with advanced brain imaging techniques, as MRI, through which
a large amount of complementary data can be extracted. Changes in connectivity are
observed in brain disorders and in response to the rehabilitation outcome. b. Quantitative
analysis for image/signal biomarkers identification. Development and application of ad-hoc
MRI/hEEG processing techniques allow the extraction of multiparametric signatures related
to the neurophysiopathological conditions underlying motor control, the modifications after
brain damage and in response to a rehabilitation treatment. c. Behavioral analysis. The
availability of wearable sensors for activity, physiological, and kinematic data acquisition, as
well laboratory-based 3D movement analysis instruments are crucial, and should be
supported by virtual reality environments and actuated devices to provide controlled multi-
sensory stimulation settings, to study human movements and sensorimotor integration. d.
Neurophysiological evaluation and neuromodulation. It is performed by advanced
neurophysiological tools such TMS, rTMS, tDCS for in-vivo motor cortex assessment and
modulation for the development of personalized rehabilitation protocols. Neuromodulation
improves effectiveness of physical therapy protocols promoting neuroplasticity and
functional reorganization, enhancing motor recovery. e. Advanced Neuroengineering
Technologies for Bio-Cooperative Rehabilitation. Robotic technologies, wearable systems,
AR/VR, neuromodulation and neurostimulation are aimed at deliver specific stimuli to
promote plasticity, functional reorganization and motor recovery. Computational modeling
of experimental motor and neural patterns in health and disease, also collected through
advanced technologies, is a novel perspective that will help develop novel rehabilitation
system and allow testing their validity in silico before in vivo testing. Finally, advanced
manufacturing technologies will be employed to personalise tools and interfaces for
rehabilitation


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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5. UI Bio-hybrid and AI-based Biological Modeling In order to combine a widely
multifactorial dataset in a clinically useful solution the unit host competences in the field of
stochastic modeling and machine/deep learning methods. Such processing techniques
would allow to integrate expert opinion and physiological understanding with data-driven
methods. The unit will be capable of developing and validating integrated methodological
frameworks. They will be aimed at extracting, selecting and combining quantitative features
to achieve automatic stratification tools and predictive solutions able to support clinical
diagnosis and prognosis. The unit will use custom software mainly based on open-source
coding platforms for machine/deep learning solutions Technologies required IU1 • AFM-
Raman spectroscopy • Surface Plasmon Resonance Imaging • Transmission Electron
Microscopy • Scanning Electron Microscopy • TD-fNIRS • Microfluidic imaging • HPLC- Mass
Spectrometer • nano flow-citometry • epMotion 5 (EPPENDORF) • Simoa SR-X (Quanterix) •
Cytoflex Flow-Cytometry +T QPREP (Beckman Coulter) • GeneTitan Multi-Channel (MC
Instrument), ThermoFisher Scientific IU2 • GC/MS with TD system IU3 • Two-photon
microscopy in vivo imaging; • light sheet fluorescence microscopy The IU3 will use the
Animal Facility of the Human Technopole IU4 4a-4b) • 3Tesla scanner, minimum gradient
strength of 80 mT/m, minimum Slew Rate of 200 mT/m/ms, 64-channel head coil. The IU4
will also analyze data collected by the hospitals/IRCCS. 4c) • Stereophotogrammetric 16-TVC
system • 8 dynamometric platform • 32-channel wireless EMG acquisition system • 32-
channel wearable inertial system • Actuated harness for BodyWeightRelief and patient safety
• Split-Belt Instrumented Treadmill 4d) • Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) equipment
• Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) equipment • Electromyography (EMG)
equipment • Transcranial direct current (tDCS) stimulation 4e) • A collaborative Robot • An
upper limb exoskeleton • A lower limb exoskeleton • Jet fusion printer for fast prototyping
IU5 • Advanced Bioprinting Machines, microfluidics and Tissue Engineering facilities for
human tissue models, organoid and their integration in fluidics circuits. • Computational
workstations and cloud computing resources will be adopted for integrating Smart&Phygital
Bio-Hybrid Human Avatar\Twins Personnel IU1: 4 biologists, 4
biotechnologists\bioengineers, 4 pharmaceutical chemists, 1 physicist, 1 technician IU2: 4
biologists, 2 bioengineers\ biotechnologists\engineers, 1 technician IU3: 2 biologists, 2
bioengineers\ biotechnologists\engineers, 1 technician IU4: 4 bioengineers\engineers, 3
MDs (basic BIO\MED disciplines, i.e. physiology/neurophysiology, etc.), 1 biologist, 1
technician IU5: 4 bioengineers\ biotechnologists\engineers\computer scientists, 1 biologist,
1 technician Labs spaces IU1: 400 sqm IU2: 100 sqm IU3: 100 sqm IU4: 400 sqm IU5: 100
sqm


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.
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The total cost for implementing RENEW platform is 9.7 M€, covering all the required
equipment of each of the 5 IUs. The implementing costs will include costs for
instrumentation and RENEW personnel training, and they will also cover the entire period
(about two years) of the whole NF implementation. In detail: IU1 implementing costs: 3.5
M€. IU2 implementing costs: 150 k€. IU3 implementing costs: 1.5 M€. IU4 implementing
costs: 4.5 M€. IU5 implementing costs: 20 k€


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


The total cost for implementing RENEW platform is 9.7 M€, covering all the required
equipment of each of the 5 IUs. The implementing costs will include costs for
instrumentation and RENEW personnel training, and they will also cover the entire period
(about two years) of the whole NF implementation. In detail: IU1 implementing costs: 3.5
M€. IU2 implementing costs: 150 k€. IU3 implementing costs: 1.5 M€. IU4 implementing
costs: 4.5 M€. IU5 implementing costs: 20 k€


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.
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We estimate less than 2 years for setting-up RENEW, this timeframe will include purchasing
and testing of the instrumentation, and set-up of the spaces. In particular in Year 1, spaces
will be set-up, instrumentation described in previous sections will be acquired and personnel
will be recruited. In Year 2, procedures for accessing to RENEW facilities and training of
researchers together with testing of the whole facility will be performed.


• About 1000 sqm to accommodate the required technologies equipped with specific
technical gas, cooling and ventilation system, UPS (IU1: 400 sqm; IU2: 100 sqm; IU3: 100
sqm; IU4: 400 sqm; IU5: 100 sqm). • 150 sqm office space for RENEW personnel • 100 sqm
for office space for researchers involved in the National Platform • 50 sqm for meeting room
• 20 sqm for medical interview room Space for other rooms (reception, bathrooms,
warehouse, etc) is not included in our estimation.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


RENEW approach can be considered innovative with respect to the state of the art, therefore
disruptive breakthrough in the short/midterm is not expected both from a conceptual and
technological point of view. We can estimate that timelife for most of the RENEW equipment
is less than 10 years, considering continuative operations.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument
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access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


RENEW Facility aims to be the national hub for all researchers studying topics related to
guarantee rehabilitation to patients with disability and wellbeing of fragile people by means
of advanced biomedical technologies. The appeal of the proposal is confirmed by the
involvement of most of the Italian Universities, Research Centers and Scientific Societies
active on the topic. This leads to estimate to run 20 projects per year, each bringing a group
of 3 to 5 researchers to the facility.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


RENEW will have a significant impact on Italian research since it aims to create a
multidisciplinary network of research and clinical centers and competencies, closely
interacting each other in the definition of methodological aspects, in the use of
technological resources and in data collection. RENEW NF is fully in line with the objectives
of the strategic research areas of the MUR 2021-2027 National Research Plan (PNR), and
specifically with the Health Section and Health Technology sub-section. This will represent a
unique opportunity to share technologies and data, and push forward the research lines in
all the involved centers. Data from both biological and translational research, which have
traditionally followed separate routes, will be gathered together in huge datasets and
processed through for advanced biomedical technologies and artificial intelligence
algorithms. RENEW for biological research (IU1-IU2-IU4a-IU4b) could integrate efficiently
with any other dedicated national platforms. RENEW for translational research aims to
establish laboratories capable of studying the physiological basis of movement, motor


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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learning, recovery after the intervention, and neurophysiological processes in both a clinical
(with the IU4) and preclinical (with the IU3) perspective, to bring together all the elements
(individual and external factors) that influence recovery after damage, or determine active
and healthy aging (IU5). Furthermore, the facility will be dedicated to the development and
testing of the most cutting-edge technologies in the rehabilitation field, with the goal of
making their introduction into clinical practice as seamless as possible. The goal is to have
elements that establish the groundwork for personalized medicine, which can only be
accomplished through the combination of skills and data. RENEW could serve as a platform
for accelerating this new multi-perspective approach that goes beyond the usual segmented
one. The rapid evolution of technologies in the rehabilitation field implies the release of an
advanced and integrated platform. The RENEW platform can guarantee constant updating
of the instrumentation and invest in the most promising and innovative techniques, bringing
benefits to the entire scientific community. RENEW intends to create a data collector from
Italian rehabilitation centers that, with advanced systems, will be able to have a significant
impact on research in a subject, that is the rehabilitation, which, along with prevention and
treatment, is the third pillar of the National Health System.


Because of the broad range of scientific interests represented by the RENEW, the facility will
be able to easily interact with other existing platforms. RENEW will benefit from scientific
relationships with national and international infrastructures devoted to genomics (EASI-
Genomics), brain research (EBRAINS), imaging (EURO-BIOIMAGING), biorobotics (BRIEF), or
data management (ELIXIR). In fact, the primary goal of RENEW is to bring together scientific
advancements in a variety of fields and big data analytics to improve our understanding of
the mechanisms involved in response to rehabilitation treatment or in ageing. Given its
translational nature, RENEW will closely collaborate with clinical facilities and networks, both
national (IRCCS network of neuroscience and neurorehabilitation) and international (ECRIN
ERIC), in order to promote the implementation of cutting-edge technologies and results
obtained in the facility in clinical practice, and to harmonize rehabilitation research.


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


18 Anonimo 
1820.09


Tempo per il completamento


MINERVA - Mediterranean INflammasomE dRug discoVery plAtform


Denominazione della PN proposta (per esteso e acronimo) * 1.


Fondazione Ri.MED


Istituzione/Consorzio proponente  * 2.


info@fondazionerimed.com


Il titolare del trattamento dei dati personali costituiti dall’identità e dai recapiti della persona di riferimento 
dell’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente è Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi – Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milano, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail: gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (il cui Responsabile della 
Protezione Dati può essere contattato all’indirizzo e-mail: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Tali dati saranno trattati per le successive comunicazioni finalizzate al raggiungimento degli obiettivi della 
consultazione e per il tempo a tale scopo adeguato. La base giuridica del trattamento è costituita (i) 
dall’esecuzione del rapporto instaurato con l’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente attraverso la partecipazione 
alla consultazione e (ii) dallo svolgimento dei compiti che la normativa richiamata in premessa ha affidato 
al Titolare del trattamento. 
Il conferimento dei dati in parola è facoltativo e il mancato conferimento non comporterò alcun 
pregiudizio. In caso di conferimento, l’Istituzione/Consorzio proponente mette le presenti informazioni a 
disposizione dell’interessato. 
Gli interessati possono richiedere al Titolare, nei casi previsti, l'accesso, la rettifica, la cancellazione o la 
portabilità dei propri dati; i medesimi possono inoltre opporsi al o domandare la limitazione del 
trattamento o, ancora, proporre un reclamo all’Autorità di controllo (Garante per la protezione dei dati 
personali).


Indirizzo e-mail della persona di riferimento * 3.



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Premesso che le Piattaforme Nazionali (PN) si configurano come ‘infrastrutture 
di ricerca’ (IR) secondo la definizione ESFRI, cioè “strutture, risorse e servizi 
collegati, utilizzati dalla comunità scientifica per condurre ricerche di alta qualità 
nei rispettivi campi, senza vincolo di appartenenza istituzionale o nazionale” qual 
è l’ambito scientifico-tecnologico che la PN proposta dovrebbe presidiare? * 


4.


salute


genomica


scienza dei dati e delle decisioni


alimentazione


biologia strutturale e cellulare


ulteriori settori di ricerca finalizzata alla prevenzione e alla salute


L’ambito scientifico-tecnologico presidiato dalla PN proposta rientra fra quelli 
già sotto l’egida di IR europee o nazionali esistenti? 


A titolo di esempio e riferimento, si fornisce la lista di IR che presidiano ambiti 
inclusi nel perimetro definito dalla norma per HT - salute, genomica, 
alimentazione, scienza dei dati e delle decisioni, ulteriori settori della ricerca 
finalizzata alla prevenzione e alla salute: 
IR europee (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE -Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRIERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRISERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS- European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRINERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENERI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR -A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRCERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS- European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA -European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
−EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
−EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
−Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
i Bi l i l d Bi di l S i


5.
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in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 
−INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCTERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE -Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
−METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and Nutrition 
− MIRRI -Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
IR nazionali (PNIR) 
− 2HE(PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM (Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
−Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF(Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA (Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS (CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
−D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI(CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
−FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo)  
− MIRACLE (Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA(ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


sì


no


Max 1000 caratteri


Se la risposta è affermativa, fornire una breve motivazione a sostegno della 
proposta di realizzare, presso HT, una PN in un ambito già presidiato 


6.


Max 2000 caratteri


Fornire una breve descrizione della mission della PN proposta * 7.
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L’interesse verso patologie infiammatorie croniche associate all’invecchiamento e a fattori di
rischio quali esposizione ad agenti inquinanti e obesità ha assunto negli ultimi anni
un’importanza via via crescente. Recenti studi hanno mostrato il ruolo determinante degli
inflammasomi (in particolare l’inflammasoma NLRP3) e dei pathways ad essi correlati (come
gasdermine e caspasi non apoptotiche) nella patogenesi di numerose malattie
infiammatorie croniche tra cui aterosclerosi, diabete di tipo II, alzheimer e malattie croniche
delle vie aeree, tra cui fibrosi e asma. Il soggetto proponente, negli ultimi anni, ha maturato
esperienza specifica sul ruolo dell’inflammasoma e dei pathways ad essi correlati nelle
patologie infiammatorie croniche delle vie aeree con focus particolare su immunità innata e
disfunzione delle barriere epiteliali. Sebbene lo sviluppo di nuove terapie in grado di fermare
la “low-grade inflammation” tipica di questi stati infiammatori sia interesse comune della
comunità scientifica e farmaceutica, ad oggi non sono state sviluppate terapie efficaci in
grado di bloccare l’attivazione dell’inflammasoma NLRP3 o di altri inflammasomi. La
piattaforma proposta ha la finalità di raccogliere le expertise presenti all’interno del
partenariato per costituire un hub di ricerca sulle patologie legate ad infiammazione cronica
con particolare focus sul ruolo degli inflammasomi. La mission della piattaforma è quella di
elucidare i meccanismi molecolari alla base di queste patologie ed identificare nuovi target
terapeutici per lo sviluppo di terapie efficaci e innovative. Il coinvolgimento di diversi partner
nazionali e internazionali, permetterà la creazione di uno strumento in grado di coprire tutti
gli step di sviluppo pre-clinico di molecole ad uso terapeutico. La piattaforma avrà anche il
ruolo di formare personale specializzato attraverso il coinvolgimento delle risorse all’interno
del processo di progettazione terapeutica.


La piattaforma MINERVA ha come obiettivo la progettazione di nuovi modulatori da
utilizzare come tools per elucidare i meccanismi molecolari di inattivazione
dell’inflammasoma, nonché l’early pre-clinical development di potenziali inibitori di
patologie infiammatorie. Le Unità infrastrutturali (UI) afferenti alle attività sopra descritte
saranno: Bioinformatica e Advanced Data Analysis (Bix-ADA), Informatica Molecolare
(MolInf), Chimica Medicinale (MedChem), Biologia cellulare e molecolare (Biol), Biologia
Strutturale e Biofisica (BioStru), Proteomica (Pro) e Imaging&Radiomics (IR). Le prime due
attività prevederanno l’uso di moderne tecnologie computazionali per applicazioni in ambito
bioinformatico e chemoinformatico. Tali strumenti guideranno le fasi di progettazione e
ottimizzazione delle molecole, nonché l’interpretazione dei dati biologici durante l’intero
workflow che avrà come scopo ultimo l’ingresso in sviluppo clinico di almeno un lead
compound. In parallelo, saranno anche investigati potenziali inibitori di espressione genica
(miRNA, siRNA), o altri modulatori (ceRNA) degli inflammasomi. Le unità di Bioinformatica e
Advanced Data Analysis insieme a quella di Molecular Informatics, saranno costituite in
totale da 6 ricercatori e necessiteranno di server e workstation per il calcolo scientifico e
software dedicati. L’unità di chimica medicinale, sarà costituita da 6 ricercatori e necessiterà
di un laboratorio di chimica per la sintesi organica di small molecule, il quale dovrà essere
anche equipaggiato con strumenti di analisi qualitativa. L’unità di biologia cellulare e
molecolare sarà costituita da 3 ricercatori esperti in biologia molecolare e biochimica che


Max 4000 caratteri, se il numero di caratteri non fosse sufficiente a rispondere in modo 
esauriente, Vi preghiamo di utilizzare lo spazio disponibile al successivo numero 9


Fornire una descrizione della piattaforma, delle sue sottodivisioni funzionali 
(Unità Infrastrutturali, UI), comprensivo delle tecnologie e del personale 
necessario * 


8.
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supportino lo sviluppo di saggi primari da utilizzare per lo screening di librerie. La UI si
occuperà della creazione di sonde bioluminescenti da utilizzare in modelli preclinici per
dimostrare l’efficacia e selettività dei trattamenti sviluppati. La biologia cellulare inoltre
effettuerà studi di target validation su coorti di pazienti selezionate utilizzando diverse
tecnologie per confermare il coinvolgimento del target nella patologia di interesse, tra cui
imaging flow cytometry, automated systems for quantitative pathology, in vivo imaging
systems for preclinical studies. L’unità di biologia strutturale e biofisica sarà dedicata al
design, produzione e caratterizzazione strutturale e biofisica dei target in forma
ricombinante, nonché allo studio delle interazioni target-ligando mediante tecniche
biofisiche volte alla determinazione dei parametri termodinamici e cinetici e della struttura
tridimensionale dei complessi. L’unità dovrà essere dotata di un laboratorio di biologia
molecolare, accessoriato per la produzione di proteine ricombinanti secondo le più moderne
tecniche di clonaggio, espressione e purificazione, e di un laboratorio di biofisica. L’unità
dovrà inoltre avvalersi di almeno 5 unità di personale qualificato in biologia molecolare,
biochimica, biofisica e biologia strutturale. L’unità di proteomica fornirà analisi di
spettrometria di massa ad alta risoluzione che contribuiranno ad elucidare i meccanismi
molecolari di regolazione dell’inflammasoma, di identificare nuovi target farmocologici per
le patologie infiammatorie in cui l’inflammasoma è coinvolto e di testare potenziali effetti
collaterali delle molecole terapeutiche sviluppate per la cura di tali malattie. L’unità sarà
costituita da 3 persone con un solido background in biochimica e biologia cellulare e da 1
persona responsabile della validazione dei risultati con metodi ortogonali. L’unità di
Imaging&Radiomics si occuperà dell’acquisizione ed analisi di esperimenti condotti su
modelli in vivo, per validare i modelli in vitro. L’unità necessita di un team multidisciplinare
composto da un veterinario, uno stabularista, un tecnico radiologo e un esperto in analisi
delle immagini.


Le unità MolINf e Bix-ADA necessiteranno di Server con 200 cores e 10 GPU dotate di tensor
e CUDA cores. Saranno necessarie inoltre 6 workstation per il calcolo scientifico con CPU 16
cores e 2 GPU dotate di cores per applicazioni di molecular simulation e Artificial
intelligence. Il laboratorio di Chimica Medicinale dovrà contenere al suo interno le
strumentazioni necessarie per cromatografia liquida ad alta risoluzione per verificare lo
standard di purezza dei composti, cromatografia accoppiata allo spettrometro di massa per
l’isolamento di composti di interesse a partire da miscele complesse e la risonanza
magnetica nucleare per la caratterizzazione strutturale delle molecole sintetizzate. Il
laboratorio di biofisica necessiterà di microcalorimetro per Isothermal calorimetry (ITC),
interferometro BLI, spettropolarimetro di Dicroismo Circolare (CD), spettrofluorimetro, e una
piccola facility per cristallizzazione di proteine. L’unità di proteomica sarà equipaggiata con
un sistema di cromatografia liquida ad alta prestazione, associato on-line ad uno
spettrometro di massa ad alta risoluzione, basato su un sistema a trappola ionica, che
permette analisi di spettrometria di massa tandem (MS/MS). Le tecnologie utilizzate
dall’unità di Imaging &Radiomics saranno miste (rilevazione ottica, PET, SPECT, CT ed RM) e
commutabili tra loro, in un ambiente SPF


Max 3000 caratteri


Aggiungiamo qui ulteriore spazio per una più esaustiva risposta alla domanda 
precedente


9.
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Fornire una stima approssimativa dei costi di realizzazione della PN proposta * 10.


fino a 10 milioni di euro


fino a 20 milioni di euro


La stima è effettuata tenendo conto di costi del personale, consumabili e investimenti relativi
ad un periodo di 2 anni, come indicato in seguito al punto 14. In dettaglio sono stati
considerati: - Project Plan e costi di allestimento locali - Acquisto strumentazione
informatica e della strumentazione di laboratori coinvolti nella proposta - Costi di
consumabili per i laboratori sopra citati - Costi per acquisto di molecole commercialmente
disponibili da usare nelle prime fasi di screening biologico - Personale da impiegare nei
laboratori del partenariato (7 laboratori coinvolti, mediamente 4 FTE per laboratorio
all’interno dei 2 anni di realizzazione)


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


11.


Fornire una stima dei costi di funzionamento della PN proposta, considerando 
anche i costi necessari per assistenza/formazione dei ricercatori esterni che 
frequenteranno la PN e per la loro ospitalità * 


12.


fino a 5 milioni di euro/anno


fino a 10 milioni di euro/anno


La stima è effettuata tenendo conto di costi del personale, consumabili e manutenzione
strumenti, considerando la piattaforma a regime. In dettaglio sono stati considerati: -
Ammortamento strumentazione informatica e della strumentazione di laboratori coinvolti
nella proposta - Costi di manutenzione strumentazioni - Costi di trasferte ricercatori - Costi
di consumabili per i laboratori sopra citati - Costi per acquisto di molecole
commercialmente disponibili da usare nelle prime fasi di Screening biologico - Personale da
impiegare nei laboratori del partenariato (7 laboratori coinvolti, mediamente 4 FTE per
laboratorio)


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


13.
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Fornire, possibilmente, una stima dei tempi di realizzazione della PN proposta14.


meno di 1 anno


meno di 2 anni


meno di 3 anni


- Stesura di project plan e project management per il monitoraggio dello sviluppo delle fasi
progettuali - Acquisizione di strumentazione e di consumabili necessari per la realizzazione
del progetto - Allestimento dei vari laboratori e messa a punto delle metodologie da
utilizzare - Recruiting di personale altamente qualificato e che svilupperà la proposta
progettuale


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente


15.


4000mq


Max 1000 caratteri


Fornire, possibilmente, una stima della superficie necessaria per la PN proposta16.


Ipotizzare, possibilmente, il tempo di obsolescenza dell’ambito scientifico-
tecnologico della PN proposta


17.


meno di 5 anni


meno di 10 anni


più di 10 anni


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente


18.
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Tempi relativi allo sviluppo di una terapia e alla approvazione in ambito clinico


Indicare la modalità di utilizzo prevalente della PN, unità infrastrutturali e dei 
servizi forniti * 


19.


accesso semplice alla piattaforma, all’unità infrastrutturale o al singolo strumento


accesso ai servizi della piattaforma: strumentazione, tecnologie e competenze


accesso ai servizi comprensivo di formazione


Fornire una stima del numero di ricercatori che, ogni anno, potrebbe chiedere 
di avere accesso alla PN proposta * 


20.


alcune unità


alcune decine


alcune centinaia


alcune migliaia


Valutazione dei gruppi di ricerca in ambito internazionale che potrebbero essere interessati
all’interazione con la piattaforma.


Max 1000 caratteri


Indicare, in breve, gli elementi in base ai quali è stata fatta la previsione di cui 
alla risposta precedente * 


21.


Le ricerche pubblicate negli ultimi anni suggeriscono che il numero di persone che soffrono
di malattie croniche come malattie cardiovascolari, diabete, malattie respiratorie, malattie
autoimmuni e tumori è aumentato drasticamente negli ultimi tre decenni. I dati riportati in
letteratura suggeriscono che l'infiammazione cronica, causata da un'attività infiammatoria
eccessiva e inappropriata, può essere un fattore che contribuisce all’insorgenza di queste


Max 3000 caratteri


Fornire una stima dell’impatto della piattaforma sul sistema della ricerca del 
Paese * 


22.
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patologie (El-Gabalawy et al. 2010). La stima precisa dell’impatto economico relativo alle
patologie legate a infiammazione cronica è di difficile interpretazione, proprio perché lo
stato infiammatorio sta alla base di un numero molto elevato di patologie correlate ad esso.
Per avere un’idea dell’impatto che tali patologie hanno a livello europeo, basti pensare che il
costo sanitario diretto sostenuto dai pazienti affetti da Infiammazione cronica intestinale
(IBD) è stato stimato in 4,6-5,6 miliardi di euro all'anno. Un altro esempio è rappresentato
dai dati relativi alla patologia cronica ostruttiva polmonare (COPD). Nel 2020, Rehman A. et
al riportano un costo diretto medio per paziente di circa 5.000 euro. Risulta dunque
fondamentale un impegno congiunto dei ricercatori delle diverse aree afferenti alla ricerca
biofarmaceutica per la scoperta di nuove terapie efficaci contro le patologie infiammatorie
croniche. In questo contesto, la Piattaforma MINERVA offre un importante punto di incontro
tra le varie aree afferenti al drug discovery in cui ricercatori esperti potranno guidare il
processo di scoperta di terapie e al tempo stesso potranno formare nuove figure esperte in
grado di utilizzare tecnologie cutting-edge per la ricerca farmaceutica.


Per gli step successivi di screening, la piattaforma potrà interagire con EU-Openscreen e
Euro-BioImaging ai fini di completare il processo di drug discovery.


Max 1000 caratteri


Descrivere l'eventuale interazione con altre infrastrutture di ricerca, anche su 
ambiti tematici diversi * 


23.
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Intervistato


56 Anonimo 
07.10


Tempo per il completamento


Intelligent Real World data Analytics Platform, IRWAP A National Platform for the extraction
and the intelligent analysis of clinical real world data.


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


IRCCS San Raffaele Roma with the Italian “RETE CARDIOLOGICA IRCCS”


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.


massimo.fini@sanraffaele.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology


Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 


INFRAFRONTIER E R h I f t t f th ti


5.
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− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


The availability of data from the normal clinical practice (Real World Data, RWD) allows to fill
important gaps of knowledge regarding the effectiveness and safety profile of clinical
approaches outside the artificial context of controlled trials. With a view to personalised care
observational research can make an important contribution. RWD electronically collected on
a regular basis by public bodies or through devices/mobile applications generate very
quickly large quantities of data (Big Data). Clinical archives of our network with detailed
clinical history, psycho-social, environmental and molecular features represent a powerful
scientific instrument. A large amount of valuable clinical information is locked in clinical
narratives, and therefore, not usable for analyses. To make all this information available, a


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.
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platform applying an artificial intelligence approach to extract information from clinical
narratives in EHRs and/or other data sources is proposed.


Aiming at building a framework open to many other pathological conditions, the IRWAP
National Platform, will firstly focus on CVDs the leading cause of pressure on the Health
system. Specific missions are: 1 collect and use clinical RWD as a feed to possible predictors
of disease outcome; these predictors will be obtained deploying innovative AI-based
approaches on multi-disciplinary, multi-source data from large clinical Databases and
Biobanks and web-based digital platforms for patients; 2 provide advanced services to use
multi-disciplinary and multi-source RWD to advance clinical research; 3 provide a dedicated
Virtual Data Hub (VDH) to link the actual annotated tools with AI and Network-based
algorithms and access the significance of raised patterns and/or occurrence frequencies, to
create predictive models and improve clinical management of patients; 4 advance the
understanding of the treatment management including their interdependence and influence
by using AI techniques. RWD collected within the IRWAP platform will provide the national
healthcare system with useful tools for monitoring health policies in terms of efficacy and
cost benefits as well of designing and implementing new strategies for a more rational and
personalized management of CVDs patients. The use of RWD and the experience gained
with data processing, management and analytics will have several direct benefits for
improved treatment: RWD are directly recorded and immediately available to optimize the
treatment strategies, to better coordinate therapy plans, to compare different clinical setups
and patient groups, and to predict disease risks and progression, all based on a pool with
high amounts of data that will be transferred from unstructured to a structured and
contextual manner with the annotation of metadata. This rich RWD database then serves to
support standardization efforts, allows for benchmarking to reference data and the
development and implementation of best-practice guidelines.


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.


The IRWAP platform consists of three layers: the Virtual Data Layer, the Federated Learning
Layer and the AI Layer. The Virtual Data Layer will implement a transformation flow that
starting from the selected data sources (e.g. HIS, Family Doctor ePrescription Archive, Mobile
and Wearable Devices, Governmental Health Data Bases, etc.) will feed several distributed
repositories, each owned by an infrastructural unit (initially, a health institute of the Rete
Cardiologica). The objective is to define and implement a data supply chain able to convert
a “multi-structured and multiformat disorder” into single data sources at the local level or an
infrastructural unit), where information suitable to be used for analytics purposes are well
organized and managed. The data ingestion process will be implemented through software
connectors for data already in electronic structured and/or unstructured formats and /or by


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.
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(even massive) digitalization of paper document (Medical Records, National Surveys, ..)
adopting different acquisition strategies (e.g., batch, export/import, push/pull, streaming for
real time data...). At the Federated Learning Layer the IRWAP platform concatenates all client
datasets and use the global virtual data to train a global model—i.e., the conventional
protocol for learning a NLP model on a dataset. In particular, several algorithms will be
implemented at this layer to maintain the client datasets private, thus to set up a learning
schema such that clients communicate with each other via transmitting their model weights:
each client maintains a local model and committing local model updates to the server. For
example in each round of the Avg algorithm the pipeline is as follows: 1) sample a subset of
all clients, 2) synchronize the local models with the current global model by communicating
with the server, 3) locally train the local models on their local dataset, 4) send the weight
updates of the local models back to the server, 5) the server updates the global model by
averaging the weight updates of sampled local models. In such a straightforward yet
effective way, we can learn a global model to benefit all clients while preserve their data
privacy. Recent advanced FL methods, such as Opt and Prox, follow a similar pipeline while
improve the client-sampling method, model aggregation, etc. At the AI layer various types
of NLP applications will be implemented, covering: text classification, sequence tagging,
question answering, sequence-to-sequence generation. It will be guaranteed that the AI
algorithms will satisfy the requirements, inherent in personalized medicine, of
interpretability, explainability and fairness along the whole data value chain, from the data
scientist to the medical personnel. The intelligent components will focus firstly on CVD
patients, focuses on a well-defined target, determining the treatments to make a real
difference in several clearly specified clinical scenarios to enable clinical teams to make
faster and better informed decision. In order to build the IRWAP platform, the following
actions are envisaged: • Infrastructural Units (IUs) network building. This aims to collect and
harmonize the Real-World Data from local registries, involving the IUs. Initially, this project
addresses the 20 IUs of the Rete Cardiologica, which will be coordinated and supported by
San Raffaele, Tor Vergata and Sapienza universities. A key objective will be to organize
different clinical/biochemical/outcome variables in order to facilitate development of AI
algorithms and protocols. Focus will be on large data and quality assessment of different
databases. • Platform Deployment. This aims at building the technological infrastructure, by
performing the following main work packages: o T1.1. Virtual Data HUB and Data
Management. o T1.2. Federated Learning layer development. o T1.3. AI layer development. o
T1.4. Test and integration.


As concerns the timing and the effort expected to build the platform, here follows an
explanation relating to each of the envisaged actions. • Infrastructural Units (IUs) network
building. All the IUs will engage 2 experts for 36 months: from the month 1 to 6 to map the
datasets and the RWD sources; from month 6 to 18 to support the building up of the
platform, provide data ingestion and provide feedback on the applications, both the
federated learning and the AI ones. All the data will be collected and implemented for the
month 18 to the month 36 and the expert will provide 2 improvement reports, at month 24
and 36 respectively, to analyze the gain obtained in diagnosis and treatments and support a
further fine tuning of the platform and the algorithms. All the universities will involve 3
experts and 1 senior each, to support the building of the network. • Platform Deployment.


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.
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The platform will be firstly released at month 12, then further released at month 18 and
improved at month 24 and 36 following the improvement reports from the IUs network.
Then starting form month 24, further networks and IUs will be engaged and included in the
platform, in order to provide the platform services beyond the Rete Cardiologica main
network. In particular, as concerns the deployment: o San Raffaele, will coordinate the
technical, scientific and medical domains of the project and will provide 3 Expert and 2
senior o Tor Vergata university, will support the platform requirements design and provide
technical-medical support, by involving 3 Experts and 2 seniors o Sapienza university, will
provide technical and scientific support in deploying the Federated learning algorithms as
well as the NLP ones, involving 2 Experts and 2 seniors o A system integrator and
technological provider (actually the main actions here reported have been planned and
estimated by involving AlmaWAVE who is an outstanding company in such fields) will deploy
all the sub-systems and integrate them, also testing and improving the platform. This actor
is expected to involve at least 8 experts and 5 seniors. Some further actions are expected to
continuously maintain the platform and furtherly improve it from the month 24 to the
month 36. All the actors of the deployment action are expected to provide at least 2 experts
to support this activity.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros


Expected involved personnel in each action: 2 experts for 36 mos for each IU network
building and 3 experts and 1 senior for 36 mos for each University. Platform
Deployment/Improvement: San Raffaele, and Tor Vergata Univ. 3 Experts and 2 seniors for
36 mos; Sapienza Univ., 2 Experts and 2 seniors for 36 mos. The system integrator and
technological provider will involve 8 experts and 5 seniors for 36 mos. Hardware provision:
platform deployment and management will require a physical load balancing infrastructure
to distribute client traffic across multiple instances. The load balancer will implement and
provide a Cloud Load Balancing service that can respond to over 1M queries per second.
Front-end and back-end servers will be also required. Software provision: Licenses for an AI
multichannel platform, an ontology-based data access system, a data virtualization
framework. Project governance: San Raffaele will involve 1 Director and 4 administrative
personnel for project management.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.
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Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


Software maintenance costs will include: • Corrective maintenance – costs due to modifying
software to correct issues discovered after initial deployment, starting from month 36: k€
600 per year • Adaptive maintenance – costs due to modifying the platform, to allow it to
remain effective in a changing medical RWD environment: k€ 600 per year • Perfective
maintenance – costs due to improving or enhancing the platform, to improve overall
performance: k€ 100 per year • Enhancements – costs due to continuing innovations: k€
1.000 per year.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


• Infrastructural Units (IUs) network building. From the month 1 to 6 the datasets and the
RWD sources will be mapped; from month 6 to 18 the platform, will be deployed by using
the data and continuously integrating them. Finally, all the data will be collected and
implemented for the month 18 to the month 36. • Platform Deployment. The platform will
be firstly released at month 12, then further released at month 18 and improved at month
24 and 36 following the improvement reports from the IUs network. Then starting form


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.
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month 24, further networks and IUs will be engaged and included in the platform, in order
to provide the platform services beyond the Rete Cardiologica main network.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training


Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units
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few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


The estimated number of researchers and/or other health professionals is based on the total
number of Scientific Institutes (IRCCS), Excellence Hospitals (Aziende Ospedaliere), Academic
Centers, Local Health Units and authorized private health centers, Public Health
Management Organizations, Ministry of Health and Epidemiological Researchers and
Agencies I Italy.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


In our knowledge, there are no platforms available in the Italian biomedical setting able to
perform data retrieval and Federated Learning. RWD can be obtained through specially
designed observational studies, or can be collected by integrating and analyzing information
contained in already available databases (for example electronic hospital records, health
databases for administrative use etc.). This second option, based on historical series of
already existing data, represents the most promising approach, as very high amounts of
information ("Big data") can be collected in a short period of time and, more importantly,
can be associated with patient-centered clinical outcomes. In the IRWAP, RWD will be
processed by adopting the natural language processing (NLP) approach by deploying large
neural language models (LMs). The broadening field of Federated learning (FL), including
decentralized privacy-preserving machine learning (PPML) will provide those techniques that
will improve the privacy preserving mechanisms for wide scale distributed machine learning
across institutions over large heterogeneous data sets. The challenge in building the IRWAP
platform based on these privacy-preserving FL methodologies tools is that it requires to
ensure the appropriate level of privacy/security while striking a balance with (1) accuracy,
and (2) computational cost, while tailoring the tools to the specific needs of the
cardiovascular discipline and levels of sensitivity of data and models. In the IRWAP, we will
use techniques from Secure Multiparty Computation (MPC), an umbrella term for
cryptographic approaches that allow two or more parties to jointly compute a specified
output from their private information in a distributed fashion, without actually revealing the
private information to each other. Therefore, the IRWAP main impacts in the Italian research
system are: (1) improving person-centred care by implementing innovative solutions using
AI; (2) using patient RWD to fill the knowledge gap between trials results and clinical
practice needs; (3) construct, test and organize a Health Research platform to better manage
patients conditions; (4) generate new insights from novel sources of data, while overcoming
the privacy/ownership barriers due to the different sources of data, by adopting a federated


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.
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learning approach. Finally, a thorough understanding of the complex interplay of all factors
influencing disease outcome, prognosis and burden the proposed multi-perspective way,
allows to study the interplay between clinical-physiological, psycho-social, environmental
and molecular features and try to find out answers for fundamental questions on features
contributing to disease onset and prognosis.


The IRWAP platform will be open to any infrastructure collecting and using RWD, allowing to
federate multi-disciplinary, multi-source data from large European Clinical Centres and
Databases, as well as Biobanks and web-placed patient-centric platforms; furthermore, will
be able to process patients’ information from the NHSs (e.g. re-hospitalization rates in
public and private hospitals, any treatment or diagnostic procedures and mortality),
overcoming the privacy/ownership problem by providing a federated learning mechanism.


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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Intervistato


57 Anonimo 
05.36


Tempo per il completamento


CNRB - Centro Nazionale Risorse Biologiche.


Name of the proposed NF (full name and acronym) * 1.


Assolombarda


Proposing Institution/Consortium * 2.


assolombarda@assolombarda.it


The data controller of the personal data consisting of the identity and contact details of the proposing 
Institution/Consortium’s contact person is Fondazione Human Technopole, Viale Rita Levi - Montalcini n. 1, 
20157, Milan, tel. 02-30247001, e-mail:gdpr@fht.org (mailto:gdpr@fht.org) (whose Data Protection Officer 
may be contacted at the e-mail address: dpo@fht.org (mailto:dpo@fht.org)). 
Said data will be processed for subsequent communications aimed at achieving the objectives of the 
consultation and for an adequate time to said purpose. The legal basis for the processing is (i) the 
performance of the relationship established with the proposing Institution/Consortium through 
participation in the consultation and(ii) the performance of the tasks that the above-mentioned legislation 
has entrusted to the Data Controller. 
The provision of said data is optional and failure to provide them shall not cause any disadvantage. If said 
data are provided, the proposing Institution/Consortium will make this information available to the 
interested data subject. 
In the specific foreseen cases, the data subject may request to the Data Controller access to, rectification, 
cancellation or portability of their data; they may also object to or request limitation of the processing or 
file a complaint with the Supervisory Authority (Garante per la protezione dei dati personali).


Contact email * 3.



mailto:gdpr@fht.org

mailto:dpo@fht.org
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Considering that National Facilities (NFs) are classify as 'research infrastructures' 
(Ri) according to the ESFRI definition, i.e. "facilities, resources and related 
services used by the scientific community to conduct high quality research in 
their respective fields, independent of institutional or national affiliation", what 
is the scientific and technological field that the proposed NF should cover? * 


4.


Health


Genomics


Data and decision science


Nutrition


Structural and cellular biology


Additional areas of reasearch aimed at prevention and health


Is the scientific and technological field covered by the proposed NF among 
those already covered by existing European or national RIs? 


By way of example and for reference, the following list is provided of RIs in fields 
related to HT’s research areas, as defined by law – health, genomics, data and 
decision sciences, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: 
European RIs (ESFRI roadmap) 
− AnaEE - Infrastructure for Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 
− BBMRI ERIC - Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research Infrastructure 
− EATRIS ERIC -European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in 
Medicine 
− EBRAINS - European Brain ReseArch INfrastructureS 
− ECRIN ERIC - European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network 
− EIRENE RI - Research Infrastructure for EnvIRonmental Exposure assessmeNt in 
Europe 
− ELIXIR - A distributed infrastructure for life-science information 
− EMBRC ERIC - European Marine Biological Resource Centre 
− EMPHASIS - European Infrastructure for Multi-scale Plant Phenomics and 
Simulation 
− ERINHA - European Research Infrastructure on Highly Pathogenic Agents 
− EU-IBISBA European Industrial Biotechnology Innovation and Synthetic Biology 
Accelerator 
− EU-OPENSCREEN - European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for 
Chemical Biology 
− Euro-BioImaging - European Research Infrastructure for Imaging Technologies 
in Biological and Biomedical Sciences 


INFRAFRONTIER E R h I f t t f th ti


5.
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− INFRAFRONTIER - European Research Infrastructure for the generation, 
phenotyping, archiving and distribution of mouse disease models 
− INSTRUCT ERIC - Integrated Structural Biology Infrastructure 
− ISBE - Infrastructure for System Biology Europe 
− METROFOOD-RI - Infrastructure for Promoting Metrology in Food and 
Nutrition 
− MIRRI - Microbial Resource Research Infrastructure 
National RIs (PNIR) 
− 2HE (PON) (Univ. del Salento) Human and Environmental Health Research 
Center 
− AQUARIUM(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Infrastruttura Acquari Marini 
DiSVA-UNIVPM 
− Bio-Memory (CNR) 
− BRIEF (Scuola superiore S. Anna PI) Biorobotics Research and Innovation 
Engineering Facilities 
− CeTrA(Venezia - Cà Foscari) Centre for Trace Analysis 
− CNCCS(CNR) Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening 
− D4Science (CNR) D4Science - Innovative Data Infrastructure promoting Open 
Science 
− EPTRI (CNR) Paediatric Translational Research Infrastucture 
− FNH-RI-IT (CNR) Food Nutrition and Health – Italian Research Infrastructure 
− Health Demographic Change and Wellbeing (Univ. di Teramo) 
− MIRACLE(Univ. Politecnica delle Marche) Piattaforma MIRACLE per le 
Tecnologie per gli Ambienti di Vita 
− TECHEA (ENEA) Technologies for Health " 
−TOP-IMPLART (ENEA) Terapia Oncologica con Protoni-Intensity Modulated 
Proton Linear Accelerator for Radiotherapy 
 * 


yes


no


La PN proposta racchiude elementi trasversali alle diverse IR europee già avviate quali
BBMRI-ERIC, ELIXIR e ISBE che però al momento non risultano integrate tra loro.


Max 1000 characters


If so, please provide a brief rationale to support the proposal to implement, at 
HT, a NF in an area already supported 


6.


Max 2000 characters


Provide a brief description of the mission of the proposed NF * 7.
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La mission della PN proposta (CNRB) si articola nello sfruttare nuove tecnologie attraverso
un intervento di coordinamento che permetta un efficace ed affidabile scambio e
condivisione di dati per l'individuazione di nuovi marker biologici, con valore diagnostico,
prognostico o di monitoraggio. Al fine di raggiungere tale obiettivo verranno sviluppati o
ottimizzati sistemi omogenei di classificazione di dati e di campioni biologici, e sistemi
informatici intelligenti che permettano di estrarre nuove informazioni con valore
diagnostico, prognostico e terapeutico, dai dati clinici e di laboratorio ottenuti dal paziente
o dai campioni biologici criopreservati anche attraverso la standardizzazione delle procedure
preanalitiche, organizzazione dei dati clinici e la gestione dei campioni biologici (raccolta,
trasporto, manipolazione, analisi, congelamento, preservazione, distribuzione).


Come descritto al punto precedente la piattaforma nazionale propone una profonda
sinergia tra tre aspetti fondamentali dell'ecositema della ricerca biomedica: (1) logistica e
stoccaggio di materiale biologico, (2) analisi laboristica sul materiale biologico, (3)
interpretazione ed elaborazione del dato mediante approcci innovativi quali AI (Artificial
Intelligence) e ML (Machine Learning). Pertanto le UI che verranno strutturate ricalcheranno i
tre ambiti sopra esposti. Le tecnologie necessarie si suddividono in
infrastrutture/apparecchiature per la crioconservazione, apparecchiature di ultima
generazione per l'analisi -omica (es. sequenziatori NGS), apparecchiature e know-how per la
realizzazione di strumenti IT che coinvolgano AI e ML.


Max 4000  characters, if the number of characters is not sufficient for a complete answer, please 
use the space available at the following number 9


Provide a description of the facility, its functional subdivisions (Infrastructural 
Units, IU), including the technologies and personnel required * 


8.


---


Max 3000 characters


Additional space for a more comprehensive answer to question 89.


Provide an approximate cost estimate for implementing the proposed NF * 10.


up to 10 million euros


up to 20 million euros
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Esperienze maturate a livello regionale hanno indicato un costo realizzativo quantificabile in
5Mln €. Lo scale-up a livello nazionale ed internazionale prevede quindi dei costi di
apliamento delle infrastrutture sia fisiche che tecnologiche. Nell'indicazione del budget è
stato tenuto conto della necessità di dotarsi di tecnologie cutting edge.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


11.


Provide an estimate of the operating costs for the proposed NF, including the 
costs required for assistance/training of external researchers who will attend 
the NF and for their hospitality * 


12.


up to 5 million euros/year


up to 10 million euros/year


L'esperienza maturata dai proponenti la PN per la gestione delle 3 UI su scala regionale ci
porta a proiettare il costo di funzionamento nazionale annuo a circa 6-7Mln €.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


13.


If possible, provide an estimate of the timeframe for implementation of the 
proposed NF


14.


less than 1 year


less than 2 years


less than 3 years


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


15.
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Il timing indicato è desumibile dalla sommatoria delle tempistiche necessarie per la
realizzazione delle UI progettate, sia in termini di equipment e infrastrutture, sia dal punto di
vista del setup organizzativo.


Una prima stima approssimativa della superficie necessaria, basata sulle dimensioni delle
apparecchiature necessarie per l'efficiente funzionamento della PN, si aggira sui 500 mq.


Max 1000 characters


Provide, if possible, an estimate of the space needed for the proposed NF16.


Envisage, if possible, the time of obsolescence of the scientific and 
technological field of the proposed NF


17.


less than 5 years


less than 10 years


more than 10 years


La PN prevede l'utilizzo di tecnologie diverse per le tre UI proposte. In ambito di
biobancaggio, il periodo di obsolescenza della tecnologia è > 10 anni. In ambito di
attrezzature di laboratorio biomolecolare l'obsolescenza è stimabile in 5-10 anni a seconda
del macchinario. In ambito IT l'obsolescenza è stimabile in 3-5 anni massimo.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question


18.


Indicate the main access mode to the NF, infrastructural units and services 
provided * 


19.


"simple" access to the facility, the infrastructure unit or the individual instrument


access to the facility services: instrumentation, technologies and expertise


access to services, including training
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Provide an estimate of the number of researchers who, each year, might apply 
for access to the proposed NF * 


20.


few units


few dozens


few hundreds


few thousands


La stima è fornita sulla base del numero degli stakeholders rilevati a livello nazionale ed
europeo che hanno interesse allo sfruttamento in un sistema integrato di bancaggio-analisi-
elaborazione del dato a supporto della ricerca biomedica.


Max 1000  characters


Briefly illustrate the elements that led to the estimate provided in response to 
the previous question * 


21.


La PN affronta temi centrali rispetto all’organizzazione complessiva del sistema sanità e
affronta trasversalmente diversi obiettivi strategici nell’ecosistema salute e life science, con
conseguenti ricadute positive sulla competitività del territorio sotto più aspetti. Il progetto
favorirà l’integrazione degli attori del sistema, sfruttando le possibilità offerte dalla
tecnologia informatica, attraverso la creazione di un Centro Nazionale di Risorse Biologiche
(CNRB), che comprenderà una biobanca centralizzata e opererà per la messa in rete delle
risorse biomediche (quali ad esempio istituti clinici e centri di ricerca). Ciò avverrà attraverso
la condivisione di procedure operative standard ai massimi livelli di qualità, oltre che
all'accesso a database -omici, di campioni biologici e di dati clinici.


Max 3000  characters


Provide an estimate of the impact of the facility on the Italian research system * 22.


La PN ed i suoi proponenti hanno da tempo instaurato relazioni con le infrastrutture di
riferimento del progetto, in particolare con: BBMRI-ERIC per la parte di biobancaggio e
risorse biomolecolari, ELIXIR e ISBE per le applicazioni dell'IT e della modellistica alle life-


Max 1000  characters


Describe the possible interaction with other research infrastructures, including 
in different thematic areas * 


23.
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sciences. Come descritto al punto 6 del presente documento, la PN si propone come punto
d'integrazione delle tre IR.





		01_1IT Animal and Cellular Imaging EBRI

		02_2EN Genomics UniVR cond

		03_3EN Genomics U1 U2 UniVR cond

		04_4EN Genomics U3 U4 IEO cond

		05_5EN Vector and Cell Engineering CNR cond

		17_13EN Vector and Cell Engineering U1 CNR cond

		18_14EN Vector and Cell Engineering U2 CNR cond

		19_15EN Vector and Cell Engineering U3 CNR cond

		06_6EN Integrated Single Cell Multiomics IFOM cond

		07_7EN Integrated Single Cell Multiomics U1 IFOM cond

		08_8EN Integrated Single Cell Multiomics U2 IFOM cond

		09_9EN~1

		10_4IT Peptide Platform UniROMA2

		11_5IT Nutrizione Precisione

		12_6IT Nursing Science Network

		13_7IT Animal Imaging SNS cond

		14_10EN Animal Imaging U1 SNS cond

		15_11EN Animal Imaging U2 SNS cond

		21_17EN Molecualr & Cellular Imaging IFOM cond

		20_16EN Molecualr & Cellular Imaging U1 HUNIMED cond

		22_18EN Molecualr & Cellular Imaging U2 IFOM cond

		23_19EN Molecualr & Cellular Imaging U3 IFOM cond

		24_20EN Molecular & Cellular Imaging U4 IFOM cond

		25_24EN Drug Discovery and Development IEO cond

		26_25EN Drug Discovery and Development U1 IEO cond

		27_26EN Drug Discovery and Development U2 OPBG cond

		29_27EN Proteomics & Metabolomics MarioNegri cond

		30_28EN Proteomics & Metabolomics U1 UniROMA1 cond

		31_29EN Proteomics & Metabolomics U2 MarioNegri cond

		32_30EN Proteomics & Metabolomics U3 MarioNegri cond

		33_32EN Structural Biology UniFI cond

		34_33EN Structural Biology UniFI U1 cond

		35_34EN Structural Biology UniFI U2 cond

		36_35EN Structural Biology UniFI U3 cond

		37_36EN Structural Biology UniFI U4 cond

		38BIS_42EN Bioinformatics ELIXIR cond

		39_38EN Bioinformatics U1 CNR cond

		40_39EN Bioinformatics U2 CNR cond

		41_40EN Bioinformatics U3 CNR cond

		42_41EN Bioinformatics U4 CNR cond

		43_43EN Human Imaging UniTO cond

		44_44EN Human Imaging U1 Besta cond

		45_49EN Human Imaging U2 UniCH cond

		46_47EN Human Imaging U3 LENS cond

		47_46EN Human Imaging U4 UniPD cond

		48_45EN Nanomedicine UniMI

		49_48EN Experimental Ecosystem studies UniMI

		50_50EN HT & HC Screening UniMI

		51_8IT Human Health for Space Exploration UniCA

		52_11IT_NANOMED UniMORE cond

		53_12IT Pers Sustain Nutrition UniCA

		54_52EN Access Promotion & Staff Training CNR cond

		55_53EN Nutrition & Health CNR cond

		56_15IT Cloud for Human Technopole INFN

		57_16IT Quantum Computing ISS

		58_13IT Dialogue Cells and Biomaterials CNR

		59_55EN Rehabilomics CNR cond

		60_18IT Medit Inflamm Drug Disc RiMED

		61_56EN Intelligent Real World Data SanRaffaele

		62_57EN Centro Nazionale Risorse Biologiche ASSOLOMB










 
Consultation of institutional stakeholders on the realisation 


of national facilities open to the scientific community at 
Human Technopole 


 
EVALUATION FORM 


(Technical Committee) 


 
 
The present form reports the criteria and scoring system to be used for the evaluation of the 
proposals received from the institutional stakeholders during the first level consultation 
regarding the possible realisation of national facilities (NF) to be implemented at Fondazione 
Human Technopole (HT). 
 
To ensure that the proposals have been submitted by the stakeholders consulted, using the 
appropriate institutional email address as requested in the invitation, a first eligibility check has 
been performed during the consultation. For all proposals received from different email 
addresses, the proposer has been contacted and requested to resubmit the questionnaire 
using the correct email address. 
 
The proposed main criteria for the evaluation of proposals are listed below [including 
references – where applicable – to the relevant survey question(s)]. 
 
The evaluation system provides for the use of a score composed of four grades, i.e. “Low”, 
“Medium”, “High”, “Very High”. For each proposal, various criteria will be evaluated (see below) 
and an overall score will be given. 
 
  







 
PROPOSAL NUMBER: 1 IMAGING A LIVELLO CELLULARE: PIATTAFORMA PER LA 
VALIDAZIONE E PER LO SVILUPPO APPLICATIVO TRASLAZIONALE DI NANOBODIES 
IMAGING A LIVELLO ANIMALE: PIATTAFORMA FMRI PER PICCOLI ANIMALI DA 
LABORATORIO E PIATTAFORMA DI IMAGING CELLULARE (MULTIPHOTON, MINISCOPE) 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☒NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: the proposal is very poorly described and no technical details are 
provided, therefore it is not possible to define the mission and the services 
provided by the proposed platform. The proposal will not be evaluated 
further. 


 
 


b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: 


 


 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☐Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☐High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  


 







 
e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 


the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the 
PNRR, PNR 2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary 
plan and other strategic national plans. 


☐Low = full overlap  


☐Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  


 
 


f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 
consultation 


☐Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☐Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☐High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: 


 
 


g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: 
 


h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☐Medium = medium impact 


☐High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments:  


 
 


i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 







☐High = good opportunities for interaction 


☐Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 
Comments: 


 


 
 
Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 
consultation  
  







PROPOSAL NUMBER: 2 (NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR GENOMICS (NP-GENOMICS)) 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 


  Comments: 
 The proposal describes a facility offering genomics services. It is not aimed at 
answering a specific scientific question or to cover a defined scientific field, 
rather to provide services to research groups that work in a wide range of 
research areas.   


 
b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: 


The proposal foresees the implementation of laboratories on HT premises. 


These overlap with Core Facilities already being implemented at HT and should 


be integrated with them. 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: 
The proposed NF offers services in the field of genomics, area foreseen by the 
Convenzione. 


 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☐Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☒High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: Sequencing facilities are relatively widespread all over the Country, 
but almost none of them has the potential for taking care of the entire ‘supply 







chain’ from the ‘raw’ sequencing to the analysis and interpretation of the data 
and for having, in a single physical unit, all different sequencing techniques, 
spanning short read massive sequencing to long read sequencing, and more. 
One (partial) exception might be represented by the genomic ‘platform’ in place 
at the Trieste “Area Science Park”, one of the Public Research Centres funded 
and monitored by MUR. This latter, however, could not be able to cover a 
countrywide demand, unless strongly upgraded in terms of technologies, 
equipment and personnel. Therefore, a viable alternative could be to establish 
this NP at HT according to the Convenzione, leaving open the possibility to 
establish a collaboration protocol with the Trieste “Area Science Park”, to avoid 
duplication and promote instead synergies.  
No EU-supported experimental genomics facilities are currently available, but 
ELIXIR or EMBL-EBI operate many of the data resources to which genomic 
information is generally uploaded. 


 
e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 


the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the PNR 
2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary plan and 
other strategic national plans. 


☐Low = full overlap  


☐Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☒High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: See comments under d. above 


 
f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 


consultation 


☐Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☐Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities, 
but these can be easily implemented independently 


☒High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: There are interconnections, in positive sense, i.e., this NP can further 
improve the output of other proposed NP, e.g., Single Cell Omics and/or Vector 
and Cell Engineering. It should be noted that for this NP to fully comply with 
its mission, i.e. to realise a ‘one stop shop’ for Italian Genomics, it requires 
the activation at HT of a high-level “Bio-Informatics & Biological Data” NP, 
as proposed. 
Data management and first-line analysis is not foreseen in the proposal. This is a 
major omission, also in terms of estimating the final cost of the NP. 


 
g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  







☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☒Very High 
 
Comments: The high number of genomic facilities implemented in the Italian 
research institutes demonstrates the high demand for genomic services in the 
scientific community. Unfortunately, as reported in the proposal, their 
productivity remains too low due to funding constraints. Moreover, many 
laboratories lack direct access to NGS technologies.  
The availability of funding support for accessing the services as well as the state-
of-the-art technologies is likely to attract a high number of users. 
The number of potential users is estimated in “few hundreds”, and the 
estimation seems credible 


 
h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☐Medium = medium impact 


☐High = major impact 


☒Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments: of course, it depends on the actual use of this NP. However, in 
principle, it has the potential to strongly contribute to boosting the qualitative 
productivity of the national life science community (and possibly beyond). 
The main impact of the facility is represented by the availability of funding for 
accessing state-of-the-art genomics services. Moreover, the development of 
novel advanced genomic applications is foreseen. 
An improvement in the transfer of preclinical data into clinical use is described 
as final result of the gene mapping of the Italian population that will accelerate 
the transition toward precision medicine. However, this application of the data 
is critically dependent on creating the correct data handling infrastructure, 
which is not included in the proposal or in the Bioinformatics proposal referred 
to. 
  


i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☐High = good opportunities for interaction 


☒Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 
Comments: Besides what has already been commented above, a NP on 
Genomics would have the potential of interacting with many RIs of the life 
sciences domain, in Italy and abroad. 
The proposal anticipates the interaction with numerous other infrastructures 
within and outside HT without specifying any Research Centre or RI, neither any 
goal/focus for these interactions. A “seamless integration” with the Elixir Italian 







node is reported without any information on the terms and scope of this 
interaction. 
Finally, the possibility of establishing partnership with companies is foreseen but 
no identification of potential collaborators of interest is given. 
 


 


Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☒Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
 
This proposal for a NP in Genomics should definitely be included in the list to be 
submitted to the second phase of the public consultation.  
The personnel estimation should be reconsidered in terms of quantity (a 25%-30% reduction 
would make sense) and quality (technical personnel is underestimated, while ‘academic’ is 
overestimated in relation to the ‘mission’ of the NPs). This would have an impact on the 
estimated (running) costs.  
Quoting ‘by names’ the equipment might be short-sighted, as it might well be that what is 
today leading-edge equipment could become obsolete in 3-4 year time; however the cost 
estimates for equipment are credible, while the required space could be reduced 
proportionally to the personnel.  
For this NP to represent a ‘quantum leap’ with respect to the current situation it will be 
indispensable to add some form of data handling and analysis NP at HT, otherwise the 
genomic supply chain will not be functional.  
 


There are currently several national facilities offering genomics services but no ad-hoc funding 


for access is available. The proposed national facility would support the scientific community 


by offering funded access and state-of-the-art genomics services. However, this would cause a 


redundancy of publicly funded genomics facilities available in the Country and a further 


reduction of their activity. The positive impact on the scientific community will therefore go in 


parallel with the consequent reduction of activity of the genomics facilities currently available 


in the Country that will be strongly affected by funded access to this National Facility.  


Moreover, the facility cannot be implemented as described since it does not foresee data 


handling and analysis. A further infrastructural unit should be developed. 


The HT genomics facility is already being implemented and parts are ready to provide access 
to users. As per HT Strategic Plan, the facility will support the research activity of both HT 
researchers as well as external users. Support for access is foreseen in terms of reduced access 
costs. If the cost of external users to this facility could be supported by the Convenzione without 
adversely affecting internal user access, the access could start immediately. 
  
 
 
 







 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☒Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 
consultation  
There is a high demand in the Italian community for genomic services and there is no overlap 
with any large national or ESFRI infrastructure. Moreover, the feedback provided by the 
external experts is positive.  
Currently there is a lack of national coordination for omics science in Italy, therefore a reference 
platform would be very useful, also for coordinating national efforts in this field. The 
governance and the coordination with other Italian facilities offering similar services should be 
defined in accordance with the interest of the players involved.  
Genomic services should be included among those presented to the national community 
for the Second Level Consultation. 
 
  







PROPOSAL NUMBER: 5 (NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR VECTOR AND CELL ENGINEERING 
(VERDI)) 
 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments:  The proposal partly aimed at implementing a National Facility for 
external users because parts of the narrative describe VERDI as a National 
Research Infrastructure making available the most advanced gene editing 
technologies to the scientific community, while other parts seem to describe an 
advanced research centre conducting its own research with specific targets and 
limits, such as the use of viral vectors for cell and genome engineering and a 
focus on animal and plant cells, excluding yeasts. In fact, both activities are 
expected to coexist in the future National Platforms, the difficulty being to strike the 
right balance between these two ‘natures’.  


 
b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: 


The proposal foresees the implementation of laboratories on HT premises. 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: See comments to a. above 
 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☒Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☐High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 







Comments: Of course, the field of gene editing is a developed one, however a 
complex and integrated infrastructure like the one that is proposed here does 
not exist in Italy, with the exception of INFRAFRONTIER-EMMA for the mouse 
model.  


 
 


e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the PNR 
2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary plan and 
other strategic national plans. 


☐Low = full overlap  


☒Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: partial overlap with INFRAFRONTIER. However, the 
INFRAFRONTIER services are not yet fully developed in the Italian node (Italy not 
yet in the ERIC). In principle synergies avoiding duplication with this proposed 
NP can be developed.  


 
f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 


consultation 


☐Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☐Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☐High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☒Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments:  
The activity of the proposed National Facility is strictly connected to several other 
platforms proposed in the consultation. In more detail, the NP will be closely 
integrated with the NPs of Genomics (ID2), Bioinformatics (ID38) and Integrated 
Single Cell Omics (ID6) for implementing genome-wide analyses of the desired 
edits, off-target mutations and CRISPR functional screens and cell lineage 
analyses. Moreover, the facility wishes to take advantage of the instrumentation 
of the NP of Drug Discovery and Development (ID25) to perform high-content 
screenings with LV arrayed CRISPR libraries. 
Considering the interconnection with several other platform, the facility cannot 
be implemented as proposed. 


 
g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☒Medium 


☐High 







☐Very High 
 
Comments:  
Due to the magnitude of the investment, the estimated number of potential 
users (a few dozen) raises concerns. 
No clear elements for the estimation of the number of expected users are 
provided. The growing diversity of genome editors and related methodologies 
is reported as main element predicting multiple requests of access. 
Due to the extensive cell handling required by the proposed services, the 
capacity is expected to be significantly lower compared to the genomics unit. 


 
h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☐Medium = medium impact 


☒High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments: Having in a single site the technologies for engineering viral vectors, 
animal and plant cells, and organisms (mice) could have a significant impact 
on the Italian research system. 


 
i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☒High = good opportunities for interaction 


☐Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 
Comments: see comments under f. above 
 
 


Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☒High 


☐Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
 
The number of potential users is relatively limited but this is due to the extensive handling 
requested by the technologies offered. Moreover, some aspects of the description seem to 
designate VERDI as an advanced research centre conducting its own research. Provided that 
the right balance is struck between its role as a ‘repertoire’ of advanced technologies and 
expertise and that of developing new tools (in terms of viral stocks, viral libraries, edited cell 
types, edited plants, engineered mouse lines etc.), VERDI could be submitted to the second 
level consultation. However, to be coherent with the proposal content, the denomination 
should be changed, since the only approach for cell engineering is gene editing. 


 







As described the facility would additionally need to be equipped with separate spaces to 
accommodate different types of cell from different organisms for engineering. Such cells often 
require specialist knowledge for their successful culture (e.g ES cells, iPSCs, plant protoplasts). 
Some of the aspects of the proposal also require significant “organism room” space, like a 
mouse facility or greenhouse. It is unlikely that all of this expertise and all the envisaged 
organism handling can be provided in the currently planned HT buildings, so a more focused 
NP should be considered. Parts of the facility (the vector engineering IU, that is really just a 
collection of existing vectors) seem to only serve a specialist community whereas other parts 
(genome engineering) are very broadly applicable.  
The services offered by the proposed facility partially overlap with the HT Automated Stem Cell 
and Organoid facility. If the implementation of the National Facility can be considered as an 
upgrade of the current HT facility (after redefinition in terms of Convenzione) it would be useful 
in terms of expanding the capacity for access of external users and of implementing cutting 
edge technologies that can be complementary to those already available at HT. 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☒High 


☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 
consultation  
Considering the importance of these technologies, a cell/genome engineering facility is 
important for the Italian scientific community. The feedback provided by the external experts 
is positive and there is no overlap with other national or European facilities.  
These technologies require a lot of cell handling, and the capacity is expected to be 
significantly lower compared to the genomics unit as it is hard to automate procedures using 
different cell types with diverse requirements. 
At this stage, the facility should focus on cellular engineering but without the generation of 
organisms from the cells produced. It is not considered feasible for a single platform to carry 
out such work on the variety of organisms used in the scientific community. Instead, the 
individual labs working on the organism have the expertise and can implement this part of the 
process. 
Since cell engineering services are part of the offer planned by the Automatic Stem Cell and 
Organoid Facility at HT, some level of integration among the platforms is warmly 
recommended. 
Vector and cell engineering services should be included among those presented to the 
national community for the Second Level Consultation. 
 
  







PROPOSAL NUMBER: 6 (NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL 
MULTIOMICS (INsCELL)) 
 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 


  Comments: The concept is expressed in a crystal-clear manner. 
 The proposal describes a facility offering services in the field of single cell 
multiomics. It is   not aimed at answering a specific scientific question or to cover 
a defined scientific field, rather to provide services to research groups that work 
in a wide range of research areas.   


 
b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: The proposal foresees the implementation of laboratories on HT 


premises. 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: Perfectly aligned. The proposed NF offers services that can be used 
by users with a wide spectrum of research interests in the fields of genomics and 
health as specifically foreseen by the Convenzione.  


 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☐Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☐High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☒Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: Single cell technologies require expensive equipment and high 
technical competence, difficult to gather for individual laboratories. It is a typical 
case for a nationwide effort. 







The single cell genomic services described in the proposal are currently 
available at some Italian research institutes such as The San Raffaele Omics 
Centre, the Humanitas Research Hospital and HT. HT is building a single cell 
genomic/multiomic facility. 
Mass cytometry is available at ISS. 
There is currently no specific funding for accessing these facilities.  
No EU-supported single cell multiomics facilities are available. 


 
e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 


the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the PNR 
2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary plan and 
other strategic national plans. 


☐Low = full overlap  


☐Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☒Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: Single cell multiomics facilities are not currently part of the national 
priorities. 


 
f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 


consultation 


☐Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☒Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☐High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: Yes, it is independent, but it implies synergies with NPs Genomics 
for the sequences of the libraries and Bioinformatics for storage of data. 
 
Collection, storage and first-level analysis of NGS data will be performed by the 
NP for Genomics (ID2) and the NP for Bioinformatics and Biological Data (ID38). 
Data management is not foreseen in the proposal. 
The facility cannot therefore be implemented as described but it would need an 
additional IU for data handling and analysis and additional instrumentation for 
genomics analysis located in other facilities. 


 
g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☒Very High 
 







Comments: If the estimate of few hundred users proves to be correct, it justifies 
the investment. 
The estimation is based on the capacity of the facility as designed and not on 
the analysis of the demand of the scientific community. 
 


h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☐Medium = medium impact 


☐High = major impact 


☒Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments: Similar efforts are being undertaken in a few countries and at EU 
level, but it is appropriate and timely to start it in Italy.  


 
i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☐High = good opportunities for interaction 


☒Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 
Comments: see comment under f. above 


 


 


Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☒Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
 
The proposed NP is fully compliant with objectives and scope of the Convenzione. The 
estimates in terms of investment and running costs (including space and personnel) are 
convincing. 
Part of the services offered by the proposed facility overlaps with the HT genomics/single cell 
genomics/multiomics facility. If the implementation of the National Facility can be considered 
as an upgrade of the current HT facility (after redefinition in terms of Convenzione) it would be 
useful in terms of expanding the capacity for access of external users and of implementing 
cutting edge technologies that can be complementary to those already available at HT. The 
implementation of the multi-dimensional flow cytometry service can only be considered after 
new buildings are constructed for space reasons. As background, the facility is suggested to 
require 6 experienced senior staff. Thus far, despite more than one attempt, we have failed to 
recruit in this area due to the lack of qualified staff on the market. This is not a reason not to 
implement such a facility but will affect the timeline of any delivery. 
An aspect to be considered is that, for technologies at the very beginning of their 
development, the obsolescence of the instruments could be very fast. 
 







 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☒Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 
consultation  
The proposal received a positive feedback from the external experts.  
Single cell multiomics analysis is complementary to both the genomics as well as the 


proteomics and metabolomics proposals, these services should be included among those 


presented to the national community for the Second Level Consultation. Both this facility 


and the more standard nucleic acids-based genomics facility are in implementation at Human 


Technopole and the TC warmly recommends to integrate the HT existing facilities into the 


future National Platforms to se 


  







PROPOSAL NUMBER: 10 (PEPTIDE PLATFORM AS AN USEFUL TOOL FOR THE FIGHT 
AGAINST INFECTIOUS DISEASES (PePdis)) 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☒NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: The proposal does not describe a national facility offering services 
but instead a facility to mainly carry out research in the field of epitope-specific 
based vaccines formulated with synthetic peptides. The proposal will not be 
evaluated further. 
 


 
b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: 


 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☐Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☐High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  


 
 


e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the 







PNRR, PNR 2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary 
plan and other strategic national plans. 


☐Low = full overlap  


☐Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  


 
 


f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 
consultation 


☐Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☐Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☐High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: 


 
 


g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: 
 


h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☐Medium = medium impact 


☐High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments:  


 
 


i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☐High = good opportunities for interaction 


☐Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 







Comments: 
 


 
 
Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 


  







PROPOSAL NUMBER: 11 (NATIONAL PLATFORM OF ADVANCED SERVICES FOR 
PRECISION NUTRITION OF THE 4P’S (PREDICTION, PREVENTION; PERSONALIZATION, 
PARTICIPATION) (NUTRI4PSERVICE)) 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☒NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: the proposal aims at creating a network of know-how infrastructures 
and equipment for Advanced Services for Precision Human Nutrition. 
 


b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☒NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: The proposal does not describe a platform to be implemented at 
HT, rather it aims at establishing a network of infrastructures where each partner 
University represents one IU. The goal of the proposal is to request funding for 
the universities involved. The proposal will not be evaluated further. 
 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: 


 


 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☐Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☐High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  


 
 







e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the 
PNRR, PNR 2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary 
plan and other strategic national plans. 


☐Low = full overlap  


☐Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  


 
 


f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 
consultation 


☐Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☐Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☐High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: 


 
 


g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: 
 


h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☐Medium = medium impact 


☐High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments:  


 
 


i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☐High = good opportunities for interaction 







☐Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 
Comments: 


 


 
 
Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 


consultation 


  







PROPOSAL NUMBER: 12 (NURSING SCIENCE NETWORK "NURSINGNET“) 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☒NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: The proposal is not aimed at implementing a national facility rather 
at creating a network of public health and nursing researchers. The proposal 
will not be evaluated further. 


 
 


b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: 


 


 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☐Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☐High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  


 
 


e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the 
PNRR, PNR 2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary 
plan and other strategic national plans. 







☐Low = full overlap  


☐Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  


 
 


f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 
consultation 


☐Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☐Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☐High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: 


 
 


g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: 
 


h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☐Medium = medium impact 


☐High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments:  


 
 


i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☐High = good opportunities for interaction 


☐Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 
Comments: 


 







 
 
Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 


  







PROPOSAL NUMBER: 13 (NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR ANIMAL IMAGING (ANIMA)) 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
 Comments: The proposal describes a facility offering animal imaging services. It 
is not aimed at answering a specific scientific question or to cover a defined 
scientific field, rather to provide services to research groups that work in a wide 
range of research areas.   


 
b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: The proposal foresees the implementation of laboratories on HT 


premises. 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: The proposed NF offers services that can be used by users with a 
wide spectrum of research interests in the field of health as foreseen in the 
Convenzione. 


 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☒Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☐High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: In view of the important investments made in the last few years to 
support the Euro-BioImaging RI, it was a bit disappointing reading that “The 
systems currently available in other similar initiatives are only partially or even no 
longer sufficient to support highly competitive research.”. Although some 
remarkable advances are proposed in terms of equipment, it is questionable 







that the most effective and efficient way for achieving the same objective is not 
to invest in upgrading the existing Euro-BioImaging facilities. 
 
Several of the instruments and services described in the proposal are already 
available at different Italian nodes of the Euro-Bioimaging RI. 
In particular: 
- 7T Magnetic Resonance scanners, Hyperpolarized MRI, real time MRI/MRS: 


Multimodal Molecular Imaging Italian Node (MMMI) Turin, Milan, Naples, 
and Pisa (Euro-Bioimaging), Dutch Node Euro-Bioimaging 


- High-resolution Ultrasound Imaging in vivo imaging: Multimodal Molecular 
Imaging Italian Node (MMMI) Turin, Milan, Naples, and Pisa (Euro-
Bioimaging), Dutch Node Euro-Bioimaging 


- 3D two-photon microscopy: Barcelona node Euro-Bioimaging 
- Optical Coherence Tomography: Multimodal Molecular Imaging Italian 


Node (MMMI) Turin, Milan, Naples, and Pisa (Euro-Bioimaging), Dutch Node 
Euro-Bioimaging 


- Polarized light imaging: Barcelona node Euro-Bioimaging 
 


There is currently limited support for access to Euro-Bioimaging. In particular, 
MUR funds grants for accessing Euro-Bioimaging nodes, but these grants are 
limited in budget and, for Italian researchers, only travel and lodging are 
covered. More in detail, two grants are available: 1. For researchers working in 
an Italian Institute who would like to access Euro-Bioimaging nodes in other 
Countries, 2500 € to cover travel and lodging expenses. 2. Researchers from 
other Countries who would like to access Italian Euro-Bioimaging nodes, 7500 € 
to cover travel, lodging expenses and access costs. 


 
e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 


the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the PNR 
2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary plan and 
other strategic national plans. 


☐Low = full overlap  


☒Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: critical aspect is the potential overlap with EuroBioImaging, defined 
as high priority infrastructure in the PNIR 2021-2027. In the potential 
implementation of this NP, this aspect needs to be taken into account. 


 
f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 


consultation 


☐Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☒Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☐High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 







☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: Although it is not properly ‘dependent’ on that, however this NP 
should go together with the “Human Imaging” NP, to profit of common 
equipment and expertise. 


 
 


g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☒Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: it is quantified as ‘few dozens’. 
The proposal reports the potential interest of “many groups in the country” 
without a clear description of the community that will be interested in these 
services.  
Further information is provided in Q22 (impact) where an estimation of about 50 
projects/year is given based on the experience of the Italian animal facilities and 
the Euro-bioimaging nodes. 


h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☐Medium = medium impact 


☒High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments: Undoubtedly, the proposed NP would make available top 
equipment for the Italian interested research community (which does not seem 
to be very extensive), but again it remains to be ascertained that building ex 
novo an imaging facility is more convenient than upgrading existing ones. 


 
i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☒High = good opportunities for interaction 


☐Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 
Comments: In case the Human Imaging NP would be activated, the potential for 
interaction would be very high 


 


Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☐Low 


☒Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 







 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
 
This NP represents an upgrade of the existing facilities connected to the Euro-BioImaging 
ESFRI RI. It is doubtful whether building a new RI is the most efficient and effective option, 
or it would be better to upgrade the existing ones on their premises. 
The proposed animal facility as well some of the technologies that would make the 
infrastructure unique, such as the 15T MRI scanner, cannot currently be implemented at HT 
without a substantial redesign of the development plan and the investment of additional time 
and resources in dedicated building space.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☒Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 
consultation  
The proposed facility partially overlaps with services offered by Italian RIs that are recognised 
as being of high priority for the PNIR and are widely supported by both MUR and the Ministry 
of Health. Considering the importance of avoiding duplication and redundancy among 
infrastructures supported by public funding, the priority of implementing this facility is low and 
the proposal cannot be considered further. 
Moreover, as highlighted by one of the experts, “There is a disparity in the access modes of 
the Human Technopole services as compared to those at e.g. EuroBioimaging Nodes. While 
the Human Technopole services are free of charge with funds to cover service costs, the 
EuroBiomaging services are not free of charge. This disparity would need to be addressed in 
order to avoid damaging EuroBioimaging. The free of charge modus may attract users that do 
not actually belong in this unit but would be better served elsewhere”. 
 
  







PROPOSAL NUMBER: 21 (NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR MOLECULAR & CELLULAR 
IMAGING Integrated multimodal and multiscale biophysical analysis (NP – IMBI)) 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: There is a component of ‘internal’ research, but the NP is imagined 
as a publicly available research infrastructure 


 
b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: The proposal foresees the implementation of laboratories on HT 


premises. 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: see comment under a. above 


 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☐Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☒High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: The proposed NP integrates different analytic technologies 
spanning super-resolution imaging to biophysical measurements of single 
molecules, single cells, and/or tissues. This integrated approach is difficult to 
be pursued by individual laboratories, at national and even international level. 
Several of the instruments and services described in the proposal are already 
available at different Italian nodes of the Euro-Bioimaging and Instruct RIs.  
In particular:  
- Super-resolution microscopy: IIT Genova (Euro-Bioimaging, Instruct) 







- 3D Electron Microscopy: IBBC-CNR Naples (Euro-Bioimaging, Instruct), 
Milano (HT) 


- Atomic Force Microscopy: IIT Genova (Instruct) 
- Confocal Microscopes for FLIM/FRET, FLAP, TIRF: Several Italian Nodes of 


Euro-Bioimaging 
- Double Optical Tweezers: LENS Florence (Euro-Bioimaging) 
While funding for access visits to Instruct centres are available for academic 
scientists from Instruct-ERIC member countries like Italy, there is currently 
limited support for user access to Euro-Bioimaging. In particular, MUR funds 
grants for accessing Euro-Bioimaging nodes, but these grants are limited in 
budget and, for Italian researchers, only travel and lodging are covered. More in 
detail, two grants are available: 1. For researchers working in an Italian Institute 
who would like to access Euro-Bioimaging nodes in other Countries, 2500 € to 
cover travel and lodging expenses. 2. Researchers from other Countries how 
would like to access Italian Euro-Bioimaging nodes, 7500 € to cover travel, 
lodging expenses and access costs. 


 
e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 


the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the PNR 
2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary plan and 
other strategic national plans. 


☐Low = full overlap  


☒Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: potential overlap with EuroBioImaging, the NP should be 
implemented to avoid overlap and to strengthen synergies. Euro-Bioimaging 
and Instruct have been defined as high priority infrastructures in the PNIR 2021-
2027. 


 
f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 


consultation 


☐Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☒Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☐High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: As for almost all the proposals, an excellent data handling and 
analysis facility is indispensable for this NP. Furthermore, there is a potential 
synergy with NP 6 “Single cell multiomics”. 
The proposal describes several technologies that are part of other proposals 
submitted to the consultation. The Facility itself does not include the required 
technologies to fulfil the described mission and cannot be implemented as 



https://instruct-eric.eu/countries





independent platform. In particular, the proposal does not foresee an 
independent storage and management of data. 
 


g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☒Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: It seems that the NP could accommodate a few dozen external users 
per year, due to intrinsic limitations (duration of single experiments). This has to 
be considered. The estimation as reported in Q21 is based on the capacity of 
the facility as designed in the proposals and not by an estimation of the demand 
of the Italian scientific community. Further details are given in Q22 (impact), 
where they highlighted that the estimation is based on the experience of the 
available institutional facilities (e.g. IFOM 2/3 projects/year yielding 50-75 
experiments).  
They considered the current demand of (some of) the available facilities and 
they scaled it up to the dimension of the proposed facility, not of the estimated 
number of users.  
 


h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☐Medium = medium impact 


☒High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments: Due to the absence of a comparable research infrastructure, this NP 
will represent an important forward jump for the Italian research system in the 
domain of the quantitative determinants of living systems, with a considerable 
impact on disciplines such as fundamental cell biology, immunology, 
oncology and neurosciences.  


 
i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☐High = good opportunities for interaction 


☒Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 
Comments: Strong opportunities exist for interaction with research 
infrastructures also outside the life sciences domain (e.g., physics). 


 


Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 







☒Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
 
The investment is quite high and the scientific community that can profit of it is not that huge, 
but it seems worth being submitted to the second level consultation 
The proposed facility partially overlaps with services offered by Italian RIs that are recognized 
as of high priority for the PNIR. Considering the importance of avoiding duplication and 
redundancy in the infrastructures supported by public funding, the priority of implementing 
this facility must take this into account. 
There is a strong emphasis on biomechanics and nano-fabrication, an interesting field but one 
that is very small. There is very little justification provided for some of the equipment requested 
(Biofabrication, EM tomography).  
Regarding HT focus, the facility includes some technologies that are currently not available at 
HT (some forms of 3D imaging, mechanical testing of tissue and cells, microfluidics). Therefore, 
if implemented as upgrade of the current HT imaging facility (after redefinition in terms of 
Convenzione) it would be useful in terms of complementary technologies. Several of the IUs 
will require specially designed laboratories, I.e. are currently not possible but require future 
buildings. 
Considering the strong impact such a facility would have on the Italian research community, a 
modified version of the proposal, with a clear strategy of interaction with the Italian Nodes of 
EuroBioimaging, should be considered further. 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☒High 


☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 
consultation 
Even if the proposal is very broad and partially overlaps with the services offered by 
EuroBioimaging, as highlighted in the concerns expressed by two of the external experts, some 
of the services described are of clear interest for the community. 
Considering the strong and clear overlap with EuroBioimaging, an RI that has been also 
recognised as high priority by the PNIR, the development of targeted services should be 
coordinated with EuroBioimaging and its Italian nodes, as emphasized by one of the external 
experts. 
Since HT is implementing a Light Imaging Facility, for the sake of efficiency and effectiveness 
of the investment, the TC would recommend increasing the capacity of this facility and to open 
it to external users, instead of creating a separate one. 
Molecular and cellular imaging services should be included among those presented to 
the national community for the Second Level Consultation. 
  







PROPOSAL NUMBER: 25 (NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR DRUG DISCOVERY AND 
DEVELOPMENT Acronym of the NP: Drug Discovery Platform (DDP)) 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: There will be a strong ‘internal’ research component, but from the 
narrative it seems that this will also be deployed to assist the performance of 
external user projects. If this interpretation is correct, then the answer is YES. 


 
b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: 


The proposal foresees the implementation of laboratories on HT premises. 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: YES upon the condition set under a. above 
 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☒Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☐High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: The proposal has overlaps with EATRIS-ERIC and EU-OPENSCREEN-
ERIC. In fact, Italy does not participate in the latter, but it is disputable whether 
the proposed model of a centralised hub for drug discovery is superior to the 
‘diffused’ model, implemented by the EU-OPENSCREEN-ERIC. EATRIS-ERIC also 
offers services for the drug discovery process which, even if not identical, are 
similar to those foreseen in the proposal. 







At National level, the CNCCS consortium (Collezione Nazionale di Composti 
Chimici e Centro Screening) is a repository of organic compounds available for 
screening. This is a public-private consortium, where the screening services are 
offered by the company IRBM, partner in the consortium. Therefore, this 
consortium can be considered as overlapping in terms of availability of libraries 
but not screening services. 
Ad-hoc funding for accessing national or European facilities is not available. 


 
e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 


the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the PNR 
2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary plan and 
other strategic national plans. 


☐Low = full overlap  


☒Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: Overlaps with EATRIS. Implementation of this NP should take this 
into account. Italy does not participate in OPENSCREEN, so there is not overlap 
in this case but still to be considered for potential new developments. Italy could 
consider whether joining OPENSCREEN is worthwhile. 
The CNCCS consortium (Collezione Nazionale di Composti Chimici e Centro 
Screening) is recognized as having medium priority by the National plan for RIs. 


 
f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 


consultation 


☐Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☐Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☒High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: Numerous interconnections do exist with Proposals nr. 6 “Single Cell 
Multiomics”, 29 “Proteomics and Metabolomics”, and 21 “Molecular and Cellular 
Imaging”. 


 
g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☒Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: It is hypothesised that there will be hundreds of applications, but 
the dimension of the NP and the complexity and high cost of screening projects 







will allow for a much lower number of accesses. This has to be carefully 
evaluated on the basis of the comments made under d. above. 
 


h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☐Medium = medium impact 


☒High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments: The impact is expected to be high, but it has to be verified 
whether the same impact could not be achieved by a better use of existing 
facilities, such as EU-OPENSCREEN-ERIC and EATRIS-ERIC. 


 
i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☒High = good opportunities for interaction 


☐Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 
Comments: see comments under d. and f. above. 


 


Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☐Low 


☒Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
 
The score will very much depend on the evaluation of the potential and use of existing RIs at 
EU level. 
 
Even if the proposal describes an independent facility that can perform all the offered activities, 
the facility is lacking medicinal chemistry services. The hit optimization step is not foreseen in 
the proposal, limiting the impact and usefulness of the facility to the drug discovery field in 
Italy. 
An improved version of the proposal including a further unit of medicinal chemistry would 
strongly impact the innovative potential of the Italian scientific community, opening to fruitful 
collaboration with industry partners, but would greatly add to the predicted cost. 
Considering HT research focus, the implementation of a National Platform in Drug Discovery 
is of some interest for the institute and would allow synergies with the other HT facilities such 
as Imaging, Genomics and Automated Stem Cell and Organoids as well as productive 
collaborations with HT research centers, in particular with the Structural Biology and the 
Neurogenomics Centers. 
 
 
 







----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☐Low 


☒Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 
consultation  
Some of the services described in this proposal such as imaging, genome engineering and 
structural biology, overlap with those foreseen in other proposed platforms. 
The most important criticism, highlighted also by the external experts, is that the proposal does 
not envisage plans for medicinal chemistry services, and this strongly limits the potential 
impact of the facility on drug discovery.  
Considering that Italy is not part of the European RI EU-OPENSCREEN and that the CNCCS 
consortium (Collezione Nazionale di Composti Chimici e Centro Screening) has been 
recognised as having only medium priority by the National plan for RIs, there is clearly limited 
national interest in such services. The proposal should not be considered further. 
 
  







PROPOSAL NUMBER: 29 (NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS 
Integrated Proteomics and Metabolomics (IPROMET)) 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: It should be better clarified whether clinical research with the 
presence of patients is part of the NP mission.  


 
b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: It should be better clarified whether clinical research with the 


presence of patients is part of the NP mission. 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: The proposed NF offers services that can be used by users with a 
wide spectrum of research interests. Among others, health, nutrition, structural 
and cellular biology, as foreseen by the Convenzione.  


 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☐Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☒High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: As stated in the proposal, several IRCCS, universities and research 
Institutes are equipped for some aspects of proteomics or metabolomics, but 
these technologies are not integrated at the same site. Furthermore, single cell 
and spatial proteomics/metabolomics are still available only in few, highly 
specialized laboratories, which makes these technologies poorly accessible to 
the scientific community. 







There is currently no specific funding for accessing these facilities and no EU-
supported proteomics and metabolomics facilities are available. There is some 
overlap with ID6 Integrated Single Cell Multiomics and with the HT facility in this 
area under construction. 
 


 
 


e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the PNR 
2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary plan and 
other strategic national plans. 


☐Low = full overlap  


☐Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☒High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: no clear overlap with current national plans. 


 
f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 


consultation 


☐Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☒Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☒High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: There seems to be some overlap between this NP (in particular U3) 
and the NP proposal n. 6 “Integrated Single Cell Multiomics” (in particular U1). 
Specifically, some instruments (e.g., the laser dissector and the mass 
spectrometry imaging) are complementary and useful for the objectives of both 
NPs; therefore a certain degree of coordination is definitely needed. Finally, 
in this as in other NPs, the ‘specific’ bio-informatics Unit should be merged with 
the NP “Bioinformatics and Biological Data” 


 
g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☒Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: a few dozen users per year are envisaged. The estimation is based 
on the capacity of the facility as designed and not on an analysis of the demand 
of the scientific community. 
 







h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☐Medium = medium impact 


☒High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments: see comment under d. above 


 
 


i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☒High = good opportunities for interaction 


☐Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 
Comments: in part there are opportunities of interaction, but in part there are 
overlaps as well. 
 


Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☐Low 


☒Medium 


☒High 


☐Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
 
U1 and U2 are novel and autonomous, U3 should  be organized in coordination with U1 
of NP 6 “Single Cell Multiomics”, and U4 should be included in NP Bioinformatics and 
Biological Data.  
Proteomics and metabolomics are innovative approaches that can strongly impact a wide 
range of biomedical research fields. The broad application of these technologies implies a 
likely high interest in the entire scientific community, even if no clear indication of the demand 
is provided in the proposal. Moreover, there is a lack at national and at European level in 
programs supporting studies in this field. 
HT currently has limited services in this field (cross-linking mass spectrometry), but such a 
facility is part of the strategic plan and would strongly complement the facilities and the 
research activity of the Institute, allowing for interdisciplinary approaches and multi omics 
studies. HT has currently no space in which these facilities could be implemented.  Because of 
the requirement for specialised equipment space (mass spectrometry, NMR, this facility could 
only be implemented in new buildings. Note that, in contrast to other NP proposals, the data 
management section here is thoughtful. 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 







☐Low 


☐Medium 


☒High 


☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 
consultation  
The external experts highlighted how critical it would be for the national scientific community 
to have access to such a facility.  
Proteomics & Metabolomics services are complementary to and should complete the 
other omics-related services included among those presented to the national 
community.  
The HT strategic plan envisages the implementation of a facility focusing on proteomics and 
metabolomic analysis.  
More specific comments. 1. Lipidomics, glycomics, etc. are very specialised and different from 
proteomics. Generally mass spec equipment can only be efficiently used for one of these areas 
so it is not clear how feasible it will be to offer all such services. 2. The personnel proposed (30) 
seems excessive. 3. There is some overlap with the (06) single cell multiomics proposal. 
 
 
  







PROPOSAL NUMBER: 33 (NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY (SBIP)) 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: The proposal describes a facility offering services in the field of 
structural biology. It is not aimed at answering a specific scientific question or to 
cover a defined scientific field, rather to provide services to research groups that 
work in a wide range of research areas.   


 
b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: The proposal foresees the implementation of laboratories on HT 


premises. 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: The proposed NF offers services that can be used by researchers 
with a wide spectrum of research interests in the field of structural biology as 
foreseen by the Convenzione.  


 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☒Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☐High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: This proposal overlaps almost entirely to the ESFRI infrastructure 
INSTRUCT. Italy belongs to INSTRUCT and hence all Italian scientists are entitled 
to apply for access to all services described in this proposal. However, only one 
node is present in Italy and it is mostly focussed on NMR-related approaches. 
There is also partial overlap with Euro-BioImaging for the Cryo EM applications. 







It should also be considered that a Cryo EM facility open to external users is 
already present in HT. 
Funding for access visits to Instruct centres are available for academic scientists 
from Instruct-ERIC member countries.like Italy 


 
e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 


the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the PNR 
2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary plan and 
other strategic national plans. 


☐Low = full overlap  


☒Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: Partial overlap with INSTRUCT and EuroBioImaging, identified as 
high priority infrastructures by the PNIR 2021-2027, to be considered in the 
implementation of this NP towards possible effective synergies. 


 
f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 


consultation 


☐Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☒Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☐High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: A potential synergistic overlap with imaging related NP 


 
g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☒Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: The number of users could be higher for IU1 (protein production) 
and not as high for the other IU. The estimation is based on the capacity of the 
NP as designed and not on the demand of the scientific community. The 
suggestion of the technical committee is that a facility to automatically test 
multiple expression systems to determine the best one to use could be of value 
to the national community, but it is considered unrealistic to centralise large-
scale protein production facilities in one platform because they are so diverse 
and costly to implement and use. 


 
h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 



https://instruct-eric.eu/countries





☐Low = limited impact  


☐Medium = medium impact 


☒High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments: The impact depends on the estimate of request overflow at the 
INSTRUCT facilities 


 
i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☒High = good opportunities for interaction 


☐Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 
Comments: Interaction possible with INSTRUCT facilities, with Euro-BioImaging 
and with existing facilities already operating at HT. 
The fields of application of the services offered by the facility are described but 
possibilities of collaboration are not specified.  


 


Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☐Low 


☒Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
The facility as described in the proposal is very difficult to implement in terms of costs and 
dimensions. However, there are elements that are clearly needed by the Italian scientific 
community such as sample production testing facility and cryoEM services and training. While 
a facility for sample production is very difficult to develop as described due to the dimensions 
needed for serving the whole community, and in fact overlaps with services already provided 
at Italian INSTRUCT nodes, training can be easily offered, and it is already foreseen by HT 
Strategic Plan for the Cryo-EM facility. The proposed units for structural proteomics could be 
of interest but the budget needs to be reconsidered since essentially Structural Proteomics is 
project-based, not facility-based. 
 
The services offered by the proposed facility partially overlap with the HT Cryo-EM facility. If 
the implementation of the parts of the National Facility proposal can be considered as an 
upgrade of the current HT facility (after redefinition of Convenzione) it would be useful in terms 
of expanding the capacity for access of external users and of implementing cutting edge 
technologies that can be complementary to those already available at HT. 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 







Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☒High 


☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 
consultation  
Despite the very positive feedback of the external experts who highlighted the importance of 
such a facility for the national and the European scientific community, this proposal overlaps 
with the services offered by INSTRUCT and several of the technologies described are already 
available at the ESFRI Italian nodes. 
However, since a gap exists in protein production testing services and in Cryo-EM analysis, 
these two aspects of the proposal should be considered further. 
The HT CryoEM facility is already planning to offer its services to external users and, for this 
function, can be supported by the Convenzione. 
Regarding the protein production, a facility that focuses on pilot-scale protocol optimisation 
for the production of specific proteins submitted by external uses is considered very useful. 
Cryo-EM services should included among those presented to the national community for 
the Second Level Consultation. 
 
  







PROPOSAL NUMBER: 38 - NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR BIOINFORMATICS AND 
BIOLOGICAL DATA (NP_Bioinfo) 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
 Comments: The proposal describes a facility offering bioinformatics tools and 
services. It is not aimed at answering a specific scientific question or to cover a 
defined scientific field, rather to provide services to research groups that work 
in a wide range of research areas.   


 
b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: The proposal foresees the implementation of laboratories on HT 


premises. 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: The proposed NF offers services that can be used by users with a 
wide spectrum of research interests. Among others, health, genomics and 
nutrition specifically foreseen by the Convenzione.  


 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☐Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☒High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: There is an obvious overlap with the ESFRI infrastructure Elixir that, 
however, does not provide the services described in this proposal.  
The life sciences community uses CINECA facilities for their informatic needs but 
there is at present no service dedicated to life scientists. 







e. Italy is member of ELIXIR, offering some of the services envisaged by the proposal. 
The Italian Node is organized as a Joint Research Unit (JRU), coordinated by the 
National Research Council (CNR), and currently includes 23 partners, among which are 
several universities, research institutes and public Cloud and High-Performance 
Computing (HPC) providers. Several services are freely accessible by the 
community.Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, 
relative to the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated 
in the PNR 2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary 
plan and other strategic national plans. 


☐Low = full overlap  


☒Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: The field is covered in the Italian node of ELIXIR. However, the 
implementation of this NP could complement ELIXIR. 
ELIXIR is part of the RIs with high priority for the national system as indicated in 
the PNIR 2021-2027. 
Moreover, the last National Operative Plan on Research and Innovation 2014-
2020 supported the project "National Research Center in Bioinformatics for 
Omics Sciences" (CNRBiOmics) that ended in December 2021 and was aimed 
to strengthen the Italian node of ELIXIR (European Life-science Infrastructure for 
Biological Information) mainly in the southern regions. The project involved the 
creation of a centre of excellence for the production, management and 
interpretation of Omics data (genomic, metagenomic, transcriptomic, 
proteomic and metabolomic) with headquarters in the area of Bari. In particular, 
the project involved the acquisition of the most advanced platforms on the 
market, with unique and complementary features, for production of massive 
sequencing data of nucleic acids with second and third generation platforms, 
even at single cell level, and their validation; proteomic analyses; metabolomic 
analyses. 


 
f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 


consultation 


☒Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☐Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☐High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☒Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: Although this facility might be implemented and be valuable on its 
own, synergies with other NP should certainly be explored (see point i) 
The first objective of the platform as described is to serve as the bioinformatics 
core among other NPs submitted to this consultation, satisfying the 
technological requirements for the analysis of large-scale biological data and 







the need for expert-curated services. As proposed, the platform is totally 
interconnected to other facilities and its impact cannot be evaluated since the 
activity refers to hypothetical facilities that have not been implemented yet. It is 
also very questionable whether such a broadly based Bioinformatic service 
platform is viable. Many institutions have previously attempted to implement 
“bioinformatics as a service” but these have never been successful. 
The proposal foresees a second objective that would be to implement a 
maintain a national services for omics data. These services are independent. 
 


 
g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☒High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: The proposal estimates a few hundred users. Possibly an 
underestimate 
The estimation is based on the fact that three main classes of users will access 
the facility: few dozen researchers per year performing omics assays in the other 
NPs (that are only hypothetical, therefore this estimation is not realistic); few 
dozen/year external researchers and other stakeholders collaborating with the 
facility to host, develop and implement national services; hundreds or thousands 
researchers accessing the services hosted and supported by the NP (services not 
yet defined). 
 


h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☐Medium = medium impact 


☒High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments: There is high demand for support in the analysis and interpretation 
of data. 


 
i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☐High = good opportunities for interaction 


☒Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 
Comments: This infrastructure could be designed as a horizontal infrastructure 
interacting and providing services to other NP proposals, in particular with 
proposal 2 (Genomics) and proposal 6 (single cell multi-omics) 


 
 


 







Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☒Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
 
This NP might be of very high importance for the Italian scientific community . Synergies with 
other NP must be explored. 
 
The platform is described as bioinformatic core among a set of other 9 facilities submitted to 
the Consultation. Since these facilities are only proposals and therefore the data produced 
data are only hypothetical, it is not possible to evaluate the real activity, costs and impact of the 
bioinformatic facility as designed. 
Moreover, the goal of the proposed facility is to offer a set of bioinformatic services for the 
analysis of data obtained by either other national platforms implemented at HT or external 
infrastructures. This approach is not feasible because any useful bioinformatic analysis can only 
be performed in the framework of a project by scientists who have expertise in the scientific 
field of the analysis. The Bioinformaticians must be part of the specific project in order to 
understand their task and in order to help in good project design prior to data collection. To 
work as designed, the facility would need 1 person/ project/ total duration of the project. A 
one stop shop for bioinformatic services as described in the proposal cannot work. 
What the data Resource Core should provide is data storage for data produced by other 
facilities in HT, collected by specifically designed data pipelines that will be specific for each 
facility. In the facility, there should be data analysts who provide a first line analysis so that the 
data stored is available for detailed, project-specific analysis by bioinformaticians within the 
research groups (or collaborators of the research group if they lack this expertise). This model 
is suggested in the single cell multiomics NP proposal, for example. 
A further puzzling feature is the request to set up data infrastructures equivalent to existing 
public-access data resources that already exist in Europe and are funded in part by Italy. An 
example is the EGA (European Genome-Phenome Archive). This is an ELIXIR data resource 
jointly managed by EMBL-EBI and the CRG in Barcelona. Italy provides funding to EMBL-EBI 
and ELIXIR for their part in this effort. Anyone can either upload their data to this archive or 
analyse the data in the archive, some of it is open, other parts require ethical approval for 
access. A suggestion in the proposal is to create an Italian data resource that duplicates the 
EGA. 
 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☒High 







☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 
consultation  
Even if the external experts confirmed the very good quality of the proposal, considering that 
bioinformatic analysis is too varied and too specialist to be offered as a service to the entire 
research community, this platform should not be focused on detailed analysis support but 
instead should represent the data handling and storage platform for the National Facilities, 
including first-line data analysis (but not in-depth analysis). This DATA HANDLING AND 
ANALYSIS CORE should collect the data produced by the omics units as well as by the imaging 
facilities, harmonise them and deliver them to the researchers and the community. It should 
be submitted to the Second Level Consultation 
To avoid duplicating skills that are already rare, the CT recommends connecting the data 
handling core area to the HT Data Centre, thus increasing the capacity of HT in terms of data 
storage and data handling. Connections to other national HPC sites should be developed. 
 
  







PROPOSAL NUMBER: 43 (NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR HUMAN IMAGING (PHI)) 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: PARTLY, according to the narrative, it seems that the ‘opening’ to 
external users is, if not an optional component, definitely not the main one. 


 
b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: PARTLY, the need for an external health infrastructure 


equipped to deal with patients is crucial. 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: PARTLY, because of the reasons mentioned under a. and b. above. 


 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☒Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☐High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  This NP contains extensive overlap with existing RIs (in particular 
Euro-BioImaging and EBRAINS). This raises serious doubts about building an 
ex novo RI at HT, instead of investing a (probably) more reasonable amount of 
resources to upgrade existing RIs. 


 
e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 


the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the PNR 
2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary plan and 
other strategic national plans. 







☐Low = full overlap  


☒Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: partial overlap with EuroBioImaging that has been defined as high 
priority infrastructures in the PNIR 2021-2027. This needs to be considered in 
the possible future implementation of this NP. 


 
f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 


consultation 


☐Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☒Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☐High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: Although the proposed NP is relatively independent, wide overlaps 
exist with the “Animal Imaging” proposal for the MRI and, to a lower extent, with 
the “Molecular and Cellular Imaging”. The possibility to merge this proposal with 
Animal Imaging should be considered. 
The described facility foresees a dependency not only to other National 
Platforms but it envisages the contribution of Ospedale Galeazzi for hosting part 
of the instrumentation of IU1 (7T magnet). 


 
g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☒Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: Investing about 20 million (only for the construction phase) for a NP 
intended to be used by a few dozen researchers per year does not seem the 
best option. 


 
h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☒Medium = medium impact 


☐High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments: The same (or even superior) impact can be achieved by upgrading 
existing facilities, also in terms of external access.  


 







 
i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☒High = good opportunities for interaction 


☐Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 
Comments: see comments under f. above 


 


Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☒Low 


☒Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
 
The proposal implies the acquisition of equipment which, at present, is not available in Italy. In 
fact, Italy is far from being a ‘desert’ in terms of bio-imaging facilities, having two main nodes 
(and other sub-nodes) of the Euro-BioImaging ESFRI infrastructure. Considering that, 
besides the investment costs (which should be done in any case to achieve the proposed 
mission), the proposal implies considerable costs associated with a) the construction of an ex 
novo facility (more than 1000 m2), b) the recruitment of a full team of personnel (about 40 
people). Both a) and b) could be avoided by investing on existing facilities. 
Moreover, HT is not a hospital, and its activity does not foresee research on patients. The center 
is not equipped for performing such experiments on human subjects; therefore, the 
implementation of this facility is not feasible without the fundamental support of and the 
location of part of the facility in the Ospedale Galeazzi. This collaboration is not established 
and has not been discussed. The Convenzione foresees NPs that are constructed at HT.. 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☒Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 
consultation  
External experts positively evaluated this proposal. However, they highlighted the need to 
address the disparity that would be created with HT offering free services compared to other 
RIs such as EuroBioimaging that offer for-fee access to their services. Moreover, the proposed 
facility partially overlaps with services offered by Italian RIs that are recognised as being of high 
priority by the PNIR and are widely supported by both MUR and the Ministry of Health. 







Considering the importance of avoiding duplication and redundancy in the infrastructures 
supported by public funding, the priority of implementing this facility is low and the proposal 
should not be considered further. 
 
  







PROPOSAL NUMBER: 48 (NANOMEDICINE (Nano-2-Bed)) 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: The proposal describes a facility offering technologies and services 
in the field of nanomedicine. It is not aimed at answering a specific scientific 
question but at implementing projects focused on the development of new 
nanomedicine tools.  


 
b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: The proposal foresees the implementation of laboratories on HT 


premises. 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: The proposed NF offers services in the field of nanomedicine that 


can be applied to the research area of health foreseen by the Convenzione. 


 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☐Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☒High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: There is a nanobiology center at Milano Bicocca, not mentioned 


here. 
 


e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the PNR 
2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary plan and 
other strategic national plans. 







☐Low = full overlap  


☒Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: Development of Nanomedicine is part of the PNR 2021-2027 but no 
overlap with the PNIR. 


 
f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 


consultation 


☐Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☐Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☒High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: As indicated in the proposal imaging and metabolomic/proteomic 
facilities could strongly synergise with the Nanomedicine facility 


 
g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☒Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: Estimated as few hundred/year. Possibly lower 


 
h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☒Medium = medium impact 


☐High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments: The proposal describes the wide applications of nanomedicine but 
does not define a clear impact on the Italian research system. 


 
i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☒Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☒High = good opportunities for interaction 


☐Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 







Comments: see comments to point f). The proposal describes several 
possibilities of interaction, but no specific institutes/groups interested in 
collaboration and access are reported.  
 


 


Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☒Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
 
This NP is potentially of interest for the scientific community. Description of costs is poor. 
Should merge with proposal 52 
The external experts identified several weaknesses in the proposal. Among others, the lack of 
the infrastructure needed for in vivo evaluation of the nanomedicines that reduces the 
translational impact of the facility. 
National Platforms as foreseen by the Convention are aimed at providing services to the 
scientific community for the execution of minor parts of their projects (“esecuzione di parti non 
prevalenti”) (Annex C, Convenzione). The current NF on nanomedicine is mainly aimed at 
developing new nanomedicine tools to be applied to diverse medical fields such as diagnosis, 
drug delivery, regenerative medicine, prevention.  
The narrow community that would benefit from such a facility and the missing link with HT 
focus, makes the implementation of this facility a low priority. 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☒Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 
consultation  
The external experts identified several weaknesses in the proposal. Among others, the lack of 
the infrastructure needed for in vivo evaluation of the nanomedicines that reduces the 
translational impact of the facility. 
Part of the services described in these proposals such as imaging, proteomics and 
metabolomics can be satisfied by other platforms that have been defined as core areas. 
Since the remaining services would support the demand of a small community and 
considerable investments are planned by the Ministries for the implementation of a national 
centre for RNA research (Padua and Siena) that partly overlaps, this proposal should not be 
considered further.  







PROPOSAL NUMBER: 49 (ECOTRON FACILITY FOR EXPERIMENTAL ECOSYSTEM 
STUDIES (EF4EES)) 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: The proposal describes a facility offering technologies and services 
for the study of ecosystems. It is not aimed at answering a specific scientific 
question, rather to provide services to research groups working in different areas 
of ecology. 


 
b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☒NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: Given the space that this facility will occupy and the described 


requirements, the answer to this question is not easy. Is the amount of space 


requested available? 


The proposed facility is designed with four distinct but adjacent areas for a total 
of almost 2650 m2, making the implementation of the facility on HT premises 
technically not feasible. 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☒NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: see response to point b) 
 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☒Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☐High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 







Comments: The proposal overlaps and extends 2 ESFRI infrastructures and 1 
national ecotron. 
Several Italian Universities and research centres are nodes of European 
Infrastructures offering services in the field of ecosystems. In particular AnaEE 
(Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems) with the two Italian Nodes 
Council for Agricultural Research and Analysis of Agricultural Economics (CREA) 
and National Research Council (CNR); and EMPHASIS (facilities, resources and 
services for plant phenotyping) with several Italian platforms: Lucanian Agency 
for Development and Innovation in Agriculture (Agenzia Lucana di Sviluppo e di 
Innovazione in Agricoltura, ALSIA), University of Bologna, CREA, CNR and 
University Cattolica Sacro Cuore. 
Ad hoc financial support for access is mainly linked to European projects. For 
example, the European Plant Phenotyping Network 2020 supported 
transnational access to the 31 phenotyping facility across Europe with 6 open 
calls (last call October 2020). Support for access is not provided by the existing 
infrastructure itself. 
 


e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the PNR 
2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary plan and 
other strategic national plans. 


☐Low = full overlap  


☒Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: Partial overlap with ANAEE and LIFEWATCH. 
AnaEE and EMPHASIS have been recognized as high priority research 
infrastructures by the PNIR 2021-2027. 


 
f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 


consultation 


☐Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☐Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☐High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☒Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: The facility is independent and no dependency on / interaction with 
other proposals are reported. 


 
g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☒Medium 







☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: It is indicated as few hundred 
The estimation is based on the potentially interested research groups belonging 
to the proposing body (University of Milano). This estimation is focused on the 
demand of a single University, and it is therefore does not represent the national 
scientific community. 
 
 


h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☒Medium = medium impact 


☐High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments: Restricted to a limited sector of the Italian scientific community 


 
i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☐High = good opportunities for interaction 


☒Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 
Comments: See point d) 


 


Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☒Low 


☒Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
 
This NP fills a gap, but feasibility requires an assessment of available space. Furthermore, 
impact on the scientific community is limited. 
Several Research Infrastructures and Initiatives supporting research in the field of ecology and 
providing researchers with ecosystem facilities are present both in Italy and in Europe. 
Government support to this research field is demonstrated by their recognition as high priority 
in the current national plans.  
Several possibilities of interaction with other national platforms are reported, but the 
estimation of the number of users interested in the offered services is limited to the request of 
research groups at University of Milano.  
The narrow community that would benefit from such a facility and the missing link with HT focus 
makes the implementation of this facility a low priority. Important to be considered is also that 







the proposed facility is designed with four distinct but adjacent areas for a total of almost 2650 
m2, making the implementation of the facility on HT premises technically not feasible. 
 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☒Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 
consultation  
Although related to a priority issue and positively evaluated by the external experts, thise 
proposal seem to be relatively ‘tangential’ to the coherent domains the identified ‘core areas’ 
refer to. 
Moreover, there is a clear overlap with AnaEE ERIC and LifeWatch ERIC. In fact, Italy has several 
ecotrons and simulation centres for agriculture supported by the Ministries, and other larger 
facilities to which Italian scientists have access exist in Europe.  
It is also worth noting that there would be no synergy with the main HT focus. The proposal 
should not be considered further. 
 
  







 
PROPOSAL NUMBER: 50 (HIGH-THROUGHPUT AND HIGH-CONTENT SCREENING 
(HTHC_S)) 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☒NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: It is a “de cuius” of Proposal n. 25 “Drug Discovery and 
Development”, and is considered ‘low priority’ by the proposer (UniMI) itself, 
therefore it does not deserve further evaluation 


 
b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: 


 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: 


 


 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☐Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☐High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  


 
 


e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the PNR 







2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary plan and 
other strategic national plans. 


☐Low = full overlap  


☐Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  


 
 


f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 
consultation 


☐Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☐Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☐High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: 


 
 


g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: 
 
 


h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☐Medium = medium impact 


☐High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments:  


 
 


i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☐High = good opportunities for interaction 


☐Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 







 
Comments: 


 


Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☒Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 
consultation  
As highlighted by the reviewers the most important criticism in this proposal is that it does not 
envisage plans for medicinal chemistry services, and this strongly limits the potential impact of 
the facility on drug discovery.  
Considering that Italy is not part of the European RI EU-OPENSCREEN and that the CNCCS 
consortium (Collezione Nazionale di Composti Chimici e Centro Screening) has been 
recognized as having only medium priority by the National plan for RIs, there is clearly limited 
national interest in such services. The proposal should not be considered further. 
 
  







PROPOSAL NUMBER: 51 (NATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE FOR HUMAN HEALTH FOR 
SPACE EXPLORATION (NI2HSE)) 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☒NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: The proposal does not describe a national facility offering services 
rather a facility to mainly carry out research on its own in the field of space 
science, research area not foreseen by the Convenzione. The proposal will not 
be evaluated further. 


 
b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: 


 


 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☐Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☐High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  


 
 


e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the 







PNRR, PNR 2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary 
plan and other strategic national plans. 


☐Low = full overlap  


☐Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  


 
 


f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 
consultation 


☐Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☐Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☐High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: 


 
 


g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: 
 


h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☐Medium = medium impact 


☐High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments:  


 
 


i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☐High = good opportunities for interaction 


☐Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 







Comments: 
 


 
 
Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 


consultation 


  







 
PROPOSAL NUMBER: 52 (NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR NANOMEDICINE (PN-
NANOMED)) 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: The proposal describes a facility offering technologies and services 
in the field of nanomedicine. It is not aimed at answering a specific scientific 
question but at implementing projects focused on the development of new 
nanomedicine tools.  


 
b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: The proposal foresees the implementation of laboratories on HT 


premises. 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: The proposed NF offers services in the field of nanomedicine that 


can be applied to the research area of health foreseen by the Convenzione. 


 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☒Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☐High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: There is a Nanobiology center at Milano Bicocca. This proposal is in 
the same field as proposal 48 that answered YES to this same question. 


 
e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 


the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the PNR 
2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary plan and 
other strategic national plans. 


☐Low = full overlap  







☒Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: Development of Nano medicine is part of the PNR 2021-2027 but 
no overlap with the PNIR 2021-2027. 


 
f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 


consultation 


☒Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☐Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☐High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: Several of the services described in the proposal are planned to be 
performed in collaboration with other platforms proposed in the consultation. 
Some of these services, such as ADME or GMP, are currently not planned at HT 
nor by other proposals. 


 
g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☒Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: Estimated as few hundreds/year. Possibly lower 
The estimation is based on the “breadth of the projects, from pharmaceutical 


nanotechnology to pharmacology, from biosensing to medical devices, 


determines a wide audience of potential users and participants” as reported in 


the proposal and not on the real demand of the Italian scientific community.  


 
h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☒Medium = medium impact 


☐High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments: This facility will be of interest to a limited sector of the scientific 
community. 


 
i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 







☒High = good opportunities for interaction 


☐Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 
Comments: see comments to point f) 
 


 


Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☐Low 


☒Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
This proposal overlaps and essentially contains proposal 48 but with many more partners and 
overall better presentation. The two proposals should merge if it is decided to include it in the 
second level consultation. It is not among the proposals with high impact on the scientific 
community 
The interest of the national community in a facility offering services in the field of nanomedicine 
is shown by the fact that two independent but non-coordinated proposals have been 
submitted (ID50 and ID52) to this consultation both aimed at implementing a facility on 
nanomedicine and that 9 endorsement letters have been received supporting the present 
proposal. 
National Platforms as foreseen by the Convention are aimed at providing services to the 
scientific community for the execution of minor parts of their projects (“esecuzione di parti non 
prevalenti”) (Annex C, Convenzione). The current NF on nanomedicine is mainly aimed at 
providing technical-scientific support for the creation of products for advanced and precision 
medicine in the therapeutic, diagnostic and prevention fields. 
Even if nanomedicine represents and innovative research area that will strongly impact 
diagnosis and treatment of patients, the narrow community that would benefit from such a 
facility and the missing link with HT focus, makes the implementation of this facility a low priority 
for HT. Moreover, the facility cannot be implemented as described in the proposal due to the 
strong dependency from other infrastructures, some already present at HT but several major 
others that are not currently planned but are proposed here, without being present in the list 
of NP proposals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☐Low 


☒Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 







 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 
consultation  
The external experts identified several weaknesses in the proposal. Among others, the lack of 
the infrastructure needed for in vivo evaluation of the nanomedicines that reduces the 
translational impact of the facility and the broadness of the technologies offered that 
undermines the feasibility of the proposed facility. 
Part of the services described in the proposal such as imaging, proteomics and metabolomics 
can be satisfied by other platforms that have been defined as core areas. 
Since the remaining services would support the demand of a small community and 
considerable investments are planned by the Ministries for the implementation of a national 
centre for RNA research (Padua and Siena) that partly overlaps, this proposal should not be 
considered further. 
 
 
  







PROPOSAL NUMBER: 53 (PERSONALISED AND SUSTAINABLE NUTRITION (PerSusNut)) 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☒NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: PARTLY, it is not clear from the description which services will be 
made available; the description is closer to a research laboratory on nutrition 


 
b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: The proposal foresees the implementation of laboratories on HT 


premises. 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☒NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: see comment on point a 
 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☒Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☒High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: The proposal does not mention METROFOOD, a ESFRI 
infrastructure coordinated by Italy at ENEA 
The Food, Nutrition and Health Research Infrastructure, Italian Node (FNH-RI-IT) 
connects and facilitates the collaboration between Italian labs to drive Food, 
Nutrition and Health transdisciplinary research. This infrastructure does not offer 
any of the services described in the proposal.  


 
e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 


the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the PNR 







2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary plan and 
other strategic national plans. 


☐Low = full overlap  


☒Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: Overlap with METROFOOD and FNH-RI-IT listed in the PNIR 2021-
2027 but these infrastructures do not offer the services described in the 
proposal.  


 
f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 


consultation 


☐Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☐Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☒High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: The proposal makes extensive use of facilities (HTS. Mass 
Spectrometry, NMR, Data analysis and storage) that could be made available by 
other NPs. This proposal is on the same subject as proposal 55 to which it should 
be fused 


 
g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☒Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: The estimation is based on the growing interest of academic groups 
and private companies in the field of nutrition and not on real demand of the 
Italian scientific community. 
 


h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☒Medium = medium impact 


☐High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments: Estimated as few hundreds. Difficult to evaluate (see also comment 
on point a. 


 
i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 







☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☒High = good opportunities for interaction 


☐Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 
Comments: see comment on point f 
Few possibilities of interaction with HT facilities (e.g. genomics) are reported. 


 


Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☒Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
This NP is on the same subject as proposal 55. Since the latter is better focused and defined, it 
is suggested that 53 should be included in 55.  
The proposal foresees the implementation of a national platform supporting multidisciplinary 
studies in the field of nutrition aimed at developing personalized nutritional plans. The 
proposal describes all the required technologies and units for fulfilling its mission and such 
services are not offered by any national nor international researcher infrastructure or facility. 
The equipment required overlaps significantly with other proposal (genomics, multiomocs, 
proteomics and metabolomics) but unlike those proposals is designed to serve a small, 
focused community. Even if nutrition is a fundamental area of research and support to Italian 
researchers working in this field is needed, the narrow community that would benefit from such 
a facility, whose demand is not clearly explained in the proposal, and the missing link with HT 
focus, makes the implementation of this facility a low priority. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☒Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 
consultation  







The external experts highlighted several weaknesses in the proposal from the broad list of 
technologies offered to the lack of clear link between personalized and sustainable nutrition, 
providing a negative overall score.  
Important investments in the field of nutrition have been made by the two ministries (MUR, 
Salute) and are also planned in the PNRR. The request of technologies highlighted by this 
proposal as wells as by ID55 are mainly covered by the Genomics, Proteomics and 
Metabolomics services that should be offered in the OMICS domain, core area that is expected 
to support the research in this field. This proposal should not be considered further. 
 
  







PROPOSAL NUMBER: 54 (NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR ACCESS PROMOTION AND STAFF 
TRAINING (NP4PT)) 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: The proposal does not describe a national facility offering services, 
rather it offers support for managing access and staff training. The proposal will 
not be considered further, however the TC recommended to consider 
“training” as a fundamental goal of the national facilities, as stated in the 
Convenzione. 


 
b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: 


 


 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☐Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☐High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  


 
 







e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the 
PNRR, PNR 2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary 
plan and other strategic national plans. 


☐Low = full overlap  


☐Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  


 
 


f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 
consultation 


☐Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☐Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☐High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: 


 
 


g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: 
 


h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☐Medium = medium impact 


☐High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments:  


 
 


i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☐High = good opportunities for interaction 







☐Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 
Comments: 


 


 
 
Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 


consultatio 


  







 
PROPOSAL NUMBER: 55 (NUTRITION AND HEALTH (NUTH-RI)) 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☒NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: PARTLY, it is not clear from the description which services will be 
made available; the description is closer to a research laboratory on nutrition 


 
b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: The proposal foresees the implementation of laboratories on HT 


premises. 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: The proposed NF offers services in the field of nutrition as 


foreseen by the Convenzione. 


 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☐Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☒High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: Overlap with METROFOOD, an ESFRI infrastructures but the 
combination of services that will offer is quite unique 
The Food, Nutrition and Health Research Infrastructure, Italian Node (FNH-RI-IT) 
connects and facilitates the collaboration between Italian labs to drive Food, 
Nutrition and Health transdisciplinary research. This infrastructure does not offer 
any of the services described in the proposal.  
 







 
 


e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the PNR 
2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary plan and 
other strategic national plans. 


☐Low = full overlap  


☒Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: Overlap with METROFOOD and FNH-RI-IT listed in the PNIR 2021-
2027 but these infrastructures do not offer the services described in the 
proposal. 


 
 


f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 
consultation 


☐Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☒Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☐High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: The proposal makes large use of facilities (HTS. Mass Spectrometry, 
NMR, Data analysis and storage) that could be made available by other NPs. This 
proposal is on the same subject as proposal 55 to which it should be fused 


 
 


g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☒Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: estimated as few dozens. More realistic of the estimate in proposal 
53 
No details regarding Italian Institutes/groups or private companies potentially 


interested in accessing the offered services are given in question 21. 


Nevertheless, in the following question 22 (impact) it is reported that “A simple 


search on Web of Science with the keywords “Food” and “Health” in the field 


“Topic” yields more than 2000 publications with an Italian contribution in year 


2020”, thus providing an estimation of the community potentially interested in 







the services offered, however this cannot be considered a reliable estimate of 


the interest in this specific NF. 


 
h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☒Low = limited impact  


☐Medium = medium impact 


☐High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments: From the estimated number of users there will not be a great 
demand 
Interestingly, the proposals highlight the presence of equipment that could 
partially overlap with other facilities and this is described as an opportunity to 
have a “buffer” across platforms in the case of high demand for specific services. 


 
 


i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☒High = good opportunities for interaction 


☐Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 
Comments: see comments on point f 


 


Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☐Low 


☒Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
 
This NP will concentrate in one space several needs of scientists studying nutrition. However, 
some services could be covered by other NPs. Appears to be of use to a limited cohort of 
scientists  
The proposal foresees the implementation of a national platform supporting multidisciplinary 
studies in the field of nutrition aimed at deeply characterizing food and its effects on the 
organism. The proposal describes all the required technologies and units for fulfilling its 
mission and such services are not offered by any national nor international researcher 
infrastructure or facility. A clear estimation of the national community active in this research 
field and the impact of the facility on public health are given. The equipment required overlaps 
significantly with other proposal (genomics, multiomocs, proteomics and metabolomics) but 
unlike those proposals is designed to serve a small, focussed community. 
Even if nutrition is a fundamental area of research and support to Italian researcher working in 
this field is needed, the narrow community that would benefit from such a facility, and the 
missing link with HT focus, makes the implementation of this facility a low priority for HT. 







 
 
 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☐Low 


☒Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 
consultation  
Although the proposal is of high quality and addresses an important field of nutrition as 
reported by the external experts, important investments in the field of nutrition have been 
made by the two ministries (MUR, Health) and are also planned in the PNRR. The request of 
technologies highlighted by this proposal as well as by ID 53 are mainly covered by the 
Genomics, Proteomics and Metabolomics services that will be part of the OMICS domain core 
area that is expected to support the research in this field. The facility as described should not 
be considered further. 
 
  







PROPOSAL NUMBER: 56 (CLOUD FOR THE HUMAN TECHNOPOLE (IC4HT)) 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☒NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: The proposal does not describe a national facility offering services 
but instead offers resources and IT solution to be used at HT on a fee for service 
basis. The proposal will not be evaluated further. 
 


 
b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: 


 


 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☐Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☐High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  


 
 


e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the 
PNRR, PNR 2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary 
plan and other strategic national plans. 







☐Low = full overlap  


☐Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  


 
 


f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 
consultation 


☐Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☐Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☐High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: 


 
 


g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: 
 


h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☐Medium = medium impact 


☐High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments:  


 
 


i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☐High = good opportunities for interaction 


☐Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 
Comments: 


 







 
 
Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 
consultation  
  







PROPOSAL NUMBER:  57 (QUANTUM COMPUTING FOR LIFE SCIENCES (QCLS)) 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☒NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: This proposal is a centre for the development of quantum 
computing application to life sciences. 


 
 


b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments:  


 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: 


 


 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☐Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☐High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: The proposal could be part of a bioinformatic NP 


 
 


e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the PNR 
2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary plan and 
other strategic national plans. 







☐Low = full overlap  


☐Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  


 
 


f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 
consultation 


☒Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☐Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☐High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 


Comments:  
 


 
 


g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: 
 
 


h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☐Medium = medium impact 


☐High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments:  


 
 


i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☐High = good opportunities for interaction 


☐Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 







Comments: See point f) 
 


Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
This proposal is not mature for a NP but could complement other existing proposals. 
Considering that, as reported in the proposal, the current demand of the scientific life science 
community is very limited and that a strong investment has already being planned by the 
government, as well as the fact that the early stage of development of Quantum Computing 
makes the proposed facility more a research center than a facility offering services, its 
implementation has low priority. 
 
Moreover, the development of a national platform is foreseen in the PNRR and some of the 
universities involved in the submitted proposal are already included in the ongoing program, 
therefore there is complete overlap with national programs. 
 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☒Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 
consultation  
The main criticism highlighted by the external experts is the fact that quantum computing is 
still under development and not mature enough to be efficiently used in life sciences (and other 
disciplines). This approach is still experimental and not ready to be offered as a service. In 
addition, the proposal offers facilities that can be accessed by Human Technopole for a fee, 
not the creation of a new Platform. Important is also the fact that national investments through 
the PNNR are already planned in this field. This proposal should not be considered further. 
 
  







 
PROPOSAL NUMBER: 58 (THREE DIMENSIONAL APPROACHES AND KNOWLEDGES TO 
DRIVE THE DIALOGUE BETWEEN CELLS AND (BIO)MATERIALS (3D BIOTALK)) 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☒NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: The proposal does not describe a national facility offering services 
rather a facility to mainly carry out research on its own in the field of biomaterials. 
The proposal will not be evaluated further. 


 
b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: 


 


 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☐Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☐High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  


 
 


e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the 







PNRR, PNR 2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary 
plan and other strategic national plans. 


☐Low = full overlap  


☐Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  


 
 


f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 
consultation 


☐Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☐Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☐High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: 


 
 


g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: 
 


h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☐Medium = medium impact 


☐High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments:  


 
 


i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☐High = good opportunities for interaction 


☐Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 







Comments: 
 


 
 
Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 
consultation  
  







PROPOSAL NUMBER: 59 (REHABILOMICS AND ADVANCED BIOMEDICAL 
TECHNOLOGIES FOR BASIC AND TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH ON HEALTH & LIFE 
SCIENCES ENABLING WELLBEING AND ACTIVE AGEING (RENEW)) 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☒NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: The proposal does not describe a national facility offering services 
rather a facility to mainly carry out research on its own in the field of 
rehabilitation. The proposal will not be evaluated further. 


 
b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: 


 


 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☐Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☐High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  


 
 


e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the 







PNRR, PNR 2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary 
plan and other strategic national plans. 


☐Low = full overlap  


☐Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  


 
 


f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 
consultation 


☐Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☐Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☐High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: 


 
 


g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: 
 


h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☐Medium = medium impact 


☐High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments:  


 
 


i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☐High = good opportunities for interaction 


☐Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 







Comments: 
 


 
 
Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 


consultation 


  







PROPOSAL NUMBER: ID60 (MEDITERRANEAN INFLAMMASOME DRUG DISCOVERY 
PLATFORM (MINERVA) 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☒NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: The proposal does not describe a National Facility rather a research 
hub on diseases related to chronic inflammation with particular focus on the role 
of inflammasomes. The proposal will not be evaluated further. 


 
 


b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: 


 


 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☐Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☐High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  


 
 


e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the 







PNRR, PNR 2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary 
plan and other strategic national plans. 


☐Low = full overlap  


☐Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  


 
 


f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 
consultation 


☐Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☐Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☐High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: 


 
 


g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: 
 


h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☐Medium = medium impact 


☐High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments:  


 
 


i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☐High = good opportunities for interaction 


☐Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 







Comments: 
 


 
 
Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 
consultation  
  







PROPOSAL NUMBER: 61 (INTELLIGENT REAL WORLD DATA ANALYTICS PLATFORM, A 
NATIONAL PLATFORM FOR THE EXTRACTION AND THE INTELLIGENT ANALYSIS OF 
CLINICAL REAL WORLD DATA) 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☒NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: The proposal does not describe a national platform bur is rather a 
request of funding for performing research. The proposal will not be 
evaluated further. 


 
b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☐YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: 


 


 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☐Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☐High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  


 
 


e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the 







PNRR, PNR 2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary 
plan and other strategic national plans. 


☐Low = full overlap  


☐Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments:  


 
 


f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 
consultation 


☐Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☐Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☐High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: 


 
 


g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: 
 


h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 


☐Low = limited impact  


☐Medium = medium impact 


☐High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments:  


 
 


i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☐High = good opportunities for interaction 


☐Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 







Comments: 
 


 
 
Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☐Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 


consultatio 


  







PROPOSAL NUMBER: 62 (NATIONAL CENTRE FOR BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES (CNRB)) 
 
 
All fields are mandatory, including “Comments”. Please, for each criterion, use the “Comments” 
session to explain the elements that led to the assigned score.  
 
 


a. The proposal aims at implementing a National Facility for external users, as 
defined by ESFRI and in the Convenzione, as opposed to setting up a facility to 
mainly carry out research on its own 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
 Comments:  The proposal describes a platform aimed at creating a national 
biobank of biological material and shared data. It is not aimed at answering a 
specific scientific question or to cover a defined scientific field, rather to collect 
biological material and to make it available, together with the related molecular 
data, for researchers working in a wide range of scientific fields. 


 
b. The proposed National Facility will be located at HT 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further 


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 


 


Comments: The proposal foresees the implementation of laboratories on HT 


premises. 


 


c. Alignment of the proposed NF to the Convenzione 


☒YES = the proposal will be evaluated further  


☐NO = the proposal will not be evaluated further 
 
Comments: The proposed NF offers services that can be accessed by users with 
a wide spectrum of research interests. Among others, health, genomics, nutrition 
and cellular biology, specifically foreseen by the Convenzione.  


 


d. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 
existing national facilities (Ref Q5 and 6 + TC evaluation) 


☐Low = overlap with existing facility open and easily accessible by the scientific 
community 


☒Medium = overlap with existing facility but to which limited access is available 
(platform open to external users but with only limited open calls for access) 


☐High = overlap with existing facility that is either not open to external users or 
open to external users but without available open calls for access 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 
Comments: This facility, poorly described, aims at becoming a national bank of 
biological samples associated with clinical data, with dedicated tools for 
extracting information to be made available to the community. There is no 







mention of BBMRI-IT and no explanation of the source of biological samples and 
related data. 
Italy is a partner of the Biobanking and BioMolecular Resources Research 
Infrastructure (BBMRI) with several Italian Institutes contributing to this node. 
Among others, ISS, CNR, IRCSSs and Hospitals. This distributed infrastructure 
includes more than 90 Biobanks, biological resource centres (BRCs) and sample 
collections, located in different Italian regions. 


 
e. Overlap, in terms of scientific and technological field and/or mission, relative to 


the national priorities in terms of research infrastructures, as illustrated in the PNR 
2021-2027, PNIR 2021-2027, PNRS 2020-2022, POS/complementary plan and 
other strategic national plans. 


☐Low = full overlap  


☒Medium = partial overlap (overlap of IUs) 


☐High = limited overlap (overlap of single services) 


☐Very High = no overlap 
 


Comments: Overlap with BBMRI-ERIC, ELIXIR and ISBE in the PNIR 2021-2027. 
 


f. Dependency of the proposed National Facility on other facilities proposed in the 
consultation 


☒Low = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities and 
cannot be implemented as proposed 


☐Medium = to perform its activities adequately, the NF needs other facilities but 
these can be easily implemented independently 


☐High = interconnection with other proposals will further improve the services 
offered by the NF but the general mission can be fulfilled independently 


☐Very High = the NF is independent of other proposals and can therefore be 
implemented as proposed 
 
Comments: There is no explanation of how the biological samples and the 
related clinical information will be collected. 
The proposal does not indicate any dependency on other proposals submitted 
in the consultation. 


 
g. Number of potential users (per year) (Ref. Q20 + Q21)  


☐Low 


☒Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Comments: The estimation is based on the evaluation of the number of 
stakeholders at national and European level expressing their interest in the 
facility. The proposal has been submitted by Assolombarda, but no details 
regarding the interested stakeholders are provided.  
 


h. Impact of the facility on the Italian research system (Ref. Q22 + Q20) 







☐Low = limited impact  


☐Medium = medium impact 


☐High = major impact 


☐Very High = strong impact 
 
Comments: Impossible to estimate 


 
i. Interaction with other research infrastructures (Ref. Q23) 


☐Low = no opportunities for interaction 


☐Medium = few opportunities for interaction 


☒High = good opportunities for interaction 


☐Very High = strong opportunities for interaction 
 
Comments: The proposed NF is described as a point of integration of three 
European RIs, BBMRI-ERIC, ELIXIR and ISBE but the terms and the focus of such 
an integration are not described. 
 


 


Overall score [for Technical Committee evaluation] 


☒Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Overall comment [for Technical Committee] 
Given the absence of important information, this proposal is not mature for evaluation. 
The proposed facility totally overlaps with the European RI BBMRI, considered a high priority 
RI by the National Plan. Even if the facility is independent from other proposals submitted to 
this consultation, the technical information provided are not sufficient to understand the 
services provided and the feasibility of the proposed platform. 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
Final score [based on Technical Committee evaluation and Reviewers Evaluation] 


☒Low 


☐Medium 


☐High 


☐Very High 
 
Final comment and recommendation to include or not the proposal in the second level 
consultation  
The external experts agreed on the fact that the proposal lacks important details to allow a 
correct understanding of the services offered by and the technologies available in this facility. 







Moreover, this proposal fully overlaps with European and national biobanks. There are huge 
public investments in biobanks, therefore further investments in this field cannot be 
considered. The proposal should not be evaluated further. 
 
 
 






Sheet1

		ID		Start time		Completion time		Email		Core area OMICS – covering nucleic acid, protein and metabolite omics as well as genome engineering. 
Which is the priority of implementing this facility for the Italian research community?		Core area IMAGING – including technologies to cover the multiple scales of biology.
Which is the priority of implementing this facility for the Italian research community?		Core area DATA HANDLING AND ANALYSIS 
Which is the priority of implementing this facility for the Italian research community?		Do the proposed core areas lack any scientific and technological fields covered by HT (i.e Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, Nutrition, Structural biology and Additional areas of resear...		If Yes, please use this section to
a) specify which technological field(s) is(are) missing - choosing among HEALTH, GENOMICS, DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE, NUTRITION, STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY and ADDITIONA...		Do the proposed core area OMICS include technologies that are unnecessary?		If Yes, please use this section to specify which technologies and to motivate your answer using a MAXIMUM OF 10 KEYWORDS SEPARATED BY A COMMA		Do the proposed core area IMAGING include technologies that are unnecessary?		If Yes, please use this section to specify which technologies and to motivate your answer using a MAXIMUM OF 10 KEYWORDS SEPARATED BY A COMMA2		Do the proposed core area DATA HANDLING AND ANALYSIS include technologies that are unnecessary?		If Yes, please use this section to specify which technologies and to motivate your answer using a MAXIMUM OF 10 KEYWORDS SEPARATED BY A COMMA3		Type of institution		Job title		Main area of expertise

		2		4/19/22 12:49:52		4/19/22 12:51:37		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Industry		Research Technologist		Molecular biology;Proteomics;Genomics;Transcriptomics;Metabolomics;

		3		4/19/22 22:27:26		4/19/22 22:30:29		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Genome engineering - Gene editing, targeted genome manipulation
High resolution Imaging 
scRNA-sequencing		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;

		4		4/19/22 22:38:45		4/19/22 22:42:04		anonymous		Low priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Health
Precision medicine; translational medicine 		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		5		4/20/22 7:48:42		4/20/22 7:49:32		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		6		4/20/22 10:48:11		4/20/22 11:41:06		anonymous		Low priority		Low priority		Low priority		No				No				No				No				abc		abc		abc;

		7		4/20/22 11:46:59		4/20/22 11:49:20		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Genomics;Molecular biology;

		8		4/20/22 14:35:52		4/20/22 15:07:20		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		NUTRITION, DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE
related and complementary to Genomics and Metabolomics		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Transcriptomics;Molecular biology;

		9		4/20/22 15:09:50		4/20/22 15:11:26		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		10		4/25/22 15:00:09		4/25/22 15:01:34		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		11		4/25/22 15:05:48		4/25/22 15:11:26		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Metabolomics;Drug discovery;cellular biology;Human imaging;

		12		4/25/22 15:24:03		4/25/22 15:25:55		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Retired Fellow		Structural biology;Drug discovery;

		13		4/25/22 15:24:40		4/25/22 15:27:14		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				International Research Institute		Principal Investigator		Molecular biology;RNA processing;Transcriptomics;

		14		4/25/22 15:13:37		4/25/22 15:28:45		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Imaging is generic, cryo-EM.
		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Bioinformatics;Drug discovery;

		15		4/25/22 15:34:41		4/25/22 15:39:59		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		In STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY and FURTHER RESEARCH AREAS AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH seem to be missing: 
functional biology, mitochondrial bioenergetics, enzymology.														Academic		Associate professor		Cell Bioenergetics;

		16		4/25/22 15:43:06		4/25/22 15:46:37		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Drug discovery;

		17		4/25/22 16:08:28		4/25/22 16:09:40		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Pharmacology;Molecular biology;biochemistry;

		18		4/25/22 17:06:44		4/25/22 17:09:25		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Pharmacology;Drug discovery;

		19		4/25/22 18:01:03		4/25/22 18:02:10		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;

		20		4/25/22 19:37:49		4/25/22 19:40:31		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Proteomics;Metabolomics;

		21		4/25/22 19:41:43		4/25/22 19:42:55		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;

		22		4/25/22 19:47:38		4/25/22 19:49:12		anonymous		Very high priority		Low priority		Medium priority		No				Yes				Yes				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Proteomics;

		23		4/25/22 19:59:38		4/25/22 20:02:25		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		RTD-a		Structural biology;Drug discovery;Nanomedicine;

		24		4/25/22 19:58:23		4/25/22 20:02:56		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Medium priority		Yes		Lipidomics		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Lipidomics;

		25		4/25/22 20:22:06		4/25/22 20:23:34		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Clinical medicine;

		26		4/25/22 20:36:59		4/25/22 20:38:14		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY NMR spectroscopy		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Drug discovery;

		27		4/25/22 18:43:23		4/25/22 21:38:43		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Proteomics;Metabolomics;Molecular biology;

		28		4/25/22 22:55:14		4/25/22 22:58:53		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		a) HEALTH
b)		No												Academic		Associate professor		Proteomics;

		29		4/26/22 8:13:10		4/26/22 8:14:50		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Drug discovery;

		30		4/26/22 8:26:08		4/26/22 8:28:48		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		HEALTH
NUTRITION		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;

		31		4/26/22 9:16:17		4/26/22 9:18:14		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Analysis of metabolism in live cells (ex. Seahorse Technology); citofluorimetry.		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Biochemistry;Molecular biology;Metabolomics;

		32		4/26/22 9:25:06		4/26/22 9:36:12		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;

		33		4/26/22 9:38:32		4/26/22 9:40:06		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Metabolomics;

		34		4/26/22 9:43:23		4/26/22 9:48:05		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		a) HEALTH, NUTRITION
b) PUBLIC ANNOTATED INDEX OF EXPERIMENTS		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Genomics;Proteomics;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		35		4/26/22 9:46:40		4/26/22 9:49:35		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Proteomics;

		36		4/26/22 10:14:25		4/26/22 10:16:44		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Metabolomics;

		37		4/26/22 11:08:27		4/26/22 11:09:54		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;Bioinformatics;Molecular biology;Proteomics;

		38		4/26/22 11:13:45		4/26/22 11:15:15		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		lipidomics;

		39		4/26/22 11:13:10		4/26/22 11:22:26		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		I suggest in the DATA HANDLING AND ANALYSIS  to insert a part of artificial intelligence, machine and deep learning.				Approaching new methods in nucleic acid analysis using, especially in transcriptomic digital-spatial technologies 		No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		40		4/26/22 11:20:55		4/26/22 11:34:59		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		NUTRITION: nutraceuticals,  metabolic syndrome, education, personalized nutrition
HEALTH: human health care, diet, child health, biomarker discovery
		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Metabolomics;

		41		4/26/22 12:09:54		4/26/22 12:17:46		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		HEALTH and GENOMICS
inborn error of metabolism, orphan diseases, national database of IEM		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Metabolomics;Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		42		4/26/22 12:36:34		4/26/22 12:38:24		anonymous		High priority		Low priority		Low priority		Yes		structural biology		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;Molecular biology;

		43		4/26/22 13:55:15		4/26/22 13:58:22		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Proteomics;

		44		4/26/22 21:34:42		4/26/22 21:37:31		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Pharmacology;

		45		4/26/22 21:36:15		4/26/22 21:39:33		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY  Cryo-electron microscopy and tomography		No								Yes		high performance GPU cluster for cryoEM data analysis		Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;Molecular biology;

		46		4/26/22 23:18:34		4/26/22 23:21:09		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Data and decision science, machine learning, deep learning, computer science		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Human imaging;

		47		4/27/22 9:26:41		4/27/22 9:30:23		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Human imaging;in vitro imaging;

		48		4/27/22 12:56:39		4/27/22 13:00:53		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Transcriptomics;Molecular biology;Proteomics;Genomics;

		49		4/27/22 13:06:34		4/27/22 13:08:10		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Medium priority		No				Yes		Protein engineering		No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Metabolomics;

		50		4/27/22 17:10:18		4/27/22 17:14:28		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Additional  areas of Research for prevention and health 
Innovative therapeutics, Drug Delivery, clinical translation, nanomedicine 		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Pharmaceutical technology ;

		51		4/27/22 18:19:41		4/27/22 18:21:31		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		52		4/27/22 20:30:46		4/27/22 20:36:52		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Astrophysics;

		53		4/28/22 0:26:01		4/28/22 0:27:36		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No								Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;

		54		4/28/22 9:07:26		4/28/22 9:11:39		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority				I have little/no information on the detailed implementation of the core areas to answer this question				No info is given on the technologies proposed for the OMICS areas				No info is given on the technologies proposed for the OMICS areas				No info is given on the technologies proposed for the OMICS areas		Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Bioinformatics;

		55		4/28/22 9:40:20		4/28/22 9:42:25		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Clinical medicine;Human imaging;

		56		4/28/22 10:08:26		4/28/22 10:11:16		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		sociology, methods for social sciences;

		57		4/28/22 10:49:23		4/28/22 10:51:58		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		political science;

		58		4/28/22 9:29:43		4/28/22 12:12:39		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;

		59		4/28/22 12:29:42		4/28/22 12:39:31		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		HEALTH: model diseases; 		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Transcriptomics;Molecular biology;cell biology;

		60		4/28/22 17:24:00		4/28/22 17:25:42		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Bioinformatics;Statistics;

		61		4/28/22 20:10:07		4/28/22 20:12:19		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Proteomics;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		62		4/29/22 4:17:49		4/29/22 4:21:25		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Clinical medicine;Molecular biology;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;Proteomics;Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		63		4/28/22 5:50:37		4/29/22 4:53:27		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;

		64		4/29/22 13:42:24		4/29/22 13:44:48		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Metabolomics;

		65		4/29/22 18:44:36		4/29/22 18:45:51		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Data and decision science		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Clinical medicine;

		66		4/29/22 19:14:36		4/29/22 19:18:42		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;

		67		4/29/22 19:27:07		4/29/22 19:31:14		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		If I understood the question correctly (phrasing was not very clear to me unfortunately) I would say that it is very useful to continue supporting and implementing more data science as that is a fundamental starting point for most other fields of research.		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;

		68		4/29/22 19:34:34		4/29/22 19:35:33		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Drug discovery;

		69		4/29/22 19:36:14		4/29/22 19:37:28		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		70		4/29/22 19:41:40		4/29/22 19:44:47		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;

		71		4/29/22 19:42:29		4/29/22 19:47:15		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		Core area STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY		Yes		There is plenty of OMICS facilities or companies		No				No				Academic		Group Leader		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Genomics;

		72		4/29/22 19:55:28		4/29/22 19:57:32		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Low priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Bioinformatics;Transcriptomics;

		73		4/29/22 20:11:02		4/29/22 20:12:53		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Industry		Director of research		Molecular biology;Drug discovery;

		74		4/29/22 20:30:54		4/29/22 20:34:24		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Genomics;

		75		4/29/22 20:55:20		4/29/22 20:56:41		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;

		76		4/29/22 22:36:13		4/29/22 22:38:12		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		77		4/29/22 23:01:40		4/29/22 23:13:29		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Data and decision science		No				No				No				Academic		Biologist		Molecular biology;

		78		4/30/22 0:12:35		4/30/22 0:14:00		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		79		4/30/22 5:40:06		4/30/22 5:42:13		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Genomics;Bioinformatics;Transcriptomics;

		80		4/30/22 7:50:46		4/30/22 7:57:41		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		HEALTH: forensic pathology, toxicology, hemogenetics, forensic aspects of biological science		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Pharmacology;Legal Medicine;

		81		4/30/22 7:57:43		4/30/22 7:59:26		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		HEALTH: forensic pathology, toxicology, hemogenetics, forensic aspects of biological science		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Pharmacology;Legal Medicine;

		82		4/30/22 7:59:27		4/30/22 8:01:16		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		HEALTH: forensic pathology, toxicology, hemogenetics, forensic aspects of biological science		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Pharmacology;Legal Medicine;

		83		4/30/22 8:53:59		4/30/22 8:55:45		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		84		4/30/22 9:29:01		4/30/22 9:30:17		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;

		85		4/30/22 10:28:25		4/30/22 10:29:38		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				Yes				Yes				No				Academic		Associate professor		Human imaging;

		86		4/30/22 13:08:02		4/30/22 13:10:21		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;Molecular biology;

		87		4/30/22 14:17:21		4/30/22 14:26:02		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Health Genomics
Rare dieseases, therapy discovery, drug screening.		No				No				No				Academic		Research Technologist		Molecular biology;Human imaging;Drug discovery;Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		88		4/30/22 17:45:49		4/30/22 17:47:41		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		89		5/1/22 9:07:02		5/1/22 9:09:54		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Drug discovery;

		90		5/1/22 15:49:24		5/1/22 15:51:28		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;Molecular biology;

		91		5/1/22 18:59:54		5/1/22 19:09:52		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
ANIMAL MODELS OF DISEASE		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Clinical medicine;

		92		5/2/22 9:37:48		5/2/22 9:40:30		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Prevention and Environmental epidemiology		No				Yes		Electronic Microscopy		No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Epidemiology;

		93		5/2/22 9:43:40		5/2/22 9:45:15		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Neuroscience;

		94		5/2/22 10:24:24		5/2/22 10:26:22		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;Proteomics;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;

		95		5/2/22 10:33:32		5/2/22 10:35:04		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		96		5/2/22 10:38:46		5/2/22 10:40:55		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		97		5/2/22 10:47:01		5/2/22 10:50:21		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Biochemistry;

		98		5/2/22 11:13:46		5/2/22 11:33:05		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;

		99		5/2/22 11:17:44		5/2/22 12:10:26		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Low priority		Yes		ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH: synthetic biology; dna synthesis; biofoundry		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Bioinformatics;Transcriptomics;

		100		5/2/22 14:44:54		5/2/22 14:46:21		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Structural biology		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;Drug discovery;

		101		5/2/22 12:18:54		5/2/22 16:09:29		anonymous		Medium priority		High priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		102		5/4/22 8:19:20		5/4/22 8:21:30		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Plant genomics		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Bioinformatics;

		103		5/4/22 8:31:16		5/4/22 8:32:45		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Clinical medicine;

		104		5/4/22 10:59:14		5/4/22 11:02:07		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Structural Biology

Money, salary, structures, machines, investments 		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;Structural biology;

		105		5/4/22 11:01:28		5/4/22 11:14:27		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		a) Molecular imaging by mass spectrometry for untargeted and targeted investigations COMPLETLY different from "citometria di massa" vb) which reaches the single-cell level for proteins, peptides, lipis, glycans, metabolome and smal molecules sucha s drugs.		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Proteomics;Metabolomics;Clinical medicine;MS imaging of liquid and solid biopsy;

		106		5/4/22 11:23:52		5/4/22 11:25:26		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No								No				Academic		Full professor		Metabolomics;

		107		5/4/22 11:25:28		5/4/22 11:26:46		anonymous		Medium priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Human imaging;

		108		5/4/22 16:21:39		5/4/22 16:30:43		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		High priority		No		 		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		109		5/4/22 16:43:15		5/4/22 16:45:44		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Clinical medicine;Human imaging;

		110		5/4/22 16:50:37		5/4/22 16:52:48		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		LIPIDOMICS must also be covered		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Proteomics;Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;Metabolomics;

		111		5/4/22 17:08:28		5/4/22 17:10:21		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Pharmacology;Genomics;Drug discovery;

		112		5/4/22 17:12:44		5/4/22 17:14:46		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Cell Biology/Neuroscience;

		113		5/4/22 17:13:50		5/4/22 17:15:41		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Structural Biology		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;Metabolomics;

		114		5/4/22 17:12:01		5/4/22 17:15:50		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Azienda Ospedaliera Universitaria Senese		Associate professor		Clinical Pathology;

		115		5/4/22 17:16:47		5/4/22 17:19:02		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No								Academic		Full professor		Pharmacology;

		116		5/4/22 17:15:25		5/4/22 17:22:18		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) IMAGING. This domain lacks the possility to perform in vivo molecular imaging, through the use of photoacoustic imaging.		No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Molecular biology;

		117		5/4/22 17:13:22		5/4/22 17:30:22		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;Pharmacology;Molecular biology;

		118		5/4/22 17:25:20		5/4/22 17:35:03		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH 
b) molecular mechanisns, pathogenesis		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Proteomics;Transcriptomics;Genomics;

		119		5/4/22 17:41:01		5/4/22 17:42:54		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Pharmacology;

		120		5/4/22 17:15:54		5/4/22 17:46:27		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		NUTRITION
food safety; quality and improvement of primary products; healthy food; allergy; human microbiome		Yes		Analisi di genomi e trascrittomi
Companies all over the world offer the same service at low-cost, with advance tecnhologies. It would not be cost-competitive		No				No				Government		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Proteomics;Transcriptomics;Genomics;Bioinformatics;Plant Cell Biology;

		121		5/4/22 18:01:55		5/4/22 18:03:42		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Clinical medicine;Genomics;

		122		5/4/22 18:25:39		5/4/22 18:27:24		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;

		123		5/4/22 19:12:59		5/4/22 19:22:34		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Artificial intelligence and Machine Learning 		No				No				No				International Laboratory		Researcher/ Scientist		Biomaterials, Biosurfaces;

		124		5/4/22 19:31:57		5/4/22 19:39:43		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Medium priority		Yes		HEALTH field and translational medicine: 
-Patform for drug screening using cells and/or in vivo models (zebrafish embryos for example)
-Collection FDA approved molecules to be used in drug screening tests		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Applied developmental biology;

		125		5/4/22 19:56:29		5/4/22 19:59:31		anonymous		Low priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		HEALTH: biorobotics, biomedical engineering		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Human imaging;Bioengineering;

		126		5/4/22 21:37:52		5/4/22 21:47:01		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				Yes		no need of sequencing facilities		No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Bioinformatics;Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		127		5/4/22 22:02:32		5/4/22 22:04:43		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Neurobiology;

		128		5/5/22 7:03:51		5/5/22 7:08:00		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche		Primo Ricercatore CNR		Structural biology;Clinical medicine;Proteomics;Metabolomics;

		129		5/5/22 7:43:38		5/5/22 7:47:54		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Physiology;

		130		5/5/22 8:08:59		5/5/22 8:10:30		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Pharmacology;Molecular biology;

		131		5/5/22 8:41:12		5/5/22 8:43:30		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Human imaging;

		132		5/5/22 8:48:27		5/5/22 8:51:27		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		GENOMICS, DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE, few core facilities and training to gain expertise in this field		No												Academic		Post Doc		immunology;

		133		5/5/22 9:30:45		5/5/22 9:32:08		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		134		5/5/22 9:58:14		5/5/22 10:03:40		anonymous		Medium priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		DATA  AND DECISION SCIENCE
data lake, informatics		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Bioinformatics;

		135		5/5/22 10:24:28		5/5/22 10:28:03		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		Health, Anti-infective agents, BSL4 facility including animal studies		No				Yes		I do not know which technologies are included, where are the info?		No				Academic		Full professor		Drug discovery;Virology;

		136		5/5/22 10:35:30		5/5/22 10:37:04		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;

		137		5/5/22 10:31:38		5/5/22 10:38:54		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		tissue regeneration/stem cells;

		138		5/5/22 9:39:20		5/5/22 10:56:36		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		139		5/5/22 11:03:22		5/5/22 11:08:53		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		stem cells and tissue regeneration;

		140		5/5/22 11:19:54		5/5/22 11:21:28		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Drug discovery;

		141		5/5/22 11:19:26		5/5/22 11:22:10		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Pharmaceutics;

		142		5/5/22 11:39:01		5/5/22 12:27:52		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Metabolomics;Drug discovery;Proteomics;

		143		5/5/22 12:43:50		5/5/22 12:45:52		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Pharmacology;

		144		5/5/22 13:00:32		5/5/22 13:02:39		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		145		5/5/22 13:20:10		5/5/22 13:22:56		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Clinical medicine;Epidemiology;

		146		5/5/22 13:45:45		5/5/22 13:47:23		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Proteomics;

		147		5/5/22 14:21:23		5/5/22 14:29:17		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH: molecular parasitology for One Health is missing; in particular core facilities for human and zoootic parasite cultures and their animal models
b) host-parasite interactions, molecular biophysics, correlative light and electron microscopies (CLEM), high throughput and high content drug screening		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;Metabolomics;Bioinformatics;Drug discovery;

		148		5/5/22 15:13:04		5/5/22 15:14:45		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Low priority		Yes		structural biology		Yes				No				Yes				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Bioinformatics;Genomics;Proteomics;

		149		5/5/22 15:37:59		5/5/22 15:40:22		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Medium priority		Yes		AI, Machine Learning, Computational Biology		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		150		5/5/22 16:20:07		5/5/22 16:21:46		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		151		5/5/22 18:38:58		5/5/22 18:42:15		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		human and animal behavior		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;

		152		5/5/22 19:32:45		5/5/22 19:34:33		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Human imaging;machine learning;

		153		5/6/22 9:50:48		5/6/22 9:57:39		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		ALL AREAS, obscure goals.		Yes		Out of date		No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;

		154		5/6/22 9:57:48		5/6/22 10:00:11		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Clinical medicine;Proteomics;Metabolomics;

		155		5/6/22 10:01:53		5/6/22 10:04:04		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		.;

		156		5/6/22 10:12:40		5/6/22 10:15:18		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;Protein biophysics;

		157		5/6/22 10:18:43		5/6/22 10:23:56		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;

		158		5/6/22 10:32:02		5/6/22 10:33:53		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		159		5/6/22 10:34:23		5/6/22 10:39:16		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No								Yes		PLEASE buy and make available MORE advancede MRI )i.e., 7 Tesla and upper field strenght) and PET (more tracers) scans for research purpose		IRCCS		PhD student		Neuroimaging;

		160		5/6/22 10:40:29		5/6/22 10:44:08		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		Data and Decision Science; Modeling and Metodologies for Biological Inference		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Data Processing ;

		161		5/6/22 10:42:28		5/6/22 10:44:27		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Medium priority																		No one now		Doctor		Molecular biology;

		162		5/6/22 10:31:38		5/6/22 10:44:58		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		163		5/6/22 10:46:00		5/6/22 10:48:05		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Fore CORE IMAGING: Multiplex immunohistochemistry		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Clinical medicine;Transcriptomics;Human imaging;

		164		5/6/22 11:09:03		5/6/22 11:11:07		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Proteomics;Human imaging;Drug discovery;

		165		5/6/22 11:14:59		5/6/22 11:16:16		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		166		5/6/22 11:17:40		5/6/22 11:19:23		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Assistant Professor		Molecular biology;Pharmacology;

		167		5/6/22 11:23:31		5/6/22 11:26:36		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Data and decision science
Communication, risk assessment, data access 		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Engineering ;

		168		5/6/22 11:28:53		5/6/22 11:34:06		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Clinical medicine;

		169		5/6/22 11:36:39		5/6/22 11:38:16		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		170		5/6/22 12:18:27		5/6/22 12:31:03		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		structural biology, additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		171		5/6/22 12:33:30		5/6/22 12:35:49		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Research Institute		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		172		5/6/22 12:16:37		5/6/22 12:54:01		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		cell biology;

		173		5/6/22 12:59:43		5/6/22 13:02:41		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		CRISPR editing should not be limited to plants and mouse, but also optimized for other organisms
Eg: bacteria, yeast, other animals (zebrafish, amphibia, chick, etc).		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Developmental genetics;

		174		5/5/22 10:36:59		5/6/22 13:17:43		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Director of research		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;Drug discovery;Structural biology;

		175		5/6/22 13:31:37		5/6/22 13:34:13		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		NUTRITION		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;Molecular biology;

		176		5/6/22 13:42:21		5/6/22 13:43:54		anonymous		Medium priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Bioinformatics;Drug discovery;

		177		5/6/22 13:59:51		5/6/22 14:06:38		anonymous		Medium priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		HEALTH
disease model, cell culture, functional screening, animal facility 		Yes		genomics
commercial service available		No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		178		5/6/22 14:12:37		5/6/22 14:18:10		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority				STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY and ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH 
environment -  carcinogenic pollutant 
		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		179		5/6/22 14:20:45		5/6/22 14:23:56		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		HEALTH
high-quality data; biobanking; evidence-based medicine 		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;Pharmacology;Molecular biology;

		180		5/6/22 14:37:54		5/6/22 14:39:26		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;Epigenomics;

		181		5/6/22 14:52:14		5/6/22 14:54:43		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				National		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Bioinformatics;Plants;

		182		5/6/22 15:20:52		5/6/22 15:25:20		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Metabolomics;

		183		5/6/22 15:27:45		5/6/22 15:30:37		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology; in vivo Models of cancer;

		184		5/6/22 15:29:09		5/6/22 15:37:05		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) HEALTHS  ultracentrifugation - NTA dimensional analysis for extracellularvescicles (EV) - LC/LC-MS/MS for glycoproteomic analysis and metabolic glycoengineering (MGE)
b) exosomes , microvesicles, click chemostry, metabolic glycoengineering, cell-cell interactions
		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Proteomics;Transcriptomics;Pharmacology;Molecular biology;

		185		5/6/22 15:40:30		5/6/22 15:43:11		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		NUTRITION, STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Proteomics;Drug discovery;

		186		5/6/22 15:45:12		5/6/22 15:46:59		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Metabolomics;

		187		5/6/22 16:53:33		5/6/22 16:55:31		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No												Academic		Associate professor		Proteomics;Drug discovery;Structural biology;

		188		5/6/22 19:52:42		5/6/22 19:54:38		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;

		189		5/6/22 20:28:36		5/6/22 20:30:14		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Proteomics;

		190		5/6/22 20:53:40		5/6/22 20:58:02		anonymous		Low priority		Very high priority		Low priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Synchrotron science;

		191		5/7/22 0:20:44		5/7/22 0:22:48		anonymous		Low priority		Very high priority		Low priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;

		192		5/6/22 15:38:41		5/7/22 7:11:16		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Proteomics;muscle Physiology;

		193		5/7/22 9:16:35		5/7/22 9:21:38		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Biochemistry and Microbiology;Molecular biology;

		194		5/7/22 11:16:13		5/7/22 11:18:20		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Human imaging;

		195		5/7/22 12:53:19		5/7/22 12:56:17		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		health, nutrition		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;biochemistry;

		196		5/7/22 14:45:57		5/7/22 14:49:16		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		FOOD SECURITY		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Developmental Biology;

		197		5/7/22 16:35:43		5/7/22 16:46:16		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Health: surgical simulation technology
Additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: cadaver lab, anatomical dissection, training, new embalming technology, Thiel		Yes		Metabolomic		No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Human imaging;Clinical medicine;Anatomy;

		198		5/7/22 16:57:45		5/7/22 17:07:08		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Medium priority		Yes		a) NUTRITION
b) FOOD SECURITY, PLANT RESEARCH, BREEDING		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		199		5/8/22 8:26:54		5/8/22 8:36:23		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		HEALTH: Different apparatus for behavioural studies in animals to be associated to imaging studies
Cognitive, motor, anxiety		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Pharmacology;Drug discovery;

		200		5/8/22 8:59:44		5/8/22 9:04:06		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE
STATISTICAL METHODS
ALGORITHMS
COMPUTATIONAL TOOLS
		No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		201		5/8/22 11:02:24		5/8/22 11:06:08		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Clinical medicine;

		202		5/8/22 14:39:34		5/8/22 14:40:34		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Clinical medicine;

		203		5/8/22 15:49:53		5/8/22 15:55:13		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;

		204		5/8/22 16:20:36		5/8/22 16:23:34		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;Pharmacology;Human imaging;

		205		5/8/22 18:23:59		5/8/22 18:26:14		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		a) HEALTH, GENOMICS, DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE
b) EPIGENETICS, HIGH-ORDER CHROMATIN STRUCTURE, PESONALIZED MEDICINE		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Proteomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;Human imaging;

		206		5/8/22 21:44:40		5/8/22 21:59:55		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Structural Biology. Protein Crystallography, Protein Variants, Artificial Enzymes		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor (retired)		Structural biology;

		207		5/8/22 22:40:25		5/8/22 22:41:09		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Genomics;Proteomics;Bioinformatics;

		208		5/9/22 7:26:52		5/9/22 7:29:15		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;

		209		5/9/22 7:53:10		5/9/22 7:56:07		anonymous		Low priority		Low priority		Low priority		No				Yes												Academic		Full professor		Engineering;

		210		5/9/22 9:28:21		5/9/22 9:30:03		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Genomics;Bioinformatics;Transcriptomics;

		211		5/9/22 9:44:28		5/9/22 9:46:12		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Human imaging;

		212		5/9/22 9:24:12		5/9/22 10:08:14		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Pharmacology;

		213		5/9/22 10:09:10		5/9/22 10:23:00		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		a) HEALTH-Behavioral platforms for preclinical studies;
b) Neurological disorders, psychiatric disorders, cognitive abilities, brain ageing 
		No				Yes		It would be very interesting to consider in vivo imaging technologies (MRI, Ultrasound and photoacoustic, PET/TC) aimed at performing longitudinal studies to better characterize health-related issues at preclinical level (e.g, employing mouse models)		No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Human imaging;Behavioral neurosciences;

		214		5/9/22 10:06:31		5/9/22 10:27:01		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No								No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;

		215		5/9/22 10:55:43		5/9/22 10:58:23		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;

		216		5/9/22 10:54:10		5/9/22 10:59:19		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural chemistry;

		217		5/9/22 11:07:48		5/9/22 11:08:38		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Human imaging;

		218		5/9/22 11:39:18		5/9/22 11:40:31		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Metabolomics;

		219		5/9/22 10:02:32		5/9/22 11:40:50		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		OMICS- GENOMICS: MS analysis of histone modification, CHIP-seq analysis, MS fluxomic analysis
		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Metabolomics;Molecular biology;

		220		5/9/22 11:37:20		5/9/22 11:42:00		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;

		221		5/9/22 11:14:27		5/9/22 11:55:49		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Pharmacology;

		222		5/9/22 11:41:57		5/9/22 12:05:28		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		 ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH
Plant pathology, Management of plant diseases, Pest of crops, Integrated pest management strategy, Phytosanitary emergencies.														Academic		Associate professor		Plant pathology;

		223		5/9/22 12:04:31		5/9/22 12:06:44		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				CNR		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Proteomics;Transcriptomics;

		224		5/9/22 12:09:52		5/9/22 12:11:01		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Bioinformatics;

		225		5/9/22 12:14:30		5/9/22 12:15:52		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Genomics		No				No				No				Industry		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		226		5/9/22 12:31:44		5/9/22 12:33:12		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		clinical engineering;

		227		5/9/22 12:32:27		5/9/22 12:53:23		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Proteomics;Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;Drug discovery;Biomimicry;

		228		5/9/22 13:13:41		5/9/22 13:17:17		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Proteomics;Metabolomics;Biochemistry;

		229		5/9/22 13:20:09		5/9/22 13:22:22		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				CNR		Primo Ricercatore (equivalent to Associate Professsor)		Molecular biology;Pharmacology;Drug discovery;

		230		5/9/22 13:23:04		5/9/22 13:24:24		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority																		Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Pharmacology;

		231		5/9/22 13:28:18		5/9/22 13:31:17		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		232		5/9/22 14:00:08		5/9/22 14:02:26		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				EPR		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;

		233		5/9/22 14:39:29		5/9/22 14:41:16		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Drug discovery;

		234		5/9/22 13:53:02		5/9/22 15:23:18		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Platform for spatial transcriptomics/proteomics profiling		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Molecular biology;Bioinformatics;

		235		5/9/22 15:29:20		5/9/22 15:34:08		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		HEALTH: community medicine, biobank, diagnostic imaging		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Human imaging;biobank;

		236		5/9/22 15:40:00		5/9/22 15:44:13		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		microbiome (including also viruses) linked to human phenotypes (diseases  and not) 
microbiome
metagenomics
bacterial pangenomics
		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;Pharmacology;Molecular biology;

		237		5/9/22 15:42:25		5/9/22 15:44:51		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;In vitro models for translational research;

		238		5/9/22 15:44:31		5/9/22 15:45:43		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Metabolomics;

		239		5/9/22 15:38:38		5/9/22 15:48:52		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Pharmacology;

		240		5/9/22 15:47:42		5/9/22 16:16:09		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;

		241		5/9/22 16:10:00		5/9/22 16:19:12		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Core area IMAGING lacks of dynamic process analysis through 3D microscopy (which is not 3D EM). There is no reference to the study of complex biological process that occurs in 3D environment (3D cell structure, spheroids, organoids, in vitro tissue samples) and its relative technology (light sheet fluorescence microscopy, real time microscopy, OCT).		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Human imaging;Drug discovery;cytology, cell biology, tissue biology;

		242		5/9/22 16:33:30		5/9/22 16:37:32		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		Drug screening		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Pharmacology;Drug discovery;Molecular biology;

		243		5/9/22 16:32:59		5/9/22 16:43:37		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Pharmacology;

		244		5/9/22 16:50:48		5/9/22 16:55:42		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		245		5/9/22 17:29:10		5/9/22 17:31:20		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Clinical medicine;

		246		5/9/22 17:37:54		5/9/22 17:41:38		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY drug discovery, medicinal chemistry, structure property relationships		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		chemistry;

		247		5/9/22 17:48:29		5/9/22 17:51:38		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Human imaging;

		248		5/9/22 17:55:28		5/9/22 17:57:33		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Public research lab 		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Pharmacology;Drug discovery;

		249		5/9/22 17:59:27		5/9/22 18:01:22		anonymous		Low priority		Very high priority		Low priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Molecular biology;

		250		5/9/22 17:52:11		5/9/22 18:04:48		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Structural biology;Bioinformatics;Drug discovery;Molecular biology;

		251		5/9/22 17:43:15		5/9/22 18:12:38		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;

		252		5/9/22 18:49:58		5/9/22 18:51:18		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		GENOMICS		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		253		5/9/22 17:24:49		5/9/22 18:54:21		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes																Academic		Full professor		Clinical medicine;

		254		5/9/22 23:00:03		5/9/22 23:00:54		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		255		5/9/22 23:15:08		5/9/22 23:16:14		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		None		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;Molecular biology;

		256		5/10/22 8:03:53		5/10/22 8:07:00		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;

		257		5/10/22 8:51:08		5/10/22 8:57:05		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Nutrition;

		258		5/10/22 9:04:55		5/10/22 9:08:08		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Health - strategic, relevant, innovative

Nutrition - strategic, connection with territory, unique		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Pharmacology;Drug discovery;Pharmaceutics;

		259		5/10/22 9:17:01		5/10/22 9:20:31		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Clinical medicine;Human imaging;

		260		5/10/22 9:26:52		5/10/22 9:28:52		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Pharmacology;

		261		5/10/22 9:25:46		5/10/22 9:31:16		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Metabolomics;

		262		5/10/22 9:39:39		5/10/22 9:40:46		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Genomics;Transcriptomics;Pharmacology;

		263		5/10/22 10:06:17		5/10/22 10:06:59		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority						No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Structural biology;Proteomics;Metabolomics;Drug discovery;

		264		5/10/22 10:11:32		5/10/22 10:12:23		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;

		265		5/10/22 10:14:01		5/10/22 10:16:12		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Agriculture, Food Genetics		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Agricultural sciences;

		266		5/10/22 10:39:04		5/10/22 10:41:36		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Genomics;Bioinformatics;Molecular biology;

		267		5/10/22 11:03:05		5/10/22 11:05:20		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Environmental Applied Physics;

		268		5/9/22 11:47:09		5/10/22 11:16:51		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Cell Biology;

		269		5/10/22 11:22:36		5/10/22 11:24:08		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		270		5/10/22 12:51:46		5/10/22 12:54:52		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Medium priority										No								Academic		Associate professor		Human imaging;

		271		5/10/22 13:23:32		5/10/22 13:24:38		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;

		272		5/10/22 13:40:43		5/10/22 13:42:40		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No								Academic		Associate professor		Metabolomics;Proteomics;

		273		5/10/22 15:18:57		5/10/22 15:20:55		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;

		274		5/10/22 14:56:17		5/10/22 15:21:08		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE, databases for biomolecular data		No				No				No				Academic		Research Technologist		Bioinformatics;

		275		5/10/22 15:45:23		5/10/22 15:46:05		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;Proteomics;Metabolomics;Pharmacology;

		276		5/10/22 16:47:29		5/10/22 16:49:05		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Low priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;

		277		5/10/22 18:04:36		5/10/22 18:06:28		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Research center		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		278		5/10/22 18:20:26		5/10/22 18:24:04		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Metabolomics;

		279		5/10/22 18:28:59		5/10/22 18:36:12		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		a)ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH
b)FOOD security 		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Plant Biology;

		280		5/10/22 9:03:08		5/10/22 18:37:11		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Pharmaceutics;

		281		5/10/22 18:59:33		5/10/22 19:03:41		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		HEALTH
traslation, biology, reproduction, enviroment, endocrine interruptors		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Clinical medicine;Molecular biology;

		282		5/10/22 19:52:39		5/10/22 19:58:59		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				Yes		Some technologies are available through low cost external services		No				No				Academic		Full professor		Pharmacology;Drug discovery;

		283		5/10/22 23:29:49		5/10/22 23:38:48		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		 Epitrascriptomics, nutriepigenetics		Yes				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		284		5/11/22 8:55:32		5/11/22 8:58:40		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Cell Biology;

		285		5/11/22 9:38:29		5/11/22 9:40:07		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;

		286		5/11/22 9:41:42		5/11/22 9:44:18		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Mechanical Engineering ;

		287		5/11/22 10:26:05		5/11/22 10:28:47		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Drug discovery;

		288		5/11/22 10:43:52		5/11/22 10:48:14		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				research institution		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;

		289		5/11/22 10:53:46		5/11/22 10:56:17		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		290		5/11/22 11:05:42		5/11/22 11:14:00		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				Yes		I see only data handling. Data analysis and bioinformatics is missing		Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		291		5/11/22 9:35:02		5/11/22 11:17:48		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		DRUG DISCOVERY		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Drug discovery;Metabolomics;Organic Chemistry;

		292		5/11/22 11:15:59		5/11/22 11:18:35		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		health 		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Proteomics;Human imaging;

		293		5/11/22 12:44:51		5/11/22 12:46:16		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		DRUG DISCOVERY		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Metabolomics;Drug discovery;Organic Chemistry;

		294		5/11/22 12:52:25		5/11/22 12:54:57		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		295		5/11/22 13:18:16		5/11/22 13:19:39		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Proteomics;Structural biology;Human imaging;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;

		296		5/11/22 13:50:27		5/11/22 13:53:53		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Precise genetic manipulation of stem cells by gene editing technologies		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;

		297		5/11/22 13:57:07		5/11/22 14:01:50		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Health and Nutrition		No				No				No				Research		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		298		5/11/22 14:15:42		5/11/22 14:22:57		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Genomics;Genetics;

		299		5/11/22 14:23:45		5/11/22 14:28:31		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		3d bioprinting;

		300		5/11/22 15:52:49		5/11/22 15:55:33		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;

		301		5/11/22 16:02:02		5/11/22 16:06:56		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Cell Biology and cell signalling;

		302		5/11/22 16:01:55		5/11/22 16:07:08		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Cell biology, cell signalling;

		303		5/11/22 16:15:46		5/11/22 16:29:19		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Drug discovery;

		304		5/11/22 17:16:43		5/11/22 17:18:27		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;

		305		5/11/22 18:09:12		5/11/22 18:09:53		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		306		5/11/22 18:18:40		5/11/22 18:20:42		anonymous		Low priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;Human imaging;Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;3d cell culturew;

		307		5/11/22 18:36:35		5/11/22 18:40:59		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		Structural biology: in-solution structure determination, X-ray and Neutron scattering		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		molecular biophysics;

		308		5/11/22 18:59:13		5/11/22 19:01:40		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		cellular biology, pathogenesis of microbial infections;

		309		5/12/22 9:40:13		5/12/22 9:49:41		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		a) NUTRITION
b) public health, multimodal therapy, mediterranean diet, gut-brain axis, microbiota		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		muscle pathophysiology and gene therapy;

		310		5/12/22 10:24:43		5/12/22 10:30:52		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Environmental modulators of human physiology/pathology (exposome analysis etc.) - see e.g. newly established EIRENE ESFRI RI etc.		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;Genomics;

		311		5/12/22 14:39:26		5/12/22 14:41:41		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Metabolomics;

		312		5/12/22 16:16:45		5/12/22 16:19:04		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;

		313		5/12/22 16:13:06		5/12/22 16:19:39		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No								No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Clinical medicine;

		314		5/12/22 15:58:38		5/12/22 19:50:28		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Technological field: Multimodal molecular imaging in preclinical animal models as tools to improve treatments of diseases.
Keywords: PET high resolution detectors ; small animal bioluminescence imaging; small animal fluorescence imaging; micro-TAC; micro-NMR.
		No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;in vivo molecular imaging;

		315		5/12/22 22:59:19		5/12/22 23:00:31		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Drug discovery;Bioinformatics;

		316		5/13/22 7:22:52		5/13/22 7:24:22		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Clinical medicine;

		317		5/13/22 9:36:45		5/13/22 9:39:16		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Drug discovery;Bioinformatics;Molecular biology;

		318		5/13/22 9:58:31		5/13/22 10:02:30		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		319		5/13/22 10:07:55		5/13/22 10:11:24		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		hydrogeology;

		320		5/13/22 10:05:02		5/13/22 10:16:45		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Metabolomics;Proteomics;

		321		5/13/22 9:57:06		5/13/22 10:18:34		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Research Technologist		Bioinformatics;Molecular biology;Drug discovery;Transcriptomics;Structural biology;

		322		5/13/22 10:27:23		5/13/22 10:30:22		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		323		5/13/22 10:30:36		5/13/22 10:40:38		anonymous		Medium priority		High priority		Medium priority		Yes		a) DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE
b) cybernetics, sustainable general artificial intelligence, decision support systems, general systems theory and engineering, technology and science for socio-technical environment 		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		cybernetics;

		324		5/13/22 10:42:09		5/13/22 10:43:28		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		nutrition		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		325		5/13/22 10:42:33		5/13/22 10:45:35		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Human imaging;

		326		5/13/22 10:44:38		5/13/22 10:45:42		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Drug discovery;

		327		5/13/22 10:45:57		5/13/22 10:48:37		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		genomics
lack of instrumentation, lack of bioinformaticians, too high costs		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Genomics;Molecular biology;

		328		5/13/22 10:48:20		5/13/22 10:50:25		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Medium priority		Yes		NEUROSCIENCE BIOINFORMATICS		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Clinical medicine;

		329		5/13/22 10:55:17		5/13/22 10:56:50		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Gene therapy;

		330		5/13/22 10:55:48		5/13/22 10:57:02		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Medium priority		Yes		 STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY 		No				No				No				Industry		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		331		5/13/22 10:52:20		5/13/22 11:00:30		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		HEALTH (PREVENTION, RARE DISEASES, EPIDEMIOLOGY)
NUTRITION (DISEASE, OBESITY) 		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Environmental Biology;

		332		5/13/22 10:54:50		5/13/22 11:02:04		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Medium priority		Yes		Orthogonal to ALL the fields covered by HT, an iPS core facility for generation and differentiation of iPS (including genetically modified ones) are a drug screening core are missing.
Keyword: screening, personalized medicine, population studies		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Cell biology;

		333		5/13/22 11:00:49		5/13/22 11:03:49		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Drug discovery;Secretomics;

		334		5/13/22 11:09:56		5/13/22 11:12:49		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				research hospital		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;

		335		5/13/22 11:12:00		5/13/22 11:21:46		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH
Keywords: Motor (including speech) behavior  assessment - Neural correlates of decision making -  Remote monitoring of human behavior -  		No								No				Academic		Full professor		Clinical medicine;

		336		5/13/22 10:43:24		5/13/22 11:24:09		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		energetic engineering;

		337		5/13/22 11:31:02		5/13/22 11:33:42		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Human imaging;Proteomics;Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		338		5/13/22 11:26:39		5/13/22 11:35:54		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) GENOMICS
DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE 
PREVENTION AND HEALTH
b) scRNA-seq, scProtemoics, multiomic data analysis, experimental model 		No				No				Yes		Sever		Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		339		5/13/22 12:07:53		5/13/22 12:09:30		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		340		5/13/22 12:17:31		5/13/22 12:19:43		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Proteomics;Molecular biology;Cell biology;

		341		5/13/22 12:20:19		5/13/22 12:25:23		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		HEALTH: organoids as in vitro models for human disease (i.e.: response to drugs, disease mechanisms)
GENOMICS: collection and databasing of large sets of clinical data, geno-phenotype correlation  		No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;

		342		5/13/22 11:15:25		5/13/22 12:25:59		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) STRUCTURAL BIOLOG
b) SAXS, SANS		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;

		343		5/13/22 12:28:52		5/13/22 12:30:47		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Metabolomics;

		344		5/13/22 12:59:10		5/13/22 13:01:59		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		345		5/13/22 13:26:55		5/13/22 13:28:49		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		346		5/13/22 13:40:23		5/13/22 13:42:04		anonymous		Low priority		High priority		Low priority		No				Yes				Yes				Yes				Academic		Research Technologist		Human imaging;Molecular biology;Drug discovery;

		347		5/13/22 13:57:00		5/13/22 13:59:29		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;

		348		5/13/22 14:05:38		5/13/22 14:18:27		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Bioinformatics;Molecular biology;

		349		5/13/22 14:19:41		5/13/22 14:21:49		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “IMAGING” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “CELLULAR & MOLECULAR IMAGING (IMBI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale of the NP-IMBI:  Multiscale and multimodal, orthogonal methodologies are essential to capture structural, biochemical, and physical properties of living matters. In addition, to better understand pathological processes there is the necessity for a paradigm shift from a single-marker analysis toward spatially-defined, multiplexed detection of biomarkers. Hence, an imaging NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

THE IU1 MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR IMAGING for the analysis from:
1. Nanoscale to single-cell imaging, encompassing all Super-Resolution-Microscopy, combined with the use of technologies leveraging the sensitivity of fluorescence (e.g., FRET, FLIM, Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy, FCS, spinning disk) to study in real-time events that occur at different time scale. This will be integrated by the STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY NP.
2. Single-cell to tissues to be able to investigate the 3D ultrastructure and dynamics of tissues. Essential for this NP is A) 3D-SCANNING EM for cells and tissues to generate high-resolution 3D images to be combined with fluorescent-based approaches (Correlative light EM tomography). B) LATTICE LIGHT-SHEET microscopy to monitor live samples at unprecedented volumetric speed with low phototoxicity and a high signal-to-noise ratio.

THE IU2 BIOMECHANICS: Biomechanics impacts physiology and pathology, yet there is no current platform enabling the investigation of the physical properties of the living being. It should include technologies for assessing the biomechanical properties (e.g., tissue elasticity, viscoelasticity, and plasticity) integrated with light imaging-based approaches. Specifically, it should include:  A) BRILLOUIN MICROSCOPY, a label-free, contact-free, and non-destructive method for the study of viscoelastic properties of biological samples; B) ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY. C) SHEAR FORCE MICROSCOPY; D) MAGNETIC OPTICAL TWEEZER, for the investigation of nanoscale phenomena by measuring sub-picoNewton forces. E) A flexible and agile microfabrication/microfluid bioengineering unit to develop methods and devices to probe cell and tissue mechano-responses.

THE IU3 DIGITAL PATHOLOGY: this IU will enable the analysis of tissues using multiple biomarkers at high spatial resolution and will work in close association with NP ON SINGLE-CELL OMIC AND PROTEOMIC. It should include: A) DIGITAL SCANNERS with elevated processing, high resolution, multispectral imaging, and dedicated software for basic quantitative analysis.: B) TISSUE MICROARRAYER for the precise selection and extraction of specific regions of interest on the donor blocks and their insertion in recipient blocks; C) BRIGHTFIELD-BASED MULTIPLEX-IHC/IF AND FLUORESCENCE-BASED MULTIPLEX IHC/IF (e.g., Vectra, Akoya Bioscience)  to perform multiplexed analysis of biomarkers; D) REAL-TIME CELL MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS SYSTEMS in multi-wells plates: for functional, physiological, and immunological characterization.
Keywords:
1.	SRM and Fluorescence-based Microscopy
2.	3D-SCANNING EM and Lattice microscopy
3.	Biomechanical-based microscopy
4.	Microfabrication/microfluidic
5.	Functional-Spatial Digital Pathology		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;

		350		5/13/22 14:22:14		5/13/22 14:25:55		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY: LARGE SCALE DRUG SCREENING, DRUG DISCOVERY, PERSONALIZED MEDICINE		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;Genomics;

		351		5/13/22 14:34:08		5/13/22 14:35:27		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;

		352		5/13/22 14:35:26		5/13/22 14:46:00		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		a) HEALTH
b) non-viral vectors, nanoparticles, delivery systems		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Pharmacology;nanomedicine;

		353		5/13/22 14:37:15		5/13/22 14:52:11		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Imaging;

		354		5/13/22 15:02:15		5/13/22 15:05:30		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		355		5/13/22 15:09:16		5/13/22 15:11:00		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		356		5/13/22 15:14:26		5/13/22 15:15:32		anonymous		Medium priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;

		357		5/13/22 10:51:21		5/13/22 15:21:21		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				Yes		FIB-SEM		No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		358		5/13/22 15:25:21		5/13/22 15:26:58		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		359		5/13/22 15:47:31		5/13/22 15:51:48		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Metabolomics;Proteomics;

		360		5/13/22 16:23:16		5/13/22 16:25:14		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		NUTRITION
GENOMICS
HEALTH		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Genomics;Immunology;

		361		5/13/22 16:44:47		5/13/22 16:46:35		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Genomics;Clinical medicine;

		362		5/13/22 17:09:42		5/13/22 17:14:21		anonymous		Low priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “IMAGING” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “CELLULAR & MOLECULAR IMAGING (IMBI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale of the NP-IMBI:  Multiscale and multimodal, orthogonal methodologies are essential to capture structural, biochemical, and physical properties of living matters. In addition, to better understand pathological processes there is the necessity for a paradigm shift from a single-marker analysis toward spatially-defined, multiplexed detection of biomarkers. Hence, an imaging NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

THE IU1 MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR IMAGING for the analysis from:

1. Nanoscale to single-cell imaging, encompassing all Super-Resolution-Microscopy, combined with the use of technologies leveraging the sensitivity of fluorescence (e.g., FRET, FLIM, Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy, FCS, spinning disk) to study in real-time events that occur at different time scale. This will be integrated by the STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY NP.

2. Single-cell to tissues to be able to investigate the 3D ultrastructure and dynamics of tissues. Essential for this NP is A) 3D-SCANNING EM for cells and tissues to generate high-resolution 3D images to be combined with fluorescent-based approaches (Correlative light EM tomography). B) LATTICE LIGHT-SHEET microscopy to monitor live samples at unprecedented volumetric speed with low phototoxicity and a high signal-to-noise ratio.

 THE IU2 BIOMECHANICS: Biomechanics impacts physiology and pathology, yet there is no current platform enabling the investigation of the physical properties of the living being. It should include technologies for assessing the biomechanical properties (e.g., tissue elasticity, viscoelasticity, and plasticity) integrated with light imaging-based approaches. Specifically, it should include:  A) BRILLOUIN MICROSCOPY, a label-free, contact-free, and non-destructive method for the study of viscoelastic properties of biological samples; B) ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY. C) SHEAR FORCE MICROSCOPY; D) MAGNETIC OPTICAL TWEEZER, for the investigation of nanoscale phenomena by measuring sub-picoNewton forces. E) A flexible and agile microfabrication/microfluid bioengineering unit to develop methods and devices to probe cell and tissue mechano-responses.

 THE IU3 DIGITAL PATHOLOGY: this IU will enable the analysis of tissues using multiple biomarkers at high spatial resolution and will work in close association with NP ON SINGLE-CELL OMIC AND PROTEOMIC. It should include: A) DIGITAL SCANNERS with elevated processing, high resolution, multispectral imaging, and dedicated software for basic quantitative analysis.: B) TISSUE MICROARRAYER for the precise selection and extraction of specific regions of interest on the donor blocks and their insertion in recipient blocks; C) BRIGHTFIELD-BASED MULTIPLEX-IHC/IF AND FLUORESCENCE-BASED MULTIPLEX IHC/IF (e.g., Vectra, Akoya Bioscience)  to perform multiplexed analysis of biomarkers; D) REAL-TIME CELL MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS SYSTEMS in multi-wells plates: for functional, physiological, and immunological characterization.

Keywords:

SRM and Fluorescence-based Microscopy
3D-SCANNING EM and Lattice microscopy
Biomechanical-based microscopy
Microfabrication/microfluidic
Functional-Spatial Digital Pathology		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Human imaging;

		363		5/13/22 17:26:37		5/13/22 17:30:45		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		nutrition, structural biology, health		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Drug discovery;

		364		5/13/22 17:21:24		5/13/22 17:39:32		anonymous		Medium priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		a. DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE
b. big data, AI, machine learning, intelligent system, data analysis		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Neuroscience;

		365		5/13/22 17:48:35		5/13/22 17:49:37		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications. 
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
Keywords: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Genomics;

		366		5/13/22 17:07:53		5/13/22 17:53:56		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;

		367		5/13/22 18:49:20		5/13/22 18:50:49		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Neuroimmunology;

		368		5/13/22 19:20:56		5/13/22 19:26:55		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
KEYWORDS: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.
		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Clinical medicine;Genomics;

		369		5/13/22 20:28:36		5/13/22 20:33:20		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Field: GENOMICS
Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
KEYWORDS: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, 		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Forensic Anthropology, Evolutionary Biology;

		370		5/13/22 20:33:27		5/13/22 20:37:53		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Field: IMAGING
Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “IMAGING” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “CELLULAR & MOLECULAR IMAGING (IMBI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The rationale of the NP-IMBI:  Multiscale and multimodal, orthogonal methodologies are essential to capture structural, biochemical, and physical properties of living matters. In addition, to better understand pathological processes there is the necessity for a paradigm shift from a single-marker analysis toward spatially-defined, multiplexed detection of biomarkers. Hence, an imaging NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

THE IU1 MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR IMAGING for the analysis from:
1. Nanoscale to single-cell imaging, encompassing all Super-Resolution-Microscopy, combined with the use of technologies leveraging the sensitivity of fluorescence (e.g., FRET, FLIM, Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy, FCS, spinning disk) to study in real-time events that occur at different time scale. This will be integrated by the STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY NP.
2. Single-cell to tissues to be able to investigate the 3D ultrastructure and dynamics of tissues. Essential for this NP is A) 3D-SCANNING EM for cells and tissues to generate high-resolution 3D images to be combined with fluorescent-based approaches (Correlative light EM tomography). B) LATTICE LIGHT-SHEET microscopy to monitor live samples at unprecedented volumetric speed with low phototoxicity and a high signal-to-noise ratio.

THE IU2 BIOMECHANICS: Biomechanics impacts physiology and pathology, yet there is no current platform enabling the investigation of the physical properties of the living being. It should include technologies for assessing the biomechanical properties (e.g., tissue elasticity, viscoelasticity, and plasticity) integrated with light imaging-based approaches. Specifically, it should include:  A) BRILLOUIN MICROSCOPY, a label-free, contact-free, and non-destructive method for the study of viscoelastic properties of biological samples; B) ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY. C) SHEAR FORCE MICROSCOPY; D) MAGNETIC OPTICAL TWEEZER, for the investigation of nanoscale phenomena by measuring sub-picoNewton forces. E) A flexible and agile microfabrication/microfluid bioengineering unit to develop methods and devices to probe cell and tissue mechano-responses.

THE IU3 DIGITAL PATHOLOGY: this IU will enable the analysis of tissues using multiple biomarkers at high spatial resolution and will work in close association with NP ON SINGLE-CELL OMIC AND PROTEOMIC. It should include: A) DIGITAL SCANNERS with elevated processing, high resolution, multispectral imaging, and dedicated software for basic quantitative analysis: B) TISSUE MICROARRAYER for the precise selection and extraction of specific regions of interest on the donor blocks and their insertion in recipient blocks; C) BRIGHTFIELD-BASED MULTIPLEX-IHC/IF AND FLUORESCENCE-BASED MULTIPLEX IHC/IF(e.g., Vectra, Akoya Bioscience)  to perform multiplexed analysis of biomarkers; D) REAL-TIME CELL MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS SYSTEMS in multi-wells plates: for functional, physiological, and immunological characterization.

Keywords:
1. SRM and Fluorescence-based Microscopy
2. 3D-SCANNING EM and Lattice microscopy
3. Biomechanical-based microscopy
4. Microfabrication/microfluidic
5. Functional-Spatial Dig		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Forensic Anthropology, Evolutionary Biology;

		371		5/13/22 22:46:22		5/13/22 22:47:21		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Neurpbiology;

		372		5/13/22 23:21:18		5/13/22 23:25:00		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		Food security		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		373		5/14/22 4:44:50		5/14/22 4:45:50		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;

		374		5/14/22 9:35:21		5/14/22 9:39:13		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Pharmacology;

		375		5/14/22 10:21:45		5/14/22 10:22:49		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Human imaging;Bioinformatics;

		376		5/14/22 15:06:58		5/14/22 15:23:32		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, such as liquid-handlers and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing. (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction and selection from various organisms, tissues, biological substrates and environmental samples, including ancient ones. (iii) Instruments for quantification and quality control of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers, fluorimeters and luminometers, capillary electrophoresis systems and devices for HMW DNA analysis.
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq System that produces longer reads (2x300bp) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore Technologies, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct characterization of DNA and RNA modifications, such as methylation. 
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping, will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg by Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps or sample prep methods must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
NP-GEN will strongly support the development and implementation of protocols for single cell sequencing and spatial genomic and transcriptomic analysis, in collaboration with the Single-Cell Omics platform. In turn, a strong interaction with the Data Analysis platform is foreseen for the analysis of high-throughput data.
 
Keywords: short- and long-read sequencing, meta- and epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		377		5/14/22 15:52:03		5/14/22 15:57:34		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Mass spectrometry should be potentiated with knowhow for identification of post-translational modifications which maybe tricky to identify and regulate protein functions. Much need still to be done to understand how PTMs modify the function and aggregation propensity of many proteins associated with human diseases and aging.
quantitative mass spectrometry, post-translational modifications, SUMOylation, Acetylation, 		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		378		5/14/22 16:46:44		5/14/22 16:48:22		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;

		379		5/14/22 17:05:23		5/14/22 17:06:30		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, such as liquid-handlers and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing. (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction and selection from various organisms, tissues, biological substrates and environmental samples, including ancient ones. (iii) Instruments for quantification and quality control of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers, fluorimeters and luminometers, capillary electrophoresis systems and devices for HMW DNA analysis.
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq System that produces longer reads (2x300bp) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore Technologies, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct characterization of DNA and RNA modifications, such as methylation. 
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping, will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg by Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps or sample prep methods must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
NP-GEN will strongly support the development and implementation of protocols for single cell sequencing and spatial genomic and transcriptomic analysis, in collaboration with the Single-Cell Omics platform. In turn, a strong interaction with the Data Analysis platform is foreseen for the analysis of high-throughput data.		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		380		5/14/22 17:06:31		5/14/22 17:09:50		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Enzymes as drugs and drug targets: Mechanistic enzymology, enzyme regulation, engineering; structure-function relations;

		381		5/14/22 20:17:10		5/14/22 20:20:59		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Human imaging;

		382		5/15/22 8:59:57		5/15/22 9:04:26		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Genomics;Clinical medicine;

		383		5/15/22 10:39:22		5/15/22 10:42:06		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the first-level Consultatio and supported by many scientists and institutions. It is key that the core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING  operate as an integrated system combining their approaches to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must comprise highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the developing and optimizing sample and library preparation protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). Thus, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525), and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. Hence, IU2 must be equipped with Illumina NovaSeq6000, currently the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and Illumina MiSeq to produce longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) to  offer real-time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 would include a PacBio Sequel II alogn with Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, that have complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. IU3 will be a critical asset as LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, among others. 
IU4 - EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES to evaluate and implement alternative platforms/equipment that ultimately will provide higher accuracy, performance and lower reagent costs. For SRS MGI: DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome; for LRS technologies: nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.
		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;

		384		5/15/22 12:04:28		5/15/22 12:11:01		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		health: culture building, competencies, investments, prevention, investments		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Management;

		385		5/15/22 16:10:05		5/15/22 16:14:20		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority						No				No				No				Academic		PROFESSOR EMERITUS		Pharmacology;Drug discovery;Structural biology;

		386		5/15/22 16:21:00		5/15/22 16:25:21		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “IMAGING” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “CELLULAR & MOLECULAR IMAGING (IMBI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
 
The rationale of the NP-IMBI:  Multiscale and multimodal, orthogonal methodologies are essential to capture structural, biochemical, and physical properties of living matters. In addition, to better understand pathological processes there is the necessity for a paradigm shift from a single-marker analysis toward spatially-defined, multiplexed detection of biomarkers. Hence, an imaging NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
 
THE IU1 MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR IMAGING for the analysis from:
1. Nanoscale to single-cell imaging, encompassing all Super-Resolution-Microscopy, combined with the use of technologies leveraging the sensitivity of fluorescence (e.g., FRET, FLIM, Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy, FCS, spinning disk) to study in real-time events that occur at different time scale. This will be integrated by the STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY NP.
2. Single-cell to tissues to be able to investigate the 3D ultrastructure and dynamics of tissues. Essential for this NP is A) 3D-SCANNING EM for cells and tissues to generate high-resolution 3D images to be combined with fluorescent-based approaches (Correlative light EM tomography). B) LATTICE LIGHT-SHEET microscopy to monitor live samples at unprecedented volumetric speed with low phototoxicity and a high signal-to-noise ratio.
 
THE IU2 BIOMECHANICS: Biomechanics impacts physiology and pathology, yet there is no current platform enabling the investigation of the physical properties of the living being. It should include technologies for assessing the biomechanical properties (e.g., tissue elasticity, viscoelasticity, and plasticity) integrated with light imaging-based approaches. Specifically, it should include:  A) BRILLOUIN MICROSCOPY, a label-free, contact-free, and non-destructive method for the study of viscoelastic properties of biological samples; B) ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY. C) SHEAR FORCE MICROSCOPY; D) MAGNETIC OPTICAL TWEEZER, for the investigation of nanoscale phenomena by measuring sub-picoNewton forces. E) A flexible and agile microfabrication/microfluid bioengineering unit to develop methods and devices to probe cell and tissue mechano-responses.
 
THE IU3 DIGITAL PATHOLOGY: this IU will enable the analysis of tissues using multiple biomarkers at high spatial resolution and will work in close association with NP ON SINGLE-CELL OMIC AND PROTEOMIC. It should include: A) DIGITAL SCANNERS with elevated processing, high resolution, multispectral imaging, and dedicated software for basic quantitative analysis.: B) TISSUE MICROARRAYER for the precise selection and extraction of specific regions of interest on the donor blocks and their insertion in recipient blocks; C) BRIGHTFIELD-BASED MULTIPLEX-IHC/IF AND FLUORESCENCE-BASED MULTIPLEX IHC/IF (e.g., Vectra, Akoya Bioscience)  to perform multiplexed analysis of biomarkers; D) REAL-TIME CELL MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS SYSTEMS in multi-wells plates: for functional, physiological, and immunological characterization.
Keywords:
SRM and Fluorescence-based Microscopy
3D-SCANNING EM and Lattice microscopy
Biomechanical-based microscopy
Microfabrication/microfluidic
Functional-Spatial Digital Pathology		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Cell imaging and biophysics;

		387		5/15/22 20:46:31		5/15/22 20:48:22		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Structural biology;Proteomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;Human imaging;

		388		5/16/22 5:40:11		5/16/22 6:04:08		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Electron and Scanning Probe Microscopies;

		389		5/16/22 8:56:38		5/16/22 9:04:26		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
KEYWORDS: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Transcriptomics;Molecular biology;

		390		5/16/22 9:08:54		5/16/22 9:13:05		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;

		391		5/16/22 9:23:23		5/16/22 9:32:06		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		ELECTRON MICROSCOPY;

		392		5/16/22 8:57:23		5/16/22 9:32:53		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “IMAGING” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “CELLULAR & MOLECULAR IMAGING (IMBI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The rationale of the NP-IMBI:  Multiscale and multimodal, orthogonal methodologies are essential to capture structural, biochemical, and physical properties of living matters. In addition, to better understand pathological processes there is the necessity for a paradigm shift from a single-marker analysis toward spatially-defined, multiplexed detection of biomarkers. Hence, an imaging NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
THE IU1 MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR IMAGING for the analysis from:
1. Nanoscale to single-cell imaging, encompassing all Super-Resolution-Microscopy, combined with the use of technologies leveraging the sensitivity of fluorescence (e.g., FRET, FLIM, Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy, FCS, spinning disk) to study in real-time events that occur at different time scale. This will be integrated by the STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY NP.
2. Single-cell to tissues to be able to investigate the 3D ultrastructure and dynamics of tissues. Essential for this NP is A) 3D-SCANNING EM for cells and tissues to generate high-resolution 3D images to be combined with fluorescent-based approaches (Correlative light EM tomography). B) LATTICE LIGHT-SHEET microscopy to monitor live samples at unprecedented volumetric speed with low phototoxicity and a high signal-to-noise ratio.
THE IU2 BIOMECHANICS: Biomechanics impacts physiology and pathology, yet there is no current platform enabling the investigation of the physical properties of the living being. It should include technologies for assessing the biomechanical properties (e.g., tissue elasticity, viscoelasticity, and plasticity) integrated with light imaging-based approaches. Specifically, it should include:  A) BRILLOUIN MICROSCOPY, a label-free, contact-free, and non-destructive method for the study of viscoelastic properties of biological samples; B) ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY. C) SHEAR FORCE MICROSCOPY; D) MAGNETIC OPTICAL TWEEZER, for the investigation of nanoscale phenomena by measuring sub-picoNewton forces. E) A flexible and agile microfabrication/microfluid bioengineering unit to develop methods and devices to probe cell and tissue mechano-responses.
THE IU3 DIGITAL PATHOLOGY: this IU will enable the analysis of tissues using multiple biomarkers at high spatial resolution and will work in close association with NP ON SINGLE-CELL OMIC AND PROTEOMIC. It should include: A) DIGITAL SCANNERS with elevated processing, high resolution, multispectral imaging, and dedicated software for basic quantitative analysis.: B) TISSUE MICROARRAYER for the precise selection and extraction of specific regions of interest on the donor blocks and their insertion in recipient blocks; C) BRIGHTFIELD-BASED MULTIPLEX-IHC/IF AND FLUORESCENCE-BASED MULTIPLEX IHC/IF (e.g., Vectra, Akoya Bioscience)  to perform multiplexed analysis of biomarkers; D) REAL-TIME CELL MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS SYSTEMS in multi-wells plates: for functional, physiological, and immunological characterization.

Keywords:
SRM and Fluorescence-based Microscopy
3D-SCANNING EM and Lattice microscopy
Biomechanical-based microscopy
Microfabrication/microfluidic
Functional-Spatial Digital Pathology		No				No				No				IRCCS		Director of research		Medical genetics and applied biology;

		393		5/16/22 9:33:31		5/16/22 9:35:42		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Structural biology;

		394		5/16/22 9:56:14		5/16/22 9:57:42		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Low priority		No				No				No				Yes		bioinformatics		Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Bioinformatics;

		395		5/16/22 10:26:54		5/16/22 10:28:23		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Research center		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		396		5/16/22 10:34:24		5/16/22 10:35:25		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				NHS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		397		5/16/22 10:39:36		5/16/22 10:41:43		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Radiomics		No				No				No				IRCCS		Associate professor		Radiomics;

		398		5/13/22 16:54:28		5/16/22 10:48:30		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		a) An important scientific field lacking is that of system functional imaging, mainly of the nervous system, for basic and apllied research purpose
b) healthy brain structure, healthy brain areas connectivity, altered brain structure and connectivity in diseases		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Human imaging;Brain structure and function;

		399		5/16/22 10:42:25		5/16/22 10:51:01		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		400		5/16/22 10:52:27		5/16/22 10:54:41		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;developmental neurobiology;

		401		5/16/22 11:18:06		5/16/22 11:29:13		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		402		5/16/22 11:23:58		5/16/22 11:32:07		anonymous		Very high priority		Low priority		Very high priority		Yes		GENOMICS: high throughput genomics for cancer research; high-throughput transcriptomics for cancer research		No				Yes		CRYO-EM		No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;Drug discovery;Proteomics;

		403		5/16/22 11:12:19		5/16/22 11:33:05		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		a)Nutrition
b) reproduction problems, pregnancy, fetal abnormalities, miscarriage		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Genomics;

		404		5/16/22 11:38:56		5/16/22 11:42:20		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;

		405		5/16/22 11:37:37		5/16/22 11:44:22		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		406		5/16/22 11:02:10		5/16/22 11:45:44		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		GENOMICS, full coverage by the National Health System; DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE, full availability in everyday research practice		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;

		407		5/16/22 11:45:08		5/16/22 11:45:57		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;

		408		5/16/22 11:24:09		5/16/22 11:46:23		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition etc...) and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertises as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “Genomics”, “Integrated Single Cell Omics” and “Proteomics-Metabolomics” submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “Vector & Cell Engineering (VERDI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The three core areas selected of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology. 

The mission of the VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING platform (NP-VERDI ) is to build a flexible ecosystem organized in three highly integrated Infrastructural Units ( IU1-Gene Vector Technology ; IU2-Cell engineering and Screening; IU3-Animal Genome Engineering) capable of implementing and delivering high-fidelity genomic and epigenetic modifications in cell lines, pluripotent and somatic stem cells, plants and mice by exploiting the ever expanding space of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and related technologies. In such way, NP-VERDI will be maintained at the forefront of the technological development by employing the most advanced methods to reach high efficient and tailored epi/genome editing by using state-of-the-art molecular tools and procedures. In particular: 

For gene editing in cells, NP-VERDI (IU2) must include BSL1/2 cell culture suites, efficient equipment for gene delivery and a centralized cryogenic cell repository. For gene editing in plants, NP-VERDI (IU2) will be equipped with reach-in phytotrons for plant in vitro culture and regeneration and dedicated sterile culture room facility for plant embryo manipulation. Gene editing in mice will be implemented by NP-VERDI (IU3) running a dedicated mouse facility equipped with digital barrier units in individually ventilated cages, biosafety changing stations and controlled spaces and instrumentations for embryo manipulation, injection and freezing including dedicated microscopy stations. Precise and tailored genomic modifications and off-target sites will be validated by targeted and unbiased epi/genomic sequencing and subsequent data analysis in close collaboration with the platforms of GENOMICS and BIOINFORMATICS. 

Furthermore, the NP-VERDI (IU1,2) will produce CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral libraries and execute genome-wide functional screenings for unbiased gene discovery in cell lines and stem cells. To this aim, dedicated space will be organized with robotic liquid handling systems for automatic operations with high processivity in microtiters. Single-cell functional screenings will be carried out in synergy with the platform of INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS using flow-cytometry-assisted cell phenotyping. 

Finally, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will implement a dedicated Unit for the design and manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. For this aim, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will be structured with BLSL1/2 culture rooms, automated cell culture stations , anion-exchange and size-exclusion chromatography systems , ultra-centrifuges and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture. A BSL-2 room in the mouse facility with surgical microscopes will be strategic for running proof-of-principle studies of viral delivery in vivo. 



KEYWORDS: 

1) Gene editing in cell lines and stem cells 

2) Gene editing in plants 

3) Gene editing in mice 

4) CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral screening libraries 

5) Lentivirus, AAVs and Rabies virus production 
		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		plant biology;

		409		5/16/22 11:47:32		5/16/22 11:49:19		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		410		5/16/22 11:48:18		5/16/22 11:51:57		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Genomics;Bioinformatics;Transcriptomics;

		411		5/16/22 11:53:42		5/16/22 11:55:11		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Transcriptomics;Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		412		5/16/22 11:54:47		5/16/22 11:56:37		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Drug discovery;Proteomics;

		413		5/16/22 11:00:14		5/16/22 11:57:02		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Human imaging;

		414		5/16/22 11:28:09		5/16/22 12:00:35		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Independent investigator		Molecular biology;

		415		5/16/22 12:07:01		5/16/22 12:09:36		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes				No				No				No		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		Academic		Full professor		Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		416		5/16/22 12:14:58		5/16/22 12:16:07		anonymous		Very high priority		Low priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Genomics;Evolutionary Genetics;

		417		5/16/22 12:16:16		5/16/22 12:20:52		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Molecular biology;In vivo models;

		418		5/16/22 12:22:05		5/16/22 12:27:45		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		419		5/16/22 12:25:54		5/16/22 12:32:13		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Transcriptomics;cell and tissue imaging (human and animal models);

		420		5/16/22 12:14:53		5/16/22 12:38:02		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;

		421		5/16/22 12:33:56		5/16/22 12:39:58		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		entomology;

		422		5/16/22 12:38:28		5/16/22 12:41:12		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		Gene editing in plants must be included. It is crucial for our future and does not create a GMO		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Proteomics;

		423		5/16/22 12:42:01		5/16/22 12:45:06		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		Yes		I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “Vector & Cell Engineering (VERDI)” should be included

The mission of the VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING platform (NP-VERDI ) is to build a flexible ecosystem organized in three highly integrated Infrastructural Units ( IU1-Gene Vector Technology ; IU2-Cell engineering and Screening; IU3-Animal Genome Engineering) capable of implementing and delivering high-fidelity genomic and epigenetic modifications in cell lines, pluripotent and somatic stem cells, plants and mice by exploiting the ever expanding space of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and related technologies. In such way, NP-VERDI will be maintained at the forefront of the technological development by employing the most advanced methods to reach high efficient and tailored epi/genome editing by using state-of-the-art molecular tools and procedures. In particular: 

For gene editing in cells, NP-VERDI (IU2) must include BSL1/2 cell culture suites, efficient equipment for gene delivery and a centralized cryogenic cell repository. For gene editing in plants, NP-VERDI (IU2) will be equipped with reach-in phytotrons for plant in vitro culture and regeneration and dedicated sterile culture room facility for plant embryo manipulation. Gene editing in mice will be implemented by NP-VERDI (IU3) running a dedicated mouse facility equipped with digital barrier units in individually ventilated cages, biosafety changing stations and controlled spaces and instrumentations for embryo manipulation, injection and freezing including dedicated microscopy stations. Precise and tailored genomic modifications and off-target sites will be validated by targeted and unbiased epi/genomic sequencing and subsequent data analysis in close collaboration with the platforms of GENOMICS and BIOINFORMATICS. 

Furthermore, the NP-VERDI (IU1,2) will produce CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral libraries and execute genome-wide functional screenings for unbiased gene discovery in cell lines and stem cells. To this aim, dedicated space will be organized with robotic liquid handling systems for automatic operations with high processivity in microtiters. Single-cell functional screenings will be carried out in synergy with the platform of INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS using flow-cytometry-assisted cell phenotyping. 

Finally, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will implement a dedicated Unit for the design and manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. For this aim, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will be structured with BLSL1/2 culture rooms, automated cell culture stations , anion-exchange and size-exclusion chromatography systems , ultra-centrifuges and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture. A BSL-2 room in the mouse facility with surgical microscopes will be strategic for running proof-of-principle studies of viral delivery in vivo. 		No				No				No				Stakeholder		Stakeholder		Other;

		424		5/16/22 12:16:44		5/16/22 12:45:10		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “Vector & Cell Engineering (VERDI)” should be included

The mission of the VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING platform (NP-VERDI ) is to build a flexible ecosystem organized in three highly integrated Infrastructural Units ( IU1-Gene Vector Technology ; IU2-Cell engineering and Screening; IU3-Animal Genome Engineering) capable of implementing and delivering high-fidelity genomic and epigenetic modifications in cell lines, pluripotent and somatic stem cells, plants and mice by exploiting the ever expanding space of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and related technologies. In such way, NP-VERDI will be maintained at the forefront of the technological development by employing the most advanced methods to reach high efficient and tailored epi/genome editing by using state-of-the-art molecular tools and procedures. In particular: 

For gene editing in cells, NP-VERDI (IU2) must include BSL1/2 cell culture suites, efficient equipment for gene delivery and a centralized cryogenic cell repository. For gene editing in plants, NP-VERDI (IU2) will be equipped with reach-in phytotrons for plant in vitro culture and regeneration and dedicated sterile culture room facility for plant embryo manipulation. Gene editing in mice will be implemented by NP-VERDI (IU3) running a dedicated mouse facility equipped with digital barrier units in individually ventilated cages, biosafety changing stations and controlled spaces and instrumentations for embryo manipulation, injection and freezing including dedicated microscopy stations. Precise and tailored genomic modifications and off-target sites will be validated by targeted and unbiased epi/genomic sequencing and subsequent data analysis in close collaboration with the platforms of GENOMICS and BIOINFORMATICS. 

Furthermore, the NP-VERDI (IU1,2) will produce CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral libraries and execute genome-wide functional screenings for unbiased gene discovery in cell lines and stem cells. To this aim, dedicated space will be organized with robotic liquid handling systems for automatic operations with high processivity in microtiters. Single-cell functional screenings will be carried out in synergy with the platform of INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS using flow-cytometry-assisted cell phenotyping. 

Finally, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will implement a dedicated Unit for the design and manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. For this aim, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will be structured with BLSL1/2 culture rooms, automated cell culture stations , anion-exchange and size-exclusion chromatography systems , ultra-centrifuges and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture. A BSL-2 room in the mouse facility with surgical microscopes will be strategic for running proof-of-principle studies of viral delivery in vivo. 



KEYWORDS: 

1) Gene editing in cell lines and stem cells 

2) Gene editing in plants 

3) Gene editing in mice 

4) CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral screening libraries 

5) Lentivirus, AAVs and Rabies virus production		No				No				No				stakeholder		entrepreneur 		Biology;

		425		5/16/22 12:46:28		5/16/22 12:59:57		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “IMAGING” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “CELLULAR & MOLECULAR IMAGING (IMBI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
 
The rationale of the NP-IMBI:  Multiscale and multimodal, orthogonal methodologies are essential to capture structural, biochemical, and physical properties of living matters. In addition, to better understand pathological processes there is the necessity for a paradigm shift from a single-marker analysis toward spatially-defined, multiplexed detection of biomarkers. Hence, an imaging NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
 
THE IU1 MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR IMAGING for the analysis from:
1. Nanoscale to single-cell imaging, encompassing all Super-Resolution-Microscopy, combined with the use of technologies leveraging the sensitivity of fluorescence (e.g., FRET, FLIM, Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy, FCS, spinning disk) to study in real-time events that occur at different time scale. This will be integrated by the STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY NP.
2. Single-cell to tissues to be able to investigate the 3D ultrastructure and dynamics of tissues. Essential for this NP is A) 3D-SCANNING EM for cells and tissues to generate high-resolution 3D images to be combined with fluorescent-based approaches (Correlative light EM tomography). B) LATTICE LIGHT-SHEET microscopy to monitor live samples at unprecedented volumetric speed with low phototoxicity and a high signal-to-noise ratio.
 
THE IU2 BIOMECHANICS: Biomechanics impacts physiology and pathology, yet there is no current platform enabling the investigation of the physical properties of the living being. It should include technologies for assessing the biomechanical properties (e.g., tissue elasticity, viscoelasticity, and plasticity) integrated with light imaging-based approaches. Specifically, it should include:  A) BRILLOUIN MICROSCOPY, a label-free, contact-free, and non-destructive method for the study of viscoelastic properties of biological samples; B) ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY. C) SHEAR FORCE MICROSCOPY; D) MAGNETIC OPTICAL TWEEZER, for the investigation of nanoscale phenomena by measuring sub-picoNewton forces. E) A flexible and agile microfabrication/microfluid bioengineering unit to develop methods and devices to probe cell and tissue mechano-responses.
 
THE IU3 DIGITAL PATHOLOGY: this IU will enable the analysis of tissues using multiple biomarkers at high spatial resolution and will work in close association with NP ON SINGLE-CELL OMIC AND PROTEOMIC. It should include: A) DIGITAL SCANNERS with elevated processing, high resolution, multispectral imaging, and dedicated software for basic quantitative analysis.: B) TISSUE MICROARRAYER for the precise selection and extraction of specific regions of interest on the donor blocks and their insertion in recipient blocks; C) BRIGHTFIELD-BASED MULTIPLEX-IHC/IF AND FLUORESCENCE-BASED MULTIPLEX IHC/IF (e.g., Vectra, Akoya Bioscience)  to perform multiplexed analysis of biomarkers; D) REAL-TIME CELL MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS SYSTEMS in multi-wells plates: for functional, physiological, and immunological characterization.		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		neuroscience, neurophysiology and technology;

		426		5/16/22 13:27:36		5/16/22 13:30:29		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Molecular biology;

		427		5/16/22 13:21:11		5/16/22 13:44:35		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		Yes		I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “Vector & Cell Engineering (VERDI)” should be included

The mission of the VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING platform (NP-VERDI ) is to build a flexible ecosystem organized in three highly integrated Infrastructural Units ( IU1-Gene Vector Technology ; IU2-Cell engineering and Screening; IU3-Animal Genome Engineering) capable of implementing and delivering high-fidelity genomic and epigenetic modifications in cell lines, pluripotent and somatic stem cells, plants and mice by exploiting the ever expanding space of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and related technologies. In such way, NP-VERDI will be maintained at the forefront of the technological development by employing the most advanced methods to reach high efficient and tailored epi/genome editing by using state-of-the-art molecular tools and procedures. In particular: 

For gene editing in cells, NP-VERDI (IU2) must include BSL1/2 cell culture suites, efficient equipment for gene delivery and a centralized cryogenic cell repository. For gene editing in plants, NP-VERDI (IU2) will be equipped with reach-in phytotrons for plant in vitro culture and regeneration and dedicated sterile culture room facility for plant embryo manipulation. Gene editing in mice will be implemented by NP-VERDI (IU3) running a dedicated mouse facility equipped with digital barrier units in individually ventilated cages, biosafety changing stations and controlled spaces and instrumentations for embryo manipulation, injection and freezing including dedicated microscopy stations. Precise and tailored genomic modifications and off-target sites will be validated by targeted and unbiased epi/genomic sequencing and subsequent data analysis in close collaboration with the platforms of GENOMICS and BIOINFORMATICS. 

Furthermore, the NP-VERDI (IU1,2) will produce CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral libraries and execute genome-wide functional screenings for unbiased gene discovery in cell lines and stem cells. To this aim, dedicated space will be organized with robotic liquid handling systems for automatic operations with high processivity in microtiters. Single-cell functional screenings will be carried out in synergy with the platform of INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS using flow-cytometry-assisted cell phenotyping. 

Finally, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will implement a dedicated Unit for the design and manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. For this aim, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will be structured with BLSL1/2 culture rooms, automated cell culture stations , anion-exchange and size-exclusion chromatography systems , ultra-centrifuges and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture. A BSL-2 room in the mouse facility with surgical microscopes will be strategic for running proof-of-principle studies of viral delivery in vivo. 



KEYWORDS: 

1) Gene editing in cell lines and stem cells 

2) Gene editing in plants 

3) Gene editing in mice 

4) CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral screening libraries 

5) Lentivirus, AAVs and Rabies virus production		No				No				No				Stakeholder		Entrepreneur		Genomics;

		428		5/16/22 14:01:42		5/16/22 14:03:04		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No								Academic		Full professor		Pharmacology;Neurophysiology;

		429		5/16/22 9:42:27		5/16/22 14:11:06		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE		Yes				Yes				Yes				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;

		430		5/16/22 14:30:56		5/16/22 14:34:01		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;

		431		5/16/22 14:36:08		5/16/22 14:39:18		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.
The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.
IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".
IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM, as a whole, is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.
Keywords: High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoE, High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS application		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;

		432		5/16/22 14:54:41		5/16/22 14:59:05		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;Genomics;Molecular biology;

		433		5/16/22 15:10:40		5/16/22 15:14:03		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Medium priority		No				Yes		some of them seems a duplication of other efforts, ACC and other initiative that are in the ongoing PNRR applications.
It is not clear how the bioinformatic area will be structured that i a real unmet need in the Country		No				No				Academic		Full professor		clinical and translational hematology;

		434		5/16/22 15:55:31		5/16/22 16:00:14		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		plant biology, glycomics		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Proteomics;Metabolomics;glycomics;

		435		5/16/22 15:20:59		5/16/22 16:05:04		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.
The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.
--
IU1 - Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".
IU2 - To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM, as a whole, is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology).
IU3 - To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology).
IU4 - To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell CL-MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

Keywords:

1. High-throughput protein production
2. Single particle and Tomography CryoEM
3. High throughput protein crystallization
4. High-end MS applications		No				No				No				CNR		Post Doc		Structural biology;Drug discovery;

		436		5/16/22 16:32:25		5/16/22 16:35:24		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Director of research		Molecular biology;Virology;

		437		5/16/22 16:35:16		5/16/22 16:36:41		anonymous		Medium priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Human imaging;Biomedican Engineering;

		438		5/16/22 16:25:39		5/16/22 16:37:05		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		NUTRITION (sustainable food security, nutrition for aging people, nutritionally fortified plant food products)
ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH (air pollution-related illness, pregnancy complications, maternal-infant health)		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;microbiology;

		439		5/16/22 14:45:27		5/16/22 16:56:07		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;Transcriptomics;Genomics;Programming;

		440		5/16/22 14:47:52		5/16/22 16:56:20		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;Transcriptomics;

		441		5/16/22 16:55:50		5/16/22 17:01:47		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		For us very is important Gene Editing in plants		No				No				No				Industry		Researcher/ Scientist		Agriculture ;

		442		5/16/22 17:08:41		5/16/22 17:13:16		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes				Yes				Yes								Academic		Full professor		Metabolomics;

		443		5/16/22 17:20:20		5/16/22 17:26:21		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “Vector & Cell Engineering (VERDI)” should be included

The mission of the VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING platform (NP-VERDI ) is to build a flexible ecosystem organized in three highly integrated Infrastructural Units ( IU1-Gene Vector Technology ; IU2-Cell engineering and Screening; IU3-Animal Genome Engineering) capable of implementing and delivering high-fidelity genomic and epigenetic modifications in cell lines, pluripotent and somatic stem cells, plants and mice by exploiting the ever expanding space of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and related technologies. In such way, NP-VERDI will be maintained at the forefront of the technological development by employing the most advanced methods to reach high efficient and tailored epi/genome editing by using state-of-the-art molecular tools and procedures. In particular: 

For gene editing in cells, NP-VERDI (IU2) must include BSL1/2 cell culture suites, efficient equipment for gene delivery and a centralized cryogenic cell repository. For gene editing in plants, NP-VERDI (IU2) will be equipped with reach-in phytotrons for plant in vitro culture and regeneration and dedicated sterile culture room facility for plant embryo manipulation. Gene editing in mice will be implemented by NP-VERDI (IU3) running a dedicated mouse facility equipped with digital barrier units in individually ventilated cages, biosafety changing stations and controlled spaces and instrumentations for embryo manipulation, injection and freezing including dedicated microscopy stations. Precise and tailored genomic modifications and off-target sites will be validated by targeted and unbiased epi/genomic sequencing and subsequent data analysis in close collaboration with the platforms of GENOMICS and BIOINFORMATICS. 

Furthermore, the NP-VERDI (IU1,2) will produce CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral libraries and execute genome-wide functional screenings for unbiased gene discovery in cell lines and stem cells. To this aim, dedicated space will be organized with robotic liquid handling systems for automatic operations with high processivity in microtiters. Single-cell functional screenings will be carried out in synergy with the platform of INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS using flow-cytometry-assisted cell phenotyping. 

Finally, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will implement a dedicated Unit for the design and manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. For this aim, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will be structured with BLSL1/2 culture rooms, automated cell culture stations , anion-exchange and size-exclusion chromatography systems , ultra-centrifuges and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture. A BSL-2 room in the mouse facility with surgical microscopes will be strategic for running proof-of-principle studies of viral delivery in vivo. 



KEYWORDS: 

1) Gene editing in cell lines and stem cells 

2) Gene editing in plants 

3) Gene editing in mice 

4) CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral screening libraries 

5) Lentivirus, AAVs and Rabies virus production		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;

		444		5/16/22 18:08:45		5/16/22 18:10:10		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		HEALTH		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		445		5/16/22 21:24:09		5/16/22 21:26:13		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		staff  senior member.		Clinical medicine;

		446		5/17/22 7:01:51		5/17/22 7:04:19		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Post Doc		Clinical medicine;Metabolomics;

		447		5/17/22 7:10:38		5/17/22 7:12:09		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Genomics;

		448		5/17/22 7:12:26		5/17/22 7:14:25		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Human imaging;

		449		5/17/22 7:48:25		5/17/22 7:50:18		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Live imaging 		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Pharmacology;

		450		5/17/22 8:29:54		5/17/22 8:31:54		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN          must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

NP-GEN            must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping,		No				No				No				University Hospital		Research Technologist		Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		451		5/17/22 8:35:05		5/17/22 8:40:10		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Metabolomics;Structural biology;Bioinformatics;Drug discovery;

		452		5/17/22 8:37:39		5/17/22 8:41:13		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) Lack of technological support for  "Human and Animal Imaging"
b) Health, Data and Decision Science, Prevention		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Human imaging;

		453		5/17/22 8:33:21		5/17/22 8:43:09		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		 Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “GENOMICS-INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS-VECTOR AND CELL ENGINEERING-PROTEOMICS AND METABOLOMICS”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS (INsCELL)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale inspiring the NP-INsCELL:  Integrated single-cell multimodal omics, coupled with methodologies for spatially resolved technologies and high dimensional flow cytometry are essential to capture molecular, cellular, and spatial properties of heterogenous complex tissues. In addition, to dissect complex biological processes, both in physiological and pathological conditions, there is an urgent need to invest on technologies that allow simultaneous interrogation of tissue complexity by multiple modalities, at single cell resolution and by including the spatial dimension. Hence, an OMIC NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

IU1-Single Cell Multi Omics will allow to obtain the definition of the molecular blueprints, differentiation, and developmental trajectories of any cell, by spanning and integrating multiple modalities (DNA, RNA, protein). It should include technologies enabling simultaneously molecular barcoding of millions of cells, by leveraging droplet-based technology (10X GENOMICS) and full-length transcript detection (ICELL8 CX), as well as TAPESTRI PLATFORM for the detection of targeted single-base variants from individual cells for genotype-phenotype correlation analysis.

IU2-Spatially Resolved Single cell Multi Omics: Spatial Transcriptomics technology leverages on barcoded surfaces to capture and positionally track transcript expression in whole tissue sections. It should include methodologies as VISIUM (10X GENOMICS) enabling both gene expression panels and whole transcriptome data, as well as multiplexed tissue imaging method based on single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization (REBUS ESPER-REBUS BIOSYSTEM, RESOLVE MOLECULAR CARTOGRAPHY) to allow transcript mapping at subcellular resolution, although for a lower number of pre-selected targeted transcripts, as well as GEOMX DSP-NANOSTRING suitable for digital measurements of candidate proteins or transcripts (up to the whole transcriptome) in pre-defined regions of interest with high sensitivity. Other methods developed to make use of mass cytometry and metal-tagged antibody staining for protein detection in situ (HYPERION IMAGING SYSTEM) and CODEX SYSTEM-AKOYA BIOSCIENCES  for measurements of more than 40 protein markers in tissue samples at single cell resolution will complement the NP and enhance its capabilities.

IU3-High Dimensional Flow Cytometry will allow to simultaneously detect the expression of target proteins on individual cells by advanced and high dimensional (HD) flow cytometry (AURORA CYTEK, BD FACSYMPHONY A5, BD FACSYMPHONY S6),  reaching up to 40 markers displayed simultaneously by any cell that can be isolated from the blood, body fluids or tissues.

NP-INsCELL will grant access to these technologies to laboratories with original biological questions that cannot afford the instrumentation, sustain costs to complete the experimental workflow, and/or that lack the expertise. Moreover, SC omics rapid evolution requires well integrated platforms that can keep up with technological innovation.
		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Pharmacology;Drug discovery;

		454		5/17/22 8:49:29		5/17/22 8:54:30		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Additional Areas of Research Aimed at prevention and health: scientific communication, community level public health.		No				Yes		Facial recognition, security/surveillance		Yes		Marketing analysis, Security/surveillance data.		Academic		Associate professor		Bioethics;

		455		5/17/22 8:53:01		5/17/22 8:55:11		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;Proteomics;Genomics;

		456		5/17/22 9:11:11		5/17/22 9:13:26		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		457		5/17/22 9:12:34		5/17/22 9:15:55		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Human imaging;

		458		5/17/22 9:12:23		5/17/22 9:17:43		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Biochemistry;

		459		5/17/22 9:19:17		5/17/22 9:20:46		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Metabolomics;

		460		5/17/22 9:18:59		5/17/22 9:20:47		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;Proteomics;Metabolomics;Drug discovery;

		461		5/17/22 9:19:46		5/17/22 9:21:26		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;Human imaging;Drug discovery;

		462		5/17/22 9:21:08		5/17/22 9:22:11		anonymous		Low priority		Low priority		Low priority		Yes		preclinical models		Yes				Yes				Yes				Academic		Associate professor		Drug discovery;

		463		5/17/22 9:36:22		5/17/22 9:37:22		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Pharmacology;

		464		5/17/22 9:11:26		5/17/22 9:40:55		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No								Academic		Associate professor		Transcriptomics;neuroscience;

		465		5/17/22 9:42:28		5/17/22 9:43:38		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Human imaging;

		466		5/17/22 9:41:18		5/17/22 9:45:56		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Structural biology;

		467		5/17/22 9:46:41		5/17/22 9:47:59		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;

		468		5/17/22 9:48:22		5/17/22 9:51:15		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Anatomy and animal modeling ;

		469		5/17/22 9:43:22		5/17/22 9:51:52		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) HEALTH
b) training, CRISPR/Cas9, 3D models, imaging		No				No				No				non-profit research foundation		Group Leader		Proteomics;Transcriptomics;Immunology, cancer research;

		470		5/17/22 9:54:39		5/17/22 9:55:33		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Anatomy and animal models;

		471		5/17/22 9:51:09		5/17/22 9:56:21		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Health, Data and Decision Science, Prevention of Health
Lack of technologies for Human and Animal Imaging		No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;Human imaging;

		472		5/17/22 9:57:47		5/17/22 10:00:33		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Bioinformatics;Genomics;Proteomics;

		473		5/17/22 9:55:56		5/17/22 10:06:16		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “IMAGING” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “CELLULAR & MOLECULAR IMAGING (IMBI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
 
The rationale of the NP-IMBI:  Multiscale and multimodal, orthogonal methodologies are essential to capture structural, biochemical, and physical properties of living matters. In addition, to better understand pathological processes there is the necessity for a paradigm shift from a single-marker analysis toward spatially-defined, multiplexed detection of biomarkers. Hence, an imaging NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
 
THE IU1 MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR IMAGING for the analysis from:
1. Nanoscale to single-cell imaging, encompassing all Super-Resolution-Microscopy, combined with the use of technologies leveraging the sensitivity of fluorescence (e.g., FRET, FLIM, Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy, FCS, spinning disk) to study in real-time events that occur at different time scale. This will be integrated by the STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY NP.
2. Single-cell to tissues to be able to investigate the 3D ultrastructure and dynamics of tissues. Essential for this NP is A) 3D-SCANNING EM for cells and tissues to generate high-resolution 3D images to be combined with fluorescent-based approaches (Correlative light EM tomography). B) LATTICE LIGHT-SHEET microscopy to monitor live samples at unprecedented volumetric speed with low phototoxicity and a high signal-to-noise ratio.
 
THE IU2 BIOMECHANICS: Biomechanics impacts physiology and pathology, yet there is no current platform enabling the investigation of the physical properties of the living being. It should include technologies for assessing the biomechanical properties (e.g., tissue elasticity, viscoelasticity, and plasticity) integrated with light imaging-based approaches. Specifically, it should include:  A) BRILLOUIN MICROSCOPY, a label-free, contact-free, and non-destructive method for the study of viscoelastic properties of biological samples; B)ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY. C) SHEAR FORCE MICROSCOPY; D) MAGNETIC OPTICAL TWEEZER, for the investigation of nanoscale phenomena by measuring sub-picoNewton forces. E) A flexible and agile microfabrication/microfluid bioengineering unit to develop methods and devices to probe cell and tissue mechano-responses.
 
THE IU3 DIGITAL PATHOLOGY: this IU will enable the analysis of tissues using multiple biomarkers at high spatial resolution and will work in close association with NP ON SINGLE-CELL OMIC AND PROTEOMIC. It should include: A) DIGITAL SCANNERS with elevated processing, high resolution, multispectral imaging, and dedicated software for basic quantitative analysis.: B) TISSUE MICROARRAYER for the precise selection and extraction of specific regions of interest on the donor blocks and their insertion in recipient blocks; C) BRIGHTFIELD-BASED MULTIPLEX-IHC/IF AND FLUORESCENCE-BASED MULTIPLEX IHC/IF (e.g., Vectra, Akoya Bioscience)  to perform multiplexed analysis of biomarkers; D) REAL-TIME CELL MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS SYSTEMS in multi-wells plates: for functional, physiological, and immunological characterization.
Keywords:
SRM and Fluorescence-based Microscopy
3D-SCANNING EM and Lattice microscopy
Biomechanical-based microscopy
Microfabrication/microfluidic
Functional-Spatial Digital Pathology		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Drug discovery;Transcriptomics;

		474		5/17/22 10:10:52		5/17/22 10:13:49		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

Keywords:High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM,High throughput protein crystallization
		No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Structural biology;

		475		5/17/22 10:11:34		5/17/22 10:15:31		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

Keywords:

1.      High-throughput protein production

2.      Single particle and Tomography CryoEM

3.      High throughput protein crystallization

		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;

		476		5/17/22 10:15:14		5/17/22 10:16:55		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Bioinformatics;Pathogens;

		477		5/17/22 10:30:09		5/17/22 10:35:46		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.
The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

Keywords: High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization
		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;Drug discovery;

		478		5/17/22 10:15:05		5/17/22 10:36:04		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) Health, Data and Decision Science, Research aimed at Prevention of Health
b) Lack of technologies related to Human e per Animal Imaging, which are essential for the improvement of all selected fields in point (a)		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Pharmacology;

		479		5/17/22 10:27:00		5/17/22 10:37:45		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
b) High-throughput protein production, Structural biophysics, Drug discovery, Molecular basis of diseases, Health		No				No				No				Fondazione Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia (IIT)		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Drug discovery;

		480		5/17/22 10:35:04		5/17/22 10:41:10		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “IMAGING” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “CELLULAR & MOLECULAR IMAGING (IMBI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
 
The rationale of the NP-IMBI:  Multiscale and multimodal, orthogonal methodologies are essential to capture structural, biochemical, and physical properties of living matters. In addition, to better understand pathological processes there is the necessity for a paradigm shift from a single-marker analysis toward spatially-defined, multiplexed detection of biomarkers. Hence, an imaging NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
 
THE IU1 MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR IMAGING for the analysis from:
1. Nanoscale to single-cell imaging, encompassing all Super-Resolution-Microscopy, combined with the use of technologies leveraging the sensitivity of fluorescence (e.g., FRET, FLIM, Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy, FCS, spinning disk) to study in real-time events that occur at different time scale. This will be integrated by the STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY NP.
2. Single-cell to tissues to be able to investigate the 3D ultrastructure and dynamics of tissues. Essential for this NP is A) 3D-SCANNING EM for cells and tissues to generate high-resolution 3D images to be combined with fluorescent-based approaches (Correlative light EM tomography). B) LATTICE LIGHT-SHEET microscopy to monitor live samples at unprecedented volumetric speed with low phototoxicity and a high signal-to-noise ratio.
 
THE IU2 BIOMECHANICS: Biomechanics impacts physiology and pathology, yet there is no current platform enabling the investigation of the physical properties of the living being. It should include technologies for assessing the biomechanical properties (e.g., tissue elasticity, viscoelasticity, and plasticity) integrated with light imaging-based approaches. Specifically, it should include:  A) BRILLOUIN MICROSCOPY, a label-free, contact-free, and non-destructive method for the study of viscoelastic properties of biological samples; B) ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY. C) SHEAR FORCE MICROSCOPY; D) MAGNETIC OPTICAL TWEEZER, for the investigation of nanoscale phenomena by measuring sub-picoNewton forces. E) A flexible and agile microfabrication/microfluid bioengineering unit to develop methods and devices to probe cell and tissue mechano-responses.
 
THE IU3 DIGITAL PATHOLOGY: this IU will enable the analysis of tissues using multiple biomarkers at high spatial resolution and will work in close association with NP ON SINGLE-CELL OMIC AND PROTEOMIC. It should include: A) DIGITAL SCANNERS with elevated processing, high resolution, multispectral imaging, and dedicated software for basic quantitative analysis.: B) TISSUE MICROARRAYER for the precise selection and extraction of specific regions of interest on the donor blocks and their insertion in recipient blocks; C) BRIGHTFIELD-BASED MULTIPLEX-IHC/IF AND FLUORESCENCE-BASED MULTIPLEX IHC/IF (e.g., Vectra, Akoya Bioscience)  to perform multiplexed analysis of biomarkers; D) REAL-TIME CELL MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS SYSTEMS in multi-wells plates: for functional, physiological, and immunological characterization.
Keywords:
SRM and Fluorescence-based Microscopy
3D-SCANNING EM and Lattice microscopy
Biomechanical-based microscopy
Microfabrication/microfluidic
Functional-Spatial Digital Pathology
**************		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;Human imaging;

		481		5/17/22 10:39:27		5/17/22 10:41:21		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;Molecular biology;

		482		5/17/22 10:42:13		5/17/22 10:47:08		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition  etc...) and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertises as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “Genomics”, “Integrated Single Cell Omics” and “Proteomics-Metabolomics” submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “Vector & Cell Engineering (VERDI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The three core areas selected of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of the VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING platform (NP-VERDI) is to build a flexible ecosystem organized in three highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU1-Gene Vector Technology; IU2-Cell engineering and Screening; IU3-Animal Genome Engineering) capable of implementing and delivering high-fidelity genomic and epigenetic modifications in cell lines, pluripotent and somatic stem cells, plants and mice by exploiting the ever expanding space of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and related technologies. In such way, NP-VERDI will be maintained at the forefront of the technological development by employing the most advanced methods to reach high efficient and tailored epi/genome editing by using state-of-the-art molecular tools and procedures. In particular:

For gene editing in cells, NP-VERDI (IU2) must include BSL1/2 cell culture suites, efficient equipment for gene delivery and a centralized cryogenic cell repository. For gene editing in plants, NP-VERDI (IU2) will be equipped with reach-in phytotrons for plant in vitro culture and regeneration and dedicated sterile culture room facility for plant embryo manipulation. Gene editing in mice will be implemented by NP-VERDI (IU3) running a dedicated mouse facility equipped with digital barrier units in individually ventilated cages, biosafety changing stations and controlled spaces and instrumentations for embryo manipulation, injection and freezing including dedicated microscopy stations. Precise and tailored genomic modifications and off-target sites will be validated by targeted and unbiased epi/genomic sequencing and subsequent data analysis in close collaboration with the platforms of GENOMICS and BIOINFORMATICS.

Furthermore, the NP-VERDI (IU1,2) will produce CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral libraries and execute genome-wide functional screenings for unbiased gene discovery in cell lines and stem cells. To this aim, dedicated space will be organized with robotic liquid handling systems for automatic operations with high processivity in microtiters. Single-cell functional screenings will be carried out in synergy with the platform of INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS using flow-cytometry-assisted cell phenotyping.

Finally, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will implement a dedicated Unit for the design and manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. For this aim, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will be structured with BLSL1/2 culture rooms, automated cell culture stations, anion-exchange and size-exclusion chromatography systems, ultra-centrifuges and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture. A BSL-2 room in the mouse facility with surgical microscopes will be strategic for running proof-of-principle studies of viral delivery in vivo.

KEYWORDS:
1) Gene editing in cell lines and stem cells
2) Gene editing in plants
3) Gene editing in mice
4) CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral screening libraries
5) Lentivirus, AAVs and Rabies virus production		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;

		483		5/17/22 10:46:29		5/17/22 10:53:07		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

Keywords:

1.      High-throughput protein production

2.      Single particle and Tomography CryoEM

3.      High throughput protein crystallization
		No				No				No				Government		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;

		484		5/17/22 10:54:33		5/17/22 10:55:38		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “GENOMICS-INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS-VECTOR AND CELL ENGINEERING-PROTEOMICS AND METABOLOMICS”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS (INsCELL)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The rationale inspiring the NP-INsCELL:  Integrated single-cell multimodal omics, coupled with methodologies for spatially resolved technologies and high dimensional flow cytometry are essential to capture molecular, cellular, and spatial properties of heterogenous complex tissues. In addition, to dissect complex biological processes, both in physiological and pathological conditions, there is an urgent need to invest on technologies that allow simultaneous interrogation of tissue complexity by multiple modalities, at single cell resolution and by including the spatial dimension. Hence, an OMIC NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed: 
IU1-Single Cell Multi Omics will allow to obtain the definition of the molecular blueprints, differentiation, and developmental trajectories of any cell, by spanning and integrating multiple modalities (DNA, RNA, protein). It should include technologies enabling simultaneously molecular barcoding of millions of cells, by leveraging droplet-based technology (10X GENOMICS) and full-length transcript detection (ICELL8 CX), as well as TAPESTRI PLATFORM for the detection of targeted single-base variants from individual cells for genotype-phenotype correlation analysis.
IU2-Spatially Resolved Single cell Multi Omics: Spatial Transcriptomics technology leverages on barcoded surfaces to capture and positionally track transcript expression in whole tissue sections. It should include methodologies as VISIUM (10X GENOMICS) enabling both gene expression panels and whole transcriptome data, as well as multiplexed tissue imaging method based on single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization (REBUS ESPER-REBUS BIOSYSTEM, RESOLVE MOLECULAR CARTOGRAPHY) to allow transcript mapping at subcellular resolution, although for a lower number of pre-selected targeted transcripts, as well as GEOMX DSP-NANOSTRING suitable for digital measurements of candidate proteins or transcripts (up to the whole transcriptome) in pre-defined regions of interest with high sensitivity. Other methods developed to make use of mass cytometry and metal-tagged antibody staining for protein detection in situ (HYPERION IMAGING SYSTEM) and CODEX SYSTEM-AKOYA BIOSCIENCES  for measurements of more than 40 protein markers in tissue samples at single cell resolution will complement the NP and enhance its capabilities.
IU3-High Dimensional Flow Cytometry will allow to simultaneously detect the expression of target proteins on individual cells by advanced and high dimensional (HD) flow cytometry (AURORA CYTEK, BD FACSYMPHONY A5, BD FACSYMPHONY S6),  reaching up to 40 markers displayed simultaneously by any cell that can be isolated from the blood, body fluids or tissues.
NP-INsCELL will grant access to these technologies to laboratories with original biological questions that cannot afford the instrumentation, sustain costs to complete the experimental workflow, and/or that lack the expertise. Moreover, SC omics rapid evolution requires well integrated platforms that can keep up with technological innovation.
Keywords:
1) single cell multiomics;
2) spatially 		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;

		485		5/17/22 11:06:49		5/17/22 11:08:45		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		Health, Data and Decision Science, Prevention of Health

Human and Animal Imaging		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		486		5/17/22 10:17:32		5/17/22 11:13:22		anonymous		Low priority		Very high priority		Low priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY: modern quantitative biophysical techniques, Bilayer Interferometry, High-throughput screening, Nanobodies, libraries display		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;Drug discovery;

		487		5/17/22 11:12:15		5/17/22 11:17:38		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area "OMICS" submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform "GENOMICS (NP-GEN)" should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.

		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Proteomics;Metabolomics;Drug discovery;

		488		5/17/22 11:00:06		5/17/22 11:20:16		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		In the Health field, there is a clear lack of tecnologies devoted to a national human imaging biorepository, aimed at the collection, storage and retrieval of human diagnostic images, derived descriptors and clinical data, called human imaging biobank. With the future development of artificial intelligence (AI) tools, these repositories will represent the necessary instrument where the AI systems will help to find disease biomarkes that will cover an important role in future medicine. Many European nations started such a projects some years ago, so if Human Technopole will not create a National Platform on human imaging, the research in this field will fall behind. 		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Clinical medicine;

		489		5/17/22 11:20:16		5/17/22 11:23:48		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Data Science, Artificial Intelligence, Computational Biology (you never mention "algorithms" or "AI", you talk generically about "technology")		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Bioinformatics;

		490		5/17/22 11:29:18		5/17/22 11:31:15		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Research Institute		Principal Investigator		Molecular biology;

		491		5/17/22 11:32:10		5/17/22 11:34:54		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		492		5/17/22 11:40:36		5/17/22 11:43:28		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Proteomics;Drug discovery;

		493		5/17/22 11:44:30		5/17/22 11:45:06		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority																		Academic		Associate professor		Proteomics;Pharmacology;

		494		5/17/22 11:44:24		5/17/22 11:45:19		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Drug discovery;Proteomics;

		495		5/17/22 11:44:00		5/17/22 11:45:26		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Bioinformatics;Structural biology;

		496		5/17/22 11:46:35		5/17/22 11:50:01		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				CNR		Director of research		Pharmacology;

		497		5/17/22 11:48:57		5/17/22 11:50:05		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Proteomics;

		498		5/17/22 11:49:55		5/17/22 11:51:21		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Low priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Epigenetics;

		499		5/17/22 11:51:25		5/17/22 11:53:42		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Drug discovery;Molecular biology;Proteomics;

		500		5/17/22 11:55:25		5/17/22 11:56:57		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Metabolomics;

		501		5/17/22 11:56:08		5/17/22 11:58:17		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		cellular biochemistry;Molecular biology;

		502		5/17/22 11:45:27		5/17/22 11:58:24		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Cell biology;

		503		5/17/22 11:51:50		5/17/22 12:00:47		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;Genomics;

		504		5/17/22 11:58:35		5/17/22 12:00:50		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;Molecular biology;

		505		5/17/22 12:03:27		5/17/22 12:06:04		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		506		5/17/22 12:05:51		5/17/22 12:10:44		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;Cell biology;

		507		5/17/22 12:08:51		5/17/22 12:12:54		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

Keywords:

1.      High-throughput protein production

2.      Single particle and Tomography CryoEM

3.      High throughput protein crystallization		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Drug discovery;

		508		5/17/22 12:08:55		5/17/22 12:14:39		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Biomedical materials: regenerative medicine, diagnostic kit, implantable scaffold, nanocolloids and interfaces		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Drug discovery;Structural biology;

		509		5/17/22 12:09:41		5/17/22 12:16:45		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No		GENOMICS: Bioinformatic, infrastructure, open, calls, projects		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Metabolomics;

		510		5/17/22 12:15:51		5/17/22 12:16:59		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Structural biology;Molecular biology;

		511		5/17/22 12:19:50		5/17/22 12:20:57		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Zoology;

		512		5/17/22 12:20:26		5/17/22 12:22:05		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Low priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;

		513		5/17/22 12:29:41		5/17/22 12:32:34		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Proteomics;Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;

		514		5/17/22 12:33:57		5/17/22 12:37:46		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY, structure, function, drug design		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Structural biology;Biochemistry;

		515		5/17/22 12:36:59		5/17/22 12:39:22		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		NUTRITION, STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY 		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;Drug discovery;

		516		5/17/22 12:34:43		5/17/22 12:39:26		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Proteomics;Biochemestry;

		517		5/17/22 12:38:50		5/17/22 12:41:10		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area "OMICS" submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform "GENOMICS (NP-GEN)" should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.

		No		---		No		--		No		---		Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Proteomics;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;Biochemistry;Drug discovery;

		518		5/17/22 12:44:35		5/17/22 12:47:14		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No								Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Drug discovery;

		519		5/17/22 12:45:43		5/17/22 12:47:41		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Medium priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Drug discovery;

		520		5/17/22 12:49:35		5/17/22 12:51:11		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;Transcriptomics;

		521		5/17/22 12:46:18		5/17/22 12:51:53		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Nutrition
structural biology
additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Drug discovery;Structural biology;Molecular biology;

		522		5/17/22 12:55:47		5/17/22 12:58:42		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT and the core area "OMICS" (that we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for " "Proteomics-Metabolomics" submitted and selected during the first public consultation), we believe that the following scientific/technological issues related to the platform "PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be considered as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and Institutions. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology
Rationale of the NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS: This NP will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.). 
This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES, to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.
IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products. 
IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system. 
IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines 		No		1. Mass Spectrometry and NMR technologies
2. Untarget and Target Proteomics and Metabolomics
3. Imaging and Spatial Proteomics- Metabolomics
4. MultiOmics data integration
5. Omics computational methods and AI"


		No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular epidemiology;

		523		5/17/22 12:59:29		5/17/22 13:02:48		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Drug discovery screening and pharmacology		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Drug discovery;Pharmacology;Structural biology;

		524		5/17/22 13:06:22		5/17/22 13:07:28		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Clinical medicine;

		525		5/17/22 13:24:24		5/17/22 13:28:53		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Proteomics;Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;Human imaging;Drug discovery;

		526		5/17/22 13:28:58		5/17/22 13:32:07		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Genomics;

		527		5/17/22 13:31:06		5/17/22 13:33:21		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		528		5/17/22 13:31:06		5/17/22 13:33:41		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;

		529		5/17/22 13:33:16		5/17/22 13:35:21		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;Proteomics;Bioinformatics;Drug discovery;

		530		5/17/22 13:41:38		5/17/22 13:42:55		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Metabolomics;Human imaging;Drug discovery;

		531		5/17/22 13:32:16		5/17/22 13:45:47		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		animal facilities, in vivo set ups for HEALTH and ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH		No				Yes		microscopia elettronica classica 
ubiquitous, 		No				Academic		Associate professor		biochemistry;

		532		5/17/22 13:37:19		5/17/22 13:47:21		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;Drug discovery;

		533		5/17/22 13:25:56		5/17/22 14:03:18		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Neuroscience;

		534		5/17/22 12:32:24		5/17/22 14:14:15		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Neurobiology / neurophysiology;

		535		5/17/22 14:16:09		5/17/22 14:17:39		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Proteomics;

		536		5/17/22 14:20:34		5/17/22 14:22:55		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Proteomics;Structural biology;Molecular biology;

		537		5/17/22 14:21:48		5/17/22 14:25:21		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Genomics;Pharmacology;

		538		5/17/22 14:31:27		5/17/22 14:34:32		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		Nutrition		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		biochemical nutrition and oxidative stress;

		539		5/17/22 14:31:29		5/17/22 14:34:47		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Data Ande decision science		Yes		Radiomics
Software solutions 		Yes		Functional assessment 		No				Academic		Post Doc		Clinical medicine;

		540		5/17/22 14:31:52		5/17/22 14:45:30		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

Keywords: High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;

		541		5/17/22 14:38:51		5/17/22 14:48:41		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		a) Structural biology
b) High-throughput protein production, single particle and tomography CryoEM, high throughput protein crystallization, high-end MS applications

		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Structural biology;

		542		5/17/22 14:47:59		5/17/22 14:50:59		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Lipidomics seems to be missing, despite the huge impact it has on acute and chronic inflammation and its resolution, as well as on several pathophysiological phenomena		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Metabolomics;Molecular biology;Drug discovery;Lipidomics;

		543		5/17/22 14:47:27		5/17/22 14:51:21		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN          must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN            must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
KEYWORDS: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Clinical medicine;

		544		5/17/22 14:50:38		5/17/22 14:51:57		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Structural biology;Molecular biology;

		545		5/17/22 14:59:00		5/17/22 15:03:29		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Genomics;Clinical medicine;Pharmacology;Translational oncology;

		546		5/17/22 15:02:09		5/17/22 15:10:07		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		HEALTH, GENOMICS, DATA , STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY , PREVENTION		Yes		NGS		Yes		Pathology, slide, scanner		No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		547		5/17/22 10:37:24		5/17/22 15:10:09		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		The core area of Imaging needs to expand and integrate the technological fields of strucutral biology, cellular imaging, biomechanics, and digital pathology - crucial for applications related to health.
Keywords: SRM and Fluorescence Microscopy, Biomechanical-based Microscopy, Microfabrication-microfluidic Engineering, Functional-Spatial Digital Pathology.		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;cell biology;

		548		5/17/22 15:06:42		5/17/22 15:12:41		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY: crystallography, protein expression, enzymology
ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH: antioxidants, lifestyle, physical exercise		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;Proteomics;Drug discovery;

		549		5/17/22 15:15:18		5/17/22 15:17:42		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Human and Animal Imaging		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Human imaging;Structural biology;

		550		5/17/22 15:22:07		5/17/22 15:24:44		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;

		551		5/17/22 15:25:23		5/17/22 15:28:39		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Research Technologist		Molecular biology;

		552		5/17/22 15:28:56		5/17/22 15:31:53		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Drug discovery;Molecular biology;

		553		5/17/22 15:31:44		5/17/22 15:34:14		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;

		554		5/17/22 15:21:17		5/17/22 15:34:31		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.
Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.
IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".
IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.
b)  High-throughput protein production, Single particle CryoEM, Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS applications		No				No				No				Academic		Research Technologist		Drug discovery;Pharmacology;Structural biology;

		555		5/17/22 15:32:15		5/17/22 15:37:19		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;Pharmacology;

		556		5/17/22 15:20:16		5/17/22 15:38:35		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No		GENOMICS 

ATACseq, ChIP-seq, Epigenetics, Metagemonics, Long reads sequecing,

DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE

Bioinformatics, Multiomics data analysis, user-friendly bioinformatics tool, sharing data platform, biomolecule interaction data,		No				No				No				Research institute		Bioinformatician		Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;Molecular biology;

		557		5/17/22 15:39:11		5/17/22 15:48:29		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. 
 High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS application

		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;Molecular biology;

		558		5/17/22 15:21:29		5/17/22 15:51:35		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;

		559		5/17/22 15:24:41		5/17/22 15:52:53		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes			In late years, a substantial advance has been made in the study of the role of microRNAs (miRNAs) in the pathogenesis of diseases. New evidence shows that dysregulation of miRNAs represents an etiologic factor in a variety of disorders, including cancer. Besides, miRNAs have also emerged as fundamental regulators of metabolic processes taking part in maintaining energy balance and metabolic homeostasis. Dysregulation of miRNAs, by directly affecting the status and functions of tissues contributes to metabolic abnormalities. The discovery of circulating miRNAs has highlighted their potential as endocrine signalling molecules and disease indicators. Nevertheless, the study of the involvement of miRNAs in health dysfunctions is still a young field of research and information on their role is nearly limited to date.
	miRNAs profiling is a fundamental step that requires sensitive, specific and reproducible detection systems. Different methods, such as Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS), microarray, reverse transcription-quantitative PCR, and others have been settled to quantify miRNAs in biological samples, with each method having its benefits and disadvantages.
Therefore, inconsistencies found between different studies in the field could be, at least in part, explained by differences in extraction and identification procedures, experimental setup and data processing, pointing to the importance of promptly developing well-standardized protocols and operative guidelines. 

Keywords:  Disease biomarkers, microRNA, miRNA.		No				No				No				CNR		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		560		5/17/22 15:53:07		5/17/22 15:55:27		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed: 
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding. 
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications. 
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies. 
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.		No				No				No				CNR		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		561		5/17/22 15:53:41		5/17/22 15:55:41		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Clinical medicine;Molecular biology;Genomics;

		562		5/17/22 15:54:55		5/17/22 16:02:17		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT and the core area "OMICS" (that we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for " "Proteomics-Metabolomics" submitted and selected during the first public consultation), we believe that the following scientific/technological issues related to the platform "PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be considered as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and Institutions. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology

Rationale of the NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS: This NP will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.).

This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES, to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.

IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products.

IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system.

IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging.

KEYWORDS
Mass Spectrometry and NMR technologies, Untarget and Target Proteomics and Metabolomics, Imaging and Spatial Proteomics- Metabolomics, MultiOmics data integration, Omics computational methods and AI		No				No				No				Private Research Foundation		Researcher/ Scientist		Metabolomics;

		563		5/17/22 16:02:25		5/17/22 16:03:17		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		In vivo experiments;

		564		5/17/22 16:02:48		5/17/22 16:05:34		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Metabolomics;

		565		5/17/22 16:07:02		5/17/22 16:08:48		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Medium priority		Yes		GENOMICS		Yes				Yes				Yes				Academic		Post Doc		Genomics;Molecular biology;

		566		5/17/22 16:16:54		5/17/22 16:22:59		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Structural biology
Host-pathogen interaction, drug discovery,  structures of macromolecules complexes
High-throughput protein production
Single particle and Tomography CryoEM
High throughput protein crystallization
High-end MS applications		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;

		567		5/17/22 16:26:14		5/17/22 16:30:42		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (eg Health, Genomics, Data and decision science) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and ep genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed: 
TheIU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (Biomek NGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii)Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, Tape Station) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
TheIU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aimIU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding. 
TheIU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering realtime sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore Grid ION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications. 
TheIU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNB Seq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies. 
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and Seq Well) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping		No				No				No				Academic		Deputy Scientific Director		Genomics;Clinical medicine;

		568		5/17/22 16:30:49		5/17/22 16:40:04		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition  etc...) and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “Genomics”, “Integrated Single Cell Omics” and “Proteomics-Metabolomics” submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “Vector& Cell Engineering (VERDI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The three core areas selected of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of the VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING platform (NP-VERDI) is to build a flexible ecosystem organized in three highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU1-GeneVector Technology; IU2-Cell engineering and Screening; IU3-Animal Genome Engineering) capable of implementing and delivering high-fidelity genomic and epigenetic modifications in cell lines, pluripotent and somatic stem cells, plants and mice by exploiting the ever expanding space of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and related technologies. In such way, NP-VERDI will be maintained at the forefront of the technological development by employing the most advanced methods to reach highly efficient and tailored epi/genome editing by using state-of-the-art molecular tools and procedures. In particular:
For gene editing in cells, NP-VERDI (IU2) must include BSL1/2 cell culture suites, efficient equipment for gene delivery and a centralized cryogenic cell repository. For gene editing in plants, NP-VERDI (IU2) will be equipped with reach-in phytotrons for plant in vitro culture and regeneration and dedicated sterile culture room facility for plant embryo manipulation. Gene editing in mice will be implemented by NP-VERDI (IU3) running a dedicated mouse facility equipped with digital barrier units in individually ventilated cages, biosafety changing stations and controlled spaces and instrumentations for embryo manipulation, injection and freezing including dedicated microscopy stations. Precise and tailored genomic modifications and off-target sites will be validated by targeted and unbiased epi/genomic sequencing and subsequent data analysis in close collaboration with the platforms of GENOMICS and BIOINFORMATICS.
Furthermore, the NP-VERDI (IU1,2) will produce CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral libraries and execute genome-wide functional screenings for unbiased gene discovery in cell lines and stem cells. To this aim, dedicated space will be organized with robotic liquid handling systems for automatic operations with high processivity in microtiters. Single-cell functional screenings will be carried out in synergy with the platform of INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS using flow-cytometry-assisted cell phenotyping.
Finally, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will implement a dedicated Unit for the design and manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. For this aim, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will be structured with BLSL1/2 culture rooms, automated cell culture stations, anion-exchange and size-exclusion chromatography systems, ultra-centrifuges and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture. A BSL-2 room in the mouse facility with surgical microscopes will be strategic for running proof-of-principle studies of viral delivery in vivo.
KEYWORDS: Gene editing in cell lines and stem cells, Gene editing in plants, Gene editing in mice, CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral screening libraries, Lentivirus, AAVs and Rabies virus production
		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		569		5/17/22 16:56:47		5/17/22 16:57:45		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		570		5/17/22 16:55:12		5/17/22 17:05:57		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		571		5/6/22 9:38:31		5/17/22 17:08:53		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		DATA HANDLING AND ANALYSIS-DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE: It lacks a section dedicated to Bioinformatic Data Resources intended as a service to the experimental biologist community to interpret the data of high throughput experiments.		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;Proteomics;Molecular biology;

		572		5/17/22 17:13:22		5/17/22 17:16:28		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		Single cell handling, e.g. CellenOne for single cell dissension. FACS is not suitable for this purpose. 		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Transcriptomics;Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;

		573		5/17/22 17:13:07		5/17/22 17:18:52		anonymous		Medium priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Diagnostic imaging, high field MRI, 3R principles 		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Pharmacology;In vivo preclinical imaging;

		574		5/17/22 17:12:34		5/17/22 17:19:33		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		a) Technologies for Human and Animal Imaging are missing, and this is a major issue given their important role in core fields like Health, Data and Decision Science, Prevention of Health.
b) in vivo imaging, animal imaging, wide-field calcium imaging, optogenetics, cortical functional imaging		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Neuroscience; Imaging;

		575		5/17/22 17:17:12		5/17/22 17:21:27		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.
The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.

IU1 - Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 - To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM, as a whole, is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 - To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 - To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

Keywords:
High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS applications		No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Structural biology;Molecular biology;

		576		5/17/22 17:22:49		5/17/22 17:27:24		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		GENOMICS: Spatially, resolved, multiomics, Visium Spatial-10x Genomics, GeoMx Digital Spatial Profile system, 		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Transcriptomics;Molecular biology;

		577		5/17/22 17:24:44		5/17/22 17:41:02		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. 
The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.
IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".
IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.
Keywords:
1.      High-throughput protein production
2.      Single particle and Tomography CryoEM
3.      High throughput protein crystallization
4.      High-end MS applications

		No				No				No				CNR		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;

		578		5/17/22 17:51:16		5/17/22 17:52:10		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Proteomics;

		579		5/17/22 17:57:17		5/17/22 17:59:37		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Molecular biology;

		580		5/17/22 17:23:58		5/17/22 18:18:01		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS 		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		581		5/17/22 18:32:29		5/17/22 18:34:18		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;

		582		5/17/22 17:53:03		5/17/22 18:34:22		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		a) The Italian Structural Biology community will receive great benefit from the inclusion of a national platform for Structural Biology in the core area IMAGING. This is particularly relevant to allow for production, careful optimization and characterization, and preliminary analyses of samples of increasing complexity, especially relating to cryoEM and high-throughput crystallization. Such a NP would allow successful applications to large European infrastructures and a more profitable use of the available fundings.
IU1 - Large-scale protein production in various hosts with full quality control (MS, DLS, MALLS, ITC), especially for what regards large protein complexes. This is an important bottleneck in structural biology and for many other applications.
IU2 - Optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation.
IU3 - High-throughput crystallization requiring minimal amount of protein and automated imaging of crystallization drops. With the increasing production capacity of precious proteins and large complexes, thousands of crystallization test will need to be performed promoting access to EU synchrotrons. Large campaign of crystallographic drug screening could also become feasible.
IU4 - Availability of high-end MS instrumentation for characterization of protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology.

b) High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS applications
		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;Drug discovery;

		583		5/17/22 18:43:40		5/17/22 18:50:19		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		A potentiation of both OMICS and IMAGING areas is absolutely crucial especially for the deepening of research on Health, since the future is the characterization of these aspects in  human tissues.		No				No				No				Academy and IRCCS		Director of research		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Proteomics;Metabolomics;

		584		5/17/22 19:20:40		5/17/22 19:22:12		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;

		585		5/17/22 19:37:55		5/17/22 19:43:25		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY I believe that this field would be strategic for the medicinal cjhemistry advacemente in the futiure 		Yes		NMR spectroscopy for the structural biology of proteins  cannot be excluded in the plan		Yes		NMR spectropy of ptoteins is strategically important field .		Yes				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;

		586		5/17/22 20:44:38		5/17/22 20:47:04		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		587		5/17/22 23:06:34		5/17/22 23:18:00		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		1. STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
intermolecular forces that drive molecular recognition, viral recognition protein and glycan interaction, viral recognition protein, molecular dynamics, nuclear magnetic resonance		No				No				No				Private research foundation		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Drug discovery;

		588		5/17/22 23:40:24		5/17/22 23:51:54		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Pharmacology;Drug discovery;

		589		5/18/22 5:41:41		5/18/22 5:42:52		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Human imaging;Proteomics;Metabolomics;Molecular biology;

		590		5/18/22 8:13:57		5/18/22 8:17:27		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE: mathematical modeling, model identification, parameter estimation		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Pathophysiology;

		591		5/18/22 8:38:14		5/18/22 8:40:50		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority						No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;

		592		5/18/22 9:05:47		5/18/22 9:06:39		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		HEALTH		Yes				Yes				No				Academic		Associate professor		sociology of health ;

		593		5/18/22 9:22:24		5/18/22 9:23:24		anonymous		High priority		Low priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Director of research		Bioinformatics;

		594		5/18/22 9:33:18		5/18/22 9:34:56		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Molecular biology;cell biology;

		595		5/18/22 9:05:19		5/18/22 9:36:18		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation, I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.
The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.
IU1 – Aimed to preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".
IU2 – Aimed to support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM, as a whole, is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU3 – Aimed to develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU4 – Aimed to deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.
KEYWORDS: High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein, High-end MS applications		No				No				No				Research Institution		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;Mechanobiology;

		596		5/18/22 9:40:22		5/18/22 9:42:40		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;

		597		5/18/22 9:50:28		5/18/22 9:53:11		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Medium priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT and the core area "OMICS" (that we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for " "Proteomics-Metabolomics" submitted and selected during the first public consultation), we believe that the following scientific/technological issues related to the platform "PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be considered as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and Institutions. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology

Rationale of the NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS: This NP will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.).

This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES, to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.

IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products.

IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system.

IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines

KEYWORDS

1. Mass Spectrometry and NMR technologies

2. Untarget and Target Proteomics and Metabolomics

3. Imagin		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;plant biology;

		598		5/18/22 9:50:54		5/18/22 9:56:46		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		health genomics are needed to assess the host factor impact on disease
environmental science as a pivotal cros-sectional interdisciplinary science 		No				No				No				IRCCS		Director of research		Clinical medicine;Pharmacology;

		599		5/18/22 10:20:29		5/18/22 10:21:57		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Pharmacology;

		600		5/18/22 10:20:49		5/18/22 10:23:32		anonymous		High priority		Low priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Drug discovery;Human imaging;

		601		5/18/22 10:20:59		5/18/22 10:23:50		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Drug discovery for rare diseases		No				No				No				Academic		CNR senior researcher		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Drug discovery;Proteomics;

		602		5/18/22 10:22:10		5/18/22 10:24:46		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Public Research 		Researcher/ Scientist		Transcriptomics;Molecular biology;

		603		5/18/22 10:24:19		5/18/22 10:26:23		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		a)HEALTH; b)enviromental pollutant, low chronic inflammation, 		No												Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		604		5/18/22 10:25:18		5/18/22 10:28:33		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Structural biology;Bioinformatics;Transcriptomics;

		605		5/18/22 10:27:38		5/18/22 10:29:40		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		606		5/18/22 10:24:45		5/18/22 10:31:27		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Genomics;

		607		5/18/22 10:30:27		5/18/22 10:32:12		anonymous		Very high priority		Low priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		608		5/18/22 10:29:37		5/18/22 10:32:40		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;

		609		5/18/22 10:32:16		5/18/22 10:32:49		anonymous		Very high priority		Low priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		610		5/18/22 10:33:05		5/18/22 10:35:52		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		611		5/18/22 10:32:56		5/18/22 10:35:53		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Human imaging;Cell Biology;

		612		5/18/22 10:35:02		5/18/22 10:38:04		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				EPR		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		613		5/18/22 10:32:15		5/18/22 10:39:00		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Ente di Ricerca Pubblica		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		614		5/18/22 10:32:22		5/18/22 10:39:18		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				National Research Council, Istituto di Neuroscienze		Director of research		Neuroscience;Pharmacology;Molecular biology;

		615		5/18/22 10:39:48		5/18/22 10:41:42		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		616		5/18/22 10:40:56		5/18/22 10:43:39		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				CNR		Post Doc		Molecular biology;

		617		5/18/22 10:44:59		5/18/22 10:46:29		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;Proteomics;

		618		5/18/22 10:51:59		5/18/22 10:53:48		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;Biophysics;

		619		5/18/22 10:34:20		5/18/22 10:57:10		anonymous		Low priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		Nutrition		No				No				No				National Research Counsil		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;Clinical medicine;

		620		5/18/22 11:06:32		5/18/22 11:07:08		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Bioinformatics;

		621		5/18/22 10:58:34		5/18/22 11:10:48		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Biochemistry;

		622		5/18/22 11:09:45		5/18/22 11:14:12		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Public research		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Neuroscience;

		623		5/18/22 10:34:46		5/18/22 11:21:01		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No		ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH: Organoids, iPS, organs on chip		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;Proteomics;

		624		5/18/22 11:18:18		5/18/22 11:21:09		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;Molecular biology;

		625		5/18/22 11:20:51		5/18/22 11:21:56		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Clinical medicine;

		626		5/18/22 11:24:12		5/18/22 11:27:06		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;

		627		5/18/22 11:27:18		5/18/22 11:29:26		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Additional areas of research aimed at prevention and heatlh		No				No				No				IRCCS		director of Cardiology 		Clinical medicine;Pharmacology;

		628		5/18/22 11:05:39		5/18/22 11:31:06		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH: Organs-on-a-chip, MIcrofluidics, 3D Bioprinting, Nanotechnologies		No				No				No				CNR		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Cellular Biology, Pathophysiology, Neuroscience, 3D Bioprinting and Organs-on-a-chip technologies;

		629		5/18/22 11:33:59		5/18/22 11:40:07		anonymous		Medium priority		High priority		Very high priority				ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH
preclinical imaging		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Human imaging;

		630		5/18/22 11:41:57		5/18/22 11:43:01		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		GENOMICS		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		631		5/18/22 11:53:00		5/18/22 11:57:52		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;

		632		5/18/22 11:56:35		5/18/22 11:58:31		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Director of research		Clinical medicine;

		633		5/18/22 11:58:05		5/18/22 12:00:29		anonymous		Medium priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Research Institute		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioengineering;Human imaging;

		634		5/18/22 12:00:20		5/18/22 12:02:56		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		635		5/18/22 12:01:24		5/18/22 12:03:57		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area "OMICS" submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform "GENOMICS (NP-GEN)" should be included, as also indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORDS: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome ma		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		636		5/18/22 12:00:54		5/18/22 12:03:58		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORDS: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome ma		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		637		5/18/22 12:01:15		5/18/22 12:04:05		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				national health system		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;health statistics;

		638		5/18/22 12:04:11		5/18/22 12:06:36		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Government		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;Molecular biology;

		639		5/18/22 12:06:40		5/18/22 12:07:46		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Metabolomics;

		640		5/18/22 12:07:17		5/18/22 12:14:10		anonymous		Very high priority		Low priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				CNR		Researcher/ Scientist		Plant science;

		641		5/18/22 12:12:50		5/18/22 12:14:42		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Genomics;

		642		5/18/22 12:12:56		5/18/22 12:15:02		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Plant and soil Health		No				No				No				Public Research institution 		Director of research		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		643		5/18/22 12:11:11		5/18/22 12:17:16		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		NUTRITION - Nutraceuticals, functional foods, antioxidants, bioactive compounds
HEALTH - biofunctional activities
ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH - Nutraceuticals, functional foods, antioxidants, bioactive peptides		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Nutraceuticals; Health and nutrition;

		644		5/18/22 12:16:39		5/18/22 12:21:45		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Metabolomics;

		645		5/18/22 12:26:57		5/18/22 12:28:27		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		646		5/18/22 12:33:46		5/18/22 12:34:51		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Research Technologist		Bioinformatics;Human imaging;

		647		5/18/22 12:32:12		5/18/22 12:36:19		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		GENOMICS		No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		648		5/18/22 12:31:27		5/18/22 12:36:22		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		GENOMICS, STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY		No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		649		5/18/22 12:28:15		5/18/22 12:37:26		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) As ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH, there is a lack of large animal research core facilities
b) Keywods are: Animal, mice,  preclinical research, phenotyping, in vivo. 		No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Biogerontology;

		650		5/18/22 12:32:20		5/18/22 12:43:50		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		No				No				No								Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Proteomics;

		651		5/18/22 12:39:59		5/18/22 12:45:05		anonymous		Medium priority		High priority		Very high priority		No																IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;

		652		5/18/22 12:44:36		5/18/22 12:46:10		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		653		5/18/22 12:45:13		5/18/22 12:47:15		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		654		5/18/22 12:44:08		5/18/22 12:47:48		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;Human imaging;

		655		5/18/22 12:46:18		5/18/22 12:49:26		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Government		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Proteomics;Transcriptomics;

		656		5/18/22 12:48:28		5/18/22 12:50:12		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Governative		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		657		5/18/22 12:53:12		5/18/22 12:53:57		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Proteomics;

		658		5/18/22 12:44:41		5/18/22 12:55:44		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche		First Researcher CNR		Photophysics and Photochemistry;Human imaging;

		659		5/18/22 12:44:38		5/18/22 12:57:51		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				National Research Council		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;Genomics;

		660		5/18/22 12:21:28		5/18/22 13:04:35		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Both in the OMICS and in IMAGING proposal, there is not thought a synthetic approach. The presence of an organic or peptide synthesis laboratory to support to the platform is necessary to validate the structural information. Moreover, the lab facilities could help to design and to improve the information collected with analysis.

Peptide synthesis; peptidomimetics; labelling molecules; organic compounds; modification		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;peptide synthesis;

		661		5/18/22 13:06:10		5/18/22 13:09:54		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		a) HEALTH and NUTRITION 
		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		nutrition;

		662		5/18/22 13:17:27		5/18/22 13:20:44		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		New sensors for continuous collection of big data, to be used in data handling for machine learning and statistics.
Keywords: 
sensing, surface science, chemical receptors, electrodes		No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		chemistry;

		663		5/18/22 13:13:24		5/18/22 13:21:39		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				Yes				No				Hospital		Post Doc		Human imaging;Psycology;

		664		5/18/22 13:29:30		5/18/22 13:31:53		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Biochemistry; Enzymology;

		665		5/18/22 13:28:55		5/18/22 13:38:48		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No												No				Academic		Associate professor		Clinical medicine;

		666		5/18/22 13:26:31		5/18/22 13:46:45		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT and the core area "OMICS" (expected to include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "Proteomics-Metabolomics"), I believe that the following scientific/technological issues related to the platform "PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be considered as also indicated in the first level Consultation and supported by dozens of scientists and Institutions. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology
Rationale of the NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS: This NP will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be instrumental in addressing questions in a wide range of life science disciplines (cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science, ..), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, ..).
This NP will constitute a unique centralized hub of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health (from disease prevention to cure). Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES, to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.
IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products.
IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various NP. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system.
IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines
KEYWORDS
1. Mass Spectrometry/NMR technologies
2. Proteomics/Metabolomics
3. Imaging/Spatial molecular/structural interactions
4. MultiOmics data integration
5. Artificial Intelligence		No				No				No				Academic and IRCCS		Full professor		Translational Endocrinology;

		667		5/18/22 13:38:45		5/18/22 13:51:49		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		a) NUTRITION; b) functional food, metabolism, neuroinflammation, gut-brain axis.
a) ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH; b) PET-CT preclinical imaging, neurodegeneration, inflammation, cancer, animal models o disease.		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Preclinical imaging;

		668		5/18/22 14:06:43		5/18/22 14:09:32		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				government		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Proteomics;Transcriptomics;

		669		5/18/22 10:58:23		5/18/22 14:16:00		anonymous		Medium priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Nutrition, Structural Biology, Health		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Metabolomics;Bioinformatics;

		670		5/18/22 14:17:49		5/18/22 14:20:06		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				CNR		Director of research		Chemistry and advanced material science;

		671		5/18/22 14:21:31		5/18/22 14:23:12		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		672		5/18/22 14:20:57		5/18/22 14:23:49		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		genomics		No				No				No				cnr		Researcher/ Scientist		Transcriptomics;Genomics;

		673		5/18/22 14:26:33		5/18/22 14:27:58		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No								Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Genomics;

		674		5/18/22 14:25:37		5/18/22 14:31:47		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		genomics/imaging: spatial transcriptomics		No				No				No				hospital with university campus and research institute		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Human imaging;

		675		5/18/22 13:21:44		5/18/22 14:32:01		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH HEALTH: a facility for the production of humanized mice which closely replicate human physiologic, cellular, and immune system functions (e.i models engrafted with cord blood-derived hematopoietic stem cells- HSC) is missing.  Humanized mice are a robust in vivo platform useful for example for analyzing the safety and effectiveness of potential new drugs to modulate the immune system or for long-term studies in the fields of human immune cell biology, immuno-oncology, and infectious disease.		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Drug discovery;Transcriptomics;

		676		5/18/22 14:29:20		5/18/22 14:38:50		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT and the core area OMICS (that we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for Proteomics-Metabolomics submitted and selected during the first public consultation), we believe that the following scientific/technological issues related to the platform PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS should be considered as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and Institutions. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING & DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
Rationale of the NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS: This NP will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology).
This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO-EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS & EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS & NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES, to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.
IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products.
IU3 IMAGING & SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system.
IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT & ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines.
1. Mass Spectrometry & NMR technologies
2. Untarget & Target Proteomics and Metabolomics
3. Imaging & Spatial Proteomics-Metabolomics
4. MultiOmics data integration		No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Proteomics;Metabolomics;Bioinformatics;

		677		5/18/22 14:40:20		5/18/22 14:49:53		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;

		678		5/18/22 14:49:56		5/18/22 14:51:44		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE		Yes				Yes				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		spinal surgery;

		679		5/18/22 14:52:05		5/18/22 14:57:35		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Government		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;Data Handling, Data Analysis;

		680		5/18/22 14:51:46		5/18/22 14:58:53		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		Nutrition		No												Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Proteomics;

		681		5/18/22 14:56:55		5/18/22 14:59:14		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				public research institution		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;

		682		5/18/22 14:58:17		5/18/22 15:01:16		anonymous		Very high priority		Low priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		683		5/18/22 13:13:04		5/18/22 15:02:40		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Category Theory;

		684		5/18/22 14:51:46		5/18/22 15:03:00		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY: intravital microscopy		No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Nanomedicine;

		685		5/18/22 13:43:16		5/18/22 15:03:31		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				CNR		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Human genetics;

		686		5/18/22 15:03:58		5/18/22 15:05:01		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Metabolomics;

		687		5/18/22 15:02:28		5/18/22 15:05:39		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Research Technologist		Molecular biology;

		688		5/18/22 15:05:22		5/18/22 15:08:43		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Proteomics;

		689		5/18/22 15:13:50		5/18/22 15:22:13		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		The first main objective of this PN would be to serve as the bioinformatics core among the PNs, satisfying the technological requirements for the analysis of large-scale biological data and the need for expert-curated services. PN BIOINFORMATICS will deliver the analytical capacity to handle the data gathered from experimental activities in terms of computing resources, software tools, expertise, and training. PN BIOINFORMATICS will also provide the technological means, and the standardized procedures and assist with the expertise to ensure the availability of those data to the scientific community according to FAIR principles.
The second main objective of the PN would be to implement and maintain national services for omics data. Nation-wide and internationally recognized services for bioinformatics like extensive data analysis platforms (e.g., national Galaxy instances on the model of usegalaxy.fr, usegalaxy.be, usegalaxy.es, usegalaxy.no), integrated cloud services as those provided by de.NBI cloud and the nordic countries, or recognized repositories such as the European Genome-Phenome Archive (EGA) hosted in Spain or Uniprot in Switzerland have been nearly impossible to develop in Italy, primarily because it is impractical for public scientific institutions to ensure their long-term survivability once the initial project funds run out. The PN would fill this systemic gap by providing a strategic platform with the resources to host biological data and support bioinformatics services indefinitely or as long as needed.
Schematically, the functional subdivision would be as follows: 
•       IU1) Hardware Layer Unit (HLU). Manage the physical data center of the infrastructure, ensuring the suitability of the adopted technological solutions and optimising service continuity, performances and (cyber)security.
•       IU2) System Layer Unit (SLU). Take care of the logical layer of the infrastructure, providing the IT solutions needed to operate PN_Bioinfo’s services, ensuring continuity, efficiency, data integrity, and performance.
•       IU3) Bioinformatics Layer Unit (BLU). Develop, manage and operate PN_Bioinfo’s services for researchers accessing the NP directly and other stakeholders of the national bioinformatics resources (e.g., analysis platforms and workflows, data repositories, curated databases) according to the highest scientific standards, recognised best practices, and compliance with FAIR principles for data, analysis workflows, and software.
•       IU4) Management and Communication Layer Unit (MLU). In charge of administrative, policy-level, and communication management. MLU represents the front-end of the NP and the main entry point for PN_Bioinfo’s users.

PN BIOINFORMATICS will serve three main classes of users. The first class consists of researchers performing omics assays in the other MACROAREAS and needing bioinformatics support for data analysis, management and FAIRification. The second class consists of external researchers and other stakeholders collaborating with the PN to host, develop, and implement national services such as, e.g., data analysis and modeling platforms, data and model repositories, curated data resources, training events, AI applications, and cloud services. Finally, the last class of users comprises the users of the national services hosted and supported by PN BIOINFORMATICS.

KEYWORDS: service continuity and security, data integrity, FAIR principles, policy management		No				No				No				Research Institution		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;Mechanobiology;

		690		5/18/22 15:21:20		5/18/22 15:22:24		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		Nutrition		No												Public research institution		Researcher/ Scientist		Metabolomics;

		691		5/18/22 15:20:22		5/18/22 15:22:37		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Medium priority																		Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		692		5/18/22 15:21:10		5/18/22 15:22:44		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		693		5/18/22 15:15:24		5/18/22 15:30:19		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Proteomics;

		694		5/18/22 15:42:09		5/18/22 15:45:21		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Public Research		Researcher/ Scientist		Agrifood imaging;Structural biology;

		695		5/18/22 15:52:12		5/18/22 15:56:04		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Low priority		No				No				Yes		optogenetics		No				CNR		Primo Ricercatore / Senior Scientist		Structural biology;Immunohistochemistry and immunocytochemistry; live cell microscopy; TEM, in vivo patch-clamp recording ;

		696		5/18/22 13:47:49		5/18/22 15:56:22		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				public institute		Researcher/ Scientist		Materials;

		697		5/18/22 15:55:58		5/18/22 15:59:27		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Bone biology;

		698		5/18/22 16:03:23		5/18/22 16:07:05		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		nanomaterials;

		699		5/18/22 16:14:23		5/18/22 16:17:36		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH, PLANTS, EPIGENOMICS, 		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		700		5/18/22 16:21:48		5/18/22 16:26:12		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No								no profit		Researcher/ Scientist		Drug discovery;Bioinformatics;Structural biology;

		701		5/18/22 16:25:41		5/18/22 16:29:51		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		702		5/18/22 16:38:52		5/18/22 16:40:49		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Bioinformatics;Transcriptomics;

		703		5/18/22 16:42:13		5/18/22 16:43:16		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Research Technologist		Genomics;

		704		5/18/22 16:43:06		5/18/22 16:44:40		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Human imaging;

		705		5/18/22 16:45:40		5/18/22 16:48:05		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Medium priority		Yes		PROTEIN EXPRESSION AND PURIFICATION AND GENOME EDITING		No				No				No				Academic		Research Assistant		Structural biology;Genomics;Molecular biology;

		706		5/18/22 16:37:26		5/18/22 16:50:02		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		a) STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
b) eukaryotic protein expression and purification, cryo-electron microscopy and tomography, cross-linking mass spectrometry, dynamic nuclear polarization solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance, high-throughput cryo-EM sample screening 		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;

		707		5/18/22 16:43:15		5/18/22 16:50:45		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		Structural biology. High-throughput protein production. High-throughput sample preparation. Crystallization facility.		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Biochemistry;

		708		5/18/22 16:50:16		5/18/22 16:51:47		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Pharmacology;

		709		5/18/22 16:48:27		5/18/22 16:52:46		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		a) HEALTH
b) Development of automated functional screenings, high resolution microscopy, live cell imaging		No				No								Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;Proteomics;Molecular biology;

		710		5/18/22 16:51:48		5/18/22 16:53:43		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Human imaging;

		711		5/18/22 16:06:08		5/18/22 16:56:47		anonymous		Low priority		Low priority		Low priority		Yes		The low-level appraisal in points 1 to 4 does not instrinsically stem from perceived priorities nor from their coverage,  but solely from the intended iplementation by a single, novel, private player, i.e HT, an institution whose prospective competences are already very well covered nation-wide by the well establshed network of public universities and research insitutions. This can likely turn the whole HT venture into an unnecessary drain of public money which could be much more effectively used to support public research institutions.		Yes		See answer to point 6: the acquisition of the prospected technologies by HT is unnecessary as they are are already available in public research institutions. 		Yes		See answer to point 6: the acquisition of the prospected technologies by HT is unnecessary as they are are already available in public research institutions. 		Yes		See answer to point 6: the acquisition of the prospected technologies by HT is unnecessary as they are are already available in public research institutions. 		CNR		former research scientist at CNR		Molecular biology;Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		712		5/18/22 16:56:56		5/18/22 16:59:44		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;

		713		5/18/22 16:47:45		5/18/22 17:02:41		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Drug discovery;Molecular biology;

		714		5/18/22 17:00:26		5/18/22 17:03:04		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		HPC and data sciences;

		715		5/18/22 17:03:22		5/18/22 17:04:24		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Genomics;

		716		5/18/22 17:07:40		5/18/22 17:09:30		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Human imaging;

		717		5/18/22 17:07:05		5/18/22 17:11:55		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		 Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding. 

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

Keywords:

1.      High-throughput protein production

2.      Single particle and Tomography CryoEM 

3.      High throughput protein crystallizatio		No				No				No				Academic		Assistant professor, rtd-B		Structural biology;

		718		5/18/22 17:09:53		5/18/22 17:12:15		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		High priority		No		3D modelling		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Human imaging;Molecular biology;Proteomics;

		719		5/18/22 17:18:35		5/18/22 17:21:04		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Metabolomics;

		720		5/18/22 16:53:55		5/18/22 17:31:38		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		
		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Structural biology;

		721		5/18/22 17:30:05		5/18/22 17:32:06		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Clinical medicine;

		722		5/18/22 16:53:56		5/18/22 17:35:12		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Structural biology;

		723		5/18/22 17:33:30		5/18/22 17:36:18		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Bioinformatics;Transcriptomics;

		724		5/18/22 16:54:49		5/18/22 17:39:53		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition  etc...) and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “Genomics”, “Integrated Single Cell Omics” and “Proteomics-Metabolomics” submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “Vector & Cell Engineering (VERDI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The three core areas selected of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of the VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING platform (NP-VERDI) is to build a flexible ecosystem organized in three highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU1-Gene Vector Technology; IU2-Cell engineering and Screening; IU3-Animal Genome Engineering) capable of implementing and delivering high-fidelity genomic and epigenetic modifications in cell lines, pluripotent and somatic stem cells, plants and mice by exploiting the ever expanding space of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and related technologies. In such way, NP-VERDI will be maintained at the forefront of the technological development by employing the most advanced methods to reach highly efficient and tailored epi/genome editing by using state-of-the-art molecular tools and procedures. In particular:
For gene editing in cells, NP-VERDI (IU2) must include BSL1/2 cell culture suites, efficient equipment for gene delivery and a centralized cryogenic cell repository. For gene editing in plants, NP-VERDI (IU2) will be equipped with reach-in phytotrons for plant in vitro culture and regeneration and dedicated sterile culture room facility for plant embryo manipulation. Gene editing in mice will be implemented by NP-VERDI (IU3) running a dedicated mouse facility equipped with digital barrier units in individually ventilated cages, biosafety changing stations and controlled spaces and instrumentations for embryo manipulation, injection and freezing including dedicated microscopy stations. Precise and tailored genomic modifications and off-target sites will be validated by targeted and unbiased epi/genomic sequencing and subsequent data analysis in close collaboration with the platforms of GENOMICS and BIOINFORMATICS.
Furthermore, the NP-VERDI (IU1,2) will produce CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral libraries and execute genome-wide functional screenings for unbiased gene discovery in cell lines and stem cells. To this aim, dedicated space will be organized with robotic liquid handling systems for automatic operations with high processivity in microtiters. Single-cell functional screenings will be carried out in synergy with the platform of INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS using flow-cytometry-assisted cell phenotyping.
Finally, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will implement a dedicated Unit for the design and manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. For this aim, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will be structured with BLSL1/2 culture rooms, automated cell culture stations, anion-exchange and size-exclusion chromatography systems, ultra-centrifuges and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture. A BSL-2 room in the mouse facility with surgical microscopes will be strategic for running proof-of-principle studies of viral delivery in vivo.
 
KEYWORDS:
1) Gene editing in cell lines and stem cells
2) Gene editing in plants
3) Gene editing in mice
4) CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral screening libraries
5) Lentivirus, AAVs and Rabies virus production
		No				No				No				Ente Pubblico di Ricerca		Director of research		Molecular biology;mouse transgenesis;

		725		5/18/22 17:39:32		5/18/22 17:43:08		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				Yes		Analysis: post-analysis service, ad hoc analysis set up		Governative		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Drug discovery;Metagenomics;

		726		5/18/22 18:25:53		5/18/22 18:27:07		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;Human imaging;Bioinformatics;

		727		5/18/22 18:25:35		5/18/22 18:30:03		anonymous		Low priority		Low priority		High priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY - enabling, fundamental, cryo-em
DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE - computing facilities		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Bioinformatics;Drug discovery;

		728		5/18/22 18:44:17		5/18/22 18:46:56		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Immunology;

		729		5/18/22 19:17:36		5/18/22 19:23:07		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		HEALTH: key-words: neurodegenerative disorders, management, therapy, poverty, cognition						No				No				Academic		Full professor		Neuroscience;

		730		5/18/22 19:02:34		5/18/22 19:24:02		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a)It lacks technological fields dedicated to extracellular vesicles (EVs) purification, imaging and content analysis for biomedical application as markers in liquid biopsy and as terapeutic and vaccine vehicles. This field requires nanotecnological imaging, genomic and proteomic  approach. A task force dedicated to support italian group working in the fields would certainly have important repercussions also in relation to industrial application.
The field of EVs is exploiding for its enormous potential application properties. b) extracellular vesicles, exosome, bionanotechnology, liquid biopsy, nanoparticle carrier.		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		virology;

		731		5/18/22 19:35:50		5/18/22 19:39:04		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;

		732		5/18/22 19:41:06		5/18/22 19:43:05		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				Yes				IRCCS		Head of Unit		Genomics;microbiology;

		733		5/18/22 19:41:25		5/18/22 19:48:35		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Proteomics;Genomics;In the Imaging core I believe that Confocal microscopy is missing!;

		734		5/18/22 19:52:35		5/18/22 19:58:47		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Research hospital (IRCCS)		Post Doc		3D in vitro models;

		735		5/18/22 21:10:42		5/18/22 21:12:28		anonymous		High priority		Low priority		High priority		No				No				No		not my field		No				cnr		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		736		5/18/22 22:50:12		5/18/22 22:52:51		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		737		5/18/22 23:16:14		5/18/22 23:19:17		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				national research institution		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;

		738		5/19/22 0:53:36		5/19/22 0:58:15		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Health definition of strategy for elderly
Nutrition relation between food and diseases		No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Clinical medicine;Genomics;

		739		5/19/22 6:21:18		5/19/22 6:23:39		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority						No				No				No				Industry		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;

		740		5/19/22 8:50:22		5/19/22 8:52:01		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		741		5/19/22 8:52:18		5/19/22 8:55:35		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Research Hospital		Lab Manager/Researcher		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		742		5/19/22 9:19:52		5/19/22 9:21:20		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		743		5/19/22 9:22:08		5/19/22 9:24:49		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No																Academic		Post Doc		Bioinformatics;

		744		5/19/22 9:28:19		5/19/22 9:31:25		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Bioinformatics;Structural biology;Molecular biology;

		745		5/19/22 9:57:06		5/19/22 9:59:21		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Human imaging;

		746		5/19/22 9:58:24		5/19/22 10:03:40		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority				ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH
human inducible pluripotent stem cells, differentiated human neurons, personalized medicine		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Neurophysiology;

		747		5/19/22 9:44:58		5/19/22 10:07:32		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No		-		No		-		No		-		No		-		Academic		Associate professor		Proteomics;

		748		5/19/22 10:06:11		5/19/22 10:10:06		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Metabolomics;Molecular biology;Structural biology;Clinical medicine;

		749		5/19/22 10:13:23		5/19/22 10:18:57		anonymous		Medium priority		High priority		Medium priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY:  successful access to European facilities requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding. 		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Drug discovery;

		750		5/19/22 10:24:25		5/19/22 10:25:47		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Human imaging;

		751		5/19/22 10:35:11		5/19/22 10:37:11		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				irccs		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Bioinformatics;Molecular biology;

		752		5/19/22 10:38:17		5/19/22 10:40:01		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		753		5/19/22 10:38:03		5/19/22 10:42:11		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				Yes				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		754		5/19/22 10:40:10		5/19/22 10:42:52		anonymous		Low priority		Very high priority		Low priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Neuroscience;

		755		5/19/22 10:42:00		5/19/22 10:44:23		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
		No		short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Bioinformatics;Transcriptomics;

		756		5/19/22 10:40:13		5/19/22 10:45:58		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		In late years, a substantial advance has been made in the study of the role of microRNAs (miRNAs) in the pathogenesis of diseases. New evidence shows that dysregulation of miRNAs represents an etiologic factor in a variety of disorders, including cancer. Besides, miRNAs have also emerged as fundamental regulators of metabolic processes taking part in maintaining energy balance and metabolic homeostasis. Dysregulation of miRNAs, by directly affecting the status and functions of tissues contributes to metabolic abnormalities. The discovery of circulating miRNAs has highlighted their potential as endocrine signalling molecules and disease indicators. Nevertheless, the study of the involvement of miRNAs in health dysfunctions is still a young field of research and information on their role is nearly limited to date.
	miRNAs profiling is a fundamental step that requires sensitive, specific and reproducible detection systems. Different methods, such as Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS), microarray, reverse transcription-quantitative PCR, and others have been settled to quantify miRNAs in biological samples, with each method having its benefits and disadvantages.
Therefore, inconsistencies found between different studies in the field could be, at least in part, explained by differences in extraction and identification procedures, experimental setup and data processing, pointing to the importance of promptly developing well-standardized protocols based on most recent NGS technologies and operative guidelines.

keywords: Disease biomarkers, microRNA, miRNA, NGS		No				No				No				CNR		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		757		5/19/22 10:41:42		5/19/22 10:46:49		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				Yes		RM  TC		No				Academic		Associate professor		Clinical medicine;

		758		5/19/22 10:44:40		5/19/22 10:49:03		anonymous		Low priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		a) HEALTH
b) qualitative health research		No				No				No				Research Hospital		Post Doc		Qualitative methods;

		759		5/19/22 10:43:59		5/19/22 10:49:39		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Health, Structural Biology, Bioprinting, 3Dmodel, 		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioengineering;

		760		5/19/22 10:56:22		5/19/22 10:59:04		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Proteomics;

		761		5/19/22 11:02:19		5/19/22 11:06:22		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		Additional areas at prevention and health: neurophysiology, body-mind interaction, cognitive control of pain, well-being, cognition														Academic		Associate professor		neuroscience;

		762		5/19/22 10:49:02		5/19/22 11:07:50		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY, precise quantification of molecular interactions (ie. radiometry)
-DRUG/DIAGNOSTICS (i.e Aptamer Platforms)		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Drug discovery;

		763		5/19/22 11:12:20		5/19/22 11:14:23		anonymous		Low priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;

		764		5/19/22 11:23:55		5/19/22 11:29:28		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		 Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.
Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding. 
IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".
IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.
Keywords: High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS applications		No				No				No				Industry		marketing manager		Structural biology;

		765		5/19/22 11:31:03		5/19/22 11:35:05		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				Yes		WE ALREADY HAVE GOOD EXPERTIESS		No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;Genomics;Metabolomics;

		766		5/19/22 11:36:59		5/19/22 11:39:54		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed: 
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding. 
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications. 
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies. 
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Genomics;Transcriptomics;Molecular Microbiology;

		767		5/19/22 11:42:45		5/19/22 11:44:26		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;Human imaging;

		768		5/19/22 11:39:39		5/19/22 11:45:38		anonymous		Very high priority		Low priority		High priority		Yes		PHARMACOGENOMICS		No				No				No		PHARMACOGENOMICS IN COMPLEX DISEASES AS RENAL AND CARDIONAVSCULAR COMPLICATIONS		Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;Genomics;Metabolomics;

		769		5/19/22 11:43:41		5/19/22 11:49:54		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		 Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM, as a whole, is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

 
Keywords:

1.      High-throughput protein production

2.      Single particle and Tomography CryoEM

3.      High throughput prot		No				No				No				IRCCS 		Director of research		Structural biology;Molecular biology;

		770		5/19/22 11:59:11		5/19/22 12:00:29		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Public Hospital		Director of research		Radiopharmaceutical Chemistry;

		771		5/19/22 11:55:09		5/19/22 12:00:46		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Pharmacology;Molecular biology;Structural biology;

		772		5/19/22 11:57:26		5/19/22 12:06:17		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		STATISTICS, DATA ANALYSIS, PLANNING EXPERIMENTAL  DATA		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		APPLIED MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS;

		773		5/19/22 11:56:17		5/19/22 12:06:19		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Data Analysis, Statistics, Experimental data (planning)		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Statistics and Applied Mathematics;

		774		5/19/22 11:51:19		5/19/22 12:08:24		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH: drug libraries, high-throughput drug screenings		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Cellular Biology;

		775		5/19/22 11:46:22		5/19/22 12:26:25		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;Human imaging;Clinical medicine;

		776		5/19/22 12:26:24		5/19/22 12:29:07		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Industry		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;Molecular biology;

		777		5/19/22 12:41:16		5/19/22 12:43:21		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No								No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Structural biology;Genomics;Proteomics;Transcriptomics;Drug discovery;

		778		5/19/22 12:35:18		5/19/22 12:44:41		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				University of Milan		Associate professor		Genomics;Clinical medicine;

		779		5/19/22 12:25:58		5/19/22 12:48:33		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.
The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.
IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".
IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM, as a whole, is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

Keywords:
High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS applications		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Drug discovery;biochemistry;

		780		5/19/22 12:46:51		5/19/22 12:52:03		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No								Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		781		5/19/22 12:45:36		5/19/22 12:53:03		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Pharmacology;

		782		5/19/22 12:59:03		5/19/22 13:00:18		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;Human imaging;

		783		5/19/22 12:56:44		5/19/22 13:01:58		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition  etc...) and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertises as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “Genomics”, “Integrated Single Cell Omics” and “Proteomics-Metabolomics” submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “Vector & Cell Engineering (VERDI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The three core areas selected of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of the VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING platform (NP-VERDI) is to build a flexible ecosystem organized in three highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU1-Gene Vector Technology; IU2-Cell engineering and Screening; IU3-Animal Genome Engineering) capable of implementing and delivering high-fidelity genomic and epigenetic modifications in cell lines, pluripotent and somatic stem cells, plants and mice by exploiting the ever expanding space of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and related technologies. In such way, NP-VERDI will be maintained at the forefront of the technological development by employing the most advanced methods to reach high efficient and tailored epi/genome editing by using state-of-the-art molecular tools and procedures. In particular:
For gene editing in cells, NP-VERDI (IU2) must include BSL1/2 cell culture suites, efficient equipment for gene delivery and a centralized cryogenic cell repository. For gene editing in plants, NP-VERDI (IU2) will be equipped with reach-in phytotrons for plant in vitro culture and regeneration and dedicated sterile culture room facility for plant embryo manipulation. Gene editing in mice will be implemented by NP-VERDI (IU3) running a dedicated mouse facility equipped with digital barrier units in individually ventilated cages, biosafety changing stations and controlled spaces and instrumentations for embryo manipulation, injection and freezing including dedicated microscopy stations. Precise and tailored genomic modifications and off-target sites will be validated by targeted and unbiased epi/genomic sequencing and subsequent data analysis in close collaboration with the platforms of GENOMICS and BIOINFORMATICS.
Furthermore, the NP-VERDI (IU1,2) will produce CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral libraries and execute genome-wide functional screenings for unbiased gene discovery in cell lines and stem cells. To this aim, dedicated space will be organized with robotic liquid handling systems for automatic operations with high processivity in microtiters. Single-cell functional screenings will be carried out in synergy with the platform of INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS using flow-cytometry-assisted cell phenotyping.
Finally, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will implement a dedicated Unit for the design and manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. For this aim, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will be structured with BLSL1/2 culture rooms, automated cell culture stations, anion-exchange and size-exclusion chromatography systems, ultra-centrifuges and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture. A BSL-2 room in the mouse facility with surgical microscopes will be strategic for running proof-of-principle studies of viral delivery in vivo.

KEYWORDS: 
1) Gene editing in cell lines and stem cells
2) Gene editing in plants
3) Gene editing in mice
4) CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral screening libraries
5) Lentivirus, AAVs and Rabies virus production

		No												Academic		Full professor		gene andcell therapy;

		784		5/18/22 17:30:08		5/19/22 13:06:35		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Governative		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		785		5/19/22 13:13:56		5/19/22 13:16:45		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		786		5/19/22 13:37:35		5/19/22 13:39:50		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No								No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;Pharmacology;Drug discovery;

		787		5/19/22 13:59:10		5/19/22 14:03:32		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		788		5/19/22 14:02:14		5/19/22 14:04:22		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Metabolomics;toxicology;

		789		5/19/22 14:05:29		5/19/22 14:06:51		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;

		790		5/19/22 10:45:16		5/19/22 14:08:31		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) HEALTH and GENOMICS
b) organoids, patient-derived 3D models, national biobank		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		791		5/19/22 14:27:23		5/19/22 14:29:31		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Research institute		Researcher/ Scientist		Biophysics;

		792		5/19/22 14:34:09		5/19/22 14:35:10		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority																		Academic		Post Doc		Clinical medicine;

		793		5/19/22 14:43:33		5/19/22 14:48:23		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE		Yes		presence of a arge number of omics facilities at national level highly skilled		No				Yes		it ois still misisng a paltform able to handle data from historical archives and to harmonize real world data		IRCCS		Full professor		Bioinformatics;Clinical medicine;biomarker discovery and precision medicine;

		794		5/19/22 14:54:07		5/19/22 14:55:43		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		NUTRITION		No												Academic		Research Technologist		Metabolomics;

		795		5/19/22 14:55:39		5/19/22 14:59:38		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Cellular Biochemistry;

		796		5/19/22 14:57:59		5/19/22 15:08:16		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		In the technological field of HT and the core area "IMAGING" which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" selected during the first public consultation, I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the
complexity of biology.
The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe
bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.
IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical
quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".
IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

Keywords:

1.      High-throughput protein production

2.      Single particle and Tomography CryoEM

3.      High throughput protein crystallization

4.      High-end MS applications		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Drug discovery;

		797		5/19/22 15:03:08		5/19/22 15:10:52		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

Keywords:

1.      High-throughput protein production

2.      Single particle and Tomography CryoEM

3.      High throughput protein crystallization

		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;

		798		5/19/22 15:09:12		5/19/22 15:16:47		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Structural biology
Structural mass spectrometry, native mass spectrometry, ion mobility, crosslinking, covalent labeling
		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Proteomics;

		799		5/19/22 15:18:37		5/19/22 15:22:52		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Proteomics;

		800		5/19/22 15:17:40		5/19/22 15:25:41		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH
ADVANCED MODELS OF DISEASE IN VITRO, ORGANS-ON-CHIP, ANIMAL MODELS OF DISEASE, OMICS FOR ASSESSMENT OF INTRA- AND EXTRA-CELLULAR ORGANELLES AND VESICLES		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Proteomics;Human imaging;Cell Biology, Signaling, Molecular Oncology;

		801		5/19/22 15:31:50		5/19/22 15:36:21		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding. 		No				No				No				Academic		Research Technologist		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Drug discovery;

		802		5/19/22 15:51:17		5/19/22 16:01:34		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		a) Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.
The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding. 
IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".
IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.
b)High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS applications						No								Academic		Associate professor		Drug discovery;Structural biology;Crystallography;

		803		5/19/22 16:07:13		5/19/22 16:08:48		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Clinical medicine;

		804		5/19/22 16:43:27		5/19/22 16:45:18		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		High priority		No																Private		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;

		805		5/19/22 17:01:29		5/19/22 17:10:20		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		THE IU1 MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR IMAGING for the analysis from:

1. Nanoscale to single-cell imaging, encompassing all Super-Resolution-Microscopy, combined with the use of technologies leveraging the sensitivity of fluorescence (e.g., FRET, FLIM, Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy, FCS, spinning disk) to study in real-time events that occur at different time scale. This will be integrated by the STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY NP.
2. Single-cell to tissues to be able to investigate the 3D ultrastructure and dynamics of tissues. Essential for this NP is A) 3D-SCANNING EM for cells and tissues to generate high-resolution 3D images to be combined with fluorescent-based approaches (Correlative light EM tomography). B) LATTICE LIGHT-SHEET microscopy to monitor live samples at unprecedented volumetric speed with low phototoxicity and a high signal-to-noise ratio.

 THE IU2 BIOMECHANICS: Biomechanics impacts physiology and pathology, yet there is no current platform enabling the investigation of the physical properties of the living being. It should include technologies for assessing the biomechanical properties (e.g., tissue elasticity, viscoelasticity, and plasticity) integrated with light imaging-based approaches. Specifically, it should include:  A) BRILLOUIN MICROSCOPY, a label-free, contact-free, and non-destructive method for the study of viscoelastic properties of biological samples; B) ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY. C) SHEAR FORCE MICROSCOPY; D) MAGNETIC OPTICAL TWEEZER, for the investigation of nanoscale phenomena by measuring sub-picoNewton forces. E) A flexible and agile microfabrication/microfluid bioengineering unit to develop methods and devices to probe cell and tissue mechano-responses.

THE IU3 DIGITAL PATHOLOGY: this IU will enable the analysis of tissues using multiple biomarkers at high spatial resolution and will work in close association with NP ON SINGLE-CELL OMIC AND PROTEOMIC. It should include: A) DIGITAL SCANNERS with elevated processing, high resolution, multispectral imaging, and dedicated software for basic quantitative analysis.: B) TISSUE MICROARRAYER for the precise selection and extraction of specific regions of interest on the donor blocks and their insertion in recipient blocks; C) BRIGHTFIELD-BASED MULTIPLEX-IHC/IF AND FLUORESCENCE-BASED MULTIPLEX IHC/IF (e.g., Vectra, Akoya Bioscience)  to perform multiplexed analysis of biomarkers; D) REAL-TIME CELL MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS SYSTEMS in multi-wells plates: for functional, physiological, and immunological characterization.

Keywords: SRM and Fluorescence-based Microscopy, 3D-SCANNING EM and Lattice microscopy, Biomechanical-based microscopy, Microfabrication/microfluidic, Functional-Spatial Digital Pathology 		No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Molecular biology;Metabolomics;Drug discovery;

		806		5/19/22 17:37:32		5/19/22 17:39:14		anonymous		Low priority		Very high priority		Low priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

Keywords:

1.      High-throughput protein production

2.      Single particle and Tomography CryoEM

3.      High throughput protein crystallization
		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Bioinformatics;

		807		5/19/22 18:03:52		5/19/22 18:04:51		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		808		5/19/22 18:02:58		5/19/22 18:19:01		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE - Artificial Intelligence, Digital Patholohy, Radiomics, Pathomics, Federated Learning 
ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH - Artificial Intelligence, CAD systems, Federated Learning		No				No				No				Scientific Institute for Research, Hospitalization and Healthcare (IRCCS)		Director of a Unit of Medical Physics		Human imaging;Medical Physics;

		809		5/19/22 18:16:16		5/19/22 18:19:55		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				National Cancer Institute		Researcher/ Scientist		Drug discovery;

		810		5/19/22 18:27:54		5/19/22 18:36:47		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		Fields: DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE/ADDITIONAL AREAS AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH

Keywords: competence center, national bioinformatic services provider, ELIXIR-IT Research Infrastructure integration,  long-term repositories, analysis platforms.		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Genomics;Bioinformatics;Transcriptomics;

		811		5/19/22 18:36:21		5/19/22 18:45:35		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Human imaging;

		812		5/19/22 21:45:29		5/19/22 21:51:41		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				IRCCS		Director of research		Genomics;Human and Medical Genomics;

		813		5/20/22 0:05:59		5/20/22 0:07:22		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Gene therapy;

		814		5/20/22 0:15:59		5/20/22 0:25:20		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		HEALTH
pharmacology, physiology, functional imaging, animal models		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Neuroscience;

		815		5/20/22 1:02:36		5/20/22 1:03:50		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		HEALTH, GENOMICS		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;

		816		5/20/22 7:09:56		5/20/22 7:17:39		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		protein condensate, architectural RNA, in silico pharmacology , organoid		No				No				No				Government 		Director of research		Molecular biology;

		817		5/20/22 8:15:54		5/20/22 8:21:28		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH
immunophenotyping, immune cell characterization, mass cytometry 		No				No				No				Health System		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;

		818		5/20/22 8:25:03		5/20/22 8:26:48		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				government		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		819		5/20/22 9:11:36		5/20/22 9:14:10		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular physiology;

		820		5/20/22 9:13:02		5/20/22 9:20:12		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;

		821		5/20/22 9:39:37		5/20/22 9:42:38		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Post Doc		Structural biology;

		822		5/20/22 8:54:25		5/20/22 9:58:20		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE/ADDITIONAL AREAS AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH

b) competence center, national bioinformatic services provider, ELIXIR-IT Research Infrastructure
integration,  long-term repositories, analysis platforms.		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Bioinformatics;

		823		5/20/22 10:15:56		5/20/22 10:19:28		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Spatial and single cell proteomics and metabolomics are high priority

Proteomics, metabolomics		No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Metabolomics;Proteomics;Molecular biology;

		824		5/20/22 10:19:03		5/20/22 10:21:54		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				PUBLIC HEALTH		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		825		5/20/22 10:30:34		5/20/22 10:31:58		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		826		5/20/22 10:27:20		5/20/22 10:36:01		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORDS: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome ma		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Genomics;Molecular biology;Plant Science;

		827		5/20/22 10:42:57		5/20/22 10:44:33		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Human imaging;

		828		5/20/22 10:53:12		5/20/22 10:55:45		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS University Hospital		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;Clinical medicine;

		829		5/20/22 11:00:25		5/20/22 11:01:53		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Proteomics;Metabolomics;

		830		5/20/22 11:00:17		5/20/22 11:01:55		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Metabolomics;

		831		5/20/22 10:59:33		5/20/22 11:04:17		anonymous		Low priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH, NEUROIMAGING		No				No				No				Public research institute		Researcher/ Scientist		Human imaging;Clinical medicine;

		832		5/20/22 11:00:57		5/20/22 11:05:08		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS Hospital		Post Doc		Molecular biology;immunology;

		833		5/20/22 10:54:18		5/20/22 11:05:29		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		HEALTH, Cronic diseases, Aging		No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Metabolomics;Proteomics;Human imaging;

		834		5/20/22 11:25:32		5/20/22 11:27:00		anonymous		Medium priority		High priority		Very high priority																		Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Information engineering;

		835		5/20/22 11:14:35		5/20/22 11:27:04		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Field: DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE
Keywords: competence center,national bioinformatic services provider,ELIXIR-IT Research Infrastructure integration

Field: ADDITIONAL AREAS AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH
Keywords: long-term repositories,analysis platforms

		No				No				No				IRCCS		Director of research		Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		836		5/20/22 11:32:36		5/20/22 11:37:56		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		HEALTH (precision medicine, oncology, network medicine)		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		837		5/20/22 11:28:43		5/20/22 11:39:54		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH
b) soil microbiome, soil health, plant health, Next Generation Sequencing, microbiome engineering.		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		838		5/20/22 11:34:01		5/20/22 11:40:43		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;Genomics;

		839		5/20/22 11:10:14		5/20/22 11:43:34		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		Yes		you should make research easier under the bureocracy point if view. make it simple to involve patients in pragmatic trials and the italian scientific output will triple 		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Clinical medicine;

		840		5/20/22 11:45:45		5/20/22 11:47:12		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;

		841		5/20/22 11:52:02		5/20/22 11:54:24		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Clinical medicine;

		842		5/20/22 11:53:43		5/20/22 11:55:21		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Drug discovery;

		843		5/20/22 12:00:48		5/20/22 12:02:08		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		844		5/20/22 11:30:00		5/20/22 12:11:29		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		HEALTH, GENOMICS, TECHNOLOGIES, PATHWAYS, GENE ENGINEERING, COMPARATIVE GENOMES, PREDICTION OF NOVEL FUNCTIONS		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Sleep disorders;

		845		5/20/22 12:10:33		5/20/22 12:11:48		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Bioinformatics;

		846		5/20/22 12:09:26		5/20/22 12:12:02		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		847		5/20/22 12:27:10		5/20/22 12:31:48		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		competence center, national bioinformatic services provider, ELIXIR-IT Research Infrastructure integration
long-term repositories, analysis platforms
		No				No				No				Academic		Research Technologist		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		848		5/20/22 12:33:25		5/20/22 12:37:55		anonymous		High priority		Low priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE
b) competence center, national bioinformatic services provider, ELIXIR-IT Research Infrastructure integration		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		849		5/20/22 12:37:49		5/20/22 12:38:06		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Genomics;Clinical medicine;Molecular biology;

		850		5/20/22 11:37:38		5/20/22 12:47:34		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, such as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction and selection from various organisms, tissues, biological substrates and environmental samples (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and quality control of nucleic acids and libraries, as Nanodrop, fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Agilent 5400 Fragment Analyzer, Agilent 4200 TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (Bio-Rad CHEF Mapper, Agilent Femto Pulse).
 
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000 and an Illumina MiSeq System that produces longer reads (2x300bp) required in specific applications such as metabarcoding.
 
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore Technologies GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length
 
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performance and lower reagent costs. For SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively), will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
 
NP-GEN must foresee the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg by Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96-Plex and SeqWell plexWell™ 96/384) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. The highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
 
NP-GEN will strongly support the development and implementation of protocols for single-cell sequencing and spatial genomic and transcriptomic analysis, in collaboration with the Single-Cell Omics platform. In turn, strong interaction with the Data Analysis platform is foreseen for the analysis of high-throughput data.
 
Keywords: short- and long-read sequencing, meta- and epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.
		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Genomics;plant genetics and development;

		851		5/20/22 12:46:54		5/20/22 13:00:47		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No								IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		852		5/20/22 13:31:09		5/20/22 13:32:40		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		853		5/20/22 13:41:20		5/20/22 13:54:37		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Facility di crio-microscopia elettronica		No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Structural biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;cancer;

		854		5/20/22 13:39:07		5/20/22 13:58:19		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		The mission of Omics should include cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Thus, it must have these highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

IU-1SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). This should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, such as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction and selection from various organisms, tissues, biological substrates and environmental samples, including ancient ones (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and quality control of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Agilent 5400 Fragment Analyzer, Agilent 4200 TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (Bio-Rad CHEF Mapper, Agilent Femto Pulse).

IU-2 SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards, including Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq System that produces longer reads (2x300bp) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore Technologies GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct characterization of DNA and RNA modifications, such as methylation.

IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively), will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

 

NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg by Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase           Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96-Plex and SeqWell plexWell™ 96/384) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

The GENOMICS (NP-GEN) within the Omics core area will strongly support the development and implementation of protocols for single cell sequencing and spatial genomic and transcriptomic analysis, in collaboration with the Single-Cell Omics platform. In turn, a strong interaction with the Data Analysis platform is foreseen for the analysis of high-throughput data.

 

Keywords: short- and long-read sequencing, meta- and epi-genomic and transcriptomic analys		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;Proteomics;

		855		5/20/22 14:05:10		5/20/22 14:08:09		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				Yes		Too,much,technilogical,efforts,for,metabolomics,in,general		No				No				Academic		PhD student		Structural biology;

		856		5/20/22 14:09:58		5/20/22 14:11:05		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;

		857		5/20/22 14:08:48		5/20/22 14:17:40		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) NUTRITION
b) food security, crop protection, plant breeding, climate change		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		858		5/20/22 14:38:44		5/20/22 14:42:17		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Health, Genomics, Nutrition, structural Biology 		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		epigenetics;

		859		5/20/22 14:47:26		5/20/22 14:53:23		anonymous		Medium priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY, ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH 		Yes		Mass Spectrometry (data collection and handling) do not need large core facilities/platforms		No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Bioinformatics;Biochemistry;

		860		5/20/22 14:58:56		5/20/22 15:03:22		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		HEALTH

Biomarkers, early detection, diagnosis, prognosis, mode of action		No								No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Metabolomics;Structural biology;Drug discovery;

		861		5/20/22 15:05:27		5/20/22 15:07:27		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORDS: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome ma		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		plant-microbe interaction;

		862		5/20/22 15:12:05		5/20/22 15:16:07		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		structural biology 		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;

		863		5/20/22 15:44:18		5/20/22 15:45:58		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Genomics;Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		864		5/20/22 15:46:59		5/20/22 15:47:49		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;

		865		5/20/22 15:57:12		5/20/22 15:57:46		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		866		5/20/22 16:11:11		5/20/22 16:12:48		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		867		5/20/22 16:33:22		5/20/22 16:36:25		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH
b) structural vaccinology, diagnostics for vector-borne diseases, molecular biophysics		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;Bioinformatics;Drug discovery;Metabolomics;Proteomics;Molecular biology;Molecular parasitology;

		868		5/20/22 16:39:21		5/20/22 16:41:45		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT and the core area "OMICS" (that we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for " "Proteomics-Metabolomics" submitted and selected during the first public consultation), we believe that the following scientific/technological issues related to the platform "PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be considered as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and Institutions. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology
Rationale of the NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS: This NP will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.). 
This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES, to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.
IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products. 
IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system. 
IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines 
		No		
		No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Proteomics;Metabolomics;Drug discovery;Pharmacology;

		869		5/20/22 16:42:53		5/20/22 16:45:10		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Drug discovery;

		870		5/20/22 16:58:53		5/20/22 17:00:38		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Immunology;

		871		5/20/22 16:52:39		5/20/22 17:06:50		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		Despite the presence of excellent laboratories, the area of structural biology in Italy is still lagging behind the rest of Europe and an integrated network that covers all aspects, from the production of the sample to the various experimental and computational structural analysis is strongly suggested		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Bioinformatics;

		872		5/20/22 17:13:35		5/20/22 17:16:30		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Fellow		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		873		5/20/22 18:21:09		5/20/22 18:21:55		anonymous		Low priority		Low priority		Low priority		No				No				No				Yes				Academic		Director of research		Proteomics;

		874		5/21/22 7:24:33		5/21/22 7:28:29		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes				No				No				No				Research Institution		Research Technologist		Food chemistry;

		875		5/21/22 7:37:52		5/21/22 8:06:44		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		The technological platforms developed by the working group are a series of national platforms (PN) which certainly represent an important advance for the technological development of the Italian biomedical scientific community. The 10 PNs cover all the most innovative aspects of biomedical research with bioinformatic implications, cell and animal imaging, drug discovery, etc. Considering the impact of infectious diseases and the microbial world on human health, not least the devastating effect of the current pandemic and the enormous problems associated with the emerging now uncontrolled multiresistance of infectious agents, it appears at least worrying that in none of the platforms of today, no reference to the microbial component in relation to human health has been made. Furthermore, thinking about the physical realization of these PNs in Human Technopole it is difficult to hypothesize that pathogenic infectious agents can be manipulated without having set up a laboratory for biological risk at least grade 3 (Biosafety level 3, BSL3) and consequently also of high containment enclosures. Certainly some platforms can be easily adapted, not requiring the study of a living microbial cell, for example the Genomics, Molecular Imaging, Metabolomics, Proteomics, Bioinformatics, Structural Biology platforms. Drug discovery platform has not been designed, at least in their current form, for the study of microorganisms that require dedicated equipment and infrastructure in BSL-3. For example, this platform should also be used for the pre-clinical development of novel antimicrobials that are a priority on the health research agenda of all countries, but the necessary in vivo efficacy studies cannot be carried out because in the entire package of PNs were not provided for containment enclosures. The pathogen-host interactions cannot be studied using the Animal Imaging, Single cell Imaging and Integrated cell omics platforms if they are not designed to conduct experiments in BSL-3 containment conditions,		Yes		Adpatation of the platform Genomics: de novo microbial whole-genome assembly and resequencing; targeted sequencing; targeted universal multiplex PCR-based sequencing to differentiate multiple  species within one pathogen type; host-depletion methods
Single Cell Omics: FACS-based single cell sorting of infectious agents up to biosafety level 3; de novo sequencing of fastidious or slow-growing microbes; microbial or host-microbe complex gene expression profiling; microbial or host-microbe complex proteomic profiling; microbial or host-microbe complex metabolomic profiling
		Yes		PN Imaging: Live cell imaging of microbes or host-microbe interactions; electron microscopy; imaging mass cytometry and spectrometry.  Animal Imaging: Noninvasive small-animal imaging for preclinical studies of infectious diseases. Longitudinal studies of the same animal during the infection using dedicated instruments under containment conditions. Multiple-modality imaging including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT), positron emission tomography (PET), bioluminescence imaging (BLI), and intravital imaging. Associated animal facility is mandatory.		Yes		Development and maintenance of microbial bioinformatic pipelines including those addressed to phylogenetic analysis and evolutionary tracing, species identification, and drug resistance discovery; setting up of bioinformatic and system biology approaches to characterize the interplay between human diseasome and infectome		Stefania Stefani (President) on behalf of the Italina Society of Microbiology		SS Full professor of Microbiology and Clinical Microbiology- on behalf of all other colleagues		Clinical medicine;Genomics;Proteomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;Drug discovery;animal facilities and imaging;

		876		5/21/22 11:29:42		5/21/22 11:33:00		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Government		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Drug discovery;Genomics;Proteomics;

		877		5/21/22 12:31:11		5/21/22 12:33:10		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Modelling and Quantitative Biology;

		878		5/20/22 19:11:39		5/21/22 12:47:17		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE 
patient associations, national privacy office, NHS regional involvement, scientific society involvement, general population involvement		No				No				No				IRCCS		Director of research		Genomics;Clinical medicine;Medical Genetics;

		879		5/21/22 14:29:10		5/21/22 14:31:47		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		880		5/21/22 15:20:52		5/21/22 15:22:25		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;

		881		5/21/22 18:05:42		5/21/22 18:10:16		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		animal biology;

		882		5/21/22 18:17:26		5/21/22 18:23:04		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Italian National Institute of Health		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;epigenetics;

		883		5/21/22 18:42:32		5/21/22 18:56:56		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, such as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction and selection from various organisms, tissues, biological substrates and environmental samples, including ancient ones (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and quality control of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Agilent 5400 Fragment Analyzer, Agilent 4200 TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (Bio-Rad CHEF Mapper, Agilent Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq System that produces longer reads (2x300bp) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore Technologies GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct characterization of DNA and RNA modifications, such as methylation.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively), will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies. 

NP-GEN will strongly support the development and implementation of protocols for single cell sequencing and spatial genomic and transcriptomic analysis, in collaboration with the Single-Cell Omics platform. In turn, a strong interaction with the Data Analysis platform is foreseen for the analysis of high-throughput data.		No		short- and long-read sequencing, meta- and epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.

		No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Structural biology;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;

		884		5/21/22 19:39:05		5/21/22 19:42:16		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		Yes		NUTRITION
nutrigenomics, nutrigenetics, 		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Genomics;Molecular biology;

		885		5/21/22 21:10:01		5/21/22 21:14:28		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Medium priority		No				No												Academic		Associate professor		Proteomics;

		886		5/22/22 9:49:53		5/22/22 10:15:50		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		 Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.
 
The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.
 
IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".
 
IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM, as a whole, is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
 
IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
 
IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.
 
Keywords:
1.      Protein production
2.      CryoEM
3.      Protein crystallization
4.      High-end NMR and MS 		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;

		887		5/22/22 12:14:58		5/22/22 12:25:55		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT and the core area "OMICS" (that we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for " "Proteomics-Metabolomics" submitted and selected during the first public consultation), we believe that the following scientific/technological issues related to the platform "PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be considered as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and Institutions. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology
NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS: will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.).
This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES, to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.
IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED ANS TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays; DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs. Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products.
IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system.
IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines
KEYWORDS
1. Mass Spectrometry and NMR technologies
2. Untarget and Target Proteomics and Metabolomics
3. Imaging and Spatial Proteomics- Metabolomics
4. MultiOmics data integration
5. Omics computational methods and AI		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Metabolomics;Clinical medicine;Clinical Chemistry;

		888		5/22/22 14:54:16		5/22/22 14:58:54		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Health and Data and decision science: I consider extremely important to have the possibility to acquire, share and anlyses data that are reliable, comparable and usable also when produced by different groups. So far this is not possible 		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Drug discovery;Clinical medicine;

		889		5/22/22 15:56:58		5/22/22 16:10:57		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		I would consider also the characterization of extracellular vesicles, using the same facilities highlighted for cells in the OMICS core area and in the Imaging core area. Extracellular vesicles can be analyzed as they are but also in their engineered version thanks to the excellent nanotechnologies capabilities of italian researchers. For these analysis very evoluted multiangle Dynamic and Static Laser Light Scattering apparatus could be of high interest.		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Nanomedicine;

		890		5/22/22 19:01:12		5/22/22 19:20:41		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		Low priority		Yes		HEALTH
neuro-oncology, novel therapies, translational research, glioma patients overall survival, radiation oncology		Yes		nucleic acid, protein, metabolite omics, genome engineering, sufficiently supported, poorly rewarding,  for patient survival improvement
		Yes		imaging, technologies, already supported, poorly rewarding  for patient survival improvement		Yes		DATA HANDLING, ANALYSIS,  sufficiently supported,  poorly rewarding,  for patient survival improvement		Public IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;

		891		5/22/22 19:41:58		5/22/22 19:44:20		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Metabolomics;Drug discovery;

		892		5/23/22 5:33:41		5/23/22 5:35:01		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Clinical medicine;Pharmacology;Drug discovery;

		893		5/23/22 8:14:04		5/23/22 8:16:40		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		894		5/23/22 8:21:59		5/23/22 8:23:42		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes																IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;Metabolomics;

		895		5/23/22 8:54:06		5/23/22 8:57:25		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) Field: ADDITIONAL AREAS AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH
b) Keywords: long-term repositories, analysis platforms		No				No				No				Scientific institute, IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Bioinformatics;Molecular biology;

		896		5/23/22 9:04:24		5/23/22 9:05:14		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;

		897		5/23/22 9:40:26		5/23/22 9:51:29		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Clinical/Public Health, non-for-profit		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		898		5/23/22 9:50:58		5/23/22 9:52:49		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Drug discovery;

		899		5/23/22 9:53:00		5/23/22 9:53:26		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;

		900		5/23/22 9:50:54		5/23/22 9:56:03		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Hospital		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;Genomics;

		901		5/23/22 10:06:39		5/23/22 10:08:07		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		902		5/23/22 10:12:07		5/23/22 10:22:06		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Low priority		Yes		relationship between nutrition, health and diseases		No				Yes		Imaging tissutale 		No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Human imaging;ImmunoMorphology;

		903		5/23/22 10:27:22		5/23/22 10:37:20		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Structural Biology		No				No				No				Health and care		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		904		5/23/22 10:35:16		5/23/22 10:38:35		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT and the core area "OMICS" (that we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for " "Proteomics-Metabolomics" submitted and selected during the first public consultation), we believe that the following scientific/technological issues related to the platform "PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be considered as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and Institutions. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology

Rationale of the NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS: This NP will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.).

This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES, to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.

IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products.

IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system.

IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines

KEYWORDS

1. Mass Spectrometry and NMR technologies

2. Untarget and Target Proteomics and Metabolomics

3. Imaging		No				No				No				Private foundation		Full professor		Pharmacology;

		905		5/23/22 10:41:45		5/23/22 10:46:48		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition  etc...) and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertises as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “Genomics”, “Integrated Single Cell Omics” and “Proteomics-Metabolomics” submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “Vector & Cell Engineering (VERDI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The three core areas selected of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of the VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING platform (NP-VERDI) is to build a flexible ecosystem organized in three highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU1-Gene Vector Technology; IU2-Cell engineering and Screening; IU3-Animal Genome Engineering) capable of implementing and delivering high-fidelity genomic and epigenetic modifications in cell lines, pluripotent and somatic stem cells, plants and mice by exploiting the ever expanding space of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and related technologies. In such way, NP-VERDI will be maintained at the forefront of the technological development by employing the most advanced methods to reach high efficient and tailored epi/genome editing by using state-of-the-art molecular tools and procedures. In particular:
For gene editing in cells, NP-VERDI (IU2) must include BSL1/2 cell culture suites, efficient equipment for gene delivery and a centralized cryogenic cell repository. For gene editing in plants, NP-VERDI (IU2) will be equipped with reach-in phytotrons for plant in vitro culture and regeneration and dedicated sterile culture room facility for plant embryo manipulation. Gene editing in mice will be implemented by NP-VERDI (IU3) running a dedicated mouse facility equipped with digital barrier units in individually ventilated cages, biosafety changing stations and controlled spaces and instrumentations for embryo manipulation, injection and freezing including dedicated microscopy stations. Precise and tailored genomic modifications and off-target sites will be validated by targeted and unbiased epi/genomic sequencing and subsequent data analysis in close collaboration with the platforms of GENOMICS and BIOINFORMATICS.
Furthermore, the NP-VERDI (IU1,2) will produce CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral libraries and execute genome-wide functional screenings for unbiased gene discovery in cell lines and stem cells. To this aim, dedicated space will be organized with robotic liquid handling systems for automatic operations with high processivity in microtiters. Single-cell functional screenings will be carried out in synergy with the platform of INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS using flow-cytometry-assisted cell phenotyping.
Finally, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will implement a dedicated Unit for the design and manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. For this aim, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will be structured with BLSL1/2 culture rooms, automated cell culture stations, anion-exchange and size-exclusion chromatography systems, ultra-centrifuges and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture. A BSL-2 room in the mouse facility with surgical microscopes will be strategic for running proof-of-principle studies of viral delivery in vivo.
 
KEYWORDS:
1) Gene editing in cell lines and stem cells
2) Gene editing in plants
3) Gene editing in mice
4) CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral screening libraries
5) Lentivirus, AAVs and Rabies virus production		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Gene therapy;

		906		5/22/22 13:56:45		5/23/22 10:52:12		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH: preventive medicine; public health; monitoring and surveillance; health determinants; epidemiology		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Public Health;

		907		5/23/22 11:02:18		5/23/22 11:06:15		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Metabolomics;Human imaging;Genomics;

		908		5/23/22 11:07:23		5/23/22 11:09:50		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		 HEALTH, GENOMICS		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		909		5/23/22 11:19:53		5/23/22 11:31:53		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		NUTRITION
prevention of: diabetes, obesity, hypertension, metabolic diseases		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		910		5/23/22 11:40:08		5/23/22 11:41:03		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		No								No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		911		5/23/22 11:43:33		5/23/22 11:46:48		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Post Doc		Molecular biology;

		912		5/23/22 11:48:49		5/23/22 11:53:09		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No																Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		913		5/23/22 11:47:34		5/23/22 12:02:03		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Microbiology and host-pathogens interaction, virulence factor, emerging pathogens		Yes		metabolomics, transcriptomics and proteomics; vaccine design, new antibiotics, microbial community interaction, ground mycetoma, intestinal mycetoma		No				No				national research institute		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;microbiology;

		914		5/23/22 12:07:27		5/23/22 12:10:43		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Structural biology
Data and decision science		No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Neuroscience/Cell Biology;

		915		5/23/22 13:01:02		5/23/22 13:02:59		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Clinical medicine;

		916		5/23/22 13:04:42		5/23/22 13:12:39		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Pharmacology;

		917		5/23/22 13:14:41		5/23/22 13:16:02		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Nanotechnology;

		918		5/23/22 13:08:42		5/23/22 13:19:08		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) Computer-aided drug design and development
b) physics-based drug design, virtual screening, AI-assisted drug design, in silico ADMET		No				No				No				Research institution		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Drug discovery;

		919		5/23/22 13:18:41		5/23/22 13:19:43		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		920		5/23/22 13:56:00		5/23/22 13:58:16		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		921		5/23/22 14:03:40		5/23/22 14:08:31		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH
early diagnosis, de novo design, sensor, nanotechnology, functionalized materials		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Supramolecular chemistry, peptide synthesis;

		922		5/23/22 14:37:02		5/23/22 14:41:16		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Healthcare		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Drug discovery;

		923		5/23/22 14:46:50		5/23/22 14:52:51		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) HEALTH, NUTRITION
b) OBESITY, CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES, DIABETES		No		.		No		.		No		.		IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Viral Oncology;

		924		5/23/22 15:06:31		5/23/22 15:10:08		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		A) HEALTH, NUTRITION
B) ONCOLOGY NUTRITION, OBESITY, MICROBIOME		No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		925		5/23/22 15:08:28		5/23/22 15:10:42		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Rationale of the NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS: This NP will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.).
This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES, to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.
IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products.
IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system.
IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines
KEYWORDS
1. Mass Spectrometry and NMR technologies
2. Untarget and Target Proteomics and Metabolomics
3. Imaging and Spatial Proteomics- Metabolomics
4. MultiOmics data integration
5. Omics computational methods and AI"		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;Genomics;cardiovascular;

		926		5/23/22 15:10:44		5/23/22 15:13:10		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “IMAGING” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “CELLULAR & MOLECULAR IMAGING (IMBI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists  and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
 
The rationale of the NP-IMBI:  Multiscale and multimodal, orthogonal methodologies are essential to capture structural, biochemical, and physical properties of living matters. In addition, to better understand pathological processes there is the necessity for a paradigm shift from a single-marker analysis toward spatially-defined, multiplexed detection of biomarkers. Hence, an imaging NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
 
THE IU1 MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR IMAGING for the analysis from:
1. Nanoscale to single-cell imaging, encompassing all Super-Resolution-Microscopy, combined with the use of technologies leveraging the sensitivity of fluorescence (e.g., FRET, FLIM, Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy, FCS, spinning disk) to study in real-time events that occur at different time scale. This will be integrated by theSTRUCTURAL BIOLOGY NP.
2. Single-cell to tissues to be able to investigate the 3D ultrastructure and dynamics of tissues. Essential for this NP is A) 3D-SCANNING EM for cells and tissues to generate high-resolution 3D images to be combined with fluorescent-based approaches (Correlative light EM tomography). B) LATTICE LIGHT-SHEET microscopy to monitor live samples at unprecedented volumetric speed with low phototoxicity and a high signal-to-noise ratio.
 
THE IU2 BIOMECHANICS: Biomechanics impacts physiology and pathology, yet there is no current platform enabling the investigation of the physical properties of the living being. It should include technologies for assessing the biomechanical properties (e.g., tissue elasticity, viscoelasticity, and plasticity) integrated with light imaging-based approaches. Specifically, it should include:  A) BRILLOUIN MICROSCOPY, a label-free, contact-free, and non-destructive method for the study of viscoelastic properties of biological samples; B) ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY. C) SHEAR FORCE MICROSCOPY; D) MAGNETIC OPTICAL TWEEZER, for the investigation of nanoscale phenomena by measuring sub-picoNewton forces. E) A flexible and agile microfabrication/microfluid bioengineering unit to develop methods and devices to probe cell and tissue mechano-responses.
 
THE IU3 DIGITAL PATHOLOGY: this IU will enable the analysis of tissues using multiple biomarkers at high spatial resolution and will work in close association with NP ON SINGLE-CELL OMIC AND PROTEOMIC. It should include: A) DIGITAL SCANNERS with elevated processing, high resolution, multispectral imaging, and dedicated software for basic quantitative analysis.: B) TISSUE MICROARRAYER for the precise selection and extraction of specific regions of interest on the donor blocks and their insertion in recipient blocks; C) BRIGHTFIELD-BASED MULTIPLEX-IHC/IF AND FLUORESCENCE-BASED MULTIPLEX IHC/IF (e.g., Vectra, Akoya Bioscience)  to perform multiplexed analysis of biomarkers; D) REAL-TIME CELL MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS SYSTEMS in multi-wells plates: for functional, physiological, and immunological characterization.
Keywords:
1.      Fluorescence-based Microscopy
2.      3D-SCANNING EM and Lattice microscopy
3.      Biomechanical-based microscopy
4.      Functional-Spatial Digital Pathology		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;Genomics;Proteomics;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;cardiovascular;

		927		5/23/22 15:16:34		5/23/22 15:20:15		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY and ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH) development of 3D human in vitro models: biofabrication, H-iPSC cells, biofabrication, biomaterials, pathological tissue model										No				Academic		Full professor		bioengineering;

		928		5/23/22 15:15:24		5/23/22 15:30:05		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area IMAGING (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY) selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. 
OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.
The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY.
Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. 
The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.
IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc.
IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".
IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU 
partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to 
protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.
Keywords:
1. High-throughput protein production
2. Single particle and Tomography CryoEM
3. High throughput protein crystallization
4. High-end MS applications		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Drug discovery;

		929		5/23/22 15:31:30		5/23/22 15:32:31		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;Genomics;Proteomics;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;

		930		5/23/22 15:39:11		5/23/22 15:43:58		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;

		931		5/23/22 15:45:08		5/23/22 15:48:50		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Health. Non-invasive small-animal imaging for preclinical studies of infectious
diseases. Longitudinal studies of the same animal during the infection using dedicated
instruments under containment conditions. Multiple-modality imaging including magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT), positron emission tomography (PET),
bioluminescence imaging (BLI), and intravital imaging. Associated animal facility is
mandatory.		No				No				No				Scientific Society		Full professor		Microbiology;

		932		5/23/22 15:47:26		5/23/22 15:51:19		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No								No				No				Academic		Full professor		neurophysiology;

		933		5/23/22 15:47:41		5/23/22 15:52:39		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		ADDITIONAL AREA of RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH: induced pluripotent stem cell-based automated platforms, reprogramming, differentiation, gene editing
		No				No				No				Academic		First Researcher (level of associate professor)		stem cell biology;Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Human imaging;

		934		5/23/22 16:05:56		5/23/22 16:09:08		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
preparation of macromolecular samples, initial characterization to evaluate if they are of the proper quality for the investigation with frontier instrumentation available at research infrastructure		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;Drug discovery;

		935		5/23/22 16:05:24		5/23/22 16:10:08		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Animal and Human Neurobiology;

		936		5/23/22 16:24:13		5/23/22 16:26:24		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Drug discovery;

		937		5/23/22 16:26:39		5/23/22 16:31:22		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE artificial intelligence, machine learning		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Bioengineering;

		938		5/23/22 16:30:28		5/23/22 16:37:20		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		National Population Biobanking Infrastructure 
Disease specific Biobanking Infrastructure 		Yes		Tissue Banck and TMA core facility for cell, molecular and proteomics studies 										Industry		Director of research		Molecular biology;Genomics;Proteomics;

		939		5/23/22 16:41:49		5/23/22 16:44:54		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		There is a lack of studying models of diseases. Especially of the Nervous system my foeld		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Pharmacology;Clinical medicine;

		940		5/23/22 16:45:24		5/23/22 16:46:05		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;

		941		5/23/22 16:42:37		5/23/22 16:46:12		anonymous		Low priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH
spectroscopic techniques, Raman scattering, IR spectroscopy, Quasi elastic neutron scattering, Inelastic neutron scattering
		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;Pharmacology;spectroscopic techniques;

		942		5/23/22 16:42:54		5/23/22 16:48:59		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Genomics;Molecular biology;

		943		5/23/22 16:42:39		5/23/22 16:58:28		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Structural Biology is an important scientific field to improve our knowledge on the biological processes at molecular level and to provide hints for biotechnological application including drug discovery. A relatively small number of research groups working in this context are existing in Italy and the availability of infrastructures and related services to perform experiments would certainly be beneficial for both existing groups and for the establishment of new ones. The core area IMAGING but also OMICS and DATA ANALYSIS will contribute enormously to the development of STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY in Italy. Keywords: 1. High-throughput protein production; 2. Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, 3. High throughput protein crystallization.		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;

		944		5/23/22 16:46:00		5/23/22 17:14:10		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Proteomics;

		945		5/23/22 17:10:33		5/23/22 17:20:13		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Proteomics;Bioinformatics;

		946		5/23/22 17:17:17		5/23/22 17:32:20		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		"Within the research areas of HT and the core area "OMICS" (that we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for " "Proteomics-Metabolomics" submitted and selected during the first public consultation), we believe that the following scientific/technological issues related to the platform "PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be considered as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and Institutions. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology

Rationale of the NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS: This NP will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.).

This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES , to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.

IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products.

IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques ( NP Cellular Molecular Imaging ), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation ( NP Bioinformatics ), single-cell genomics landscape ( NP Single Cell ) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system.

IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS . The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines
		No				No				No				Noo profit Organisation (Research Institute)		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Drug discovery;Pharmacology;Preclincial imaging;

		947		5/23/22 17:32:47		5/23/22 17:39:56		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority				HEALTH
drug screening platforms, high-throughput screening		No				No				No				Academic		Senior scientist		Molecular biology;Proteomics;Cell biology;

		948		5/23/22 17:32:58		5/23/22 17:40:15		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		"Within the research areas of HT and the core area "OMICS" (that we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for " "Proteomics-Metabolomics" submitted and selected during the first public consultation), we believe that the following scientific/technological issues related to the platform "PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be considered as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and Institutions. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology

Rationale of the NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS: This NP will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.).

This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES , to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.

IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products.

IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques ( NP Cellular Molecular Imaging ), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation ( NP Bioinformatics ), single-cell genomics landscape ( NP Single Cell ) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system.

IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS . The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines
		No				No				No				no profit research institute		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Pharmacology;Drug discovery;

		949		5/23/22 18:26:27		5/23/22 18:33:34		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “IMAGING” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “CELLULAR & MOLECULAR IMAGING (IMBI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale of the NP-IMBI:  Multiscale and multimodal, orthogonal methodologies are essential to capture structural, biochemical, and physical properties of living matters. In addition, to better understand pathological processes there is the necessity for a paradigm shift from a single-marker analysis toward spatially-defined, multiplexed detection of biomarkers. Hence, an imaging NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

THE IU1 MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR IMAGING for the analysis from:
1. Nanoscale to single-cell imaging, encompassing all Super-Resolution-Microscopy, combined with the use of technologies leveraging the sensitivity of fluorescence (e.g., FRET, FLIM, Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy, FCS, spinning disk) to study in real-time events that occur at different time scale. This will be integrated by the STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY NP.
2. Single-cell to tissues to be able to investigate the 3D ultrastructure and dynamics of tissues. Essential for this NP is A) 3D-SCANNING EM for cells and tissues to generate high-resolution 3D images to be combined with fluorescent-based approaches (Correlative light EM tomography). B) LATTICE LIGHT-SHEET microscopy to monitor live samples at unprecedented volumetric speed with low phototoxicity and a high signal-to-noise ratio.

THE IU2 BIOMECHANICS: Biomechanics impacts physiology and pathology, yet there is no current platform enabling the investigation of the physical properties of the living being. It should include technologies for assessing the biomechanical properties (e.g., tissue elasticity, viscoelasticity, and plasticity) integrated with light imaging-based approaches. Specifically, it should include:  A) BRILLOUIN MICROSCOPY, a label-free, contact-free, and non-destructive method for the study of viscoelastic properties of biological samples; B) ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY. C) SHEAR FORCE MICROSCOPY; D) MAGNETIC OPTICAL TWEEZER, for the investigation of nanoscale phenomena by measuring sub-picoNewton forces. E) A flexible and agile microfabrication/microfluid bioengineering unit to develop methods and devices to probe cell and tissue mechano-responses.

THE IU3 DIGITAL PATHOLOGY: this IU will enable the analysis of tissues using multiple biomarkers at high spatial resolution and will work in close association with NP ON SINGLE-CELL OMIC AND PROTEOMIC. It should include: A) DIGITAL SCANNERS with elevated processing, high resolution, multispectral imaging, and dedicated software for basic quantitative analysis. B) TISSUE MICROARRAYER for the precise selection and extraction of specific regions of interest on the donor blocks and their insertion in recipient blocks; C) BRIGHTFIELD-BASED MULTIPLEX-IHC/IF AND FLUORESCENCE-BASED MULTIPLEX IHC/IF (e.g., Vectra, Akoya Bioscience)  to perform multiplexed analysis of biomarkers; D) REAL-TIME CELL MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS SYSTEMS in multi-wells plates: for functional, physiological, and immunological characterization.
Keywords:
1. SRM and Fluorescence-based Microscopy
2. 3D-SCANNING EM and Lattice microscopy
3. Biomechanical-based microscopy
4. Microfabrication/microfluidic
5. Functional-Spatial Digital Pathology		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;

		950		5/23/22 19:52:31		5/23/22 19:54:59		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		Structural biology 		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Metabolomics;Structural biology;

		951		5/23/22 22:57:04		5/23/22 23:01:32		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Bioorganic Chemistry;

		952		5/24/22 0:50:54		5/24/22 0:52:18		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Clinical medicine;Human imaging;

		953		5/24/22 8:15:46		5/24/22 8:21:27		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				CNR		Associate professor		Structural biology;

		954		5/24/22 8:36:39		5/24/22 8:38:22		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Genomics;Bioinformatics;Transcriptomics;

		955		5/24/22 8:57:00		5/24/22 9:00:17		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY,
COMPUTATIONAL CHEMISTRY,
DRUG DISCOVERY 		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Drug discovery;Bioinformatics;

		956		5/23/22 17:52:23		5/24/22 9:18:19		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Bioinformatics;

		957		5/24/22 9:18:51		5/24/22 9:30:19		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		NUTRITION - functional food, oncology, scientific basis, natural product validation and characterization
ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH - innovative methods for drug delivery, identification and characterization of new molecules as drug adjuvants from different natural sources.		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Pharmacology;cell signalling, application potential of products of natural origin (if financed);Drug discovery;

		958		5/24/22 9:32:35		5/24/22 9:38:11		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				Yes		it is mandatory to choose if cluster in HT only unique technologies or to include common instruments						Academic		Full professor		Drug discovery;

		959		5/24/22 9:41:50		5/24/22 9:44:57		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		NUTRITION		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		960		5/24/22 9:41:29		5/24/22 9:45:29		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY: CRYSTAL GROWTH, LIQUID HANDLER, CRYSTAL INCUBATOR, CRYSTAL IMAGER, CRYSTALLISATION ROBOT		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;

		961		5/24/22 9:51:41		5/24/22 9:53:42		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Synthesis and soft materials preparation;

		962		5/24/22 9:55:44		5/24/22 9:58:10		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Hospital		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		963		5/24/22 10:02:04		5/24/22 10:08:03		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) health and prevention
b) disease registries, longitudinal studies, social determinants of health, linkage		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		epidemiology;

		964		5/24/22 10:07:42		5/24/22 10:12:41		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;Bioinformatics;Human imaging;

		965		5/24/22 10:38:56		5/24/22 10:40:16		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Metabolomics;

		966		5/24/22 10:30:25		5/24/22 10:41:38		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		HEALTH: human imaging, animal imaging
PREVENTION OF HEALTH: human imaging, animal imaging
DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE: human imaging, animal imaging

Lack of technologies for Human and Animal Imaging, that play a central role in several technological fields such as Health, Data and Decision Science, and Prevention of Health		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Human imaging;Clinical medicine;

		967		5/24/22 10:45:07		5/24/22 10:46:08		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes				No												Academic		Associate professor		Proteomics;Molecular biology;Genomics;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;

		968		5/24/22 10:43:23		5/24/22 10:46:56		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		 Fields: DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE/ADDITIONAL AREAS AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH

Keywords: competence center, national bioinformatic services provider, ELIXIR-IT Research Infrastructure integration,  long-term repositories, analysis platforms.		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Bioinformatics;

		969		5/24/22 10:51:21		5/24/22 10:53:18		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;

		970		5/24/22 11:10:43		5/24/22 11:13:14		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				CNR		Researcher/ Scientist		Stem Cell biology;

		971		5/24/22 11:13:57		5/24/22 11:15:12		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Bioinformatics;

		972		5/24/22 11:18:05		5/24/22 11:20:07		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Genomics;Proteomics;Drug discovery;

		973		5/24/22 11:25:15		5/24/22 11:35:50		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		"Within the research areas of HT and the core area "OMICS" (that we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for " "Proteomics-Metabolomics" submitted and selected during the first public consultation), we believe that the following scientific/technological issues related to the platform "PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be considered as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and Institutions. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology
Rationale of the investment in the PROTEOMICS area: This NP should be be dedicated to the proteome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines, with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.).
This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
IU2 PROTEOMICS should develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS. It should induced strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes.
Technologies to be developed because still missing in italy, are: imaging and spatial proteomics and single-cell proteomics (microproteomics and miniaturisation)

1. Mass Spectrometry
2. Single-cell Proteomics
3. Spatial proteomics 		Yes		NMR, targeted proteomics, modification-proteomics, interaction -proteomics are unnecessary fields because they do not represent any longer breakthrough/innovation but rather methodologies that are already available at various platforms/institutes/facilities. Focus should be given solely to the technologies which are truly missing in italy! let's not replicate what already available and let's go for genuine innovation, not for incremental investment		No		no expert/cannot say		No		not expert/cannot comment 		research institute 		Associate professor		Proteomics;

		974		5/24/22 11:33:45		5/24/22 11:43:32		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		decision science, nutrition , structural biology, microbiome definition at structural and functional levels 
dfecision science :effectiveness in planning , readiness in priorities ; structural biology: basic for all, more holistic 
microbiome definition: animal and plant , source of applications 		No				No				No				Academic		professor emeritus 		geneticist, system  biologist ;

		975		5/24/22 11:43:15		5/24/22 11:45:15		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				non profit research institute		Director of research		Pharmacology;CNS disease models;

		976		5/24/22 11:26:33		5/24/22 11:50:47		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		HEALTH		No				No				No				Research hospital		Post Doc		Proteomics;Nanomedicine, biomarker detection;

		977		5/24/22 12:08:23		5/24/22 12:11:35		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Structural Biology; Drug resistance		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Drug discovery;Pharmacology;Innate immunity;

		978		5/24/22 12:13:16		5/24/22 12:19:22		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Structural Biology: Time Resolved Crystallography with Laue diffraction.		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Biochemistry;

		979		5/24/22 11:00:11		5/24/22 12:33:34		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY", selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas should operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Further, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production, providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM, as a whole, is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology).

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology).

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

Keywords: High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS applications.		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;Proteomics;Drug discovery;Bioinformatics;

		980		5/24/22 12:16:09		5/24/22 13:14:29		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No		Genomics, 		No				No				No				Governative		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Molecular biology;

		981		5/24/22 14:06:28		5/24/22 14:15:59		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Pharmacology;

		982		5/24/22 14:24:48		5/24/22 14:28:28		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Assistant Professor		Bioinformatics;

		983		5/24/22 14:24:18		5/24/22 14:31:04		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a)
 Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

b) High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS applications
		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Drug discovery;Organic chemistry;

		984		5/24/22 14:30:46		5/24/22 14:34:16		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Immunology is an important area that I do not see included enough.		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Pharmacology;

		985		5/24/22 11:03:58		5/24/22 14:50:32		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Director of research		Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;Genomics;Proteomics;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;Human imaging;Pharmacology;Drug discovery;Structural biology;

		986		5/24/22 14:50:16		5/24/22 14:51:39		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				National Research Council -CNR		Researcher/ Scientist		Crystallography;

		987		5/24/22 15:00:34		5/24/22 15:01:27		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		988		5/24/22 14:26:24		5/24/22 15:13:36		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Public research		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		989		5/24/22 15:16:14		5/24/22 15:22:13		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Public research organization		Senior researcher		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		990		5/24/22 15:41:58		5/24/22 15:43:16		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		enzymology;

		991		5/24/22 15:49:29		5/24/22 15:51:48		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		HEALTH, NUTRITION
		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Metabolomics;Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		992		5/24/22 16:32:59		5/24/22 16:38:27		anonymous		Medium priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Clinical medicine;Human imaging;Orthopaedics;

		993		5/24/22 16:38:34		5/24/22 16:40:43		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority						No												Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Plant functional Genomics;

		994		5/24/22 16:57:40		5/24/22 17:03:18		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Research Technologist		Structural biology;Proteomics;Live imaging;

		995		5/24/22 17:02:51		5/24/22 17:05:04		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Proteomics;food sciences;

		996		5/24/22 17:58:46		5/24/22 17:59:55		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		neuroscience;

		997		5/24/22 18:01:28		5/24/22 18:03:41		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		neuroscience;

		998		5/24/22 14:27:28		5/24/22 18:15:36		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Inside the core area of OMICs, it would useful to have approaches delaing with Spatial metabolomics as well as proteomics. Particularly in the field of cance the possibility to use state of the art technologies able to solve at single cell and then in the tissue organization, the different expression levels of proteins and metabolites would be instrumental for topics such as drug resistance, complete response to treatment, metastasis pattern.
Additionally functional metabolomivcs, with the implementation of fluxomics in vitro and in vivo will be complementary to the general omics (and particualry proteomics and metabolomics)  and will give not only a picture of the situation occurring in a biological system, but also a dynamic evolution upon stimuli, treatments, progression and so on.
The omics area can not be not integrated with the other areas, particularly that od DATA ANALYSIS, being the data coming come OMICS area very difficult to handle.

Keywords: Spatial proteomics-metabolomics, Omics and data integration, MS and NMR technologies, Functional metabolomics.		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;Pharmacology;Drug discovery;Molecular biology;Genomics;Proteomics;

		999		5/24/22 18:25:39		5/24/22 18:32:07		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;plant biology;

		1000		5/24/22 18:29:04		5/24/22 18:33:39		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Plant Biology;

		1001		5/24/22 19:12:35		5/24/22 19:14:25		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY 		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Metabolomics;Drug discovery;

		1002		5/24/22 19:14:43		5/24/22 19:15:38		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Metabolomics;Drug discovery;

		1003		5/24/22 22:39:53		5/24/22 22:44:26		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Pharmacology;Neuroscience;

		1004		5/24/22 23:01:41		5/24/22 23:06:36		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority																		Academic		Post Doc		Biomedical Engineering;

		1005		5/25/22 1:33:37		5/25/22 1:38:40		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		a) GENOMICS; DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE; ADDITIONAL AREAS AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH
b) analysis platforms, national bioinformatic services provider, competence center, long-term repositories, ELIXIR-IT Research Infrastructure integration,  , 		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Bioinformatics;Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		1006		5/25/22 6:45:37		5/25/22 6:51:46		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Proteomics;Bioinformatics;

		1007		5/25/22 8:27:35		5/25/22 8:33:20		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		HEALTH, GENOMICS, DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE, 		No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;

		1008		5/25/22 8:46:53		5/25/22 8:56:24		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		Genomics		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;

		1009		5/25/22 9:02:12		5/25/22 9:04:33		anonymous		Medium priority		Low priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		1010		5/25/22 9:24:00		5/25/22 9:27:40		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY and ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH 
cryoEM, super-resolution microscopy, long reads sequencing		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Clinical medicine;Human imaging;

		1011		5/25/22 9:15:20		5/25/22 9:42:09		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		HEALTH AND NUTRITION 
Patients profiling analysis, multi-approach, integrated statistical analysis, untargeted and targeted Mass Spectrometry
DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE
data merging, algorithms, harmonized approach, interoperability, public databases		No		I would stress more the technologies:
Untargeted analysis by high resolution mass spectrometry and targeted analysis by MS/MS analysis: integrated approach		Yes		Microscopia crioelettronica ?
TO be added technologies like TOF-MS imaging analysis		No				Academic		Director of research		Proteomics;Metabolomics;

		1012		5/25/22 9:35:50		5/25/22 9:50:19		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Proteomics;

		1013		5/25/22 9:47:41		5/25/22 9:53:21		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Pharmacology;Drug discovery;Transcriptomics;

		1014		5/25/22 10:02:33		5/25/22 10:05:21		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		Fields: DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE/ADDITIONAL AREAS AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH

Keywords: competence center, national bioinformatic services provider, ELIXIR-IT Research Infrastructure integration,  long-term repositories, analysis platforms.		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Bioinformatics;

		1015		5/25/22 10:22:15		5/25/22 10:25:23		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Pharmacology;Drug discovery;Molecular biology;

		1016		5/25/22 10:31:18		5/25/22 10:39:13		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		 Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.

Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotron light sources and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems and qualified preliminary analyses. In this context, a capillary diffusion of cryoEM installations would be strategic but is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large-scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging, etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4, and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high-resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

Keywords: High-throughput protein production, Single-particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS application
		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;

		1017		5/25/22 10:33:30		5/25/22 10:43:31		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) NUTRITION; b)METABOLIC SYNDROME, INFLAMMATION
a) HEALTH (for Imaging) ; b) ULTRASOUND SONOGRAPHY, echografic assessment development. personal medicine 		No				No				No				Government (CNR)		Director of research		Clinical medicine;Metabolomics;

		1018		5/25/22 9:34:44		5/25/22 10:59:33		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		a) OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system to unravel the complexity of biology. The following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included:  Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples for structural studies;  intermediate and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, with the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET); high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples; high-end MS instrumentation.
b) High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS applications		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;

		1019		5/25/22 10:59:45		5/25/22 11:02:26		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.
The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.
IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".
IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

Keywords: High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS applications		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;Metabolomics;

		1020		5/25/22 10:57:56		5/25/22 11:07:21		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;

		1021		5/25/22 11:06:18		5/25/22 11:08:57		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				No-profit organization		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical epidemiology;

		1022		5/25/22 10:56:32		5/25/22 11:13:01		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT and the core area "OMICS" , I believe  that the following scientific/technological issues related to the platform "PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be considered as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and Institutions. 
I consider of  VERY HIGH PRIORITY the establishment of the PROTEOMICS-MEATABOLOMICS platform that  will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU)  as following 
IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (endo and exo metabolomics, lipidomics, glycomics and epilipidomics ) to volatilome and metabolic flux analysis by exploiting MS- and NMR-based state-of-the-art technologies, to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.
IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-based proteomics approaches in discovery oriented proteomics, targeted proteomics for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); degradomics for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; post-translational modifications (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). 
IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The unit will apply MS-strategies to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP cellular molecular imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP single cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system.
IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop computational methods for omics data integration and interpretation, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and ai strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs  of the NP and will be interfaced with the NP-bioinformatics acting as systems development, ai, interactive website and data processing pipelines.
(b) KEYWORDS
1. Mass Spectrometry and NMR technologies
2. Untarget and Target Proteomics and Metabolomics
3. Imaging and Spatial Proteomics- Metabolomics
4. MultiOmics data integration
5. Omics computational methods and Artificial Intelligence (AI)
		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Proteomics;Metabolomics;

		1023		5/25/22 11:47:02		5/25/22 11:55:28		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		HEALTH (aging, neurodegenerative diseases, neuroregeneration, oncology)  ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH (nutraceutics, environment, climate changing). 		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		neurobiology;

		1024		5/25/22 12:10:47		5/25/22 12:14:09		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		"Within the research areas of HT and the core area "OMICS" (that we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for " "Proteomics-Metabolomics" submitted and selected during the first public consultation), we believe that the following scientific/technological issues related to the platform "PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be considered as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and Institutions. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology

Rationale of the NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS: This NP will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.).

This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES, to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.

IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products.

IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system.

IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines

KEYWORDS
1. Mass Spectrometry and NMR technologies
2. Untarget and Target Proteomics and Metabolomics
3. Imaging		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Proteomics;

		1025		5/25/22 12:06:25		5/25/22 12:18:47		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc., and the core area "IMAGING", I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system to unravel the complexity of biological fields. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimizing samples/systems and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large-scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.

Keywords: 1.  High-throughput protein production, 2. Single-particle and Tomography CryoEM, 3.  High throughput protein crystallization, 4.  High-end MS applications

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples (e.g in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging, etc). IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding proteins, protein machinery). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4, and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high-resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, and high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for characterizing multi-component large complexes.

		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Metabolomics;Bioinformatics;Molecular biology;Structural biology;

		1026		5/25/22 12:14:08		5/25/22 12:30:59		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.
Rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding. 
IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".
IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

Keywords:
1 High-throughput protein production
2 Single particle and Tomography CryoEM
3 High throughput protein crystallization
4 High-end MS application		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Molecular biology;

		1027		5/25/22 12:45:45		5/25/22 12:50:19		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Medium priority		Yes		HEALTH
drug discovery, drug design and synthesis, chemical and physical characterization of biologically active compounds		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Drug discovery;

		1028		5/25/22 13:24:01		5/25/22 13:29:36		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM, as a whole, is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

Keywords:

1.      High-throughput protein production
2.      Single particle and Tomography CryoEM
3.      High throughput prote		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;Drug discovery;

		1029		5/25/22 13:33:44		5/25/22 13:37:34		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT and the core area "OMICS" (that we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for " "Proteomics-Metabolomics" submitted and selected during the first public consultation), we believe that the following scientific/technological issues related to the platform "PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be considered. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology. Rationale of the NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS: This NP will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.). This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed: IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES, to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes. IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products. IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system. IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines

KEYWORDS Mass Spectrometry and NMR technologies, Untarget and Target Proteomics and Metabolomics, Imaging and Spatial Proteomics- Metabolomics, MultiOmics data integration, Omics computational methods and AI"		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Metabolomics;

		1030		5/25/22 13:35:29		5/25/22 13:38:32		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Drug discovery;

		1031		5/25/22 13:56:45		5/25/22 13:58:37		anonymous		Medium priority		High priority		Very high priority						No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Nutrition;

		1032		5/25/22 14:20:39		5/25/22 14:33:13		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		a) STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
b) Real-time deformability cytometry (ZELLMECHANIK DRESDEN); 
Superresolution confocal microscopy (MINFLUX, ABBERIOR)
Dynamic single-molecule microscopes (LUMICKS)		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;

		1033		5/25/22 14:34:15		5/25/22 14:36:50		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;Drug discovery;Neuroscience;

		1034		5/25/22 14:40:11		5/25/22 14:41:45		anonymous		Medium priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		1035		5/25/22 14:40:43		5/25/22 14:47:07		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		I think that tools of confocal microscopy and two-foton microscopy are necessary		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Proteomics;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;Human imaging;Structural biology;

		1036		5/25/22 14:48:16		5/25/22 14:50:10		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Human imaging;Transcriptomics;Genomics;Clinical medicine;

		1037		5/25/22 14:43:56		5/25/22 14:53:26		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority				a) NUTRITION
b) impact on: 
epigenomics, non-communicable diseases, cancers, prevention, nutritional therapy		No				No				No				Hospital and Research Institute		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Cell biology;

		1038		5/25/22 15:03:01		5/25/22 15:07:30		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		HEALTH
NEUROSCIENCE, NEURODEGENERATIVE DISEASE, RETINAL DISEASES, OCULAR IMAGING		No				No				No				GOVERNAMENTAL		Director of research		NEUROSCIENCE;

		1039		5/25/22 14:53:40		5/25/22 15:07:46		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “IMAGING” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “CELLULAR & MOLECULAR IMAGING (IMBI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

 

The rationale of the NP-IMBI:  Multiscale and multimodal, orthogonal methodologies are essential to capture structural, biochemical, and physical properties of living matters. In addition, to better understand pathological processes there is the necessity for a paradigm shift from a single-marker analysis toward spatially-defined, multiplexed detection of biomarkers. Hence, an imaging NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

 

THE IU1 MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR IMAGING for the analysis from:

1. Nanoscale to single-cell imaging, encompassing all Super-Resolution-Microscopy, combined with the use of technologies leveraging the sensitivity of fluorescence (e.g., FRET, FLIM, Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy, FCS, spinning disk) to study in real-time events that occur at different time scale. This will be integrated by the STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY NP.

2. Single-cell to tissues to be able to investigate the 3D ultrastructure and dynamics of tissues. Essential for this NP is A) 3D-SCANNING EM for cells and tissues to generate high-resolution 3D images to be combined with fluorescent-based approaches (Correlative light EM tomography). B) LATTICE LIGHT-SHEET microscopy to monitor live samples at unprecedented volumetric speed with low phototoxicity and a high signal-to-noise ratio.

 

THE IU2 BIOMECHANICS: Biomechanics impacts physiology and pathology, yet there is no current platform enabling the investigation of the physical properties of the living being. It should include technologies for assessing the biomechanical properties (e.g., tissue elasticity, viscoelasticity, and plasticity) integrated with light imaging-based approaches. Specifically, it should include:  A) BRILLOUIN MICROSCOPY, a label-free, contact-free, and non-destructive method for the study of viscoelastic properties of biological samples; B) ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY. C) SHEAR FORCE MICROSCOPY; D) MAGNETIC OPTICAL TWEEZER, for the investigation of nanoscale phenomena by measuring sub-picoNewton forces. E) A flexible and agile microfabrication/microfluid bioengineering unit to develop methods and devices to probe cell and tissue mechano-responses.

 

THE IU3 DIGITAL PATHOLOGY: this IU will enable the analysis of tissues using multiple biomarkers at high spatial resolution and will work in close association with NP ON SINGLE-CELL OMIC AND PROTEOMIC. It should include: A) DIGITAL SCANNERS with elevated processing, high resolution, multispectral imaging, and dedicated software for basic quantitative analysis.: B) TISSUE MICROARRAYER for the precise selection and extraction of specific regions of interest on the donor blocks and their insertion in recipient blocks; C) BRIGHTFIELD-BASED MULTIPLEX-IHC/IF AND FLUORESCENCE-BASED MULTIPLEX IHC/IF (e.g., Vectra, Akoya Bioscience)  to perform multiplexed analysis of biomarkers; D) REAL-TIME CELL MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS SYSTEMS in multi-wells plates: for functional, physiological, and immunological characterization.

Keywords:

SRM and Fluorescence-based Microscopy
3D-SCANNING EM and Lattice microscopy
Biomechanical-based microscopy
Microfabrication/microfluidic
Functional-Spatial Digital Pathology		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Pharmacology;Drug discovery;Molecular biology;

		1040		5/25/22 15:05:57		5/25/22 15:20:58		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Consiglio nazionale delle ricerche, CNR		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		1041		5/25/22 15:26:05		5/25/22 15:31:23		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;Bioinformatics;Computational chemistry and biochemistry;

		1042		5/25/22 15:28:02		5/25/22 15:32:28		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Proteomics;

		1043		5/25/22 15:34:22		5/25/22 15:37:10		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Genomics;Molecular biology;Structural biology;

		1044		5/25/22 15:47:15		5/25/22 15:49:50		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		1045		5/25/22 15:54:21		5/25/22 15:55:18		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		1046		5/25/22 14:43:35		5/25/22 16:29:56		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority																		Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Transcriptomics;

		1047		5/25/22 16:22:11		5/25/22 16:32:46		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				CNR		Researcher/ Scientist		Drug discovery;time-resolved fluorescence confocal imaging;

		1048		5/25/22 16:39:00		5/25/22 16:45:26		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;

		1049		5/25/22 16:50:38		5/25/22 16:52:13		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;

		1050		5/25/22 16:51:20		5/25/22 16:54:16		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Transcriptomics;Metabolomics;Proteomics;

		1051		5/25/22 17:41:34		5/25/22 17:44:54		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;

		1052		5/25/22 18:07:03		5/25/22 18:08:00		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Human imaging;Clinical medicine;

		1053		5/25/22 18:18:08		5/25/22 18:22:07		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) NUTRITION and ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH

b) malnutrition, positive nutrition, high resolution mass spectrometry for clinics, delay disease onset
		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Proteomics;Pharmacology;Molecular biology;

		1054		5/25/22 18:32:37		5/25/22 18:35:09		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Clinical medicine;Metabolomics;

		1055		5/23/22 18:32:12		5/25/22 18:37:51		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Fields: DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE/ADDITIONAL AREAS AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH

Keywords: competence center, national bioinformatic services provider, ELIXIR-IT Research Infrastructure integration,  long-term repositories, analysis platforms.														Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;

		1056		5/25/22 23:40:23		5/25/22 23:42:50		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		HEALTH

drug discovery, pharmacogenomics, high throughput screening		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;

		1057		5/26/22 6:38:23		5/26/22 6:39:35		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Clinical medicine;

		1058		5/26/22 8:25:42		5/26/22 8:28:37		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Patients data		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Drug discovery;

		1059		5/26/22 8:15:28		5/26/22 8:37:34		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area "OMICS" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "GENOMICS-INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS-VECTOR AND CELL ENGINEERING-PROTEOMICS AND METABOLOMICS") submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS (INsCELL)" should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The rationale inspiring the NP-INsCELL:  Integrated single-cell multimodal omics, coupled with methodologies for spatially resolved technologies and high dimensional flow cytometry are essential to capture molecular, cellular, and spatial properties of heterogenous complex tissues. In addition, to dissect complex biological processes, both in physiological and pathological conditions, there is an urgent need to invest on technologies that allow simultaneous interrogation of tissue complexity by multiple modalities, at single cell resolution and by including the spatial dimension. Hence, an OMIC NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed: 
IU1-Single Cell Multi Omics will allow to obtain the definition of the molecular blueprints, differentiation, and developmental trajectories of any cell, by spanning and integrating multiple modalities (DNA, RNA, protein). It should include technologies enabling simultaneously molecular barcoding of millions of cells, by leveraging droplet-based technology (10X GENOMICS) and full-length transcript detection (ICELL8 CX), as well as TAPESTRI PLATFORM for the detection of targeted single-base variants from individual cells for genotype-phenotype correlation analysis.
IU2-Spatially Resolved Single cell Multi Omics: Spatial Transcriptomics technology leverages on barcoded surfaces to capture and positionally track transcript expression in whole tissue sections. It should include methodologies as VISIUM (10X GENOMICS) enabling both gene expression panels and whole transcriptome data, as well as multiplexed tissue imaging method based on single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization (REBUS ESPER-REBUS BIOSYSTEM, RESOLVE MOLECULAR CARTOGRAPHY) to allow transcript mapping at subcellular resolution, although for a lower number of pre-selected targeted transcripts, as well as GEOMX DSP-NANOSTRING suitable for digital measurements of candidate proteins or transcripts (up to the whole transcriptome) in pre-defined regions of interest with high sensitivity. Other methods developed to make use of mass cytometry and metal-tagged antibody staining for protein detection in situ (HYPERION IMAGING SYSTEM) and CODEX SYSTEM-AKOYA BIOSCIENCES  for measurements of more than 40 protein markers in tissue samples at single cell resolution will complement the NP and enhance its capabilities.
IU3-High Dimensional Flow Cytometry will allow to simultaneously detect the expression of target proteins on individual cells by advanced and high dimensional (HD) flow cytometry (AURORA CYTEK, BD FACSYMPHONY A5, BD FACSYMPHONY S6),  reaching up to 40 markers displayed simultaneously by any cell that can be isolated from the blood, body fluids or tissues.
NP-INsCELL will grant access to these technologies to laboratories with original biological questions that cannot afford the instrumentation, sustain costs to complete the experimental workflow, and/or that lack the expertise. Moreover, SC omics rapid evolution requires well integrated platforms that can keep up with technological innovation.		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;

		1060		5/26/22 8:34:22		5/26/22 8:43:18		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		a) Within the research areas of HT and the core area "OMICS" (that we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for " "Proteomics-Metabolomics" submitted and selected during the first public consultation), we believe that the following scientific/technological issues related to the platform "PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be considered as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and Institutions. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology
Rationale of the NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS: This NP will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.).
This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES, to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.
IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, control of biopharmaceutical products.
IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system.
IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website, data processing pipelines.
1. Mass Spectrometry and NMR technologies

2. Untarget and Target Proteomics and Metabolomics

3. MultiOmics data integration
		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Metabolomics;high-resolution mass spectrometry;

		1061		5/26/22 8:43:12		5/26/22 9:03:12		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a.	Notwithstanding that OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system, within the research areas of HT I believe the scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be prioritized. 

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology).

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology).

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.


b:  High-throughput protein production, samples preparation for CryoEM, high throughput protein crystallization, native mass spectrometry		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;

		1062		5/26/22 9:08:22		5/26/22 9:12:27		anonymous		Medium priority		High priority		High priority		No				No								No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		1063		5/26/22 9:19:58		5/26/22 9:27:22		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH 
b) I think the center lack a filed in computational modeling and simulation of biological networks and in particular of metabolic networks, via integration of metabolomics, proteomics and trascriptomics data. Modeling must complement data analysis and machine learning techniques for a mechanism-based understanding of biological systems. 		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		1064		5/26/22 9:28:02		5/26/22 9:34:09		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Epigenetics;

		1065		5/26/22 9:40:10		5/26/22 9:42:17		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Metabolomics;Pharmacology;Drug discovery;

		1066		5/25/22 11:35:01		5/26/22 10:22:05		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Research Technologist		Human imaging;

		1067		5/26/22 10:15:52		5/26/22 10:24:01		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Metabolomics;

		1068		5/26/22 10:22:10		5/26/22 10:34:22		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health: induced pluripotent stem cells,  organoids		No				No				No				public research organization		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		1069		5/26/22 10:41:38		5/26/22 10:49:07		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Metabolomics;

		1070		5/26/22 10:35:31		5/26/22 10:49:10		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Metabolomics;

		1071		5/26/22 10:57:10		5/26/22 10:59:51		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority																		Academic		Associate professor		Biochemistry;

		1072		5/26/22 11:02:15		5/26/22 11:04:40		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “IMAGING” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “CELLULAR & MOLECULAR IMAGING (IMBI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
 
The rationale of the NP-IMBI:  Multiscale and multimodal, orthogonal methodologies are essential to capture structural, biochemical, and physical properties of living matters. In addition, to better understand pathological processes there is the necessity for a paradigm shift from a single-marker analysis toward spatially-defined, multiplexed detection of biomarkers. Hence, an imaging NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
 
THE IU1 MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR IMAGING for the analysis from:
1. Nanoscale to single-cell imaging, encompassing all Super-Resolution-Microscopy, combined with the use of technologies leveraging the sensitivity of fluorescence (e.g., FRET, FLIM, Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy, FCS, spinning disk) to study in real-time events that occur at different time scale. This will be integrated by the STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY NP.
2. Single-cell to tissues to be able to investigate the 3D ultrastructure and dynamics of tissues. Essential for this NP is A) 3D-SCANNING EM for cells and tissues to generate high-resolution 3D images to be combined with fluorescent-based approaches (Correlative light EM tomography). B) LATTICE LIGHT-SHEET microscopy to monitor live samples at unprecedented volumetric speed with low phototoxicity and a high signal-to-noise ratio.
 
THE IU2 BIOMECHANICS: Biomechanics impacts physiology and pathology, yet there is no current platform enabling the investigation of the physical properties of the living being. It should include technologies for assessing the biomechanical properties (e.g., tissue elasticity, viscoelasticity, and plasticity) integrated with light imaging-based approaches. Specifically, it should include:  A) BRILLOUIN MICROSCOPY, a label-free, contact-free, and non-destructive method for the study of viscoelastic properties of biological samples; B) ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY. C) SHEAR FORCE MICROSCOPY; D) MAGNETIC OPTICAL TWEEZER, for the investigation of nanoscale phenomena by measuring sub-picoNewton forces. E) A flexible and agile microfabrication/microfluid bioengineering unit to develop methods and devices to probe cell and tissue mechano-responses.
 
THE IU3 DIGITAL PATHOLOGY: this IU will enable the analysis of tissues using multiple biomarkers at high spatial resolution and will work in close association with NP ON SINGLE-CELL OMIC AND PROTEOMIC. It should include: A) DIGITAL SCANNERS with elevated processing, high resolution, multispectral imaging, and dedicated software for basic quantitative analysis.: B) TISSUE MICROARRAYER for the precise selection and extraction of specific regions of interest on the donor blocks and their insertion in recipient blocks; C) BRIGHTFIELD-BASED MULTIPLEX-IHC/IF AND FLUORESCENCE-BASED MULTIPLEX IHC/IF (e.g., Vectra, Akoya Bioscience)  to perform multiplexed analysis of biomarkers; D) REAL-TIME CELL MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS SYSTEMS in multi-wells plates: for functional, physiological, and immunological characterization.
Keywords:
SRM and Fluorescence-based Microscopy
3D-SCANNING EM and Lattice microscopy
Biomechanical-based microscopy
Microfabrication/microfluidic
Functional-Spatial Digital Pathology		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Human imaging;Molecular biology;Pharmacology;

		1073		5/26/22 11:02:15		5/26/22 11:04:57		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “IMAGING” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “CELLULAR & MOLECULAR IMAGING (IMBI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
 
The rationale of the NP-IMBI:  Multiscale and multimodal, orthogonal methodologies are essential to capture structural, biochemical, and physical properties of living matters. In addition, to better understand pathological processes there is the necessity for a paradigm shift from a single-marker analysis toward spatially-defined, multiplexed detection of biomarkers. Hence, an imaging NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
 
THE IU1 MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR IMAGING for the analysis from:
1. Nanoscale to single-cell imaging, encompassing all Super-Resolution-Microscopy, combined with the use of technologies leveraging the sensitivity of fluorescence (e.g., FRET, FLIM, Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy, FCS, spinning disk) to study in real-time events that occur at different time scale. This will be integrated by the STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY NP.
2. Single-cell to tissues to be able to investigate the 3D ultrastructure and dynamics of tissues. Essential for this NP is A) 3D-SCANNING EM for cells and tissues to generate high-resolution 3D images to be combined with fluorescent-based approaches (Correlative light EM tomography). B) LATTICE LIGHT-SHEET microscopy to monitor live samples at unprecedented volumetric speed with low phototoxicity and a high signal-to-noise ratio.
 
THE IU2 BIOMECHANICS: Biomechanics impacts physiology and pathology, yet there is no current platform enabling the investigation of the physical properties of the living being. It should include technologies for assessing the biomechanical properties (e.g., tissue elasticity, viscoelasticity, and plasticity) integrated with light imaging-based approaches. Specifically, it should include:  A) BRILLOUIN MICROSCOPY, a label-free, contact-free, and non-destructive method for the study of viscoelastic properties of biological samples; B) ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY. C) SHEAR FORCE MICROSCOPY; D) MAGNETIC OPTICAL TWEEZER, for the investigation of nanoscale phenomena by measuring sub-picoNewton forces. E) A flexible and agile microfabrication/microfluid bioengineering unit to develop methods and devices to probe cell and tissue mechano-responses.
 
THE IU3 DIGITAL PATHOLOGY: this IU will enable the analysis of tissues using multiple biomarkers at high spatial resolution and will work in close association with NP ON SINGLE-CELL OMIC AND PROTEOMIC. It should include: A) DIGITAL SCANNERS with elevated processing, high resolution, multispectral imaging, and dedicated software for basic quantitative analysis.: B) TISSUE MICROARRAYER for the precise selection and extraction of specific regions of interest on the donor blocks and their insertion in recipient blocks; C) BRIGHTFIELD-BASED MULTIPLEX-IHC/IF AND FLUORESCENCE-BASED MULTIPLEX IHC/IF (e.g., Vectra, Akoya Bioscience)  to perform multiplexed analysis of biomarkers; D) REAL-TIME CELL MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS SYSTEMS in multi-wells plates: for functional, physiological, and immunological characterization.
Keywords:
SRM and Fluorescence-based Microscopy
3D-SCANNING EM and Lattice microscopy
Biomechanical-based microscopy
Microfabrication/microfluidic
Functional-Spatial Digital Pathology		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Human imaging;

		1074		5/26/22 11:03:44		5/26/22 11:07:03		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Molecular biology;

		1075		5/26/22 11:04:12		5/26/22 11:07:12		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;

		1076		5/26/22 11:11:54		5/26/22 11:12:33		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		1077		5/26/22 10:55:54		5/26/22 11:27:34		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
Within the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included.
1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. 
2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. 
3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples.
4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure.
KEYWORDS: High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS applications		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;

		1078		5/26/22 10:49:55		5/26/22 11:27:48		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		- STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY- 
The following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.
Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding. 
 1) Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. 
2) support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures.
3) develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples
4) Deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.
Keywords:
High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography cryoEM,  High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS applications		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;

		1079		5/26/22 11:32:29		5/26/22 11:35:26		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Human imaging;

		1080		5/26/22 12:35:23		5/26/22 12:39:36		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Pharmacology;Neuroscience;

		1081		5/26/22 12:38:52		5/26/22 12:42:52		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Epigenetics;

		1082		5/26/22 12:41:05		5/26/22 12:47:55		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Research Technologist		Molecular biology;

		1083		5/26/22 12:56:41		5/26/22 13:10:49		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) Structural Biology
b) characterization of membrane proteins, structural studies for drug discovery		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Biophysics;

		1084		5/26/22 12:55:05		5/26/22 13:13:52		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;

		1085		5/26/22 13:04:30		5/26/22 13:23:08		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Epigenetics;

		1086		5/26/22 13:20:31		5/26/22 13:23:16		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Proteomics;Metabolomics;

		1087		5/26/22 13:23:26		5/26/22 13:24:15		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Proteomics;Metabolomics;

		1088		5/26/22 13:31:20		5/26/22 13:33:13		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a: The OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system, and it is very difficult to prioritize their implementation. For sure the platforms proposed for STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY

IU1 - Protein production in eukaryotic expression systems and biophysical characterization
IU2 - Cryo-electron microscopy techniques
IU3 - HT crystallization platform and HT fragment/inhibitor binding screening
IU4 - Structural Mass Spectrometry

are very relevant for the Italian scientific community and to HT as well, also because provide the frame to have access to large scale research infrastructures in Europe.

b:  High-throughput protein production, samples preparation for CryoEM, high throughput protein crystallization, native mass spectrometry
		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;Molecular biology;

		1089		5/26/22 13:23:32		5/26/22 13:33:26		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Epigenetics;

		1090		5/26/22 13:29:50		5/26/22 13:33:58		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Genomics;Microbiome, Food, Nutrition, Food safety;

		1091		5/26/22 13:40:57		5/26/22 13:47:36		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Medium priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition  etc...) and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertises as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “Genomics”, “Integrated Single Cell Omics” and “Proteomics-Metabolomics” submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “Vector & Cell Engineering (VERDI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The three core areas selected of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of the VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING platform (NP-VERDI) is to build a flexible ecosystem organized in three highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU1-Gene Vector Technology; IU2-Cell engineering and Screening; IU3-Animal Genome Engineering) capable of implementing and delivering high-fidelity genomic and epigenetic modifications in cell lines, pluripotent and somatic stem cells, plants and mice by exploiting the ever expanding space of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and related technologies. In such way, NP-VERDI will be maintained at the forefront of the technological development by employing the most advanced methods to reach high efficient and tailored epi/genome editing by using state-of-the-art molecular tools and procedures. In particular:
For gene editing in cells, NP-VERDI (IU2) must include BSL1/2 cell culture suites, efficient equipment for gene delivery and a centralized cryogenic cell repository. For gene editing in plants, NP-VERDI (IU2) will be equipped with reach-in phytotrons for plant in vitro culture and regeneration and dedicated sterile culture room facility for plant embryo manipulation. Gene editing in mice will be implemented by NP-VERDI (IU3) running a dedicated mouse facility equipped with digital barrier units in individually ventilated cages, biosafety changing stations and controlled spaces and instrumentations for embryo manipulation, injection and freezing including dedicated microscopy stations. Precise and tailored genomic modifications and off-target sites will be validated by targeted and unbiased epi/genomic sequencing and subsequent data analysis in close collaboration with the platforms of GENOMICS and BIOINFORMATICS.
Furthermore, the NP-VERDI (IU1,2) will produce CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral libraries and execute genome-wide functional screenings for unbiased gene discovery in cell lines and stem cells. To this aim, dedicated space will be organized with robotic liquid handling systems for automatic operations with high processivity in microtiters. Single-cell functional screenings will be carried out in synergy with the platform of INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS using flow-cytometry-assisted cell phenotyping.
Finally, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will implement a dedicated Unit for the design and manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. For this aim, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will be structured with BLSL1/2 culture rooms, automated cell culture stations, anion-exchange and size-exclusion chromatography systems, ultra-centrifuges and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture. A BSL-2 room in the mouse facility with surgical microscopes will be strategic for running proof-of-principle studies of viral delivery in vivo.
 
KEYWORDS: 
1) Gene editing in cell lines and stem cells
2) Gene editing in plants
3) Gene editing in mice
4) CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral screening libraries
5) Lentivirus, AAVs and Rabies virus production
		No				No				No				research hospital		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Transcriptomics;Proteomics;Molecular biology;Pharmacology;

		1092		5/26/22 13:53:39		5/26/22 14:01:42		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “GENOMICS-INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS-VECTOR AND CELL ENGINEERING-PROTEOMICS AND METABOLOMICS”) submitted and selected during the 1st public consultation), I believe that the following fields related to the platform “INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS (INsCELL)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (1st level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology. The rationale inspiring the NP-INsCELL:  Integrated single-cell multimodal omics, coupled with methodologies for spatially resolved technologies and high dimensional flow cytometry are essential to capture molecular, cellular, and spatial properties of heterogenous complex tissues. In addition, to dissect complex biological processes, both in physiological and pathological conditions, there is an urgent need to invest on technologies that allow simultaneous interrogation of tissue complexity by multiple modalities, at single cell resolution and by including the spatial dimension. Hence, an OMIC NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed: IU1-Single Cell Multi Omics will allow to obtain the definition of the molecular blueprints, differentiation, and developmental trajectories of any cell, by spanning and integrating multiple modalities (DNA, RNA, protein). It should include technologies enabling simultaneously molecular barcoding of millions of cells, by leveraging droplet-based technology (10X GENOMICS) and full-length transcript detection (ICELL8 CX), as well as TAPESTRI PLATFORM for the detection of targeted single-base variants from individual cells for genotype-phenotype correlation analysis. IU2-Spatially Resolved Single cell Multi Omics: Spatial Transcriptomics technology leverages on barcoded surfaces to capture and positionally track transcript expression in whole tissue sections. It should include methodologies as VISIUM (10X GENOMICS) enabling both gene expression panels and whole transcriptome data, as well as multiplexed tissue imaging method based on single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization (REBUS ESPER-REBUS BIOSYSTEM, RESOLVE MOLECULAR CARTOGRAPHY) to allow transcript mapping at subcellular resolution, although for a lower number of pre-selected targeted transcripts, as well as GEOMX DSP-NANOSTRING suitable for digital measurements of candidate proteins or transcripts (up to the whole transcriptome) in pre-defined regions of interest with high sensitivity. Other methods developed to make use of mass cytometry and metal-tagged antibody staining for protein detection in situ (HYPERION IMAGING SYSTEM) and CODEX SYSTEM-AKOYA BIOSCIENCES  for measurements of more than 40 protein markers in tissue samples at single cell resolution will complement the NP and enhance its capabilities. IU3-High Dimensional Flow Cytometry will allow to simultaneously detect the expression of target proteins on individual cells by advanced and high dimensional (HD) flow cytometry (AURORA CYTEK, BD FACSYMPHONY A5, BD FACSYMPHONY S6),  reaching up to 40 markers displayed simultaneously by any cell that can be isolated from the blood, body fluids or tissues. NP-INsCELL will grant access to these technologies to lab with original biological questions that cannot afford the instrumentation, sustain costs to complete the experimental workflow, and/or that lack the expertise. Moreover, SC omics rapid evolution requires well integrated platforms that can keep up with technological innovation.
Keywords: sc multiomics, spacially resolved multiomics, high dimensional flow cytometry
		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;neuroscience;Transcriptomics;

		1093		5/26/22 9:27:29		5/26/22 14:14:05		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Pharmacology;

		1094		5/26/22 14:12:47		5/26/22 14:14:18		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority																		Academic		Full professor		Cell biology;

		1095		5/26/22 14:34:30		5/26/22 14:36:10		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Transcriptomics;

		1096		5/26/22 14:41:20		5/26/22 14:42:49		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		"Within the research areas of HT and the core area "OMICS" (that we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for " "Proteomics-Metabolomics" submitted and selected during the first public consultation), we believe that the following scientific/technological issues related to the platform "PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be considered as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and Institutions. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology

Rationale of the NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS: This NP will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.).

This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES, to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.

IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products.

IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system.

IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines

KEYWORDS

1. Mass Spectrometry and NMR technologies

2. Untarget and Target Proteomics and Metabolomics

3. Imagin		No		no		No		no		No		no		Academic		Full professor		Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;Molecular biology;

		1097		5/26/22 14:46:28		5/26/22 14:48:43		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Metabolomics;Structural biology;

		1098		5/26/22 14:54:50		5/26/22 14:56:00		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;Genomics;

		1099		5/26/22 14:55:07		5/26/22 14:57:53		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes				No				No				No				National Cancer Institute		Researcher/ Scientist		Proteomics;Pharmacology;Preclinical model;

		1100		5/26/22 15:02:07		5/26/22 15:03:16		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes				No				No				No				Istituto nazionale tumori IRCCS Fonazione Pascale, Napoli		Researcher/ Scientist		Pharmacology;Proteomics;

		1101		5/26/22 15:31:42		5/26/22 15:51:18		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) Within the research areas of HT and the core area "OMICS", we believe that the following scientific/technological issues related to the platform "PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be considered as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and Institutions. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology. This NP will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.). This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES, to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.
IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products.
IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system.
IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines

b)Mass Spectrometry and NMR technologies; Untarget and Target Proteomics and Metabolomics; Imaging and Spatial Proteomics- Metabolomics; MultiOmics data integration; Omics computational methods and AI
		No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;Proteomics;Metabolomics;

		1102		5/26/22 15:59:32		5/26/22 16:05:11		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH (IMMUNOLOGY, CANCER, TRANSGENIC MOUSE MODEL GENERATION, AGING, METABOLIC DISORDERS)
		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Bioinformatics;Tumor Immunology;

		1103		5/26/22 16:02:56		5/26/22 16:21:26		anonymous		Low priority		Low priority		High priority		No				Yes		Real-Time breath analysis with proton transfer of selected ion flow tube ion source, obsolete, unreliable
NMRs, low sensitivity, live analysis as service is impractical		No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Metabolomics;

		1104		5/26/22 16:11:08		5/26/22 16:34:32		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;

		1105		5/26/22 16:04:53		5/26/22 16:41:24		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Immunology;

		1106		5/26/22 16:08:30		5/26/22 16:41:56		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area OMICS submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform GENOMICS (NP-GEN) should be included, as also indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs, and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances, and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
KEYWORDS: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.

		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Genomics;Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		1107		5/26/22 16:41:27		5/26/22 16:42:42		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		cell biology;

		1108		5/26/22 16:45:53		5/26/22 16:48:41		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Master thesis student		Genome editing;

		1109		5/26/22 16:56:19		5/26/22 16:58:31		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Hospital		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Transcriptomics;Molecular biology;Cell biology;

		1110		5/26/22 17:15:51		5/26/22 17:19:58		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;Model organisms;

		1111		5/26/22 17:19:10		5/26/22 17:27:35		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		Yes		lack of technologies for Human and Animal Imaging in core areas, such as Health, Data and Decision Science, Prevention of Health. They are mandatory for clinical and preclinical studies. They also could be helpful for the diagnosis of a disease with the help of clinicians		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;Bioinformatics;

		1112		5/26/22 17:31:58		5/26/22 17:33:07		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Immunology;

		1113		5/26/22 18:06:12		5/26/22 18:08:30		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;

		1114		5/26/22 18:09:58		5/26/22 18:11:54		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Pharmacology;

		1115		5/26/22 18:01:00		5/26/22 18:18:35		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		The mission of the Genomic Platform should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Therefore,  in my opinion the Genomics Platform should include, as originally proposed:

1) Facilities for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS).

2) In relation to the point above, at least one each of PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. 

3) Implementation of alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. Such platforms may include for example the MGI DNBSeq 400 and the Bionano Saphyr for optical genome mappint, and will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

Other potentially useful technologies in the context of the Genomic Platform may be represented by linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. The potential acquisition of such platforms should be accompanied by bespoke library prep or sample prep methods. Last but not least, I would strongly favour the acquisition of a highly robust and widely-implemented genotyping platforms (iScan System or GeneTitan...).		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Genomics;

		1116		5/26/22 18:36:01		5/26/22 18:39:15		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;

		1117		5/26/22 19:12:56		5/26/22 19:13:57		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) The OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system, and it is very difficult to prioritize their implementation. The proposed Infrastructural Units for STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY: 
IU1 - Protein production in eukaryotic expression systems and biophysical characterization
IU2 - Cryo-electron microscopy techniques
IU3 - HT crystallization platform and HT fragment/inhibitor binding screening
IU4 - Structural Mass Spectrometry
are very relevant for the Italian scientific community and for empowering HT.

b) High-throughput protein production, samples preparation, protein crystallization, structural mass spectrometry		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;Bioinformatics;

		1118		5/26/22 20:42:53		5/26/22 20:45:04		anonymous		Medium priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Drug discovery;

		1119		5/27/22 9:14:30		5/27/22 9:20:56		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE/ADDITIONAL AREAS AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Bioinformatics;Systems Biology, Computational Biology;

		1120		5/27/22 9:20:48		5/27/22 9:22:02		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;CELL BIOLOGY;

		1121		5/27/22 9:16:40		5/27/22 9:26:09		anonymous		Low priority		Very high priority		Low priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation (300 kV), and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology).

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology).

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

Keywords:
High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS application

		No				No				No				Academic		Research Technologist		Structural biology;

		1122		5/27/22 9:25:15		5/27/22 9:27:36		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;

		1123		5/27/22 9:26:32		5/27/22 9:27:50		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Drug discovery;

		1124		5/27/22 9:27:42		5/27/22 9:31:26		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) Nutrition
b) aging, chronic diseases, prevention, health-span		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Human imaging;

		1125		5/27/22 9:28:39		5/27/22 9:39:07		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;Genomics;Metagenomics;

		1126		5/27/22 9:44:52		5/27/22 9:54:07		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

Keywords:

1.      High-throughput protein production

2.      Single particle and Tomography CryoEM

3.      High throughput protein crystallization

4.      High-end MS applications		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;

		1127		5/27/22 10:09:08		5/27/22 10:11:33		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Structural biology;

		1128		5/27/22 10:21:09		5/27/22 10:25:18		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Proteomics and metabolomics are integral part and, together with imaging, orthogonal functional validations of genomics. Yet underdeveloped		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Proteomics;Molecular biology;

		1129		5/27/22 10:30:47		5/27/22 10:32:11		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;

		1130		5/27/22 10:36:04		5/27/22 10:40:13		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Health		No				No				No				Academic		Fellow		Molecular biology;

		1131		5/27/22 10:37:43		5/27/22 10:40:15		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Fellow		Molecular biology;

		1132		5/27/22 10:38:27		5/27/22 10:42:24		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;

		1133		5/27/22 10:42:18		5/27/22 10:43:04		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Fellow		Molecular biology;

		1134		5/27/22 10:41:04		5/27/22 10:43:32		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		1135		5/27/22 10:45:54		5/27/22 10:47:36		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;

		1136		5/27/22 11:07:54		5/27/22 11:10:36		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Medium priority		Yes		Instruments for in-depth analysis of immune responses (e.g. Fluorospot reader)		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Structural biology;Metabolomics;

		1137		5/27/22 11:19:28		5/27/22 11:21:40		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Proteomics;Drug discovery;

		1138		5/27/22 11:20:14		5/27/22 11:22:31		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				Yes		There are already relevant platform in the field		Industry		Director of research		Structural biology;

		1139		5/27/22 11:03:17		5/27/22 11:24:22		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT and the core area "OMICS" (that we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for " "Proteomics-Metabolomics" submitted and selected during the first public consultation), we believe that the following scientific/technological issues related to the platform "PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be considered as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and Institutions. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology
Rationale of the NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS: This NP will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.).
This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolome, spanning from targeted and untargeted  (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS )  to define the metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.
IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS  governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of  clinical biomarkers, and monitoring of biopharmaceutical bioproducts treatment.
IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system.
IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is the  key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines
KEYWORDS
1. Mass Spectrometry and NMR technologies
2. Untargeted and Targeted Proteomics and Metabolomics
3. Imaging and Spatial Proteomics- Metabolomics
4. MultiOmics data integration
5. Omics computational methods and AI		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Proteomics;Metabolomics;Human imaging;

		1140		5/27/22 11:03:43		5/27/22 11:24:28		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT and the core area "OMICS" (that we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "Proteomics-Metabolomics" submitted and selected during the first public consultation), we believe that the following scientific/technological issues related to the platform "PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be considered as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and Institutions. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology
Rationale of the NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS: This NP will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.). 
This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolome, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS), to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.
IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of clinical biomarkers, and monitoring of pharmaceutical bioproducts. 
IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system. 
IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines. 
KEYWORDS
1. Mass Spectrometry and NMR technologies
2. Untargeted and Targeted Proteomics and Metabolomics
3. Imaging and Spatial Proteomics- Metabolomics
4. MultiOmics data integration
5. Omics computational methods and AI		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;Proteomics;

		1141		5/27/22 11:03:33		5/27/22 11:24:38		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT and the core area "OMICS" (that we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for " "Proteomics-Metabolomics" submitted and selected during the first public consultation), we believe that the following scientific/technological issues related to the platform "PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be considered as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and Institutions. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology
Rationale of the NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS: This NP will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.). 
This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolome, spanning from targeted and untargeted to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.
IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of clinical biomarkers, and monitoring of biopharmaceutical treatment bio-products. 
IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system. 
IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines 
KEYWORDS
1. Mass Spectrometry and NMR technologies
2. Untargeted and Targeted Proteomics and Metabolomics
3. Imaging and Spatial Proteomics- Metabolomics
4. MultiOmics data integration
5. Omics computational methods and AI

		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Proteomics;Metabolomics;

		1142		5/27/22 10:54:18		5/27/22 11:24:39		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM, as a whole, is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

1. High-throughput protein production
2. Single particle and Tomography CryoEM
3. High throughput protein crystallization
4. High-end MS applications		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Bioinformatics;Drug discovery;Bioinorganic Chemistry;

		1143		5/27/22 11:26:59		5/27/22 11:30:07		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;

		1144		5/27/22 11:39:39		5/27/22 11:41:10		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Metabolomics;Molecular biology;

		1145		5/27/22 11:32:24		5/27/22 11:47:20		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Proteomics;

		1146		5/27/22 11:27:29		5/27/22 11:47:21		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Proteomics;

		1147		5/27/22 11:46:16		5/27/22 11:48:06		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Structural biology;Molecular biology;

		1148		5/27/22 12:05:45		5/27/22 12:12:02		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area “IMAGING” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY”) selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY” should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding. 

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM, as a whole, is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to ‘Cellular and Molecular Imaging’ and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

Keywords:
1.	High-throughput protein production
2.	Single particle and Tomography CryoEM 
3.	High throughput protein crystallization
4.	High-end MS 		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;

		1149		5/27/22 12:34:16		5/27/22 12:43:03		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		HEALTH, disease markers, biofluids analysis, metabolomics, NMR Spectroscopy,
NUTRITION, metabolomics, NMR Spectroscopy, traceability, nutraceutics, foodomics, metabolomics
		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Metabolomics;Pharmacology;Drug discovery;Food quality assessment;

		1150		5/27/22 13:09:10		5/27/22 13:11:43		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Genome editing, molecular structure prediction		No				No				No		genome editing, crispr technologies, molecular structure prediction		Academic		Associate professor		Developmental genetics;

		1151		5/27/22 12:56:41		5/27/22 13:34:32		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT and the core area IMAGING, I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.
NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
Access to X-ray and NMR SB infrastructures is assured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively. A successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding. 
To be competitive players in the SB arena different technologies and competencies are required that can be  found in the following 4 Integrated Infrastructural Units, that are not only strictly related each other but  with the NP-Cellular and Molecular Imaging and with other technological IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and Computational Biology). 
IU1   Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples 
IU1 will address the stringent need for the molecular characterization of biological molecules and functional processes. It should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), provide expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries), perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. 
IU2  Optimization of Cryo-EM samples 
IU2 should provide intermediate and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM, as a whole, is a rapidly advancing field. Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners: the access to high-end cryo-electron microscopes is hampered by the lack of services for sample preparation and grid optimization. 
IU3 –High throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms 
HT crystallization platforms can strongly support the research in structural biology in the drug development and in the structure-activity relationship studies. HT crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies.  The platform should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. This platform can be used not only by researchers working in the field of structure-based drug design but can also be used in the pharmaceutical industry.
IU4   High-end MS instrumentation for high-resolution structural study. 
Native MS has taken an important role in structural biology, allowing the separation of ionized molecules based on their structural properties such as size and shape, in addition to their mass-to-charge ratio. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) pipeline, mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS, probing conformational changes and tertiary structure, will interface with other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.
Keywords: High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS applications		No				No				No				Public Research Institution		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;

		1152		5/27/22 13:34:58		5/27/22 13:39:34		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Proteomics;Transcriptomics;

		1153		5/27/22 13:38:34		5/27/22 13:40:41		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Human imaging;Bioinformatics;

		1154		5/27/22 13:52:57		5/27/22 14:01:31		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area OMICS submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform GENOMICS (NP-GEN) should be included, as also indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs, and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances, and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
KEYWORDS: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		1155		5/27/22 13:19:34		5/27/22 14:01:36		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area OMICS submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform GENOMICS (NP-GEN) should be included, as also indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs, and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances, and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
KEYWORDS: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.
		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		1156		5/27/22 14:13:09		5/27/22 14:14:11		anonymous		Medium priority		Low priority		Very high priority		No				No												Academic		PhD student		Bioinformatics;Transcriptomics;

		1157		5/27/22 13:37:11		5/27/22 14:41:43		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		platform to help in the retrieving of data to use in data and decision science project in order to shift to a more data driven analysis 		No				No				Yes				Academic		fellow		Bioinformatics;Machine Learning and Data Science ;Transcriptomics;

		1158		5/27/22 15:19:05		5/27/22 15:30:37		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;Biostatistics;

		1159		5/27/22 15:47:23		5/27/22 15:54:24		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		a) single-cell proteomics, proteomics and metabolomics
b) these omics approaches are now fundamental for the better understanding of diseases such as cancer. 		No				No				No				Academic		Research Technologist		Metabolomics;Proteomics;

		1160		5/27/22 15:47:21		5/27/22 15:54:26		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		Single cell proteomics, proteomics and metabolomics are missing		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Proteomics;Metabolomics;

		1161		5/27/22 15:47:31		5/27/22 15:54:27		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		Proteomics, Single Cell Proteomics and Metabolomics. These are are really important for Life Science Research.		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Proteomics;Metabolomics;

		1162		5/27/22 15:47:32		5/27/22 15:57:59		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		Proteomics, Single cell proteomics and Metabolomics.
We believe that these omics are important in cell biology, precision medicine, biomarker discovery, etc.		No				No				No				Academic		technician		Proteomics;Metabolomics;

		1163		5/27/22 15:47:47		5/27/22 15:58:56		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		I believe the NP-VERDI unit should become a key resource for performing advanced high content CRISPR screening leveraging single cell barcoding and gene perturbation in a fashion that cannot be replicated by most individual labs. This will include the manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. For this aim, the NP-VERDI should be structured with BLSL1/2 culture rooms, automated cell culture stations, anion-exchange and size-exclusion chromatography systems, ultra-centrifuges and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture with a high degree of automation. 		No				No				No		Gene editing in cell lines and stem cells, Gene editing in plants, Gene editing in mice, CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral screening libraries, Lentivirus, AAVs and Rabies virus production, Barcoded Lineage tracing
		Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Neuroscience;

		1164		5/27/22 16:18:13		5/27/22 16:30:27		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) HEALTH, DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE, PREVENTION AND HEALTH 
b) Human Imaging, animal imaging		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Human imaging;

		1165		5/27/22 17:44:37		5/27/22 17:47:30		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of Human Technopole and the core area "IMAGING", selected during the first public consultation, I believe the scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.

I believe that the Infrastructural Unit devoted to large-scale protein production and quality control, through biochemical and biophysical methods, should be of valuable help for the scientific community of NMR spectroscopists, working in the field of structural biology. Indeed, the increase of the complexity of the investigated systems needs an efficient workflow from cloning (in different expression systems) to large-scale protein production of unlabelled and isotope labelled samples, suited for NMR studies .This effort cannot be supported by small molecular biology laboratories and requests a strategic national platform, collecting high level technologies and expertise.

		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Drug discovery;

		1166		5/27/22 18:04:36		5/27/22 18:11:21		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
b) Cryo-EM, synchrotron		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Drug discovery;Pharmacology;Peptide science;

		1167		5/27/22 18:04:37		5/27/22 18:11:21		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		a) STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
b) cryo-EM, synchrotron		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Drug discovery;peptide science;

		1168		5/27/22 18:45:41		5/27/22 18:47:33		anonymous		Medium priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Pharmacology;

		1169		5/27/22 18:28:02		5/27/22 18:47:40		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.
 
The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.
 
IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging, etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding- proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".
 
IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high-resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology).
 
IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology).
 
IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, andhigh-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.
 
Keywords:
1. High-throughput protein production
2. Single particle and Tomography CryoEM
3. High throughput protein crystallization
4. High-end		No				No				No				SCpA di interesse nazionale		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Drug discovery;Protein biotechnology;

		1170		5/27/22 19:26:44		5/27/22 19:29:21		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Hight Resolution Imaging;

		1171		5/27/22 20:07:40		5/27/22 20:12:52		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Director of research		Bioinformatics;Data Science;

		1172		5/27/22 23:20:35		5/27/22 23:26:13		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Molecular simulations		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Bioinformatics;

		1173		5/27/22 23:20:59		5/27/22 23:27:19		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Proteomics;Molecular biology;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;Genomics;

		1174		5/28/22 3:16:13		5/28/22 3:17:19		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Clinical medicine;Bioinformatics;

		1175		5/28/22 10:30:48		5/28/22 10:32:21		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Human imaging;

		1176		5/18/22 15:09:57		5/28/22 10:45:37		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Cell Biology;

		1177		5/28/22 12:07:11		5/28/22 12:10:06		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE - STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Drug discovery;Structural biology;Bioinformatics;

		1178		5/28/22 18:03:32		5/28/22 18:15:45		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Cellular imaging;

		1179		5/28/22 18:23:17		5/28/22 18:38:29		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) Automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, such as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly); (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction and selection from various organisms, tissues, biological substrates and environmental samples, including ancient ones (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS); (iii) Instruments for quantification and quality control of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Agilent 5400 Fragment Analyzer, Agilent 4200 TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (Bio-Rad CHEF Mapper, Agilent Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq System that produces longer reads (2x300bp) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore Technologies GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct characterization of DNA and RNA modifications, such as methylation.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively), will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96-Plex and SeqWell plexWell™ 96/384) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. BBB
Keywords: short- and long-read sequencing, meta- and epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;

		1180		5/28/22 19:51:26		5/28/22 19:54:56		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “GENOMICS-INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS-VECTOR AND CELL ENGINEERING-PROTEOMICS AND METABOLOMICS”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS (INsCELL)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The rationale inspiring the NP-INsCELL: Integrated single-cell multimodal omics, coupled with methodologies for spatially resolved technologies and high dimensional flow cytometry are essential to capture molecular, cellular, and spatial properties of heterogenous complex tissues. In addition, to dissect complex biological processes, both in physiological and pathological conditions, there is an urgent need to invest on technologies that allow simultaneous interrogation of tissue complexity by multiple modalities, at single cell resolution and by including the spatial dimension. Hence, an OMIC NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
IU1-Single Cell Multi Omics will allow to obtain the definition of the molecular blueprints, differentiation, and developmental trajectories of any cell, by spanning and integrating multiple modalities (DNA, RNA, protein). It should include technologies enabling simultaneously molecular barcoding of millions of cells, by leveraging droplet-based technology (10X GENOMICS) and full-length transcript detection (ICELL8 CX), as well as TAPESTRI PLATFORM for the detection of targeted single-base variants from individual cells for genotype-phenotype correlation analysis.
IU2-Spatially Resolved Single cell Multi Omics: Spatial Transcriptomics technology leverages on barcoded surfaces to capture and positionally track transcript expression in whole tissue sections. It should include methodologies as VISIUM (10X GENOMICS) enabling both gene expression panels and whole transcriptome data, as well as multiplexed tissue imaging method based on single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization (REBUS ESPER-REBUS BIOSYSTEM, RESOLVE MOLECULAR CARTOGRAPHY) to allow transcript mapping at subcellular resolution, although for a lower number of pre-selected targeted transcripts, as well as GEOMX DSP-NANOSTRING suitable for digital measurements of candidate proteins or transcripts (up to the whole transcriptome) in pre-defined regions of interest with high sensitivity. Other methods developed to make use of mass cytometry and metal-tagged antibody staining for protein detection in situ (HYPERION IMAGING SYSTEM) and CODEX SYSTEM-AKOYA BIOSCIENCES for measurements of more than 40 protein markers in tissue samples at single cell resolution will complement the NP and enhance its capabilities.
IU3-High Dimensional Flow Cytometry will allow to simultaneously detect the expression of target proteins on individual cells by advanced and high dimensional (HD) flow cytometry (AURORA CYTEK, BD FACSYMPHONY A5, BD FACSYMPHONY S6), reaching up to 40 markers displayed simultaneously by any cell that can be isolated from the blood, body fluids or tissues.
NP-INsCELL will grant access to these technologies to laboratories with original biological questions that cannot afford the instrumentation, sustain costs to complete the experimental workflow, and/or that lack the expertise. Moreover, SC omics rapid evolution requires well integrated platforms that can keep up with technological innovation. BBB
Keywords: single cell multiomics, spatially resolved multiomics, high dimensional flow cytometry
		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;

		1181		5/28/22 22:31:30		5/28/22 22:34:57		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORDS: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genome mapping		No				Yes				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;Transcriptomics;Genomics;Clinical medicine;

		1182		5/29/22 8:08:14		5/29/22 8:22:31		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) lack of high technology imaging techniques at a national level b) lack of common platforms  for sharing in human and pre clinical imaging data both in the radiological  and nuclear medicine field c) developpment of radiotracers
b) high technology, platforms , radiopharmacy, cyclotrons 		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Human imaging;

		1183		5/29/22 8:55:36		5/29/22 8:59:03		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		NA		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Clinical medicine;

		1184		5/29/22 9:06:45		5/29/22 9:15:49		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Clinical medicine;

		1185		5/29/22 8:50:25		5/29/22 9:27:54		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE (data modeling, maternal health, child health)
		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioengineering;

		1186		5/29/22 10:05:53		5/29/22 10:15:25		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE: complex systems, computational and theoretical biology, innovative high-performance computing, quantum computing		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Neuroscience;

		1187		5/29/22 10:28:11		5/29/22 10:30:42		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition etc...) and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertises as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “Genomics”, “Integrated Single Cell Omics” and “Proteomics-Metabolomics” submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “Vector & Cell Engineering (VERDI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The three core areas selected of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of the VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING platform (NP-VERDI) is to build a flexible ecosystem organized in three highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU1-Gene Vector Technology; IU2-Cell engineering and Screening; IU3-Animal Genome Engineering) capable of implementing and delivering high-fidelity genomic and epigenetic modifications in cell lines, pluripotent and somatic stem cells, plants and mice by exploiting the ever expanding space of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and related technologies. In such way, NP-VERDI will be maintained at the forefront of the technological development by employing the most advanced methods to reach high efficient and tailored epi/genome editing by using state-of-the-art molecular tools and procedures. In particular:

For gene editing in cells, NP-VERDI (IU2) must include BSL1/2 cell culture suites, efficient equipment for gene delivery and a centralized cryogenic cell repository. For gene editing in plants, NP-VERDI (IU2) will be equipped with reach-in phytotrons for plant in vitro culture and regeneration and dedicated sterile culture room facility for plant embryo manipulation. Gene editing in mice will be implemented by NP-VERDI (IU3) running a dedicated mouse facility equipped with digital barrier units in individually ventilated cages, biosafety changing stations and controlled spaces and instrumentations for embryo manipulation, injection and freezing including dedicated microscopy stations. Precise and tailored genomic modifications and off-target sites will be validated by targeted and unbiased epi/genomic sequencing and subsequent data analysis in close collaboration with the platforms of GENOMICS and BIOINFORMATICS.

Furthermore, the NP-VERDI (IU1,2) will produce CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral libraries and execute genome-wide functional screenings for unbiased gene discovery in cell lines and stem cells. To this aim, dedicated space will be organized with robotic liquid handling systems for automatic operations with high processivity in microtiters. Single-cell functional screenings will be carried out in synergy with the platform of INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS using flow-cytometry-assisted cell phenotyping.

Finally, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will implement a dedicated Unit for the design and manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. For this aim, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will be structured with BLSL1/2 culture rooms, automated cell culture stations, anion-exchange and size-exclusion chromatography systems, ultra-centrifuges and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture. A BSL-2 room in the mouse facility with surgical microscopes will be strategic for running proof-of-principle studies of viral delivery in vivo. BBB

KEYWORDS: Gene editing in cell lines and stem cells, Gene editing in plants, Gene editing in mice, CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral screening libraries, Lentivirus, AAVs and Rabies virus production


		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;

		1188		5/29/22 10:43:49		5/29/22 10:45:43		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the HT research areas and the core area "OMICS", the following scientific/technological issues related to the platform "PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be considered as indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and Institutions. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

Rationale of the NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS: This NP will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.).

This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES, to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.

IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products.

IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system.

IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines. BBB

KEYWORDS: Mass Spectrometry and NMR technologies, Untarget and Target Proteomics and Metabolomics, Imaging and Spatial Proteomics-Metabolomics, MultiOmics data integration, Omics computational methods and AI

		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Proteomics;

		1189		5/29/22 10:46:52		5/29/22 10:54:56		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “IMAGING” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “CELLULAR & MOLECULAR IMAGING (IMBI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale of the NP-IMBI: Multiscale and multimodal, orthogonal methodologies are essential to capture structural, biochemical, and physical properties of living matters. In addition, to better understand pathological processes there is the necessity for a paradigm shift from a single-marker analysis toward spatially-defined, multiplexed detection of biomarkers. Hence, an imaging NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

THE IU1 MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR IMAGING for the analysis from:
1. Nanoscale to single-cell imaging, encompassing all Super-Resolution-Microscopy, combined with the use of technologies leveraging the sensitivity of fluorescence (e.g., FRET, FLIM, Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy, FCS, spinning disk) to study in real-time events that occur at different time scale. This will be integrated by the STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY NP.
2. Single-cell to tissues to be able to investigate the 3D ultrastructure and dynamics of tissues. Essential for this NP is (A) 3D-SCANNING EM for cells and tissues to generate high-resolution 3D images to be combined with fluorescent-based approaches (Correlative light EM tomography);  (B) LATTICE LIGHT-SHEET microscopy to monitor live samples at unprecedented volumetric speed with low phototoxicity and a high signal-to-noise ratio.

THE IU2 BIOMECHANICS: Biomechanics impacts physiology and pathology, yet there is no current platform enabling the investigation of the physical properties of the living being. It should include technologies for assessing the biomechanical properties (e.g., tissue elasticity, viscoelasticity, and plasticity) integrated with light imaging-based approaches. Specifically, it should include: (A) BRILLOUIN MICROSCOPY, a label-free, contact-free, and non-destructive method for the study of viscoelastic properties of biological samples; (B) ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY; (C) SHEAR FORCE MICROSCOPY; (D) MAGNETIC OPTICAL TWEEZER, for the investigation of nanoscale phenomena by measuring sub-picoNewton forces; (E) A flexible and agile microfabrication/microfluid bioengineering unit to develop methods and devices to probe cell and tissue mechano-responses.

THE IU3 DIGITAL PATHOLOGY: this IU will enable the analysis of tissues using multiple biomarkers at high spatial resolution and will work in close association with NP ON SINGLE-CELL OMIC AND PROTEOMIC. It should include: (A) DIGITAL SCANNERS with elevated processing, high resolution, multispectral imaging, and dedicated software for basic quantitative analysis; (B) TISSUE MICROARRAYER for the precise selection and extraction of specific regions of interest on the donor blocks and their insertion in recipient blocks; (C) BRIGHTFIELD-BASED MULTIPLEX-IHC/IF AND FLUORESCENCE-BASED MULTIPLEX IHC/IF (e.g., Vectra, Akoya Bioscience) to perform multiplexed analysis of biomarkers; (D) REAL-TIME CELL MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS SYSTEMS in multi-wells plates: for functional, physiological, and immunological characterization. BBB

Keywords: SRM and Fluorescence-based Microscopy, 3D-SCANNING EM and Lattice microscopy, Biomechanical-based microscopy, Microfabrication/microfluidic, Functional-Spatial Digital Pathology
		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Pathology;

		1190		5/29/22 15:32:22		5/29/22 15:33:57		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		Student		Genomics;

		1191		5/29/22 15:38:26		5/29/22 15:39:40		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		Immunology		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;Genomics;

		1192		5/29/22 15:36:43		5/29/22 15:39:48		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition etc...) and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertises as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “Genomics”, “Integrated Single Cell Omics” and “Proteomics-Metabolomics” submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “Vector & Cell Engineering (VERDI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The three core areas selected of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology. 
The mission of the VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING platform (NP-VERDI ) is to build a flexible ecosystem organized in three highly integrated Infrastructural Units ( IU1-Gene Vector Technology ; IU2-Cell engineering and Screening; IU3-Animal Genome Engineering) capable of implementing and delivering high-fidelity genomic and epigenetic modifications in cell lines, pluripotent and somatic stem cells, plants and mice by exploiting the ever expanding space of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and related technologies. In such way, NP-VERDI will be maintained at the forefront of the technological development by employing the most advanced methods to reach high efficient and tailored epi/genome editing by using state-of-the-art molecular tools and procedures. In particular: 
For gene editing in cells, NP-VERDI (IU2) must include BSL1/2 cell culture suites, efficient equipment for gene delivery and a centralized cryogenic cell repository. For gene editing in plants, NP-VERDI (IU2) will be equipped with reach-in phytotrons for plant in vitro culture and regeneration and dedicated sterile culture room facility for plant embryo manipulation. Gene editing in mice will be implemented by NP-VERDI (IU3) running a dedicated mouse facility equipped with digital barrier units in individually ventilated cages, biosafety changing stations and controlled spaces and instrumentations for embryo manipulation, injection and freezing including dedicated microscopy stations. Precise and tailored genomic modifications and off-target sites will be validated by targeted and unbiased epi/genomic sequencing and subsequent data analysis in close collaboration with the platforms of GENOMICS and BIOINFORMATICS. 
Furthermore, the NP-VERDI (IU1,2) will produce CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral libraries and execute genome-wide functional screenings for unbiased gene discovery in cell lines and stem cells. To this aim, dedicated space will be organized with robotic liquid handling systems for automatic operations with high processivity in microtiters. Single-cell functional screenings will be carried out in synergy with the platform of INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS using flow-cytometry-assisted cell phenotyping. 
Finally, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will implement a dedicated Unit for the design and manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. For this aim, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will be structured with BLSL1/2 culture rooms, automated cell culture stations , anion-exchange and size-exclusion chromatography systems , ultra-centrifuges and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture. A BSL-2 room in the mouse facility with surgical microscopes will be strategic for running proof-of-principle studies of viral delivery in vivo. 		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;

		1193		5/29/22 16:00:50		5/29/22 16:15:52		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Genomics;Molecular Pathology;Clinical medicine;

		1194		5/29/22 16:50:02		5/29/22 17:02:48		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.
The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.
IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".
IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM, as a whole, is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

Keywords: High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High-throughput protein crystllization, High-end MS applications.		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;

		1195		5/29/22 18:13:15		5/29/22 18:16:14		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Pharmacology;Cell Biology;

		1196		5/29/22 18:26:17		5/29/22 18:30:47		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		KEYWORDS - GENOMICS: short- and long-read sequencing, meta- and epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping. 

Here I want to ensure and strongly advocate that the core area “OMICS” includes the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” composed of the 4 highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) completed of the technologies/instruments as summarized below and described in the original form (first level Consultation; FLC). This core area should also include the “INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS (INsCELL)” platform. 

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). To this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, such as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction and selection from various organisms, tissues, biological substrates and environmental samples, including ancient ones (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and quality control of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Agilent 5400 Fragment Analyzer, Agilent 4200 TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (Bio-Rad CHEF Mapper, Agilent Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful sequencer  available, and an Illumina MiSeq System that produces longer reads (2x300bp) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore Technologies GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct characterization of DNA and RNA modifications, such as methylation. 

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively), will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg by Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96-Plex and SeqWell plexWell™ 96/384) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. The widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

NP-GEN will support the development of protocols for sc sequencing and spatial genomic and transcriptomic analysis, in collaboration with the Single-Cell Omics platform. In turn, a strong interaction with the Data Analysis platform is foreseen for the analysis of high-throughput data.		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;

		1197		5/29/22 18:30:55		5/29/22 18:40:11		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		KEYWORDS - GENOMICS: single cell multiomics; spatially resolved multiomics; high dimensional flow cytometry

The core area “OMICS” must include the platform “INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS (INsCELL)” composed of the 3 highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) completed of the technologies/instruments as summarized below and described in the original form (first level Consultation; FLC) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. This core area should also include the “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” platform. 
Overall the core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING will operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology. 

In brief, the INsCELL National Platform must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed: 

IU1-Single Cell Multi Omics will allow to obtain the definition of the molecular blueprints, differentiation, and developmental trajectories of any cell, by spanning and integrating multiple modalities (DNA, RNA, protein). It should include technologies enabling simultaneously molecular barcoding of millions of cells, by leveraging droplet-based technology (10X GENOMICS) and full-length transcript detection (ICELL8 CX), as well as TAPESTRI PLATFORM for the detection of targeted single-base variants from individual cells for genotype-phenotype correlation analysis.

IU2-Spatially Resolved Single cell Multi Omics: Spatial Transcriptomics technology leverages on barcoded surfaces to capture and positionally track transcript expression in whole tissue sections. It should include methodologies as VISIUM (10X GENOMICS) enabling both gene expression panels and whole transcriptome data, as well as multiplexed tissue imaging method based on single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization (REBUS ESPER-REBUS BIOSYSTEM, RESOLVE MOLECULAR CARTOGRAPHY) to allow transcript mapping at subcellular resolution, although for a lower number of pre-selected targeted transcripts, as well as GEOMX DSP-NANOSTRING suitable for digital measurements of candidate proteins or transcripts (up to the whole transcriptome) in pre-defined regions of interest with high sensitivity. Other methods developed to make use of mass cytometry and metal-tagged antibody staining for protein detection in situ (HYPERION IMAGING SYSTEM) and CODEX SYSTEM-AKOYA BIOSCIENCES  for measurements of more than 40 protein markers in tissue samples at single cell resolution will complement the NP and enhance its capabilities.

IU3-High Dimensional Flow Cytometry will allow to simultaneously detect the expression of target proteins on individual cells by advanced and high dimensional (HD) flow cytometry (AURORA CYTEK, BD FACSYMPHONY A5, BD FACSYMPHONY S6),  reaching up to 40 markers displayed simultaneously by any cell that can be isolated from the blood, body fluids or tissues.

NP-INsCELL will grant access to these technologies to laboratories with original biological questions that cannot afford the instrumentation, sustain costs to complete the experimental workflow, and/or that lack the expertise. Moreover, SC omics rapid evolution requires well integrated platforms that can keep up with technological innovation.
		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Transcriptomics;

		1198		5/29/22 21:06:18		5/29/22 21:08:25		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		Yes		Data and decision science, 		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		1199		5/29/22 22:44:31		5/29/22 22:46:05		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Stem cell biology;

		1200		5/29/22 23:11:16		5/29/22 23:13:14		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Bioinformatics;Drug discovery;

		1201		5/30/22 0:27:12		5/30/22 0:32:25		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Fields: DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE/ADDITIONAL AREAS AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH

Keywords: competence center, national bioinformatics services providers, clinical data integration,  long-term repositories, analysis platforms.		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Bioinformatics;Medical Informatics, Bioengineering;

		1202		5/30/22 2:01:56		5/30/22 2:16:04		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Medium priority		Yes		NUTRITION, non communicable disease (they are linked to wrong nutrition), obesity (it is epidemic also in Italy), ultraprocessed foods, insulin-resistance		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Proteomics;Structural biology;

		1203		5/30/22 7:18:43		5/30/22 7:22:56		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Human imaging;

		1204		5/30/22 7:47:36		5/30/22 7:54:47		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		the list of proposed core areas lacks the field of human structural and functional neuroimaging, that has been playing a key role in neurology and neuroscience for more than 20 years, providing a) crucial information about the neural correlates of sensory, motor and cognitive functioning in healthy and pathological conditions; b) predictive measures of disease severity and treatment effects; c) neurophysiological biokmarkers of disease progression; the neural correlates of the effects of standard and innovative (e.g., neuromodulation) treatment protocols. 

KEYWORDS
human functional neuromaging; human structural neuromaging; clinical neurosciences; cognitive neurology		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Human imaging;cognitive and clinical neurosciences;

		1205		5/30/22 8:08:58		5/30/22 8:11:08		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		 Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Genomics;

		1206		5/30/22 8:10:04		5/30/22 8:13:33		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Proteomics;

		1207		5/30/22 8:22:06		5/30/22 8:24:29		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No								No								Academic		Full professor		Human imaging;Imaging pre clinical and microscopy;

		1208		5/30/22 8:58:53		5/30/22 9:01:02		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
KEYWORDS: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Clinical medicine;Genomics;

		1209		5/27/22 14:30:38		5/30/22 9:05:22		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Bioinformatics;Genomics;

		1210		5/30/22 9:12:59		5/30/22 9:17:16		anonymous		Very high priority		Low priority		Medium priority		Yes		cell model system, iPSC, organoid 		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Pharmacology;Drug discovery;Physiology;

		1211		5/30/22 9:16:11		5/30/22 9:19:11		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		1212		5/30/22 9:12:37		5/30/22 9:20:34		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

b) KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Genomics;Bioinformatics;Molecular biology;

		1213		5/30/22 9:20:39		5/30/22 9:29:05		anonymous		Very high priority		Low priority		Medium priority		Yes		a) Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition  etc...) and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertises as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “Genomics”, “Integrated Single Cell Omics” and “Proteomics-Metabolomics” submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “Vector & Cell Engineering (VERDI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The three core areas selected of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of the VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING platform (NP-VERDI) is to build a flexible ecosystem organized in three highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU1-Gene Vector Technology; IU2-Cell engineering and Screening; IU3-Animal Genome Engineering) capable of implementing and delivering high-fidelity genomic and epigenetic modifications in cell lines, pluripotent and somatic stem cells, plants and mice by exploiting the ever expanding space of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and related technologies. In such way, NP-VERDI will be maintained at the forefront of the technological development by employing the most advanced methods to reach high efficient and tailored epi/genome editing by using state-of-the-art molecular tools and procedures. In particular:

For gene editing in cells, NP-VERDI (IU2) must include BSL1/2 cell culture suites, efficient equipment for gene delivery and a centralized cryogenic cell repository. For gene editing in plants, NP-VERDI (IU2) will be equipped with reach-in phytotrons for plant in vitro culture and regeneration and dedicated sterile culture room facility for plant embryo manipulation. Gene editing in mice will be implemented by NP-VERDI (IU3) running a dedicated mouse facility equipped with digital barrier units in individually ventilated cages, biosafety changing stations and controlled spaces and instrumentations for embryo manipulation, injection and freezing including dedicated microscopy stations. Precise and tailored genomic modifications and off-target sites will be validated by targeted and unbiased epi/genomic sequencing and subsequent data analysis in close collaboration with the platforms of GENOMICS and BIOINFORMATICS.

Furthermore, the NP-VERDI (IU1,2) will produce CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral libraries and execute genome-wide functional screenings for unbiased gene discovery in cell lines and stem cells. To this aim, dedicated space will be organized with robotic liquid handling systems for automatic operations with high processivity in microtiters. Single-cell functional screenings will be carried out in synergy with the platform of INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS using flow-cytometry-assisted cell phenotyping.

Finally, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will implement a dedicated Unit for the design and manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. For this aim, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will be structured with BLSL1/2 culture rooms, automated cell culture stations, anion-exchange and size-exclusion chromatography systems, ultra-centrifuges and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture. A BSL-2 room in the mouse facility with surgical microscopes will be strategic for running proof-of-principle studies of viral delivery in vivo.

 b) KEYWORDS:
Gene editing in cell lines and stem cells, Gene editing in plants, Gene editing in mice, CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral screening libraries, Lentivirus, AAVs and Rabies virus production		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		1214		5/30/22 9:57:58		5/30/22 9:59:08		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		plant biology, plant imaging;

		1215		5/30/22 9:49:43		5/30/22 10:00:30		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Genomics: new technologies, health
Prevention and health: personalized medicine		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Genomics;Molecular biology;

		1216		5/30/22 9:36:27		5/30/22 10:09:29		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a)
1. NUTRITION
2. STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
3. GENOMICS

b)
1. Clinical Nutrition, Nutrition and Food Science Technology, Nutrition Methodology, Sport & Exercise Nutrition, Nutritional Immunology

2. Cryo-EM - Cryo-electron microscopy, PROTAC - Target Protein Degradation, BioID (proximity-dependent biotin identification), Protein-Protein Interactions technologies.

3. Genome-wide CRISPR Screen - High Editing Efficiencies, Drug Discovery
		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Proteomics;Pharmacology;Drug discovery;

		1217		5/30/22 10:10:05		5/30/22 10:13:15		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Bioinformatics;Machine Learning (theory and applications);

		1218		5/30/22 10:17:55		5/30/22 10:20:21		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Pharmacology;Immunology;

		1219		5/30/22 9:04:30		5/30/22 10:20:40		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		1220		5/30/22 10:17:51		5/30/22 10:22:50		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Physical chemistry;

		1221		5/30/22 10:19:06		5/30/22 10:27:22		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.		No				No				No				Hospital		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		1222		5/30/22 8:48:00		5/30/22 10:38:17		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Clinical medicine;Genomics;Proteomics;Human imaging;Exposomics;

		1223		5/30/22 10:32:39		5/30/22 10:39:19		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and Decision Science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. 
For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

b) KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		1224		5/30/22 10:35:40		5/30/22 10:39:43		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS Institue		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;Proteomics;Pharmacology;Drug discovery;

		1225		5/30/22 10:37:13		5/30/22 10:41:23		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		a) Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

b) KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mappin		No				No				No				Academic		Research fellow		Genomics;Molecular biology;

		1226		5/30/22 10:39:39		5/30/22 10:41:23		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition  etc...) and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertises as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “Genomics”, “Integrated Single Cell Omics” and “Proteomics-Metabolomics” submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “Vector & Cell Engineering (VERDI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The three core areas selected of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of the VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING platform (NP-VERDI) is to build a flexible ecosystem organized in three highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU1-Gene Vector Technology; IU2-Cell engineering and Screening; IU3-Animal Genome Engineering) capable of implementing and delivering high-fidelity genomic and epigenetic modifications in cell lines, pluripotent and somatic stem cells, plants and mice by exploiting the ever expanding space of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and related technologies. In such way, NP-VERDI will be maintained at the forefront of the technological development by employing the most advanced methods to reach high efficient and tailored epi/genome editing by using state-of-the-art molecular tools and procedures. In particular:
For gene editing in cells, NP-VERDI (IU2) must include BSL1/2 cell culture suites, efficient equipment for gene delivery and a centralized cryogenic cell repository. For gene editing in plants, NP-VERDI (IU2) will be equipped with reach-in phytotrons for plant in vitro culture and regeneration and dedicated sterile culture room facility for plant embryo manipulation. Gene editing in mice will be implemented by NP-VERDI (IU3) running a dedicated mouse facility equipped with digital barrier units in individually ventilated cages, biosafety changing stations and controlled spaces and instrumentations for embryo manipulation, injection and freezing including dedicated microscopy stations. Precise and tailored genomic modifications and off-target sites will be validated by targeted and unbiased epi/genomic sequencing and subsequent data analysis in close collaboration with the platforms of GENOMICS and BIOINFORMATICS.
Furthermore, the NP-VERDI (IU1,2) will produce CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral libraries and execute genome-wide functional screenings for unbiased gene discovery in cell lines and stem cells. To this aim, dedicated space will be organized with robotic liquid handling systems for automatic operations with high processivity in microtiters. Single-cell functional screenings will be carried out in synergy with the platform of INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS using flow-cytometry-assisted cell phenotyping.
Finally, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will implement a dedicated Unit for the design and manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. For this aim, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will be structured with BLSL1/2 culture rooms, automated cell culture stations, anion-exchange and size-exclusion chromatography systems, ultra-centrifuges and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture. A BSL-2 room in the mouse facility with surgical microscopes will be strategic for running proof-of-principle studies of viral delivery in vivo.

b) KEYWORDS: Gene editing in cell lines and stem cells, Gene editing in plants, Gene editing in mice,  CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral screening libraries, Lentivirus, AAVs and Rabies virus production		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		1227		5/30/22 10:30:39		5/30/22 10:41:26		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		a) Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

b) KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		1228		5/30/22 10:42:30		5/30/22 10:43:34		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		a) Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition  etc...) and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertises as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “Genomics”, “Integrated Single Cell Omics” and “Proteomics-Metabolomics” submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “Vector & Cell Engineering (VERDI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The three core areas selected of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of the VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING platform (NP-VERDI) is to build a flexible ecosystem organized in three highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU1-Gene Vector Technology; IU2-Cell engineering and Screening; IU3-Animal Genome Engineering) capable of implementing and delivering high-fidelity genomic and epigenetic modifications in cell lines, pluripotent and somatic stem cells, plants and mice by exploiting the ever expanding space of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and related technologies. In such way, NP-VERDI will be maintained at the forefront of the technological development by employing the most advanced methods to reach high efficient and tailored epi/genome editing by using state-of-the-art molecular tools and procedures. In particular:

For gene editing in cells, NP-VERDI (IU2) must include BSL1/2 cell culture suites, efficient equipment for gene delivery and a centralized cryogenic cell repository. For gene editing in plants, NP-VERDI (IU2) will be equipped with reach-in phytotrons for plant in vitro culture and regeneration and dedicated sterile culture room facility for plant embryo manipulation. Gene editing in mice will be implemented by NP-VERDI (IU3) running a dedicated mouse facility equipped with digital barrier units in individually ventilated cages, biosafety changing stations and controlled spaces and instrumentations for embryo manipulation, injection and freezing including dedicated microscopy stations. Precise and tailored genomic modifications and off-target sites will be validated by targeted and unbiased epi/genomic sequencing and subsequent data analysis in close collaboration with the platforms of GENOMICS and BIOINFORMATICS.

Furthermore, the NP-VERDI (IU1,2) will produce CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral libraries and execute genome-wide functional screenings for unbiased gene discovery in cell lines and stem cells. To this aim, dedicated space will be organized with robotic liquid handling systems for automatic operations with high processivity in microtiters. Single-cell functional screenings will be carried out in synergy with the platform of INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS using flow-cytometry-assisted cell phenotyping.

Finally, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will implement a dedicated Unit for the design and manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. For this aim, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will be structured with BLSL1/2 culture rooms, automated cell culture stations, anion-exchange and size-exclusion chromatography systems, ultra-centrifuges and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture. A BSL-2 room in the mouse facility with surgical microscopes will be strategic for running proof-of-principle studies of viral delivery in vivo.
 

b) KEYWORDS: Gene editing in cell lines and stem cells, Gene editing in plants, Gene editing in mice,  CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral screening libraries, Lentivirus, AAVs and Rabies virus production		No				No				No				Academic		Research fellow		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		1229		5/30/22 10:42:32		5/30/22 10:44:21		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		a) Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition  etc...) and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertises as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “Genomics”, “Integrated Single Cell Omics” and “Proteomics-Metabolomics” submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “Vector & Cell Engineering (VERDI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The three core areas selected of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of the VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING platform (NP-VERDI) is to build a flexible ecosystem organized in three highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU1-Gene Vector Technology; IU2-Cell engineering and Screening; IU3-Animal Genome Engineering) capable of implementing and delivering high-fidelity genomic and epigenetic modifications in cell lines, pluripotent and somatic stem cells, plants and mice by exploiting the ever expanding space of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and related technologies. In such way, NP-VERDI will be maintained at the forefront of the technological development by employing the most advanced methods to reach high efficient and tailored epi/genome editing by using state-of-the-art molecular tools and procedures. In particular:
For gene editing in cells, NP-VERDI (IU2) must include BSL1/2 cell culture suites, efficient equipment for gene delivery and a centralized cryogenic cell repository. For gene editing in plants, NP-VERDI (IU2) will be equipped with reach-in phytotrons for plant in vitro culture and regeneration and dedicated sterile culture room facility for plant embryo manipulation. Gene editing in mice will be implemented by NP-VERDI (IU3) running a dedicated mouse facility equipped with digital barrier units in individually ventilated cages, biosafety changing stations and controlled spaces and instrumentations for embryo manipulation, injection and freezing including dedicated microscopy stations. Precise and tailored genomic modifications and off-target sites will be validated by targeted and unbiased epi/genomic sequencing and subsequent data analysis in close collaboration with the platforms of GENOMICS and BIOINFORMATICS.
Furthermore, the NP-VERDI (IU1,2) will produce CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral libraries and execute genome-wide functional screenings for unbiased gene discovery in cell lines and stem cells. To this aim, dedicated space will be organized with robotic liquid handling systems for automatic operations with high processivity in microtiters. Single-cell functional screenings will be carried out in synergy with the platform of INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS using flow-cytometry-assisted cell phenotyping.
Finally, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will implement a dedicated Unit for the design and manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. For this aim, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will be structured with BLSL1/2 culture rooms, automated cell culture stations, anion-exchange and size-exclusion chromatography systems, ultra-centrifuges and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture. A BSL-2 room in the mouse facility with surgical microscopes will be strategic for running proof-of-principle studies of viral delivery in vivo.

b) KEYWORDS: Gene editing in cell lines and stem cells, Gene editing in plants, Gene editing in mice,  CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral screening libraries, Lentivirus, AAVs and Rabies virus production		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		1230		5/30/22 10:45:43		5/30/22 10:48:52		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		a) Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

b) KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mappin		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		1231		5/30/22 10:46:30		5/30/22 10:50:01		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Genomics;

		1232		5/30/22 10:49:06		5/30/22 10:50:09		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		a) Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition  etc...) and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertises as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “Genomics”, “Integrated Single Cell Omics” and “Proteomics-Metabolomics” submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “Vector & Cell Engineering (VERDI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The three core areas selected of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of the VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING platform (NP-VERDI) is to build a flexible ecosystem organized in three highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU1-Gene Vector Technology; IU2-Cell engineering and Screening; IU3-Animal Genome Engineering) capable of implementing and delivering high-fidelity genomic and epigenetic modifications in cell lines, pluripotent and somatic stem cells, plants and mice by exploiting the ever expanding space of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and related technologies. In such way, NP-VERDI will be maintained at the forefront of the technological development by employing the most advanced methods to reach high efficient and tailored epi/genome editing by using state-of-the-art molecular tools and procedures. In particular:

For gene editing in cells, NP-VERDI (IU2) must include BSL1/2 cell culture suites, efficient equipment for gene delivery and a centralized cryogenic cell repository. For gene editing in plants, NP-VERDI (IU2) will be equipped with reach-in phytotrons for plant in vitro culture and regeneration and dedicated sterile culture room facility for plant embryo manipulation. Gene editing in mice will be implemented by NP-VERDI (IU3) running a dedicated mouse facility equipped with digital barrier units in individually ventilated cages, biosafety changing stations and controlled spaces and instrumentations for embryo manipulation, injection and freezing including dedicated microscopy stations. Precise and tailored genomic modifications and off-target sites will be validated by targeted and unbiased epi/genomic sequencing and subsequent data analysis in close collaboration with the platforms of GENOMICS and BIOINFORMATICS.

Furthermore, the NP-VERDI (IU1,2) will produce CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral libraries and execute genome-wide functional screenings for unbiased gene discovery in cell lines and stem cells. To this aim, dedicated space will be organized with robotic liquid handling systems for automatic operations with high processivity in microtiters. Single-cell functional screenings will be carried out in synergy with the platform of INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS using flow-cytometry-assisted cell phenotyping.

Finally, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will implement a dedicated Unit for the design and manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. For this aim, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will be structured with BLSL1/2 culture rooms, automated cell culture stations, anion-exchange and size-exclusion chromatography systems, ultra-centrifuges and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture. A BSL-2 room in the mouse facility with surgical microscopes will be strategic for running proof-of-principle studies of viral delivery in vivo.

 
b) KEYWORDS: Gene editing in cell lines and stem cells, Gene editing in plants, Gene editing in mice,  CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral screening libraries, Lentivirus, AAVs and Rabies virus production		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		1233		5/30/22 10:54:36		5/30/22 10:56:02		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;

		1234		5/30/22 10:49:45		5/30/22 10:56:06		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;Clinical medicine;Human imaging;

		1235		5/30/22 10:55:14		5/30/22 10:57:34		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		prevention 		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Social sciences;

		1236		5/30/22 10:51:48		5/30/22 11:09:57		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		"PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be considered as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and Institutions. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology

The rationale of the NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS: This NP will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.).

This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES, to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.

IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products.

IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system.

IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines

KEYWORDS

1. Mass Spectrometry and NMR technologies

2. Untarget and Target Proteomics and Metabolomics

3. Imaging and Spatial Proteomics- Metabolomics

4. MultiOmics data integration

5. Omics computational methods and AI"		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		plant physiology;

		1237		5/30/22 10:55:48		5/30/22 11:09:57		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
Rationale of the NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS: This NP will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.).
This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES, to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.
IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products.
IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system.
IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines
KEYWORDS
1. Mass Spectrometry and NMR technologies
2. Untarget and Target Proteomics and Metabolomics
3. Imaging and Spatial Proteomics- Metabolomics
4. MultiOmics data integration
5. Omics computational methods and AI"		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		plant physiology;

		1238		5/30/22 10:52:41		5/30/22 11:11:06		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “IMAGING” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “CELLULAR & MOLECULAR IMAGING (IMBI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
 
The rationale of the NP-IMBI:  Multiscale and multimodal, orthogonal methodologies are essential to capture structural, biochemical, and physical properties of living matters. In addition, to better understand pathological processes there is the necessity for a paradigm shift from a single-marker analysis toward spatially-defined, multiplexed detection of biomarkers. Hence, an imaging NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
 
THE IU1 MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR IMAGING for the analysis from:
1. Nanoscale to single-cell imaging, encompassing all Super-Resolution-Microscopy, combined with the use of technologies leveraging the sensitivity of fluorescence (e.g., FRET, FLIM, Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy, FCS, spinning disk) to study in real-time events that occur at different time scale. This will be integrated by the STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY NP.
2. Single-cell to tissues to be able to investigate the 3D ultrastructure and dynamics of tissues. Essential for this NP is A) 3D-SCANNING EM for cells and tissues to generate high-resolution 3D images to be combined with fluorescent-based approaches (Correlative light EM tomography). B) LATTICE LIGHT-SHEET microscopy to monitor live samples at unprecedented volumetric speed with low phototoxicity and a high signal-to-noise ratio.
 
THE IU2 BIOMECHANICS: Biomechanics impacts physiology and pathology, yet there is no current platform enabling the investigation of the physical properties of the living being. It should include technologies for assessing the biomechanical properties (e.g., tissue elasticity, viscoelasticity, and plasticity) integrated with light imaging-based approaches. Specifically, it should include:  A) BRILLOUIN MICROSCOPY, a label-free, contact-free, and non-destructive method for the study of viscoelastic properties of biological samples; B)ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY. C) SHEAR FORCE MICROSCOPY; D) MAGNETIC OPTICAL TWEEZER, for the investigation of nanoscale phenomena by measuring sub-picoNewton forces. E) A flexible and agile microfabrication/microfluid bioengineering unit to develop methods and devices to probe cell and tissue mechano-responses.
 
THE IU3 DIGITAL PATHOLOGY: this IU will enable the analysis of tissues using multiple biomarkers at high spatial resolution and will work in close association with NP ON SINGLE-CELL OMIC AND PROTEOMIC. It should include: A) DIGITAL SCANNERS with elevated processing, high resolution, multispectral imaging, and dedicated software for basic quantitative analysis.: B) TISSUE MICROARRAYER for the precise selection and extraction of specific regions of interest on the donor blocks and their insertion in recipient blocks; C) BRIGHTFIELD-BASED MULTIPLEX-IHC/IF AND FLUORESCENCE-BASED MULTIPLEX IHC/IF (e.g., Vectra, Akoya Bioscience)  to perform multiplexed analysis of biomarkers; D) REAL-TIME CELL MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS SYSTEMS in multi-wells plates: for functional, physiological, and immunological characterization.
Keywords:
1.      SRM and Fluorescence-based Microscopy
2.      3D-SCANNING EM and Lattice microscopy
3.      Biomechanical-based microscopy
4.      Microfabrication/microfluidic
5.      Functional-S		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Human imaging;Transcriptomics;Proteomics;Molecular biology;Genomics;

		1239		5/30/22 11:10:43		5/30/22 11:13:08		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Pharmacology;Drug discovery;Neuroscience;

		1240		5/30/22 11:00:44		5/30/22 11:16:55		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing and DATA analysis, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of pan-genomes, meta-genomes, genomes, and transcriptomes. 

KEYWORD: genomic sequence analysis, pan-genomes analysis, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Bioinformatics;Genomics;

		1241		5/30/22 11:12:49		5/30/22 11:18:03		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Drug discovery;Pharmacology;

		1242		5/30/22 11:20:04		5/30/22 11:21:51		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Fields: DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE/ADDITIONAL AREAS AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH

Keywords: competence center, national bioinformatic services provider, ELIXIR-IT Research Infrastructure integration,  long-term repositories, analysis platforms.		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Bioinformatics;

		1243		5/30/22 11:21:37		5/30/22 11:23:27		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				CNR		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		1244		5/30/22 11:20:41		5/30/22 11:27:01		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.
The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.
IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".
IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM, as a whole, is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
 IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

1. High-throughput protein production
2. Single particle and Tomography CryoEM
3. High throughput protein crystallization
4. High-end MS applications		No				No				No				RESEARCH ENTITIES		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Drug discovery;

		1245		5/30/22 11:28:17		5/30/22 11:31:37		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Stem cell research, cancer, animal models;

		1246		5/30/22 11:28:03		5/30/22 11:33:24		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;

		1247		5/30/22 11:33:56		5/30/22 11:34:35		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;

		1248		5/30/22 11:24:59		5/30/22 11:35:13		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.
The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.
IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".
IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM, as a whole, is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-
b) Keywords: High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS applications		No				No				No				Public research entity		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Drug discovery;

		1249		5/30/22 9:09:09		5/30/22 11:37:02		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Within HT research areas and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology. The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, such as liquid-handlers and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing. (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction and selection from various organisms, tissues, biological substrates and environmental samples, including ancient ones (QIAcube, QIAsymphony). (iii) Instruments for quantification and quality control of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers, fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Agilent 4200 TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis.
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq System that produces longer reads (2x300bp) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore Technologies GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct characterization of DNA and RNA modifications, such as methylation.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing and Hi-C technologies to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
NP-GEN will strongly support the development and implementation of protocols for single cell sequencing and spatial genomic and transcriptomic analysis, in collaboration with the Single-Cell Omics platform. 

Keywords: short- and long-read sequencing, meta- and epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		1250		5/30/22 11:39:45		5/30/22 11:44:24		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		Yes		a) Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
b) KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mappin		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Genomics;Molecular biology;Bioinformatics;

		1251		5/30/22 11:40:53		5/30/22 11:44:36		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
pivotal for drug discovery, structural architecture assemblies of many biomolecules  		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Drug discovery;Proteomics;

		1252		5/30/22 11:44:42		5/30/22 11:45:19		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		Yes		a) Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition  etc...) and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertises as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “Genomics”, “Integrated Single Cell Omics” and “Proteomics-Metabolomics” submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “Vector & Cell Engineering (VERDI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The three core areas selected of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of the VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING platform (NP-VERDI) is to build a flexible ecosystem organized in three highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU1-Gene Vector Technology; IU2-Cell engineering and Screening; IU3-Animal Genome Engineering) capable of implementing and delivering high-fidelity genomic and epigenetic modifications in cell lines, pluripotent and somatic stem cells, plants and mice by exploiting the ever expanding space of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and related technologies. In such way, NP-VERDI will be maintained at the forefront of the technological development by employing the most advanced methods to reach high efficient and tailored epi/genome editing by using state-of-the-art molecular tools and procedures. In particular:

For gene editing in cells, NP-VERDI (IU2) must include BSL1/2 cell culture suites, efficient equipment for gene delivery and a centralized cryogenic cell repository. For gene editing in plants, NP-VERDI (IU2) will be equipped with reach-in phytotrons for plant in vitro culture and regeneration and dedicated sterile culture room facility for plant embryo manipulation. Gene editing in mice will be implemented by NP-VERDI (IU3) running a dedicated mouse facility equipped with digital barrier units in individually ventilated cages, biosafety changing stations and controlled spaces and instrumentations for embryo manipulation, injection and freezing including dedicated microscopy stations. Precise and tailored genomic modifications and off-target sites will be validated by targeted and unbiased epi/genomic sequencing and subsequent data analysis in close collaboration with the platforms of GENOMICS and BIOINFORMATICS.

Furthermore, the NP-VERDI (IU1,2) will produce CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral libraries and execute genome-wide functional screenings for unbiased gene discovery in cell lines and stem cells. To this aim, dedicated space will be organized with robotic liquid handling systems for automatic operations with high processivity in microtiters. Single-cell functional screenings will be carried out in synergy with the platform of INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS using flow-cytometry-assisted cell phenotyping.

Finally, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will implement a dedicated Unit for the design and manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. For this aim, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will be structured with BLSL1/2 culture rooms, automated cell culture stations, anion-exchange and size-exclusion chromatography systems, ultra-centrifuges and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture. A BSL-2 room in the mouse facility with surgical microscopes will be strategic for running proof-of-principle studies of viral delivery in vivo.

 

b) KEYWORDS: Gene editing in cell lines and stem cells, Gene editing in plants, Gene editing in mice,  CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral screening libraries, Lentivirus, AAVs and Rabies virus production		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		1253		5/30/22 8:58:16		5/30/22 11:47:22		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		 Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.
Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.

IU1 - Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 - To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM, as a whole, is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 - To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 - To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.
Keywords: High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallizzation, High-end MS applications		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;

		1254		5/30/22 11:44:07		5/30/22 11:53:30		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		neuroscience;

		1255		5/30/22 11:44:40		5/30/22 11:53:39		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		1256		5/30/22 11:22:19		5/30/22 11:56:29		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		 Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology. In particular, within the core area "IMAGING" (which should include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation, I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included. 
Rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding. 
IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".
IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.
Keywords:
1.      High-throughput protein production
2.      Single particle and Tomography CryoEM 
3.      High throughput protein crystallization
4.      High-end MS applications		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Drug discovery;

		1257		5/30/22 11:53:55		5/30/22 11:58:25		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed: 
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding. 
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications. 
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies. 
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping. 
		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Genomics;Molecular biology;

		1258		5/30/22 11:57:32		5/30/22 11:58:47		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		1259		5/30/22 11:58:42		5/30/22 11:59:33		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Post Doc		Genomics;Molecular biology;

		1260		5/30/22 11:58:45		5/30/22 12:00:23		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;

		1261		5/30/22 11:59:42		5/30/22 12:02:29		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Post Doc		Human imaging;Molecular biology;

		1262		5/30/22 12:01:21		5/30/22 12:04:06		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		a) Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition  etc...) and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertises as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “Genomics”, “Integrated Single Cell Omics” and “Proteomics-Metabolomics” submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “Vector & Cell Engineering (VERDI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The three core areas selected of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of the VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING platform (NP-VERDI) is to build a flexible ecosystem organized in three highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU1-Gene Vector Technology; IU2-Cell engineering and Screening; IU3-Animal Genome Engineering) capable of implementing and delivering high-fidelity genomic and epigenetic modifications in cell lines, pluripotent and somatic stem cells, plants and mice by exploiting the ever expanding space of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and related technologies. In such way, NP-VERDI will be maintained at the forefront of the technological development by employing the most advanced methods to reach high efficient and tailored epi/genome editing by using state-of-the-art molecular tools and procedures. In particular:

For gene editing in cells, NP-VERDI (IU2) must include BSL1/2 cell culture suites, efficient equipment for gene delivery and a centralized cryogenic cell repository. For gene editing in plants, NP-VERDI (IU2) will be equipped with reach-in phytotrons for plant in vitro culture and regeneration and dedicated sterile culture room facility for plant embryo manipulation. Gene editing in mice will be implemented by NP-VERDI (IU3) running a dedicated mouse facility equipped with digital barrier units in individually ventilated cages, biosafety changing stations and controlled spaces and instrumentations for embryo manipulation, injection and freezing including dedicated microscopy stations. Precise and tailored genomic modifications and off-target sites will be validated by targeted and unbiased epi/genomic sequencing and subsequent data analysis in close collaboration with the platforms of GENOMICS and BIOINFORMATICS.

Furthermore, the NP-VERDI (IU1,2) will produce CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral libraries and execute genome-wide functional screenings for unbiased gene discovery in cell lines and stem cells. To this aim, dedicated space will be organized with robotic liquid handling systems for automatic operations with high processivity in microtiters. Single-cell functional screenings will be carried out in synergy with the platform of INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS using flow-cytometry-assisted cell phenotyping.

Finally, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will implement a dedicated Unit for the design and manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. For this aim, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will be structured with BLSL1/2 culture rooms, automated cell culture stations, anion-exchange and size-exclusion chromatography systems, ultra-centrifuges and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture. A BSL-2 room in the mouse facility with surgical microscopes will be strategic for running proof-of-principle studies of viral delivery in vivo.

 

b) KEYWORDS: Gene editing in cell lines and stem cells, Gene editing in plants, Gene editing in mice,  CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral screening libraries, Lentivirus, AAVs and Rabies virus production		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;Genomics;Metabolomics;Bioinformatics;

		1263		5/30/22 12:04:32		5/30/22 12:05:33		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		a) Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

b) KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mappin		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;Genomics;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		1264		5/30/22 12:02:25		5/30/22 12:07:13		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		HEALTH, GENOMICS, DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE, NUTRITION, STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY and  PREVENTION AND HEALTH , Integrative Medicines		No				No				No				Istituto Superiore di Sanità		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Human imaging;Pharmacology;Drug discovery;Clinical medicine;

		1265		5/30/22 12:05:27		5/30/22 12:08:23		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Data and decision science: artificial intelligence algorithms, clinical application, 		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Clinical medicine;

		1266		5/30/22 12:06:53		5/30/22 12:09:32		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		1267		5/30/22 12:07:26		5/30/22 12:09:44		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Metabolomics;

		1268		5/30/22 10:20:41		5/30/22 12:10:00		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within GENOMICS: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.
It must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural informatio
		No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Translational biology;Genomics;Proteomics;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;

		1269		5/30/22 9:39:51		5/30/22 12:10:14		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Public Research Institution		Researcher/ Scientist		Agro-food microbiology;

		1270		5/30/22 12:07:41		5/30/22 12:17:24		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Human imaging;Drug discovery;

		1271		5/30/22 12:16:28		5/30/22 12:18:30		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		HEALTH		Yes				Yes				No				Academic		Associate professor		Clinical medicine;Metabolomics;Structural biology;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		1272		5/30/22 12:20:44		5/30/22 12:22:09		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
 
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
 
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, such as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction and selection from various organisms, tissues, biological substrates and environmental samples, including ancient ones (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and quality control of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Agilent 5400 Fragment Analyzer, Agilent 4200 TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (Bio-Rad CHEF Mapper, Agilent Femto Pulse).
 
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq System that produces longer reads (2x300bp) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
 
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore Technologies GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct characterization of DNA and RNA modifications, such as methylation. 
 
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively), will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
 
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg by Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96-Plex and SeqWell plexWell™ 96/384) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illu		No				No				No				Public reasearch institution		Researcher/ Scientist		food microbiology;

		1273		5/30/22 12:25:08		5/30/22 12:26:34		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		1274		5/30/22 12:26:14		5/30/22 12:29:23		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		1275		5/30/22 12:32:57		5/30/22 12:40:23		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Genomics;

		1276		5/30/22 12:36:37		5/30/22 12:41:32		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Genomics;

		1277		5/30/22 11:40:09		5/30/22 12:41:44		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision
science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect
will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the
complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected
during the first public consultation), I believe the following
scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL
BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level
Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions.
OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an
integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the
complexity of biology.

The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and
NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons
and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively,
successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of
samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the
strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy.
The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of
Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe
bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for
national funding.

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be
employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design,
proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from
cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression
systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant
cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of
protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid
binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical
quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC,
MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close
links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for
single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch
instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide
intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and
should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out
Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly
advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU
partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular
Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS
(Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms
to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal
amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art
imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals
through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization
methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly
helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct
links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA
ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any
high-resolution structural study with tailored information on
protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing
populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to
cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to
protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces
to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool
for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

Keywords:

1.      High-throughput protein production

2.      Single particle and Tomography CryoEM

3.      High throughput protein crystallization

		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Drug discovery;

		1278		5/30/22 12:39:37		5/30/22 12:42:34		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Genomics;

		1279		5/30/22 12:38:47		5/30/22 12:44:05		anonymous		Very high priority		Low priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		1280		5/30/22 12:40:10		5/30/22 12:45:38		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		1281		5/30/22 12:40:02		5/30/22 12:48:56		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		High priority		Yes		a) STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
b) CryoEM, Cryo-electron Tomography,  high throughput crystallization, cross-linking MS, hydrogen-deuterium exchange MS 		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Pharmacology;

		1282		5/30/22 12:45:29		5/30/22 12:49:52		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM, as a whole, is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes. BBB

Keywords: High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS applications		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Proteomics;

		1283		5/30/22 12:46:07		5/30/22 12:50:33		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Public		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		1284		5/30/22 12:46:28		5/30/22 12:52:12		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) HEALTH, GENOMICS, DATA 
b) all need specialized services, data handling 		No				No				No				Hospital University Institution		Biologist		Genomics;

		1285		5/30/22 12:57:36		5/30/22 12:59:24		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Genomics;Transcriptomics;Molecular biology;Bioinformatics;

		1286		5/30/22 12:56:02		5/30/22 12:59:55		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				hospital		Geneticist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		1287		5/30/22 12:51:45		5/30/22 13:01:24		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		 GENOMICS, HEALTH, STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY and PREVENTION 		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Genomics;Bioinformatics;Metabolomics;

		1288		5/30/22 13:04:52		5/30/22 13:07:52		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Fields: DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE/ADDITIONAL AREAS AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH 

Keywords: competence center, national bioinformatic services provider, ELIXIR-IT Research Infrastructure integration, long-term repositories, analysis platforms 

PN BIOINFORMATICS Summary
The first main objective of this PN would be to serve as the bioinformatics core among the PNs, satisfying the technological requirements for the analysis of large-scale biological data and the need for expert-curated services. PN BIOINFORMATICS will deliver the analytical capacity to handle the data gathered from experimental activities in terms of computing resources, software tools, expertise, and training. PN BIOINFORMATICS will also provide the technological means, and the standardised procedures and assist with the expertise to ensure the availability of those data to the scientific community according to FAIR principles.
The second main objective of the PN would be to implement and maintain national services for omics data. Nation-wide and internationally recognised services for bioinformatics like extensive data analysis platforms (e.g., national Galaxy instances on the model of integrated cloud services as those provided by de.NBI cloud and the nordic countries, or recognised repositories such as the European Genome-Phenome Archive (EGA) hosted in Spain or Uniprot in Switzerland have been nearly impossible to develop in Italy, primarily because it is impractical for public scientific institutions to ensure their long-term survivability once the initial project funds run out. The PN would fill this systemic gap by providing a strategic platform with the resources to host biological data and support bioinformatics services indefinitely or as long as needed.

Schematically, the functional subdivision would be as follows. 

IU1) Hardware Layer Unit (HLU). Manage the physical data center of the infrastructure, ensuring the suitability of the adopted technological solutions and optimising service continuity, performances and (cyber)security. 

IU2) System Layer Unit (SLU). //Take care of the logical layer of the infrastructure, providing the IT solutions needed to operate PN_Bioinfo’s services, ensuring continuity, efficiency, data integrity, and performance. 

IU3) Bioinformatics Layer Unit (BLU). Develop, manage and operate PN_Bioinfo’s services for researchers accessing the NP directly and other stakeholders of the national bioinformatics resources (e.g., analysis platforms and workflows, data repositories, curated databases) according to the highest scientific standards, recognised best practices, and compliance with FAIR principles for data, analysis workflows, and software. 

IU4) Management and Communication Layer Unit (MLU). In charge of administrative, policy-level, and communication management. MLU represents the front-end of the NP and the main entry point for PN_Bioinfo’s users. 

PN BIOINFORMATICS will serve three main classes of users. 
The first class consists of researchers performing omics assays in the other MACROAREAS and needing bioinformatics support for data analysis, management and FAIRification. The second class consists of external researchers and other stakeholders collaborating with the PN to host, develop, and implement national services such as, e.g., data analysis and modeling platforms, data and model repositories, curated data resources, training events, AI applications, and cloud services. Finally, the last class of users comprises the users of the national services hosted and supported by PN BIOINFORMATICS. BBB

		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Proteomics;

		1289		5/30/22 13:23:56		5/30/22 13:28:39		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping
		No				No				No				IRCCS		Director of research		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;Clinical medicine;

		1290		5/30/22 13:36:21		5/30/22 13:37:29		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes																Academic		Associate professor		Genomics;

		1291		5/30/22 13:43:43		5/30/22 13:45:14		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		1292		5/30/22 13:54:30		5/30/22 13:55:58		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		1293		5/30/22 13:53:39		5/30/22 13:57:19		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Neuroscience, stem cell ;Molecular biology;

		1294		5/30/22 13:51:27		5/30/22 13:58:55		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		The technologies and expertise of the specific PN “PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS” originally requested and submitted during the first level public consultation, should be considered as necessary for the scientific community. They are of extremely relevant to research not only in human health and biology but also in plant sciences. 

The NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS should be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be instrumental in addressing the major questions in life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.). It is expected to allow also analyses of samples that require to be prepared on-site, for example adequate 'on-site' environments  for the growth of cells plants, and microorganisms to perform VOLATILOME, METABOLIC FLUX or metabolomic mass spectrometry imaging.
This NP will constitute a unique centralized hub of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to biology. 

Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, accordin to the original proposal::
IU1 METABOLOMICS will  integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES. MS, HPLC AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES are necessary for the characterization of the structure of carbohydrates of different nature (e.g. plant cell wall, lipopolysaccharides (LPS), pre-biotics or glycoproteins).
IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products.
IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system.
IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines.

		No										1. Mass Spectrometry and NMR technologies
2. Untarget and Target Proteomics and Metabolomics
3. Imaging and Spatial Proteomics- Metabolomics
4. HPLC, Mass spectrometry and NMR technologies for Glicomics
4. MultiOmics data integration
5. Omics computational methods and AI
		Academic		Full professor		Genomics;Proteomics;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;Molecular biology;Plant biotechnology;

		1295		5/30/22 14:05:08		5/30/22 14:07:37		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		KEYWORDS - GENOMICS: Gene editing; cell lines; plants; mice; CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral screening libraries; Lentivirus, AAVs and Rabies virus production

The  core area “OMICS” must include the platform “VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING  (NP-VERDI)” composed of the 3 highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) completed of the technologies/instruments as summarized below and described in the original form (first level Consultation; FLC) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. This core area should also include the “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” platform and “INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS (INsCELL)” platform.

We need all three core areas selected (OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING) completed of all platform as submitted last year as they must  operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of the VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING platform (NP-VERDI) is to build a flexible ecosystem organized in three highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU1-Gene Vector Technology; IU2-Cell engineering and Screening; IU3-Animal Genome Engineering) capable of implementing and delivering high-fidelity genomic and epigenetic modifications in cell lines, pluripotent and somatic stem cells, plants and mice by exploiting the ever expanding space of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and related technologies. In such way, NP-VERDI will be maintained at the forefront of the technological development by employing the most advanced methods to reach high efficient and tailored epi/genome editing by using state-of-the-art molecular tools and procedures.

In particular:
For gene editing in cells, NP-VERDI (IU2) must include BSL1/2 cell culture suites, efficient equipment for gene delivery and a centralized cryogenic cell repository. For gene editing in plants, NP-VERDI (IU2) will be equipped with reach-in phytotrons for plant in vitro culture and regeneration and dedicated sterile culture room facility for plant embryo manipulation. Gene editing in mice will be implemented by NP-VERDI (IU3) running a dedicated mouse facility equipped with digital barrier units in individually ventilated cages, biosafety changing stations and controlled spaces and instrumentations for embryo manipulation, injection and freezing including dedicated microscopy stations. Precise and tailored genomic modifications and off-target sites will be validated by targeted and unbiased epi/genomic sequencing and subsequent data analysis in close collaboration with the platforms of GENOMICS and BIOINFORMATICS.

Furthermore, the NP-VERDI (IU1,2) will produce CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral libraries and execute genome-wide functional screenings for unbiased gene discovery in cell lines and stem cells. To this aim, dedicated space will be organized with robotic liquid handling systems for automatic operations with high processivity in microtiters. Single-cell functional screenings will be carried out in synergy with the platform of INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS using flow-cytometry-assisted cell phenotyping.

Finally, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will implement a dedicated Unit for the design and manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. For this aim, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will be structured with BLSL1/2 culture rooms, automated cell culture stations, anion-exchange and size-exclusion chromatography systems, ultra-centrifuges and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture. A BSL-2 room in the mouse facility with surgical microscopes will be strategic for running proof-of-principle studies of viral delivery in vivo.		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Transcriptomics;

		1296		5/30/22 14:07:41		5/30/22 14:09:27		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		KEYWORDS - HEALTH: Mass Spectrometry and NMR technologies; Untarget and Target Proteomics and Metabolomics; Imaging and Spatial Proteomics- Metabolomics; MultiOmics data integration; Omics computational methods and AI

The  core area “OMICS” must include the platform “PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS composed of the 4 highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) completed of the technologies/instruments as summarized below and described in the original form (first level Consultation; FLC) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. This core area should also include the “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” platform, the “INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS (INsCELL)” platform and the  “VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING  (NP-VERDI)”platform.

This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of these IU and include, as originally proposed:

IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES, to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.

IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products. 

IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system. 

IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines. 		No				No				No				Academic		Research Technologist		Metabolomics;Proteomics;Transcriptomics;

		1297		5/30/22 14:01:39		5/30/22 14:09:59		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		1298		5/30/22 14:09:29		5/30/22 14:11:28		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		KEYWORDS- HEALTH: SRM and Fluorescence-based Microscopy; 3D-SCANNING EM and Lattice microscopy; Biomechanical-based microscopy; Microfabrication/microfluidic; Functional-Spatial Digital Pathology

Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “IMAGING” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “CELLULAR & MOLECULAR IMAGING (IMBI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation, FLC) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
 
The rationale of the NP-IMBI:  Multiscale and multimodal, orthogonal methodologies are essential to capture structural, biochemical, and physical properties of living matters. In addition, to better understand pathological processes there is the necessity for a paradigm shift from a single-marker analysis toward spatially-defined, multiplexed detection of biomarkers. Hence, an imaging NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
 
THE IU1 MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR IMAGING for the analysis from:
1. Nanoscale to single-cell imaging, encompassing all Super-Resolution-Microscopy, combined with the use of technologies leveraging the sensitivity of fluorescence (e.g., FRET, FLIM, Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy, FCS, spinning disk) to study in real-time events that occur at different time scale. This will be integrated by the STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY NP.
2. Single-cell to tissues to be able to investigate the 3D ultrastructure and dynamics of tissues. Essential for this NP is A) 3D-SCANNING EM for cells and tissues to generate high-resolution 3D images to be combined with fluorescent-based approaches (Correlative light EM tomography). B) LATTICE LIGHT-SHEET microscopy to monitor live samples at unprecedented volumetric speed with low phototoxicity and a high signal-to-noise ratio.
 
THE IU2 BIOMECHANICS: Biomechanics impacts physiology and pathology, yet there is no current platform enabling the investigation of the physical properties of the living being. It should include technologies for assessing the biomechanical properties (e.g., tissue elasticity, viscoelasticity, and plasticity) integrated with light imaging-based approaches. Specifically, it should include:  A) BRILLOUIN MICROSCOPY, a label-free, contact-free, and non-destructive method for the study of viscoelastic properties of biological samples; B) ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY. C) SHEAR FORCE MICROSCOPY; D) MAGNETIC OPTICAL TWEEZER, for the investigation of nanoscale phenomena by measuring sub-picoNewton forces. E) A flexible and agile microfabrication/microfluid bioengineering unit to develop methods and devices to probe cell and tissue mechano-responses.
 
THE IU3 DIGITAL PATHOLOGY: this IU will enable the analysis of tissues using multiple biomarkers at high spatial resolution and will work in close association with NP ON SINGLE-CELL OMIC AND PROTEOMIC. It should include: A) DIGITAL SCANNERS with elevated processing, high resolution, multispectral imaging, and dedicated software for basic quantitative analysis.: B) TISSUE MICROARRAYER for the precise selection and extraction of specific regions of interest on the donor blocks and their insertion in recipient blocks; C) BRIGHTFIELD-BASED MULTIPLEX-IHC/IF AND FLUORESCENCE-BASED MULTIPLEX IHC/IF (e.g., Vectra, Akoya Bioscience)  to perform multiplexed analysis of biomarkers; D) REAL-TIME CELL MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS SYSTEMS in multi-wells plates: for functional, physiological, and immunological characterizati		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Metabolomics;Proteomics;Genomics;

		1299		5/30/22 14:11:14		5/30/22 14:13:23		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		Algorithmic methods to develop new tools to analyze genomic data “in silico”		No				No				Yes		Algorithms, data structures, pan-genomes, sequences analysis		Academic		Associate professor		Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		1300		5/30/22 11:53:41		5/30/22 14:18:31		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Epigenomics: epigenetic modifications, RNA functional mechanisms 		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Human imaging;

		1301		5/30/22 14:08:59		5/30/22 14:20:31		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area "OMICS" submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform "GENOMICS (NP-GEN)" should be included, as also indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
KEYWORDS: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.
		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;Genomics;Proteomics;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;Drug discovery;

		1302		5/30/22 14:18:33		5/30/22 14:21:58		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		DNA Methylation: gene expression regulation		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		1303		5/30/22 14:20:09		5/30/22 14:22:55		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		KEYWORDS – STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY:  High-throughput protein production; Single particle and Tomography CryoEM; High throughput protein crystallization; High-end MS applications

Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platform for "CELLULAR AND MOLECULAR IMAGING" selected during the first consultation), the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" must be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation (FLC) form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.

Infrastructural units of the “STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY” National Platform: 
IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM, as a whole, is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.
		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;Structural biology;Proteomics;Transcriptomics;

		1304		5/30/22 14:23:09		5/30/22 14:26:51		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		KEYWORDS - DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE: competence center, national bioinformatic services provider, ELIXIR-IT Research Infrastructure integration,  long-term repositories, analysis platforms.

According to the information and the PDF released by the Ministery of University the outcome of the first level consultation (FLC) is represented by three macro areas which include a total of seven platforms: (i) GENOMICS; (ii) INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS; (iii) VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING;  (iv) PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS; (v) CELLULAR & MOLECULAR IMAGING; (vi) STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY; (vii) BIOINFORMATICS.

The first main objective of the BIOINFORMATICS National Platform would be to serve as the bioinformatics core among all 7 NPs, satisfying the technological requirements for the analysis of large-scale biological data and the need for expert-curated services. BIOINFORMATICS NP will deliver the analytical capacity to handle the data gathered from experimental activities in terms of computing resources, software tools, expertise, and training. BIOINFORMATICS NP will also provide the technological means, and the standardised procedures and assist with the expertise to ensure the availability of those data to the scientific community according to FAIR principles._

The second main objective of the PN would be to implement and maintain national services for omics data. Nation-wide and internationally recognised services for bioinformatics like extensive data analysis platforms (e.g., national Galaxy instances on the model of  integrated cloud services as those provided by de.NBI cloud and the nordic countries, or recognised repositories such as the European Genome-Phenome Archive (EGA) hosted in Spain or Uniprot in Switzerland have been nearly impossible to develop in Italy, primarily because it is impractical for public scientific institutions to ensure their long-term survivability once the initial project funds run out. The PN would fill this systemic gap by providing a strategic platform with the resources to host biological data and support bioinformatics services indefinitely or as long as needed._

Schematically, the infrastructural units of the platform are the following:  

IU1) Hardware Layer Unit (HLU). Manage the physical data center of the infrastructure, ensuring the suitability of the adopted technological solutions and optimising service continuity, performances and (cyber)security. 

IU2) System Layer Unit (SLU). //Take care of the logical layer of the infrastructure, providing the IT solutions needed to operate NP_Bioinfo’s services, ensuring continuity, efficiency, data integrity, and performance. 

IU3) Bioinformatics Layer Unit (BLU). Develop, manage and operate NP_Bioinfo’s services for researchers accessing the NP directly and other stakeholders of the national bioinformatics resources (e.g., analysis platforms and workflows, data repositories, curated databases) according to the highest scientific standards, recognised best practices, and compliance with FAIR principles for data, analysis workflows, and software. 

IU4) Management and Communication Layer Unit (MLU). In charge of administrative, policy-level, and communication management. MLU represents the front-end of the NP and the main entry point for NP_Bioinfo’s users. 

BIOINFORMATICS NP will serve three main classes of users. The first class consists of researchers performing omics assays in the other MACROAREAS and needing bioinformatics support for data analysis, management and FAIRification. The second class consists of external researchers and other stakeholders collaborating with the NP to host, develop, and implement national services such as, e.g., data analysis and modeling platforms, data and model repositories, curated data resources, training events, AI applications, and cloud services. Finally, the last class of users comprises the users of the national services hosted and supported by BIOINFORMATICS NP.
		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Bioinformatics;

		1305		5/30/22 14:49:01		5/30/22 14:50:27		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		1306		5/30/22 14:47:18		5/30/22 14:50:28		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		1307		5/30/22 14:43:25		5/30/22 14:58:21		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
b)  Cryo-electron microscopy techniques, recombinat protein, mass spectrometry
		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;

		1308		5/30/22 14:44:23		5/30/22 14:58:23		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) Genomics
b) CRISPR/Cas9, viral vector, precision medicine, engineered cells, genome editing		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;

		1309		5/30/22 14:45:39		5/30/22 15:01:08		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) Structural biology
b) Structural Mass Spectrometry, Cryo-electron Tomography, 3D structures, Protein production		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;Metabolomics;

		1310		5/30/22 15:00:24		5/30/22 15:04:58		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Team leader		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;Transcriptomics;Neuroimmunology;

		1311		5/30/22 14:34:41		5/30/22 15:07:28		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) GENOMICS
b) scRNAseq, mass cytometry, detection of full-length transcripts, viral vectors and production of engineered cells, single fluorescent in situ hybridization tools
		No				No				No				Academic		Research Technologist		Human imaging;

		1312		5/30/22 14:31:43		5/30/22 15:10:14		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) GENOMICS
b) scRNAseq, mass cytometry, detection of full-length transcripts, viral vectors and production of engineered cells, single fluorescent in situ hybridization tools		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Human imaging;

		1313		5/30/22 15:15:09		5/30/22 15:16:18		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Team Leader		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;Transcriptomics;

		1314		5/30/22 15:23:34		5/30/22 15:26:13		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Genomics;

		1315		5/30/22 14:55:57		5/30/22 15:41:47		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “IMAGING” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “CELLULAR & MOLECULAR IMAGING (IMBI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

 

The rationale of the NP-IMBI:  Multiscale and multimodal, orthogonal methodologies are essential to capture structural, biochemical, and physical properties of living matters. In addition, to better understand pathological processes there is the necessity for a paradigm shift from a single-marker analysis toward spatially-defined, multiplexed detection of biomarkers. Hence, an imaging NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

 

THE IU1 MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR IMAGING for the analysis from:

1. Nanoscale to single-cell imaging, encompassing all Super-Resolution-Microscopy, combined with the use of technologies leveraging the sensitivity of fluorescence (e.g., FRET, FLIM, Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy, FCS, spinning disk) to study in real-time events that occur at different time scale. This will be integrated by the STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY NP.

2. Single-cell to tissues to be able to investigate the 3D ultrastructure and dynamics of tissues. Essential for this NP is A) 3D-SCANNING EM for cells and tissues to generate high-resolution 3D images to be combined with fluorescent-based approaches (Correlative light EM tomography). B) LATTICE LIGHT-SHEET microscopy to monitor live samples at unprecedented volumetric speed with low phototoxicity and a high signal-to-noise ratio.

 

THE IU2 BIOMECHANICS: Biomechanics impacts physiology and pathology, yet there is no current platform enabling the investigation of the physical properties of the living being. It should include technologies for assessing the biomechanical properties (e.g., tissue elasticity, viscoelasticity, and plasticity) integrated with light imaging-based approaches. Specifically, it should include:  A) BRILLOUIN MICROSCOPY, a label-free, contact-free, and non-destructive method for the study of viscoelastic properties of biological samples; B) ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY. C) SHEAR FORCE MICROSCOPY; D) MAGNETIC OPTICAL TWEEZER, for the investigation of nanoscale phenomena by measuring sub-picoNewton forces. E) A flexible and agile microfabrication/microfluid bioengineering unit to develop methods and devices to probe cell and tissue mechano-responses.

 

THE IU3 DIGITAL PATHOLOGY: this IU will enable the analysis of tissues using multiple biomarkers at high spatial resolution and will work in close association with NP ON SINGLE-CELL OMIC AND PROTEOMIC. It should include: A) DIGITAL SCANNERS with elevated processing, high resolution, multispectral imaging, and dedicated software for basic quantitative analysis.: B) TISSUE MICROARRAYER for the precise selection and extraction of specific regions of interest on the donor blocks and their insertion in recipient blocks; C) BRIGHTFIELD-BASED MULTIPLEX-IHC/IF AND FLUORESCENCE-BASED MULTIPLEX IHC/IF (e.g., Vectra, Akoya Bioscience)  to perform multiplexed analysis of biomarkers; D) REAL-TIME CELL MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS SYSTEMS in multi-wells plates: for functional, physiological, and immunological characterization.

Keywords:

SRM and Fluorescence-based Microscopy
3D-SCANNING EM and Lattice microscopy
Biomechanical-based microscopy
Microfabrication/microfluidic
Functional-Spatial Digital Pathology		No				No				No				Academic		Imaging Facility Director		Imaging;

		1316		5/30/22 15:44:22		5/30/22 15:50:11		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;Bioinformatics;

		1317		5/30/22 15:50:32		5/30/22 15:52:11		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Bioinformatics;

		1318		5/30/22 15:40:27		5/30/22 15:54:03		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		PhD student		Bioinformatics;

		1319		5/30/22 15:53:51		5/30/22 15:56:54		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				irccs 		physicist		Human imaging;Bioinformatics;Clinical medicine;

		1320		5/30/22 15:28:47		5/30/22 16:05:40		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples for structural studies should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems). Moreover expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries) should be provided. Critical quality control, with biochemical and biophysical methods, are mandatory to check the quality of the sample.
The protein production is the first step for the following applications (cryo-EM, protein crystallisation, mass specrometry).

		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;

		1321		5/30/22 16:13:54		5/30/22 16:22:01		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;

		1322		5/30/22 16:21:14		5/30/22 16:26:13		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				public hospital		Biologist 		Molecular biology;Genomics;Clinical medicine;Metabolomics;

		1323		5/30/22 16:21:17		5/30/22 16:26:30		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Human Molecular Genetics;

		1324		5/30/22 16:26:29		5/30/22 16:28:37		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		The technologies and expertise of the specific PN “PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS” originally requested and submitted during the first level public consultation, should be considered as necessary for the scientific community. It is of particular relevance to research in plant sciences. 

The NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS should be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be instrumental in addressing the major questions in life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.). It is expected to allow also analyses of samples that require to be prepared on-site, for example adequate 'on-site' environments  for the growth of cells plants, and microorganisms to perform VOLATILOME, METABOLIC FLUX or metabolomic mass spectrometry imaging.
This NP will constitute a unique centralized hub of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to biology. 

Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, accordin to the original proposal::
IU1 METABOLOMICS will  integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES. MS, HPLC AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES are necessary for the characterization of the structure of carbohydrates of different nature (e.g. plant cell wall, lipopolysaccharides (LPS), pre-biotics or glycoproteins).
IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products.
IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system.
IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines
		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Proteomics;Metabolomics;GLYCOMICS;

		1325		5/30/22 16:40:30		5/30/22 16:44:33		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;

		1326		5/30/22 16:12:38		5/30/22 16:54:15		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		 Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.


The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding. 

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

 

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM, as a whole, is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

 

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

 

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. 


Keywords:

High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM , High throughput protein crystallization,  High-end MS applications

		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Structural biology;

		1327		5/30/22 16:47:39		5/30/22 16:54:19		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				National Research Council		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;Genomics;Transcriptomics;Molecular biology;

		1328		5/30/22 16:57:09		5/30/22 16:59:29		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

b) KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mappin		No				No				No				Academic		Research Technologist		Genomics;Molecular biology;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		1329		5/30/22 16:57:25		5/30/22 17:00:52		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		"PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be considered as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and Institutions. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology
Rationale of the NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS: This NP will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.). 
This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES, to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.
IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products. 
IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system. 
IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines 
KEYWORDS
1. Mass Spectrometry and NMR technologies
2. Untarget and Target Proteomics and Metabolomics
3. Imaging and Spatial Proteomics- Metabolomics
4. MultiOmics data integration
5. Omics computational methods and AI"		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;Proteomics;Drug discovery;

		1330		5/30/22 16:59:40		5/30/22 17:00:56		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition  etc...) and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertises as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “Genomics”, “Integrated Single Cell Omics” and “Proteomics-Metabolomics” submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “Vector & Cell Engineering (VERDI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The three core areas selected of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of the VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING platform (NP-VERDI) is to build a flexible ecosystem organized in three highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU1-Gene Vector Technology; IU2-Cell engineering and Screening; IU3-Animal Genome Engineering) capable of implementing and delivering high-fidelity genomic and epigenetic modifications in cell lines, pluripotent and somatic stem cells, plants and mice by exploiting the ever expanding space of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and related technologies. In such way, NP-VERDI will be maintained at the forefront of the technological development by employing the most advanced methods to reach high efficient and tailored epi/genome editing by using state-of-the-art molecular tools and procedures. In particular:

For gene editing in cells, NP-VERDI (IU2) must include BSL1/2 cell culture suites, efficient equipment for gene delivery and a centralized cryogenic cell repository. For gene editing in plants, NP-VERDI (IU2) will be equipped with reach-in phytotrons for plant in vitro culture and regeneration and dedicated sterile culture room facility for plant embryo manipulation. Gene editing in mice will be implemented by NP-VERDI (IU3) running a dedicated mouse facility equipped with digital barrier units in individually ventilated cages, biosafety changing stations and controlled spaces and instrumentations for embryo manipulation, injection and freezing including dedicated microscopy stations. Precise and tailored genomic modifications and off-target sites will be validated by targeted and unbiased epi/genomic sequencing and subsequent data analysis in close collaboration with the platforms of GENOMICS and BIOINFORMATICS.

Furthermore, the NP-VERDI (IU1,2) will produce CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral libraries and execute genome-wide functional screenings for unbiased gene discovery in cell lines and stem cells. To this aim, dedicated space will be organized with robotic liquid handling systems for automatic operations with high processivity in microtiters. Single-cell functional screenings will be carried out in synergy with the platform of INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS using flow-cytometry-assisted cell phenotyping.

Finally, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will implement a dedicated Unit for the design and manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. For this aim, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will be structured with BLSL1/2 culture rooms, automated cell culture stations, anion-exchange and size-exclusion chromatography systems, ultra-centrifuges and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture. A BSL-2 room in the mouse facility with surgical microscopes will be strategic for running proof-of-principle studies of viral delivery in vivo.

 

b) KEYWORDS: Gene editing in cell lines and stem cells, Gene editing in plants, Gene editing in mice,  CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral screening libraries, Lentivirus, AAVs and Rabies virus production		No				No				No				Academic		Research Technologist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Proteomics;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;

		1331		5/30/22 17:10:41		5/30/22 17:14:22		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Virology;Proteomics;Genomics;Clinical medicine;

		1332		5/30/22 17:09:28		5/30/22 17:17:43		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		a)Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

b) KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Genomics;

		1333		5/30/22 17:36:46		5/30/22 17:38:00		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Human imaging;Clinical medicine;Drug discovery;Pharmacology;

		1334		5/30/22 17:52:47		5/30/22 17:55:49		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT and the core area "OMICS" (that we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for " "Proteomics-Metabolomics" submitted and selected during the first public consultation), we believe that the following scientific/technological issues related to the platform "PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be considered as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and Institutions. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology

Rationale of the NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS: This NP will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.).

This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES, to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.

IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products.

IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system.

IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines

 KEYWORDS

1. Mass Spectrometry and NMR technologies

2. Untarget and Target Proteomics and Metabolomics

3. Imagin		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Metabolomics;Bioinformatics;

		1335		5/30/22 17:53:38		5/30/22 17:55:51		anonymous		Very high priority		Low priority		Very high priority		Yes		DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE, STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		1336		5/30/22 17:54:16		5/30/22 17:59:04		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Genomics;

		1337		5/30/22 18:08:43		5/30/22 18:15:23		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS applications		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Proteomics;Drug discovery;

		1338		5/30/22 18:18:32		5/30/22 18:24:16		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS applications		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Enzymology;Drug discovery;Structural biology;Proteomics;

		1339		5/30/22 18:25:08		5/30/22 18:30:10		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Fondazione IRCCS Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;

		1340		5/30/22 18:28:43		5/30/22 18:36:57		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “IMAGING” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “CELLULAR & MOLECULAR IMAGING (IMBI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

 The rationale of the NP-IMBI:  Multiscale and multimodal, orthogonal methodologies are essential to capture structural, biochemical, and physical properties of living matters. In addition, to better understand pathological processes there is the necessity for a paradigm shift from a single-marker analysis toward spatially-defined, multiplexed detection of biomarkers. Hence, an imaging NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

THE IU1 MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR IMAGING for the analysis from:

1. Nanoscale to single-cell imaging, encompassing all Super-Resolution-Microscopy, combined with the use of technologies leveraging the sensitivity of fluorescence (e.g., FRET, FLIM, Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy, FCS, spinning disk) to study in real-time events that occur at different time scale. This will be integrated by the STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY NP.

2. Single-cell to tissues to be able to investigate the 3D ultrastructure and dynamics of tissues. Essential for this NP is A) 3D-SCANNING EM for cells and tissues to generate high-resolution 3D images to be combined with fluorescent-based approaches (Correlative light EM tomography). B) LATTICE LIGHT-SHEET microscopy to monitor live samples at unprecedented volumetric speed with low phototoxicity and a high signal-to-noise ratio.

 
THE IU2 BIOMECHANICS: Biomechanics impacts physiology and pathology, yet there is no current platform enabling the investigation of the physical properties of the living being. It should include technologies for assessing the biomechanical properties (e.g., tissue elasticity, viscoelasticity, and plasticity) integrated with light imaging-based approaches. Specifically, it should include:  A) BRILLOUIN MICROSCOPY, a label-free, contact-free, and non-destructive method for the study of viscoelastic properties of biological samples; B) ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY. C) SHEAR FORCE MICROSCOPY; D) MAGNETIC OPTICAL TWEEZER, for the investigation of nanoscale phenomena by measuring sub-picoNewton forces. E) A flexible and agile microfabrication/microfluid bioengineering unit to develop methods and devices to probe cell and tissue mechano-responses.

 
THE IU3 DIGITAL PATHOLOGY: this IU will enable the analysis of tissues using multiple biomarkers at high spatial resolution and will work in close association with NP ON SINGLE-CELL OMIC AND PROTEOMIC. It should include: A) DIGITAL SCANNERS with elevated processing, high resolution, multispectral imaging, and dedicated software for basic quantitative analysis.: B) TISSUE MICROARRAYER for the precise selection and extraction of specific regions of interest on the donor blocks and their insertion in recipient blocks; C) BRIGHTFIELD-BASED MULTIPLEX-IHC/IF AND FLUORESCENCE-BASED MULTIPLEX IHC/IF (e.g., Vectra, Akoya Bioscience)  to perform multiplexed analysis of biomarkers; D) REAL-TIME CELL MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS SYSTEMS in multi-wells plates: for functional, physiological, and immunological characterization.

Keywords:

SRM and Fluorescence-based Microscopy
3D-SCANNING EM and Lattice microscopy
Biomechanical-based microscopy
Microfabrication/microfluidic
Functional-Spatial Digital Pathology		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Spectroscopic Imaging;

		1341		5/30/22 18:21:21		5/30/22 18:41:04		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.
The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.
IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".
IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.
Keywords: High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS applications		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Drug discovery;

		1342		5/30/22 18:16:47		5/30/22 18:41:04		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.
The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.
IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging, etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".
IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)
IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.
Keywords: High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS applications		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Structural biology;Drug discovery;

		1343		5/30/22 16:50:55		5/30/22 18:42:53		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “IMAGING” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “CELLULAR & MOLECULAR IMAGING (IMBI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale of the NP-IMBI:  Multiscale and multimodal, orthogonal methodologies are essential to capture structural, biochemical, and physical properties of living matters. In addition, to better understand pathological processes there is the necessity for a paradigm shift from a single-marker analysis toward spatially-defined, multiplexed detection of biomarkers. Hence, an imaging NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:


THE IU1 MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR IMAGING for the analysis from:

1. Nanoscale to single-cell imaging, encompassing all Super-Resolution-Microscopy, combined with the use of technologies leveraging the sensitivity of fluorescence (e.g., FRET, FLIM, Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy, FCS, spinning disk) to study in real-time events that occur at different time scale. This will be integrated by the STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY NP.

2. Single-cell to tissues to be able to investigate the 3D ultrastructure and dynamics of tissues. Essential for this NP is A) 3D-SCANNING EM for cells and tissues to generate high-resolution 3D images to be combined with fluorescent-based approaches (Correlative light EM tomography). B) LATTICE LIGHT-SHEET microscopy to monitor live samples at unprecedented volumetric speed with low phototoxicity and a high signal-to-noise ratio.

THE IU2 BIOMECHANICS: Biomechanics impacts physiology and pathology, yet there is no current platform enabling the investigation of the physical properties of the living being. It should include technologies for assessing the biomechanical properties (e.g., tissue elasticity, viscoelasticity, and plasticity) integrated with light imaging-based approaches. Specifically, it should include:  A) BRILLOUIN MICROSCOPY, a label-free, contact-free, and non-destructive method for the study of viscoelastic properties of biological samples; B) ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY. C) SHEAR FORCE MICROSCOPY; D) MAGNETIC OPTICAL TWEEZER, for the investigation of nanoscale phenomena by measuring sub-picoNewton forces. E) A flexible and agile microfabrication/microfluid bioengineering unit to develop methods and devices to probe cell and tissue mechano-responses.

 
THE IU3 DIGITAL PATHOLOGY: this IU will enable the analysis of tissues using multiple biomarkers at high spatial resolution and will work in close association with NP ON SINGLE-CELL OMIC AND PROTEOMIC. It should include: A) DIGITAL SCANNERS with elevated processing, high resolution, multispectral imaging, and dedicated software for basic quantitative analysis.: B) TISSUE MICROARRAYER for the precise selection and extraction of specific regions of interest on the donor blocks and their insertion in recipient blocks; C) BRIGHTFIELD-BASED MULTIPLEX-IHC/IF AND FLUORESCENCE-BASED MULTIPLEX IHC/IF (e.g., Vectra, Akoya Bioscience)  to perform multiplexed analysis of biomarkers; D) REAL-TIME CELL MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS SYSTEMS in multi-wells plates: for functional, physiological, and immunological characterization.

Keywords:

SRM and Fluorescence-based Microscopy,
3D-SCANNING EM and Lattice microscopy,
Biomechanical-based microscopy,
Microfabrication/microfluidic,
Functional-Spatial Digital Pathology
		No				No				No				national research institution		Researcher/ Scientist		Spectroscopic imaging;

		1344		5/30/22 18:43:51		5/30/22 18:45:48		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Public Institution		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Neuroimmunology;

		1345		5/30/22 18:43:58		5/30/22 18:48:29		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No		
		No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		1346		5/30/22 18:56:25		5/30/22 19:05:19		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		GENOMICS, NGS pannel, WESand WGS		No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Bioinformatics;Pharmacology;

		1347		5/30/22 18:49:17		5/30/22 19:09:19		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.		No				No				No				Consorzio Interuniversitario Risonanze Magnetiche di Metallo Proteine (CIRMMP) 		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Drug discovery;

		1348		5/30/22 19:22:52		5/30/22 19:25:47		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;Drug discovery;Structural biology;Structural Bioinformatics;

		1349		5/30/22 19:24:15		5/30/22 19:27:34		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Human imaging;Drug discovery;Preclinical imaging;Transcriptomics;Proteomics;Pharmacology;

		1350		5/30/22 19:32:04		5/30/22 19:42:36		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected during the first public consultation), I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the
complexity of biology.

The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU
partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

Keywords:
1.      High-throughput protein production
2.      Single particle and Tomography CryoEM
3.      High throughput protein crystallization




		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;Drug discovery;

		1351		5/30/22 19:51:23		5/30/22 19:56:35		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Fields: DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE/ADDITIONAL AREAS AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH

Keywords: competence center, national bioinformatic services provider, ELIXIR-IT Research Infrastructure integration,  long-term repositories, analysis platforms.		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;Proteomics;Molecular biology;

		1352		5/30/22 19:59:20		5/30/22 20:02:04		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “GENOMICS-INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS-VECTOR AND CELL ENGINEERING-PROTEOMICS AND METABOLOMICS”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS (INsCELL)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The rationale inspiring the NP-INsCELL:  Integrated single-cell multimodal omics, coupled with methodologies for spatially resolved technologies and high dimensional flow cytometry are essential to capture molecular, cellular, and spatial properties of heterogenous complex tissues. In addition, to dissect complex biological processes, both in physiological and pathological conditions, there is an urgent need to invest on technologies that allow simultaneous interrogation of tissue complexity by multiple modalities, at single cell resolution and by including the spatial dimension. Hence, an OMIC NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:IU1-Single Cell Multi Omics will allow to obtain the definition of the molecular blueprints, differentiation, and developmental trajectories of any cell, by spanning and integrating multiple modalities (DNA, RNA, protein). It should include technologies enabling simultaneously molecular barcoding of millions of cells, by leveraging droplet-based technology (10X GENOMICS) and full-length transcript detection (ICELL8 CX), as well as TAPESTRI PLATFORM for the detection of targeted single-base variants from individual cells for genotype-phenotype correlation analysis.IU2-Spatially Resolved Single cell Multi Omics: Spatial Transcriptomics technology leverages on barcoded surfaces to capture and positionally track transcript expression in whole tissue sections. It should include methodologies as VISIUM (10X GENOMICS) enabling both gene expression panels and whole transcriptome data, as well as multiplexed tissue imaging method based on single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization (REBUS ESPER-REBUS BIOSYSTEM, RESOLVE MOLECULAR CARTOGRAPHY) to allow transcript mapping at subcellular resolution, although for a lower number of pre-selected targeted transcripts, as well as GEOMX DSP-NANOSTRING suitable for digital measurements of candidate proteins or transcripts (up to the whole transcriptome) in pre-defined regions of interest with high sensitivity. Other methods developed to make use of mass cytometry and metal-tagged antibody staining for protein detection in situ (HYPERION IMAGING SYSTEM) and CODEX SYSTEM-AKOYA BIOSCIENCES  for measurements of more than 40 protein markers in tissue samples at single cell resolution will complement the NP and enhance its capabilities.IU3-High Dimensional Flow Cytometry will allow to simultaneously detect the expression of target proteins on individual cells by advanced and high dimensional (HD) flow cytometry (AURORA CYTEK, BD FACSYMPHONY A5, BD FACSYMPHONY S6),  reaching up to 40 markers displayed simultaneously by any cell that can be isolated from the blood, body fluids or tissues.NP-INsCELL will grant access to these technologies to laboratories with original biological questions that cannot afford the instrumentation, sustain costs to complete the experimental workflow, and/or that lack the expertise.
Keywords:1) single cell multiomics;2) spatially resolved multiomics, 3) high dimensional flow cytometry		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Proteomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		1353		5/30/22 20:25:42		5/30/22 20:59:36		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		From this survey, it is not clear which are the specific technologies that will be available for each core area. Therefore, it is difficult to assess if some useful technology is missing.
For instance, a platform for genetic (e.g., CRISPR/CAS9 technology) and drug screening of specific cellular/organoid models should be present as well as the possibility to dissect the effects of the above-described screenings at the transcriptomic/proteomic and metabolic levels.
		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		1354		5/30/22 21:26:15		5/30/22 21:28:52		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Bioinformatics;Transcriptomics;

		1355		5/30/22 21:11:16		5/30/22 22:53:39		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority																		Academic		Associate professor		Biotechnology;

		1356		5/30/22 22:56:56		5/30/22 22:59:12		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Pharmacology;

		1357		5/30/22 23:04:30		5/30/22 23:06:55		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “GENOMICS-INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS-VECTOR AND CELL ENGINEERING-PROTEOMICS AND METABOLOMICS”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS (INsCELL)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The rationale inspiring the NP-INsCELL:  Integrated single-cell multimodal omics, coupled with methodologies for spatially resolved technologies and high dimensional flow cytometry are essential to capture molecular, cellular, and spatial properties of heterogenous complex tissues. In addition, to dissect complex biological processes, both in physiological and pathological conditions, there is an urgent need to invest on technologies that allow simultaneous interrogation of tissue complexity by multiple modalities, at single cell resolution and by including the spatial dimension. Hence, an OMIC NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
IU1-Single Cell Multi Omics will allow to obtain the definition of the molecular blueprints, differentiation, and developmental trajectories of any cell, by spanning and integrating multiple modalities (DNA, RNA, protein). It should include technologies enabling simultaneously molecular barcoding of millions of cells, by leveraging droplet-based technology (10X GENOMICS) and full-length transcript detection (ICELL8 CX), as well as TAPESTRI PLATFORM for the detection of targeted single-base variants from individual cells for genotype-phenotype correlation analysis.
IU2-Spatially Resolved Single cell Multi Omics: Spatial Transcriptomics technology leverages on barcoded surfaces to capture and positionally track transcript expression in whole tissue sections. It should include methodologies as VISIUM (10X GENOMICS) enabling both gene expression panels and whole transcriptome data, as well as multiplexed tissue imaging method based on single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization (REBUS ESPER-REBUS BIOSYSTEM, RESOLVE MOLECULAR CARTOGRAPHY) to allow transcript mapping at subcellular resolution, although for a lower number of pre-selected targeted transcripts, as well as GEOMX DSP-NANOSTRING suitable for digital measurements of candidate proteins or transcripts (up to the whole transcriptome) in pre-defined regions of interest with high sensitivity. Other methods developed to make use of mass cytometry and metal-tagged antibody staining for protein detection in situ (HYPERION IMAGING SYSTEM) and CODEX SYSTEM-AKOYA BIOSCIENCES  for measurements of more than 40 protein markers in tissue samples at single cell resolution will complement the NP and enhance its capabilities.
IU3-High Dimensional Flow Cytometry will allow to simultaneously detect the expression of target proteins on individual cells by advanced and high dimensional (HD) flow cytometry (AURORA CYTEK, BD FACSYMPHONY A5, BD FACSYMPHONY S6),  reaching up to 40 markers displayed simultaneously by any cell that can be isolated from the blood, body fluids or tissues.
NP-INsCELL will grant access to these technologies to laboratories with original biological questions that cannot afford the instrumentation, sustain costs to complete the experimental workflow, and/or that lack the expertise. Moreover, SC omics rapid evolution requires well integrated platforms that can keep up with technological innovation.
Keywords:
single cell multiomics; spatially resolved multiomics; high dimensional flow cytometry
Simona Lodato		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;Neurobiology;

		1358		5/30/22 23:49:11		5/30/22 23:51:11		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Structural biology		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;Genomics;

		1359		5/30/22 23:59:25		5/31/22 0:01:43		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		GENOMICS		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;Genomics;

		1360		5/31/22 0:22:27		5/31/22 0:27:37		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		1361		5/31/22 0:30:53		5/31/22 0:37:32		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition  etc...) and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertises as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “Genomics”, “Integrated Single Cell Omics” and “Proteomics-Metabolomics” submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “Vector & Cell Engineering (VERDI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The three core areas selected of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of the VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING platform (NP-VERDI) is to build a flexible ecosystem organized in three highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU1-Gene Vector Technology; IU2-Cell engineering and Screening; IU3-Animal Genome Engineering) capable of implementing and delivering high-fidelity genomic and epigenetic modifications in cell lines, pluripotent and somatic stem cells, plants and mice by exploiting the ever expanding space of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and related technologies. In such way, NP-VERDI will be maintained at the forefront of the technological development by employing the most advanced methods to reach high efficient and tailored epi/genome editing by using state-of-the-art molecular tools and procedures. In particular:
For gene editing in cells, NP-VERDI (IU2) must include BSL1/2 cell culture suites, efficient equipment for gene delivery and a centralized cryogenic cell repository. For gene editing in plants, NP-VERDI (IU2) will be equipped with reach-in phytotrons for plant in vitro culture and regeneration and dedicated sterile culture room facility for plant embryo manipulation. Gene editing in mice will be implemented by NP-VERDI (IU3) running a dedicated mouse facility equipped with digital barrier units in individually ventilated cages, biosafety changing stations and controlled spaces and instrumentations for embryo manipulation, injection and freezing including dedicated microscopy stations. Precise and tailored genomic modifications and off-target sites will be validated by targeted and unbiased epi/genomic sequencing and subsequent data analysis in close collaboration with the platforms of GENOMICS and BIOINFORMATICS.
Furthermore, the NP-VERDI (IU1,2) will produce CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral libraries and execute genome-wide functional screenings for unbiased gene discovery in cell lines and stem cells. To this aim, dedicated space will be organized with robotic liquid handling systems for automatic operations with high processivity in microtiters. Single-cell functional screenings will be carried out in synergy with the platform of INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS using flow-cytometry-assisted cell phenotyping.
Finally, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will implement a dedicated Unit for the design and manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. For this aim, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will be structured with BLSL1/2 culture rooms, automated cell culture stations, anion-exchange and size-exclusion chromatography systems, ultra-centrifuges and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture. A BSL-2 room in the mouse facility with surgical microscopes will be strategic for running proof-of-principle studies of viral delivery in vivo.
 
KEYWORDS: 
1) Gene editing in cell lines and stem cells
2) Gene editing in plants
3) Gene editing in mice
4) CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral screening libraries
5) Lentivirus, AAVs and Rabies virus production
		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		cell neurobiology ;

		1362		5/31/22 0:37:36		5/31/22 0:39:28		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “GENOMICS-INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS-VECTOR AND CELL ENGINEERING-PROTEOMICS AND METABOLOMICS”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS (INsCELL)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The rationale inspiring the NP-INsCELL:  Integrated single-cell multimodal omics, coupled with methodologies for spatially resolved technologies and high dimensional flow cytometry are essential to capture molecular, cellular, and spatial properties of heterogenous complex tissues. In addition, to dissect complex biological processes, both in physiological and pathological conditions, there is an urgent need to invest on technologies that allow simultaneous interrogation of tissue complexity by multiple modalities, at single cell resolution and by including the spatial dimension. Hence, an OMIC NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed: 
IU1-Single Cell Multi Omics will allow to obtain the definition of the molecular blueprints, differentiation, and developmental trajectories of any cell, by spanning and integrating multiple modalities (DNA, RNA, protein). It should include technologies enabling simultaneously molecular barcoding of millions of cells, by leveraging droplet-based technology (10X GENOMICS) and full-length transcript detection (ICELL8 CX), as well as TAPESTRI PLATFORM for the detection of targeted single-base variants from individual cells for genotype-phenotype correlation analysis.
IU2-Spatially Resolved Single cell Multi Omics: Spatial Transcriptomics technology leverages on barcoded surfaces to capture and positionally track transcript expression in whole tissue sections. It should include methodologies as VISIUM (10X GENOMICS) enabling both gene expression panels and whole transcriptome data, as well as multiplexed tissue imaging method based on single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization (REBUS ESPER-REBUS BIOSYSTEM, RESOLVE MOLECULAR CARTOGRAPHY) to allow transcript mapping at subcellular resolution, although for a lower number of pre-selected targeted transcripts, as well as GEOMX DSP-NANOSTRING suitable for digital measurements of candidate proteins or transcripts (up to the whole transcriptome) in pre-defined regions of interest with high sensitivity. Other methods developed to make use of mass cytometry and metal-tagged antibody staining for protein detection in situ (HYPERION IMAGING SYSTEM) and CODEX SYSTEM-AKOYA BIOSCIENCES  for measurements of more than 40 protein markers in tissue samples at single cell resolution will complement the NP and enhance its capabilities.
IU3-High Dimensional Flow Cytometry will allow to simultaneously detect the expression of target proteins on individual cells by advanced and high dimensional (HD) flow cytometry (AURORA CYTEK, BD FACSYMPHONY A5, BD FACSYMPHONY S6),  reaching up to 40 markers displayed simultaneously by any cell that can be isolated from the blood, body fluids or tissues.
NP-INsCELL will grant access to these technologies to laboratories with original biological questions that cannot afford the instrumentation, sustain costs to complete the experimental workflow, and/or that lack the expertise. Moreover, SC omics rapid evolution requires well integrated platforms that can keep up with technological innovation. 
Keywords: 
1) single cell multiomics;
2) spatiall		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Transcriptomics;

		1363		5/31/22 0:51:57		5/31/22 1:09:45		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		We expect that the core area "OMICS" will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for " "Proteomics-Metabolomics" submitted and selected during the first public consultation, and believe that the following scientific/technological issues related to the platform "PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be considered. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biological systems.
Rationale of the NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS: This NP will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.). 
This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES, to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.
IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products. 
IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system. 
IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines 
KEYWORDS
1. Mass Spectrometry and NMR technologies
2. Untargeted and Targeted Proteomics and Metabolomics
3. Imaging and Spatial Proteomics- Metabolomics
4. MultiOmics data integration
5. Omics computational methods and AI
		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Proteomics;

		1364		5/31/22 7:59:16		5/31/22 8:01:01		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Genomics;Molecular biology;

		1365		5/31/22 8:01:12		5/31/22 8:01:43		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

b) KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mappin		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;Genomics;

		1366		5/31/22 7:59:43		5/31/22 8:09:49		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Developmental Neurobiology;

		1367		5/31/22 8:39:25		5/31/22 8:43:53		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.

KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Metabolomics;

		1368		5/31/22 8:55:24		5/31/22 8:58:09		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Student		Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		1369		5/31/22 9:00:49		5/31/22 9:06:13		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition  etc...) and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertises as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “Genomics”, “Integrated Single Cell Omics” and “Proteomics-Metabolomics” submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “Vector & Cell Engineering (VERDI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The three core areas selected of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of the VECTOR & CELL ENGINEERING platform (NP-VERDI) is to build a flexible ecosystem organized in three highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU1-Gene Vector Technology; IU2-Cell engineering and Screening; IU3-Animal Genome Engineering) capable of implementing and delivering high-fidelity genomic and epigenetic modifications in cell lines, pluripotent and somatic stem cells, plants and mice by exploiting the ever expanding space of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing and related technologies. In such way, NP-VERDI will be maintained at the forefront of the technological development by employing the most advanced methods to reach high efficient and tailored epi/genome editing by using state-of-the-art molecular tools and procedures. In particular:

For gene editing in cells, NP-VERDI (IU2) must include BSL1/2 cell culture suites, efficient equipment for gene delivery and a centralized cryogenic cell repository. For gene editing in plants, NP-VERDI (IU2) will be equipped with reach-in phytotrons for plant in vitro culture and regeneration and dedicated sterile culture room facility for plant embryo manipulation. Gene editing in mice will be implemented by NP-VERDI (IU3) running a dedicated mouse facility equipped with digital barrier units in individually ventilated cages, biosafety changing stations and controlled spaces and instrumentations for embryo manipulation, injection and freezing including dedicated microscopy stations. Precise and tailored genomic modifications and off-target sites will be validated by targeted and unbiased epi/genomic sequencing and subsequent data analysis in close collaboration with the platforms of GENOMICS and BIOINFORMATICS.

Furthermore, the NP-VERDI (IU1,2) will produce CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral libraries and execute genome-wide functional screenings for unbiased gene discovery in cell lines and stem cells. To this aim, dedicated space will be organized with robotic liquid handling systems for automatic operations with high processivity in microtiters. Single-cell functional screenings will be carried out in synergy with the platform of INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS using flow-cytometry-assisted cell phenotyping.

Finally, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will implement a dedicated Unit for the design and manufacturing of high-quality lentiviral, adeno-associated and rabies viral particles for gene transduction in vitro and in vivo. For this aim, the NP-VERDI (IU1) will be structured with BLSL1/2 culture rooms, automated cell culture stations, anion-exchange and size-exclusion chromatography systems, ultra-centrifuges and standard equipment for molecular biology and cell culture. A BSL-2 room in the mouse facility with surgical microscopes will be strategic for running proof-of-principle studies of viral delivery in vivo.


KEYWORDS:

1) Gene editing in cell lines and stem cells

2) Gene editing in plants

3) Gene editing in mice

4) CRISPR/Cas9 lentiviral screening libraries

5) Lentivirus, AAVs and Rabies virus production

		No				No				No				Non-profit Research Institute		Director of research		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;Clinical medicine;

		1370		5/31/22 9:06:45		5/31/22 9:07:28		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “GENOMICS-INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS-VECTOR AND CELL ENGINEERING-PROTEOMICS AND METABOLOMICS”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “INTEGRATED SINGLE CELL OMICS (INsCELL)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING can only operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The rationale inspiring the NP-INsCELL:  Integrated single-cell multimodal omics, coupled with methodologies for spatially resolved technologies and high dimensional flow cytometry are essential to capture molecular, cellular, and spatial properties of heterogenous complex tissues. In addition, to dissect complex biological processes, both in physiological and pathological conditions, there is an urgent need to invest on technologies that allow simultaneous interrogation of tissue complexity by multiple modalities, at single cell resolution and by including the spatial dimension. Hence, an OMIC NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
IU1-Single Cell Multi Omics will allow to obtain the definition of the molecular blueprints, differentiation, and developmental trajectories of any cell, by spanning and integrating multiple modalities (DNA, RNA, protein). It should include technologies enabling simultaneously molecular barcoding of millions of cells, by leveraging droplet-based technology (10X GENOMICS) and full-length transcript detection (ICELL8 CX), as well as TAPESTRI PLATFORM for the detection of targeted single-base variants from individual cells for genotype-phenotype correlation analysis.
IU2-Spatially Resolved Single cell Multi Omics: Spatial Transcriptomics technology leverages on barcoded surfaces to capture and positionally track transcript expression in whole tissue sections. It should include methodologies as VISIUM (10X GENOMICS) enabling both gene expression panels and whole transcriptome data, as well as multiplexed tissue imaging method based on single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization (REBUS ESPER-REBUS BIOSYSTEM, RESOLVE MOLECULAR CARTOGRAPHY) to allow transcript mapping at subcellular resolution, although for a lower number of pre-selected targeted transcripts, as well as GEOMX DSP-NANOSTRING suitable for digital measurements of candidate proteins or transcripts (up to the whole transcriptome) in pre-defined regions of interest with high sensitivity. Other methods developed to make use of mass cytometry and metal-tagged antibody staining for protein detection in situ (HYPERION IMAGING SYSTEM) and CODEX SYSTEM-AKOYA BIOSCIENCES  for measurements of more than 40 protein markers in tissue samples at single cell resolution will complement the NP and enhance its capabilities.
IU3-High Dimensional Flow Cytometry will allow to simultaneously detect the expression of target proteins on individual cells by advanced and high dimensional (HD) flow cytometry (AURORA CYTEK, BD FACSYMPHONY A5, BD FACSYMPHONY S6),  reaching up to 40 markers displayed simultaneously by any cell that can be isolated from the blood, body fluids or tissues.
NP-INsCELL will grant access to these technologies to laboratories with original biological questions that cannot afford the instrumentation, sustain costs to complete the experimental workflow, and/or that lack the expertise. Moreover, SC omics rapid evolution requires well integrated platforms that can keep up with technological innovation.
Keywords:
1) single cell multiomics;
2) spatially r		No				No				No				Non-profit Research Institute		Director of research		Molecular biology;Bioinformatics;Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		1371		5/27/22 12:30:51		5/31/22 9:14:36		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No								No				Academic		Associate professor		Cell biology;

		1372		5/31/22 9:15:53		5/31/22 9:20:17		anonymous		Low priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;Preclinical imaging;

		1373		5/31/22 9:46:03		5/31/22 9:51:42		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Drug discovery;

		1374		5/31/22 9:49:49		5/31/22 9:53:34		anonymous		Low priority		Very high priority		Low priority		Yes		1. High-throughput protein production

2. Single particle and Tomography CryoEM

3. High throughput protein crystallization

4. High-end MS applications

5. NMR spectroscopy		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Enzymology;Drug discovery;

		1375		5/31/22 9:56:38		5/31/22 9:58:49		anonymous		Medium priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Cell Biology;

		1376		5/31/22 9:59:10		5/31/22 10:01:32		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No		GENOMICS, 
DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Bioinformatics;Systems Biology;

		1377		5/31/22 9:57:00		5/31/22 10:01:32		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE/ADDITIONAL AREAS AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH 
b) competence center, national bioinformatic services provider, ELIXIR-IT Research Infrastructure integration,  long-term repositories, analysis platforms.		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		1378		5/31/22 9:59:56		5/31/22 10:02:40		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		competence center, national bioinformatic services provider, ELIXIR-IT Research Infrastructure integration,  long-term repositories, analysis platforms.		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Bioinformatics;Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		1379		5/31/22 10:05:30		5/31/22 10:07:08		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Metabolomics;

		1380		5/31/22 10:04:36		5/31/22 10:07:52		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Genomics		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Proteomics;Biochemistry;

		1381		5/31/22 10:04:53		5/31/22 10:08:09		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		HEALTH
ageing - development - nutrition		No				No								EPR		Research Technologist		cell biology, in vivo models;

		1382		5/31/22 10:08:13		5/31/22 10:09:40		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Drug discovery;

		1383		5/31/22 10:09:13		5/31/22 10:10:11		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Research Technologist		Molecular biology;Bioinformatics;

		1384		5/31/22 10:14:03		5/31/22 10:15:52		anonymous		Medium priority		High priority		Very high priority		No								No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Structural biology;Bioinformatics;Drug discovery;

		1385		5/31/22 10:11:13		5/31/22 10:18:01		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE/ADDITIONAL AREAS AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH
national bioinformatic service, Research Infrastructure integration,  imaging repositories, analysis platforms.		No				No				No				Industry		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;Clinical medicine;Transcriptomics;Metabolomics;Proteomics;Genomics;Human imaging;

		1386		5/31/22 10:16:49		5/31/22 10:18:19		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		1387		5/31/22 10:15:44		5/31/22 10:18:58		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No								No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		1388		5/31/22 10:17:50		5/31/22 10:19:43		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				Yes				Yes				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Biotecnology;

		1389		5/31/22 10:17:34		5/31/22 10:22:09		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) GENOMICS
b) RNA editing, epitrascriptomics 		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		1390		5/31/22 10:15:40		5/31/22 10:23:48		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Biotechnology;

		1391		5/31/22 10:15:20		5/31/22 10:24:51		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		a) STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

b) High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS applications

		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;

		1392		5/31/22 10:18:51		5/31/22 10:24:51		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a)Additional areas of research aimed at prevention and health
b) environmental mutagenesis, climate change, health, cancer		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Genomics;Drug discovery;

		1393		5/31/22 10:21:51		5/31/22 10:24:55		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		1394		5/31/22 10:22:07		5/31/22 10:25:16		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		Yes		The technologies and expertise of the specific PN “PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS” originally requested and submitted during the first level public consultation, should be considered as necessary for the scientific community. It is of particular relevance to research in plant sciences.

 

The NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS should be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be instrumental in addressing the major questions in life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.). It is expected to allow also analyses of samples that require to be prepared on-site, for example adequate 'on-site' environments  for the growth of cells plants, and microorganisms to perform VOLATILOME, METABOLIC FLUX or metabolomic mass spectrometry imaging.

This NP will constitute a unique centralized hub of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to biology.

 

Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, accordin to the original proposal::

IU1 METABOLOMICS will  integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES. MS, HPLC AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES are necessary for the characterization of the structure of carbohydrates of different nature (e.g. plant cell wall, lipopolysaccharides (LPS), pre-biotics or glycoproteins).

IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products.

IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system.

IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		1395		5/31/22 10:24:53		5/31/22 10:25:30		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		a) STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
I believe the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions. OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively, successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy. The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for national funding.

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design, proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC, MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any high-resolution structural study with tailored information on protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

b) KEYWORDS
High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS applications
		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;

		1396		5/31/22 10:25:28		5/31/22 10:28:29		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Dirigente Biologo		Cell Therapy;

		1397		5/31/22 10:27:16		5/31/22 10:30:14		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Metabolomics;

		1398		5/31/22 10:26:23		5/31/22 10:30:40		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Plant genomics, plant disease, plant abiotic stress, phenotyping, databasing		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Genomics;

		1399		5/31/22 10:31:58		5/31/22 10:33:25		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Bioinformatics;

		1400		5/31/22 9:57:35		5/31/22 10:35:12		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority				Genomics and transcriptomics, single-cell studies and quanti-qualitative analysis of proteins and
metabolites in Nutrition		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Clinical medicine;Molecular biology;Metabolomics;Proteomics;Genomics;

		1401		5/31/22 10:34:01		5/31/22 10:37:15		anonymous		Low priority		Low priority		Low priority		Yes		Fields: DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE/ADDITIONAL AREAS AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH

Keywords: competence center, national bioinformatic services provider, ELIXIR-IT Research Infrastructure integration,  long-term repositories, analysis platforms.

		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Proteomics;Bioinformatics;

		1402		5/31/22 10:36:12		5/31/22 10:39:26		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Human imaging;

		1403		5/31/22 10:41:05		5/31/22 10:42:04		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority																		Academic		Borsista di ricerca		Molecular biology;

		1404		5/31/22 10:40:28		5/31/22 10:42:32		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		HEALTH, NUTRITION 		Yes				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Biochemistry;

		1405		5/31/22 10:41:10		5/31/22 10:44:14		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Drug discovery;

		1406		5/31/22 10:11:45		5/31/22 10:44:40		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE; ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH 
b) National bioinformatic service, Research infrastructure integration, imaging repositories, analysis platforms		No				No				No				Industry		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;Genomics;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;Proteomics;Bioinformatics;Human imaging;

		1407		5/31/22 10:40:12		5/31/22 10:46:48		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Proteomics;Drug discovery;

		1408		5/31/22 10:45:19		5/31/22 10:46:48		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		1409		5/31/22 10:44:29		5/31/22 10:47:02		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a)DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE; ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION
AND HEALTH
b) National bioinformatic service, Research infrastructure integration, imaging repositories, analysis
platforms
		No				No				No				Industry		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;Human imaging;

		1410		5/31/22 10:45:34		5/31/22 10:47:30		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;Bioinformatics;Genomics;

		1411		5/31/22 10:43:52		5/31/22 10:48:08		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “IMAGING” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “CELLULAR & MOLECULAR IMAGING (IMBI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale of the NP-IMBI:  Multiscale and multimodal, orthogonal methodologies are essential to capture structural, biochemical, and physical properties of living matters. In addition, to better understand pathological processes there is the necessity for a paradigm shift from a single-marker analysis toward spatially-defined, multiplexed detection of biomarkers. Hence, an imaging NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

THE IU1 MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR IMAGING for the analysis from:
1. Nanoscale to single-cell imaging, encompassing all Super-Resolution-Microscopy, combined with the use of technologies leveraging the sensitivity of fluorescence (e.g., FRET, FLIM, Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy, FCS, spinning disk) to study in real-time events that occur at different time scale. This will be integrated by the STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY NP.
2. Single-cell to tissues to be able to investigate the 3D ultrastructure and dynamics of tissues. Essential for this NP is A) 3D-SCANNING EM for cells and tissues to generate high-resolution 3D images to be combined with fluorescent-based approaches (Correlative light EM tomography). B) LATTICE LIGHT-SHEET microscopy to monitor live samples at unprecedented volumetric speed with low phototoxicity and a high signal-to-noise ratio.

THE IU2 BIOMECHANICS: Biomechanics impacts physiology and pathology, yet there is no current platform enabling the investigation of the physical properties of the living being. It should include technologies for assessing the biomechanical properties (e.g., tissue elasticity, viscoelasticity, and plasticity) integrated with light imaging-based approaches. Specifically, it should include:  A) BRILLOUIN MICROSCOPY, a label-free, contact-free, and non-destructive method for the study of viscoelastic properties of biological samples; B) ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY. C) SHEAR FORCE MICROSCOPY; D) MAGNETIC OPTICAL TWEEZER, for the investigation of nanoscale phenomena by measuring sub-picoNewton forces. E) A flexible and agile microfabrication/microfluid bioengineering unit to develop methods and devices to probe cell and tissue mechano-responses.

THE IU3 DIGITAL PATHOLOGY: this IU will enable the analysis of tissues using multiple biomarkers at high spatial resolution and will work in close association with NP ON SINGLE-CELL OMIC AND PROTEOMIC. It should include: A) DIGITAL SCANNERS with elevated processing, high resolution, multispectral imaging, and dedicated software for basic quantitative analysis.: B) TISSUE MICROARRAYER for the precise selection and extraction of specific regions of interest on the donor blocks and their insertion in recipient blocks; C) BRIGHTFIELD-BASED MULTIPLEX-IHC/IF AND FLUORESCENCE-BASED MULTIPLEX IHC/IF (e.g., Vectra, Akoya Bioscience)  to perform multiplexed analysis of biomarkers; D) REAL-TIME CELL MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS SYSTEMS in multi-wells plates: for functional, physiological, and immunological characterization.
Keywords:
1.	SRM and Fluorescence-based Microscopy
2.	3D-SCANNING EM and Lattice microscopy
3.	Biomechanical-based microscopy
4.	Microfabrication/microfluidic
5.	Functional-Spatial Digital Pathology 		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Proteomics;Neuroscience;

		1412		5/31/22 10:48:11		5/31/22 10:49:01		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (i.e. Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, nutrition, etc...) and the core area “IMAGING” (which we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for “STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY”) submitted and selected during the first public consultation), I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “CELLULAR & MOLECULAR IMAGING (IMBI)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas of OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The rationale of the NP-IMBI:  Multiscale and multimodal, orthogonal methodologies are essential to capture structural, biochemical, and physical properties of living matters. In addition, to better understand pathological processes there is the necessity for a paradigm shift from a single-marker analysis toward spatially-defined, multiplexed detection of biomarkers. Hence, an imaging NP must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

THE IU1 MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR IMAGING for the analysis from:
1. Nanoscale to single-cell imaging, encompassing all Super-Resolution-Microscopy, combined with the use of technologies leveraging the sensitivity of fluorescence (e.g., FRET, FLIM, Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy, FCS, spinning disk) to study in real-time events that occur at different time scale. This will be integrated by the STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY NP.
2. Single-cell to tissues to be able to investigate the 3D ultrastructure and dynamics of tissues. Essential for this NP is A) 3D-SCANNING EM for cells and tissues to generate high-resolution 3D images to be combined with fluorescent-based approaches (Correlative light EM tomography). B) LATTICE LIGHT-SHEET microscopy to monitor live samples at unprecedented volumetric speed with low phototoxicity and a high signal-to-noise ratio.

THE IU2 BIOMECHANICS: Biomechanics impacts physiology and pathology, yet there is no current platform enabling the investigation of the physical properties of the living being. It should include technologies for assessing the biomechanical properties (e.g., tissue elasticity, viscoelasticity, and plasticity) integrated with light imaging-based approaches. Specifically, it should include:  A) BRILLOUIN MICROSCOPY, a label-free, contact-free, and non-destructive method for the study of viscoelastic properties of biological samples; B) ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY. C) SHEAR FORCE MICROSCOPY; D) MAGNETIC OPTICAL TWEEZER, for the investigation of nanoscale phenomena by measuring sub-picoNewton forces. E) A flexible and agile microfabrication/microfluid bioengineering unit to develop methods and devices to probe cell and tissue mechano-responses.

THE IU3 DIGITAL PATHOLOGY: this IU will enable the analysis of tissues using multiple biomarkers at high spatial resolution and will work in close association with NP ON SINGLE-CELL OMIC AND PROTEOMIC. It should include: A) DIGITAL SCANNERS with elevated processing, high resolution, multispectral imaging, and dedicated software for basic quantitative analysis.: B) TISSUE MICROARRAYER for the precise selection and extraction of specific regions of interest on the donor blocks and their insertion in recipient blocks; C) BRIGHTFIELD-BASED MULTIPLEX-IHC/IF AND FLUORESCENCE-BASED MULTIPLEX IHC/IF (e.g., Vectra, Akoya Bioscience)  to perform multiplexed analysis of biomarkers; D) REAL-TIME CELL MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS SYSTEMS in multi-wells plates: for functional, physiological, and immunological characterization.
Keywords:
1.	SRM and Fluorescence-based Microscopy
2.	3D-SCANNING EM and Lattice microscopy
3.	Biomechanical-based microscopy
4.	Microfabrication/microfluidic
Functional-Spatial Digital Pathology 		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;Pharmacology;Neuroscience;

		1413		5/31/22 10:48:28		5/31/22 10:50:02		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				private IRCSS 		Director of research		Bioinformatics;Transcriptomics;immunology, single cell;

		1414		5/31/22 10:50:00		5/31/22 10:52:10		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		1415		5/31/22 10:51:29		5/31/22 10:53:22		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		1416		5/31/22 10:44:43		5/31/22 10:53:25		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) HEALTH, GENOMICS, DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE, NUTRITION, STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY and ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH
b) National bioinformatic service, Research infrastructure integration, imaging repositories, analysis 
platform		No				No				No				Industry		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;Transcriptomics;Metabolomics;Proteomics;Genomics;Molecular biology;

		1417		5/31/22 10:47:48		5/31/22 10:55:28		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;

		1418		5/31/22 10:53:52		5/31/22 10:55:39		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE; ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION
AND HEALTH
b) National bioinformatic service, Research infrastructure integration, imaging repositories, analysis
platforms		No				No				No				Industry		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;Genomics;Proteomics;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;Human imaging;

		1419		5/31/22 10:45:43		5/31/22 10:56:02		anonymous		Medium priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Metabolomics;Pharmacology;

		1420		5/31/22 10:45:42		5/31/22 10:57:03		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;Transcriptomics;Molecular biology;

		1421		5/31/22 10:49:50		5/31/22 10:58:49		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH, fertility, reproductive health, reproductive aging
DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE, fertility, reproductive health, reproductive aging
NUTRITION, fertility, reproductive health, reproductive aging
		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Transcriptomics;

		1422		5/31/22 10:58:52		5/31/22 10:59:57		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH, fertility, reproductive health, reproductive aging
DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE, fertility, reproductive health, reproductive aging
NUTRITION, fertility, reproductive health, reproductive aging		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Transcriptomics;

		1423		5/31/22 10:59:57		5/31/22 11:00:43		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;

		1424		5/31/22 11:00:35		5/31/22 11:01:51		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Tumor immunology;

		1425		5/31/22 11:00:32		5/31/22 11:02:40		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Drug discovery;

		1426		5/31/22 10:53:26		5/31/22 11:03:23		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Health: MRI imaging, fMRI, quantitative MRI
Health: PET imaging
Health: CT imaging		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Human imaging;

		1427		5/31/22 10:40:57		5/31/22 11:05:34		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Multi-omics data integration		No				No				No				IRCCS		Researcher/ Scientist		Transcriptomics;

		1428		5/31/22 11:00:02		5/31/22 11:05:54		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;

		1429		5/31/22 11:05:45		5/31/22 11:09:04		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;Drug discovery;Clinical medicine;

		1430		5/31/22 11:06:24		5/31/22 11:10:00		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Immunology;

		1431		5/31/22 11:06:47		5/31/22 11:10:04		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Immunology and cancer immunotherapy and genome editing;

		1432		5/31/22 11:07:35		5/31/22 11:11:09		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Health, Structural biology, additional areas (metabolomics, drug discovery)		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Drug discovery;

		1433		5/31/22 11:10:30		5/31/22 11:11:25		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Pharmacology;Drug discovery;

		1434		5/31/22 11:02:48		5/31/22 11:11:28		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Research Technologist		Molecular biology;Immunology;

		1435		5/31/22 10:59:37		5/31/22 11:12:00		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Nutrition: dietetics; gut microbiota; nutrigenomic.
Structural Biology: conformational sampling; protein flexibility; structure prediction. 		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Biochemistry;

		1436		5/31/22 11:09:35		5/31/22 11:12:36		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Immunology;Molecular biology;Clinical medicine;

		1437		5/31/22 11:07:10		5/31/22 11:13:23		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Structural biology equipment, such as crio-EM facility. It seems to be partially included in "microscopia crioelettronica"		No				No				No				ente di ricerca		Researcher/ Scientist		physiology, biophysics;

		1438		5/31/22 11:11:32		5/31/22 11:14:08		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		1439		5/31/22 11:00:21		5/31/22 11:15:35		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		In vivo imaging, Magnetic Particles Imaging, functional MRI, 		Yes		genome sequenging, 		No				No				Academic		Full professor		Drug discovery;

		1440		5/31/22 10:44:01		5/31/22 11:15:54		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) Nutrition
b) prevention of diseases, nutritional education, food production, waste reduction, protection of the environment		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Biochemistry and Nutrition;

		1441		5/31/22 11:11:34		5/31/22 11:16:34		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY		Yes												CNR		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		1442		5/31/22 11:11:35		5/31/22 11:16:37		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY		Yes												CNR		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		1443		5/31/22 11:08:23		5/31/22 11:17:12		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Medium priority		Yes		The technologies and expertise of the specific PN “PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS” originally requested and submitted during the first level public consultation, should be considered as necessary for the scientific community. It is of particular relevance to research in plant sciences.
 
The NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS should be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be instrumental in addressing the major questions in life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.). It is expected to allow also analyses of samples that require to be prepared on-site, for example adequate 'on-site' environments  for the growth of cells plants, and microorganisms to perform VOLATILOME, METABOLIC FLUX or metabolomic mass spectrometry imaging.
This NP will constitute a unique centralized hub of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to biology.
 
Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, accordin to the original proposal::
IU1 METABOLOMICS will  integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES. MS, HPLC AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES are necessary for the characterization of the structure of carbohydrates of different nature (e.g. plant cell wall, lipopolysaccharides (LPS), pre-biotics or glycoproteins).
IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products.
IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system.
IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines

		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Structural biology;Molecular biology;Proteomics;Transcriptomics;Metabolomics;

		1444		5/31/22 10:33:45		5/31/22 11:21:22		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Bioinformatics;Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		1445		5/31/22 11:13:58		5/31/22 11:22:10		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;

		1446		5/31/22 11:18:58		5/31/22 11:24:15		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		a) ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH

b) Immunoaging, inflammaging, lipidomics, lipid signalling, resolution of inflammation		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Biochemistry - Lipid signalling;

		1447		5/31/22 11:22:46		5/31/22 11:24:25		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		HEALTH, NUTRITION, STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;

		1448		5/31/22 10:58:50		5/31/22 11:26:49		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Public research institution		Researcher/ Scientist		Neuroscience;

		1449		5/31/22 10:09:52		5/31/22 11:27:36		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY protein-protein interactions, protein-ligand inteactions platform		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;Molecular biology;

		1450		5/31/22 11:25:56		5/31/22 11:31:13		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No								Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;

		1451		5/31/22 11:34:06		5/31/22 11:34:50		anonymous		High priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Immunology;

		1452		5/31/22 11:32:40		5/31/22 11:36:01		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Transcriptomics;Molecular biology;

		1453		5/31/22 11:33:45		5/31/22 11:36:26		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Bioinformatics;Genomics;

		1454		5/31/22 11:31:57		5/31/22 11:37:30		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;

		1455		5/31/22 11:34:58		5/31/22 11:39:35		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;

		1456		5/31/22 11:33:54		5/31/22 11:40:00		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		The rationale of the National Platform INsCELL is to provide technology and advanced know-how to create an integrated Single-Cell (SC) multi-omics view of cellular complexity and diversity, capturing the molecular, cellular, and spatial properties of heterogeneous complex tissues. To dissect complex biological processes, both in physiological and pathological conditions, there is an urgent need to invest in technologies that enable the simultaneous interrogation of tissue complexity using multiple modalities, at single-cell resolution, and by including the spatial dimension. NP-INsCELL was therefore conceived as an OMIC NP composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU): IU1-Single Cell Multi Omics to obtain the definition of the molecular blueprints, differentiation, and developmental trajectories of any cell, by spanning and integrating multiple modalities (DNA, RNA, protein); IU2-Spatially Resolved Single cell Multi Omics, Spatial Transcriptomics technology uses barcoded surfaces to capture and track transcript expression in whole tissue sections; and IU3-High Dimensional Flow Cytometry will make it possible to simultaneously detect the expression of target proteins on individual cells using advanced and high dimensional (HD) flow cytometry, reaching up to 40 markers displayed simultaneously by any cell, that can be isolated from blood, bodily fluids or tissues. 
SC omic approaches offer increased resolution but remain expensive technologies. Moreover, the rapid evolution of SC omics requires well integrated platforms that can keep up with technological innovation. Therefore, an integrated SC omic NP will grant access to these innovative technologies to laboratories that have original biological questions but cannot afford the instrumentation, manage the costs involved in completing the experimental workflow, and/or that lack the expertise. INsCELL will ensure there are constant instrumentation updates and investments in the most promising and innovative techniques, benefiting the whole scientific community.
The entire Italian research system would benefit from this platform, bringing us in step with the most advanced international research centres.


Keywords: single cell multi omics; spatially resolved multi omics; high dimensional flow cytometry.		No												No profit private Research Institute		Research Coordinator, Scientific Secretary		Molecular biology;Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		1457		5/31/22 11:25:18		5/31/22 11:41:49		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				IRCCS		Research Technologist		Immunology;

		1458		5/31/22 11:50:37		5/31/22 11:53:40		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Bioinformatics tools to analyze huge data.		Yes		Algorithms, data science, pipeline, parallel algorithms, mining tools, network based algorithm, integration, AI algorithms, prediction, precise medicine		No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Bioinformatics;

		1459		5/31/22 11:53:11		5/31/22 11:55:18		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Research Technologist		Flow Cytometry and cellular biology;

		1460		5/31/22 11:52:25		5/31/22 11:55:55		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT and the core area "OMICS" (that we expect will include all technologies and expertise as detailed in the complementary National Platforms for " "Proteomics-Metabolomics" submitted and selected during the first public consultation), we believe that the following scientific/technological issues related to the platform "PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be considered as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and Institutions. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology

Rationale of the NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS: This NP will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.).

This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES, to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.

IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products.

IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system.

IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines

KEYWORDS

1. Mass Spectrometry and NMR technologies

2. Untarget and Target Proteomics and Metabolomics

3. Imaging		No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Metabolomics;

		1461		5/31/22 11:54:34		5/31/22 11:58:01		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Fields: DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE/ADDITIONAL AREAS AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH
Keywords: competence center, national bioinformatic services provider, ELIXIR-IT Research Infrastructure integration,  long-term repositories, analysis platforms.		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;Genomics;

		1462		5/31/22 11:53:48		5/31/22 11:58:16		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Proteomics;Metabolomics;Bioinformatics;

		1463		5/31/22 11:54:33		5/31/22 12:00:13		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority																		Ente di ricerca 		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;

		1464		5/31/22 11:54:50		5/31/22 12:00:34		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Neurobiochemistry;

		1465		5/31/22 11:58:03		5/31/22 12:02:04		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN              must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		1466		5/31/22 11:58:04		5/31/22 12:02:51		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Molecular biology;

		1467		5/31/22 12:00:42		5/31/22 12:02:56		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Clinical medicine;Proteomics;

		1468		5/31/22 11:07:08		5/31/22 12:03:51		anonymous		High priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Transcriptomics;Bioinformatics;

		1469		5/31/22 12:01:22		5/31/22 12:05:15		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No								No				No				Academic		Full professor		Bioinformatics;

		1470		5/31/22 12:03:46		5/31/22 12:05:15		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Structural biology;

		1471		5/31/22 12:07:09		5/31/22 12:08:45		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;

		1472		5/31/22 12:09:16		5/31/22 12:16:21		anonymous		Very high priority		Medium priority		Very high priority		Yes		DATA AND DECISION SCIENCE/ADDITIONAL AREAS AIMED AT PREVENTION AND HEALTH

competence center, national bioinformatic services provider, ELIXIR-IT Research Infrastructure integration,  long-term repositories, analysis platforms.		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;

		1473		5/31/22 8:54:06		5/31/22 12:20:04		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;

		1474		5/31/22 12:18:24		5/31/22 12:20:13		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Structural biology;Molecular biology;

		1475		5/31/22 9:17:08		5/31/22 12:20:33		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		The rationale of the National Platform INsCELL is to provide technology and advanced know-how to create an integrated Single-Cell (SC) multi-omics view of cellular complexity and diversity, capturing the molecular, cellular, and spatial properties of heterogeneous complex tissues. To dissect complex biological processes, both in physiological and pathological conditions, there is an urgent need to invest in technologies that enable the simultaneous interrogation of tissue complexity using multiple modalities, at single-cell resolution, and by including the spatial dimension. NP-INsCELL was therefore conceived as an OMIC NP composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU): IU1-Single Cell Multi Omics to obtain the definition of the molecular blueprints, differentiation, and developmental trajectories of any cell, by spanning and integrating multiple modalities (DNA, RNA, protein); IU2-Spatially Resolved Single cell Multi Omics, Spatial Transcriptomics technology uses barcoded surfaces to capture and track transcript expression in whole tissue sections; and IU3-High Dimensional Flow Cytometry will make it possible to simultaneously detect the expression of target proteins on individual cells using advanced and high dimensional (HD) flow cytometry, reaching up to 40 markers displayed simultaneously by any cell, that can be isolated from blood, bodily fluids or tissues. 
SC omic approaches offer increased resolution but remain expensive technologies. Moreover, the rapid evolution of SC omics requires well integrated platforms that can keep up with technological innovation. Therefore, an integrated SC omic NP will grant access to these innovative technologies to laboratories that have original biological questions but cannot afford the instrumentation, manage the costs involved in completing the experimental workflow, and/or that lack the expertise. INsCELL will ensure there are constant instrumentation updates and investments in the most promising and innovative techniques, benefiting the whole scientific community.
The entire Italian research system would benefit from this platform, bringing us in step with the most advanced international research centres.

Keywords: single cell multi omics; spatially resolved multi omics; high dimensional flow cytometry.		No												No profit private Research Institute		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		1476		5/31/22 12:15:51		5/31/22 12:22:00		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				CNR		Director of research		Molecular biology;Transcriptomics;

		1477		5/31/22 11:48:44		5/31/22 12:22:18		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		omics 5/6, environmental omics, enviromental toxicology, environmental risk assessment		No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		cell biology and enviromental toxicology;

		1478		5/31/22 12:17:51		5/31/22 12:22:47		anonymous		High priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Public Hospital		Promotion of Research		Epidemiology;

		1479		5/31/22 12:22:05		5/31/22 12:23:00		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis		Yes		short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.		No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Clinical medicine;

		1480		5/31/22 12:15:23		5/31/22 12:30:54		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		a) PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS. 
It should be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be instrumental in addressing the major questions in life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.)
b) METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS, EPILIPIDOMICS, VOLATILOME
		No				No				No				Academic		Post Doc		Molecular biology;Proteomics;Metabolomics;Genomics;Transcriptomics;

		1481		5/31/22 12:30:04		5/31/22 12:32:29		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Bioinformatics;Molecular biology;Structural biology;Genomics;

		1482		5/31/22 12:20:57		5/31/22 12:33:11		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		a) PROTEOMICS, METABOLOMICS
b)- post-translational modifications, intact proteins, protein complexes, protein-protein interaction, protein-ligand interactions
- endo and exo metabolomics, lipidomics, glycomics		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Molecular biology;

		1483		5/31/22 12:31:47		5/31/22 12:34:55		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Fobdazione Ospedale Salesi		Director		Clinical medicine;Metabolomics;

		1484		5/31/22 12:33:59		5/31/22 12:36:12		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Medium priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Structural biology;

		1485		5/31/22 12:41:06		5/31/22 12:43:58		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority						No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Molecular biology;Metabolomics;Transcriptomics;Pharmacology;Drug discovery;

		1486		5/31/22 12:47:28		5/31/22 12:49:26		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No								Academic		Associate professor		Drug discovery;Proteomics;

		1487		5/31/22 12:52:11		5/31/22 12:53:44		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Molecular biology;Biochemistry;

		1488		5/31/22 12:51:31		5/31/22 12:57:19		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within the research areas of HT (Health, Genomics, Data and decision
science, nutrition, etc.) and the core area "IMAGING" (which we expect
will include all technologies and expertise detailed in the
complementary National Platforms for "STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY") selected
during the first public consultation), I believe the following
scientific/technological fields related to the platform "STRUCTURAL
BIOLOGY" should be included, as indicated in the first level
Consultation form, and supported by several scientists/institutions.
OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING core areas must operate as an
integrated system where diverse approaches synergize to unravel the
complexity of biology.

The rationale for NP-STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY. Although access to X-ray and
NMR Structural Biology infrastructures is secured by the EU synchrotrons
and by the high-end NMR Core center in Florence, respectively,
successful access to other European RIs requires optimization of
samples/systems, and qualified preliminary analyses. Moreover, the
strategic diffusion of cryoEM installations is lagging all over Italy.
The lack of RIs to face such challenges strongly hinders the success of
Italian applications to large scale facilities, translating into severe
bottlenecks for our community, and a risky cost-effectiveness for
national funding.

IU1 – Preparation and characterization of macromolecular samples to be
employed (e.g) in structural studies for drug discovery, vaccine design,
proteomics, medical imaging etc. IU1 should cover the workflow from
cloning to large-scale protein production (in different expression
systems, insect and mammalian cells, yeast, and prokaryotic or plant
cell-based systems), providing expertise for different classes of
protein and protein-complexes (membrane-, secreted-, nucleic acid
binding-proteins, protein machineries). IU1 should perform critical
quality control, through biochemical and biophysical (DLS, TSA, CD, ITC,
MALLS, mass photometry) methods. The protein production IU1 has close
links to IU2, IU3, IU4 and "Cellular and Molecular Imaging".

IU2 – To support the optimization of Cryo-EM samples, for
single-particle high resolution studies and to access top-notch
instrumentation at the EU infrastructures. IU2 should provide
intermediate (120-200 kV) and high-end CryoEM instrumentation, and
should include the necessary infrastructure (cryo-FIB) to carry out
Cryo-electron Tomography (CryoET). CryoEM as a whole is a rapidly
advancing field; Italy has a significant gap relative to the EU
partners. Interface to IU1, IU4, but also to 'Cellular and Molecular
Imaging' and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA ANALYSIS
(Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU3 – To develop high throughput (robotic) crystallization platforms
to rapidly perform thousands of crystallization trials with minimal
amounts of protein samples. The facility should include state-of-the-art
imagers to monitor the crystallization process and to detect crystals
through specialized optical techniques. High throughput crystallization
methods promote access to EU synchrotron sources and are particularly
helpful for screening in structure-based drug design studies. Direct
links to IU1, IU4, and IUs from OMICS (e.g. Proteomics) and DATA
ANALYSIS (Bioinformatics and computational biology)

IU4 – To deploy high-end MS instrumentation to complement any
high-resolution structural study with tailored information on
protein-protein/ligand interaction, complexes heterogeneity, co-existing
populations, high-order structure. IU4 should provide access to
cross-linking MS (CL-MS) mapping the proximity of residues related to
protein folds and complex topology. In-cell cross-linking MS interfaces
to other IMAGING IUs. Ion Mobility MS (IM-MS) is also an essential tool
for the characterization of multi-components large complexes.

Keywords:

1.      High-throughput protein production

2.      Single particle and Tomography CryoEM

3.      High throughput protein crystallization		No				No				No				Academic		PhD student		Structural biology;

		1489		5/31/22 12:51:28		5/31/22 13:01:03		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY 

High-throughput protein production, Single particle and Tomography CryoEM, High throughput protein crystallization, High-end MS applications		No				No				No				Academic		RTD B		Structural biology;Proteomics;Drug discovery;

		1490		5/31/22 12:57:52		5/31/22 13:01:56		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		High priority		Yes		HEALTH
STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Human imaging;Structural biology;

		1491		5/31/22 12:51:45		5/31/22 13:03:29		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		GENOMICS
Keywords: short- and long-read sequencing, meta- and epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis,library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping.

Within HT research areas and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following scientific/technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as also indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, such as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction and selection from various organisms and sample types, including ancient ones (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and quality control of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Agilent 5400 Fragment Analyzer, Agilent 4200 TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (Bio-Rad CHEF Mapper, Agilent Femto Pulse).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, the most flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq System that produces longer reads (2x300bp) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore Technologies GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct characterization of DNA and RNA modifications, such as methylation.

The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of other genomic structural information optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively), will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies.

NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput library preps (eg Twist 96-Plex and SeqWell plexWell™ 96/384) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based assays.		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Molecular biology;Genomics;Bioinformatics;

		1492		5/31/22 13:03:19		5/31/22 13:04:38		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Genomics;

		1493		5/31/22 13:02:39		5/31/22 13:05:32		anonymous		Very high priority		High priority		High priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” and "PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.

The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes and the NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health.

Hence, the NPs must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS).

The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards.

The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications.

The IU4 - METABOLOMICS integrating different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES, to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.

The IU5 - PROTEOMICS developing and applying state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.).

The IU6 - IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS facing a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN.

The IU7 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging.

KEYWORDS:

Genotyping, Single Cell MultiOmics, Untarget and Target Proteomics and Metabolomics, MultiOmics data integration, Omics computational methods and AI		No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Genomics;Metabolomics;Molecular biology;

		1494		5/31/22 11:49:27		5/31/22 13:09:25		anonymous		Medium priority		High priority		High priority		Yes				No				No				No				Academic		Researcher/ Scientist		Pharmacology;

		1495		5/31/22 12:55:38		5/31/22 13:09:33		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		High priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Associate professor		Clinical medicine;

		1496		5/31/22 13:05:57		5/31/22 13:12:02		anonymous		High priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		No				No				No				No				Academic		Full professor		Bioinformatics;

		1497		5/31/22 13:05:45		5/31/22 13:14:59		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		Within HT research areas (ie Health, Genomics, Data and decision science, etc...) and the core area “OMICS” submitted and selected during the first public consultation, I believe that the following technological fields related to the platform “GENOMICS (NP-GEN)” should be included, as indicated in the original form (I level Consultation) and supported by dozens of scientists and institutions. The core areas OMICS, DATA ANALYSIS, and IMAGING must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The mission of NP-GEN should be to implement cutting-edge technologies for DNA and RNA sequencing, crucial in all life sciences for the structural and functional characterization of (meta- and epi-) genomes and transcriptomes. Hence, NP-GEN must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed: 
The IU1 - SAMPLE AND LIBRARY PREPARATION for the development and optimization of sample and library prep protocols for sequencing by short- (SRS) and long-reads (LRS). At this aim, IU1 should implement: (i) automated systems to ensure high reproducibility, low costs and error rate, as liquid-handlers (BiomekNGS, Echo525) and microfluidic systems for nanodispensing (MosquitoHV, Dragonfly). (ii) Automated systems for nucleic acid extraction (QIAcube, QIAsymphony SP, SageHLS). (iii) Instruments for quantification and analysis of nucleic acids and libraries, as nano-spectrophotometers (Nanodrop), fluorimeters and luminometers (Qubit, GloMax), capillary electrophoresis systems (Fragment Analyzer, TapeStation) and devices for HMW DNA analysis (CHEF Mapper, Femto Pulse).
The IU2 - SHORT READ SEQUENCING (SRS) to provide cost-efficient sequencing at the highest quality standards. At this aim IU2 must be equipped with a cluster of Illumina NovaSeq6000, by far the most powerful, flexible and robust sequencer currently available, and an Illumina MiSeq producing longer reads (2x300) required in specific applications, such as metabarcoding. 
The IU3 - LONG READ SEQUENCING (LRS) implementing the state-of-art LRS technologies offering real time sequencing with read lengths up to hundreds of kilobases. IU3 must include a PacBio Sequel II and Oxford Nanopore GridION and promethION, having complementary features in terms of accuracy and read length. LRS technologies provide remarkable advantages for the analyses of structural alterations, repetitive regions, de novo assembly, haplotype phasing, RNA isoforms, as well as for the direct analysis of DNA and RNA modifications. 
The IU4 - OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND PLATFORM EVOLUTION must implement and evaluate alternative and emerging technologies, with improved accuracy, performances and lower reagent costs. In particular, for SRS technologies MGI DNBSeq 400, Illumina NextSeq 2000, Omniome. For LRS technologies, nanopore based technologies under development as Stratos genomics and Quantum Biosystems. For the analysis of genomic structural information not captured by SRS or LRS, optical and electronic genome mapping (Bionano Saphyr and NABsys, respectively) will represent important complementary methods for genomic studies. 
NP-GEN must foresee also the adoption of linked-read sequencing (eg Universal Sequencing) and Hi-C technologies, such as those by Dovetail, Arima and Phase Genomics, to improve de novo assembly, metagenomic sequencing, and the characterization of 3D Chromosome structure. High-throughput and low-cost library preps (eg Twist 96plx and SeqWell) or sample prep methods (eg ddRADseq) must be implemented for genotyping-by-sequencing projects including large sets of individuals. Finally, the highly robust and widely-implemented Illumina iScan System must be adopted for low-cost array-based, high-throughput genotyping, copy number variation and DNA methylation analysis.
KEYWORD: short- & long-read sequencing, meta- & epi-genomic and transcriptomic analysis, library preparation, genotyping, genome mapping. 
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		1499		5/31/22 13:18:55		5/31/22 13:28:00		anonymous		Very high priority		Very high priority		Very high priority		Yes		"Within the research areas of HT and the core area "OMICS" I believe that all the scientific/technological issues related to the platform "PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS" indicated in the original form (first level Consultation) should be considered. Many scientists and istitutions supported it. The core areas of OMICS, IMAGING and DATA ANALYSIS must operate as an integrated system where diverse approaches are combined to unravel the complexity of biology.
The NP PROTEOMICS-METABOLOMICS will be dedicated to the proteome and metabolome characterization up to a spatial and single-cell resolution. It will be agnostic to applications, meaning that it can be instrumental in addressing questions in a range of life science disciplines (e.g., cell biology, precision medicine, biomarkers discovery, human exposome, nutrition science), with applications in different fields (human health, plants biology, microbiology, etc.). 
This NP will constitute a centralized hub, unique in its nature, of fully integrated technologies and expertise able to provide prototypes and metabotypes to address unanswered questions in different fields related to human health. Hence, it must be composed of highly integrated Infrastructural Units (IU) and include, as originally proposed:

IU1 METABOLOMICS will integrate different aspects of the metabolomics realm, spanning from targeted and untargeted metabolomics (ENDO AND EXO METABOLOMICS, LIPIDOMICS, GLYCOMICS AND EPILIPIDOMICS ) to VOLATILOME and METABOLIC FLUX analysis by exploiting MS AND NMR-BASED STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES, to define metabolic profiling of disease, biomarkers, monitoring, and diagnosis of pathophysiological processes.

IU2 PROTEOMICS will develop and apply state-of-the-art MS-BASED PROTEOMICS approaches in DISCOVERY ORIENTED PROTEOMICS, TARGETED PROTEOMICS for the determination of the abundance of a predefined set of proteins by multiplexed assays (MRM); DEGRADOMICS for protein degradation and bioactive fragments analyses; POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONs (phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, methylation, ubiquitination etc.). Strategies for investigating INTACT PROTEINS, PROTEIN COMPLEXES, PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION, PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS depict the molecular machines governing pathophysiological processes, characterization of proteoforms of clinical biomarkers, and control of biopharmaceutical products. 

IU3 IMAGING AND SPATIAL PROTEOMICS & METABOLOMICS will face a major challenge in understanding cell-to-cell differences in strict collaborations with various PN. The Unit will apply MS STRATEGIES to be combined with cutting-edge imaging techniques (NP Cellular Molecular Imaging), artificial intelligence-based approaches for cellular/subcellular segmentation (NP Bioinformatics), single-cell genomics landscape (NP Single Cell) to precisely identify, quantify, localize proteins and metabolites within tissues or cells thus providing a global and untargeted, detailed, spatially-defined description of the biological system. 

IU4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. The cross-talk between molecular layers is still the key bottleneck in multi-omics studies. This IU will improve and develop COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR OMICS DATA INTEGRATION and INTERPRETATION, providing a centralized repository of proteotype and metabotype to be exploited via deep learning and AI strategies define prediction models for diseases, drug activity, and aging. This IU will support and synergize with the other IUs of the PN and will be INTERFACED WITH THE PN-BIOINFORMATICS acting as systems development, AI, interactive website and data processing pipelines. 

Keywords:
1. Mass Spectrometry and NMR technologies
2. Untarget and Target Proteomics and Metabolomics
3. Imaging and Spatial Proteomics- Metabolomics
4. MultiOmics data integration
5. Omics computational methods
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